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PREFACE

,The 23rd EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma
Physics was organized on behalf of the European Physical Society
by the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, State Committee
on Science, Technologies, and Industrial Policy of Ukraine,
and the Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics (BITP) in Kiev,
Ukraine.

The 1996 Conference included the topics: A- Tokamaks,
B — Stellarators, C- Alternative Magnetic Confinement,
D - Plasma Edge Physics, E - Plasma Heating and Current Drive,
F — Diagnostics, G - Basic Collisionless Plasma Physics, _
H - High Intensity Laser Produced Plasmas and Inertial Confinement,
I - Astrophysical and Geophysical Plasmas, J -_ Low-Temperature
Plasmas

The Conference Proceedings are published':11 three parts,
including:

Part I ~ Topic A; Part II — Topics B,C,D,E;
Part III - Topics F.G,H,I,J, and postdeadline papers.

The fourupage papers are arranged within topical groups
in the ascending order of file numbers. An exception is made
for 24 contributions which were selected for oral presentation
at the Conference. Such papers are presented at the beginning
of each topical group.

According to EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the
Conference Proceedings contain the four-page papers of all those
contributions for which at least one author was a registered partidipant
at the Conference. There are 371 papers which satisfy this condition.
The three parts of the proceedings will be mailed to all registered
participants of the Conference. _

The papers of five Review Lectures and 21 Topical Lectures
will be published 1n a special'issue of the journal "Plasma Physics
and Controlled Fusion", which will also be mailed to all registered
participants

~ D.Gresillon, A.Sitenl<o, AZagorodny

. July 1996
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Edge turbulence and transport barrier associated with the H-mode

in theWT-AS stellarator

E. Holahauer *. J. Baldauhn, S. Fiedler, J. Geiger, M. Hirsch. R. Jaenicke,
Ch. Konrad, A. Weller, WT-AS team and N131 team

Mnx—PIanck-Institntft‘ir Plasmaphysik. EURATOM Ass, 13-85748 Garching, FRG
"l Institurfiir Plasmcforschnng. Univ. Stuttgart, 19—70569 Stuttgart, FRG

H—mode operation in WT—AS

In the modular stellarator Wil-AS (R0 = 2.0m, a 5 0.18m) H-«mode operation is

achieved in a net currentless plasma with either ECRH or NBI heating at Btm. =2.5T and BM
=1.25T (l). The operational range is characterized by narrow windows of the edge rotational -
transform ta ( around 13:0.525 and ta=0.475 ) where the plasma minor radius is comparatively
large and determined by the inner separatrix of a natural island chain. For this well defined
plasma boundary the connection length decreases to a value of some meters within a radial

distance of drelcm outside the LCFS. As a consequencea strong radial variation of the radial
electric field and the concomitant velocity shear layer exist already under L-mode conditions.
This is considered as a favourable preconditioning for the L—H transition“): At 13:0.525 the
H—mode is achieved already at the lowest available heating power. ZflflkW of ECRH'(one
gyrotrort) or 340kW of N31 (one source) respectively. At the L—H transition the poloidal
impurity rotation measured with spectroscopy increases towards the electron diamagnetic flow '
direction corresponding to a change of the negative radial electric field by dEl-ad = ~100Wcm.
In analogy to tokamaks the transition into the H—phase is characterised {by the appearance of an
edge transport barrier. .However the improvement of global confinement is comparatively small
(awdianvdia c: 30% ) and achieved only after a quiescent H—mode of sufficient length ltb-Bflms)
is established. Here we concentrate en the temporal and spatial behaviour of the edge transport
barrier and the associated changes of fluctuations in density and magnetic field.

. Edge tranSport barrier in the L- and H-phase

The existence of a barrier for particle and heat transport in the H-phase is continued by
various diagnostics: In the H-phase the density gradient around and inside the separatrix
increases as measured with Thomson scattering, Li-beam, reflectometry and Langmuir probes
indicating an improvement of particle confinement. Electron temperature profiles obtained from
ECE show the build-up of an edge pedestal inside the LCFS. The corresponding results I,
obtained with several sxuchannels are shown in Fig.1. The increase of the edge ion
temperature is determined spectroscopically from the broadening of the impurity lines. Similar
results are obtained with the LENA diagnostic. The transport barrier is characterized by the so-
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called pivotapoint inside of which density and temperature start to increase after the transition
whereas they decreases. outside.

In most cases the H-mode is reached through a ”dithering" phase characterized by an

almost periodic modulation of the transport barrier indicated e.g. by the H11 signal originating
outside the LCFS. A typical repetition frequency is 2 kHz. The transient phase of deteriorated
energy confinement can be clearly identified by BOB and SXadiagnostics. The modulation of '1;

is only noticable in the ECE channels up to 5 one inside the separatrix demonstrating the edge
localized character. of the phenomenon. The concomitant changes of the density gradient inside
the separatrix are seen with the reflectometer.

Edge turbulence at the L-H transition-

Fluctuation diagnostics show that plasma turbulence is strongly suppressed in the He
mode: The density fluctuations in the gradient region and around the separatrix are measured by
reflectometry and microwave scattering For radial positions inside the separatrix the spectral
power of broadband density turbulence is reduced 1n the H—mode by more than one order of
magnitude. Magnetic fluctuations observed with Mirnov coils ( frequency range fSGOOkHe )
mounted close to the vessel wall are reduced on a similar scale. This reduction is observed for
all available poloida] and toroidal coil positions. As an example Fig 2 shows turbulent signal
power for two coils at toroidal positions separated by 174 D.The magnetic field fluctuations are
correlated within dt<3tts.

The dithering L—H transition is characterized by periodic burst-like phenomena lasting
100 — 200 its each with typical repetition frequency around 2 kHz. In the short intervals

between the bursts fluctuation power of both density and magnetic turbulence is strongly
reduced and the frequency spectra are identical to those in the fully developed H-mode.
Therefore these quiescent time windows (=300us) are interpreted as short phases where the

plasma edge is in an H—state .
If a dithering burst appears the spectral power of the broadband density fluctuations

increases by up to two orders of magnitude within several 10mieroseconds. This high
measured fluctuation level is almost independent of the radial penetration depth of the
reflectometer. In contrast in a stationary L-rnode the measured fluctuation level typically
decreases if the nominal cut-off layer is shifted deeper into the plasma. Together with the bursts
in density turbulence bursts of incoherrinr magnetic broadbandfluctuations are observed. In
addition to the broadband turbulence the spectra of magnetic fluctuations show other types of -
instability (e.g. global Alfven modes). In particular ,a quasi coherent precursor activity
(fz4GOkHz) is observed starting Slips before the well defined onset of the density tarbulenoe.
Ha emission in the SOL begins to rise within {301.11- with the bursts of density fluctuations

demonstrating the fast deterioration of the transport barrier. '
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At the drop in turbulence the improvement of the transport barrier measured with ECE,

SK. and reflectometry is found to occur on a timescale of almost (Fig.3). Asa burst appears

edge electron temperature displayed by the SK channel in Fig.3 increases within a few ten
microseconds as a result of the rapid outflua'of heat as the transPort barrier is disturbed. Thus
in the plasma edge region no clear separation in time between the changes in turbulence Ftp, fl
and in plasma background parameters at, I, can be found.

It is proposed that the dithering phase does not constitute a simple switching between
two states corresponding to equilibrium L—- and’H- phases: The precursor activity and the radial
extent of the level of density turbulence several cm inside the separatrix indicate that. the
dithering bursts are similar to the high-frequency (“grassy") ELMS seen in tokamaksizi.

Edge localized Modes

Typically after a quiescent H-phase of several tenths of millisecond length, single or
quasi-periodic ELMs ( typical repetition rates 50 and 100 He ) appear. The duration of these
phenomena is 150.5ms. Broadband density and magnetic turbulence increases far above I..-
mode level. No clear coherent precursor activity has been identified in the fluctuations of
density and magnetic field. With the multichannel SKacameta. the 1; profiles are found to
flatten initially around a pivot 'point about 2.5 cm inside theseparatrix. This position

corresponds to the maximum of the pressure gradient before the ELM. The breakdown of the
transport barrier manifests‘itself'in ECE as sudden deerease of TI, in the channel :Ecm inside
the separatria. Correspondingly a cold pulse can be followed until =5 cm inside the separatrix
(vre25mfs). In some cases an ELM triggers an L-phase of several ms duration (“compound
ELM") characterized by both a level of broadband turbulence and of Ha emission comparable
to stationary L—mode. During this phase the ZZZ-profiles measured with ECE remain flattened
until the fluctuations return to I-Ivmode level.

Conclusions

The Hamode in Wi-AS is characterized by an edge transport barrier displaying a fast
' switching during transient phenomena like dithering ("grassy“) ELMs at the L—H transition and
ELMs after a quiescent H~phase. Macroscopic profiles and microscopic fluctuations
simultaneously change on a timescale of lOOps indicating an interdependence which looks like
a closed loop process. The similarity between these edge phenomena in W7~AS stellarator and
the findings in tokamaks underlines the generic behaviour of the l-l—mode transition as an edge
phenomenon in toroidal devices. ..
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Fig. 1 : Development of SX-signai around the
pivot point ( rune-14cm } during the L-H
transtion.

M Synchronous temporal behaviour of
magnetic signal power during a dithering L-H
transition: Mirnov coil #i and #2 are
separated by I’M” in toroidal direction. After a
quiescent phase single ELMS occur.

MDithering phase : Hut-monitor and 3X-
channel (outside transport barrier} indicate the
quasivperiodic builduup and detoriation of the
barrier. The corresponding steepening and
flattening of the density. gradient is measured
front the time-delay signal of reflectometry.
As an example for turbulent edge activity the
fluctuation power of a Mirnov signal is given.
The short intervals of high fluctuation activity
con'esponci to the detoriatio‘n of the barrier.
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REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS ON

THE U-3 AND U—BM TORSATRONS

E.D.Vo1kov

Institute of Plasma Physics,
National Science Center' Institute of Plasma and Technology"

Kharkov 310108,Ukraine

_The U3 {1:3, m= Q, R=1m, a~0,09 m,t[a]~0,3, Bo<1T] and U—3M
[1:3, m= 9, RH lm, ae0.12 m, t(a] =U,4, Bo<1,5 T) torsatrons were built for a -
plasma heating and confinement studies in the torsatron magnetic
configuration with, special emphasis on a helical divertor operation. The
modernized U-3M torsatron has tsvo additional inner vertical field-coils. and
more exactly manufactured and strengthened helical winding-To realize the
divertor magnetic systems of these devices were placed inside a large
vacuum chamber '

The plasma is produced and heated by RF fields in the ion cyclotron
range of frequencies m<mci [1]. The frame type antenna [PTA] has been- used
for plasma production and heating in the range of values 1.1012<ne<8.1013
cm'3 and 0,45<BD<1,3 T.

_ The energy stored in the plasma columnias' well as the Unidirectional
current generated in the plasma and radiation losses are proportional to RF
power at..-PRF< 250 ltW. At the higher PRF there 'is a 'saturation of the plasma
energy content on the level~200+250 J Accordingly. the (B) value saturated
too, but the global energetic lifetime, rg. decreased at the Pm: more than

_ 300 kW. These phenomena are connected with the excitement of relax--type
oscillations in the plasma. [2}. These oscillations can be suppressed by-the

_vertical_field_change (the shift of a plasma column to the major axis of terns].-
There is an optimum on the vertical field value for“ plasma“ parameters
{Fig.1}. At the optimal vertical field value <‘B>~0,5% was obtained [3].

:The low density plasma confinement studies IWereG carried out at
magnetic field values up. to 1.3 T. Measured values of 1“,, are in a good‘

._ agreement with r: LHD scaling (Fig.2] [4]. I '
. Attempts to_ increase the plasma density above 8. '101'2 cm'3 in the case

. of ETA using led to the degradation of plasma parameters during RF
. discharge. to understand the reasons of a density restriction we paid

attention to ion and electron distributlon function measurements. The energy
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spectra of charge exchange neutrals measured in tangential and

perpendicular directions to the toroidal plane show a taro—temperature ion
distribution. Doppler broadening of the CV line indicates that these impurity
ions are in equilibrium with the lower temperature part of the hydrogen ion
distribution {Till during the whole RF pulse duration. By changing the
entrance slit width of the longitudinal NPA a qualitative picture of the
spatial localization of ions with T“ and "Fl-2 has been obtained (Fig.3). With
density increase the region of localization of high energy ions (T52) moves on
the outside. Measurements of ECE spectrum show that high energy electrons
are generated at the. plasma edge {Fig.4}. With density increase the region of
the localization of fast electrons moves on the outside. too.

It is necessary to notice one very interesting phenomenon. The
peculiarities on the right wing of spectrum correspond to electron

temperature increase. in magnetic is lands [5}. -
In order to study antenna system parameters and to optimize plasma

build-up scenarios in a tomatron self—consistent numerical modeling with two
codes [1-D RF code .and O»D transport code linked one to another] has been
performed. It was shown that the efficiency of plasma heating by the FTA is
reduced with the plasma density rise due to the power deposition profile
shift to the plasma periphery. '

To avoid this effect a compact three-half-turn antenna [Tl-ITA} was
proposed [6}. The power deposition profile of the THTA 1s better than that of
the FTA at the high density. It is necessary to notice that) long wavelength
mode excitation by the THTA has been deliberatelyreduced in order to
avoid plasma periphery heating in the high density regime. During PTA and
THTA simultaneous operation the increase of. ii up to 3. 1013 cm 3 was
observed but in this case there was a large impurity influx.

_ The transition to a qualitativelynew "stage of plasma discharge was
observed during the THTA pulse joined to. the are pulse {Fig.5}. The
significant rise of plasma density during-the THTA pulse was observed
mainly at the plasma core while the ion' saturation current.- ji. registered by
the external Langmuir probes dropped sharply. The-signal of the Hg line
measured outside the plasma core decreased at 'the'_ same time. The
measurements of the plasma density radial distribution showed that the
densityr profile steepened near the periphery. During the THTA operation the
high energy neutral signal was not observed in. the CK measurements [the
high energy tail disappeared) But we could not maintain such a discharge in
a quasistationary state due to impurity accumulation during PTA pulse.
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To avoid the target plasma production stage the crankshaft type
antenna was proposed and tested at low power level [PRF'ClUU kW) [5']. We
hope that using this antenna will allow us to realize the quasistationary
maintenance of H-like regime of a plasma confinement.

" __The research described in this publication was made possible in part
by Grants N "£000 and $3200 from the International Science Foundation and
by International Soros Science Education Program __ through I(Brant N SPU
062014.
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GUIDING CENTER MOTION 0F COLLISIONLESS tit-PARTICLES
IN A HELIAS REACTOR CONFIGURATION -

A.v. Zolotukhin, c. D. Beidler, F. Herrnegger, J. manager. H. Wobig

Max-Planck-fnsritatfitr Ptasntaphyst'k. fPP—Earatom Association
D-SSMS Garching bet Mencken. Germany

The guiding center motion of collisionless ot~particles is studied for the Helias Reactor config-
uration (HSR) (Fig.1 for vacuum case (a) and for finite [3 case {b)}. The fusion ot-particles have
a normalized Larmor radius of pfn=lf30 where a is the minor radius of a last closed magnetic

. surface. Effects due to the electric field are not taken into account. Effects of the modular rip~
pie are included. .
The present computations of tit-particle trajectories under the plasma conditions are done for
the parabolic pressure profile and a rather small B-value (Bfl=3%) to study the finite [3 effect on
the Jot-particle motion in real coordinates. A similar study will be done for higher B values in
the order of efinefiiie which is more realistic for the Helias Reactor.
The coil system of the magnetic configuration HSR is described in [1] and is characterized as
follows: major radius R=22 m, minor radius of the last closed magnetic surface a: l .8 m. aver-
age magnetic field on the axis BU=5 T. number of field periods m=5 and It] coils per'field
period. The mirror ratio (By-BEM'BfiBEJ is about {0% on the magnetic axis and about 18% at
the boundary with the aspect ratio A=Rfex12.4; B; and B; are the absolute value of the mag“
netic field at [p20 (bean—shaped cross section) and (1:21t (triangular cross section). Rotational
transform profiles for the vacuum and finite B cases are shown in Fig.2.
The radial distribution of the magnetic field is obtained from the contour plots of B on several
magnetic surfaces (see Fig.3) and is used for predictions of the particle behavior. The separa-
triees (Fig.4) divide the space (r. E41} in regions where pgrticles are passing (E/unm),
trapped (EfuaBSEP) or transient {Bgsp‘iEfll‘iBau-l—x) where they can overcome the local field
maximum Bflpmm and extend their path over several field periods. These estimations are con-
sistent with the loss cone diagram which is obtained from launching test particles. The major-
ity of particles are passing particles. As is shown in [2.3] the comparison of drift surfaces for
co— and counter passing particles demonstrates the high degree of drift optimization in the
Helias configuration. Trapped nix-particles are characterized by a pitch parameter value "t' 2 0.9
(fi-Eviiv, where v and vL are the total particle velocity and the velocity perpendicular to the
magnetic field. respectively). There is a difference in the behavior of trapped ot-particles which
start under identical conditions in vacuum and finite B cases (Fig.5). In the vacuum case the
particle becomes trapped in the modular ripple and its orbit then intersects the first wall. The
confinement time is not larger than 6 ms. In the finite B case the particle does not escape the
confinement region during the computation { a 8 ms}. This single example illustrates the gen—
eral improvement of tit-particle behavior under plasma conditions.
The interaction of thermonuclear particles with the first wall of the device is of interest for
fusion reactors. For tokamaks [4, 5] the distribution of eta-particle fluxon the first wall is highly
non-uniform in the poloidal angular coordinate. To get a map of the intersection points of lost
ot-particles orbits with the vacuum chamber in HER. the particles were launched from the dif-
ferent cross sections of the magnetic surfaces with average radii rfu=0.2 and 0.413: a 0.9). Par-
ticles which start in the heart-shaped cross section ((9:03. maximum of B) are passing and their
trajectories do not intersect the first. wa11.The footprints of lost triparticles in the vacuum case
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arc found in “hot spots” which corrcspond to particlcs {1! z 0.95 to 0.97} which arc trappcd in
modular ripples and drift upward and to particles ("[2 0.9?) with largo radial Llril'l. (soc Fig.6).
A 1111.111 stop of this study will ho to 121111: into account tho location of thc divortor plates.
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Fig. 1. Poiucsré plot of magnctic surfaccs. Cross scction of plasma. blanket. 1111111111 and coil
systcm in thc pianos 1.0:36” for thc vacuum (a) and {10:31:15 case: (11).
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Neoclassical Transport in High—Mirror Advanced Stellarators

C.D. Beidler, H. Maafiberg
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AA. Shishkin
Institute for Plasma Physics, Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology

310103 Kharkov, Ukraine

Large magnetic-field ripple is generally.r considered to be detrimental for neoclassical
transport. Numerical simulations have shown, however, that the introduction of a
large “toroidal mirror" term in the B-Fourier spectrum of a stellarator configuration
can significantly improve the neoclassical confinement, both in the collisional (plateau)
and collisionless (long~mean-free-path) regimes [1]. The transport properties of such
High-Mirror Advanced Stellarators are of particular interest both for the future WT—X
experiment and for stellarator reactor studies [2].
In general the magnetic field, B(r,d,1,o) (with r being the effective radius, 9 and 1,0
the poloidal and toroidal angles in Boozer co—ordinates, respectively), is described by
3/33 2 1 + 2m.“ hm,“ cos(md — nNgo) where 5111.110") or 1"" is the Fourier coefficient
with respect to the poloidal [111) and toroidal (11) modes, and N is the number of
field periods. The model field analysed in this work is given by only three Fourier
harmonics: the average toroidal curvature, t 1,9, the toroidal mirror term, t on, and
the helical ripple, t 1,1. The (gyro-averaged) drift-kinetic equation (DKE) is solved
using the “local diffusive ansats” f = f0 + f1. Here, fg(r,9,1p,113) is the “equilibrium"
distribution function including the transport efiects along magnetic field lines due to
small poloida] and toroidal electric fields on the flux surfaces, —?®1, and is given by

Eil'E-ffl + 13%;?- = C(fg) which yields fr, 2 {#1 fM[r,112) (1)

where 1': is the acceleration term (or: flfltfil), C the Coulomb collision term, fM(r, 113)
is the usual Maxwellian driving the neoclassical transport in 1st order, (In the 1st order
potential ((1) = ($1.30“) + $163,931) with Hill << l‘I’ol): and T(1‘) the temperature. In this
context, all terms with (E X EB)-E‘I> are neglected [the VB—drift in a strong radial
electric field leads to a change in the perpendicular energy). In the 1'st order DKE,
the terms related to 3f1 /Br and afl/Bo are omitted with respect to the equivalent
terms in fig, and the Coulomb term, 0, is approximated by the simple pitch-angle
collision operator (the pitch p = “H /11). These last assumptions allow a mono-energetic
treatment of the problem. Additionally, the poloidal component of the VB drift is
neglected with respect to the Dth order E K B drift. Then, the 1st order DKE'1s given

_ br

p1: l-wpgq 2 1 3—33(is 3+75X3‘I’1l'3fi'“ 2 (sari J’t+33 J5") 3—,;
4001} = —(£os "1' Harsh iii (2)

Here, fl, is the radial derivative (under the constaint of invariant total energy) which
drives all the neoclassical transport in combination with the radial components of
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Uvfi : (meg/2:13) (1+p2)§_x§_B and ”Exfl = fixit‘i’l/Bz. In the next two sections,
i.e., for the plateau and the LMFP regime, the lat oder DKE is analyzed with the (I),
terms omitted. The final section presents the self-consistent neoclassical theory in both
orders for the plateau regime where E31 is determined by the quasi—neutrality condition
on the flux surface, and the radial electric field, 43’”, from the ambipolarity condition
for the particle fluxes.
Plateau Transport
With Fourier representations of B (real), of f1 = 2m?” fmy, (p) exp(i(m9—-nNI,o)) and
of the normalised 1st order potential (Bo/mug) (in = 2m,” 95“,”, exp(i(md — nNgaD, a
system of 1st order DKE’s for the modes m, n is obtained.

1 "P2 I r 1 r I an: I
"T E (m ‘t "_ n N) {i bm’m' (fm—m’m-n’ " fm+m',n+n’) + ‘fim‘m' fm-m’,n—n'}

mi Inf

+({m¢ ~ mm + m“) is.“ + was...) = 3;— m{(1+ 102l + em...) (3)

with 6* = e/epa — p2)d/dp, e = (PE/83o, w = uR/u and an = (qu/mBs) f5 and
s = r/R. In eq. (3), terms of order 52 from E x E are neglected.
The mode coupling term (2:) originates from the a term in the DKE and is neglected
in the traditional analytic theory for the plateau regime. As a consequence, helical
contributions add to the transport coefficient resulting from the b 1..) term. Direct mode
coupling with the mirror term bug appears only between the f 1,0 and f 1,1 modes.
The transport properties cannot be improved by the n. = 1 mirror term in helical
configurations with m 2:- 1. The f 3,1 mode is negligible since the mode coupling is
only small (cc Wilmfhnla and a direct drive (r.h.s. of eq. (3)) is missing. Thus, the
lat order DKE in the plateau regime of a High—Mirror Advanced Stellarator described
by the 50,1: b M} and {11,1 modes is given by

{5 as - as“ f1,fl IFPQNEJ "f’1,1 __. *1+p2 blafl
[p (s—N)+E +w Cilf1,1}+ 4 {1’1 fine —T 2 blil .

' (4)
For small radial electric fields, 6* 4: e, the mode coupling is only efficient if the relation
all; 1.1) ~ |(e 4N) b no} holds, i.e., if the “toroidal plateau” and the “helical plateau”
values of the mono-energetic transport coeflicients are roughly comparable. E.g., for
the WTHX configurations with s c: 1, N = 5 and b 1,1/5 1y; :2: 2, mode coupling by
the toroidal mirror term 510,1 is efficient. For small 4: and/or high N, the “helical
plateau” is much lower than its “toroidal” counterpart, and no possibility exists for
optimisation with the mirror term. Reduction of the transport is only obtained, if
has and t 1,1 are of different signs (which is the case for WT-X) while degradation is
found if b {3.1 - l} 1,1 > D. The dependence of the mono-energetic transport coefficient on
b m1 obtained numerically with three modes from .eq. (3) (by a simple complex-valued
matrix difference scheme) is in full agreement with DKES code [3] results (see [1],
Fig. 5). Finally, the mode coupling efl'ect disappears at larger 6* > it since 95‘0“ 1.9) (the
sin component being relevant for transport) is strongly reduced beyond the “toroidal
resonance”_ at e" z: a . Consequently, no optimisation of the “helical plateau" value for
WT-X configurations is found for very large radial electric fields.
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Long-Mean-Free—Path Transport
In the LMFP regime, the mode coupling becomes detrimental to a straightforward
solution of the DKE; e.g., the DKES code (which solves eq. (3) with elm,“ = 0) must
use hundreds of f,,,,,, to obtain alconvergent solution in the (tn, n) Fourier space. This
problem may be eliminated in situations where the rapid drift motion along field lines
is‘ a (nearly) periodic function of the local helical ripple. Using the appropriate time '
average, the DKE simplifies to the Ripple-Aoeraged Kinetic Equation, the solution
of which may be described by a very small harmonic spectrum and which requires
tiny computational resources [4]. On the other hand, the conventional ripple-averaged
theory employs simplifications which limit its usefulness for predictive. transport cal-
culations. One such simplification is the assumption of negligible rotational transform
per field period (i.e.,‘ s/N = 0). Under this assumption, functions of the poloidal angle
9 = 99 + (o/NK are treated as constants with respect to the ripple ayerage (which is
performed along a field line — and thus at constant '60 ——- over functions of C :- N1p).
A reformulation of the ripple-averaged theory which avoids this assumption is made
possible by introducing a change of variables 6 : 19,, + (c/N)(C — (n), where 6 = 6,,
specifies a local minimum of B. Additionally, B is expressed as a function of 3,, by
approximating the “true” magnetic field by a model consisting of two sinusoidal “half
ripples” with extrema identical to those of the “true” B; these extrema are found
numerically to high accuracy. This approach leaves the basic formalism of the ripple-
averaged theory largely unchanged although the complexity of individual quantities
increases significantly due to the non-symmetry of the model field.
The importance of avoiding the. assumption s/N = 0 may be demonstrated by solving
the ripple-averaged kinetic equation for localized particles in the 1/” regime (the more
collisional end of the LMFP regime where the transport coefficients scale inversely with
collision frequency). Figure 1 presents the results for the advanced stellarator WTF—X
(s/N m 0.2) expressed in terms of the “effective helical ripple“ (in the 1/1; regime,
the mono-energetic diffusion coefficient is given by D = (4/97r)(2€,,”)34(2 (of/u) where
1.1,; is the radial drift velocity [5]). Three con-
figurations are considered which differ only in 11030
that the mirror term, 511.1: has been changed by - =
a constant amount. A significant mirror term
serves to confine the majority of localized parti-
cles in the “straight" portion of each field period. 0101-5
Clearly, neoclassical transport in such “drift— '
optimised" _W?-}{ configurations is described
accurately using a ripple-averaged formalism? '
only if the assumption s/N = 0 is avoided. . - .35 0.010

Figure 1. The eflectioe helical ripple for 1/1:
transport is shown as a function of normalised .
radius for ”WT-X. The configurations “low mir— 0.005
ror” with hg_,1(,o = D) = D (A), "standard” with
hu,1(p = 0) = 0.046 (c), and “high mirror" with
bg,1(p = 0) = 0.092 (El) are shown. Solid lines
indicate the results obtained when non-zero s/N 0.000 - - - -: - .- - - - * - - - -
is accounted for, dotted lines the results under 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
the conventional assumption o/N = 0. p '
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Salli-Consistent Neoclassical Transport

-The 1st order potentials, t1’1, are driven by the inhomogeneity of the density on flux
surfaces due to the VB drift in the DKE (2). The transport is effected by the (111 terms
in both orders, f1. and f1. For the particle flux in 9th order, the radial components of
(1311 £11113 ((131 from the linearized Boltzmann factor; see eq. (1)) and E a £191 / .Em’2 cancel
exactly after energy convolution and flux surface averaging. For the energy flux density,
however, a 0th order term is obtained: 9‘” = —(n T/ZrB) 2m!" mbmln S}(qb,,,,,,) with
319mm) being the transport-relevant sin component. In a simple description [6], the
d) m,” modes are mainly driven by the ion density inhomogeneity, and, as a consequence,

I the QT flux may increase up to the ion level, i.e., q‘f/qeflfi := U) is of the order of
13m;fine.
For the plateau transport, the 1st order DKE3(3) with the t 11 1, b 1 .1 and b 1.1 compo-
nents is solved numerically for the three modes f 1,11, f 1 1 and f 2 1 for both electrons
and ions After energy convolution, the 1st order densities 11“,, are obtained. The
quasi--neutrality condition [with 0th and 1st order included) leads to as ed) m ,1 (T3 +
EiTw‘) -— 11 mm — 11. mm where 1,9 111.11 is used in the DRE (3) for the next iteration step
until convergence is reached. As a result, the 1st order density inhomogeneity driven
by the TB drift is reduced by the transport within flux surfaces, i.e., by the 191 term.
This reduction depends on the value of the 9,1,1 term. The lst order particle and
energy fluxes (related to the fmm modes) are only slightly affected. The Uth order q‘f'
term can significantly exceed the 1st order 11,, flux at very small radial electric fields.
Taking the ambipolarity condition into account, however, q‘i’ is found to he of minor
importance: 'q'f' has a similar dependence on the radial electric field, Er = “Villa, as
the ion flux density, F1. For the typical plateau scenarios, F1(E,.) : I] is a very good

- estimate for the ambipolar 13,.“ (since [‘1 33;» 1",, for E. : 0). As the integrand for P,- is
only weighted with the radial component of the VB drift with respect to the integrand
for n. m:n, the ion 95",," modes must be reduced at E,. : Er“. Thus, both the density
inhomogeneities and the let order potentials become small at E,“ leading to q'i’ m 9.
This result is in contradiction to [6]. Anomalous electron heat transport cannot be
explained within the theory of self—consistent neoclassical transport.
The effects of 1131 on neoclassical transport in the LMFP regime remain to be inves
tigated. These effects are likely to be of greater importance sineeions and electrons
occupy different collision frequency regimes which, especially for Advanced Stellara—
tors, may have quite different degrees of optimisation with respect to neoclassical
transport.

[1] H. Maafiberg at al., Phys. 111111111 13 s (1993) 3729.
[2] G. Grieger et al., Fhsion Tech. 21 (1992) 1937.
[3] W1. van Rij and S.P. Hirshman, Phys. Fluids B 1 (1939) 563.
[4] C. D. Beidler and W.D. D‘haeseieer, Plasma Phys. control Fusion 37 (1995) 463.
[5] c.D. Beidler et .11 EPS 1994 son 1913 II (1994) 569.
[6] M. Taguchi, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 62 (1993) 2976.
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3 MW Neutral Injection into the Stellarator WendclsteinT-AS
- Heating efficiency at high-beta operation - I

E -R Pennirigsfeld, J. Geiger, W. Orr, E. Spark, Wf—AS Team, Ni Team

Max-Planck—lnstihrt fiir Plasmaphysik, D-35748 Garchin g, Germany

Abstract -
With 3 MW of neutral power and a new non-resonant RF method of plasma start-up, W7-AS is
now equipped for the investigation of high-B plasmas over a wide range of magnetic fields {0.5
e Be «2'. 2.5 T). With full b63111 power, a maximum cenn'al beta of 4% at 1.2? T was obtained,
however the aim of hitting the beta limit, expected at about 4.5%, by lowering the magnetic
field, was not reached. In contrast to Lackner~Gottsrdi scaling, where B as nD-fi P0”; B'L2 can

be expected, no increase in <|3> was seen even at reduced B despite constant neutral input
power. In this paper it is shown, that one of the reasons for this behaviour is a degradation of
the heating power with decreasing magnetic field; not due to transmission or reionisation losses
of the neutral beams, but due to increasing fast ion orbit beam with decreasing magnetic field.

Introduction .

The power level of Neutral Beam Injection (N131) into the W'l-AS Stellarator has boon increased
from 1.5 to 3.0 MW in order to extend. the accessible range of plasma parameters in this device.
The beta values achieved at 1.5 MW were about a factor 2 below the equilibrium limit. Further-
more, since the energy confinement time in W7~AS scales favourable with density»r and the maxi-
mum density obtained increases with power, this was an additional incentive for upgrading the
beam power. I .
Therefore, the number of: ion sources was increased from 4 to 3 which doubled the available
neutral power. Experiments with the upgraded power began in spring 1995. The extended para-
meter regimes are still being explored. This paper reports the present status. -
In an attempt to understand the experimental findings, the computations of the heating efficiency
had to be repeated and extended because the plasma limiters have been changed to inner limiters
and the magnetic field range of NI discharges was widened up by start-up with '900 MHz RF.
The variations of the flux surfaces with increasing |3 became much stronger than earlier [1]. The
vacuum magnetic field configuration as used previous was therefore no longer appropriate for
the computation of the beam deposition in the plasma. A series of FAFNER runs [2] with finite-
beta plasma configurations and variations of the magnetic field had to be done. The main results
are a somewhat more-favourate heating efficiency at low plasma densities than earlier and a
strong reduction of the heating efficiency for low magnetic field operation.

Status of the BMW Neutral Injection on WTAS

Total and neutral power of 45 k‘v’ PIG-beams delivered into the torus were measured by a rein-
stalled calorimeter inside the torus for one box. The results confirm the estimated power trans-
missions per source for not fully optimized divergence and beam steering. Comparison of single
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source operation with and without magnetic field of firming show a reduction by rcionization 0f
about 12% mainly caused by high pressure in the front part of the NT-box not in the duct itself
It was confirmed that a common operation of all sources over 0 3 5, limited by the inertial

calorimeter plate does not show beam blocking

NI heating-efficiency for I3:- 0 in “PW-AS
'Iivo motivations lead to a resumption of calculations with EAFNER to update the heating pro-
files of NBlin Riff-AS: the change of the limiter geometry and the high Shafranov shift due to
the higher beta values obtained. The variations between vacuum field and finite beta equilibrium
flux surfaces, as shown in fig. 1 , are dominated by the large increase of the plasma cross section
and by the Shafranov shift of about 7.5 cm in the e = 0“ plane for highest beta obtained up to
now [i ]. Lower and upper limiter used in earlier campaigns were removed and the plasma now
is only controlled by the inner limiter and the vertical field. To clarify the effect of these modifi-

cations on the global NI heating
efficiency1 especially as function of
the magnetic field strength and tar-

FAFNER [a] was used. not only
in 3D'g'uiding centre but also in

' real orbit calculation at very low
fields, where the gyro radius of
fast ions starting nearly parallel to
B (pitch angle of the starting ions
is in the range of 22“ c: y e: 350) -
becomes greater than the lgrad pl -

flu‘ Campfirfmfl 0fVflflmfiflt’d {55353-9613} and region of typical 2.3 cm in the
finite beta equilibrtttmflttx surfaces or the toroidal , gurgl- part of high [13,15i NI dis.
angles :35: 0" and 19:36” charges.

1
Tam} = 350 eV with full beam power, where the obtained «cps: was 1.3%. For density'and tem-
perature Scans, these central values are scaled. The results for the global NI heating efficiency as
a function of the line density lndl for co and counter beams of inner and outer sources for 1.25T

The calculations use the measured density and temperature pmfiles with ngfilj' =. 1.3 * 1020 m'3

are shown'm fig.2a. The maximum beta obtained corresponds to lndl=—0.64*1020m .
Fig.2b shows the corresponding results for the vacuum field (13:43.13 —- 1.251") as used before
including the inner limiters, but using a fixed radial position. This radial position corresponds to

a beta value of about eB} a- 0.75% of the new data set. Therefore. the differences between both

results are low («at 10% for lndl b [13*1020m'2).
For lower line densities the results differ somewhat more. depending on the source position
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because the target plasma metres to the inner limiters and shrinks in diameter typically by a

factor of 1.5 (see fig.1 also). ' -- .

13.3 g... 0.3
>1
is E
o .‘1.’
g o.s g 0.6
"5 E. .

ig- an! lg} 5.1
.: E . U l
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figZ,tI; beating efi‘iciency asfunction of fig.2 b; beating qfiiciency 1terstts fudifor

fine density usingflux surfaces of the cor: . 13:0 v-as used up to now with the effect of inner
responding beta for ait‘ types ofNi sources . iirniter; (n.T)-profiies in both cases are similar

M {Lt-1
indlm no" to"!

The radial heating profiles for co and counter beams (each 1.5 MW neutral power) obtained by

FAFNER in guiding center approximation are shown in fig.3. For Jodi :5 ,U.10*1020 rn'2 the
counter beams deliver only half of the power of the co beams in the inner plasma region with

ria £- 03. The high beta studies done so far. show a central heating power of about 5.4 Wicm3

' (co + counter) in a wide density range of 0.34 e-Indi <0.d4 [143'20 ma].

figui; NiiW?AS beating profiles pirlfor 1Lusrious fine densities inet'utiing Sitafianov shift.
. ieft (right) side shows the contribution of ai! four ca (counter) beams {each for i .5 MW).
5— . 5 .
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Results I of real orbit Jealculations for low field operation _ .

When the magnetic field strength is lowered, «all? a: n0-5 PM BO”? should increase as long

as plasma heating power P and confinement are not deteriorated. Howetter, tbe'r‘ijiflildepensdence

' of the beating efficieneiy 71 shows a strong drop at about 0.5 T for co booms and at m1.0 .T for

counter beams (see fig/1). The calculations were done for a'fixed target dense}! I of . 3 h
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Ham) = LONDZO m'3 and temperature cf'Tem) = 350 eV using real orbit calculations for the
first toroidal orbit of each particle.

1
Co beams

Counter beams11
oh

0.6

13.4

[3.2

D “3.5 i 1.5 2 2.5 - a 5'5 1 {.5 2 2.5an m an m
figgi : Heating efliciency for NiiWF’AS as function of the magnetic fleid Be for inner and
outer sources of co and counter beam with rent orbit ceieuiatinnfor thcflrst toroidal orbit.

The heating efficiency of all 8 sources to-
gether (4 co and 4 counter beams) as a func- 1
tion of the magnetic nee an is shown fig.5 ‘1 3 “W “W?“
for the same target conditions. Below 1T '
the NLheating drops su'ongly and reduces . gig _
P = 111330) * 3.0 {MM from == 2.2 MW at
1.25 T to 1.0 MW at Bum 0.6 T. These
M-C-resuits are in good agreement with a gig
newly published paper on orbital aspects at
low field in CH8 {3]. The dependence 9 0 0:5 I I
n = T303} as shown in fig.5 explains at least . as {T}
qualitatively that no increase of <13:- was fig: ; heating wiciencyfcr iii! 8 sources of
found when the field strength was lowered N! i WT—AS for same target as used in fig.4
(see also [4]).
Up to now the real orbit caiculations were done without a radial electric field, because for B n-
1.0 T no essential effects were seen in earlier calculations [5]. But at low magnetic field ope-
ration a sireng radial E-field may influence the orbits again. A study of this effect is under way.

.5 2 2.5
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Neoclassical Transport Predictions for Stellarators
in the Long-MeanwFree—Path Regime

H. Maafitsry, (ID. Bsidlsr, M. Kaiser, EE. Simmst

Mae-Planct-Insiitat fiir Piasmapiiysik, IPP-EURATOM Association
1945748 Garcliiny tei Manatee, Germany

The ofihdiagonal term in the neoclassical transport matrix, which is related to the particle
flux, becomes essential in the stellarator long~mean-free-path (LMFP) regime. Strong
temperature gradients can drive the density profile hollow, i.e., a positive density gradient
related to the diagonal term in the transport matrix has to compensate this off—diagonal
drive in order to fulfil the particle balance. As a consequence, central heating with peaked
temperature profiles can make an active density profile control by central particle refuelling
mandatory. This effect will become essential for the larger stellarator devices of the next
generation since recycling as well as gas puffing can affect only the plasma edge region of
typically a few centimeters. This neoclassically predicted outward particle flux driven by
the temperature gradients is experimentally confirmed in WT-AS discharges in the LMFP
regime [I].

Necessity of an Active Density Profile Control
With a particle source, Sp, within the bull: plasma, e. g., by NEiI and/o1 by pellets, a
particle flux density, Ffl—_. FIf,“rib}, dr , is externally d1iven. Then, the ambipolarity
condition, PE 2 1”,: = Tex, with the neoclassical particle fluxes is given by

s Tram—fie”“*:‘(:s11")+11f;;T} (1}
with + (~} for electrons (ions). Here, TE = T,’ = T and ”-3 m 11; = 11 was assumed
for simplicity. The neoclassical transport coefficients, ‘39,, (with j,1i: I: 1, 2 and 1:1 =
c. i) are obtained by energy convolution of- the monesenergetic transport coefficients. For
various 111agnetic field configurations, the databases of these mono—energetic transport
coefficients calculated by DKES code [2] are fitted based on traditional analytic theory [3]
with axisymmetric contributions in the plateau collisionality regime taken into account.
inverting eq. (1) leads to

,1 / } 2 “1,211,, Emil _ Emilia}
EMT 2 i1 i1 T 2” Di1 i1 2

where the ratio of the transport coefficients is much less sensitive to the radial electric
field, Er, than the D; itself. Several roots of eq. (2) with respect to E. may exist: the
“electron root" at large Er 2:, U with both the electron and ion transport coefficients being .
significantly reduced, the “ion root" at moderate Er 1': U {for TE m T,') where mainly the
ion D3,, are decreased, and an unstable root inbetween. The 1st term of the r.h.s. of

{3}

eq. (2) (with the - sign for Er) is typically positive, and the “electron root.“ is forced for
very small Tex. For large Fax, the “ion root” is obtained due to Bf, 11’. Dii' I

Assuming “pure” collisionality regimes, the normalised off-diagonal terms, 5,3,5, m
DEE/DEE,“are easily obtained. 15% mT/2 fo1 the Us regime, 6;},2' .1 3/2 in the plateau
regime. eff“w1/2 for the J17 regime, and, finally, 6“,,— 2 “U2 fo1 the tokamah-lilie 1.2
regime. As these 1egimes oveilap'111 the ene1 gy convolution, the values of 5"0,,» and 15",, as
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given in Fig. 1 for an ambipolar particle flux Pex estimated from the condition 11l = 0
reflect mainly the dependence on E1..With decreasing collisionality, 11* or; n/Tg, the elec-
t1ons enter deeply the 1/11 regime since the effect of the “ion root’ E,- on the D ll. 1s small
The 1on coefficients are mainly determined by the (/17 1egime which 1s very pjronounced
for the high-mirror advanced stellarator configuration under consideration [3].
For the typical LMFP conditions,IEoff ‘12- 15 ‘12- holds with the tendency of driving the density
profile hollow For the case of no central particle refuelling, 1. e. ,Pex 17- 0, eq. (2 ) gives for
the pressure gradient

13 —§(15,ffi+ 53,; — 2}11T, (3)

with p ”:9 0 (for T’ If. 0} if 15:2+ 552 > 2 which holds in the stellarator LMFP regime.
Please note in this context that 5Eoffff+ 5312’”w (l {orpeven negative) in the deep tokamak
banana 1egime. An inverted pressure profile i..,e >1 D, is in strong conflict with the
MHD stability condition based on magnetic well, it’ll: 4: 0. Then, the typically stabilising
term, p’V”, becomes destabilizing. Consequently, the condition pF <1 0 is mandatory
leading to the requirement of an active density profile control, i.e., sufficiently large Tex.

Quantitative Estimates
An estimate of the necessary particle refuelling rate can be obtained in a local (i.e., at
a fixed radius, r] solution of the amhipolmity condition for a required 11/11 for given
density and “heating power”. Here, the “heating power”, or more precisely, the total heat
flux density. q: = qc + 11,-, over the flux surface of effectiveEradius, 1', given by

:hE #2:

is used. For the example shown in Fig. 1, a W7-X configuration with high toroidal mirror
(2' 10%) [4] was selected. At about half the plasma radius (1' x: 0.2? m, R = 5.5 Hi), a
(normalized) temperature gradient 1'2'"r [T = 1 was assumed which corresponds to a fairly
peaked T profile. The physical dependence of all the results on the local T /T however,
turned out to he failly email (e.g., a steeper Til/T decreases T at given heat flux Qt). Full
densitv control with 11. =0 was assumed. The necessary refuelling rate, i.e., the total
ambipolar particle flux, scales roughly with the heating power for the 3 densities in Fig. 1.
Please note in this context, that full NBI heating with a mean energy of 60 keV just fulfils
this request (2 1E}2U particles/s and per MW_ heating power). The temperature increases
only slightly with Q; in the LMFP regime, nearly independent on density. At the high

, ' Q; values, the electron transport coefficients deeply within the 1/1»1 regime exceed the ion
ones, and, consequently, the IE,« of the ‘ion root’ (E <1 0] decreases since only a small E,
is sufficient to reduce the Di,c to the electron level (D 22 “1.022... at the low collisionbaities,
111'.) Consequently, the density dependence of the heat flux disappears'm the deep 1/11
regime. For both the normalised quantities, 6”a" and 652, as well as for the convective"
teIm, TI‘ex/qg, versus the. collisionality 1r , nearly no additional density dependence 1s
found with the amhipolar Er taken into account -

“Electron Root" .
Only for the lower densities, an “electron root” was found from the ambipolarity condition.
In order to decide if this root can be realised, additional thermodynamic arguments have
to he considered. 011 the basis of the poloidal force balance with a shear viscosity term

included, a generalized heat production which has to be minimized is derived [5]. The
Euler-Lagrange form of this variational principle leads to a difl'usion equation for the radial
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Fig. 1:' Ambipolarparticle flux (51." = U assumed), temperature (T = T5), ambipolar E,
vs. heat flux, 62: {upper plots, from left to right), the norm. off-diagonal transport matrix
terms, 55H and (SSH, the heat difl'usivities, D32 and DE, and (for reference) the norm.
“convective“ heat Hus: TFex/Qi vs. collisionality, u“ (lower plots, from left to right) for
the high mirror W'F—X configuration at an eHective radius of r = 2’? cm.
Densities (HE : n.5,): 5 “1019 m‘“ (1*)? 1* 10““ m"“ (I), and 2~ 10““ 311"“ (I).

electric field which is suited for integration in a predictive neoclassical codei' For a “local”
analysis, i.e., at one radius, however, the minimization of the generalized heat production
with respect to the shear layer position (the width is assumed to he sufficiently narrow)
leads to the condition at

with E: (E: ] being the “ion" (“electron“) roots. On the other hand, with the integral of
eq. {5] being positive, the “ion root" will be realised. From this argument, the “electron
nziot“ solutions of Fig. 1 cannot be expected. In the integral of eq. (5), however, the
assumptions for the “local diffusive ansate“ in the neoclassical theory are violated at least
for the ions at E,- m U, and direct losses have to he taken into consideration. From this
point of view, the usual neoclassical ansata may lead to an underestimation of 1"; for very
small Er supporting the prediction of the “ion root". Furthermore, a Kelvin-Helmholtz-
like instability may he driven at the highly localised poloidal shear layer and may suppress
the “electron root" feature. its a consequence, neoclassical transport predictions should
not rely only on the optimistic prospects of the “electron root“.

“Ion Root” .
For the “ion root“ in the deep LMFP regime (with Di, 2 DE), the total heat flux

scales with TM“, comp. Fig. 1. This unfavourable scaling makes stellarator optimization
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with respect to neoclassical confinement mandatory. For reactor scenarios based on the
“ion root”, very high densities at moderate temperatures are favourable. However, the
negative Er may lead to the problem of impurity accumulation. Assuming full density
profile control with al = t], the “ion root“ E,- can be estimated from [‘5 m 0 (since
FE(E,.) = I‘,;(E,.) << PM)»: ET. 2' “dfl' For the impurities, Z, stationary conditions
with I‘z = 0 (no inner sources} leads to highly peaked profiles

n.’ ~ Tl5 2 (zen — at) 3;. (6)
since nfi—(ifls 23> 1 for high Z. It seems to be unlikely that Zdflifledfi‘g’f e: U (which is the
case in the deep banana regime in tekamalts} can be achieved by stellarator optimization.
The negative radial electric fields of the “ion root’1 result in a strong inward term for the
high Z impurities. For the “electron root“, on the contrary, no accumulation problems
are expected.

Predictive Neoclassical Transport Codes
Neoclassical theory for fairly general stellarator configurations seems to be sufliciently
developed, so that the predictive neoclassical transport modelling is the natural next step.
A first attempt was done by implementing the ASTRA code [6] in a stellarator specific
version [T]. The neoclassical transport matrix with the analytical respresentation [3] is
used. The ambipolar Er is obtained by direct iteration which is only stable for the “ion
root". So far, the difi‘usion enuation for Er (corresponding to the poleidal force balance
with the shear viscosity included) is not implemented. This problem is being treated by
an other code which is still under deVelopinent.

This stellerator specific ASTRA code version will be used to describe the transient phe—
nomena in case of pellet injection used for the necessary active density profile control. In
particular, the refuelling rate required to control the density profile in the built part of the
plasma may be in conflict with the global density control if a transport barrier develops
at the outer radii. Finally, on the basis of self—consistent density and temperature profiles
together with the ambipelar radial electric field, the severe problem oi~ impurity transport
has to be treated.
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Stability of ”WT-AS Configurations with Reduced Vacuum Magnetic Well

J.Geiger, A.Weller, R..Jaenicl:e, WT-AS Team, MEI-Team
Maslanclr—Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, lPP—EURATOMwfiSSociation,

D‘85Y48 Garching, Germany

Introduction: Wendelstein T—AS is a modular low shear stellarator with 5 field periods, a

major radius of about 2m and a minor-radius of about 18cm. WTFAS is an intermediate step
towards a fully optimised low shear stellarator like the projected WT-X. The Pfirsch-Schlfiter~
corrects in WT-AS are already reduced by the smaller average toroidal curvature compared
to a classical stellarator, although not in the extend as in WT—X. This partial optimisation
results in better equilibrium properties [reduced Shafranov shift), and in a better stability
behaviour since the PS-currents are driving terms for ideal {Mercier—) and resistive interchange
modes. Stability at low ,6 is usually provided by a vacUUm magnetic well of up to 2%. This is
in contrast to the torsatron/heliotron line of stellarators which are stabilised against Mercier
modes by a strong shear inevitably leading to a large number of rational surfaces inside the
plasma. A low shear stellarator tries to avoid low order rational surfaces. With respect to
resistive interchange modes torsatronsflieliotrons are unstable due to a magnetic hill in their
magnetic configurations at least at outer radii. Resistive interchange modes are thus thought
to cause most of the turbulent transport in the gradient regions of such machines [1].
To study the importance of interchange stability for WT-AS an investigation of the predicted
ideal and resitive interchange stability limits had been started for the accessible magnetic con-
figu rations of WT-AS [2]. We extend this study- in particlar to configurations with vanishing
vacuum magnetic wellf These are more unstable with respect to Mercier and resistive inter-
change modes than the configurations for low and medium ,fi-experiments. We discuss this
stability analysis in comparison with experimental results. '
Configurations] space of W7—AS: A magnetic configuration of WT-AS is determined by
the currents in the four cell systems, namely in the modular coils [1m], in the large special
coils (15) located in the region of strongest toroidal curvature (“‘elliptical” cross section), the
toroidal field coils (1,) and in the vertical field coils (1,). Therefore, the magnetic configuration
is defined by three coil current ratios: l,/lm (the vertical field) is related to the position of
the magnetic axis and reduces the vacuum magnetic well in inward shifted configurations.
I,fI,,, (additional toroidal field) can be used to control the rotational transform t, and 15/1,“
determines the toroidal ripple, r,[2], of the magnetic field strength B as defined by its Fourier '
components in Boozer coordinates. The ”standard“ configuration is defined by 15,11,“ = 1 and
has (r; as 0). Configurations with r: < l] have an increased magnetic field strength in the
”elliptica” plane. Thus, trapped particles are shifted out of the region of strong curvature,
so that trapped particle modes are expected to be not important. Additionally, a negative
toroidal ripple reduces the vacuumdmagnetic well in WT-AS.
Equilibrium calculations for stability analysis: We analysed inward shifted "standard“r
configurations at in,” as 0.34—0.35, and about {1.4, and " ripple“ configurations with n = “20%
at a,“ m [1.34 — 0.35 where high—,6 discharges had been performed. In earlier experiments top

and bottom limiters in__,the _”elliptical” plane determined the plasma boundary, and vertical
fields with BnD 5; [Hill had been applied for position control {Bu = mean magnetic field
strength). Experiments in the last campaign without these limiters and with the upgraded NB]
(3 injectors instead of4, i.e. almost doubled input power) required higher vertical fields. Values
of BxfBg s:- {}.012 — {3.925 were used in both the “standard” and the ”ripple“ configuration.
The plasma boundary was determined by new limiters on the inner toruswall.
Free-boundary equilibria were calculated'with the NEMEcode [3] assuming pressure profiles
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proportional to {1 — s) and (.1 u s)”, a being the normalized toroidal flux (3 m (r,,.,e;’e._”)*),
resulting in ,60/ 1:1 {3 >2: 2 and 3, respectively (<1 > denotes the volume average). The
first profile shape is'h‘lore typical for heating with NBI, the second one for ECR heating. The
plasma boundary was chosen to touch the inner. limiters for the converged equilibrium. In the
calculation we neglected toroidal net current densities, 1.13. the bootstrap current, ohmically
and NBI driven currents. This is reasonable for high density, low temperature-plasmas at high
,6 with balanced NBI. Fig.1.shows that the PS«currents have considerable influence on the
piasma position and the t—profiie at high ,8 due to the low t-valuee of WY-AS.

The vacuum magnetic well of the considered configura
tions was reduced to marginaiity by the applied verti—
cal fields. This eli'ect was even pronounced in the "rip-
ple” configuration where a vacuum magnetic hill can be
achieved for fin/Bu 2 0.015. In the standard configura-
tion vertical fields with 13,a of about fl.fl25-are required.
Stability analysis of configurations with marginal
magnetic vacuum well: For low shear stellarators the
stability criterion for resistive interchange modes is in a
good approximation given by {4]

[12m

(r'V”— < ii :1. — «1 ti >.) :- 0 .
[1L31 , 1 if the modes are localised around rational flux surfaces

1 I ._ and if toroidal net currents are neglected. Here, s: . .. 3%,:
; i ' fdfldgt[...,/§/|Vslg) and [...)r E d(...);’ds. We note

0-2,}? - 1 - ht, - ~ - 1- . .. that the ” peeling modes”, which are resonant idea] free
1:,“ Km 0'2 boundary modes localised at the plasma boundary have

' the same stability criterion as the resistive interchange
Figure 1: Change of the plasma. modes at the plasma boundary [5]; Therefore, when—
touudery and eats and of the 1-- everaresistive interchange unstable region extends to the
profile for 1.5.3 standard configuru-. plasma boundary, "peeling modes" may. be present. The
lion at 1: = 0.35 , {dz/By: fl.[}25,__ less strict Mercier c1iterion for ideal interchange has an
Thelprofile shops is (s] with ,6, 2 additional stabilizing term depending on the global shear

11.0.3, 1,1.7,2.4,3.2.4%. . a and a given by
f: 2 j" 2 I 2[2+ c fiB as: 3,95,, 311.] + 6. JED ,>.<: WIT,,

with the above assumption of no toroidal net-currents. The idea of shear stabilization in _
torsatrons and heliotrons is obvious in this formulation.

3», (p’V“-— {ii a. may]? >,] a I)

The stability analysis was performed using the JMC—code [4] which evaluates the Mercier— and
the resistive interchange stability criterion on the flux surfaces using Boozer coordinates. The
results for the resistive'and ideal interchange modes are shown in Fig. 2. Since we are more
interested in “genera " stability boundaries we did not resolve unstable regions due to low order
rationals 1n the t——profile [4]. -
For the “standard” cases at i. z 0.35 and 0.4 we see that for configurations, which are stable
at low {3, the resistive interchange unstable region is growing from the boundary towards the
inside. For those which have an unstable region even for ,8 = D the magnetic well generated by ,6
stabilizes the central part of the plasma leaving the outer fourth to third of the plasma unstable.
The configuration with the large toroidal ripple shows qualitatively the same behaviour, but
the unstable regions are intruding further towards the plasma center for comparable vertical
fields.
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Figure 2: Resistive {upper picture) and ideal {lower picture) interchange boundaries for the
diflereni configurations. The arrows point into the stable plasma region.

For the cases, which had been considered previously [2], Mercier stability did. not pose any
problem. It is different in the cases considered here. For the standard configuration the Mercier
criterion starts to play a role at vertical fields of about 32/3,, as 0.016 depending on r. [stable
fm- .5 2 13.35, but a small unstable region for r. z 0.4). For low ,6, the unstable region grows
from the boundary towards the axis with increasing vertical fields, but is stabilized at higher
fi-values. Since the finite-,6 magnetic well is not sufficient to stabilise the resistive interchange
modes, the important part for the stabilisation of the Mercier modes is the shear part, which
also involves the parallel current density. This last part can be important for Mercier stability
in. regions where the shear vanishes.
A comparison of the stability with respect to the two different iii—profiles shows that the narrower
profile is more unstable with respect to resistive interchange modes. This is due to the different
finite—l3 well deepening. However, the stability boundaries with respect to Mercier modes are
comparable.
Experimental results: High-l3 experiments had been performed in the configurations an-
alysed above. Most'discharges used vertical fields with B,/B,, 5 0.01? in the ”standard"
configuration but a variety of values of the rotational transform t around the above values.
In the case of the ripple configurations discharges have-been performed only in the ones con-
sidered in the stability analysis. Generally, after a start-up with T’DGHZ ECRH at half field
(Bu = 1.251“), the NBI was switched on in steps from 2 to 4 to S or from 2 to 8 injectors with
a total heating power of 2.2MW. The peak densities raised depending on the field strength
to values of nearly 2-10“m‘"3 and electron temperatures of dflfle‘v’. These "values justify the
assumption on the internal toroidal not current densities at least in the moderate to high ,8-
phases of the discharges. The maximum at.“ ,6 >svalues were about 1.6 —- 1.8% for the standard
configurations with peaking factors of about 2.2 regardless of the inward shift.
Even in the configurations with r, z “—20% the maximum fi-yalues ranged between 1.4 and 1.6%
for 5 and ii NIB—injectors with about the same ,B—peaking. Experiments using a nonresonant
start-up (fifll‘lMl-is Elf-heating) at lower main fields {LDT and 0.8T) did-not lead to the naively
expected higher «r: ,6 :>-values. However, as reported in [6], this “B-limit” is mainly due to the
degrading heating efficiency of the counter NIB-injectors at fields below 1.25T and, additionally,
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to the scaling of the maximum achievable density Hm” N Bu.
Although various MHD-activities have been observed in the Mirnov- and soft X-ray diagnostics
in the high~< ,8 2e discharges no general fi—limiting phenomena have been observed. However,
in a sequence of discharges in the “standard” configuration with .8,a 3 [1.017 a burst type,
broad band MED-activities occured, correlated to relaxations in the energy signal and to
profile relaxations seen by the SX-ray diagnostic. Because of the reduced resistive interchange
stability of these highly inward shifted configurations resistive interchange modes together
with the peeling modes could be candidates for this type of activity. The appropriate low order
rationals at the plasma boundary, which could be the origin of' such relaxation processes, might
have been generated by the deformation of the t-profiles due to the high-fi-values. Nevertheless,
the identification is unsure since it is not clear why this type of activity was not observed in
the strongly inward shifted ripple cases which are more unstable in this aspect.
Other significant MHD-activities observed are coherent modes at low frequencies (f E lflkHs)
with rt" m 9 which are presumably driven by the plasma pressure. Some have been identified by
the SX-ray diagnostic with mode numbers (e.g. (n,m)=(l,3),(1,2)] corresponding to low order
rationals of it inside the plasma. However, these modes did not show any significant influence
on the confinement. Moreover, their appearance does not depend on high c: ,6 2: values, but
it is also known to appear at medium valuesm. Coherent mode activity above lfikHs was
observed, too, and is thought to be mainly driven by fast beam particles [8].
Summary: We have extended the stability studies to magnetic configurations of WT—AS with
strongly reduced vacuum magnetic well. Depending on the inward shift [vertical field strength),
andfor the toroidal magnetic rippple, these configurations can be Mercier unstable at low ,8
stabilising themselves at higher ,8. They are generally also resistive interchange unstable in the
outer half of the minor radiue. Experimentally, relaxation phenomena have only been observed
in the highly inward shifted standard cases. The observed burst type, broad band MHD-activity
may be due to resistive interchange or ”peeling" modes. However, their identification is far
from being sure. Especially, their absence in the more unstable ”ripple” configurations is not
understood. From these results, the importance of resistive interchange as a soft, fifllimiting”
instability seems to be questionable for WT-AS. However, torsatrons/heliotrons have a much
higher shear at outer radii. This may lead to a stronger radial coupling ol" resitive modes due
to the smaller distances between resistive instabilities on rational surfaces. From the view of
the stability analysis, the Mercier unstable regions at low 13 would be more interesting than
thehigh 3 phases. However, since the emphasis in the experiments was on stability limits
at high 13, only few data are available to judge on this subject, and a. separate experimental
investigation of these cases should be started. Internal toroidal current densities may then be
included, and alter the ideal stability boundaries due to the induced shear.
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Radiative boundary studies in the Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator
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1. Introduction _
Radiative edge cooling is widely considered necessary for power exhaust of future steady
state fusion devices in order to prevent target overload by high heat flux densities.
Configurational flexibility enables two approaches to radiative power exhaust to be examined
in WT-AS: (l) A boundary photosphcre of the core plasma may be established by injecting
impurities from the edge into limiter bounded magnetic configurations. Experimentally, a
steady state radiation level is adjusted by nitrogen injection from a valve, feedback controlled
via vov line emission. {2} Impurities may specifically be injected and eventually confined
into magnetic boundary islands in order to provide a local heat sink, topologically separated
from the core plasma. In this approach impurities are transiently released from a fast
.reciprocating erosion probe in a boundary region with magnetic islands. Impurity source and
transport properties, the location of impurity radiation and its impact on global confinement
and on power balance have been studied for both scenarios. Boundary photosphere studies are
presented in detail; first results on the radiating island approach are discussed in ref. [1].

2. Comparative impurity. radiation modeling
Figure 1 shows radiation profiles of the low-Z impurities nitrogen and neon and, for compar-
ison, of the mediumsz impurity titanium as calculated with a 1D impurity radiation and trans-
port code (IONEQ [21). The total radiated power is kept fixed at the arbitrary value Paw) =
lUOkW. Electron density and temperature profiles used in the calculation are those taken at
0.4s from the nitrogen fuelled discharge in Fig.3, which is simultaneously heated by SODkW
ECRH and 650kW NBI [line averaged density (our; a. Bxlfllgm'3, Tam) = IOODeV, Tg(a) =
ESeV, major radius R = 2m, effective minor radius of the last closed magnetic surface
(LCMS) a = [1.18m and of the wall r1,, = 0.20m, impurity diffusion coefficient D = 0.5m2fs).

For nitrogen and neon the maximum of the emissivity Q(r) is localized close to but inside the
LCMS. A second maximum deeper inside the confinement region significantly contributes to
the power loss PU), which explains the experimentally observed degradation of energy
confinement even in the case of nitrogen (see below). For the same total power loss the
central concentration is about twice as high for nitrogen, but the central dilution as expressed
by the increase of nf is the same as for neon. In view of the requirement of low radiation
within the plasma core, nitrogen, radiating closer to the edge than neon and being completely

' ionized in the center, should be favourable for relatively small devices such as WT-AS.
The titanium radiation is more smoothly distributed over the plasma cross section. A strong
reduction of the effective heating power Pkwy-Pm has to be expected in the core.,Therefore.
medium Z impurities are not suited for edge cooling in W7-AS under the given discharge
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0'2 ..1aa.1iaa1s=i..en' ' : FigJ.‘ Local emissivity Q20") and radiated power
' v #1s Pfr) =4EZRedi‘ ceicniotedfor the impuri-

"E o 15—_—.133 _ 33: 32:3 _ €— ties nitrpgen, neon'omi titanium. The vertical
1,} Ti - “-95 m - line. indicates the loader position.

if o.1_ . -' - I - . -
conditions, i.e. limiter bounded plasmas with modest

o.o5—' : electron temperatures, unless penetration into the core
: is prevented, e.g. by trapping of the impurity ions in

o' - edge localized islands or by screening due to a high
12o G _ edge densitylandior diffusivity."

loo-:— 3. Nitrogen recycling and fuelling
A 30—} Radiation feedback control requires effective impurity
E- so; particle exhaust. Because impurities cannot be

so ,1 . effectively removed by external pumps during a plasma
_ _ discharge in W’i-A'S at present; particle removal must

2o{— _ _/ ' : rely'o'n wall pumping, i.e. 'on a recycling coefficient
11 1 l. . . . . . " significantly below hoe. Therefore nitrogen, which is

o - s to 15 .3] {expected to have a' low recycling coefficient, wasr-lvmi . . .
finally chosen as'impurity rather than neon, which has

previpuslv been used in tokamaks equipped with a'pumped limiter [3] or a divertor [4].

Nitrogen is injected into the plasma from an absolutely calibrated valve at the outboard side of
the wall. The gas flow can be adjusted either to a programmed flow rate or, by feedback
control, to produce a programmed radiation level. The intensity of- the T6513. line of NIV,
measured along a central chord by a VUV--spectrometer, has been used as the feedback
parameter The gas flow 15 monitored by the 4631A.line of N1, the spectrometer viewing
along the gas flow direction - - -

Wall pumping of nitrogen proved'to be sufficiently high for feedback control. Decay times
after turning off the gas feed at the end of a phase of constant flow" rate were of the o1 der 1'1”“
2 25ms for Be-like NW (ECRH heated discharge, Pecan“_ EdflkW, each:-4x1019m 3). The
central chord soft—X radiation exhibited a bi-exponential decay. The fast decay time of about

=25ms 1s attributed to I-I- and I-Ie—like nitrogen. The slow decay time of about 13* =Tflms
‘ is1:Zattributed to the transport of-fully ionized particles from the plasma center, becoming

radiative after recombination into H- and He-lilte 1ons.

In steady state, the probability fz that an injected impurity atom is confined 111 the plasma'1n
the ionization state a is f3: N,1{1,*11>)_,w11h the impurityF flow rate (11, the effective ion
confinement time 12* . and the” number of Ions NZ. We use 12* = “111* for ions up to Be-like, 12*
for H- and Herlike and 123* for fully stripped 1ons. For the previous discharge parameters an

' increase in soft-x radiation by an amount of ZSKW 1s observed when nitrogen is puffed at a
rate of (i): 2.3x102°atomsis This increase can be modeled (D: 0.2m3is) by a total number
of 1.4x1013 nitrogen ions where stripped ions contribute 57%, H- and lie—like ions 36%, and

I ions up to Be-like 7% The central nitrogen concentration is 2. 5%. From these data a total
fuelling efficiency 2fz ofonly 15% 1s calculated. - . - -- '_ - ,.
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Because the fuelling efficiency is low, a large amount ol‘nilrogen has to be introduced into the i
vessel, which due to the high sticking probability leads to the shot-to—shot buildup of an i
intrinsic nitrogen reservoir. However, this reservoir settled at a_ stationary radiation level an
order ot‘ magnitude lower than thatresulting from injection. Short {10min} helium glow l
discharge cleaning was not effective in redecing this internal reservoir, but it decreased after !
stellarator dischargeswithout external nitrogen puff. Therefore long-term contamination of '
the vessel with nitrogen was not observed.

4. Esperimenta‘t radiation profiles
Radiation profiles across poloidal cross sections
are measured by two Bill-channel bolometer arrays,
two tie-channel soft—s ray cameras and, spectrally
resolved, by a YURI-spectrometer combined with a-
rotating mirror. On the inboard side the NW and
NV VUV-radiation shells are close to the LCMS .
in accordance with the expectations from Fig.2}
modeling, 'On' the outboard side these shells Radiation profile .fl'r 0'34“? 'fornrhe, , nitrogen fuelled discharge in Fig.3 _
cstcnd much further outward. This polotdal (torrtogrnpltic reconstruction of'lsrrlo- '
asymmetry can be related to the local perturbation starry doth).
introduced'by the gas puff. which is'located at the
outboard wall in a'toroidal distance of only 8” from the VUV observation plane. The evident
difference in Fig. 3 between the time evolutions of the vsintensity. which is used for
feedback control, and the radiation power is probably caused by the same local perturbation.

lest-to. note f'i-tflflji,,.,'ie-.j ,‘ rij'Jfr

The poloidal distribution of the total radiation is shown in Fig.2. In the equatorial plane (and)
the LCMS is located at R = 178cm (inboard) and R = 215cm {outboard}. Nitrogen fuelling
strongly increases the edge radiation. In a reference discharge without nitrogen injection,
intrinsic low—Z impurities (boron and carbon, Wit-AS is operated with graphite limiters and
boronized wail) provide an already hollow radiation pattern, but at much lower level.

5. Power balance _
The radiated potver-P,,,,. and the power PH", conducted to the limiters are derived from the local
bolometry and thermograph)r [5] measurements assuming toroidal symmetry. Time-traces-for
the discharge with nitrogen puff and the unperturbed reference discharge are shown in Fig. 3.
lo the quasi steady phase (ldWidll we Page = 95t) Pm and PH", are strictly correlated such
that the sure is constant. The power accountability exceeds 35%, which gives confidence in
the symmetry assumption. The radiated power fraction can be increased from 20% to'm'orc
than 60% causing a corresponding reduction of the limiter load. The electron temperamre near
the LCMS as measured by a Langmuir probe decreased from T5 to 25 e‘v’, the edge density
increased by up to 30%. During the injection phase, both, the plasma stored energy and the
central. electron. temperature degrade eontinonsty with increasing radiation. The discharge
recovers instantaneously on the nitrogen confinement time scale when the nitrogen puff is
stopped. It the radiation level is increased further the discharge becomes radiatively. unstable.
anti starts to collapse softly from the outside. The maximum traction of radiated power which
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could be maintained in quasi steady-state depended on
heating power; and increased from 33% at IBOkW

. (scan) to about. seen at IMw (scan-111131).
The nitrogen radiation shell occupies a significant
fraction of the confinement volume and reduces the
effective heating power P = Phat-Fwd. Therefore the
degradation of the stored plasma energy can qualitati—
vely be explained by the global WT-AS energy
confinement scaling [6] IE ~ if“:I 55, i.e. Wm PU-45.
Electron heatntransport in the core seems'not to be
affected. The heat diffusivity pair} from a local trans-port
analysis is similar for both discharges, with and without
nitrogen puff. The analysis accounts for a radially
distributed heat sink by using the radiation profile of
Fig.1 scaled to the total radiation power from the
experiment. The temperature profile predicted for the

. nitrogen .fuelleddischarge with mt) from the reference
discharge and. additional radiative losses agrees well
with the experimental one (Fig. 4). For the prediction the
edge temperature is set to the experimental value.

5. Summary and conclusion
Nitrogen has been proven to be appropriate for radiative

edge cooling studies in relatively small devices such as W'i-AS which are not equipped with

active pumping capabilities. Recycling and radiation ptoperties are in accordance with
expectations. Long-term contamination with nitrogen was not observed in spite of the high
sticking probability. Injection into limiter bounded plasmas providedholiow radiation
profiles, reduced the limiter load and strongly cooled the edge plasma. Electron transport
analysis does not indicate enhanced heat. transport. The degradation of thestored plasma
energy with increasing radiation power is ratherexplained by a reduction of the effective

heating power. This seems to limit the radiative stability and thus the maximum radiated
power fraction which could be achieved 111 steady state {up to 6091': increasing with heating”
power). Detachment from the limiters (Puma->0) could not yet be realised'in steady state.
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Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating Experiments on the Stellarator WT-AS

G. Cattanei, RA. Harmonia-RA; Reemessen’r, J.F. Lgon’f, V. Flynsaini,

IfCRH—Teom, W?AS-Teom I

rhlec-Plnnclr-lnstitntfilel’losmophysilr, Enretom./1ssociotion, 354??? Smoking. Germany

TOM: Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee SYSSI, USA

ifi’herhou Institute of Physics and Technology, Kharkov 310108, Ukraine

Ion cyclotron resonance heating [ICRH] has1 for the first time1 successfully been demonstrated

on the stellarator ”WT—AS. A novel broad antenna [1,2] designed to excite a. narrow spectrum of

fast waves was used. Two different heating scenarios were investigated: second harmonic heating

of neutral beam heated hydrogen plasmas and hydrogen-minority heating of ECRH deuterium

plasmas. Both scenarios showed plasma heating without a significant concurrent increase in

. plasma density or impurity-radiation loss. In addition. it was possible to sustain the plasma

with lCRH alone.

The ICRI'I antenna, shownin Fig. 1, is located on the high field side in the elliptical cross—

section of the nonuaxisymmetric plasma. It has four feeders that allow operation in lJ- and

rrr phasing. Typically it is operated in n—phasing. Then the poloidal .current has an almost.

sinusoidal distribution in the toroidal direction and excites a narrow la" as Gm“ specimen: of"

last waves. During the Spring 19515 opening of the torus vessel the feeders to the antenna. shown

in Fig. 2, were closed oli' against plasma penetration, This eliminated anomalously high loading

of the antenna during plasma operation observed previously [3] and increased the maximum

I'fnvoltage at which electrical breakdown {arcing} occurred. Most plasma targets had i, to {1.33

and were shaped by inside limiters. In those plasmas the distance from the antenna to the

last-wave cutolf is about ti cm and the observed antenna plasma loading is onlyabout {1.5 $1.

Voltages of up to 55 W for 400 msec1 corresponding to a maximum power ol‘ about dill] kW

at the antenna, have been achieved after extensive conditioning. Real time visual observation ..

of the antenna during plasma operation and inspection after the vacuum break confirmed that

arcs did not occur in the antenna, hut onlyln the feeders and in the transmission lines.

In the second harmonic hydrogen heating scenario with a neutral beam heated target plasma an

increase in the diamagnetic energy of about 10 Eli} (Uli lei) was obtained. The Central hydrogen

temperature was about Sflfl eV and central electron densities were 5 X lfl‘“m"-“. One estimates
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that about [iii “a of the power P radiated from the antenna is found in the plasma, if P is the

generator power reduced by the ohmic losses in the antenna and P'll’fi-scaling of the energy

confinement. time is invoked. Under good wall conditions, the plasma density could be kept

constant during the rf-pulse, even though the Ila-observation indicated enhanced outgassiug

at the antenna. The impurity radiation inferred From the bolometer did not increase. An

increase in the flux of hydrogen atoms with energies between it] ire‘vF and 33 half was observed;

however, no significant increase in the bulk hydrogen temperature was observed. Maximum

heating occurred if the location of the second harmonic resonance coincided with the center of

the plasma; almost no heating occurred if the resonance. was outside of the plasma. The antenna

loading was independent oi" the location of the resonance even though a rf-probe (located hall‘—

way around the torus) detected a wave signal only if the resonance was outside of the plasma.

Heating at fl—phasing showed similar increases in the diamagnetic energy as in rr-phasing and

no enhanced impurity radiation. No significant heating was observer! in ECHH plasmas of the

same density, presumably because the hydrogen temperature of the target plasma was too low

(about 35!} eV).

In the H—minority heating scenario with an ECRi'i target deuterium plasma an increase in the

diamagnetic energy of about 15 its (1 id} was obtained. This corresponds to absorption of

about all of the radiated power P. Fig. 3 shows a typical example of a plasma shot. The

spectroscopically estimated IUD ratio was about 19%. The line-ofeight averaged deuterium

temperature rose from SUD eV to sun e‘v’; the central electron temperature rose slightly. Energetic

hydrogen atoms with energies up to 33 heirF were observed. The impurity radiation did not

increase.

in this heating scenario it was possible to sustain an ECHHmreated plasma with ICRH alone

For as long as EDD msec. The duration of the ICRH-only phase of the plasma was solely limited

by arcing in the transmission lines. Au almost steady state condition could be obtained about

'Zflflmsec into the ICR.H.—only phase of the discharge. Typical parameters were diamagnetic

energy of ‘2 id, average electron density of 4. X 10491114, central electron temperature of 300 eV,

and central deuterium temperature of 350 eV.

An example of an {Gilli sustained plasma is shown in Fig. 4 starting at 400 msec. The generator

frequency and the approximate H/D-ratio were such that both, the liwresonance and the ion-ion~

resonance were located inside of the plasma volume, as shown in Fig. 2. The average electron

density first rose by increased outgassing of the antenna but returned towards the initial value

near the end of the iCRl—l plasma. The central electron temperature dropped rapidly withinl
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an energy confinement time and then stayed constant throughout the ICRH phase. The total

radiation measured with bolometers stayed constant, even though an accumulation of iron and

chromium could be inferred from VUV observation; pet soft lit—ratr measurements indicated

that Zefi' did not increase. we can therefore conclude that, at least in the range of parameters

investigated, the ICRI-I sustained plasma is not hampered either by uncontrolled density increase

or by enhanced impurity production.

The plasma density profile, measured with Lithium beam diagnostic, Langmuir probes, mi-

crowave reflectometry and Thomson scattering, was narrower and had steeper edges during the

ICRH sustained plasma than during comparable ECRH heated plasmas. The transition be—

tween these two profiles occured within appror-rimateh,r one energy confinement time. Further

narrowing of the plasma was observed on a longer time—scale. The resulting increase of the

distance from the antenna to the fast wave cutoff could explain the decrease of the antenna

plasma loading and therefore the decrease in diamagnetic energy. A radial electric field of about

—1.5 1:m built up at the beginning of the ICRH phase of the discharge, presumably due to

increased high~energjrr hydrogen losses as indicated by CK measurements.
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Global stabilityr of n = 1 external modes for plasmas with helical boundary
deformation and net toroidal current

A. Ardelea and W. A. Cooper
ORPP/EPFL, Association Euratom/Confederation Suisse,

Lausanne, Switzerland

1 Introduction

The global stabilityIr of plasmas with helical boundary deformation and non null net toroidal current is
tested against external 11 : 1 [r1 toroidal mode number) modes with the aim of seeing whether these
modes can be stabilised at values of ,5 inaccessible for the classical tolramalr. L=E,3 configurations with
several aspect ratios and different numbers of equilibrium field periods are considered. A. large variety
of toroidal current densities are taken into acount and Mercier stabilityr is also investigated.

2 Equilibrium and Stability

The 3D equilibria with nested magnetic surfaces and single magnetic axis are generated with the VMEG
code [1] [2]. Input parameters are : N”, the number of equilibrium field periods, e the inverse aspect
ratio, J " [11) the toroidal current densitg,r profile, p(s) the pressure profile and @(s) the toroidal flux
function. Here s represents the radial coordinate (choosen proportional to d! i.e. old-fife = est) . The
plasma boundaryr is specified as:

R(s=1, 11, u] = E Rm,,,,[s)cos(m1u -— nflfwrs)
”1hr“

Z(s=1,u,o}: E Zm,,,,[s]s1'n{m11s— mNpflol
"Isms

The Fourier amplitudes of the inverse coordinates R. (the distance from major axis} and Z {the distance
from‘ midplane} obtained from VMEC together with it"(s) and 11"[s} which are the radial derivatives of

- the toroidal and poloidal magnetic flux functions, form the input to the stability code TERPSIGHDRE
[4]. The variational formulation of the linear MED stability of 3D plasmas on which TERPSIUHDRE
is based is described in detail in [3]. The variational equation is written as:

aw, + 15W, — oisw, :- 11

'th
'm twp:i/ffdar’fi?’+1‘slfi-f)’+i’ef'§+(g'fif’llfi‘al

-I flu: ‘* Hamaéjffsasivssl twpéfffsasapfl-g

where EWP, 6W", 15W], and or: represent the potential energy in the plasma, the magnetic energy in
the vacuum region, the kinetic energy and the eigenvalue of the system. The perturbations have been
assumed to evolvess eepfiwt} and the system is unstable to MHD modes when w" s: D. E is the
displacement vector, Q stands for the perturbed magnetic field and A represents the perturbed vector
potential. TERPSIUHDRE reconstructs the MHD equilibrium and maps it to the Booser coordinate
system (5, El ,.¢I) The displacement vector expressed as [3]:.

e": fir'tesvs+s3~3§~—fs+[g,——‘Eflw— slfi
with [6“, n, a] the [radial,binormal,parallel] components. By imposing the incompressibility constraint

‘7} - {q = [I to get rid of the positive definite term I‘p(‘il - E)“ from £115., the parallel component 11 is
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eliminated as a variable from the problem and the two remaining components of the perturbation are
expanded in truncated Fourier series,

{'{s,d, ct} = ZEdslsiMr‘md — 11:95) ‘n{s,5‘, d!) = Zm{s]cos(m[d -- met}
I i

where m; and m are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, i being the index of an (m, a) pair.

3 Configurations under study
Configurations of the type L = 2 and L = 3 have been studied i.e. the plasma boundary has been
prescribed according to the following equations

R :1, ,11
L=2 { 23:11:13

R0 + eosu + 5 (cos[u) +'cos(u — Effpgrun
siren — 5 (sin(u} + s£n[u — 2Nr,,.u}}I!

if
Ra + corn + 6(cos(2u - Npuu} +cos(2u — SNperuD
sinu -- d {sinflu - Npgru) + sin[2u H BNpuuflil

ll_ Rte: 1, it, u}
L_..3 { Z[s=1,u,11)

l5 being a measure of the boundary deformation.
In a geometry with HP... field periods the configuration repeats itself N," times when going in the
toroidal direction. It follows that modes with toroidal number 11 are only coupled to modes with '11.,
ndzr'fpm stilling", etc. There are a total of Nyum = NPu/Z families ( Nyam : (NM,- —- l)/2 families) of
modes for configurations with even (odd) number of field periods {5], [5}. If h labels one of these families
the modes belonging to it will have toroidal mode number given by

n = THU“: Np") = ier 3]: k If: --1 "_]-1I II, 1| H k E{11NJam}-

The following remarks can be made: 1) NM", increases with the number of field periods. If New 5 3
there is a single family (with all n ’s), if NP“. : 4, 5 there are two families and so on. 2} the coupling
between modes with close values of n. is restricted to configurations with small Np". 3) if NW. is even
the familiy is = N3”, : NW”? contains less modes than the other families. For practical/technical
reasons which result from the observations above, we have limited the computation to configurations
with N,,,—... 4, 5 and 'i' (NFHH.- 3. ti were left aside). Several values have been taken for the aspect ratio
lfe—— 5,3,15,13,11 The toroidal current density was prescribed with

as u - .. . .. (... H a“)
the six parameters almg offering a large choice of profiles; aha; and as were taken nonzero only for
hollow .l"'[s) profiles. All the computations were made at ,8 = 1% with a pressure profile given by
p{s} = po[[1 - 113'2 +{1 H 53):} {p#1). Some configurations have been studied with p(s) : Poll —~ 5:)
first? .
We proceeded as follows : for a given configuration characterised by L, NP”, e, a sequence of equilibra
with fixed fife) and ,8 was generated, each equilibria resulting from a different choice of the deformation
parameter 6. In general the starting point was :5 = E! (corresponding to the circular tokamak), then at
each step d was increased and the stability analysis was done.

4 Results

The numerical study has showed that a helical triangular deformation of plasma can stabilise n = 1
global modes {we considered the cases for which the circular tokamak is unstable with respect to the
modes studied}. The observations below apply to the (m, n) = (2,1) mode.
-_it was found that a stability window [15mm 5mm] may exist depending sensibly on equilibrium parame-
ters [see Fig 3,4} In fact by increasing 6, 9 decreases and stabilization is lost when the minimum of the
security factor gmm is less than one somewhere'1n the plasma. This happens at 6_~ 6...“.
- if the equilibrium 1s such that gm,” is already low at 15.: [i then increasing :5 may not stabilise the
plasma.
- increasing/decreasing J ’(s) but keeping it's profile the same { by changing only :11), new stability
windows are obtained. The representation of these stability windows in a (gun, the“) plane gives a
stability area [see Fig.3,4‘). It's left [small gun} and lower [small sag“) margins are limited by the
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conditififl gnu-n 3: 1.9, and the upper margin corresponds to E :x 6min. The right limit (large an“) is not
well defined; this topic will be discussed below.
_ in general the stability area is situated under the diagonal only. = our, and in the region limited by
9:5e _-:_: 1.5 but for strong and peaked currents, stable plasmas are obtained with our, c: only. Small
currents require more deformation for stabilisation [bigger Ema.) than large currents. Peaked current
profiles {on c: 1.5} yield compact areas, situated mostly in the 1.9 c: 9,...“ c: 1.5 region. Broader currents
(at; p 5) give areas elongated in the on“ direction. The biggest stability areas were produced with
hollow currents (siyn(o1) 5e sigma} shifted towards large our"
_ N“, = 7 produces the least extended stable sones. Although beeing different in details, Hr" = 4 and
NP” = 5 give comparable stability sones (NF... = 4 is slightly better}.
. configurations with L = -2 give better results than those with L = 3 but require much larger values of
the deformation parmeter. IE 6:3? 2 9.3 — 9.35 compared with 5,5,3? 2 9.1 —- 9.15 }
_ with respect to the aspect ratio, the best results were obtained for 1ft 2 9 and 19. The largest lfe : 1'1"
and the smallest 1 ,1e = 5 gave reduced stability sones.
_ a different pressure profile (p#2 instead of p#1] does not bring major changes to the size or position
of the stability area. _
It is not obvious to determine the right-side boundary [low-current, high sun.) of the stability area. The
p#1 profile produces equilibria with large Shafranov shifts a... E 12 — 19% and for low, peaked currents
at high apect ratio the circular tokamalc equilibrium does not even exist. On the other hand increasing
the helical deformation diminishes the Shafranov shift; for L = 2 configurations firm is diminished by a
factor of 2 {even 3) when going from 6 = 9 to 5 E {lim.-,,,6,,,..,,,,].
However working with currents which are lower and lower causes Vlad-EC to produce equilibria with
inacceptable at”, i.e. 2 15 — 29%. When these values are encountered stability investigation for smaller
currents is stopped. For peaked currents at high ifs such problems may appear for on“ 3 1.5, whereas
for hollow currents it is possible to continue beyond our. 3 2.
The p#2 parabolic pressure profile was introduced with the aim of reducing the Shafranov shift. It
effectively brought down these large 11.}, to more acceptable values of 9 — 9%. but again we could not

. continue toward lower currents, because the null pressure gradient at the flux surfaces near the axis
' caused increasing problems in computing the equilibrium.

- Mercier stability at if = 9 depends on the equilibrium parameters. Configurations have been found for
which the Mercier criterion can be satisfied for 5 between sero and a maximun value 6,“. For 6 “or 6“
more and more surfaces become Mercier unstable. The aim was to have 6,“ 3‘.» 5mm which, in general,
was not the case. IThe highest values for 6” were obtained with low, peaked currents and p#1 profiles.
The Mercier criterion was satisfied only for configurations with L = 3, NF" = 4, 5 lfe 33 E and small
currents. Unfortunately this corresponded to the points at the right limit of the stable none in the
mugged“) plane i.e. at large fit”, (more than 15%).
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ABSIR‘tCT
in order to improve ion iIeatI'ng efi‘iciency daring. NBI heating, the superposition of ECH praise on

NBIpiasrna has been investigated In Heiiotron E. it was observed that AT.- rr 0 for ECH overlapping
with rather broad power- deposition profile bat AT. a ii for center focused ECH case.

1. Introduction
Increasing the electron temperature during NBI heating is preferable for ion heating since it

can enlarge the ion heating power through the ion-electron energy transfer and change of NBI
input-power sharing between electrons and ions. The electron cyclotron resonance heating is
one efiective method to increase T... Moreover, The bufldUp of positive radial electric field E.,
which is ust'Ialljr observed in ECHnonly plasma in Heliotron Ell], can reduce the loss-cone for
beam ions. The nee-classical theory predicts the irnprovement of ion heat transport in the case
of E. ... 0. However, the degradation of particle confinement, which is frequently observed dur-
ing ECH phase in many toroidal devices, might cause negative effect. The combination heating
of ECH and NBI has been investigated in
Heliotron E. 1

. _ _ o EEGHZ
2. Experiments o a {#errae- errae)

.. ' ‘ u mean:2.1 hCH plasma . I [#reesa- rues-:1}
In this study, two different types of ECH ”E 0.5 4' '-

are examined. One is a fundamental ECH “g ‘ I
(a... _= 53 [31-13, 9...... s 0.5 mw) [2}. so ._ 0-4 — '_
cause of the TE02 mode andier nonufoeused ” 'l-

D
linearly polarized Gaussian beams in this ”-2 “'3 ‘3' “one [1l
case, it is not so effective to heat the plasma ' ' %—

D I I I I I I I.

locally. The other one is a 2nd harmonic
ECH (I... = we Gl-ia, PE... 5 as aw) with
the linearly polarized Gaussian beam[3]. The
iie beam waist of this highly focused beam is Figi Experimentai power deposition profile.

Pig? = 0.25 MW Piiifi'e—= a 31 MWii'ifif

D 0.2 D.4 {1.5 [LB 1

arias-

i’resent address
** Graduate School for itinergjy,J Science ,Kyoto University, Lift, Japan
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the port[2]. During the combination heating
phase of NE! and ECH, Trim became higher
than this scaling as shown in Fig.3 (I). The
increase of E, during the ECH pulse, nE, a
Effllimfl — Erm :- 0, is observed by a Langmuir
probe measurement[6] and rotation measure—
ments of magnetic and density fluctuation
modes[4]. The change of the energy spectra of
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less than 0.02 m (e: a,) and the single pass
power absorption is estimated at ~ 100 its,
leading to local electron heating. A comparin
son of T,(r) and 11.,(r) between 106 GHz
( P5131; H 0.3 MW) 311d 5.3 GHZ ( PEJCH -~ 0.4-

MW) cases shows that T, in the 106 GHz
case is much higher and it has a peaked pro-
file. The observed peaked profile is associated
with the power deposition profile. As shown
in Fig. 1, the experimentally estimated power
deposition is higher in the central-region and
the profile is peaked in the 106 GHz case.
The density profile is, however, very broad
to: both cases indicating the presence of the
density “pump—out” phenomena.

2.2 Superposition of ECH on N131
plasma.

When the 53 GHz ECi—I (Paon ~ {3.45 MW)
was superposed to NBI plasma (Pioniaed ~ 0.?
MW), both of Tilm and T... was increased as '
shown in Fig.2(a)[4,5], where Trim denotes
the center ion temperature estimated by CK-
flux energy spectra. The value of Trim for
NBI—only plasma can be scaled as a function
of Pioneer! if (the zone between two dashed
lines in Fig.3), where Pionized is the initially
ionized neutral beam power injectcd through

1.6
Effect of ECH Superposition
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the CX—flux, which is considered to corre—
spond to the modification of the loss-cone
structure for trapped beam ions, is also con-
sistent with buildup of £5.13. a 0 by ECH[7].
Although the increases of Her-signal and the
probe currents at the plasma edge and at the
wall indicate the degradation of the particle
confinement, the ECH pulse does not de-
crease E . The normalized densityr profile is
not changed by the ECH pulse within the ac—
curacy of the inversion process from the Tch.
line density data, as shown in Fig.4(a),.

On the other hand, the 106 GHz ECH su-
perposition decreased Trim as in Fig. 2(b) and
Fig.3 (El). In contrast to the 53 GHz case, n_.,
was decreased and the density profile became
very broad during ECI—I (see Fig.4(b)). This
indicates the strong particle “pump-out” in the
core region caused by the high power density
of the microwaves. Both of the particle
“pump-out" and resultant flat density profile
would reduce the NBI ion heating efliciency
in the core region. Figure 5 shows the profile
of Ti measured by CXRS. The ion tempera—
ture only in the central region was decreased
by ECH overlapping. As for T.(r), however,
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the highly focused ECH increased T. mainlyr in Fig.4 Change Of density profiie by the super'
the center region as shown in Fig.6.

To examine the efiect of the different
power deposition profile between the 53 SH:
and the 106 GHz cases, the resonance position
for the 106 GHz microwaves was shifted from
the plasma center to aria:- ~ 0.3 — 0.4 by mov-
ing plasma position or tilting the microwave-
beam direction. in these elf-center ECH cases,
an a [J was observed (A in Fig.3 ). Both of
the decreasing of "fig" and broadening of 11.,(t)
were mild compared to that in the center heat-
ing case (see Fig.4(c)). The change of the en-
erg}r spectra of the CX-flux suggests dB, 2 0
although the change of the edge-E, from the
probe measurement is small also in this case as
that in the center heating case. -

position ofECH to NE! piosmo.
-1.9T {11.0. 41.192} Tlflflfi-TIHB

I- _I | -| I | 1 I I I r r I

- 0 win eon '
-

l wi ECH

Fig.5 Change of Tiff?) by the superposition of
ECHfIflIS 6H2, center) to NBI piesmo.
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., o ~1.9T{D.U,-{l.192}TlSfifi-T1317.TIEEE~TIBQB 3. DiSCUSSiDH ' _
r- _ TE 1 I T | '0 “LEIGH“ Since the high ”Ft-mode in Heliotron E

, - . " “'i ECPL seems to closely relate with peaked density
1.5 ' E l H T - profile[8], to keep the peaked density pro-

' F 3; ' : file is one of important “techniques” to get
E- 4% T h'h'h'Fth"f'$5 in E - q 1g ion eatmg. rum is pomt o v1ew,
ll .. l 'I . ' ' 'I' _ ‘-5- r: @g‘: DE E ._ I superposlhon of. highly center fpcused

C o O E ECH beam, which is accompamed by
“'5 __ - D g 0 fl strong flattening-of n...(r), is not preferred

_ e : even if it produces better central electron
14 1 i 1__l m i J; ' , .Mac as {1.4 o.e as m heatmg. On the other hand, the change of

p E, in the peripheral region can modify the
orbit of high energy trapped ions more than

Fig.6 Change Of Te by ”it? SHPEFPGSiiiW 0f dB, in the central region[7]. In experiments,
ECH(106 GHz, center) to NBIpiesma. apparent change of edge plasma potential is

usually observed for overlapping of the ECH with broad power deposition profile. Broad
power deposition might be preferable to build up of £5.13. > 0-, although the detailed mechanism
of E, buildup by ECH is still under investigation.

4. Summary .
In order to improve ion heating efficiency,r during NBI heating, the superposition of ECH

pulse on N31 plasma has been investigated. Different effects of ECH on the center ion tem~
perature are observed. A key to explain these different observations is the balance between the
gain from thT, :r 0, AB, :2» {J and the loss from the particle “pump-out” andior resultant flatteru
ing of the densityr profile. This study suggests that the balance of them depends onlthe power
deposition profile of superposed microwaves. - I
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1. Introduction
lflfiGHz second harmonic ECH esperiments have been made in HeliotroneE. Replacing one

of the 53GHZ ECH systems, a new 106GH7. ECH system was introduced using a gyrotron of

HEW 0.2sec Gaussian beam output and HE11 Waveguide transmission line. The focused

Gaussian beam (beam waist, r=2cm) is perpendicularly launched from the outside of the toms.
By combining another lflfiGI-Iz ECH system [1], the total power of - Psca=SSUkW can-be

launched into a plasma. The features of 106GH2 ECH are that the X—mode cut-off density is

twice as much as in the 53GHz fundamental O—mode ECH, and that it has a good single pass
absorption. According to ray tracing calculations, the single pass absorption of the X—mode is

nearly 100%, and the power deposition can be localized at the desired resonance region,
making it possible to investigate the relation between the plasma profile and the power

deposition. In this paper, we will show the esperimental results of the IUGGHZ ECH compared
' with the previous ECH, and the dependence of plasma parameters on the resonance position
and polarization.

2. Improvement of piasma parameters
Compared with the 53GHz fundamental ECH in which the O—rnode cut-off density was 3.5

Xlfllgmg’ at 4UUkW ECH, The accessible electron density was extended up to fie=5.0}<
1019.114”, and mm) reached the Xemode cut-off density, 7 c>< 10mm"3, at Peee=2sc~3sckw
The density profile was broad or slightly hollow, which has been usually observed in tokamaks
and helical systems[2]. Figure 1 shows the density dependence of the central electron
temperature, Te({}), and averaged ion temperature, Ti, in the 53GI—1z fundamental and 106GB:
second hannonic ECH at standard configurations. Here Te(D) and Ti'were measured with
Thomson scattering system and neutral particle analyzer, respectively. The electron
temperature was improved over the confinement region, and its profile was more peaked. The
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peaking factor, n =Te(0)r1‘e(af2), was t} =2.6i0.6 in the 10661-12 ECH, while it was is
=2.oie.s in the 53o sen. Te(0) reached 2.8keV in low density (a.=o.s>< 10191114),
inwardly shifted (Aw-17cm) plasma. Ti was not increased with the electron density, but kept
constant around ZSDeV in contrast to the theoretical prediction of collisional coupling between
electrons and ions. The global stored energy, Wp, calculated from the measured plasma profiles,
increased with the increase of the electron density up to fi==3.fi><1019m'3, then saturated
around Bid at the higher density in a similar way in SOC regime of tokamaks. The energy
confinement time was improved by 10—50% compared to the LHD scaling [3] as shown in Fig.
2. The fraction of the energy deposited in the ions increased from 15% at low density, fie=0.3
X 1019m'3, up to 30% at high density, ii: =4.0 X Hiram—3. The total radiation power was 30% of
the heating power except for the nearly cut-off density.

The second harmonic ECl-I has a narrower magnetic field regime for plasma production and
heating than the fundamental ECH. As shown in Fig.3, this property is commonly observed in
the 35GI-Iz, SBGHz and IDGGHz, three different frequencies of ECH in Heliotron—E. The

accessible magnetic field regime is the narrowest in the 113o ECH. This is because the
launched beam is focused Gaussian for the 106611;: ECH, while it was TEUZ mode or non—
focused Gaussian for the BSGl-Iz and SSGHZ ECH. The lower iimit of magnetic field for the
plasma production agrees well with a drastic decrease of the single pass absorption from 98% at
B{U)=1.BBT to 2% at B(U)=1.34T evaluated from the-ray tracing calculation.
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Fig.1 rte dependence of Ted?) and Ti in Fig.2 Comparison of globe! energy
SSGHz and IfldGHz ECHpicsmas. confinement time with LHD scciing.

3. Dependence on Power deposition
The relation between To profile and power deposition can be investigated by moving the

resonance position which is a function of the magnetic field strength, additional fields and
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launching angle. Since the magnetic field contour is a saddle geometry at the plasma central
region, control of the field strength makes the injected beam propagate with/without crossing
the resonance layer. The difference between the single pass absorption and the multi-pass
absorption from the chamber wall would be clear. When the magnetic field strength at the

center, 3(0), scans from LBGT to 1.96T, then the resonance layer moves from the-high field
side to the low field side.'The lower the field strength is, the less focused beam crosses the

resonance layer. As shown in Fig.4, the Te profile was changed from a peaked one (11:14 at
B(0)=1.90T) to a broad one (n=1.4 at B(O)=1.86T), indicating that the peakedness of the Te
profile depends on the power deposition profile. Ufi-axis heating was performed by moving the
magnetic axis by -8en1 with using additional vertical field, or by tilting the launching angle. The
main power deposition is located at eta-=0.43 in the former and rfa=0.24 in the latter. The profile
measurement showed that the Te profile was hollow and its peak position corresponded to the
resonance position. ' Ls. - a . . . - a

1 f . , . . . . , . . assure-sane:
. ' ne=3 w: towm'a .

a. EEGHzlsl ——- Us 1‘
G llltHr. 2nd — - - “:3;v SEGHIa ----u . 'U 35G”: 2nd —-_- 9 1 Aflhumfi' a

O {D:m a.
..., 193

I11 .
c '1

on a

.o . ._ (1-5 . . . ‘ i

an I m rla .

Fig.3 Magnetic fieki regime for plasma Fig.4 Te profile of 1066!:(2: ECH piesme.
production. trace}, and were cut-efidensity, The eiectron densigl is fired as m: =3. 0

19 -3centrei resonance and nerve fi'eqneneies, X10"!
respectiveiy.

The difl'erence between single—pass and .multi-pass absorption can also investigated by
controlling the polarization of the launched wave. The polarizer is installed on the mirror miter
bend'in the I-[EI] transmission line, rotating the electric field direction of the lattnched wave by
130 with the linear polarization almost remained. Figure 5 shows the dependence of Te on the
mirror rotation angle. The Te profile was changed from a peaked one to a broad one as
observed in the B scan esperiment. Te(0) decreased from ekev to 1ke'V, while the change in
Tc(af2) was weak. Another important point is that the rotation angles, 9 =0", 90', for the
maximum Te(0) corrcSpond to the 60” tilting of the electric field in respect'to the resonant
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magnetic field, meaning that the effective heating condition is not perpendicular to the resonant
magnetic field. This experimental result is in good agreement with theoretical calculations
including magnetic shear effects on the wave propagation [4]. In moderate or strong magnetic
shear configurations such as heliotronttorsatron, the 0— and X—rnodes do ' not propagates
independently through the plasma, and they»r rotate with the magnetic field. For effective single
pass absorption, the polarization should be controlled by taking into account the magnetic shear _
effects.

2n,,',. .. 3,,,
- . Hunt-f1!" ‘ - mist-tint Jnlz‘lfilfiflmm'a : _ - - UTflifi]
. Dfluo‘ « - others}

1.5 other — .
EVE-Eta."

h"
S“ l - 55"E . - IIc... |-
,_.-

o.s - r 9

- J |. ._ . I a a . . I l I 1 I I I i I l LD 8.5 1 O 45 SD 135 188
rta 9 (deg)

Fig.5{n} Te profile change by controlling Fig.5{b} Dependence of Tefl?) and Te(af2)
rotation angle of 'poiarizer mirror. The on rotation angle ofpolarizer mirror. .
electron density is fired as He =1.5 Xlflwma.

4. Summary
The 106(3H2 second harmonic ECI—I experiments were performed in Heliotron-E. The

. plasma parameters such as stored energy, accessible electron density and electron temperature
were improved compared to the SSGHe fundamental ECH. The relationship between the
electron temperature profile and the power deposition were investigated by controlling the
magnetic field, beam injection angle and polarization. Modification of the power deposition
leads to a change in the Te profile. The importance of the magnetic shear in heliotronftorsatron
configurations were also shown.-
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1. Introduction
Many theoretical and experimental works strongly indicate

the existence of global Alfven' eigenmodes {GAE} with a
characteristic real frequency to below the ndnimmm of the

Alfven continuum spectrum. These mcdes can exist in the case
of nonzero shear only. Therefore, GAE modes in stellarators
with shear can be excited [1]. The modification of the Alfven

spectra by energetic particles is expected.
Let us consider the stellaretor with sheer {S = au'/u},

flat magnetic axis and circular "in average" magnetic
surfaces. As in previous studies [2,3], we describe the .
background plasma modes in the cylindrical approximation. The

'equation for small oscillations describing GAE with are 1 has
the form [2] :

x - a e '
L X E u% —g 2 H - EL-EL -k2 +-wa—g —% X = U; -[1]

a da * da VA1:"
A

2a3[fl— -k2

where X is the radial displacement of the plasma column, a is
radial coordinate in the stream coordinate system with
"straightening force lines" [4], RH: [munnl/R, m and n are the
polcidal and toroidal numbers, a = 1/q is the rotation
transform..R is the large radius. The taking into account the
magnetic well in such stellarator gives us the following
modification of Eq.{l}A ' I

L x — W X = fl, {2}
where

f a I 2 H‘ .fl' 1'

. 2? m 2 “J R RED?“D auv+ 3L1v Re
W = TIE- 1 4* {1114-5) " '- '1' "' “H- , (3)

'R Be ' ZHBD a 2 2a a
'P is the plasma pressure, 35 and-J are the toroidal magnetic

.' fl

field and the longitudinal current, VD and u? are the vacuum
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magnetic well and vacuum rotation transform, a is magnetic
surface center shift relative to geometric axis, ‘5 d/da.

We consider" the high-energy particles to be a small
perturbation on the mode mentioned, which are already exist in
the background plasma. The contribution of high-energy
particles is described in our model by equation:

L X - W X - Q = U [4}
where ' ' -

Q = _§£E% [ hfiifi cos 6 + a as? sin 9], (5}
ERBD Efi flfl

EP is perturbed particle pressure, 6 is poloidal angle.
' 2. GAE spectrum in a stellarator

We start. with. Eq.{1} and look. for- localized modes at
a = an, where sf attains its_minimum value. Expanding “i l

Iaround' a = afl and using the designations:
I 2 2m: ' 2 Zimf- we} r

. Aha-an, L =—2—,7, fl. =—é-:**fi"_""f Emu—u, (DEX, - {6]
(”:1 _ {“:} a

we represent Eq.{2} in the form:
d a dw ' e s _EIIJ-i'EId—E]+_GW_1"[1+E}'P—fl: m

with boundary conditions
- ‘Plee = D - is:
Here 2

s = 12.13% + l2 w], r2: fig :12. {9}
. auinunmn ans” an

With help of variables 3, its] (E e-sh z. p = {ch s]"1xzwts}}
the Eq.{7} may be reduced to the Schrodinger equation

2

9—3 + [s - 11(2)] e = o {10)
. -d37 . -

with potential Ute} and energy 8: _

Ute}. = F3 ch22 + (echzslml, 1'- S' = G - i {11}
The condition for existence of GAE coincides with the_
estistence of an energy level in the potential {11} and is
given'by inequality _

s — i e o ., (12?
The speotmnn of GAE and dispersion relations for :1 tokamak
plasma were studied previously {5, 5]; Following [55]. we find:

. 2 Ita 2 (n+1/Zln l
of: m: 1 — ‘2fl2 32f: , f1: “3 exp _ —m—m~4w—— « —— , (13}

m L s V? _28
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23m a2 man2 a, o o
lf :- WE .+ 2 "' —2 W. and

n—mu 2L L k" -

a 2 a: ' 26 ~{2n+1}w
u1= w 1 - 8f , f = —— exp — ——————— . {14}a i mELE 2 2 e4 V? _

a‘ 25m ao mien aD
if I? —2_ + E — "-5 W.

némn. 4L L ' H H

. 3. Effect of high-energy particles
Let" us consider high-energy particle-influence on the

spectrum of GAE in a stellarator. For simplicity we-subdivide
_all particles into circulating and trapped groups and
investigate the effect of each group on modes mentioned above
separately '
3 1. Circulating particle effect. The equation for GAE in a-

' stellarator with circulating particles can be written as:

_ d5d[(1 + E2 _ AH) 3E3] + G p - P3 (1 + 53 F A: l p = 0, [l5}

where a: describes the circulating particle contribution:
mL -a = -——————m— (I + I_), [16}

C asakzsfih: + - _
e e .

as -m- as 1’1 d"I = —— + mumugee H V3 + . ,i BE seek an - H 2 m—v k + m;
- . II II' qR .

ex is ion cyclotron frequency, F ‘and 'E are 'equilibrium
distribution function and energy of high- energy particles, V”
and V1 are their longitudinal and transverse velocities

For n particles with Marwellian distribution function
the analytical expression for the growth rate can be found:

v s :1. . I sit v
m ? = ‘ was 1 _ E F —i (l?)1,2' 4R k" EVE W. - V“

where I
I rmT _ dlnP Bwn T ~m*fl_ .cI K="-" ’ c: E “I F{x}=xtl+233+2rqlerp{—r2].

amhflm de 30 - - .
”is are determined by_Eqs. {13} and.[14}'re5pectively, It is
easy to see that circulating cwparticles can destabilize GAE
in stellarator if m c m m. . .

3,2. Trapped.. particle effect The taking into account the
toroidally trapped particles gives us the following equation
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for GAE:

3% [(1 + 53} fig ] + [G - atr} w a rzt1 4 £2} 2 = n, (12)
where '

2 2Hm L
I = I- (19}tr - 2 2 2 2 ' .
I - R kllfioao _

3F m as 1 I ——wu—eI=I——‘i-[—+~——~] BEadudEoosfi,o-uu as swab as lvn| o _
Em

”D: "W C05 15 J {so-i = f (ill-J dflfvu/ f dig/V“:

For s—partioles with Maxwellian distribution function we
obtain the following expression for growth rate of GAE:

[11 ' 5x2 .t B m w 1 w w_££ = a“? __ 2— + R[r
- —— ] exp — —— 3 2:1 (201

m 4R k m m . 2a m r 5,1A ll 1: n n

and

{2} a o 5’2 w 1 o s
= 2 2 nu —— + R[r - —— J exp - as 3 f2. (21}

”2 4R k“ on “n . 2s ”2 sl§,1’

where m f1 and 21, f2 are given by Eqs.{13} and [14},1' a1 .
w[%.1] a firhqefigdr. It is seen that trapped o-partioles cana
both stabilize and destabilize GAE modes_in a stellarator, in
dependenoe on sign of expression in square brackets, namely on
plasma and device parameters.
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1, Introduction

Efforts in the search of the optimal on equilibrium and stability quasihelical symmetric (Q31:
mnfiguratiou [1} were made in 3D calculations [1,2] and in the semianalytical considerations
[3,11]. In this report the optimization problem for Q5 stellarators-with small period number
(N = 4, N = 8} is considered. We find (25' configuration with maximum equilibrium and Mercier
stability values of parameter < ,8 22-: 2 c: p ::~ fBg. Here Bu is the magnetic field strength on
the magnetic axis. The used pa'raxial approximation permits to obtain equations for parameters
.31"c configurations: elongation E, angle between axis of the magnetic surface cross-section
and the principal normal of the magnetic axis ll, shifts, and triangularities of magnetic surface
cross—sections as the functions of the toroidal angle [3].

Form of the magnetic axis is the key object for our approximate optimisation. It was shown
in [3] that for large values of a = rIN/R (see below), near 1, there exists special type of Q3
configurations, a, 2 D, where a, is (25‘ type number parameter, in equals to the number of
magnetic surface cross—section turns on one system period with respect to the magnetic axis

principal normal, with high sf. ,8 “.3:- limit on equilibrium and Mercier stability, «5: fl 3w 8% for
N : rl and s: [3‘ 3M. 16% for N 2 8. Magnetic surface cross-sections of such type of (23 rotate
simultaneously with the principal normal of the magnetic axis. Thistype of I225 is analogous
to the well—known Heliac systems, but in Q5 case magnetic surface cross-sections are changed

along the toroidal angle in a. certain way to fulfill the C25 conditions. Quaslsymmetry condition
fulfillment does not decrease the magnetic well in such type of (25' configurations.

2. Systems with the bumpy reference torus and the modulated pitch angle of
the magnetic axis

The case o5' configuration with magnetic axis in the form of a helical line on the circular
reference torus with minor and major radii r1 and R was considered in [3]. Here we‘ll study '
Q3 systems with the magnetic axis on bumpy reference torus. Let minor radius of the reference
torus be a function of cylindrical angle go: .

res) = so - aces Medial}. ' {1}
where r1; const, y: const is parameter of bumping. The effect of bumping can be canceled by
the effect of second harmonic amplitude in the expansion of rho}, slip). The same result: can be
obtained for the magnetic axis with modulated pitch angle

w1=w+51 sinNeJ. - _' '_ . {2)

We selected triangularities of-magnetic surface crossvsections in a special way to obtain
equality of given value of < l3 _} on equilibrium and value of d: ,8 2:- calculated from Mercier
criterion. In Fig. 1 we show one of series of calculated s: {3 :> limit on equilibrium and Mercier
stability in paraxial approximation for ii~period £25 configurations with various initial [at {p =: i1]
elongations Eu. Elongation Ea equals to the ratio of large and small semiaxes of the magnetic
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surface cross-section at to = III. In Fig.1 or = rIN/R = 1. In each case we calculated dependencies
of a: £3 3; on EU for different values of second harmonic amplitude, proportional to the humping
parameter 1* or modulation parameter :1.

As it is seen from these figures. each curve c: .3 :> on Ea has a maximum corresponding to
the optimuiu value of ellipticit},r for equilibrium and stability. Maximum value of <2 .8 3»: 8.5%
has been obtained for o- = 1 for the magnetic axis without second harmonic. Fig.1 deruonstrate
that additional second harmonic {bumping or modulating pitch angle} decreases maximum value
of c: .8 :> and moves optimal ellipticity to 1 for positive sign of bumping and from 1 for negative
sign of humping.

<1. fl :>
12 ' -
10

E

Fig. 1. The dependencies of equilibrium and
Mercier stability «2: .fi‘ :- limit on initial (atrp = {II}
eiongations 53.3. for d—period Q3 configurations
with o = rLNfR :1. The cases 1r = H.111. --ll.l
are shown. Point ”A” corresponds to curve 2 in
Fig. ii.

ti
4
2

2 4_- 3.35

3. The effect of other parameters of the magnetic axis
Here we investigate the effect of elongations of cross-section of the reference torus on equilib-

rium and Mercier stability. 21/11 at 1 {r1 and a] are horizontal and vertical sizes of crossssection
of the reference torus). An example of these calculations for N = 4 is given in Fig. 2. As in the

' previous cases. we found that for each initial magnetic surface elongation Eu there exists some
optimal zu’rl. In particular, optimization on zu‘ri also allows to yield the values of «c: {3 am 7%
for reasonable magnetic surface elongation ( E N 3}. -

< ,3 2»
12 I _ Fig. 2. The dependencies of equilibrium and
1D '— zll'll'l =1“ Mercier stability c: .t? > limit on initial eion-

gation Eu. for 4-period QS configurations with
or z ru't’fft = l. Curves correspond to different
elongations of crosaaection of the support torus.
The cases with 21f1'1 = 1. 0.3. 0.5}. 1.1 are shown.

We have also investigated the possibility of improvement of equilibrium and Mercier stabil-
ity conditions by combination of different methods of magnetic axis changes (flattening of the
reference torus with modified pitch angle of the magnetic axis. with bumpy support torus and
so on}. We considered different harmonics of the magnetic axis pitch angle. i.e.

to.=¢+clsinNrp+casinzZNte+... (3)

The result of this research can be formulated as follows. If one found the configuration
optimized on one of these parameters. the variation of an}.r other parameter leads only to decrease
of <1 .6 2} limit. _

We found that «4: .8 t} limit depends on the behavior offi [angle between axis of the magnetic
surface cross-section and the principal normal of the magnetic axis} and E (elongation of the
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magnetic surface) on the tflroidal angle, go. The smoother curvea flip] and Efip} are, the greater

limiting e: ,d :.> one can yield. ' .

Fig. 3 shows the behavior Elifi‘l [01' different combinations of the magnetic axis modification
parameters. Here the case Eu = 3 is considered. Thin solid curves correspond to the case of
circular reference torus without any magnetic axis modification. One can see that change of the
parameter zrfl'r leads to more smooth curves. The optimal value is zlfrl .1: 0,92, This came

(llflrl'tlfilr’fl-“d5 to maximum <1 .3 1> iimit. Adding any magnetic axis pitch angle modification gets
worse smooth and consequently, decreases at ,d 3:» limit,

Fig. 3. The dependencies of E [elongation of the
magnetic surface crossvsection) on the toroidal
angle. 4-period quasisymmetric configurations
with o = rlR : 1 is considered. Initial elon-
gation is E9 = 3.
l.- 31II'1=1, .51 = fl. '2 - Elfi'l = $.92, 5'1 = [l

[maximum v: ,3 .3]. 3 - clfi'r = H.92, £1 = EH12.
{l 99 . 2a d elf” [1.92, s], .— I102.

4. VMEC equilibrium and Mercier stability calculations
To prove values of s“. g3 23- obtained in paraxial approximation we used fixed boundary

version of 3D VMEC code [5] and stability code made by Y.Nakamura which calculates Mercier
criterion D...1 2::- l] with the VMEC equilibrium quantities. We have found difficulties on the way
of comparison of results obtained from paraxial approximation and from VMEC codes. First
problem is to find right Fourier spectrum in cylindrical coordinates [cross-sections as : canal, 5s

- cylindrical angle} for the boundary which is obtained near magnetic axis in Mercier coordinates
{cross-section s = coast, .5 - magnetic axis length]. Cross-sections go = const have complicated

- form in the middle of system period where the magnetic axis has large torsion and curvature.
So the required number of harmonics for ‘v’MEC code increases, the convergence becomes poor.

Fig.4 demonstrate cross-sections obtained from paraxial approximation and Fourier rep-
resentation of given configuration with 2 poloidal modes and 4 toroidal modes for d-periods
configuration with or = rl'R : 1, y 2 [L1,

[1-3 I. 1 I. l I

.125 .. - .3. . , I H Fig. 4. Magnetic surface cross-sections 50 : const.
9-2 ‘“ . 2 Dotted'cross-sections are obtained from paraxe

[115 c. " ial approximation, cross-sections shown by solid

lll - lines are obtained from Fourier representation of
given configuration with ‘2 poioidal modes and ti

lugs=ll,2-5e=rrf12,3-5o:rrffi,d—m=irltt

0.05 1/7 4 1 fl ‘ toroidal modes for 4—periods configuration with
[l . : U uzr'lR=1,T=U.l.

[LT - 0.3 [.19 1 L1 1.2 1.3

Next problem is connected with the difference between paraxial calculation method and
VllC calculation. In paraxial method we use fixed axis and find different boundaries for
various plasma pressure. In VMEC calculation plasma boundary is fixed and the position of the
magnetic axis depending on plasma pressure.
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In our VMEC and Mercier stability calculation We used harmonics obtained from pflrflxial
approximation for < £3 >= 8%. The results show the increasing of stability zone with the in-
creasing of :3. [3 3:: value (see Fig.5}. Fig.5 demonstrates that for <1 ,5 3’: 8.8% this configuration
is Mercier stable in wide plasma region which confirms the resrrlts shown in Fig.1.
230 . 1.. r r r r I f rs.. r _ 1
150 ” f I ‘- Fig. 5. Tire dependencies of .0... versus

. 5 ' stable normalized plasma radius a for 4-pcriori
100 [r _- . H quasisymmetric configurations with

' o'=r1NfR=1,7=_-D.l. Um >flcorre-
50 — h sponds to Mercier stable zone.

1- on 323.8%. 2- on}: 6.33%. 3-
0 , - T <fi}:4.13%.¢1- <fi2~=1.56%.

4 unstIable
-5U | 1 1 E I

[Ll [L2 [1.3 {1.4 [1.5 13.6 ll? [1.3 {1.9 r11

5. 'Diseussion
We have found examples of Q5 configurations with special magnetic axes which have the

form of the helical line on bumping support torus or with modulated pitch angle. Adding second
harmonic of toroidal angle to the magnetic axis makes possible to get high <1 .13 22> for not too
high elongation at to : [1. For large elongation at to = 0 the second harmonic leads to additional
modulations in curvature and torsion of the magnetic axis. This modulation decreases the
maximum < .8 3:: value.

Our paraxial analysis shows that in (1— periods (.2 .5‘ stellarator <2 ,6 3:- lirnit on equilibrium and
stability can be achieved on the level of 8%. It seems that 11.1 = 0 type of (25 which is close to
Heliac— like configuration has some remarkable features.

1. Deep magnetic well even fo1 a small number of system period.
2. Small neoclasaical losses due to quasisyrnmetry which theoretically can be obtained.
3. High e: :3 Len-r88.57s
For 111 m D ty 11c of Q5 systems further 3D - calculations of equilibrium, stability modes and

transport coefficients should be made.
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l._. Introduction. The particle transport in the boundary plasmas of tokamaks

and stellarators is known to be anomalouslyr high. In particular. this has also been

shown experimentally in'the U-BM stellarator-torsatron [1]. In Ref. [2] a comparison

has been made for some tokamaks and the ATF torsatron of local turbulence-

induced particle transport at the plasma boundary with the total particle transport

inferred from equilibrium parameters of the. boundary plasma (in ATP — from

spectral measurements}. The measurements were carried. out in 'ohmi‘c discharges

[tokamaks] and in an ECR heated currentless plasma {ATP} '

' In this report the results are presented of a similar comparison made on the

U-3M torsatron. In View of the Ref. [2] results. the estimation of the contribution of

low-frequency electrostatic turbulence to particle losses at the plasma boundary in

the U-3M conditions isof special interest. as (i) a significant contribution to these

' losses might be made by the edge magnetic 'surface- destruction. which is

characteristic for U-SM [1]. and (ii) the plasma in U-.3M is produced and heated by

RF fields [mimcil- when the low-frequency" turbulence can be. enhanced due to

parametric interaction between regular RF pump waves . and natural drift-type

plasma oscillations [3].
2. Experimental conditlomns The U-3M machine is an i: 3 111: 9 torsatron

R==1 111. E1" =0.12 m. 1(a)?21re0.4. '_The plasma with 11 -4x1013 ‘_3 TE(0')».03 keV.

' l‘i(0}e0.-1 he? is supported with ~200 kW RF power launched into 100% hydrogen
gas at a frequency of 5. 4 MHz inmultimode Aliven resonance regime {w'UAS T.

01:0 3111mm); the RF pulse Iength is up to 60 ms .

The equilibrium parameters of the plasma and their fluctuations near the

boundary of the confinement region were measured by a probe assembly consisting

of 3 single Langmuir probes arranged in a poloidal line and spaced 2.8 mm apart.
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The probes were introduced from Ms along the major radius in a poloidal cross-
section located 1300 {3.25 field periods] toroidally away from the antenna leads.

Figure 1[a] represents the numerically calculated dependence of the
connection length Lc on the minor radius r in the poloidal cross-section where the
probes are installed. A sharp if.fl decrease occurring at r=12 cm determines the
boundary of the confinement region (there is no material limiter in U-3M].

The profiles of equilibrium values of floating potential. V; . ion saturation
current density. js . and electron temperature. 'j"e . are shown in Figs l[b.c.d}. Also.
the possible trend of the plasma potential. V . as estimated from measured VI and

Te

current. Lj . and of the electron temperature. LT . are indicated in Figs Ho] and 1(d}

. is shown in Fig. 1{b] [dashed curve). and the decay scales of the ion saturation

respectively. It follows from Fig. {{b] that the radial electric field. Er . reverses its
sign at E12 cm. that is. a so-called shear layer exists at the plasma boundary {2].

3. Characteristics of the SOL turbulence. At the boundaryr of the confinement
region [r= 12 cm) the measured normalized levels of density [ion saturation current)

and potential [floating potential} fluctuations. jx/ja‘ and eta/l: . amount ~02 and ~

0.5 respectively and grow when the probes are moved outwards (Fig. 2}. The main
intensity of the fluctuations in SOL falls in the range of 5 to 150 kHz. Generally.
the power autospectra of the fluctuating- signals in this range of frequencies consist
of a broad band noise. on which several {~10} peaks are superimposed with a broad
variety [from ~10 to ~-lfl cm"} of poloidal wavenumbers. As follows from the form

of joint spectra 38mm) [4] measured in different shots. the position of the plasma

boundary can change within 0.5 cm from shot to shot. The spectra measured at
r=12 cm and r= 12.5 cm have the maximum width in kg . As the probes are moved
away from the boundary. the spectra become more narrow and a more deterministic _ :
we) dependence becomes apparent [cf.. Fig. 3{al and Fig. 3113)).

As the computations of correlation dimension v of probe signals show. at the
boundary. in the region of maximum Er gradient. the turbulence possesses a higher
number of freedoms [v210] than in other points of SOL {v~5). This is in agreement
with the form of joint spectra (Fig. 3] and might be an evidence of possible effect of
the E, gradient on excitation of drift-like oscillations near the boundary.

4. Comparison of turbulence-induced and total particle transports in SOL.
Evaluated from density and perpendicular electric field correlation measurements in
SOL. the spectral function of the radial particle flux density induced by the
turbulence. Tfai) [5]. can generally take both positive and negative values (Fig. 4].
Nevertheless.'the total. that is. frequency-integrated. flux density is positive [i.e.. it
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is directed outwards] and takes the value of Pelxlflm m‘Es‘1 at the boundary

{=12 cm and the maximum value, fEZXIUzfl m‘"2s'1, at r= 14 cm. To compare these
quantities with the value of the total particle flux density through the boundary, we

estimate the latter as [1]

I; s r[m,_ — tannin/math, {13
Here. mh=3 is the number of turns of a single helical conductor. I"I is the particle

flux density along a field line at the boundary [estimated as fare at r=12 cm,
Fig. 1(a)]. Evaluated from Eq. [I], the value of Ti amounts 4x102U cm'?s‘1, that is, it
has the same order of magnitude as the local turbulence-driven particle flux

density, similar to what has been observed in some other closed magnetic traps
with other methods of plasma heating [2].

In conclusion. we note the following.
i) As the number of realizations of' fluctuating signals was small, the

fluctuations of electron temperature were neglected, and the probes were moved

from shot to shot, the accuracy of determination of particle flux density from both

fluctuating and equilibrium parameters was not high enough to judge the possible
contribution of magnetic surface destruction to the anomalous transport.

2] All the probe measurements were carried out at a large distance from the
antenna. Therefore, the information having been obtained should be supplemented
in future with the data on characteristics of the SOL turbulence in a Iclose proximity
to the antenna, where the turbulence can be strongly affected by the RF wave
processes associated with the near antenna field [5]. ‘
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Mercier criterion investigation in the region of the island
magnetic surfaces of steilarators

V.V Nemov
Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Institute of Physics and

Technology", Kharkov 310i08, Ukraine

For stellarator-type magnetic configurations there is a large probability of

island magnetic surfaces to arise at rationai values of the rotational tiansform, r.

The present report deals with numerical investigation of MHD plasma stability in
the region of such magnetic surfaces using the Mercier criterion. Two _va1iants of

magnetic configurations have been considered. The first variant represents the

region of the "Uragan—iiivt" ("U—3M") torsatron configuration for i=1 /4 and
Bi ['31: e1.2% on the assumption of a slight eccentricity {2 mm)in position of two

outer vertical-fieldcompensation coils {l}. The second configuration-variant is the
"Helias"—type magnetic configuration [21 with the boundary magnetic surface
determined by the equations and the parameters given in {2]. The method [3]
based on the integration along magnetic field lines has been used to investigate the
Mercier criterion. The case of low B but a finite local pressure gradient, Vp, was
considered ([3 is the gas kinetic-to-magnetic pressure ratio). In connection with
this it is supposed that the magnetic surfaces are practically coincident with the
vacuum magnetic surfaces, but here we take into account the effect of plasma

currents governed by the local plasmanpressure gradient. One .of the peculiarities of
the report is that the plasma stability region boundaries are directly determined as
functions of the plasma presSure gradient (p' value) for each magnetic surface
considered”. in calculations a set of ordinary differential equations is used,
including the magnetic field line equations, dr / d1 2 Bo, equations [4] for the

' magnetic—surface function gradient, WW, and the following equations [3]:

deg/diayvt/Bwvn, dmwnn=hsm
{HE/mese/wnfl adfeismu amwwn=hBt/wwfl

[Beat [suit
. _ rotm

with2 l'ii’i’l2
magnetic field He), and the function h is related to the longitudinal plasma

where S- = (Se is equal to '8 calculated for the vacuum

current density j, , as j1 E = p' hB- (the prime denotes the derivative with respect to
LP) and is given by the equation dh '/_.dt = —2[BVB]V‘P/-B3.; The Mercier'

criterion is directly expressed through the {EB (rm), 1:11:5t iii (rm), f? {rm} and
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fl‘fB {1,- m} values (rm is the upper limit of the integration interval). When

integrating the differential equations, the ‘3“? value at the initial points of
integration was specified so that the inequality p'<0 should correspond to the
plasma pressure decreasing in the direction of the exterior normal to each
magnetic surface considered.

Concurrently with the Mercier criterion investigation for each magnetic
surface considered calculations by the method of Ref. [5] were made for the

parameter 111/?1:]. 1:18?/I jicSV (t and j, are the current density components,

parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field; the integrals imply integration
over the volume of the layer between closely spaced magnetic surfaces).

For numerical calculations the vacuum magnetic field of both systems was
approximated by the superposition of the toroidal harmonic functions containing
the associated Legendre functions. For the "Ll—3M" we have used 33 terms in the
helical winding field decomposition; the field of compensation coils was simulated
in the same way as in [1]} For the "Helias" magnetic field the number of
decomposition terms used was limited by the conditions 0 E n S 10, m 2 1111, M,
IMI E 10, where n and m are the poloidal and toroidal harmonic numbers, InP is
the number of periods along the toms (mp=5). In this case the decomposition
coefficients were found by minimizing the magnetic field component which is
normal to the given boundary magnetic surface [2].

The calculations were carried out in the cylindrical system of co-ordinates
p, (p, 2. (the z axis is coincident with the principal axis of the torus). Fig.1 shows
the magnetic surfaces cross~sections tp==0 for the "U—SM" magnetic field model
(x = [3—— R, RT—"lOO cm is the major radius of the torus, dimensions are given in
cm). This picture is in good agreement with the numerical simulation of the
perturbed configuration {1]. Two chains of the r=l/4 island surfaces (inner and
outward) are seen. The region with a strongly stochastic behaviour of magnetic
field lines lies in the configuration periphery, where small islands corresponding to
r=1/3 are also seen. Fig.2 shows magnetic surfaces for the "I-Iclias“ configuration
(in the tp=fl cross—sections and through a half of the field period, the dimensions
are given in the same relative units as in [2]). The form of the magnetic surfaces is
in good agreement with the boundary surface [2], which is also shown in Fig.2.
For the "Helias" magnetic field model used the island surfaces corresponding to
r=5/8 and r=5/7 turn out to be the most pronounced. Fig.2 also shows the r==2/3
islands which are however less pronounced. The rotational transform r increases
towards the configuration boundary (r>5/9 in the center of- the configuration).
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The results of the investigation carried out for the net toroidal current-free
case are as follows (each integration interval corresponds to 250 circuits around
the z axis): _ '
1, At a plasma pressure decreasing in the direction of the exterior normal to each
magnetic surface considered (p'<0), the Mercier stability criterion is violated for
the island magnetic surfaces corresponding'to t=l/4 in the "U-3M" torsatron (for
both the inner and outward island chains) and to r=5/7 in ”the "Helias" type

configuration. Note that for the island magnetic surfaces the condition p'<0

concepondsto the local maximum of plasma pressure in the island center. For the
1:5/3 island surfaces of the "Helias" configuration at p'<fl the Mercier criterion is
satisfied, but it is violated if p'>0, i.e., at a local plasma pressure minimum in the
island center. For the r=2/3 islands the Mercier criterion was not considered. The

Mercier criterion violation occurs if the {Vpl is larger than a certain boundary

value of the order of {LOCIlpflI / {(113}, where pg is- the plasma pressure in the
column center and a is the average radius of the column. _
2. The calculations for nonnisland surfaces, carried out for comparison, have
shown that the Mercier criterion for these surfaces is satisfied for both types of the
configurations at p'<0. For the "Helias" configuration this result agrees with the
results obtained for non—rational surfaces in [2]. For "U~3M" it is in agreement
with the existence of a vacuum magnetic well at BL/li‘I el.2% ['1]. If p'>{], i.e., at

an increasing plasma pressure in the direction of the exterior normal to the
magnetic surfacei the Mercier criterion may be violated. I
3. The calculations of the ”r, l/Yi ratio have shown that forthc non~island surfaces
in the "Helias" cdnfiguration this parameter proves to be less than unity. This is in
agreement with the results of Ref. {21. For the island magnetic surfaces considered
the "(H/1rL parameter also proves to'be less than unity, it only insignificantly

exceeds its magnitude for the non-island surfaces. But for the “U ~3M"
' configuration this parameter turned out to be significantly larger than unity. For
the non—island surfaces its magnitude is of the order of 2/t2. But for the Fl/4
island surfaces and closely adjacent to them non—island surfaces this parameter

reaches the values ranging from 200 to 700 (for the inner chain the 1,." E/y_L ratio is
larger than forthe outward one). These values are by order of magnitude ten times
larger than the 2ft2 value. '

From the present results it follows that at the finite pressure gradient the
parallel current density for the island magnetic surfaces considered turns out to be
finite. This density appears, to be finite too for the non—island surfaces which are
directly adjacent to the island surfaces. In principle, the current density may
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become infinite for the separatrices which separate the island surfaces from the
adjacent to them non—island surfaces. But, as is known, in a three-dimensional

inhomogeneous toroidal magnetic field, instead of a separatrix a stochastic layer is
formed. Calculations of the plasma current in such layers were not carried out in
this work. For "Helias" the width of the above-mentioned layers (in the (pol)
plane) did not exceed 0.091 + 0.00? (in relative units corresponding to Fig.2). In
the "Ll—3M” case, for the outward fol/4- island chain the width of the layer was
about 1 or 2 mm.

The large value of the TI I/Tl ratio for the {=1/4 island magnetic surfaces in

the ”U—3M" configuration corresponds to a significant increase in the j“

distribution amplitude. Due to relatively small sizes of the islands, one may expect,

I as a main result of the II I increase, the perturbation of the magnetic configuration

near the islands by the j” magnetic field and associated with it the change in the

island sizes and the increase of the stochastic region embracing these islands.

15—- tp=1tf5 tp=fl
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Fig.1. "if-3M" magnetic surfaces for Fig.2. ”Helios" magnetic surfaces:
the considered magnetic field (i) _!=5/3 isfands, (2) r:2/3 isiands,
perturbation: (I) inner r=I/4 isiands, (3) i==5/7 islands, (4) boundary surface
(2) outward r=I/4 islands, (3) r=I/3 {2] (solid line).
isiands.
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cowl-mam OF CHARGE PARTICLES IN TORSATRONS AND HELIOTRONS
WITH ADDITIONAL TDROIDAL HAGNETIG-FIELD RIPPLE

H. S. Smirnova
Institute of Plasma Physics. National Science Banter

"market Institute of Physics and Technology"
310108, Kharkov. Ukraine

1. Introduction. One of the basic requirements for
torsatrons of today is that charged particles should be confined
during many periods of their motion around the device. Different
methods applied for the realisation of the magnetic configuration
and its control in modern torsatrons and heliotrons complicate
significantly the modulation of the magnetic field along a field
line in such devices. The adequate_ representation for the
magnitude of the real magnetic field requires. in this case, the
following Fourierwexpansion,

DD
3s = 2 eN'flmcoamHtp—jd),

=wm,

w=o
where the highrorder N terms an, with N>2 usually present. Being
typical of a tokamak. such harmonics of the toroidal magnetic—
Iield ripple, or the {PF ripple. are also typical of torsatrons/
heliotrons even without the {PF coils (Fig.1) [1]. The main
purpose of the present work is investigation of additional TF
ripple effects on charged particle confinement in torsatrons.

2. Weak [BF ripple effects on the helicjailpr trapped article
confinement. In a heliotron—type configuration without toroidal
field coils. the TF ripple perturbation of the magnetic field
usually is week. In order to investigate the effect of such
perturbation on the helicall};r trapped particle orbits as the most
dangerous for confinement in helictrons. the following model for
the magnitude of the magnetic field along the field line is used:

B530 2 1+et coed + 5H coast am cosmn).

Here St = MR: 1] = M4) — ‘te — E; ' ca a 51/1” G§1+D§1;
- 2'71: .

.._' 1 /—2”"—2“" .
- ' -Eh. -— 2%]- at + III.4 d5. 01“. 81.132 [51.1” + e1'lflj]ooa(je),

m1 '
O
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D1 =j2 [21,141 — e1izflj]a£n(j8); EH a an (1 + o1cosBJ;
=1

2w
em = 2,}? I11 0% + DIE“. dd; OH = 51M) + E [EN'mj + eN_P_j]cos(je);

o . J=1

DN =2 [SNIIN'J i ENIp-J]S£R(JB): ENE = 8m (1 + UNGDSE);J1
2t: 2t:

1 1 '_ /'2. “§" . _ /‘EF“"'T?‘ .o.l — 555—— ! C1 + I)1 cosedd. UN — W I OH + DH cosBdB,

h o ' o
M is the helical field period nmn‘oer. and Exit is the TF ripple
periodicity. Using the bounce—averaged equations of motion of
helica'llr trapped particles in the TF ripple—perturbed magnetic
field £2] the following expressions for radial deviations of
above particles from the initial flux surface can be derived:

n+1 2
firmer0{1—2 ENE/(5H)},

122
n+1 2Arab ~.{Aro[1 — 2 ENH x (EH) ]} ,

for deeply trapped passing bananas and for superhananas.
respectively. Here fire a Bar at X 8H is the radial deviation from
the initial flux suriace of a deeplyr trapped particle in a
configuration where the TF ripple harmonics are not taken into
account. The comparison oi’ expressions derived above with results
of numerical integration oi guiding center equations of particle
motion in magnetic coordinates gFig.2) shows good agreement
between them. _

3. Eflect_s or a strong T]? ripple. In the torsatron with TF
coils such as the Uragan—EM torsatron. the TF ripple perturbation
oi the magletic field usually is strong, i.e. the Iollowing
inequality is correct: ham] .2: SH / N2 [3]. Owing to the effect
or such a perturbation, additional toroidal ripple wells in a
torsatron occur, and particles or the respective energies can be
trapped in these wells [3]. The computations show Wigs: that in
torsatrons among all types of trapped particles gFig.4).
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toroidally ripple—trapped ones are the most dangerous for
confinement as particles which have the largest radial deviations
from the initial flux surface in the process Of a drift.

4. conclusions, (a). a weak TE ripple perturbation of. a
torsatron/heliotron magnetic field has been found affecting
significantly radial deviations of helicallr trapped particles
over the long—time period of their rotation around the device. is
distinct from tokamaks. the presence of the TF ripple harmonics
in the magnetic—field harmonic spectrum of a torsatron may
improve the trapped particle confinement. In order that such an
improvement may be possible, the TF gripple must be decreased to
satisfy the inequality [smile 5H2- / 214+ . If latter is not
fulfilled. which is a characteristic feature of the heliotron
magnetic field near the axis (We lads), then radial deviations
of helical bananas increase significantly owing to the

- perturbation effect, becoming tens times greater than respective
values for the case of the unperturbed torsatr'on configuration.

(1)). Being generated by the TF soils, 3 strong TF ripple
perturbation of a torsatron magnetic field leads to trapping of
charged particles in toroidal ripple wells, and such a ripple
increases the fraction of lost particles owing to poor confinement
of toroidally ripple—trapped particles.

(0). Being weakly affected by both collisions and the radial
electric field of the order err/him , the confinement of supra—
thermal trapped particles in heliotronsftorsatrons may be
deteriorated significantly under the action of the TF ripple
perturbation which give rise to direct losses of these particles.
Thus. the presence of such a ripple in the magaetic—field of a
heliotron of the pre—reactor or reactor sine mayr lead to the
decrease of the plasma heating efficiencyr as well as to the
enhanced fusion product escape.
References. [1] TODUROKI J J. Phys. Soc. Jpn 59 (1990) 2758.
£21.8MIHHGVA ELS'. . Effect of High—Order Magnetic—Field Harmonics
on the Trapped Particle Confinement in Torsatrons and Heliotrons.
to be published in Nucl. Fusion. i3] SMIRNCWA M.S.. Collision“
less Particle Orbits in a Torsatron with the Complicated Magnetic
—Field Harmonic Spectrum. to be published in Physics of Plasmas.
1tel 3, Ho 8 (1996).
We captions. Fig._1_. Magnetic—field hamonic spectra for the
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Large Helical Device and the Uragan—EM torsatron. Fig.2. Radial
deviations from the initial flux surface versus time oi" helicaliy
trapped particles in Ilfl). Guiding center equations of motion were
integrated taking into account the full range of the magnetic
—iield harmonics {solid line) or ignoring the high—order N
harmonics {dashed line). Fig.3. in example of the escaped
toroidally ripplewtrapped particle orbit in a torsetron with the
strong TE ripple. Fig.4. A classification of the trapped particle
orbits for a torsatron with additional toroidal ripple wells.
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ANALYTICAL CALCULATIONS OF THE AVERAGE
MAGNETIC WELL IN THE URAGAN-ZM TORSATRON
WITH DIFFERENT PROFILES 0F PLASMA PRESSURE

Yu.K.Kusnetsov, LBPinos, ELTyupa

Institute of Plasma Physics
National Science Center Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology.

310108 Kharkov. Ukraine

With the aid of formulas for averaging over magnetic surfaces general

analytical expressions are deduced here to determine the average magnetic

well in stellarator systems having regard to different plasma pressure profiles.

It has been known that the minimum of an average magnetic field is

an important factor that exerts influence on the stability of a high

. temperature plasma [1]. It has been demostrated by several authors [2r 3]

that with an increasing gas-kinetic pressure there arises an average magnetic

well resulting in plasma stabilization '
We have conside1ed here the plasma pressure distribution of three

typeset”:P_P__=P(1—‘l’(rg)f‘~l’(r )) P: P {l- ‘l’(r)l‘}’(rsll'. where l~l’{r)=

=It[r} rdr is averaged function of vacuum magnetic surfaces. The distribution

for the vacuum angle of rotational transform was chosen in the form

t[r}=t[rn)[o:+{1—ct} r2 Ergo],where ot=t{o]ft{ro} is the ratio of the angle of
rotation of field lines on the magnetic axis to that at the plasma boundary.

r0. The equations of averaged magnetic surfaces in the cylindrical coordinate
frame ( r. 3} are written as {4}:

‘t’t-_’(’»)i[“+(1 “if {1+ HM ) @531 I in
1P2 =1[ra}J{e+{l-— c}:—;r|rrfr—fl?! —%—:—:-}rcos 3,

r2 fiAl .22+r:r r2 21.1 =|+ 1..— d_._._.L __u—m—n—rI[3 {rD}Jia+{ (1).": ]."' r (1.1.411)!-"'(-’fl)l3 [Jr-C13 I“ 3(1+fl']
fl

{ ef7+l—4——rfi )]rcos.9T

where A0=Rfr0 is the aspect ratio: R is the major radius of torus. Here in

after, the indices 1. 2, 3 in both the formulas and the plots'refer to plasma

pressures P1 P2, P3 respectively.
The ave1age magnetic well given by the following formula [5 6]

V (a)- V'to) at 1
V {(3) '5: BL’] ) 3"" I . [2]

where V'lr1 } and V'[o] are the derivatives of specific volumes on the
magnetic surface of radius r1 and on the magnetic axis r: in the {r131}

[9021
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coordinate frame related to the magnetic axis. BM = Ba HI-i—rC /R}
is the longitudinal magnetic field on the magnetic axis.<B> is the
longitudinal magnetic field averaged over magnetic surfaces.
The B01 /<B{r1 }> ratio is difined accordin to [51 as

T r1633, . j'r d3,
30. .-_- city! :5":- = a l+blotiih9i +cco526'1 +dcos33, +ecos4 .91

<B(r1):=- "IMLWE J d3. “
Bfiyxi’fl‘, (1+ {c0519 )(li—bcosS +ccosz.§' +dcos33 +ecos45‘)

"° Axle-9 "" n +D
ifi'df't'I-‘h*******g""""" d.3i:

.r +p:"+q ax +pl.r*+ql (3)
: an 2 a: 2 ‘

l+f.r x +pr‘+q IH: serif-H;1

whereB(r1)fBu, =H(l+fcos.9l),f=r1{Ri(l+rcz’R),x-srg19,f2, w is the
magnetic surface function over the displaced magnetic axis, whose derivative
is given by ewe, :oIU'fl )(l+bcos.9, +ecos231+dcos3t9l +eoos4 L9,).The
coefficients a, b c, d e are difined as follows: for the P1 ==PDcase we have
a = o:+(l— not]: H: +2{1- cry}: fr;" b =3(]~o)is-rcr, lrj,c=(1m rifle-r3 (rid =6: 0.
In case P2 =P‘D (1--‘i’((rt/WHO“

-—(l~dnl)r,1!2:f b=fla+20maxl r2 of)
1e3r3121f ’ 2m: 1-3rf mi: ’
”;d=e:fl

a: a+(l—cr)r-i: +2 3:1
if g

=l—crr"l'~(leal)if {2:}?
a ll“1 1— 3!}: f2):

For P3=PD [1‘i’().l”~l’[,:,)}2 We have
a=rz+(l~a}r1fr +2flecr}icfzh -2Nrf1{~2+6Mcrr: fr: +3M(I~H)r: H: +
3M[2£I+3{1-a')t; of we: +3M(l «an, of }
bzi,!arfl{3(l—a}r fro - N[3{:1+9Mmgflf: +15!2M(1—tr)r4fr: )+
5M{a+9f2(l—cr)rf fl};Wm H: +TI4(l—H)Mr14fr: 3}}
0:; for; {(1—o)i;, fr :N[—12+8aMir fr; +9!2M(l—~a)r4fr: +
l=12"l4’[2.::c+4(1--+:r)i;.1r§,zfl2h“I fr: +9152(1—-:)Mr,4!r: 1}

_MN(l—tx)r;__fi3 Ndzcmi +_:(1_a)_+_5_(1_ 719’] 5 ,
a: :0 in a ra

+ 1—~ ii {43* 2 h -
NH22 [a .E {1):} f:2]rc7 a .6 2’2 1341+ ,M231 “11:: j.

__c_t_g_.3is;+M[5ais_f+ ~[1-{z)i%} Us“ or) ( +0!) +f
31+£I '0' 'a 4 r"

After integrating expression (3} we obtain the Bolf<B(r1}>ratio for the
distributions P} == P0 and P2=PD (13PM {WHOM
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BM ' p+2fi Jr?

<B(rjl):>u I+fi[____l («4+ 3 E (4)

2w p+2Jc_—r {ENE}

For the pessure distribution P: P (1 ‘P(r)f‘l’(r )) we obtain
0

--———(A+ B-——~)+ 1 “(t D )
a, _ p+2f x/‘l «la +25 M (5)

{301)} .IQLILE.__1 (An +TBL) —=..H{C +.J__DI

2 p+2JE 6’ lie—+143 Hil—
For particular plasma pressure distributions the constants A, B. C, D. E, A}.

El, C1. D1. E1 are calculated by the method of undetermined coefficients.

The calculations of the average magnetic well for different profiles of

vacuum angles of rotational transform have shown that for lm3 stellatator

systems (ot=0) the magnetic well value dependens only,r slightly on the

plasma pressure profiles under study. Using the derived relations we have

calculated the average magnetic well value for the Uragan-ZM torsatron with

the parameters ttrfl} m0,413. tr=1ft802I rfl=20f8 cmr Aufidd'f. The figure

shows average magnetic well values Bfll/<B[r1}2>-1 associated with different

plasma pressure profiles as functions of the average radius r1. The variable in

the plots is the magnetic axis displacement rC/rfl { a-rc fro 50,1:
b+rcfrfl=0,2; c—rC fro =0,3: d-rcr’rg=0,4]. It is evident from the figure that the
average magnetic well value increases with increased rCIrD ratior i.e. with rise

in the plasma pressuret From the stand poin of attaining the maximum
magnetic well valuer it is P: =fl(1w‘l‘(r)!‘l’(rfl)) that appears to be the

optimum plasma pressure distribution. In the mode of UraganQM operation

considered the magnetic hill value can be negleted.
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INVESTIGATION OF PLASMA STABILITY RELATIVELY TO THE DEVELOPMENT
OF QUASI FLUTE RESISTIVE'MODES (G-MODES) lN STELLARATORS.

A.Ya.0me!bhenkc, KMKriiyazhayj, VflNsmcv

Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics
end Technology", Kharkov 310108, Ukraine.

' Finite plasma pressure and curvature of magnetic field lines are those
factors which can lead to excitation of small—scale quasi-flute modes localized in
the vicinity of magnetic-surfaces in toroidal plasma configurations [I]. Effect of
above mentioned factors is a reason of excitation of Mercier modes [2] in ideal
plasma and resistive modes, in particular, g~modes [3,4] in plasma of - finite
conductivity. Instability of these modes limits a value of plasma pressure in

magnetic trap. Conditions of excitation of Mercier modes and g—modes in
arbitrary toroidal magnetic fields are determined by corresponding stability
criterions. Numerical methods are nessesary to analyse these stability criterions
owing to complicated 3d) geometry of magnetic field in stellarators. One of such
methods, based on integration along magnetic field lines [5], was developed in [6]

I and used for calculations of Mcrcier criterion of plasma'stability in"'Uragan—2M"
torsatron [6,7]. It was shown [6-3] that instability of Mercier modes in plasma of
”Uragan-EM" torsatron can be supprescd as by increasing of plasma pressure or
increasing the relative value of vertical magnetic field so under the influence of
finite Larmour radius of ions. - _ . _

As Mercier modes are stabilized in ideal plasma because of above mentioned
factors, it is nessesary to carry out analysis of plasma stability-relative to g-mode

excitation taking into account the plasma. resistance. In order to'carry out such
investigation, we transformed a known g-mode stability criterion-[3], expressed
in flow coordinates, to a new form, where all values are expressed in arbitrary
coordinate system. For a plasma of small kinetic pressure p and small _
inhomogeneous length of plasma pressure as compared with values accordingly
magnetic pressure and inhomogeneous length of confining magnetic field the g- '
mode .. stability criterion can be expressed in form -

- "V1PF{Xoa _ X16 + fa [X3 +Pl(fss _ Xas H} } 0' ' {1)

where .

X95 : tam/rile). X.q = dial/edit).
rx.'=c<»c.)/ce.). x,.=are)/ce,.).- . ‘2’

' amed/clessen/tum}. ' 13)
Here V_ is volume limited by magnetic surface under consideration, in, is upper

. limit of interval of integration as integrals on magnetic layer volume are
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calculated, prime denotes the derivative with respect to ‘1’ (‘1‘ is the function of
lI’rnagnetic surface). In order to calculate functions finJJJ and 1",}; we use
equations

at; [dz = vwvsfi/Bfilvwfi, dag/d1: : n.9,,
dffl/dr : BE, /|vw|i. (ifs/d: = 5,, an, [d1 2 an: Avs’f, (4)

which were deduced in [6,7] for numerical calculation of Mercier criterion. Ham

5,, = {[EVV‘I’VW‘PII}rot{[5,,‘i"l’]/|WP|2}, 3,, is vacuum magnetic field. The values,
1c,a,. 1”,, and f, are the solutions of equations

sic/dz = i132. dug/ctr = 31’, dfh/d‘c = h. d/dt : 1. (5}
Equations (4)—(5) must be supplemented with magnetic field lines equatimmI
equations for calculation of WI’ and equation for function h .

tin/d“: = — 2[Evc]vw/si. , ' (5}
Equating left—side of equation (1) to zero we" can calculate two values of p"

which determine the boundaries of stability,r zone. One of these values is new
(p'flfl). Another one is determinated by expression

1* h, Xoa " Xas + msp: — '
file (fee H Xian)

We used the obtained equations for calculation of g-mode stability in 1=2
torsatron with parameters, which are similar to parameters of "Uragan-ZM"
torsatron [9] (major radius of torus R=170cm, average radius of torus r==44cm,
number of helical field period on torus length 111:4),

Examined configuration is similar to standard torsatron configuration with
kgmflw /B,,.m0.375 (3%,, is longitudinal magnetic field of helical winding, 3,, is total

(7’)

longitudinal magnetic field). The calculations were carried out in cylindrical
coordinate system p.o.z (z axis coinsides with the major axis of the torus). G- _
mode stability was examined in currentless regimes, which were charactetized by j "
the following values of relative vertical magnetic field B, [3,, : B, /B,,=0%, 1% and
2%. Here BL is a homogeneous vertical magnetic field additional to torsatron
magnetic field. .

Table I shows results of calculations of some parameters in regimes in
which total longitudinal equilibrium current is zero. We used the following simbols
in Table l: 1 is rotation transform on the torus length (in 21: units), it, is
coordinate of initial point of integration in the plane (43:0, (120:0, the average
radius of examined magnetic surface i" is given in brackets), D is normalized on
V‘ left-side of criterion (1). The value p'<0 corresponds to plasma pressure
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Table 1. .

["731/133 11 1% 2%
fling-1,611 1.111153) 211113.31 23116.1) 31119.1) 1.11176) 331111.11 i

1, 11.662 11.131 11.1211 11.1611 11.1211 11.172 !
$133103 1.153 11.575 11.544 11.6113 11.633 1.1113
E6 11113 11.333 1.513 11.5111 1.132 41.1111 1.11211

Xg 111113 1.415 2.1139 11.915 1.3111 11.135 11.61111
: X11]; 11.431 11.233 11.266 11.253 ' 11.221 11.192

155 11.237 11.121 11.1133 11.113 11.1163 11.154
#1113103 13.113 -33.68 11.1111 -23.35 11.1134 26.03

1111111? 6.46 —1.16 1.43 —5.611 3.37 1.53-

3) 1111/30 =11

I
15.03 213-00

1:1} 3.1/30 =2%

Fig.1. The plot of KGB-3103 (curve 1), X113 31031131111115 2)._xg 11103 (curve 3),
X113 (cum: 4) and {55(0111‘1'11 5) for: a) Bi/Bfl =0; b) BLZBO #293.
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decreasing in the direction of plasma periphery. The value 1‘) given in Table l was
calculated at p73" =—10'3cm*1.

The following conclusions can be formulated from analysis of obtained
results. G-mode stability criterion is realized in plasma region F<16cm (average
radius of plasma cord is 20cm) for currentless regime of plasma confinement in
the case, when vertical magnetic field is zero (BL/3‘50) and plasma pressure
decreases to plasma periphery. The violation of stability criterion take place at
plasma periphery when P >16cm. A separation of plasma cord depending on radius
value into stable and unstable zones determinated by radial distribution of
functions XWXWXPXM and {a (see fig.1a). All above mentioned functions give
stabilizing contribution into g—mode stability criterion in central region of plasma
cord (f<llcm). But in plasma region defined by condition 11cm<f <16em
function XM conneted with plasma current give destabilizing contribution into, g-
rnode stability. However this destabilizing contribution is compensated by
stabilizing contribution of function X53 connected with the magnetic field
structure. Destabilizing influence connected with plasma current increases at the
plasma periphery (f>16cm) in accordance with fig.la, just as stabilizing influence,
determined by magnetic field structure, changes rather small. As a result plasma
periphery becomes unstable becouse of g—mode excitation in the range of plasma
pressure value from zero up to pi/B2 <34cmr1 for plasma layer near F = 19cm and '
up to p732 <44cm~1 for plasma layer near F =2Dcm. .

The additional vertical magnetic field with relative value .31 /BQ1 = 1% leads
to displacement of plasma cord and to magnetic surfaces deformation and to
decreasing unstable zone width at plasma periphery (see Table 1). Further
increasing of vertical magnetic field to value Bl fBo #296 leads to total suppressing
of gumode instability at plasma periphery. As a result g-mode stability criterion is
fulfilled everywhere inside the plasma.

Comparison of numerical dates of g-mode stability and dates of Mercier
mode stability [7] shows that enfiuencc of vertical magnetic field of value
li'i /Bfl :eZ% results in suppressing of bouth types of unstable modes.
References
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NEW MODULAR I-IELICAL SYSTEM WITH PROPERTIES CLOSE TO A.
I CGNTINIIOUS HELICAL TRAP

KShuhtsov ,‘VARudalmv
furnace ofPicscra Physics, national Science Center KEPT, Ukraine

The numerical cede allowing to calculate the i=2 modular helical magnetic .
configurations with finite-sizedcondhctcrs and with an arbitrary number of moduli was

developed. The code is founded on using the Bio-Saver formula for magnetic field calculations.
The modular design consists of the ensemble of onelperiod parts of helical conductors having
vertically-located ends, which are connected by the connection parts with two pairs of
poloidel currents. The system difi‘ers from K.Yamasahis design [1] by an additional pair oi“
potoidal cells. In previous papers we used the helical parts of the moduli with horizontally
located ends [2].?refereuces of this system are realized in the possibility to receive the
necessary poloidal field at technologically suitable positions of poloidal laureate by the
currem distribution in the inner and the outer poloidal conductors.

The winding law of the helical coils is given by 3 = Mjlli}"_¢i)+ui sin 3, where q:

and 3- are the toroidal and poioidal coordinates; the subscript 1 denotes a number of helical
conductors: (l) for a. current on the inner side and (2) for the outer side of torus, (p! is the {[3 -
coordinate ofthe helical conductor at 3-=tl; Mi is the turn number of the ' helical current

in the 3»- direction at 2n interval in tin-direction (are not obligatory integer}. The helical
conductor makes exactly half ate-rs in it direction independently on the conductor position and
gap size between moduli. The ltd:-r values for the helical otu'rents, located inside and outside

mm(fln+2m1} , '2 = 1n(_:rr____m-+ Quill—— , where h is the
2a(l—mfii360) 2s(1~ morass)

gap between moduli in angular degree and no is the quantity of moduli. We use 9 filament
currents for simulation of the finite~sised helical coils in the conventional continuous winding
system and 6 filaments in the modular case. In the both cases, continuous winding and modular
system, the transverse! cross—section ofhelical conductors is kept without changing

Fig 1 illustrates the 3D perspective view ol'thc modular ensemble and the top view.

torus are determined with M1 2

The computer lnmdle calculation system in the onewfilament case is shower: The flux surface
calculations for the l.HD~lihe teisperiodical system were done. The calculations are carried

out for tlsee kinds ofmagnetio systems: with finite—sized continuous helical winding, with one
filament helical winding and with finite-sized modular helical coils. The position of poloidal
currents in all three cases corresponds to the following coordinates:
rm --2.?m, rM :5.1m, a, =i1.6m. The values of poloidal fields are taken to obtain the

magnetic axis shift about -fl. list at Rs =3.9m. The helical coils radius was 0.973m. with the
coil radial dimension .51: =fl.32m. and the angular dimension at to: coast was i} 1546“. The
total current in the helical conductor was taken In .-. i’filfifi A. Note, that the magnetic axis
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positions are not changed practically at the nurse values ofthe poloidsl ctnrents for both cases
ofthe modular systems (one-filament and fiiI‘filflfllBflt helical currents). The pitch modulation o. .1
equals to 0.1 for the LED device, but we used difleront sings of the same value ct. at the inner '
and at the outer sides of the modular system. We calculated the magnetic configurations for ~
two vatues of the gap: 5 and 10 degrees. Figures Eat illustrate the flue: enforces in the
conventional continuous winding case, in the modular systems with one-fitment and with
finite-sized helical conductors at the seine sing and values of or. Fig. 5 shows the stufaces in
the modular system with finite—sized helical conductors at the opposite sings of . n.
[on : “(1.2 2 -~ 0.1). Fig. 6 shows the rotational angle dependencies versus the surface radius

in the continuous winding system and in finite-sized modular systems at fir-«5 and 10 degree
{.od 2 on; :e {11 ). The same dependencies for the modular system with m1 = «a: 2 — (H

are shown in Fig. 7. The case or, = 0.1, has some advantages in a confinement volume and in a

rotational uansform. Tue advantages are not significant in comparison with one-filament
modular system, but in the finite-sized case they become very remarkable.

Presented data allows to do the following conclusions:
1. The useful volume in the modular system with the gap between moduli £525 degree is close
to the useful volume ofthe conventional continuous helical winding system.
2. The modular system with equal values of the helical current modulation in the inner and
outer sides of torus has some advantages over the case of opposite sign of {1-in(fl'.1 a. Hug). i
This result contradicts to that one published in [3], where the case on = "032 has advantages. !

REEERENCES
11.11:. Yamazaki J. Plasma and. states Research vol. to Is (1994) cc senses f
[2] ED.Veil-:cv ct a}. VAN‘I‘, scr. Turntoysdemy sauce, (1991) 9311.1 p.42. (in Russian).
[3] K. Yamazaki and KY. Watanshc, Research Report, HIPS-279. (Apr.1994).

FIGURE CAPTIBNS
Fig.1 Schematic drawing of lowmot‘lnlar ensemble, (s)-31);c and G?)-thc top new
Fig. 2 Vacuum magnetic surfaces for LHD-like system with continuous tinitc-sized helical tsindtug.
Fina Magnetic Statuses ofthc cue-filament medulla: system (a :2 5°,oc1 = 0.2 = 0.1).
Fig.4 Magnetic surfaces ofthc finite-sized modular case ( ti = When r: 0.2 := 0.1 ).
Fig.5 Magnetic smfaccs of the finite-sized modular system (ii = 5", on a: "[12 = e 0.1).
Fig.6 Rotational angle dependenccs versus the surface radius in the cctinuous winding sys-

tem (I) and in firsts-sized modular systems (2,3) at 5:5 and to degree (a, area = 0.1).
Fig.5? Rotational angle dopendcnccs versus the statues radius in the finite-sized modular systems
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Studies of Magnetic Surfaces in the ”Uragan-ZM” Torsatron

G. G. Lcsnyakov, D. P. Pogozltev, Yu. K. Kuznetsov, N. T. Besedin,
E. D. Volkov,lO. S. Pavlichenko

Institute of PlaSma Physics
National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology“

310108 Kharkov Ukraine

1. Introduction .

The "Uragan-EM" ("U-2M”) torsatron with an additional toroidal magnetic field was
created for investigating the confinement of a collisionless plasma at reduced helical
inhomogeneities of a magnetic field but still having ‘a moderate shear and magnetic well.

Numerical calculations have shown that besides the magnetic configuration
perturbations that are due to toroidicity and are responsible for the occurrence of "natural
islands” around rational surfaces (rotational transforms divided by 2a: are t=4J7. 4/6. 415, 4K4)
[1—5], there should take place the perturbations connected with the design of a helical winding
(detachable joints and currentfeeds) [6].

I The purpose of the present studies has been to experimentally determine the region of
existence of closed magnetic surfaces in "LT-2M" and also the extent to which the quality of
magnetic surfaces depends on the design features of a helical winding.

2. Experimental setup
The magnetic system of the "U—ZM" torsatron withan additional toroidal magnetic field

[1-3] includes the i=2 helix with m=4 magnetic field periods and Aha-3.86 aspect ratio, 16 coils
of an additional toroidal magnetic field, 8 main poloidal coils to compensate the vertical
magnetic field of the helix, 4 poloidal (trim) coils to control the residual vertical field. The
major radius of toms is Ro=l.l' m. The minor radius of vacuum chamber is ach=0.34 m. The
helix consists of two closed helical windings. Each of the two helical windings is split into two
halves with an lS-deg poloidal gap in between, where the diagnostic ports are placed. The
helical windings have detachable joints [6] which allow the windings disassemble into two
toroidal halves. The coordinates of detachable joints differ by IBDadeg in the toroidal angle.
The commutating joints of busbars in the helical winding halves were made at detachable joints

sites. Over the top and under the bottom of detachable joints on one {side of the torus the
currentfeeds are located. .

The "U-ZM" magnetic configuration parameters such as the average radius r of the last
closed magnetic surfaces (LCMS), the angle of rotational transform. and others, can be
changed through the operation parameter KEP (tBtto’ Bo=Bth + But where Bth - toroidal
magnetic field produced by the helix, and B“ - additional toroidal magnetic field) and the
average vertical magnetic field along the circular minor axis of the torus {BLWBU that controls
the magnetic axis shift (at) from the circular minor axis of the torus. ldealized calculations of
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magnetic properties of the trap [16,5] have shown that in the range OQQEKqfiGJS the
rotational transform can change front t(r]el}.4 up to t(r}e{},?5 (0.35t{0)s0.57 on the magnetic
axis). The average magnetic well is EV'XVle-fil‘i/o.

The structure of vacuum magnetic surfaces was investigated by the luminescent rod
method [21,8] and the stellarator diode method [9,10]. The measurements were carried out in _
two poloidal cross—sections, spaced 45-deg apart in the toroidal angle. The horizontally located !
”elliptic“ magnetic surfaces of the magnetic field haltlperiod were mapped by the diode
method. The vertical "elliptic" magnetic surfaces of the magnetic field period were mapped by
the scanning luminescent rod method. The measurements have been performed in steady-state
magnetic fields 30851395615 T.

3. Experimentai data and computer simulation results
Over a range of KLP=D.295-0.33 the mapping of magnetic surface structure was carried

out for 6 regimes: 1) Kill =1}.295, fiBil‘r-IBG =1 3%; 2) Kg, =D.313, {Bier'Bg =1.86%;
3) Kg, = 0.322, <Bil‘u’Bg : 1.89%; 4) Kg = 6.34, {Eli-#130; 1.95%; 5) Kg, = 0.36,
iBiI-‘er'Bg =2.02%; 6) Rip =0.3'i‘5, siBFLZ‘rr'BQ =2.09%. The results for the average radius of ;
LCMS r and the magnetic axis position under these regimes are shown in Fig. 1. On mapping
magnetic surfaces near the boundaryr of the confinement volume the step of measurements was
decreased so that the error in LCMS r determination should not exceed 1—1.5 cm {dotted
curve). The calculations of the magnetic field structure by idealized models of configuration
[16,5], and with the help of the models {4,6] that are close in the description to the magnetic
system design, have shown islands of resonances term“, ea 4.35, arr for the regimes with
1(0)a[l.5 on the magnetic axis. The inclusion of' design features of both the detachable joints of
the helix and the currentfeeds in model [4] has predicted the occurrence of two, significant in
size, islands ofthe resonance t=1r2 {6}. The mapping has shown that the reduction in Kg, (at
Kgriflfifi} causes the motion of islands of resonance t=lt2 in a radial direction, from center to
periphery, with a simultaneous reduction in the average width of islands. It has turned out that
under regimes with DJSKEPEQB (1(U)<U.5} there are no resonant magnetic surfaces, Fig. 2a,b.
This is of importance, because the regimes without islands are especially,f attractive for starting
work with a plasma, Fig. 2a,b and Fig. 3a,b. I

For K,P=fi.295 three islands of resonance t=lf3 {15 cm 4: r e 19 cm) were detected,
Fig. 2c. The numerical simulation with the use ofmodel [6] has shown practically a complete
coincidence between experimental and numerical position and size values of islands of
resonance t=1f3, Fig. 3. Another resonant magnetic surface in this regime is the surface FEES.
However, it is not mapped in experiment, because it should he cut off by RF antenna, target
plates and vacuum chamber. '

The diode measurements of magnetic surfaces were carried out under regimes with
K,P=O.3?S {eBLMBfLSS‘tE} and Kg=0295 {eBibg=l.85%), see also the first results of.
[3]. The results of one-dimensional scanning of the magnetic surfaces of these two extreme
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regimes by the emitter are in agreement with the average LCMS radii obtained by the scanning
luminescent rod method. The radial distribution of emission current along the minor axis of an
ellipse (chord is R040 cm) in regime K,p=fl.295 is presented in Fig. 4. The ratio of emission
currents of the thermionic emitter, measured outside and for the central part of EMS, reaches

three orders of magnitude and it is one of EMS quality estimates.

4. Conclusions
Magnetic surfaces with rzl9.5-20.5 cm $60295} were measured in the vacuum

chamber of_"Uragan-2M", where the computer simulated magnetic surfaces with r=22 cm only

can be placed. Regimes under which there are no islands are limited by a range 0.35Kme033.
A strong suppression of the emitter current {by three orders of magnitude) in the diode method
represents one of the qualitative estimates of closed magnetic surfaces for regimes with

0.2955Ktpe033. In the explanation of the radial position aitd size of islands of resonances

1:11’2, lift it was the consideration of design features of helical detachable joints and current
feeds that appeared essential in the numerical simulation ofthe ”ll-2M" magnetic system.

The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grants N U21“
0011 and N Uta 1000 from the International Science Foundation, by the International Soros
Science Education Program through Grant N 51311062014.
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Fig. 33.
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Progress in Resets!" Hanan-oursemsmn
Physics Study

OMotojima, K.Y.Watanahe, ASagars, K.Yamazaki
Motions! Instinctsfor Fusion Science, Toki, Japan),

fiAShishkin, AVZolotukhin, M. S. Smirnova, I.N.Sidorenko
(Institute ofHome Physics, Notional Scientific Center

"Kharkov Insa'aae ofPPglsie-s mid Technology ’flfloriwv, Wines),
N.A.Belash, E.l.Po1unovskij, oassishsm '

(Kharkov Store Universim
Fonda) ofPhysios and Technoioy, flier-kw, Waffle)

Linn-owning. Force Free Helical Resotor (FFHR) [l] is the subjeet of em- study.

The 1:3 helical systems have the possibility to satisfy the "form-free" oondition and the
condition of the large plasma volume, simultmeously. FFHE has the potential to realize

the high magnetie field desiee [1,2]. For the thennonnelem binning tmder the high

magnetic field we do not need the high beta operation. The following law of the helical

welding is applied as

. 2

3334; m B -—Bfl —a1%sia6 “%GZ[S§') single},

where on, and a; are the first and secondmodulation eoefi‘ieienis: (1.1: "1, on, = mos.

Here ii and a, are large and small radii of‘the helical abiding. The parameter as is the
magnetic field period number, i is the number of the helical windings, d and d are the
angular variables along the molar and major toroidal eiremnferenee. The soil systern is

show in Fig.1. The flexibility of i=3 helical system is similar to the flexibility of I==2

helical system (Large salesman) [3}, when as system has three pairs of vertical
field coils.

Two eases of FFHR: _
as, mass, R/a, = 6 (means)

and
i=3, ate-=12, R/a, = 4 (FFl-IR-IZ)

are considered The confinement properties of
FFHRHIS an: shidied in [2,4]. In this ease the
average radius ofthe last closed magnetie
smfaoe up a: (16:513.

Now the ease ofmore compaet system
OFFER-12) is under smdy.

Fig.1 Coil system
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lmsg .n We think that it is unpumm that mare compact
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One can see that at the small elect-in field regime 13¢flVW<fl.9 (where as“ is the
eleenie field petential st r=0 811d. Wis the total perticIe energy) the eenfinement of both
the trapped and passing pmtieles is better asses-Is.

The melysis ef transport Wes paitieularty in 1/12 regime with the use ef
analytical sppmsch [2,4] hes shame that the geometrical faster of neoclassical transmit
ceefiieient in FFHR-IE is three times larger than that in FFTIR~18.Thst is why it is very
impmtent to find the way of tereidnl efi‘eet eempmsetien.

eggs-genitals 'e_rhits. In mere eempeet' system the mere strong efi‘eets ef
tereidnlity see waited fer. However, some sets ofmsgne‘tie field parameters esn decrease
the efi‘eet of tereitielity. Alpha-pattielee orbits in beth eenfignrstims with PE{V = wt}. 9
end V}; [V = 0. 9 (Fig.4) do not coincide with the seem magnetic surface.

2m FFHR 1s 2”" '“' sense: .i,_ - . "E n!
MMO_ 00.1? a? . ‘ ”*4;

me «u * se‘ tee ~+ . " 1- i.- 0 s! . I. Q...

" angst} ‘ w a”. E; iF {I Cl J, i

U — {g - E U - I a 1 B

‘x‘e g N O ‘ m_. fl ' 0 yr 3 }
fi'nn WW i‘ 'n‘+‘ I a

tee — ' .0”; we —4 i s
g Q I ‘i j.. we ‘*~°s .. .. W I- s ‘essh‘i?

Q U‘

"m 1 I I I I I I I “2“] I I I I I I I I
teen em 2am - 21m 22m nee 12m me 1m

Rem Rem

a) ' 5)
Fig.4. Alphsnpsttiele white in meridional ewes section relatively the msgnetie smfsee.

Nevertheless, in mm eeses the displacement of the drift surfeees from the msgnetie
sinfsee (mined by e) ere almest the same. This is the consequence ef' the. speeiel eheiee
ef the magnetite field speemnn (the nearest satellite harmonics) in the ease of mere
eempeet system. This set efparameters can be realized by the eentrel ef the Iassertieel field
eeil emen‘ts. The optimization efthe eenfiguretien is possible and sheuId he continued.
The efi‘eet of quadrupole msgnetie field harmmies may be the strong positive one [5]. It
is especially importmt fer the high sissy particles which do 1161: feet the ambipelar
electric field potential. '
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4. Conclusions.

1. l--'-'3 helical system with the three pairs of vertical field coils provides the “three“

free" helical winding (the high magnetic field, up to 12 T) and the average radius of

the last closed magnetic surface equal to 0.6 that of the helical winding. [t is possible

to realize the magnetic configuration under the following set of parameters: t-“Ci,

sea-'18, Wcfifi.

2. It is possible to make the magnetic configuration more compact with the same

l'ielical winding minor radius under i=3, m=='12, Rich-=4. The average radius of the last

closed magnetic surface is approximately the same and the condition of ”force—free"

helical winding is conserved.

3. At the process of" study at first we had the magnetic configurations where the

loss cone ratio and neoclassical transport level were considerably larger in the case

m"-=12._..Rfch'=4 (compact system) in comparison with the case of ctr-1,8, HIGH-“"6.

4. The principal new result obtained here is that in the more compact system

(where toroidality is larger) the displacement of the drift surfaces of high energy

passing particles relatively the vacuum magnetic surface is not larger. Such efiiact is

possible due to the nearest satellite hannonic regulation with the control. ofthe vertical

field coil currents. I ~

The [lather improvement of the confinement properties is necessary and

possible. The process of the compact magnetic configuration optimisation will he

continued. '
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Lhmdygfige In recent years in connection with the consumtion ofthe Large
Helical Device (LI-1D, Tehi) [1], a new-gmnation thetmonnclcar device, considerable
great attention has been focused on the featlnea of plasma confinement in quadrupole
magnetic configurations. Quednamlafity of a magnetic configuration means elongation
of the magnetic smfam, on the average, along the length of a toms in the vertical
direction (the VIE-configuration) or in the horizontal direction (the HE-ccnfigm‘ation). As
ithasheenshownmexperimentsonflieATF-I tomahonandinlaterexperimcntsonthe
CHs helieeeesereeem the When and magnitude of the ceeeeep current change
with chang'mg qimdmpolarity ofthc magnetic configuration This is one of the most
reliable and generally acknowledged confirmations of neoclassical ideas about plasma
tempest along the magietic field. However, plasma mop-cit across the magnetic
sin'fhoe [2—4] isinneed ofdcepersmdy. Inthisrcportweenaminethcefi‘eet of
qusilnnmls'rity'of magnetic configurations on the confinement of hidividual charged
particles as a function of starting point of the test particle and the ratio between the
longitudinal and total velocities. By numerically integrating the equations of motion in
the drift approximation we have studied the characteristic tinjectories of charged
particles in quadrupole magnetic configmations. By charactefistie trajectories we mean
the pastieles which feel the chest of enhanced helical ripples (in the ease of VE-
configurations) and weakehed helical ripples (in the case ofHE-ccnfigurations) in the
modulation ofthe magnetic field along a force line.

2 IE M countless millsmimetic field M! Our study of the motion of
charged particles is based on the system ofequations cfthc dn'ft approximation

M42Vs+ lit) the
+ M} 2:333 [B dt =0

when Wandpai‘cthetctalenergyandflwmagiiaticmomicntcfthcpaiticle The
remainhignotationisstandard

We] Tee;
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The components at" the nugnetie field are given in the (met-cylindrical
comflinatc system in the than of Fourier expansions ever the harmonics of the angular

—I

era-tables 6 antic), B=wn Midtheceetarpoteniielcfthemegneticfieldheethefmm

(D = 34a —— R/m[§ey(r/a)y sinUtB — mqa) + gek(r/e)k sir: 368]}

when N=I,iil,ii2.He1-e eendflere the small and Iargemdii ofthepleeme, i is
the nlnnber ofpoles of" the helical winding, :1: is the member of periods cf the magnetic
fieldalongthelengthofthetoms,riethemdinlvaricble, 9 and @ ereflteanguler
variables alengflleemellflndlerge ciremnfereneeofthetomswith :9 accountedfiomthc
dhecfionoppoeitetethemnhtnonnnltoflteeirctflaraxis ofthetems, 3N and Bk are the
coefiicients of the hemenice of the magnetic field. For the results presented here we
chocec the following values of the Wm: i=2, m=i0_ 3F: 2", R=390 em,
e=915em, the parameters a” and 3* are taken in archway that the magnetic emfeeee
end nmgnetie field mechlletien eenieide with the results cf [2]. Such a magnetic field
provides closed magnetic surfaces with netieeehlc Mentions of the quednmolerity cf
the magnetic configuration: the mgnetic mnfecee are elongated along the verficel axis
(Fight) or along” the herirentnl axis (Fig. 1b). In the modulation cf the magnetic field
along a force line, one. chem-tree an enhanced cf the ripples in the space between the
eutermdinnermgiemefthetomemthecaeeefwficalelmgefimwigja)or
weekeningnftheripplee inthe ceeeofherimntal elongafimofthemagncticeurfema
(Figfib). For this model of the magnetic field we analysed the chm-actefietic trajectories
of particles which were launched fimn the sitter and timer aides of the tome and which
the] in their metien the effect of enhmmed ripples of the magnetic field in the caee of the
PE—cenfiguratien and weakened ripple: in the m of the HIE-configuration. .
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am.The total cnagy ofthe particles is W=IO keV, the

electric field is take: into account through the parameter coo/W=.0.1, where

¢= duh/op) is potential of the electric field. Variation of the parameter a. —- VLF/v let
as study all classes of the particles: passing, transition, toroidally and helically trapped
The effect of the quadmpolaity on the particle motion and oonfinement'13 oonsida-ahle
for helically trapped particles. In Fig. 3 one can see the characteristic trajectories for
particles with 7'.-— vH/v= 0 I.

The trapped particles, stated outside of the torus (Fig.Barb) are lost in both!
configrnations, but with difl‘erent point of loss and "lifetime” of the particles hr the
confinement yohune. In VE—oonfigm‘ation "lifetime" is an about half order magnitude
longer than in the HE—configttration. In HE—oonfiguration the point of loss (marked
by it) lies intixeontorside ofthe torus, aswellas statingpoint(marlredb). In VE-
configln'ation the happedpartioles comefionxthe cater to the innermgion ofthe toms
andpohxtoflosslies inme hmerside ofthe torus. Theangularcoordinatesofpartiole
point ofloss in the real magnetic field geometry axe raider study.

The trapped particles, started inside of the torus (Fig.3e,d) in magnetic
configurations with difl'exent' quadrupola'xity have quite diffexent shape ofthe trajectories.
In VE—oonfigmation they lie inside the confinement volume, bounded by the last closed
magnetic airfaoe (dotted line) and such trapped particles are confined. In HE»
configuration in the region with weakened helical ripples (between outer and inner sides
ofthe torus) the trajectories oftrapped particles cross the boulder of the confinement
volume and has danger to leave the plaana.

4M Our treatment of the motion of particles in magnetic
configurations, which difl’er m their quadrrqaolaxity, shows that the confinement of the
trapped particles is better in VE-oonfigm-ation, than in HE—configm'ation This means
that W-ccnfigm‘ation is preferable both for the decreasing of the bootstrap—current [5]
and particle losses across the maaxetic surfaces

1.Alioshi,‘ M.Ihrjiwara, 0 Motojiaa et al., Fusion Technology 17,.No 1,169(1990).
2.AAShjahkin, KY.Watanabe KYatnazaki et a], National Institute for Fusion
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3.AV.Zolotukhin, IN. Sidorenko AAShishkin, O.Motojhna, KMatsuoka, H Ysmada,
Tech Phys Lett. 21(6), June 1995, p.435-437.
4.I.N.Sidorenko AAShishlrm, O.Motojima, KMatsuoka, H Yanada, Tech Phys. Lett.
22(4), April 1996, 11315—317. _ _
SICWatanaho, N.Na1rajima, M.Okamoto"et a1... Nuchsion 32. N 9, 1499 (1992).
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Application. of Mapping Techniques for the Kinetic Equation in the. Weak
Collisions Regime

S.V. Kasilovl, V.E. Moiseenhol, MI“. Heyng, W. Kernbichler2 -

1 Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center “Kharkov Institute of Physics and
Technology”, Akademichesteya I, 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

2 Institut fair Theoretische Physik, Technische Universite't Ores, Petersgesse 1'6, A—8010
Graz, Austria '

1. INTRODUCTION. In numerous studies of RF heating and particle transport a mod-
cling of the particle distribution function in magnetic traps is needed. In the general
case, the distribution function has to satisfy the five-dimensional (5D) quasi-linear drift.
kinetic equation and any numerical treatment becomes a formidable task. In the weak
collisions regime and in the particular case of traps with axial symmetry, the method of
bounce-averaging has been used successfully to reduce the dimensionality of the problem
by isolating the unperturbed particle dynamics from the statistical problem when calcu—
lating the distribution function. In the present. paper a method which allows for such a
separation even for systems with broken symmetry is proposed. The efficiency of Monte-
Carlo solvers for the kinetic equation based on this method is close to the efliciency of
bounce~averaged MonteuCarlo methods [1,2].
2. STOCHASTIC MAPPING. The drift—kinetic quasilinear equation in covariant form is

8 r3 1 B 8
6—: VflfiézffiJ (Dflfigj—fi—Fflf) -ugf+Q. (1)

Here, a = (any) is a set of 5 guiding center variables where (shahei E ii) are general
space coordinates of the guiding center, y = (ply?) are momentum space variables with
the exception of the gyrophase d), J is the Jacobian of the variables (:5, qt), DWH and F“
account for diffusion and convection due to Coulomb collisions and quasilinear relaxation,
Q and Du represent generalised particle sources and sinks due to inelastic processes, and
if“ is the 5D velocity of the unperturbed motion in the guiding center approximation

.559 m V“(s). (2)

In this 51) phase space, Poincare cuts are introduced as 4D hypersurfaces defined by

s cm...) = u. . ' (3)
where z = (13', u), u z (:e‘, .122, pl, pg). The set of functions 19(,,,}{u) is chosen such that on
one hand the velocity field V“ is never tangent to the hypersurfaces {3) and on the other
hand the number of the cute is sufficient to cover all particles, i.e., every unperturbed
trajectory satisfying (2) intersects at least one of the cuts. For a negligible quasistationary
parallel electric field, an obvious choice for the cuts (3) are surfaces where the magnetic
field minimum is along the magnetic field line (m.f_.l.) properly extended with respect
to 2D momentum Space. Subscript TH. in {3) numbers the cuts. For magnetic traps this
number is periodic, i.e., the cut m + M is the same as out no where use has been defined
to increase when stepping from one cut to the next in the direction of the magnetic field.
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For a tokamak just one cut is sufficient if the equatorial plane outside the magnetic axis
is chosen. In this particular case, M = 1, d{m)(n) E ii, and s3 = i9 is the poloidal angle
counted from the outer side of the torus.

With the help of these Poincare cuts, the unperturbed particle motion can be described
in terms of a particle coordinate map from cut (in) with starting values um to the next
cut the particle strikes at um: when moving along its unperturbed trajectory defined by
(2) as shown schematically in Figure 1. Obviously, just 3 types of transitions are possible
characterised by'rn.’ : m + 1, m. — 1,111, respectively. A “bounce” time Tail-1m) is defined
as the time required by the particle for one such a transition.

in the case of weak “collisions”, such that n, <4 Tn, where n, is the characteristic
time of any stochastic “collisional“ process described by the rightwhand side of (1),
the change of the distribution function along the unperturbed orbit between two ads—
jacent Poincare cuts is small. In first order with respect to Try/Tc the kinetic equa-
tion [1) can be reduced to a stochastic mapping equation for the particle flux density
[‘m(u,,,) 2 Jm(u,,,)f(t, d(m}(um), 11",) per unit area d‘ium of the Poincare cut,

3(unr') 1 __ 62 — if
Fm: (numr) Billet) - [m (tum) — wauhé‘uih Dm(u,,,}i“m (t,u,,,) (4)

_5§§”};(umjrm (t1 um) "“ Tb(um)%1—‘m (t: um) _ fil}(um)rrn (t: um) + JTR(uUi-)Q(ufll)i

where

r —' 1 6 “i“ a Elrm:Fg+fi5-Ermog, . sJV fiw—ew (1.1)) , (5)
11:23“

and Zm : (19{m}(um),um). The quantities with bar in (ti) are time integrals of the
respective local quantities along the unperturbed trajectory which emanates frenr cut m
and ends at out rrr’. Subscript m at the components of friction force and diffusion tensor
indicate that the corresponding snbintegrands are obtained from the local components
by the tensor transform

rte) = awe). Dire) = etc-tertia- £6)
The transformation matrix cl}, where i m u1,...,n‘1 is obtained by integrating

.- . BVfi .c2, = web—5;; (7)

along the unperturbed orbits with the initial conditions ch. = «Vivi/J”, and oi,- 2: 51:,- +
lr’ifidrmy/BeUJ/Jm forj 2 ul, . . . , it". Here, all functions ofs have to be taken at z : am.
In this way, the problem of dynamic motion has been separated from modeling the
stochastic processes described now by (4). The solution of the dynamic problem is ob
tained with usual ODE integration methods for a certain mesh of initial conditions. The
resulting mapping functions, um:(u,,,), as well as all other quantities in (4} are then
reconstructed by interpolation. This yields a considerable reduction in processor time.

The stochastic mapping equation (4) is finally solved with a simple Monte-Carlo algo
rithm, consisting of the following steps:
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Figure 1: Different types of particle tra— Figure 2: Pitch angle integrated parti-
jectories. On top pointing to the right cle flux as a function of toroidal angle C
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to the left a counter-passing orbit. The
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cuts. The surfaces m h 1/2 and m +1/2
indicate separatrix surfaces.

i) particles are removed and added to the cuts with event probabilities Fob-1m) and
JmQ(um) respectively;

ii) particles remaining on the cuts are shifted in at” by (Fair, restricting the averages of
the random shift claim to satisfy

(sag) = as“, (u,,,), (stinging) = 2-n (rim); (8)
iii) particles are exchanged between the cuts according to-the unperturbed mapping funcn

tiou um: = 11mr(u,,,) and t’ m t + n,(u,,,).
For the systems with axial symmetry (tokamaks, axisymmetric mirrors) equation {4)
reproduces the results of bounce—averaging. If the “collision” operator, as well as sources
and sinks in (1) do not dependent on the corresponding cyclic angular variable (j, the
coefficients in (4) do not dependent on this variable neither. The unperturbed mapping
over the remaining variables is trivial um: : um. Therefore, assuming the fluxes I‘m to
be independent on g, the difference on the left hand side of (-4) is zero and the rest of
the equation is identical to the bounceuaveraged equation. Also, in cases with “collision"
operators asymmetric in C, the bounce averaged equation is recovered, provided the
inequality 1} ac To is satisfied where r, is the toroidal rotation period of the bananas in
the tokamak (or orbit azimuthal rotation period in mirrors). But note that this condition
is much more restrictive than the condition of weak collisions n, 4: To.

3. SECOND HARMONIC ECRH WITH LDCALIZED PACKET. As an example, a
tokarnak with the condition 1",- <_< “n, violated is considered. For simplicity, the quasilinear
diffusion operator in (1) is assumed in local form with the only nonzero component
corresponding to diffusion over perpendicular momentum,

D. = tropism u we). ' I (9)
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_ Figure 4: Momentum integrated parti-
Figure 3: Same as Figure 2 but for the ole flux as a function of toroidal angle
“most irrational” surface a = 1.618. C and pitch angle cosine A for the irr. ——

tional surface q = 1.618.

The amplitude AK) is assumed to be Gaussian with toroidal width 5C. The Coulomb
diffusion operator is taken for a Maxwellian background. The following parameters are
used in the numerical computations: big radius — 150 cm, small radius w 15 cm, main
magnetic field - 30 KG, plasma density and temperature - 1.5 1013 cm’i‘ and 1 Kev
respectively, toroidal ECRH beam width 6C : 0.1, RF—power density averaged over the
magnetic surface — 1 W/cm"3.
In Figures 2 and 3 the flu): I‘m ~ pllf integrated over pitch angle cosine in the magnetic
field minimum A = pH/p is presented asaafunction of toroidal angle C and momentum
module p for two values of the safety factor, 2: 2 and 1.618. The first case correSponds
to a rational surface. A strong toroidal asymmetry of the electron distribution predicted
earlier in [3] can be clearly distinguished. The second case corresponds to the “most irra-
tional” surface Even 111 this case,aatoroidal distribution asymmetry is visible. Figure 4
presents Fm integrated over p as a iunction of C and A for an irrational surface. Here, the
asymmetry localized in the region of trapped particles, is more distinct. Even a small
asymmetry of the trapped particle population results in a strong additional cross-field
transport. This phenomenon has been described in [4].
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Calculation of electron drift in a magnetic system of the DRAKON type

V.V.Kondai<ov, S.L.Lazarev, S.F.Perelygin, V.M.Smirnov, I.V.Tsvetkov
Moscow State Engineering Physic Institute (Technical University), MEPhI

This paper describes results of calculations of drift compensation stability" in KREL and
DRAKON relatively to shifts, turns and current perturbations in current rings. A simple analytical
model of the drift in the curvilinear solenoid is proposed. This model allows to estim ate the drift if
the dependences of curvature and torsion along the solenoid axis are known.

The DRAKON magnetic system consists of two straight parts connected by two
curvilinear elements (KRELs). The equilibrium of the whole system is determined by KREL’s
equilibrium quality. In the single particle mode, the equilibrium means the compensation of the
electron vacuum drift. that is at the exit of a KREL an electron returns to the magnetic line, which
it started from at the entrance of KREL (KRBL consists of two periods of 5-periodical geodesic
torus). It has been recently shown in experiments and calculations that the equilibrium part of the
KREL is equal 1.5 periods. At the end of that part the drift is less than 0.1 of that in the center of
KREL [1, 2, 3]. .

Computations of force lines and electron trajectories have shown that in the region close
to an axis the electron driving along the force line from plane of one of initial coils drifts up to
region of Ell-th coils (Le. centre of KREL} leaving from starting force line, and after that the
electron approach it. On fig.la dependence of the drift of 150 all electrons on the number of coil
is shown for different starting positions with 500 A winding current in solenoid. Dependence of

. electron drift D on the energy of electrones U.1 and on the magnetic field strength B submitted on
fig.la confirm the dependence 13'"q o/B' Starting from region of l~4-th of cells the electron
have the drift which is compensated not less titan on 90 iii: in the region of 35-38hth of coils.

i On fig. 2a distribution of a magnetic field strength along force line leaving front the centre
of d—th coil is submitted. The undisturbed field (winding current 500 A) which is approximately

l constant from 4-111 coil to 36-th one has a small magnetic hole in the central region of KREL,
' eBttIISS. and sharply falls down on the ends of solenoid (the edge effect take place in the

region of 4-th coil intervals from the ends of KREL). The perturbations of the magnetic field
caused by the changes of current are local and it take place in the region of 4—th coil intervals
from the centre in both directions.

Electrons drift has the local perturbations too (fig. 2b]. The increase of the current in coils
20 and 21 two times reduces drift by 0.25 from the drift at the undisturbed magnetic field and the
reduction it to 0 increases drift 15—fold. The similar picture is observed at perturbation of the
current in other coils.

The perturbation of a magnetic field of the solenoid by shift of one coil perpendicular the
axis of the solenoid or its turn on some angle is also local and it take place in the region of 23

cell intervals from the disturbing coil. 0.5 sm shift of the central current ring or ill rad inclination
of its axis has changed drift by 5-? Qty.

In the case of statistical failure of orientation angles of coils from lO—th to 3U—th with [Ll
rad amplitude the compensation of drift is similar to one in the undisturbed case. But force lines

I and trajectories of electrons starting from the plane of fi—th coil {Heidi} eV, Jzfitlt] A) have
significant and identical shifts. The displacement is accumulated up to 3tlwth coil and then it
remains constant and equal to 0.3 sm {0.1 radius of the coil). In the case of statistical shifts of coils
from llJ—th to 3D-th with 0.5 cm amplitude the displacement of a force line and electron trajectory
is not accumulated and it has value less than 0.1 sm (Utll radius of the coil) in the end of KREL.
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Hence, the displacement of coils inevitably formed during building the experimental plant is not
critical (for unclosed systems}.

On fig. 3 curve 1 is the radius of curvature (Rk), curve 2 is the radius of torsion {Rm},
curve 3 is the angle of rotary transformation of magnetic field (cs) along the axis of KREL. The
number of coils, the positions of drift measurements and the boundary of equilibrium part are
shown on fig 3. In the region between position 3 and position 7 the radius of curvature is small,
the drift velocity is large. The decrease of the drift velocity in the centre of KREL give the flat
vertex on the plot D(N).

Assuming the curvature and the torsion of magnetic force line close to the axis are
approximately equal to the curvature leafs) and the torsion aan(s) of the geometric axis it can be
shown that

awatm-Eold,1o]+koRnbu , (l)
where tits) - vector of electron drift, s - distance along the axis, Rn=mVlcfeB. It is similar to
the equation of velocity of effective positive charge in the crossed effective electric and
magnetic fields:

aVJat:[Ve,Bo]+Ecg Be:‘EflTfl, Ee=kDRHbm (2)

In the case of mt=const, kaRB=const and bridal speed “:0 uniform movement of vector V, in the
plane (Unify) (it is the circle with centre (-EJB,,0}, radius EJB,, period T,=2nfB,=2n,-’Een and
maximum 'v',=2EJBt) corresponds to the equation (1} in the plane {x,y). Thus, the length of the
axis of an equilibrum part L should be of the order of Emma and maximum drift should be of the
order of Ekafmn. In view of inhomogeneity of the B, and E, fields on the initial stage of the
movement the particle is stronger accelerated by the field E, in the weak field 13,, that gives
stronger growth of drift. In the middle of KREL E, falls and B, is maximum that gives the last
turn of vector Vs. At the end of equilibrum part the effective particle moves against increasing
field E. and it is strongly decelerated. At stage of decelerating speed V, can have large
fluctuations because the trajectory of the dccelerated particle is more. sensitive to initial conditions.

The stability of structure of a magnetic field of closed system DRAKON was investigated
on the mathematical model of DRAKON with KRELs consisting of two semitorus connected with
the straigth parts by two quarters of torus. Length of the straigth parts is approximately equal to
the length of KRELs, step of coils is equal to half of radius of coils a. Undisturhed design of
DRAGON has a system of enclosed magnetic surfaces with axis deviating from geometrical axis
Destruction of magnetic surfaces (the appearance of a stochastic layer) begin at radius R,1={}.83a.
Random and regular angular [1.2 rad deviations of coil axis cause the reduction 11,. up to 0.64e
{1.6'ia. External magnetic surfaces are stronger disturbed by the random deviations, however, the
deviation of a magnetic axis from geometrical one is less than in the case of regular deviation.
Thus,ccomputations confirms the stability of the magnetic structure of the trap with space axis
relative to the perturbations of current structure.

Summary. -
The calculations carried out have shown a satisfactory stability of the magnetic structure of

KREL and DRAKON as a whole relative to the various perturbations {shift of coils, change of
their orientation and current in them), but also have revealed borders of this stability.
Perturbations of coil. orientation and local reductions of a magnetic field are more dangerous. The
small residual drift in KRELs is nondangerous in closed plants from the point of view of

_ confinement of single particles (Le. at very small density of plasma}. Dependence of the drift
vector on the distance along the axis in the (11,11) coordinates is similar to the dependence of the
velocity of the effective charge on the effective time in crossed effective Elli fields. In this case
the effective electric field is proportional to the axis curvature, the effective magnetic field _ to the
axis torsion and the effective time . to the distance. along the axis. Because of the general
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magnetic structure with space axis the residual drift shifts are fallerl on the closed drift surfaces
and the particles do not go away on the walls of the chamber. However, in the case of
intermediate density (when Debay radius becomes comparable with the radius of plasma beam}
the situation can change in connection with the appearance cf the radial and azimuth electric
fields because of the displacement of electron and ion drift surfaces. Therefore further researches
are necessary. ' "

The work is carried out at support of Russian fund of fundamental researches (project
N994412-05596-a). '
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the electron drift in KREL: a) on the start position of electron; b}
on the energy of electron and on the magnetic field strength: i “- Us: 100 eV, J = 300 A: 2 '
—U,;'—" 150 eV, J = 300 A; 3—“Uu= 150 eV. J = 500 A.
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Fig. 2. Magnetic field strength (a) and electron drift (b) in KREL at the perturbation 5} in
the central coils {20 and 2.1): i —— 5J=-J; 2 — 5J=-D.5J; 3 ~— SJ=D; 4 —~— 5J={}.5J: 5 m 5J=J
(J = 500 A).

R1; and Rmcm at,“
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the number 01' ceil N in
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Study of Magnetic Configuration of Heliotron
Produced by Sectored Modular Coils

K.Y.Watanabc, K.Yamazaki and 0.Motojima
National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464- 01, Japan

1. Introduction , _
Helical devices with continuous helical coils such as LHI) provide rather large space for _

divertor pumping to control filsion ashes, impurities and neutral particles. However, amount of
the technological development is required to construct and maintain large continuous coil
system. On the other hand, the modular stellarator represented by WI—X is designed mainly to
optimize the core magnetic confinement. In this system it is difficult to keep enough divertor
space for heat load reduction and helium ash exhaust. Since to search for good confinement
configurations compatible with the coil modularity and closed helical divertor is one of the
most important issues for helical system, we are investigating the possible way to add a
property ofmodularity to the continuous system[1].

L The physics optimization of Modular Heliotron (MEI) concepts with welludefined and
efficient closed helical divertor has been carried out based on three criteria, modularity (gap
between modular coils), closed divertor (thickness of separatrix region and localization of
divertor legs) and plasma confinement (MHD equilibrium and stability, neoclassical flux and
particle confinement}. We find that heliotron device produced by sectored modular coils
(Fig.1) has an'etfrcient closed helical divertor and a good plasma confinement property.

In this paper, we show the physics property of the Mil-I device.

2. Design of the magnetic field configuration
A variety of helical system configurations have been proposed so far by many researchers.

Among these configurations, an l=2lm=1D continuous coil system is adopted for LHD to .
produce optimized. plasmas[2} and to create a clean helical divertor, where I and m are the
poloidal and toroidal multiwpolarity numbers of the helical coil systems, respectively.

On the basis of the LED configuration, we can produce the modular heliotron. In this paper,
we focus on a helical coil system with a major radius 4m and a minor radius 1m. Figure 1
shows coil systems with a coil gap angle dgap for the reference MH (con=-otsm=0, boyish“) and
the modified Mil-1 (dn=-ctsui=«0.3, dgaffll’). Here the following helical winding law is adopted:
G=(mfl)¢+ ctsin[(mfl)¢], where o=oos, at D<(mf0¢<nf2-dgaF/2 or 3nf2+AE,P/2C(mfl)¢ri2n and
oi=oaflug at rrf2+AgIJ2<Z(arH)¢fina’Z—dgpfl. This is the same definition of continuous coil
winding law when diam-ctWFO, flgaFFUG, where El and (l) are the poloidal and toroidal angles, '
respectively. _

The coil system of the reference MI-I without one turn poloidal field ‘coils (Fig.1(a)) was
constructed based on the conventional heliotron by combining the sectored helical field coils
with the sectored returning poloidal coils. Here, the connection current feeders were arranged
to avoid the destruction of the divertor layer and to keep a large space for the divertor
chamber. A modified ME with outside-pluslinside-minus modulated windings is shown in
Fig.1(b). Here it is noted that these windings correspond to the optimized one from viervpoint
of the good magnetic surface, clean divertor, high hill-D3 equilibrium limit and tolerable
neoclassical ripple transport as shown later.

Figure 2 shows the vacuum magnetic surfaces of four systems on the toroidal angle with
vertically elongated magnetic surface. In the conventional heliotron like LIPID '(Fig'.2(a)), the
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position of the magnetic axis is adjusted to Cell (3313mm __ -’
about a 15cm inward shift of the 4m
system for the optimization of (a) (b)
equilibriumistability beta and particle orbit % @fl If)
confinement. Unlike the magnetic surfaces 67>
of this conventional heliotron, the cross-
sectional shape of the vacuum magnetic
surfaces of the reference MH with c1.111=- $1L§ %1 O

Etau1=0. oglp=3° are deformed to the Qg Q9%

rectangular shape and branching-off of ;-
divertor separatrix 'layers is induced. By
other calculation, the reference MH
systems with than??? are not tolerable for .- -' 1 - -
installing a divertor baffle plate. Even by Fig.1 Top and side view of MHtModuiar Heiiotroa) '
applying the conventional pitch coii system (a) without pitch moduiation and with

modulations (111n=o1a111i{}) or elliptical Pmflmmus madman“ '
triangular shaping of winding support structure it is difiicult to obtain” the good magnetic~
surfaces and the good divertor structure. Here the good divertor structure means that the
divergence of divertor field line Poincare plot is small the position of divertor legs 1s localized

in poloidal direction and its separatrix field lines are easily extracted to the outside of the coil

system.
On the other hand a modified NEH with outside-plusiinsidewnninus modulated windings

(mn=-aflu1=~0.3 em;8°) leads to reproduction of conventional heliot'ron configurations
(Fig. 2(c)) and gives rise to a better configuration with a larger plasma volume and a higher

rotational transform. In this case the divertor structure becomes clean and the stochastic

region becomes thin. Figure 2(d) corresponds to the plustminus modulation given by the

continuity condition of the helical coil on gap. Here the continuity condition of the helical coil
,1 . [II fl' 5UR_F11111;; suer . a n. o- 1111a. SLLrtF ' a . .3. c‘

‘-- -1-1--1-.I.. 1e11-

Fig.2 l.i’acuum magnetic surfaces and divertor iayers for (a) the conventioaai tieiiotron. (hi the reference
moa’uiar tietictrofltcm: ma=0 4131;11:3‘? the improved modular heiiotron (tel {afi- aam= i} 3. AW=8 ”and tr!)
a1,1=-oam=-fl.369 aim-i=8 “J.
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on gap is defined as {miDdiaeoutsin[(mibcbout] = [5 _ I, ,, . , ,
(mil)¢in+rxasin[(mfl)¢in] where ((mtbm, E '
(Wham) = (ni2+dgip/2, steam/2) or (311112.. t
Asap/2, 3n12+o31pl2l In this case, peripheral '
magnetic surface is destructed and the stochastic
region becomes thick.

A modified MEI system with outside-
plust’inside-minus modulation is effective at
reproducing the good magnetic surfaces by ,
adopting optimum modulation as a function of f »' ---—- Conventionelhctiotron
gap (oofi—omF-UJ at AgaFT-Z“, (manque-0.15 at no {a ,3.)

'5
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I
I
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EJ
I

1:) I
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ta_
eq

(“11
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I

.7: D - =_ =,_D :7. CI ‘D-l 0.13 11'. 0.3 [L3 .014- . i325

53"“ 4 and ti“ aim" '3 at 3“? .3) and msideplusioutside—nunus
good magneto; dtvertor configuratmns are pitch modulation parammm.
obtained even to the case of a large increase in Fig.3 Dependence of equilibrium be”, ”my, 0" -

gap Eng“? again the plosiminur pitch modulation parameters
with Await ‘3 and figulp=8 0.

3. MED equilibrium and stability analysis
The configuration properties of the MH are analyzed by using the MHD equilibrium code

VMECB]. In this paper, we adopted a fixed boundary assumption with pressure profile
P=Ps{l-1p)1, where 111 is the normalized toroidal flux.

Figure 3 shows the equilibrium central beta limit verSus the outside-pluslinside—nnnus pitch
modulation parameter for three cases with gap angle 0°, 4° and 8”. Here equilibrium beta limits
are determined by the criteria for the convergence of the VMEC calculation or large outward
magnetic axis shift Item the outermost magnetic surface center (beyond 0."! of notarized
plasma minor radius). As similar to the magnetic surface analysis, optimum modulation for
MHD equilibrium is ominous—U. 15 at egap=4° and m1n=-taeu1=-0.3 at Agap=30, which
corresponds to that the modulation parameter is smaller than that given by the continuity
condition of the helical coil on gap. The equilibrium central-13 eta limit of conventional heliotron
is about114%. The MR devices with the optimum modulation parameter have almost equal
equilibrium performance to conventional heliotron. In the case of lower pitch modulation the
magnetic shear 1s not strong, the central rotational transform 1s small and the magnetic surface
becomes horizontally elongated Then shafranov shift 15 extremely large. On the contrary, in .
higher modulation case than optimum value, the degradation of calculation convergence
determines beta limit. .

As concerns stability analysis, we apply the mercier analysis. For 1311126% in the conventional
heliotron, D9112, which corresponds to existence of unstable global ideal interchange mode[4].
In the modified MH device with the optimum modulation parameter with $3.58", D1<0.2 for
[3941496. The stability property is compatible to that of conventional heliotron.

4. Neoclassical ripple transport and particle orbit confinement -
Even if the anomalous transport might be improved by the clean helical divertor and the

plasma edge control, neoclassical ripple loss might not be negligible in heliotron type device
Figure 4 shows the geometric factor of helical ripple loss for three systems estimated by means
of multi-helicity model of ripple transport. The level and radial profile in helical ripple and
toroidal ripple are almost same in all systems. The reference MH system has extremely bad
confinement property because it has strongly deformed plasma surface with horizontally
elongated shape and large inward magnetic axis shift. The normalized geometric factor by
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simple magnetic field model is 0.2 in conventional Flipplcfi mg 2
heliotron, which means that the effective helical G; Mr
ripple amplitude at the plasma edge is 0.08. On the
other hand, for MH system with outside-
pluslinside-minus modulated windings, the effective
helical ripple amplitude at the plasma edge is 0.14.
For the reactor we need the 2 times confinement
improvement of the anomalous loss, and we should
also reduce the ripple loss by about 1X5 for MH‘
system with outside—pluslinside—minus modulated
windings. The reduction ofithe neo'classical'ripple 0.0 0:2 ' 0:4 ‘ ole
transport by means of- changlng outs1de~pluslmside— Mirror Radius (m)
mmus modulation parameters independently is
future subjects . . .

Particle orbit property is estimated from the rmni‘flm' (O; mmmnmifl haimim' E]:
the Improved modular heholron with as..—

minimum B contours. For 21311,.34“ , in ME system _mw=_fll3 and A; the reference nieclalar
with outside—plusfinsideaninus modulated windings, gammy”),
the outer magnetic surface nearly agrees with the outer contour of minimum B. However,
unlike the conventional heliotron, the central minimum B contour is deformed owing to the
bumpy component of magnetic field (m=0/n=10). As a,,, becomes large, this effect becomes
large. The outer magnetic surfaces do not coincide with the minimum B contour even if the
magnetic axis coincides the center ofminimum B contour. -
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5. Concluding Remarks
-We have analyzed new modular helical system. We have clarified the following points;

(i) A new modular coil system with outside-pluslinsideqninus modulation ”parameters is very
effective at producing good magnetic surfaces equivalent to those ofLHD.
(II) By means of this coil modularity, the closed helical divertor operations and the good
plasma confinement (according to analysis of MED equilibrium and stability, neoclassical
ripple transport and particle confinement)'IS attained without additional poloidal coils.

In this analysis, we use the single filament coil model. According to recent reactor design of
ME system[5], 4~6 degree of gaps between coil center is necessary to construct the super
conductor coils. We can propose that MH system of agape-4° wit-h sufficient divertor space,
good plasma confinement and modularity. However, we need the effect of finite size coil on
the divertor structure. That is one of fisture subjects.
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RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRON TEMPERATURE IN RF DISCHARGE
PLASMA IN TORSATRON MAGNETIC CONFIGURATION WITH ISLAND

STRUCTURE.

E.D.Volkov, A.V.Arsen'ev, LYuAdamov, A.E.Kulaga, i.M.Panl<ratov, T.E.Scherbinina.

Institute of Plasma Physics of the National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and
Technlogy, 310103, Kharkov, UKRAINE '

Results of the local measurements of electron temperature and the energy of

supertherrnal electrons in RF discharge plasma of the UMGANSM torsatron are submitted.
The measurements were carried out taking into account magnetic configuration pecularities.
The data were obtained by the analysis of spectra of electron cyclotron emission (ECE) in the
frequency range from the first to the second harmonics of the electron cyclotron resonance.

The measurements have been carried out during the URAGANJM torsatron (1:3,
m=9, R=100 cm, a=12cm) experiments, when the confining magnetic field value on the axis
was B=U.4’i' T. The plasma was created by RF waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequency
air-1m ci using the frame type antenna located at r216 cm oi” minor radius from the low field side.
The as power input was not higher than 200 kw [1].

The ECE emission was measured by three heterodyne radiometers with spectral
resolution dwiZmCE 40.033911: and threshold sensitivity ~05 eV.

The module of Bo value in a space limited by the last closed magnetic surface changes
in the range 0.3tlBoflBoaiJZBo, which corresponds to the range of frequency [LBS-14.72
GHz. for the first harmonics and 22.1-29.5 GHz for the second one, respectively. The used
radiometers have a working range of frequencies ”35-14.?2 GHa, 22.1-29.5 GHz, 25.?-33
6H2. The radiometer's antennae have the direction diagram width ~7 degrees of the angle.
These antennae were placed outside of the torus in two crossections separated toroidally by
the one heiical field period. The. ECE emission was detected as the 0—mode for the
fundamental harmonic and the X mode for the second one.

To estimate the electron density profile the multichord microwave interferometer and
single-antenna two—waves microwave reflectometer have been used.

The high reproducibility of plasma parameters in RF—discharges has allowed to measure
.ECE spectra during all the series of shots. In Fig. 1 the typical temporal evolution of the RF
current in the antenna ECE signal and the averaged chord plasma density are shown.

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the radiation plasma temperature vs frequency obtained
from the calibrated measurements of ECE signal intensity as -a function of the emission
frequency. The spectrum of emission at rummage is close to the thermal. one, but it has
peculiarities in the long-wavelength region mimcgalfis and in the short—wavelength region in
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the vicinity of the frequencies miwgn 02 and mfmceeZJ, respectively. The form of a
spectrum at converge, apparently is determined by the emission of superthermal electrons on the
periphery of a plasma. '

For understanding of these peculiarities it is necessmy to address to the analysis of the
Uragan-3M magnetic configuration. The measurements made by the triode and luminescent
techniques [2] have shown a complex structure of the magnetic surfaces in UragansBM. The
numerical modeling of magnetic distortions has allowed to get a good agreement of calculated

I and measured magnetic configurations. In Fig. 3 calculated magnetic surfaces and B—module
Contours are shown in the cross-section, where measurements of ECE spectra were carried
out. Configuration contains magnetic islands at 1:113 and t=lf4. The shift of a magnetic axis
noun a geometrical axis of helical coils is equal to 5, 5 cm.

In the cylindrical geometry model, the region of a plasma, where ECE -being
measured, occupies the thin layer along the surface with |Bl=eccto. When antenna
receives the ECE signal {tom the region of a plasma which is perpendicular to the magnetic
field, the cross size of this region AS should be determined by non-uniformity of the magnetic
field L=BIWB| and the electron temperature Te:

as=3 s (Te/me?)nr|vsl (1)
where as is determined in cm. Except the small zone near the singularity point in the Uragan-
~3M torsatron, where the values of L doesn't exceed 100 cm, and Te<SOD eV. According to

(1), in this case as is less than 0,4 cm and, therefore, values of TB and 11,.J in this zone should
be considered'as a constant. Near singularity point, where Lewlflt} cm and .ASfl cm it is
necessary to take into account spatial non~uniformity of plasma parameters along the '
resonance surface: 1B|=const, the size ofwhich in cross section ofa plasma column could reach
up to 30 cm. '

The radiation temperature of a plasma 1s determined as
11m): J acctnc— exni— acne (2),

where 11(1) takes into account the antenna direction diagram of along the integration line over
the appropriate resonant surface |B|=const, and 1(1) 1s the optical depth of a plasma 1n the non—
uniform magnetic field

The maximum of the emission is observed at IBKBUI=O, 96, i. e. on the axis of a magnetic
configuration. The peculiarity of the spectrum in the short-wavelength region corresponds to
the localization of fast electrons with energy about of 1:2 lceV on the plasma edge. This is
caused by the peculiarities of RF power input into the plasma by the frame type antenna in
described experiments [3]. The deviation of a measured- spectrum from thermal one (shown in

. Fig. 2 by a thin line 1n shot-tnwavelength part) corresponds to a local maximum of the electron
temperature in magnetic islands '1 ' - '

The calculated electron temperature Te using the Edam). and (2) is shown in Fig.3.
Inside the magnetic surface (1) Te is #250 eV, in magnetic islands (2) Tew290 eV. in the
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region between the magnetic surface (3) and chain cf islands (2) T632410 e'v', and between
surfaces (3) and (4) TeuZDD eV. In islands at t=1f3 (marked in Fig 3 by (5)) Te is NEED av
These disuibntiens cf Te were kept during all quasistaticnary state cf the RF-discharge and
were smecthed through. 120-150 ms after RF pulse was switch eff. '
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Studies of Electron Confinement in Heliotron DR
using Stellarator Tetrode Method

S.Morimoto, KMatsushita, S.lguchi, T.Hori, T.Yamamoto, T.Obiki*

Kanaaawa Institute of Technology, Nonoichi, Ishikawa 921, Japan

*Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto 61 1, Japan

' I. Introduction

Experimental studies of magnetic structures are very important for helical systems. The
stellarator diode (or impedance) method (Figia) has been successfully used for this purpose

[1,2]. The stellarator triode method {Fig.lb) has also been used in which current into a
transparent screen located in a poloidal plane is measured [3,4]. In both diode and triode

methods, low energy (~several x 1003.?) electrons are emitted from an electron gun along a
magnetic field line and currents into vacuum vessel and screen are measured. Studies of single
particle confinement in helical systems are also important because they have rather
complicated loss cone structures. Particularly, in fusion reactors, confinement of or particles
is crucial to achieve self ignition. From this viewpoint, we have studied behavior of energetic
(Ecfike'tf) electrons launched parallel to magnetic field in small helical devices by using the
fluorescent target method [5-7].

A new method for studying particle motions in helical systems was developed through the
US—Japan joint research between one of the authors (SM) and Auburn university torsatron
group, and it (which we call “Stellarator tetrode method”) was applied to the Compact
Auburn Toraatron. In this method, a mesh anode (same potential as vacuum vessel) is set in
front of the filament and higher bias voltages are applied between them (Fig. 1c). Thus, we
can launch electrons with defined energy and can investigate not only magnetic structure but
also particle motions. in the present study, we have applied this technique tothc l-leliotron
DR and investigated dependence of electron confinement on the birth point (inboard or
outboard side of the torus). energy and magnetic configuration (magnetic axis position).
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Fig. I Principles of stellarator (a) diode, (b) triode methods for magnetic field
study and (c) tetrode method for studying electron confinement.
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2. Experimental procedure
The Heliotron DR is a small heliotronftorsatron device with a high toroidal pitch number,

M and a large aspect ratio {major and minor radii of the helical coil are 90cm and 13.5cm,
M215) [8]. The experiment was carried out at relatively low magnetic field (13:200v500 G),
and the base pressure in the vacuum vessel was pcfii'Ttorr. Figure 2 shows schematicallj}I
the experimental arrangement and measuring circuit. The electron gun has a cylindrical mesh
anode {stainless steel, 3.7mm in diameter, transparency~50%). We did not adopt usual
single~hole anode because we could not determine actual pitch angle of electrons at the anode
hole. The filament is tungsten wire (0.1mm in diameter) and negative bias voltages
{E:50~800 'v') are applied against to the anode. The electron gun is attached to a horizontal
port and is movable by 24cm . in the major radius direction. Thus, we can stud}.r dependence '
of electron confinement on its birth point. The transparent screen is made of tungsten mesh
(transparency, T:93%) and its frame has an almost same shape as the calculated last-closed
flux surface (MIPS). It is placed in a poloidal cross section 720 apart toroidallj,»r from the'
electron gun and is movable in major radius direction to coincide with magnetic surface.
Electrons are emitted in all directions from the filament (current IT} and a part of them flows

into the anode (current 19‘). The remaining electrons (current In=i'r1a} pass through the mesh
anode. Of which, unconfined electrons flow into the vacuum wall {current 1w). . Confined

electrons continue to circulate the toms, however, they are finally captured by the screen
(current 15). The relation botween 13.413 and number of toroidal circulation of electrons, N is
expressed by 13.313: l-TN. For instance, [sills becomes 0.95 for N240 and T:93%
(present'experiment). This means that the value of 15:13 should be close to 1 when the
electrons are well confined.

3. Results and discussions
The emission current from the gun,

In is typically,r 5011A and is equal to
about a half of IT. To examine effect of
Space charge on electron confinement,
1B was changed from iUnA to iSUpA 3::d

. . . .qn, i._:=._ Transparent
but no stgntfrcant change was ,. ';. Screen
observed. Figure 3 shows dependences Elmira“ 0“”
of 15l on electron birth point, R for
different bias voltages, E. In case of

. . High 1WE=50ev, the ratio lane is ~1 when R vuhag,
. . , , Pc'Wer _is betwen 82cm and 97cm indicating a supp]? lri F lei
good confinement of electrons. _ J‘!
However, it decreases for Re82cm and I i
Egg-7m“ althflugh R is 5:111 insidg 0f mg Fig. 2 Experimental set up and measuring circuit.



last closed flux surface (LCFS). This

may imply that the flux surfaces are not
perfect there. When the bias voltage is
increased, confinement of electrons

emitted from inner region is detcreorated

only at the outboard side of the torus.
To understand this result, we have

calculated pitch angle distribution of
electrons at the mesh anode of the gun
assuming a straight filament wire located
along the anode axis. Figure 4 shows
pitch angle distributions for different bias
voltages. When a is soav, electrons
passing through the mesh anode have

velocities almost parallel to the magnetic

field. With increase of E, electrons with
higher pitch angles are increased and at

WV, electrons with pitch anglem‘il'fl‘:1|
appear and the distribution becomes more

uniform. Thus, observed deterioration
of confinement with increase of bias
voltage is attributed to increase of high
pitch angle electrons which are not
confined as predicted theoretically.

Effect of magnetic axis shift on the

electron confinement has been studied
and the result is shown in Fig.5. If we
look at the data of E=300eV (electrons

' with high pitch angles are included), the
radial point R: where Isfln starts to
drop is moved outward when the
magnetic axis is shifted inward. This
result is consistent with the numerical
caluculation [9] which sheets that
confinement of high pitch angle particles
born at the outboard side of the torus is
improved by inward shift of magnetic
axis.
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with mcrease of bias vlotage only at outboard side
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4. Conclusion a film-3111111
The Stflllat‘fltfll‘ “tail—Ode H‘IEthUd" ' 'EESUBV 5...ling-31:; 331306131} il

has been applied to Heliotron DR to m 1‘ "
study single particle confinement of E“ D 5
electrons. With increase of the bias '
voltage, confinement deterioration has ' Di , ,
been observed for electrons launched _ 310 l 21 r
only at the outboard side of the torus. LCFS Am Rc LCFS
This result can be attributed to [WI*5 v , 1 I 4
increase of electrons which have P. Emile 'me U “ml _"
higher pitch angles. Confinement of a” ;
those electrons has been improved by “"" 0.5} . -_
inward shift of magnetic axis in F
consistent with numerical calculation.

" Lcrs Axis RC Lcrs
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RESISTIVE STABILITY STUDIES
IN THE TJ-II FLEXIBLE HELIAC

ILSfinchoa, L. Garcia, .T.r5t..limr‘:noa1

Universidod Carlos HI, 28911 Madrid, SPAIN
Iaiactacon somrosrrcrasmr. 23040 Madrid. SPAIN

ABSTRACT

Ballooning stabilityr analysis is carriotl out on tho standard TJ-II [1] configuration. Both
irioal and rosistivo ballooning modos havo boon rolatod to tho dotorioration of confinomont at
rolatiuol}r modost 1raluo of B in tokamaks [2], and should also ho important in stollarators. Tho
floxibility of TJ-[l allows for 1rariation of tho icoy stability pararnotors {<13}, magnotic woll dopth
and 1) just by modifying tho ratio of tho curront in tho holical coil to that flowing in tho circular
coil, which makos this dovico spccially suitablo for this kind of analysis. Uppor confinod-{Ba
limits to both idoal and rosistivo ballooning instabilitios aro numorically found for TJ~II
oquilibria with linoar prossuro profilos. '

Main foaturoa of TJ-II: TH] is a four poriod floxiblo holiac ciovico {R0=l.5m, o=U.2m,
Ba: 1T} now in an advacod stato of construction and schorlulod for operation in 199'? at
CIEMAT. It has a builtoin capacity of indopondontly varying its configuration paramotors,
namoly rotational transform (going from 0.96 to 2.5 at axis} and magnotic woll dopth (ranging
from 4% to 6%)

Rosistivo ballooning oquations: Wo dorivo tho ballooning stability critorion following
Rof. [3]. Boozor straight-lino magnotic ooordinatos (3.9%) aro usocl [4]. First, a two-scale

porturbativo analysis of tho first ordor rosistivo MHD oquations for a small doparturo from
oquiiibrium is dono, obtaining throo oquations for tho porturhod parallol magnotic porturbation
3-513, and tho potontials d) and a, from which tho divorgonco—froo first ordor torms of
displaoomont 1roctor fiantl magnotic ficld B aro obtainod.Wc apply thon tho ballooning
transformation [5], which loads to a couple of sccond ordor ordinary difforontial oquations
along tho magnotic lino for F and D, tho ballooning transforms of (it and B'SB-n'afl¢i I

air) g 2. 232 _. n2 m 2.31 I-—= ———— 1+—— + --~ (2‘ + ' —— .+ ' — 13+.dyZ [wr2]i:T [ rpfio T S T Bop E 1W? [Ks K0110" 330))

332] 41’? avg] . a 1 r
+ — .+T _Bop£ "HI-W Kali-K L(ymyo)F[til [Bar 5 a: ( ”I )
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’[§fi"]flopr 320:3 + Kort (3’ _ 3-90))D

Coordinate at is defined as 8—19; .The eigenvalue yis normalized to the inverse Alive-11 time, iii
are the normal 0:3) and geodesic (jzcc) components of curvature, e=R0/c, r1252 = ki, .S' is
the quotient of resistive to Aliven time, and n is the poloidal number of the mode. B stands for
the magnetic field, fifcr the jacobian, p for pressure, I]! for the toroidal flux and l" for the
compressibility factor. These equations must be solved separately on all magnetic surfaces
subject to boundary conditions such that F, D E Laban, +m), thus guaranteeing convergence. If

u—
ML

H
Fit

-t

any positive real yexists on any surface, the system is bailcomng unstable

Incompressible limit: We will focus our study in the incompressible (D we 0) limit:

d 52 gs2 , 6‘2— -—-—~—~—~— mm ~— (K.t+fia1(y-Ja))Fo-T2§~7F=0e _ .n_[ 25.2] at? v v1+ y S

The physical interpretation of the three competing terms is: the first one takes into account the
stabilizing effect of magnetic line bending and is diminished by resistivity; the second term is
the destabilizing unfavourable curvature-pressure gradient interaction term, which drives the
instability and increases with <3}; the last term is the inertia. The ideal ballooning equation
(S He no) can be posed as a Stiirm-Liouville eigenvalue problem [6] defined on [0,-l—oo) for the
eigenvalue lzhvg, which has infineteiy many real eigenvalues Kosh1<l2<-~-<hk<~m. Ideal
stability is tested just by finding the sign of the lowest eigenvalue Ito. If positive, y must be

imaginary and the system oscillatorily stable; if negative, ymust be real, and the system
unstable. The resistive ballooning equation can be treated as a perturbation of the ideal problem
for small resistivity, leading to a positive real contribution if “(g is real and a negative one if “to

is imaginary. Ideal baliooning instability is then enhanced by resistivity, whereas ideal
oscillatory modes are damped away. Ideally stable equilibria may anyway he destabilized in the
presence of resistivity by new purely resistive unstable modes, that will push the upper
confined-<3} limit further down. These modes have a characteristic time scale which lies
between the Alfvén and resistive times, whilst ideal time scale lies near Alfvén time.

Shooting code: To numerically study ballooning stability we use a shooting code for the
eigenvalue which integrates the two-point boundary-valued ballooning equations on any given
surface. It works for both compressible or incompressible perturbations, and either ideal or
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resistive solutions can be computed. Precalculated VMEC [T] ED-equilibria must be supplied.

The average confined B is defined as the ratio of mean-pressure to magnetic energy at the axis.

TJ-II results: T h e TABLE I. we STANDARD CONFIGURATION
standard vacuum TJ~II

configuration main'features I 1/4 lee (kA). lhc(kA) mme“ 30-“)

are described in Table I. 0.365 233.8 96.2 2.2% 0.1?2
Different configurations

can he achieved by modifying the ratio of the circular coil current Hoe) to the helical coil current

(Ihc). changing bflth rotational transform. and magnetic well depth. For stability analysis we use

different VIvC equilibriiJm profiles. corresponding to averaged} values ranging from 0% to

2.0%.

3 3:3 :33: :fififigij Eigenvalues obtained for
0 Std #442 eflb=1.32% . . . . .1 a sid #443 cfla=1.22% ideal ballooning unstable equilibria are

7""_'__ v as #455 misuse. ' ‘ * -
: 5 shown in Fig. l,w11ere it can be seen that

c.e
: o i unstable modes concentrate at rfa 20.5.

rt '15. 3 — where the‘ curvature is most
” T a I i . . .e.i . 3 a I . unfavourable. For equilibria with

_ t O - o

M - . a i v u a c8>£1.0%, all surfaces are stable to ideal
4 ‘ v ‘ I I I I ‘ ‘ i-

_ o t“ g 'v ‘3 modes. This limit is stricter than Mercier
D 'l I I I l I I I I I I I .1 I L

c as an as as i criterion [8,9]. which gives ideal stability
n’e

Fig. 1 Radial! aristabic ballooning modes to perturbations localised along the line

location for equilibria with are 5 c.2132» E 2.0% f” {B} {13% as “a“ be 5‘33“ I“ Fig. 2~

In order to test the effect of

resistivity we set 3:105. and 11:12. :2:

The ratio of the resistive to the mug
corresponding ideal eigenvalue 0.5m

increases with S. As it was clear from ”i. v
perturbative analysis. non-zero "”91
resistivity makes these modes 'fl'm

increasingly unstable. The ratio tends to :2:

unity as we approach the ideal limit. It 0.4 0.5 ea or 0.3 [1.9 i

can also be checked that stable modes . ”it

are dam ed awa in the resence of _ , . . .
p y 1) Fig.2 Mercier criterion predicts stabiliryfor

esistivit .
r 3 {fl} a: l.3% i'ri TJ-H standard configuration.
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Resistivity reduces further down the g TJ-II m (finmfl

confined—{I3} limit imposed by ideal Hue I . I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
ballooning instabilities. In Fig.3 unstable sins:- .
purely resistive modes are plotted for theideal : .
ballooning stable TJ-II equilibrium with “I”? o I, a ;
(3:21.093. These modes destabilize all ¢1D‘“:— 0 o o o ;
equilibria with <3} 2 0.5% for TJ-II standard 2 we :_ 0 D I
configuration. '

D10“ 1 ' r ' - - - l- - . - I . . . l . . i
D [1.2 CIA D.B 41E! 1.na

Similar stability calculations are being Fig 3 Pureiy resistive unstable
done for other configurations of TJ-II {high-t. ballooning modes in idenity srcbie
deep and shallvw magnfl‘lc William} and TJ—H against-iii with nfi>=£.0%
also for other devices such as THU. LHD,
etc., and might also have some applications in
future stellarator designs.

CONCLUSIONS

We estimate the upper confinediefira- limit stable to ballooning instabilities in TJ-II
standard configuration. The result for ideal modes is instability for {Eur-v- 2'» 1.0% . This limit is
stricter than the limit set by Mereier criterion, which is about 1.3%. Resistive ballooning.
modes reduce this limit further down, so that all equilibria with <3} :2- 0.5% are unstable.
Although these limits may be considered too severe, as incompressible perturbations are
assumed, more realistic ones can be calculated using the compressible version of the code.
Such a study is under way. I '
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Study,r of the power balance in the Wit-AS stellarator by
means of Zvdimensional limiter thermography and bolometry
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P. Grigull, D. Hildebrandt, F. Sandal, and the "WT—AS team

Max-Planck—Institut ffir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, (latching and Berlin; Germany
|

|
1. Introduction }

Thermography is used'1n both tokamalcs and stellaratom tp monitor the thermal load of first I
' wall elements. At WT—AS a 2—dimensional infrared (IR) sensitive camera has been installed to |

observe the complete surface of one of the limiters. |
Depending on the rotational transform t, the plasma of Wl-AS is limiter or, due to the

formation of natural islands, separatrbt bounded (t c: l].4 or t :2: ll.5, respectively). In the latter
case the plasma edge island topology is of particular interest for future stellarators, which will I
utilize natural islands in divertor configurations [l]. The limiter temperature distribution shows
a clear distinction between t a: 0.4 and t. 2:» 0.5. For 1. in the vicinity of 0.565 a: s—scan has
been performed, where the strike pointseparation, inferred from the temperature distribution, is
compared to code calculations of the magnetic field geometry. '

By solving the heat conduction equation inside the limiter, the total power deposited on the
limiters Pgm is derived which, similarly to the calculation of the radiated power Pm, assumes
toroidal symmetry. For N131 and ECR heated discharges and 1. ranging between 0.34 and U.56
the total power loss Pmd+Pgm+dgidt 1s compared to the input power.

2. Diagnostics

The main component of the limiter ther—
mogtaphy diagnostic is a 2—dimensional IR—
camera, consisting of 120x160 1113b pixels.
The Ill-camera is calibrated allowing absolute
Surface temperatures to be derived. The tem-
perature resolution achieved is of the order
1 K. The viewing geometryr is illustrated in
fig. 1. The limiter observed is one of nine
inboard limiters {one is missing for technical
reasons), symmetrically arranged according to
the 5—fold toroidal symmetry of WT—AS. Cor-
responding to the 5 field periods, W7-~AS con»
sists of.5_ modules. Each module contains two

- limiters toroidall},r displaced, but poloidally
forming acontinuous limiter. Each limiter is
made of eight separate CFC tiles. Thus, the' Fig. L: lite toroidal view of W45 shows a

cross-section of the IR—oattterti and the limiter - ..
observed. Wetting cone and'tite eppreshnate . tile indiCBSs running from 1- t0 .16 for. a GUI"
alarm shape-ere aim indicated. The spatial. . . responding pair of limiters, denote different
”0mm?" ”f ”'3 cam” ‘3 “l mini “WWW poloidal locations, while the modules denote
to the limiter dimensions of £2054 231' sang.
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the toroidal locations. The limiter surface contour has been designed to achieve a constant
power deposition for the standard configuration (r. 2 {13¢} and a power flux decay length of 1
cm. The limiter tiles are only at the rear side thermally coupled. Thus, unless the heat has
already propagated to the back of the limiter, the tiles can he treated independently hr the heat
conduction calculation. .

Two holometer arrays, each consisting of 30 sight lines, measure the radiation emitted by the
plasma. The total radiated power Pm is derived from the bolometcr signals, taking the plasma
shape and the relative position of the sight lines to the plasma into account.

3. Calculation of heat flux

The heat flux onto the limiter surface is calculated from the time evolution of the surface
temperature, solving the heat conduction equation by means of the finite differences method
[2] in a two dimensional slab geometry. ' This requires two simplifications: First, performing
the calculations for each of the eight tiles independently, the problem is reduced to two spatial
dimensions by averaging the temperature along the poloidal dimension of each tile. Consequently,
the calculated heat flux is a function of the toroidal surface coordinate of the limiter only and the
polo'idal dependence is considered only in the change from tile to tile. Secondly, it. is assumed
that the depth, which the heat penetrates into the limiter, is small compared to the curvature
radius of the limiter surface, thus allowing the curvature of each tile in toroidal direction to be
neglected. By integrating the resulting heal: flux over the tile surface, the power reaching the
limiter tiles is calculated and subsequently, by integrating over the discharge duration, the energy.
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Fig. 2.: - Coomortron of themogrophy
with calorimetry. The energy deposited

on the limiters is plotted versus tile
index for the ethereal modular Mi to 5.

Fig. 3.: The heatflttx as d fimction of the
toroidal replace coordinate is illustrated
for a t=ll564 discharge, where the heat
flux is strongly localized at tile #lti '

To validate the heat flux calculation, the energy determined by thennography is compared
with the results from the limiter calorimetry (fig. 2). Thermocouples, one in each limiter tile,
measure the difference bettveen the temperature before and 5 see after the shot from which the
energy is infen'ed. Two main conclusions can be drawn: (1) The calorimetry data show that
at least the energy averaged over a whole discharge is approxirnately toro‘idally symmetric. (2)
Generally, the thermography results are consistent with calorimetry. However, in particular at
lower energies, thermography tends to give higher values. This could haveseveral explanations:
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On the part of calorimetry the finite heat resistance between limiter tile and thermoCouple and, if

after 5 see because of the energy loss at the rear plate no temperature equilibrium is reached in the

limiter, the method used by calorimetry to derive the energy could lead to lower energies, On the

part of thermography a known problemis the reflection of Iii-radiation from surrounding vessel

components, which causes an apparent increase of the heat flux in form of a low level offset.

The 3D Monte Carlo code EMC3 (Edge Monte Carlo 3D [3} coupled to the transport code

EIRENEL which has been developed to studs transport in island diveltors, is used to model the
heat flux. It solves a simplified version of the 3D time independent plasma fluid equations with
islands, private flux region and target plates (here limiters) modelled in their real 3D geometry.

In fig. 3 a comparison between modelled and measured heat flux is shown. Although the toroidal
distributions are to some extent different, the measurement confirms the modelled heat flux in
so far as the same strong localisation along the island fan with the largest connection length is
observed, which collects a large power fraction crossing the last closed flux surface.

4. Results and discussion

As the spatial temperature distribution re»
so; ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' """ ' i _ fleets the heat flux onto the target, the strike

E 4.3 i. ~~~~~~~~i(/vmum “a“ “3mm” - point locations should be related to the mag-
5- “- _‘ - netic field topology of the island. In fig. 4 the
E on - i he. ' dependence of the strike point separation on a
a {REEL : is shown. The results obtained by thermogra—
E m l . Thermograph? \} - phy are compared with the strike point s'eparau
g to _ .3 tion derived from the vacuum magnetic field,

' g which has been calculated by the GOURDON—
o - ds'wfiggg-gga' gig-635563; ‘ code. Within the bounds of a pure vacuum

1,, field calculation, without considering diffusion
processes and finite )3 effects, the thermog-
raphy measurements agree with the vacuum

F£3. 41: k—depcudcnce ofrttike point separation The fieid vaipes. In pafflculfir’ the dceasePf thfl
themegmphy results are compared with code Strike P011“ 5513313311011 Wlth increasmg 3* 15 3011'

calculations of the vacuum magnetic field finned.

Two examples of the temporal evolution of the different power contributions are shown in
fig. 5. In general, as in the examples, during the initial phase of the diacharge the total power
loss Pmmsd+Pgm+diaidt is lower than the input power. Later the power is well balanced.
Possible explanations could be: {1) At the beginning of a discharge, when the density is still
low, the neutral pressure in the core plasma of Wl—AS may be sufficient to cause energy losses
by charge exchange, which in the power balance have not been considered. This effect could be
enhanced by strong gas puffing, usually employed at the beginning of a discharge, which also
could be responsible for toroidal asymmetries. (2} As the power decay length increases with
decreasing density, the heat flux to first wall components otherthan the limiters is stronger at
low densities. In case of NBI the power deposited has to be calculated, since depending on
the density it deviates strongly from the power applied. The investigation of a wide range of
discharges shows, that in general Pgm+Pmd+dgidt underestimates Pr... Depending on t and the
type of. heating, the mean deficiency from balanced power couttibutions ranges from 10 to 25%.
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Fig. 5.: Temporai evointion ofpower. a) ECR heated. #9344. ng=4>< 301 9111—3
discharge with nitrogen pafl“ {4}. b) NBI heated. t=fl.564. ng=5x1019m”3 discharge.

Para: denotes the N31 power eppiied {Uxi} and Pym? the part deposited.

; i ' 1 . _ . ‘ . . . A relation between the power balance
5 ~ and plasma density or energy content has not

been found, indicating that the assumption of
toroidal symmetry is generally valid.

Fig. 6 shows the relation between the
line averaged density and the proportion of
the input power reaching the target (iimiter).
For densities above 1x102U 111""3 limiter and
separatrix configurations show a clear distinc-

Efigfiflfl'fli“ Hand anoeor tion: For t. = 0.56 PfimlPin drops faster, i.e.
”Bi-W55 the radiated power fi'acfion rises fastenthan

D1 - * ' ' “in * ' ' ‘ "'t for t = 0.34. This observation is consistent
n no‘im'i} with probe and Hg. measurements. which for

u . neuifix10” 111"“3 show a reduced particle
Fig. 6.: Proportion of input power which reaches the flux close to the target. indicating detachment

target fifmiter) vs tine averaged densilyfor ioniter [5].
(t = 0.34) and separatrir ft = 0.56) plasma.
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GENERATION OF SEVERAL NON-THERMAL ELECTRON POPULATIONS IN
TJ-{Upgrade TURSATRON

E, Medina, L. Rodriguez‘RodIigo, F. Castejdn, M. A. Ochando and TJ-IU Team.
Asociacidn Euratom-Ciemat para Fusidn

Av. Complutense 22, 28040 Madrid.

Introduction -

Different behaviours of high energy electrons have been observed in TI-I Upgrade

mmatmn (i =1, m=6, R=0.6 m, E w 0.1 m, B = 0.54—1.17 T) as a function of the magnetic

configuration. In this device the standard magnetic configuration is characterised by a
rotational transform, 1, of about 0.2, with almost negligible shear, and magnetic well depth of

6.9%. TL1 U plasmas are produced by ECRH (X-mode, 2nd harmonic P = 90+250 kw,

pulse length= 25 ms, 3?.5 GHz {1}) and typical line average electron densities achieved, [1.3,

are about 0.2 0.5 a 1019
these parameters, ray tracing calculations predicted single pass power absorptions of the older

in 3and electron temperature, TB, ranges between 100-200 eV. For

of 20%, and therefore absorption by suprathermal electrons at high magnetic field was

expected. To characterize the non-thermal electron populations, aay spectra have been
recorded using SitLi) (1-30 ke-V) and Nal(Tl) (over 20 keV) detectors. In the previous

campaign, the high hard X ray fluxes, related to runaway electrons generated during magnetic

field rampnup and down, have been controlled using appropriate gas puffing rates [2].

Nevertheless, during ECR plasma production and heating, from moderated to high hard and

soft X ray fluxes are also detected. 'It has been found a correlation between the detailed time

evolution of the X ray signals and the average density and total plasma current which depends
on the magnetic structure, namely the rotational transform and the magnetic ripple.

l

|

Experimental results and discussion
For the experiments presented here, the magnetic configuration and plasma shape were

varied within the intervals: 0.136 «a: 1(0) c 0.31 and 0.10 a: a c. 0.12 m. The used Si(l_.i)
detector views a plasma radial chord at a toroidal angle (1) = 90 9 through a beryllium filter of
105 um, while the Nal(Tl) detector looks at the plasma, either almost tangentially or near
perpendicularly at (D = 30 ‘3, through a glass window. Two additional Nal.(Tl) detectors
working in current mode are monitoring the average total hard X ray (HXR) flux. To obtain
high energy electrons spectra we have accumulated data from series of repetitive discharges
for each configuration. Special care has been taken to supress the runaway electrons generated
during the field ramp-up, in order to try to investigate the characteristics of fast resonant
electrons. For the discharges analysed here, electron densities and temperatures of the thermal
population are of the order of 0.3 to 0.6 a 1019 mi, and around 100 eV, respectively. In figure
1_ a typical energy spectrum of suprathermal electrons populations generated for the magnetic
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25 r. .. ... ... -" _- WWI . configuration with LOCI) = 0.21 is

. - - + SH”) ' presented. It is remarkable the good
«a. e c 5 Rev _ “ agreement between the two detectors data
a. ' for this configuration which lead to
E _ - deduce the same characteristic electron
:2 “:3 +f kw energy from the photons lying in the
E- - _ thin-94.3% overlaping detection region. But it must

5 - “h: LEVI-... : - be mentioned that considerable toroidal
fl _“ . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . _ . . . asymmetries have been found for some of

c an co an no mo 12c me the configurations studied, in particular
Photon “"“rfllr'lkfl't'l for the one with 1(0): 0.136. Table I

Flgare l. Full range perpendicular bremsstralilttng summarises the evaluated supratherrnal
spectrum from plasmas with 1(0) or 0.2L ‘l‘lie . . .
characteristic energiesfor the snpratltermal electrons are eiflmmn energies for Sflnfls 0f dISChargfl
aegiflifg’lby 8* (Oblflll‘lfld Will! ”H." Nail and E WWII-Fl m3 311.]? with “IE indicated magmatic CUHfigumfifln.

5 0C . .
In the case of the highest rotational

transform, to obtain spectra with the Nal detector was necessary to accumulate data from a
high number of discharges due to their low intensityr emission. For that magnetic
configuration, thermal plasma confinement is the poorest achieved in this device. probablyr

' because the value of the rotational transform near the axis is close to 1.8.

0.31 0.21 0.16

1 l
4 9 30

8* Eel“ n.a. 6 5 4 5 4 '8 6
8* ' 100 20 ' 16 200

Table l. Characteristic sapratltermal electrons energiesfor several magnetic configurations.
As in figure I . 1”“) refers to slopes evaluated will: the Nat detector. For those. the symbol _L
means near perpendicular detection at the gyrotron entrance port. t‘n._a.=non available}

As mentioned above, single pass absoption of the EC wave front by electrons at the
location of the resonant field (0.6? T) is only about 20% of the input power and therefore
notable non localised multipass absoption is expected [3}. Under these conditions. in the first
pass. an important amount of microwave power is available for faster resonant electrons at the
high field side of the machine. which might absorbs a certain fraction of this initial input
power. Evaluations of the energy contained in the high energy tails from the bremsstrahlung
intensity spectra would permit to estimate the relative density of these suprathernial electrons.
and their possible effect on the global plasma perfonnance [4]. In figure 2 it can be seen that
the second electron tail for shots with 1(0): 0.14 may contain up to '15 times more energy than
its equivalent in discharges with 1(0): 0.21. Besides. we have compared the time evolution of
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~9—E,1;(t=fi.21)9N3* thermal parameters for representative...“... ”9‘

discharges of the studied series with thea
? behaviour of fast electrons. It has been

5: 5 12 found a tight correlation between the
g 5 to E HXR flax and plasma density. Figure‘B
a; 4 I; (a and b) illustrates this fact: for a given

a . .3 2 configuration, the HXR flux increases as
2 s electron density does until the plasma
1n 4 transparency falls to cero. then a sudden

5 tflTime (“Wis 20 drop in this signal is accompanied by
' drops in all of the signals from thermal

Figure 2 Time evolution of density and characteristic , .
energy. £11,. nftite second suprathermnipapnt’atianfar mUmmTS- Thls mflflnfi that suprathermal
the “”0 WWW?“ C9"fi3“"m"“ . electron population is built up almost at

the same time as the thermal one by direct
absorption'at the high field side. When density cutoff is reached no longer absorption either
by thermal or suprathermal electrons takes place. On the other hand, when from stable

conditions the density is diminished, an increasein the flux of'high energy photons can be
detected while the signals of the rest of the monitors drasdcally fall. This fact resembles the
standard "tokamak like” behaviour of high energy electrons related to the decrease of
collisionality, but in present case ihe increase of the HXR flux is highly enhanced due to the

absorption by fast resonant electrons as plasma transparency increases.

"9.
[x

1B
”

of
“).

no
(it

“in
”

m‘“
)

.ta'.12_1atts ts an in. '15 an as an
Ilme {me} ' time {ms}

Figure 3. Time evolution of the hard if rayflux signal compared to the mean electron density evolution. a}
cat--afl' density'ts reached at about i3.5 ms and a) gas pnfis stint danwn at 21 ms. For comparison with
thermal signals the 227 1 nm C V line emission is also shown. .

The Rogowslti coil and all of the vertical flux loops signals reflect the presence of fast
passing electrons and substantial changes with the magnetic configuration are observed in the
measured total plasma current. There is a clear correlation between plasma current and HXR
flux signals: the more intense the HXR flux, the less positive the plasma current. Identical
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relationship is observed when the hard X
ray flux is modified as a result of minor
changes in electron density for the same
magnetic configuration (see figure 4).
A possible explanation for this observation
could be related to the fraction of trapped
particles corresponding to each magnetic
configuration. In our device. the magnetic
ripple near the plasma center decreases as

HX
H

flu
x

{e
-u

.}

plasma is moved inwards (as iota
decreases) and therefore the fraction of

in
{R

A}

trapped particles diminishes [5]. It is well
known that the efficiency of the current
generated by the EC wave front decreases
with the number of trapped particles

5 10 15 _ 2" 25 30 present in a plasma and that this ECCD
time {ms}

could lead to a change in the net plasma
Figure 4. Herd X royflttx and plosmo‘nct stirrentfor 'Cttn‘onl‘ sign [6].

onesat;essentialstattle ee em ee eeeeeee eeeeeee m. l...
as {solid thistle present studies in TJeI Upgrade torsatron

' are of'relevance for TJ-II [at when we will
explore plasma properties in the low density region of its operational domain. In this sense. it

is worthy to study the characteristics of the high energy tails as a function of electron density
and input power and try to establish whether or not fast electrons can account for an important
amount of the absorbed power. Also the possible occUrrence of parallelfperpendicular

asymmetries in the plasma energy content will be investigated.
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ELECTRON CYCLUTRON EMISSION MEASUREMENTS
IN THE TJ-I Upgrade Toasaraon

mm, D.K. Akulina*, T. Estrada, J. Sdnchez, V. Tribaldos, Yul. Nechaev*,

A. Ldpez-Fraguas and E. Ascasfhar
Asociacidn EURATOM-CIEMAT, 23040 Madrid, Spain

*General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

Introduction _
A multichannel heterodvne radiometer has been used to measure the spectrum of the

Electron Cyclotron Emission {ECE} in the TJ-I U Torsatron [l] (I = 1, m: 6, R: 0.6 m, a ==

0.1 m, B: 0.5 + 0.? T) during ECRH heating (37.5 GHz, 2nd Harmonic X—mode). In order to

avoid the perturbation due to the ECH radiation, the radiometer was installed at a toroidal

location where the magnetic field is higher than the resonant field for the heating position.

shifted along the frequency range of interest (40-44 GHz) by changing the local Oscillator

frequency.
The transmission line includes approximately 6 m of Kaband fundamental waveguide and a

The system operates with heterodyne detection and a 4 channel filter bank, which can be I

|

special filter to reject the residual 3?.5 GHz gyrotton radiation. The antenna uses a parallel

plate lens in order to provide a focused beam. A Macor viewing dump is installed to prevent.
signals from other parts of the opticallyr thin plasma reaching the antenna.
Operating with a RF bandwidth of 250 MHz each channel and a video band of-ZO kHz the
sensitivity of the radiometer was 0.2 eV. Absolute calibration of the radiometer was achieved
by using a hot-cold source (switching between room temperature and liquid Nitrogen). Also a

1.5 eV noise tube was used for on-line calibration of the front end. and [P system.

Experimnts:
Fig.1 shows the emission spectra (radiative electron temperatures) obtained for a typical T11-
IU discharge (200 kW heating power, iota (D): 0.3, average electron density: 4am!12 cm”3).
According with multi-filament magnetic field calculations the thermal plasma emission for
this configuration is expected to cover the range 42 - 44.? GHa, the plasma centre
corresponding to 43 GHa. In contrast, we see a profile which extends with high intensity to
EC frequencies outside the plasma. Second harmonic X—mode EC'RH at low density has been
wide considered as a way to generate significant populations of supratherm'al electrons
whose EC emission appears downshifted to lowerfrequencies. As we will see in the
following analysis, the spectrum on figil includes two components, corresponding to the
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thermal and the nonthermal emission, which exhibit different behavior with the changes of the
plasma parameters (density, injected power).
A first test has been carried out by ECRH modulation. By modulating the power at 1 kHz a
similar oscillation of the electron temperature is induced along the whole ECE spectrum (see
fig.2). Even though the window between the energy confinement time on TJ-I U (0.3-0.5 ms)
and the collision interval (50 tts due to the low densities) is not wide enough to allow clean
interpretation of the experiments, a clear origin of the phase in the spectrum modulation is
observed for 43 GHz, with moderate phase delays towards higher and lower frequencies. This
result supports the idea of central heating, since the 43 GHz radius corresponds to the
resonance (37.5 GHz) position at the toroidal plane were the ECH is being launched.
Power scan experiments (see fig.3) have shown a clear difference between the spectral region
42-45 GHz (assumed thermal emission) and 4042 GHz (possible suprathermal emission).
The thermal region shows a nearly linear increase of the radiative temperature with the
increasing power. On the other hand, the nonthennal emission shows a much faster rise,

mainly around 4] (3H: (factor 1.? when going from 130 to 160 kW and 2.2 from 130 to
QOOkW). Also clear differences are seen in the time evolution of both emissions during the
initial density ramp-up: the nonthermal emission achieves the maximum intensity clearly
earlier than the thermal one.

Analysis of the emission
As we have seen, there is a well defined different behavior between the 4244.5 GHz
frequency range and the emission bellow 42 GHz, which is assigned to downshifted non-
thermal emission. An estimation of the resonant energy at the plasma edges and the axis is
shown on fig-=1, the maximum of the suprathermal emission appears around 41.5 Gila, which
corresponds to an energy of the central electrons of about 20 keV. This value is in good
agreement with the energies obtained from the X-ray measurements [2].
Once we are confident with the existence of the thermal and nonthermal emission, we can
take the thermal part to derive the actual electron temperature in TJ-I U. When the plasma is
optically thin, like in our device, the radiative temperature is no longer the electron
temperature. We have used a method [3] to reconstruct the electron temperature profile from
the ECE radiative temperature. The idea behind this method is very simple: if the detected
emission, for a given frequency, comes from a small region Al 7- 31 — it inside the plasma, we
can make the assumption that the electron temperature is constant in this region
32(1) = const. (I, s: l a: ll). So if we assume that the electron distribution function is
Maxwelliau then equation

h
term) — use)?d: filmelm‘.) cellar s(w~n.(t).12)]= 0 ,
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is an implicit equation for the electron temperature. Following this idea We have developed a

numerical code, called RECCE, that for a given frequency to calculates the position of the
emitliflg electrons i, «r: l a: I: and computes the electron temperature that makes the radiative

temperature equal to the observed ECE temperature. The RECCE code solves this equation
for 53:11 frequency,'and thus gives an average value for the electron temperature over 51'.

The main limitations of this procedure are: (l) we have assumed that the electron

distribution function is Maxwellian. This means that it is completely described by two

parameters, namely: the density and the temperature. The procedure outlined before assumes

that the density is known. If the deviation from thermal equilibrium is small, although

relevant, the effect of this approximation is two-fold: on one hand the electron distribution

function should be described by more than two parameters, and thus, from a mathematical

point of view, it is impossible to obtain, unambiguously, more than one unknown; and on the

other hand the existence of a number of high energy elecu'ons broadens the region of

emission thus making impossible the approximation fl: constant over 11!. (2), the observation

must be along a direction with large magnetic field variation in order to satisfy the
approximation that T, is constant over all, but at the same time small enough to avoid

harmonic overlapping.

The thermal part of the spectrum has been used for reconstructing the electron temperature
profile with the RECCE code (see fig.5}. The high electron temperature values obtained for
negative effective radius can be explained remembering that the RECCE code gives the mean
electron temperature and on this side of the plasma the electron temperature gradient is very
high, so an overestimation is obtained.

Conclusions
Strong suprathermal emission has been observed on TJ-I U during 2nd harmonic X-mode
ECRH with a multichannel heterodyne radiometer, the peak emission corresponding to 20

keV central electrons.
By using a specific reconstruction code the optically thin emission can be interpreted in terms
of real electron temperatures. Central Te values of 200 eV are achieved.
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Energy Distribution of Charge Exchange Neutral Particles
and Vertical Asymmetries in the TJ-IU Tot-satron

a, Meshcheryakov*, MA. Pedrosa, VIN. Sukhodol‘skii*, ‘v’. Tribaldos and the TJ-IU Team.

Asociacidn Euratom-Ciemat, EMU-Madrid, Spain
*General Physics Institute, Moscow, Russia

1. Shitttikova*, R. Balbi’n, s. Grebenshchikov*, c. Hidalgo, N. Kharchevl‘, A. [stipez-Fraguas,

Charge exchange neutral particle energy spectra have been measured in the TJ-IU

torsatronl (I = 1, m = 6, major radius R : 0.6 m, average plasma radius a = 0.11 at, average

magnetic field at axis B = 0.52 - 0.6? T and rotational transform in the ranget(0} = 0.1 - 0.41

with negligible shear). For the present investigation plasmas have been achieved using a 28 -

3?.5 GHz {2nd harmonic, X-mode) ECRH system with PECRH = 100 ~ 200 kW and

integrated line electron densities He e {0.2 - 0.5) x it] ‘9 m'3. Measurements were done near to

the perpendicular velocity distribution 'to investigate trapped particle effects on charge i

exchange spectre for'different magnetic configurations with different £03). To increase the l

neutral flux in front of the spectrometer collimator, gas was puffed in the same port of the I

vacuum chamber during the plasma discharge. The slope in the spectrum in the range of

energies 100 + 200 eV provides an ion temperature, T:, of 21}" 40 eV, whereas the same 1

analysis for fast atoms with energies above250 e‘v’ provides a temperature of I50 - SO e‘v'nA

dependence of ion temperature on heating power has been observed.

Measurements were carried out with a five channel charge exchange neutral atoms
spectrometer? Analyzer scans a poloidal cross section along a vertical line and was placed in '

the cross section with the highest magnetic ripple. In that cross section and in the magnetic
configuration with HID) = 0.26 the magnetic ripple is 14% at rte =- 0 and about 35 ill: at No =
0.4. In that position charge exchange analyzer measures ion energy distribution of trapped
particles. I

Figure 1 shows ion energy distribution measured at the plasma center in different

plasma regimes. For plasmas with integrated line plasma densities { HE) below 0.2 x 1131'9 m"3
and magnetic field B = 0.52 Tthe ion energy spectra were not maxwellian't’curve 1-). The T:
value deduced from the slope of the energy spectrum in the energy range 100 -200 e'v’ is in
the range 20 - 25 eV.'At higher magnetic field (B e 0.67 T) a different behavior was observed
for the ion energy spectra: in many cases it is maswellian for a wide range of energies (curve

2) while in other discharges some non-maswellian tail {curve 3) was observed. In plasma

regimes with the same plasma density, E, s- 0.4 X 1019 m'3, TAU) varied by a factor of 1.5
depending on the breakdown phase. In certain discharges, we observed an anomalous
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Figure I: Curve i corresponds to a non

Maxweiiinn distribution at B = 0.52 T and He
= 0.2 X i039 m'3. Curve 2 and 3 show the case

ofo Morweiiinn distribution and a distribution
with toii raspectiveiy or B = 0.65 T and HE =
0.4 x to” m-3.

dependence of the ion temperature on
the plasma density; in plasma discharges
with the lowest density, fie == 0.2 x 1011i1
1113, TKO) = 56 e‘v', while, in discharges
with higher density, E, = 0.4 X 1019 m3,
Tim) = 32 e‘v’. In general, T: {0) varied
within the range 30' - 7'0 eh". It should be
noted that in some discharges non
maxwellian tails in the energy spectra
were observed (curve 3) which could
appear and disappeared during the
discharge. The spread in the measured
temperature together with the deviation
of the ion energy distribution from a
Maxwellian may beattributed to an
additional mechanism for the ion heating
{not due to electron to ion collisions).
At present, we have not sufficient in~
formation to identify the physics
underlying this effect.

_ To obtain the radial T,- {r) profiles
across the plasma, measurements were
done in a conventional way, i.e., by
changing the direction of the magnetic
field to avoid the effect of drifted
trapped ions. The TH") profile measured
in the opposite direction of the ion drift
velocity is show in figure 2. This pro-
file is approximately parabolic:

' o
1‘}- : 'i'}(0)[1# [def] , where o. x l - 1.5, for rio < 0.6. It should be noted that the shape of
radial distribution of T; is independent on central ion temperature or average electron density.
In figure 2, the open points correspond to observation in the direction of the drift of trapped
ions. In this case the shape depends on central ion temperature. When '11-(0) = 20 eV, curves
coincide for ria c 0.4 but they do not coincide if T,- a- 40 eV. When ria 2:: 0.4, '1",- increases

with the radius. This behavior allows us to assume that these deviations are caused, mostly, by
trapped ions drifting from the radius rio. r: 0.4. The estimates for the bounce frequency, vb

(where the electric field is not taken into account) and vi“ = tip/a, (where
a, =0.5[(Bmax — Burial/(Betas +Bmin)/2] are consistent with the observed drift of trapped
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ions, i.e., when T,- = 40 c‘v’, for rta n D,
then vb = 2 x105 s'1 and vi: = 2 x105
3'1 and for ria = 0.4 then vb = 3 x 105
s‘1 and vii =9 X 104s'1.

Making use of the Tar) measured
profiles, we ean estimate the minimum
ion energy confinement time

i (”fa gfim=tfi/fii. Since, presently, the

F . profiles Tg(r) and n30) are not measured,
"F Figure 2: Radio! profits ' of ton mm

, . for a preliminary estimate of the IE,- ,
temperature at t{0)= 0.26 at different_ we assumed nE(r)=ttE{U)[l--(rifl)g].
densities. Ciosed points correspond to Te(r)/’i}(r)=3 over the whole plasma

radius. For Tim) = 40 eV, E, = 4 x 1013
m‘3 and as = n,- , we obtain 1E9" = 1.?
ms and for n,’ = one, , then rfli” = 1.2

ms. For this calculation onl},r Pat was

I measurements in direction opposite to the drift

of trapped particles white open points
correspond to measurements in the direction of

the drift. Triangular points correspond to

measurements at B = 0.52 T. in this case Tim) taken into account.
= 20 e'it and temperature has been normalized

to compare with the case of B = 0.65 T.

In the TJ—IU torsatron, the shape of
2’0 I I 1 I I I _: the magnetic surfaces, ripple of the

' E m0 00w“ we a magnetic field, and plasma parameters

3': 50 mo: a : are dependent on the rotational transform
:7. _ . 5 which can be varied'significantly. In

30 :' m f particular, the magnetic ripple increases

‘ " as the rotational transform increases.

10 ""' Figure 3 shows the central ion
0.1 0.2 0.3 {1.4

1(0) temperature as a function of tat); Tj{fl) is

approximately constant for em):- 0.24

Figure 3: Central ion temperature, T5119) and monotonically .decreases as the
dependence on central iota. Triangular points rotational Irflnfimm decreases to 1(0) =
correspond to a case with smaller ion 0‘15‘ Such behaeior was observed ”1 a
temperature; the vaiues have been normalized _- Wide range 0f plasma parameters (h‘gh
to Tim) at the standard configuration. and IDW ion temperature). Figure 4

shows the radial profiles Tgfr)

corresponding to H0) = 0.18 (circular
points) and t(0) e 0.36 (square points). For the case em) = 0.36 (square points) the radial

profile shows a behavior similar to that shown in figure 2 for £03) or 0.26. For em) = 0.13
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Figure 4: Radial profile of ion

temperature for different configarations.

Closed points correspond to measurements in
the direction opposite to the a'rifi of trapped

particles and open points correspond to
measurements in the direction of the drift.

[circular points), in the low iota range1
the ion temperature does not vary
significantly over the radius and remains
almost equal to T,- (U). This practically
flat profile points to an increase in the
ion heat transport in the plasma core
region.

In summary the radial profiles of
the ion temperature have been measured
in low density ECRi-I plasmas in the TJ-
IU torsatron. The central ion temperature
was found to be in the range 20 - 7'0 eV.
Deviations of the ion energy spectra
from a Maxwellian were observed. In the
magnetic configuration with t(0) = 0.24
- 0.4, both the central ion temperature
and radial profiles depend weakly on the

rotational transform. Decreasing 12(0) below 0.24 the ion temperature decreases and the radial

profile flattens, which points to an increase in the ion heat transport. Effects of the drift of
trapped ions causing distortion of the radial profiles appear to be less strong than one would

expect taking into account the large value of magnetic ripple.

1 E. Ascasfhar et a1. plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research. [AEA 1. T49 (1995]

2V}! Afrosimov, EL. Berezovskii, LP. Gladkosskii, et al. Zh. Tekh. Fiz. 45, 56 (1975) [Sos.Phys. Tech.

Phys. 20. 33 (19%)]
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Polarization effects on ECRH in TJ-II Stellarator

V. Tribaldos, F. Castejon and B. Ph. van Milligcn
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Av. Complutense 22, E»28[}40 Madrid, Spain.

Introduction

Ray tracing Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) calculations have

been performed for the flexible heliac "fl-ll. This device is a four period mid-size helical

axis stellaratorll], under assembly at CIEMAT, Madrid, with a nominal toroidal field of 1
T, a mayor radius of 1.5 m and a bean-shaped plasma cross section with average minor
radius between 0.1 and 0.25m. From a geometrical point of view, the main difference

between other fusion devices and TJ-II is the possibility of TJ—II to change, within
certain limits, the magnetic field structure and the plasma position, shape and. size to a

significant degree. On the other hand these large variations from configuration to
configuration imply some constrains in the design of the ECRH injection system.

Moreover, the calculation of ECRH in TJ~11 must take into account another effect,
not usually of importance in other devices: the rotation of the wave polarization due to
Faraday rotation and the rotation of the device’s magnetic field along the wave‘s path.

- These effects can be non—negligible in TJHII, since that the poloidal component of the

magnetic field is of the same order as the toroidal one.

In this work we present a method for calculating the evolution of the polarization
in a sheared-magnetic field valid in the electron cyclotron frequency range, and the
results, based on the 3D ray tracing code TRECEIZ], for the ECRH efficiency in TJ-II
Stellarator.

Evolution of the State of Polarization

To compute the evolution of the state of polarization of an electromagnetic wave
with frequency near, or equal, to the electron cyclotron frequency or its harmonics in a
magnetically confined plasma we have developed a formalism similar to the one used in
ref. [3], which is only valid for conditions where m1 3:: mi. In this theory the state of

polarization is uniquely. represented by a point

5 = {s1, 52, s3}={cos Ex cos 21p, cos 2); sin 2w, sin 27:} (l)

with (-m’ti E x 5 m4, 0 5 1|! 51 it ), in the Poincare spherel4}, and its evolution as it
traverses the plasma is described, in the WKB approximation, by a rotation about an

axis, defined by the fast characteristic polarization sf, of an angle .9, equal to the phase

difference between the two characteristic polarizations: ' I

[J04]

l
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ds(i)_ ' 2To —Q(l)><s(i) , t)

where

on) = g [Nan — we] sat) .
and N0 and Mg are the refractive: indexes corresponding to the 0 and X modes: Equation

(2) gives the propagation of the state of
polarization from an initial polarization su
and the local polarization of the fast wave ,
sfil). The extension of the theory,r presented
in ref. [3] for-conditions where the
frequency is of the order of the plasma .
frequencyr is done calculating sat) in the cold.

Figure l: Coordinate system used for calculations I Plasma flPPm-flmfitinn' Sinc'fl the coordinates
' i of the point s in the Poincare sphere are the

Stokes parameters these can be obtained from the dispersion equation for the electric field
of the wave. Using the coordinate system shown in figure 1 and after a tedious
calculation theyr are found to be: I

1 .sin) =m{cos zen), sm 23(5), era} (3)

where according to eq. (1) means that

2 (1— mil”) cos on)
g = garctan F, a! = fl. with PU) = #wfiiflz Elli) _

being my and tilt. the plasma and electron cyclotron frequencies. The expression for sfis
identical to eq. (1 l) of ref. {3} except for the factor l—a}: flu2 in the definition of F .
The absorption of ECRH waves. in a given mode of polarization, have been computed
using a 3D ray tracing code taking into account that the calculated local absorption must
be multiplied by the fraction of the injected power in this mode. For a wave, of intensity
Pg. launched in a polarization state an. the state of polarization. at a given point i along
the ray path, s(i} is computed integrating eq. (2) with a Runge-Kutta method and the
fraction of the intensity in the local polarization state 5x0), or s00), at this point, isi‘l]:

eg : 3;.[1 + sinZJL's sin2jgm +co521’s eosnfl cosQIyH —~ Qtypgfl (3)

Effects of Polarization on ECRH for TJ-II Stellarator

The ECRH system planned for TJ-II consist of two subsystems injecting
Gaussian beams off: 53.2 GHz (2nd harmonic on axis). One isbottom launching at (p
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5 25,4?” directed towards the plasma, and the other is side launching at (p = 64.52“, and

through a movable mirror, located inside the vacuum vessel, directs the microwaves to

the plasma. The complicated designi5] of the second system is caused by the flexibility of
TJuII, and allows the microwaves to be launched at different angles with respect to the

static magnetic field, and thus makes it possible to use it for ECCD. However, due to the
local magnetic field shear, induced by the circular and helical central coils of this device,
and the existence of a component of the magnetic field in the direction of launching, a
rotation of the polarization of the waves, as they traverse the plasma, is expected.

To analyze the possible effects of the polarization rotation a new module that
solves the equation (2), and computes equation (3), has been added to the TRECE ray
tracing code. Using this code the effects of polarization rotation on the ECRH

performance has been extensively studied for different configurations in TJ-II Stellarator

although here only an example of the standard configuration for typical plasma

parameters and the first injection system is presented.

Since we are interested in maximizing the heating efficiency we have first __
simulated the polarization of the waves at the mirror by launching a pure X-mode on axis

- and tracking its polarization, assuming straight line propagation, tip to the mirror. In
figures 2a and 2b the evolution of the polarization s and the fraction of power in the Km
mode (eq. 3) is Inshown, for zero density (dash) and for the following density profile
(solid) '

”a (1‘) = 1.5 X 1019 (1 _.,. W”(F)I'3H)L5 111—3

where an, is the normalized magnetic flux. Notice that the effect of density once the
proper polarization has been chosen is negligible, and the main concern is the rotation of
the magnetic field. This also means that the effect of the polarization can be ignored in the
plasma startup.

Then we have computed the power deposition profile for a bunch of rays
launched from the mirror with the polarization deduced above. In figures 3 the
absorption coefficient is shown with (solid) and without (dash) taking: into account the
effect of the polarization.

Conclusions

A method for computing the'evolution of polarization at frequencies in the range
. of the electron cyclotron frequency has been presented. It has been shown that the effect
of polarization on the ECRH efficiency is negligible in TJ—II once the proper polarization
'is chosen, and moreover does not depend strongly on the density.
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Introduction; The fact that the electron energy transport is anomalous in stellarators

._ and tokamaks, that similar scaling laws can be applied to both. and that in both cases
confinement degradation with increasing power is observed, would suggest that similar
anomalous transport mechanisms may be in operation in both configurations. A common
hypothesis that can be used to explain this anomaly is that deterioration of the.
confinement may be caused by chains. of islands which enhance the energy. transport.
This idea has been'the driving motivation in the search for topological structure in
radiation profiles in the TH U torsatron.

The observation of flattenings and humps on tokamalt radiation profiles has already been
correlated with the position of rational surfaces (1) and (2). To our knowledge, similar
studies have not been performed on stellarator plasmas, although other observations
using 'reflectometry (3), in the plasma interior. and Langmuir probes (4), at the edge,

have shown that magnetic islands produce observable effects on these diagnostics.

In this paper. we report the observation of topological features in high resolution profiles
of impurity line emissions in the TH U torsatron and we discuss their possible
correlation with the position of resonant iota. values. We describe the experimental system
used to obtain these profiles, we report the results and discuss them in relation to the

context above, before finally drawing some conclusions and making some suggestions
for future work in this field.

Experimental. The measurements reported here were made on the TH U machine. In
this lfm = It‘d torsatron (R=60 cm, a = 10 cm). the plasma is created and heated by

- injecting 200 kw of ECRH power at 3?.5 GHc through a quartz window. ihe'magnetic'
field coils arelpowered by capacitor banks-land the discharge lasts about-30 ms. Plasmas '
with maximum line—averaged electron densities of 5x10” cm'3 and with central electron _

temperatures between 150- and 250-e-V-were' usedfor this experiment. Chord-integrated.
radiation profiles ofline emissions from cv (cart-A) and o v (first A) are routinely
obtained with a 1 mmonochromator. In order to maximise the spatial resolution the
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plasma is imaged onto the monochromator vertical entrance slit by a set of three mirrors
which rotates the image 90“. A fast rotating polygonal mirror close to the plasma allows
us to obtain an impurity radiation profile in about .4 ms once every 2 ms. The plasma is
viewed from its outer equatorial plane and profiles scan are made from the bottom to the '
top with a resolution of about 8 mm. Signals were digitised every 3.2 us by the data
acquisition system. Independent checks were performed, with a faster and more accurate
system, for a few cases to ensure that the observed effect was not due to the digitizer.

Observation of spatial structure. Significant maxima and minima have been clearly
observed in chord—integrated line radiation profiles obtained on the TM U torsatron. Fig.
1 shows such features for a profile of C V (2271 A). We can show that these features are
not random by plotting the location of such features, with reapect to the profile centre, for
4 successive profiles for the same discharge, see Fig. 2. We also show the number of
occurrences of each feature, which is between 4 and 3, as this is difficult to discern from

the figure due to the scale and the benching of points with respect to h(ms). Note: h(ms)

is related to h(cm) of Fig. 1 by the scan rate (1 cm a 12 tts). It is obvious that, if these

features were due to statistical fluctuations or to superimposed light fluctuations, they
would not appear as being accumulated around well defined positions. Instead these
points would be smeared outwhen considering data from several profiles. Therefore, we
can base our argument that these structures are of topological nature on the following
criteria: a) The main features appear at the same positions in successive scans for a single
discharge, and for similar discharges within a sequence; b) The features are
approximately symmetric about the plasma centre. Thus we can eliminate any artefact
caused by statistic or plasma fluctuations.
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Fig. 1. A typical profile showing rope: Fig. 2. The positions of features for four
logical features. The minima and small sequential profiles. The repeatability of the
flattenings are associated with structure. points indicate topological features. B

We have checked, by examining the absolute periodicity, that the order displayed by the
points in this figure is not introduced by the analysis method as a small artificial sliding
when choosing the profile centre. However, we have been unable to check the
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nbservations as a function of the scan speed of the system due to limitations in the scan

mode used. In addition, we have observed good overlapping in the positions of these

features when data from C V and O V profiles are combined. In such cases, C V profiles

are best when observing core features while 0 V profiles are best for peripheral ones.

We believe that there are several reasons why a local and symmetric structure can

produce a systematic signature in a line integrated measurement. These are, 1) That the

line integral is dominated by emission from the hotter and denser parts of the plasma

along the chord; 2) that the diagnostic only sees a decrease or flattening in its signal when

the observational chord perpendicularly traverses a radius containing structure. while at

any other radius, the chain of islands on the near and far side of the plasma would

produce a smoothed effect on the profile. It should also be mentioned that the finite

spatial and temporal resolution of the system does not allow observation of very fine

structure that may be present since featuresiwith separation less than the system

resolution cannot be distinguished. However, our emphasis is on proving that our

observation are not experimental artefacts. '
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Fig. 3. Iota profile calculated for beta Fig. 4. Correlation between radiation
equal to zero. features and resonant iota positions.

The possible correlation of the position of these features with resonant iota values

deduced from calculated profiles, see Fig. 3 has been studied. For this purpose we have

used experimental averaged values of the positions of these features obtained'1n several
profiles within the same discharges, these points are the circles plotted in Fig. 4, a

different point has been determined for the lower and upper part of the scan. In the same

figure we plot the expected positions of resonant iota values corresponding to toroidal

numbers It: 6, 12 and 18. In these cases, we have used profiles that are smoother than

those used for generating Figs. 1 and 2. This was done to-make the comparison clearer.
This could explain the absence of experimental points fortwo of the expected resonances
in this figure. Thus, for finer features, higher resonances would be needed.
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Several arguments could be used against our approach: 1) The comparison is
meaningless because of the richness of rationals some of which can always match the
experimental data; 2) The magnetic structure of the TJ—I U device is somehow distorted
thereby explaining the observations. Our reply to the first of these is that only the most
important resonances wouldbe observed in smoother data or profiles with poorer spatial '
resolution whereas we observe finer details in our more detailed profiles. With regard to
the second point we can highlight that a standard method to measure vacuum magnetic
surfaces revealed good TJ-I U magnetic surfaces (5). However, even if small defects in
the magnetic structure could enhance our observations, it would not imply that these
features are not present in more perfect devices, only that they would be more difficult to
observe. Therefore, similar high resolution measurements should be perforrned‘on other
devices in order to rule out or to confirm that these effects are confined only to small and
low temperature stellarator devices like TJ-I U. These features have lacen observed in
some tokamaks and they have relevant, implications for nansport. The approach of
obtaining radiation profiles with a set of discrete channels, even if numerous, is not
equivalent to our method because they do not provide a continuous profile and the
uncertainty in the relative response of channels can make this observation difficult.
Furthermore, selected impurity emission is better than global radiation baccause. of its
sensitivity to steps in local density and temperature profiles within the radial range of the
emission. In addition, by choosing different ions we can focus on either the central core
or on the periphery of the plasma.

We have observed upfdown asymmetries mainly in O VIIZTBI A) radiation profiles, in

most of the discharges the emission tends to be higher in the downward part of the
plasma. However, we have found up to now difficulties to establish any systematic
correlation between these asymmetries and the global discharge parameters.

Conclusions. We have reported the observation of topological structure in line
impurity radiation profiles. We believe that any physical mechanism, such as chains of
small islands, which are capable of producing small steps at specific radii in either the
local electron temperature, the density or the impurity concentration profiles, could

account for these observations.
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Introduction

Stellarators are usually operated in a net-currentufree mode. From plasma equilibrium, it is

known that the perpendicular plasma current J .L (diamagnetic current) is accompanied by a

parallel current J II (Pfirsch-Schliiter current). The diamagnetic measurement, which measures

the magnetic flux produced by the current J L, is a conventional diagnostic to obtain plasma

<13:- (the so-called diarnagnetic beta {flu-E113). In this method. however. the relative-signal-

ratio, the signal due to plasma beta over the background signal. is usually very low.

Plasma {[3:- can also be derived from tneasurements of the magnetic flux produced by the

parallel current J”. Since the current in produces mainly a vertical field and the vacuum

vertical field is much lower than the toroidal field. a higher relative~signal-ratio could be

expected in this measurement. These two methods have been applied to the ECRH plasmas in

TJ-IU [1]; experimental results are presented.

Cylindrical and 3-dimensional Models
Diamagnetic betais given by a simple formula:

(Wdia =' 2 ¢dia ' I (1)
' ¢'o

where ¢dia is the diamagnetic flux1 (130:3:{33’2’Bfl is the toroidal flux inside the plasma, eas-

and B3 are the average minor plasma radius and the toroidal field. Piasmabeta given by
equation (I) is independent of the pressure profiles. Its relative-signal-ratio (: {fiaeaaz/s,

b is the loop radius), however. is very low (~lU‘4 for eB>=0.l 9i: plasmas}, which could cause

some difficulties in low—beta measurements. In a stellarator configuration, there are also the
toroidal and helical effects in tiltdia measurements {2. 3].

The density of Pfirsch-Schlilter current is approximately given by:

(2)
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where P’fr) is the pressure gradient and tt’r) is the rotational transform. If P(r) and {(r)
profiles are known, integrating j 135 over a half plasma cross-section, from 8:900 to 9=+90D ,
gives out the Pfirsch-Schliiter current Ips flowing in one direction, and the total net current is
zero. For example, with the pressure profile P(r)=Pg(l-r 2Rafi)2 in a shearless configuration
we have: 1135:1116 <a>B0<Bsrf5ttgt ), where i signs indicate the currents n flow in two
opposite directions. The magnetic field produced by the currents Ips is like: Br~sinB,
B3~costl. To measure this field, the vertical-flux loops located around BziQUU near the
plasma column could be used. The vertical—flux signals due to plasma beta may be expressed
by: ¢o=k {lit-e, where the coefficient 1:, depending on the loop's size and position, the magnetic
configuration and the pressure profile, can be obtained from the numerical simulations or
experiments. In the case that the net plasma current I}; is not zero, the total verticalrflux
signal is: ¢e=k {Ba-+mlp, where m is another coefficient like the coefficient it. In this case, if
there is a pair of vertical-flux loops at different positions, plasma {{3} eculd be obtained
independent of IP by: «cps-z“ ¢u1'¢u2m1/m2)/(k1'k2m1/m2). The beta obtained from the
vertical-flux loops is referred to as the equilibrium beta sills-6,51, to distinguish from <f3hdia.

To simulate the magnetic field produced by the currents Ips, filament models could be
used approximately. In a simple 2-filament model, two filaments carry the same amount of
current equal to [pgt flowing in two opposite toroidal directions, at positions of equivalent
current-centre. In a mold-filament model, some 360 filaments distributed poloidally and
uniformly (dflzlfl) at the current—peak radius may be used, with each filament~current
proportional to the coed—function. If an element-filament model is used, in which the
element-filament current at the position (r, 9) is given by jpgrfiufir (e.g., rode-Eirzl‘la of (an),
it would be easy to deal with the different pressure and {(r) profiles.

To obtain more accurate values of 43::- from measurements of either diamagnetic—fiux or
vertical-flux in a stellarator, a complete 3-dimensional equilibrium simulation is needed. In
this work, we have used the VMEC code[4], in which a total of 13x25 modes (poloidal and
toroidal mode-number: mail, 12 and n20, ..., 3:12) and a radial grid of 99 flux surfaces are
chosen. The relative difference of magnetic pressure across the plasma boundary is ~lx10'5.

Experimental Results
TJ—IU is i=1!“m=6 torsaoon with Rg=60cm, <a>=10~13cm The magnetic configuration is

controlled by the ratios between the helical, external and internal vertical fields, with the
rotational transform in a range of t(0):fl.l 1-0.52. Plasmas are produced by ECRH (3?.SGHa,
2nd harmonic, ZOUkW}.

Several vertical-flux loops (13-13.5cm in radius) designed to measure. the magnetic field
of the Pfirsch«Schltlter current are located around the top ports of device as shown in Fig.1a.
There are also two diamagnetic loops (h=17.2cm), together with their compensation loops,
installed inside the vacuum vessel at equivalent 902209 and 30D cross~sections (see Fig.1b).
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For the vertical-flux loops, the simulation results obtained from the different models are

shown in Figga, with the pressure profile P(r)=Po(1-r2/<a>3) in a reference configuration
{(DJ/i-‘(fl’FD-B /D.27. If the profile P(r)=Po{1-r 313392): is used instead, a result of show

3% larger is obtained for a given «43>. This means the value of <[is-gq is insensitive to the

pressuw profiles, due to the fact that the configuration has a low magnetic shear. Fig.2b
shows the. 'diamagnetie flux versus 43>, given by the cylindrical model and 3-D simulations.

Here, 3-D simulations show an interesting result that the diamagnetic flux is dependent of the

lunp's toroidal position, with a difference of up to iSU‘ii: from the cylindrical value. This

toroidal asymmetry of diamagnetic flux is probably due to the helicity of plasma (helical
i shape and axis). It is also seen in Fig.2 that. for a given 43> in TJ-IU, the vertical-flux signal

due to plasma beta is as large as the diamagnetic signal. However, the background vertical

flux through the loop is less than 4% of the toroidal 'flux. .Thus, the relative~signal~ratio in
<[i3req measurements is about two orders of magnitude higher than in <l3>dia measurements.

Measured {Eben} and uniform in TJ-IU discharges are shown in Fig.3. Here we have $.53}

gale-dig. If the plasma pressure is anisotropic, it would be possible to have 45>eq¢<fl>dja.
Fig.4 compares all the «rib values obtained from the different methods and loops. {lbdial
and <B>dia2 are given by two diamagnetic loops at {p=20”- and 30“ using the cylindrical ‘
model, «tbs-100p] and {fit-403p; are given by two vertical-flux loops at the same toroidal

position but separated vertically 2cm, and <[3zb-2 is obtained from these two vertical-flux loops

independent of 1p measurement. It is clear that all the beta values obtained agree with one

another. However, the data shown in Fig.4 does not show clearly the toroidal asymmetry of
diamagnetic flux.

Discussion and Conclusion
Two methods of measuring plasma 4:13;: in a stellarator have been compared. They are

complementary to each other, in the sense of relative-signal'ratio, influences of pressure
profiles and magnetic configurations, etc. Although 3—D simulations indicate that the

diamagnetie flux may depend on the toroidal position of loop, the esperimental results
obtained in TJ-IU do not show clearly this toroidal asymmetry. One reason for this is that the
two diamagnetic loops (at tp=209 8: 300) are too close, the biggest difference in ads, is
between (p200 8:, 30”. Another reason is that the plasma beta investigated in ”fl-1U is too low.
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Plasma collapsing mechanisms in stellarators

F. Geemine and M. A. Ochando
Asociacion EURATOMICIEMAT para Fusidn.

Av. Complutense 22, E~2804U Madrid, Spain

Introduction

Radiative collapses in the Advanced Toroidai Facility (ATP) [1-] have been already

studied using the predictive transport cede Proctr [2}. A local rather than a global breaking of

tilt: power balance has been suggested as the possible origin of the thermal collapse and the

search-for the spatial. localization of this breakdown and for possible precursors could help to

develop methods to control these catastrophic phenomena. [3]. The dynamics of plasma

parameters were simulated with the Proctr code for selected discharges {4]. It was found that

in collapsing discharges there is an efficient energy transfer from electrons to ions at about

0,5a; radiation presents a local maximum at about _U.3a which slowly propagates inwards;

cool neutrals enter deeper into the plasma favouring an enhancement of the CX losses mostly

by collisions with non thermaliaed ions, and also a more estense ionisation region is‘

established. For those radial locations, the electron temperature does not surpass 100 e‘v’ and

radiative thermal instabilities can easily develop when light impurities, such as carbon and

oxygen, are present. As a result, the enhanced heat conduction from plasma core established

is not enough to sustain the local energy balance and the collapse appears.

Density scan
In order to investigate the role of the density in the dynamic plasma response to a

possible collapse, we have analysed a series of simulated shots with increasing average

density; starting-from that of a non collapsing ATP discharge (shot # 15990, see ref. 1), n.3,

until the collapse appears because the density limit for the considered heating power has

- been reached [4], in this case n = 1.5 am. For the considered discharges, the electron power

density is governed by the following equation:

3 :9 -
55(”till =' Gas: (P) + (facet! (p) + gorilla) + git"! (p)

m n 1 r?_.3_"_r w. . ——— ' ' I I I Iml. Tr [2:101 III.) VIP ap (“liq“) 1 (I)

where [1,3, TE-and me are the electron density, temperature and mass, m and T; are the bulk

ion mass~and temperature, “ta is the electron collision time, [2} is the mass-weighted ion

charge, pthe effective radius and V'F‘. is the derivative of the'volurne contained. by the

magnetic surface of radius p. ‘31a and QECRH are the power densities transferred to electrons
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by neutrals and EC waves; qmd and dim, are the'radiation and ionization losses. The fifth
term corresponds to the heat transferred to electrons by collisions with ions, qgi, and the
sixth one is the power density transferred by radial heat transport. The radial heat flux, ac. is
given by the heat and ripple conductions plus the convention:

2 - 31’; m. 3a. a "((VP) )er. 319 +9. (Willi;
being ya the heat conductivity and 1",; the radial electron flux.

(2)

As the same injected power has
been supposed for all of the discharges

zoo .a) of the series, the average power per
radiation t particle is monotonically decreasing.

Simulations indicate that, as densiiy is
increased, the total radiation peak
increases and goes deeper into the

po
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r
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a}

plasma as the edge temperature
diminishes {see figure 1a) and that

5““ plasma core reacts to cure the increasing
a loss of energy at the boundary by
E ace conducting power from the center to

g those cold regions. As density increases,
E the radial profiles of the main terms of
it; n the power balance appearing in equation
a 1 evolve from the shapes shown in figure

lb, in continuos lines. to their
.490 . J . I - I . | . corresponding in dashed lines. In

M “'4 h on ”'3 plasmas with the considered impurities
r 0

(carbon and oxygen), it is seen that a

Figure i. A) Radiaiprofiie oftite tatai radiated patver radian“: mantel 15 EsrabhshEd Whose
fora density scan series startingr from the parameters radial extent is growing [Dwards the;
of shot i? i599t'i. n = no. nntii the coiiapse appears . . .
forn=id no. As the density is increased, the radiation GUflflflem'Bnt “331011. even though "1E
peak is more pronounced and moves inwards. is)
injected. radiated and crnidncted power densities for
tire initiai (continuos iil'tesJI andfinal discharges aftite diminishing.
series {dashed iines).

relative impurity _ concentration is

Influence of the impurity species
The role of carbon and oxygen in the

occurrence of collapse has been also checked separately. Increasing amounts of those

impurities have been added to the mentioned non collapsing discharge until reaching the

collapse. It has been found that oxygen seems to be the most active species responsible for
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extraction and that the local slope of the total radiation profile is much more

the energlI

pronounced just before the collapse takes place (see figure 2a). This is a result consistent

with the well known fact that among low 2 impurities, oxygen is especially negative for

confinement. Like in the mixed impurity case [4], the collapse is originated at the plasma

edge even when the total radiated power is well bellow the input power. It has been seen--

again that a high amount of energy is supplied from the plasma core to the radiative region,

whgse spatial location depends on the detailed electron temperature and impurity cooling

rate profiles.

For comparison, titanium impurities, easily introduced by the interaction of plasma

with the limiter or with the chamber wall when titanium gettering is applied, have been

considered as the main plasma contaminants. It has been observed that titanium is an

efficient radiator at the plasma center and that the plasma collapse induced by high

concentration .of this impurity has a pure radiative nature, that is, it is the usual radiative
collapse (PradfPin =100%) originated mainly at the plasma core {see figure 2b). Once

radiation from the center equals the input power, the central electron temperature goes to

about 10 eV. It has been also seen that when initial titanium concentration is slightly

reduced, plasma may decay to another power balance state with a lower temperature (partial

collapse), and still, stable. However, it must be emphasised that there is not a monotonic

improvement of plasma performance when small further reductions of the Ti concentration

are done. From the outputs of Proctr, it could be concluded that for a given radial profile of

electron temperature there exists an optimum titanium concentration for which some of the

energy sink channels, such as fast energy ion losses, are minimized.
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Figure 2. Time evolution of the radial profile of theradiated power density for a) omigen and in titanium
contaminated plasmas close to collapse conditions. '
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Conclusions-

Thermal collapses in ATP plasmas have been simulated using the Proctr code. The
role of impurity radiation has been analysed and it is found than it can be considered as the
main driving agent of collapse for the plasmas studied here. Depending on the impurity
species. it has been-observed that collapsing plasmas behave in different ways. .

If the plasma contaminant is a low Z species. such as oxygen. thermal instabilities
seem to be the trigger mechanism of collapse. Collapse develops when the rate of conducted
power demanded by the plasma edge exceeds the maximum value that would allow the
radial profile of the plasma thermal conductivity. As discussed elsewhere [6] the time
evolution of local radiated power can be understood as a collapse indicator and could he
used as a feed-back monitor.

On the contrary. as heavy impurities accumulate in the plasma core. the main
radiative losses region is already localized where the absorbed power is maximum. In this
case there'is no need to transfer energy to any other plasma region and therefore the detailed
radial dependence of the transport coefficients does not play an important role.

The simulations made with increasing density seem to confirm that there is a

minimum power density per particle necessary to sustain a stationary plasma for given radial

profiles of density. temperature and transport coefficients. " '
From the cases analysed here. it can be concluded that additional heating of plasmas

might delay the occurrence of thermal collapse. but preferently in the case of high 2
impurities. For low 2 impurities. as much power must be transferred to the outer region 'of
plasma. 'a local increase of absorbed power would be more useful to prevent collapses. 'In
this sense. a heating method being able to deposit the power locally would be preferable:
ECRH can be a suitable method or even a small amount of ohmic power. because of the
expected local increase of the plasma resistivity at the impurity accumulation region.

These different behaviours suggest that stellarators may also present a limited
operational domain. as tokamaks do. Further studies to try to establish the existence of
possible boundaries. similarly to those appearing in the so called Greenwald [7] .and

Murakami [3] operation limits for tokamaks. are in progress.
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Akulina D.K.. Batanov G.M., cyanin 01., Glatlltour G.A., Grebenshchikov SE.

The General Physics Institute RAN. '

117942 Moscow, Vasilova as. Russia

introduction.

The breakdown and plasma heating caperiments on L-ZM stellarator with

:2, M214, R=100 cm, ap=l1.5 cm using gyrotron complex ( P5350 kW,

£275 GHZ, t~l4 msec) have been carried out. The power was fed in the

extraordinary mode from the low-field side (LFS) in the equatorial plane of

stellarator by quasi-optical system. Power density in the center of beam was

up to 1 watt/c1113. The magnetic field strength, corresponding to second

harmonic resonance. was 13.4 kG. The diagnostics set permits us to

determine-the temporal evolution of: plasma density (n5), plasma energy

(W) by diamagnetic signals, electron and radiation temperatures ("no

measured by ECE on f=77 (3H: and f=71 GHZ frequency (coming from

opposite sides of the heating zone, fhcaiz75 Gila), radiation losess, Pfirsh-

Shlutter field. It was shown earlier [1] that as a result of ECRH in the L—EM

the plasma parameters with new (1+2)10‘3 cm'i", Tail keV, WstaA c was

obtained. In addition to thermal plasma component some suprathermal

groupe of electron was found having a radiation temperature strongly

depending on input power and plasma density and exceeding thermal

temperature (see fafl GHz) [2].
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The view of closed magnetic surfaces and IE I =eonst lines are shouer

on Fig.1. The lines of IBl=const had a complicated form and differs

essentially from tokamalc type one having straight form and IBl=eonst

value proportional to HR. Nonuniformity of stellarator |B1=const lines

leads to complicated dependence of the plasma Optical thiknees along the

ray trace and plasma radius because of the variation of B/gradB

determaining the absorption rigion.

Experimental results.

In the Fig.2 the typical capenmmtal discharge parameters are shown.

During the gas breakdown time high intensity ECE. signals are observed

reflecting the appearance of suprathermal electron group. The value of

plasma density in the begining of discharge depends upon the pressure of

neutral gas but during a pulse duration density increases because of a strong

interaction of hot plasma with the vacuum chamber that partially restricted

by graphite limiter. The different breakdown time delay depending upon

magnetic field 8(0) at R=100 cm was observed for 11:, Ta, W and shown in

Fig.3. This dependence has resonat type with the minimum time delay equal

to 1.5 msec at the magnetic field B{0)=13.2 kG that correspond to resonance

condition for gyrotron frequency on the magnetic axis (8:134 k6). One

can suppose that the breakdown process is performed by suprathermal

component of electrons and time delay conditions depends on its

confinement.

In the Fig.4 electron temperature (Ti) and radiative temperature (T2)

measured by ECE on the frequencies in“ =7? GHz and sz-fll GHz as a

function of 13(0) are shown. One can see essential difference of curves in

Fig.3 and Fig.4. Let us remind that with variation of 13(0) from 1)

B(U)=l2.6 kG till B({J)=l3.2 M3 and from 2) B(O)=13.2 k0 till B(U)=l4 kG

the noneentral heating process take place in the L—ZM.’ For 1 heating case
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the absorption region shifted to inner chamber wall. The power beam

absorption occurs along lBl‘r-"const line marked 1.04 '(see Fig.1) for

B(0)=12.6 kG in the vicinity of equatorial plane. For 2 heating case and

3(0) up to 14 k6 the absorption occurs along IE I =const line marked 0.95.

in spite of essential shift of heating zone (2 case) the electron temperature - I

measured near with this zone do not decrease noticablv. The ezplanation of

this effect can be done by exemining the Pfirsh-Shlutter current signals that

depends on the angle of rotational transform India For L-2M

1.=O,l85+0,2(r1iap)3+0,42(rfap)4. In Fig.5 the dlpgfdt vs time for different

13(0) are shown. The presence of peak-shaped form in dips/cit in the time

when gyrotron power is switched off characterize the process of central zone

heating.

One can see that when the magnetic field decrease (1 case) the hot

plasma region shifted from heating zone because of “[3“ increase but for 2

case heating when magnetic field is increased upper then B(0)=13.2 kG the

hot plasma zone is shifted to heating zone, “resulting in increase of

temperature and lead to a shape-form variation ds/dt after the gyrotron

pulse is switched off.

Memes...
[1] V.V.Abralcov, D.K.Akulina et al. Proc. of lU-th International

conference on stellarators, Madrid, 1995 pp.10-16.

[2] D.I{.Al<ulina, G.A.Gladltov et a1. ibld pp.1_36- 139.
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Moscow, Russia

This paper presents the results of recent ECRH experiments in the L-ZM

stellarator , which is the modernized L-2 device [1]. The major radius of the

magnetic system is' i m; the [=2 helical magnetic field has 14 periods along the

torus; the mean separatrix radius is l 1.5 cm. The main goal of the experiments is to

investigate the physics of EUR heating and plasma confinement at high values of

the volume heating power density. A currentless plasma was produced and heated-

hy an extraordinaty wave at the second harmonic of the gyrofrequency. For this

purpose, a gyrotron with a frequency f z 75 Girl: (the resonance magnetic field B

= 1.341") was used; the input power reached P = 0.4 MW. High-frequency power

was transmitted from the gyrotron‘ to stellarator through a quasioptical

transmission line consisting of four copper mirrors. A well-focused microwave

Gaussian beam was launched into the stellarator chamber through an outer

- horizontal port. In these experiments, the mean plasma density was in the range (1-

2)x1015‘ m-3 ; the central electron temperature, in the range 0.1-1.1 keV, depending

on plasma density. A growth of the electron temperature during the discharge was

constrained by an increase in the plasma density and radiation, and the electron

temperature fell to the pulse end. The ion temperature was about 10l 20 eV.

The results of first experiments on an ECH plasma heating on L-ZM were

published elsewhere [2,3]. As follows from these experiments, the observed energy

confinement time cg ~ 2--2.5 ms agrees rather well with both the widely known

empirical LI-ID scaling and times that were calculated using the hybrid neoclassical

code. Another finding is that the efficiency of plasma heating ( the ratio between

the power absorbed by a plasma bulk and input power) is about fl.5«-fl.?, i.e.,

noticeably less than unity although, according to the 3-D ray tracing calculations

and microwave measurements, the singleupath absorption coefficient is close to
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unity. To date, the nature of effects [1.3 1 . . ~ . - . - . . . too

that are responsible for this or Pab = 15,] kW
discrepancy,F is not clear. 1 9%

At present, we have a more .54

representative data base including E
about 1500 discharges obtained after ‘ a”
the L-2 device has been modernized.
In particular, novel data are -?c
concerned with a detailed study of the
plasma heating and confinement {1.2
depending on the plasma radius. 3'5 g'fi 9'5 “m “1'5 “"3

Although, in L-2M, the separatrix is i It} ' ”I
located inside the vacuum chamber, Fig. 1

an interaction between a plasma and wall causes both the plasma density and

radiation losses to grow with time. A movable rail-type limiter made it possible to

depress these effects. The carbon limiter was introduced into a plasma through the
outer horizontal port. A vertical dimension of the limiter plate was 70 mm: a

thickness (the dimension along the torus axis ) was 14 mm. In the azimuthal plane,

a shape of the working edge of this limiter coincided with the separatriz. The

limiter, introduced into the chamber, restricted the plasma radius noticeably.

When its displacement from an initial position (in which it touches the separatrix)

was as large as 3 cm, the corresponding plasma radius decreased from 1 1.5 cm to

8.5 cm according to the vacuum configuration of the magnetic surfaces. Figure 1

shows a build—up of the plasma density at the end of the heating pulse in its

dependence on the mean plasma

radius given by the limiter. These “'3

measurements were conducted under ”-7
the same conditions in which [1.6

absorbed power was P=lSD kW, and t: 13.5
the initial plasma density was lzlfl” t: [3.4
m3. In this figure, the radiation El “‘3
losses are also shown as a function of [1.2
the limiter position. Note, when the [1.1

limiter is removed from the plasma, . . _ _

and the plasma is bounded by the and t 2 3 4 5 s T s s1o1112

separatris, nearly EB of the C r? ' cm
Fig. 2
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microwave power absorbed in the plasma center is lost with radiation.

On the other hand, in the presence of the limiter, the rotational transform

at the plasma edge changes considerably. Figure 2 shows the rotational transform

as a function of the mean plasma radius corresponding to the vacuum

configuration. A decrease in the plasma radius by 3 cm causes the rotational

transform at the plasma boundary to change from 0.?3 to 0.39, in which case, the

quantity in = 1,, - ta characterizing the average shear decreases, respectively, by a

factor of 3. In the figure, the arrows indicate a range over which the plasma radius

was varied. As is seen, the region in which the shear is most pronounced becomes

cut off if the limiter is introduced into the plasma. I

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the energy confinement time on the minor

plasma radius. The average plasma density is n, = (LS i 0.25)}:1019 m-3; the

absorbed power according the diamagnetic measurements is 150 j; 10 kW (Fig. 3a)

and 200.: 10 kW (Fia: 313). In the figure, we present also the well-known empirical

LHD scaling [4} and the numerical dependence calculated using the TRANSZ. code

[5] based on the hybrid neoclassical model. In simulation of the plasma

confinement and heating, a full as I I . . I . I . I I I I I

matrix of the neoclassical transport 23 1P“, = 150 km: If” .'

coefficients is used [6]. The pure 2.3:. TRANgZ’f .I
neoclassical model is hardly 2.4— -

compatible with actual boundary E 2-2~

conditions becauselarge neoclassical ' 'u, M
fluxes outward the plasma through 1'3 ' "
the boundary are impossible since 1'5 _ _
the transport coefficients are small 1'4 _ _
near the boundary. Therefore, we i: _ .* _-

included additional anomalous TED. t sic =95 =1gfi=11ifl=12ifl‘13‘fl=14fl
transport coefficients in the model; "i 'p ”'2 , “'1

these coefficients are inversely I Fig. 33'

proportional to the product tl} and important only for the edge plasma. As is

seen in the figure, for the given plasma parameters and heating power, numerical
results, obtained with the TRANSZ code, differ from the LHD scaling by not
more than 25 “Ya. In general, the experimental values are close to both dependences;

for the International Stellarator Scaling US$95), a discrepancy is. somewhat
greater (see Fig. 3a).
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The experimental energy 2.s . . . . . . . . .
confinement time firstly increases as 24: Pall : 2m kw _
~rP3 and, then, somewhat slowly - TRAN-SE“; *
When the limiter approaches the
separatrix. This occurs in spite of the

shear increases near the boundary. It

is likely that the large shear occurring
near the boundary does not affect

strongly the plasma confinement.

Probably, 1E increases more slowly
I I- I + I 1,fl I . I . I . I . I g I . I .with increasing r], because the re as so -1aa 11c 12,] 13c 14c

'9 rp 9-2 , cm2plasma-wall interaction becomes more
Fig. as

strong, resulting in an increase in

radiation losses. In general, the results of the recent limiter experiments confirm
our previous conclusion that, under conditions of an ECR plasma heating, the .

current-free plasma confinement in L—ZM is described rather well by both the LHD

scaling and the TRANSZ hybrid neoclassical code.
Although the plasma energy and confinement time diminishes with a

decrease in the plasma radius, the electron temperature in the plasma center does

not vary noticeably. The value of <13} is about [MS-0.2 and also depends

weakly on plasma radius.

The present work is partly supported by the International Science

Foundation, grants 4T000 and MISLSDO. I
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Abstract

The Extrap T2 reversedsfield pinch (R = 1.24 m, a = 0.18 m) has exhibited improved per- '

formance resulting from continued RFP operation, periodic l-Ie glow discharge cleaning (GDC),
baking at 130 “C and solid+target boronization. Solid-target boronisation results in reduced
ngen influx from the graphite first wall, and, along with He GDC, provides a full range of den“
sit)? control (1.5 <1 UN «:2 30 X 10"” Am). Every discharge contains a quasi-stationary m -.= 1
radial magnetic field perturbation of around 60" toroidal extent located at arbitrary positions

around the torus. At the same time, toroidal flux perturbations are observed to rotate in the
electron diamagnetic drift direction at 2040 km/s. A high-frequency (200"?00 kI-is) mode with
1% J_ B has been observed at the edge which may be associated with an Alfvén eigenmode. The
frequency increases with VA and falls in the range Vg/Zo 4.: w {I VA/a. Signals exhibit weak
coherence, suggesting that the mode is strongly driven and damped. Experiments in the near
future will include plasma biasing using an electrode to study the connection between plasma
flow, mode rotation and locked mode growth. In 199'? T2 will be rebuilt with a new toroidal
field system, shell and plasmawfacing wall.

1. Introduction

The present goals of the T2 research program are to: (1) develop wall conditioning methods
to allow density control with low impurity influx at high'current density with a graphite wall;
(2) investigate MHD phenomena arising from a shell penetration time (1.5 ms) much shorter
than the discharge duration (over 13 ms); (3) study the effects of active profile control such as
electrode biasing MHD behavior and confinement; and (4) investigate anomalous heating and
confinement issues. This paper focuses on the first two points; a companion paper [1] at this
meeting presents results from topic (4). Electrode biasing experiments have just begun and will
be reported in the future. ' ' .

Extrap T2 is a high aspect ratio (R/o = 0.8) reversed-field pinch (RFP) with a resistive
shell (7* r: 1.5 ms) and'full graphite coverage of the first wall. It was previously run as OHTE
at General Atomics (GA) [2]. It is capable of very high current density (3 Mil/m2 at 300 lift
toroidal current), input power density (40 MW/ma) and wall loading power (3 MW/mz)._

2. T2 Operation and Wall'Conditioning

Over the past year, plasma performance in the Ext‘rap T2 reversed—field pinch has steadily
improved as'a result of continued RFP operation, inductive baking at 130 “0, He glow discharge
cleaning (GDO) to remove hydrogen and carbon monoxide which build up on the first wall as
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a result of RFP operation, and boronization using a 340 target inserted into the edge of Rpp
discharges {31.As a result, T2 is nearing the goal of sustained discharges at 300 ha.

Boroniaation increased the maximum density achieved at a given current, with UN 3
Unsung as low as 1.5 x 10—14 Am in sustained discharges. CO release following RFP discharges
of a given input power dropped by a factor of two. '

Ramped mode startup, where the toroidal flux is ramped during the current rise due to the
dynamo effect, has been used almost exclusively because it does not exhibit density ‘pump-outa
and an associated increase of plasma resistance that occurs with matched~mode startup, in Which
the initial toroidal flux matches the steady-state value.

T2 performance is similar to that obtained at GA [2] at peak current up to 240 he. However
as at GA, hard terminations, in which the discharge rapidly terminates at t r: 4 ms with a:
huge impurity influx and density rise, hamper present operation above 240 14A. Further Wall
conditioning is expected to extend the hard termination limit above 300 141A.

3. Resistive Shell Physics

Most RFPs make use of close-fitting conducting shells to stabilise a number of modes which have
nonzero 3,, at the plasma surface, known collectively as ‘resistive shellI modes. A thick con,
ducting shell has thedrawback, however, of preventing active control of the plasma equilibrium,
such as with a vertical field, on a rapid time scale. l

A focus of T2 research is on the effects of plasma flow, mode rotation and shell penetration
time on MHD mode stability and growth. This area is not only vital for future RFPs with pulses
much longer than the shell penetration time, but also bears on advanced tohamak modes where
shell stabilisation is employed. T2 is currently the only major resistive—shell RFP in the world
program, with a shell time constant of1.5 ms, much shorter than the pulse duration of 5—15 ms,
and is in a unique position to evaluate resistive shell physics.

T2 is equipped with a large array of pickup coils sensitive to the radial component of the
magnetic field B, at the outer surface of the shell. Sets of four coils, equally spaced poleidally
and located at 32 equally~spaced positions around the torus, were connected to provide an m = 1
component of l3r with toroidal resolution up to n 2 16. In addition, a partial array of toroidal
flux loops measures in = f} dynamo activity on a fast time scale.

All T2 discharges exhibit a localized m = l radial field structure with toroidal extent first <:
fill” that grows after t = 3 ms. Spatial Fourier analysis indicates the expected as - 2R/e
internallyuresonant modes; in addition, particularly in discharges lasting longer than 3 ms, modes
of opposite helicity with 2 5 ~11 :3; ii are observed to grow. These modes are the DC version of
the ‘slinlry‘ observed previously in OH’I‘E [4]. In well—centered discharges the localised structure
appears at an arbitrary toroidal location, and can appear at different locations in a single
shot. However, if the externally-applied vertical field is altered to move the discharge inward or
outward, the localized mode locks to the shell gap.

The toroidal flux coils display a stationary toroidal asymmetry of (Ba)- However, the uninte-
grated signals, high-pass filtered in the fifilfill kHs range for enhanced sensitivity, show rotation
of |nl 3,. 2 modes with eg 2' 20—40 km/s in the electron diamagnetic direction in most dis-
charges (Fig. 1). It is intriguing that this rotating ‘dynamo" activity exists in the presence of
the stationary or = l B, and {m = 0) (3g) structure.

There is no clear indication that the growth of the radial perturbation per se terminates the
discharge (rather than the impurity influx which it causes); as wall conditions have improved,
shots of longer duration are more common, including many that consume the available 2.5 Wb
capacity of the unbiased iron core. (The flux capacity will soon be extended to 5 Wb in order
to extend the shot duration, which, at up to 13 ms, already exceeds the shell penetration time
by a factor of 9.)
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4 Alfvén Eigenmode Observations

A highdrequency magnetic probe placed near the plasma edge reveals a mode with frequencies

gun Till] kHs (Fig.1). The fluctuations are highly polarised, with Bg w lflBg, and are weakly

Coherent with autocorrelation time TM“. 2 1 ,us, indicating that it is both strongly driven and

strenslv damped-
The hypothesis that it is an Alfvén eigenmode 1s supported by the observed mcrease in peak

frequency with Alfvén speed. In fact, the mode frequency falls between the on—axis and edge
l31.1,:11'essions for the TAE eigenfrequency {5] for [1111-— mg| =: 1:

__ Vnl _ la: — 21:3 1111 m2
VA 11we) .. 3,-— (me-B—aasfi)

who) 2 2% (rm-11:32:39.)

It is not clear what the driving mechanism is; it is possible that the mode draws power from the
ambient dynamo activity at f ~ 20 kHz of much greater amplitude.

5. Future Work

Plasma biasing experiments using an inserted electrode have begun. These are aimed at two
areas: (1) the relation between plasma flow, mode rotation and mode locking; and (2) mea~
surement of cross-field conductivity in a stochastic magnetic field {ii}, an important quantity in
ambipolar potential formation and confinement. I

Transformer core biasing will be installed in the near-f11ture to allow full 5 WI) flux swing.
This, combined with further conditioning, should allow 3011 lot operation and discharge duration
of 1am ms. '

The unintegrated m = 1 B spectrum will be measured to determine whether a rotating
m = 1 mode accompanies the observed m = i] rotation, as was seen p1eviously 1n T1 [71.

Multiple probes will be employed to measure him) for the high--frequency mode to clarify
whether it is an Alfvén eigenmode

IE. T2 Rebuild

Design work is underway on a rebuild of T2 scheduled for 1997. Modifications include: (1}
replacement of the helical TF coil set with a conventional solenoidal TF coil set, (2) 1eplaee1ne11t
of the resistive shell with a conducting shell ('1' g 25 ms), (3} installation of a new liner with
molybdenum or tungsten armor, {4] installation of additional coil systems for pulsed vertical
field at plasma startup, AC helical rotation drive and shell gap field error control.
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1, Introduction
The RFP experiment RFX [t] has been operated during almost all '93 and '94 with

experimental campaigns mainly dedicated to the performance optimization in the current range

of t},5-:—U.9 MA. The different optimizations have lead to progressive improvement of plasma

behaviour. The most significant results have been obtained by improving the magnetic field
quality by accurate equilibrium and error field control and by reducing-the impurity content
(flan?) by frequent wall conditioning and boroniaation with Trimethylboron [2,3].

All RFX pulses always exhibit large stationary magnetic disturbances, not controllable in

amplitude from the outside, interpreted as the effect of Evil-ID modes which look in phase and to
the wall at the reversal time and remain saturated for the whole discharge [4].

Nevertheless at 0.5 MA the previously mentioned optimisations allowed the achievement of

discharges with nf ~ |.2+l .5 which, at the highest density ng~ 4+5 1019 rn'3, reached {33 ~ 10%
and energy confinement time ”lip, - 1.5 ms for a long and completely stationary period (flat top ~
30+ltltJ ms), in substantial agreement with the most optimistic RFP global scaling projection {3].
At tlte highest explored current the improvement in confinement was lower than expected due to
enhanced losses attributed to the effect of field lines interception with the graphite first wall
consequent to a still insufficient control of field errors, plasma shift and shape, and to an
enhanced effect of MHD mode locking at the wall [2, 3]. The analysis of the spectroscopic data
[5] shows that the loop voltage is constituted by two additive terms: the first related to the on-axis
electron temperature and nf [measured outside the locking region} proportional to the Spitacr

resistivity, the second being an anomalous term f~l5 V), likely to be connected to the losses

associated to field lines interception at the wall {6].
During 1995, the RFX machine was modified. The changes include tlte installation of 112

specially shaped graphite tiles on the first wall to prevent damages to the vacuum vessel in the
poloidal gap zones, the closure of the outer equatorial gap and the partial closure of one of the
two poloidal gaps of the shell. Furthermore an 8 pellet injector. a Diborane boroniaation system, a
SXRlbolometry tomographic diagnostic and an Electron Energy Analyser (ERA) were installed.

This paper describes the new results and the advances made during the first months of 1996
operating mainly at 0.6 MA.
2. Effect of machine modifications on plasma performances

As a consequence of the outer equatorial gap short-circuit [T], the fluctuating radial fields
measured through the 12 equatorial pumping ports have been reduced by a factor 2—3,
particularly during the fast reversal phase, but also during flat-top, where they remain below 1%
of the main poloidal field. The most important global effect has been the reduction of the
dependence of the loop voltage on the horizontal plasma position which now permits the
attainment of good performances at 0.6 MA operating with shift as high as 2 cm, reducing in this
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way the breakdown problems imposed by the bias centering vertical field.
The closure of one poloidal gap, togheter with an improvement of the field shaping CD“

feedback control system on the other gap, reduced the maximum radial field through the vertical
gaps to iess than 4% of the main field.

The effect of shell gaps closure resulted, at 0.6 MA, in a. better pulse reproducibility, With
reduced scattering of data and a more reliable density behaviour under the same experimental
conditions, and in a global decrease of ~ 10% of loop voltage and a consequent increase of the
energy confinement time, fig remaining completely unchanged, as shown in fig. 1.

“I: [ms]l3 E ,
”0.14 zrmfin a fig fig[ ,

a i
U. I; D a12 1s + a g“ .

0.1 i :s ,3... E
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Fig.1 Poloidal beta {03:23:33) and energy confinement time versus RH for old (black circles) and new (open
circles) data. Big symbols represent averaged data. Plasma current is between 500 and 600 Us.

From measurements of the central temperature there is evidence that the voltage reduction
corresponds to a decrease of the anomalous voltage from ~15V to~12V, obtained by improving
the magnetic profile quality and reducing field line interception to the wall. Field errors and shift
are now kept within a range where their influence on loop voltage is negligible. The remaining
portion of anomalous voltage can probably be attributed to the magnetic field distortion due to
the MHD locked modes.
Vlffl) [V] Only few preliminary tests have been performed
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at higher currents (up to 1 MA). The results
obtained confirm a global improvement on loop
voltage, consequent to the gaps closure, of the
same order of ~ 10% as shown in fig. 2.

It must be mentioned that the
performances at higher current have not yet
been well optimized from the point of view of
shift and shape of plasma column, due to
breakdown problems and to a bad

IfN[10‘14A.m] reproducibility of the discharges because of
Fig. 2‘. VLoop vs UN for old (black circles) and mode locking effects.

new {open circles) data at I:0.3+1MA 3 Locked modes

Stationary magnetic disturbances consequent to the phase locking of unstable MHD modes
to the wall are observed in each RFX discharge. These modes develop during the formation of the
RFP configuration and lock in phase at the wall as soon as the reversal is reached. The modes have
a spectrum of m=l, n:?+l5 and are resonant internally to the toroidal'field reversal surface (nr'a
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.419}. The locking causes a global helical deformation of the plasma which decays by more than

5nd; in half its typical toroidal period of 30"+4{}'.

Parallel power fluxes of the order of 1004-200 MWhnE, which are mostly accounted by the

superthormal electrons flowing along the field lines [8], heat the tiles Up to ZUUU°C in the region

where tho graphite wall is intersected by tho distorted magnetic surfaces. This lead to an-

Ermane-oment of the influx of carbon by a. factor of ; 100,1of oxygen by'a factor of 1 40 and of '

hydrogen by a factor of _—; 30. Tho omission spectrum measured by a survey spectrometer,

wavelength integrated from llflfl to 1100 A {and therefore representing only a portion of the

radiation), increases more than one hundred times. This indicates, with the uncertainty connected

to the evaluation of the spatial extension of the phenomena, that the power locally radiated may

be a relevant fraction of the total one (up to fill‘ib when the radiated power measured by

bolornetry in the unperturbed region-is ~20% of the ohmic input power} [9].

in high current discharges {0.8+} MA} the carbon tile temperature may reach values close to

that of carbon sublimation (3350 "(1), resulting in frequent carbon blooming. phenomena, with the

consequent global increase in nf {from ~l.2+1.5 up to ~2) and density which causes a decrease

of the temperature and an increase of the loop voltage. _
Damage observed on the graphite tiles and the vacuum vessel [10] have been ascribed to the

effect of halo currents consequent to the short-circuiting by the tiles and the vessel of the distorted

Field lines. The current density at the edge carried by the superthormal electrons can reach

500 helm? A rough evaluation of the total halo current taking into account the current density at

the edge and the total-surface intercepted by the field litres, gives a value of about [0% of the

toroidal plasma current. Considering the contact resistance between tile and vessel, a power

dissipation greater than 1.5 MW is estimated [10}, which is of the order of 540% of the input

power.
Summarizing, one may estimate that looked modes induce losses that amount to =25+30lih

of the total power input due to radiation and to halo currents through the vessel. These losses

correspond to a portion of ?.5+l0.5 V of the typical 30+35 ‘v‘ loop voltage, to be compared with

the additive anomalous loop voltage of ~12 'v'. This estimate does not include possible losses due

to parallel particle fluxes.
4. Measurements on the unperturbed region
4.| Hot electrons

Measurements with the EEA confirm the presence of a high energy tail in the electron-

distribution function [ll]. The temperature Th of these electrons is comparable to the electron on

axis temperature TD at low plasma density and decreases at higher density. This behaviour has

been related to the non-dimensional parameter EIEG, where EzVimpHEuR} while EC is the on-axis

critical field for runaway generation. The dependence of Th on Er‘Ec and the fact that T11 is

comparable to T” indicate that these superthormal electrons are probably generated in the centre

of the plasma, and then transported to the outer region, flowing along stochastic magnetic field
lines. I
4.2 Radiation losses _

The high density best confinement regime is characterised by an higher level of plasma .

radiation Prad. The measured total radiation emissivity profiles [12] appear to be sharply peaked

in the plasma outer region (0.6 ;=_: nia g: 0.9}, where the emissivity can be comparable to the local

deposition of olimic- input power per unit volume. As UN approaches l.bxl0‘14 Am, Paar) sharply
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increases and the ratio yzl’radtPohm reaches values as high as 0.4. No evidence of disruptions m

high density is found. These values of y can possibly be underestimated because of the presence
of locked modes, which. as previously described, may cause a local enhancement of radiation in
the region of their maximum amplitude.
4.3 Pellet injection

The first results on pellet injection are encouraging [13]. The pellets can be complaieiy
ablated in the plasma core and relatively peaked electron density profiles are obtained. which last
for several milliseconds. Global density increases up to a factor 3 with a single pellet are achieved
without disruptive processes, confirming the robustness of the RFP. Preliminary analyses of pellet
trajectory and ablation rate are consistent with the presence of superthermal electrons in the
plasma core and can complement the EEA measurements.
5. Summary and future plans

Preliminary results after the recent machine modifications and diagnostics implementations
have evidenced the importance of the locked mode phenomena: by their removal a strong
reduction of power losses can be expected. More detailed and space resolved studies are in
progress to better quantify the different contributions to the losses and to identify ways to remove
the locking. Further work has to he dedicated to the density profile control by pellet injection and
operation with boronized {Diborane) andior hot wall (up to 280 ”C). Tests are under way on

current profile control by pulsed poloida] current drive.
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1. Introduction _
All pulses of RFX evidence wall locking of MHD modes [1]. Rotation of phase locked

modes has been obtained in MST by reducing the field errors at tho shell vertical gap [2];
significant confinement benefits derived from these actions. In RFX, the influence of fiold
errors at the shell vertical gap on confinement is clear since they can be varied by acting on tho
equilibrium control, whereas no information is available on effects of equatorial gap and port
ctTDI‘S: since they depend 0111? '3“ PIHSma behaviour and cannot be varied on purpose. Since the
vertical ports on the shell give a little contribution to field errors [3}, it has boon decided to act
on both the vertical and the equatorial gap errors. Tho feedback control of currents in tho field
shaping coils has 13513“ jJlflllll-‘J‘t'fld [4] and one of tho two vertical gaps and tho outer equatorial
gap of tho shell have been short-c‘ircui'tod.

Since tho error reductions did not succeed in unlocking modes (with some exceptions that
will be discussed in tho last section), tho paper presents tho effects of gap modifications mainly
in terms of loop voltage variations. In tho first section, tho relationships between loop voltage
and magnetic perturbations are given; then the field quality improvements after closing tho gaps
are shown and their effects on loop voltage are discussed. Finally, some evidences of
filflpfll'fll‘l’s 10W"5P3¢d mfldfl rfltafions are shown, whose enhanced rate can be also related to
shell modifications.

2. Sensitivity of loop voltage to magnetic perturbations
Owing to several improvements on the gap field error compensation system {introduction of

feedback control, shorter response time of the amplifiers), the correction of field errors at the
vertical gaps is now very effective. In the present range of field errors (B 1- at the shell surface is
always less than 63% of the poloidal field BE; and on the plasma surface it is typically less than
2-3%) no clear correlation with the loop voltage is found. The significant dependence presented
before [5] is overcome, since errors are kept within the range where their influence on loop
voltage is negligible.

The sensitivity of the loop voltage to the amplitude of the stationary field perturbation (mode
locking to the wall) has also been analysed. Two parameters have been chosen to quantitatively
characterise the perturbation: the peak-to-peak amplitude of the toroidal field undulation along
the toroidal coordinate £84} and the energy of the modes moi, n=7 to 15. Both parameters
show a very weak correlation to the loop voltage; the loop voltage is slightly lower {1.5 V on
average) in the case of locking located far from the gaps. It is worth noticing that oB¢ ranges
between 20 and 45 off in all the pulses and thus no data are available for the case of small
perturbations.

These results suggest that the locked magnetic perturbation is "saturated”; its amplitude
mainly depends on machine parameters like the distance between plasma column and stabilising
shell. .

3. Reduction of magnetic perturbations
Field error correction at the equatorial gap. The outer equatorial gap of the shell has

been short-circuited by means of 96 copper bars. bolted to the shell halves as near as possible to
the insulating gap. The radial field through the equatorial gap is measured by means of probe
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coils. located around the 12 pumping ports, which also link the flux due to eddy currents in the
stabilising shell, in the vacuum vessel and in the pumping port itself. A numerical-model of 311
these conductors has been developed to calculate the radial field at the plasma boundary as a
function of the flux. measured by the probes; the short-circuiting bar effect can be also taken inn;I
account. The experimental results show that the shortucircuit produced a clear reduction of the
fast (>500 Hz) radial field fluctuations: the peak-to-peak amplitude, calculated at the plasma
edge and averaged on a number of comparable pulses, has been reduced from 6.3 mT to 2.3 mT
during the start-up pirase. A similar reduction applies to the fast fluctuations during flat—top. but
in this phase the radial field is mainly composed by low frequency (<50 Hz) harmonics. and
marked differences between signals from adjacent probes are always measured close to the
toroidal position of the locking [3]. Since the electromagnetic time constant of the short—
circuiting system is around 5 ms for the horizontal field, frequency components below 200 Hz
are not attenuated; in fact, no variation of the low frequency radial field components during flat-
top has been observed after modifying the equatorial gap.

Field error correction at the vertical gaps. To reduce the stray field through the
vertical gaps, in particular during the setting-up phase when .the feedback efficiency is lower due
to the limited bandwidth of the control amplifiers, one of the two vertical gaps has been short-
circuited by means of metallic plates [6} and the currents through them are routinely measured.
Their distribution in the poloidal direction gives a useful information on the actual distribution of
the currents induced in the stabilising shell. Both gaps are equipped with two saddle coils which
give a measurement of the vertical field component on the inner surface of the shell. The open

”Vertical field at clip: and cape-Shatsssoit__ vertical EBP l3 315“ equipped “'t 16 radial
‘ field probes located at the outer surface of

, the shell.
Fig. 1 shows the effect of the short-circuit

- in a pulse where the locking is far from both
gaps. Before gap closure. the two signals

- were approximately the same; presently the
maximum amplitude of the radial field on the

' closed gap is reduced by a factor of three and

..._..____ _ . . . . a «cry ci‘icciivc iiiicring action is cvidcnccd
so so the runs] on fast fluctuations. With locking far from

Fig.1 Field Error at the vertical Craps after short-circuitt'ng both gaps, the: 0053 (llDt‘iZflnial) Cflnlpfll‘tcnt
55:01 LOCK-Its itfflrfiflm be”! ”it? Gem of the radial field at the open gap is
negligible and the sine (vertical) component is the predominant one. Its temporal evolution is
very similar to the cost) component of the current distribution in the short«circuit.

Locking still occurs sometimes near the closed gap, in spite of the field error reduction, but
now the region near the open gap exhibits a higher number of locking events. When the locking
is near to the open gap. the cosEl component of the radial field at this gap becomes significant
and can be even larger than the sinB component, reaching 10% of the poioidal field. Since the
RFX feedback system is not able to produce horizontal field, such component is due to the
locking and not to a lack of equilibrium control.

”Matched Reversal“ mode. The "matched reversal” mode is a particular setting up of the
RFP configuration. in which the poloidal voltage around the plasma boundary is kept near to
zero during the whole phase of toroidal current. rise. Compared to the "aided reversal" mode.
where the toroidal field at the edge is quickly reversed when the plasma current has already
reached a level close to the final one, the ”matched reversal'1 gives the advantages of lowering
the eddy currents (and consequent field ripple) induced on passive elements and of reducing the
plasma-wall interaction during the reversal phase. where losses are relatively large due to the
poor confinement. On the other hand. the "matched reversal" mode precludes operation with

duos"- ~- ”
l

cIDSEd G.
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. . . . . . . . . . large vertical bias field. so reducing the
5 possibility of centring the plasma column
5 it ~ _ : with respect to the first wall.

a; 4 - During the startup phase. before reversal.
"E: . modes with increasing n become resonant in
g 3 sequence, and show a growth followed by a
.G decay [3]. The matched programming has

produced a beneficial effect on the maximum
amplitude reached by these modes, both in
absolute and relative terms. Fig.2 shows the
toroidal field modes amplitude. normalised

Fig.2 Ampgmfl gfmmggggfiegg modes wgg aided and to the poloidal field. with aided and matched
mmggg reversal. reversal. A reductlon of 30% 1n matched
d1scha1 ges is clearly observed for the strongest modes (n:4-9). Furthermore. the same modes

are excited at a much lower level of plasma current than in aided discharges, so that in absolute
terms a reduction of more than 5fl% is achieved. Nevertheless, after reversal no reduction is
observed on the amplitude of the locked pertubation.

:1. Effects on confinement
An improvement has been observed in the average dependence of loop voltage on the UN

parameter (ratio between toroidal plasma currentl and average lino density N). after the machine

modifications: the most recent data show an average decrease of 3- 5 V on the loop voltage
(fig.3). Fig.4 shows the dependence of loop voltage on the magnetic shift; after the short ci1cuit
of tlte two gaps it is possible to operate with a larger horizontal displacement of tho plasma

fig column without significantly increasing the
before gap closure loop voltage. Since in RFX the plasma

55 ' gap horizontal position is only controlled by a
5” bias vertical field. a lower bias could be

E 45 used, allowing gas breakdown at a lower
E 4.3. toroidal field. This improvement opened the
E 35 possibility of operating with the above

mentioned "matched reversal mode". As
3D discussed in Sect. 3, the short-circuit of the
25 1 2 3 4 , 5 e outer equatorial gap significantly decreased

_ ItN {A m till-ii] the high frequency magnetic fluctuations in
Fig.3 Loop voltage P's. ior well centred discharges in thfl Wt” equatorial mgiflni this can partially
the range (.500 Maiadflfl so). justify the reduction in loop voltage and can

5” after ciggufg explain why the minimum in loop voltage is
hfiiorfi now obtained for a larger horizontal

45 displacement. i.e. when plasma is shifted
.3 4o towards the short—circuited gap.

g 5. Mode locking and rotation
E 35 Despite the presence in every discharge of

RFX of modes locked both in phase and to
the wall. some mode rotation events have
been observed by high-pass filtering the
magnetic field signals with a 1G0 Hz
numerical filter. Measurements of the
toroidal component are made by two toroidal
arrays of ”i2 probes each. which allow to
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Short-#5628 - orld m ~ Ba obtain the odd or perturbation. Th:
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' - frequency range of the signals is 1305 kHz.

An example of rotation is shown in fig_5I
where the toroidal magnetic field for odd 1n
modes is plotted as a function of the toroidal
angle :1} and of time, after high-pass filtering,
In this discharge the looked perturbation was
at $2310 degrees, and in fact a region of
enhanced fluctuation is observed around this,
location. It is also possible to observe a
rotation which appears at t=36 ms and lasts

I I I _I . I I I I I I m for 15 ms. Fourier analysis shows that in
o loo zoo son ¢ this case the rotating mode is n=9. In

Fig.5 Example efntode rotation. Torsidnl magnetic field general, rotation events are observed to 1331
for oral or modes is plotted as aftmcrion oftlte toroidal from a few ms up it} 104:; ms. Often Dilly
angle ti: and oftrme. . . . .one mode is seen to rotate, with a toioidal
mode number n in the range 846, n29 being the most frequently observed one. In some other
cases more than one mode rotates.

By assuming rigid plasma rotation, it has been possible to compute the rotation frequencies
in the toroidal and poloidal directions, f4, and f9, through the formula f = f3 + n fg, where at
has been taken equal to l and f represents the rotation frequency of the mode with the specified
n. In typical 600 RA discharges, f¢ is in the range 50-200 He while fa is in the range 0.5—2.5
kHz. .

It is important to observe that, although the dominant mode of the locked perturbation (n=8)
is sometimes seen to rotate in the 0.16 kHz range, a stationary 1128 is also present as a part of
the perturbation. This is also true for higher n modes, although in some cases these are seen to
rotate also in the DC—S kHz range.

The magnetic measurements referred to above are taken outside. the vacuum vessel, which
behaves like a low—pass filter. Its transfer function relative to the toroidal component of the
magnetic field has been computed. By approximating the vessel with a first order system, it
exhibits the cutoff frequency at approximately 420 Hz. For several pulses, the signals of the
toroidal arrays have been numerically reconstructed, applying the transfer function, but no clear

‘change in the mode structure and no mode rotation at higher frequency (.3200 Hz) have been
observed.

Rotation events are more frequently observed after the closure of the gaps, but no visible
effect on the main plasma parameters, such as loop voltage or confinement time, is observed as
a consequence of them.
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6. Conclusions
The short—circuit of the shell equatorial and vertical gap allowed to reduce loop voltage by

more than 10 %, probably owing to the relevant reduction of magnetic fluctuations. Mode
looking to the wall is still present, but temporary rotations of single modes are evidenced in
selected pulses. Work is in progress to relate these events to operational conditions.
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ABSTRACT

The results of the first experiments of solid H pellet injection in the RFX reverse field pinch {R=?. m. a=fl.4b m.

i=1-2 MA} are presented. Pellets with masses of 15-95-101” atoms and speed of 0.5+] krnfs have been injected
in pulses with plasma current of [LS +l lvlr—‘t and density off! + ti- 10 In" . The ablation cloud emission and
the incffiflfifl of the plasma density are measured by a CCD camera, an Ha detector and a multichord
interferometer. Significant ablation beyond plasma axis indicates that the ablation process is net adiabatic.
Experimental profiles are compared with simulation by a NGPS model. Global density increase factors 2 3 with
a single pellet are achieved, without causing the plasma to disrupt. With optimised parameters, the pellets are
ablated in the plasma core and density profile peaking factors of m 2 are obtained, which decay in a few
milliseconds. Small effects are caused on the loop voltage and TC, drops Tfl+lflfl e‘v", so that Sfifl‘ib enhancements
at” [3.3, and seen of IE are estimated after injection. For low velocity pellets, trajectory deflections along the
electron drift direction are seen, which are discussed in terms of asymmetric ablation by supra-thermal electrons.

lNTRDflUCTIUN Pellet injection has been extensively used in tokamaks and proved effective in achieving

improved confinement regimes such as the PEP [I]. In RFP's, some pellet injection experiments were also

performed on ZT4D and ETA-BETA 11 [2.3] albeit in plasmas with particle confinement time. TI! , stnailer than

the pellet ablation time, hence strong density profile peaking was never obtained; moreover in ZT4fl large

poloidai deflections of the pellet trajectories hampered on—axis deposition. In RFX for the first time it is possible

to inject pellets in an RFP plasma with “El, 2 ablation time, although, due to the systematic presence of large

MHD locked modes1 RFX has not yet reached its targetperformance at 2 MA.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP The RFX B-harrel injector [4]. produces by in-situ condensation S pellets of

1.5+5rlfl2'“I atoms and pneumatically accelerates them at velocities of fl.5+1.5 kmfs. Adjusting the poloidai

angle of injection1 the pellets can be aimed at plasma center or up to 16 cm off-axis, to counter the poloidai

deflection of the trajectory. Velocity and mass of each pellet are measured by optical detectors and a microwave

cavity respectively. The pellet ablation rates and trajectories are monitored by an integrated diagnostic system. A

position sensitive detector equipped with Ha light interferential filter [band pass 652+ddfi nm) views the pellets

looking at their trajectories front behind and a digital CCD camera also with Hg; filter views the injection

poloidai section frotn a tangential viewport. The two systems allow the reconstruction of the time-resolved 3—D

trajectory of each pellet. The total Hm emission rate is measured by the HQ detector. An B-chord two—color MIR

interferometer [5} measures the electron density at a toroidal port l2fl“ far from the injection one. The

interferometer main wavelength (1116 um) is short enough and its bandwidth (1 MHZ) is large enough to follow

the evolution of the density profile during the ablation of each pellet without loosing fringes.

PELLET DATABASE Due to the higher priority of other experimental studies [6], pellet experiments have

been performed on RFX only as an ancillary test program in 25D pulses at currents of =ti.6 MA and in 22b

pulses at ourrnnts of [LT-+1 MA. Generally one or two pellets of small {l .5- I33“ atoms) or intermediate {3- lflm

atoms) size were launched during the current flat-top phase at velocities of 5dfl+9flfl rats. In a few cases, very

low velocity {a- tilt] rat's} pellets were injected. without timing control. by 'self‘firing' (obtained by heating the

gun barrel until the pressure build up in the breech due to pellet evaporationcauses its self~propulsion). Due to
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the relatively low current. only the small pellets fired at low velocity (Shil+tillll mils) wore completely ablated in
the plasma. Intermediate size pellets were generally ablated less than fiddle with a few exceptions at =8fl%.
The self-firing cases were always ablated with shallow radial penetration and large trajectory deflections. In many
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cases, large global density increases {typically claim-*2] were
obtained with a single pellet causing relatively small effects on
plasma current and loop voltage {see fig.l). Even in the most
perturbing cases, when anfnzfl and the pest pellet plasma was
in a high radiation, no disruptive process was excited,
confirming the apparent imtnunity of the RFP to therma]
instability,

B .«ATIGN MEASUREMENTS AND M DELLING
The time behaviour of the pellet ablation rate estimated from the
Hg; emission is generally in good agreement with the time
behaviour of the global a; computed from the multicbord
interferometer measurements. particularly for completely ablated
pellets. as shown in fig.2. In the case of incomplete ablation,
the Hg emission increases again after the pellet strikes the wall
and vaporises. but in this case little further density increase is
seen by the interferometer. confirming the higher fuelling
efficiency of pellets compared to gas puff. Generally, the
ablation rate is not affected when the pellet crosses plasma center
and continues until the pellet is completely consumed. This
indicates that the ablation process is not adiabatic. consistently
with the energyr confinement time for all of the pulses in the
present database being 5 2 ms. Therefore significant plasma
heating occurs during the ablation time. Both the CCD camera
and the H0; detector measure deflections of the pellet trajectories
(see fig. 3). The dellections for pellets with speed of 5Utl+'ltltl
this are of the order of ltl+15 cm on axis both poloidally and
toroidally. Self-fired pellets at ltltl mt’s suffer dramatic
deflections. similar to those reported on ZTr-ltl [3].

The measured ablation rates and trajectory deflections have
been simulated with a NGPS ablation code ['3]. An asymmetric
ablation due to a suprathermal population has been included,
which results in an asymmetric expansion of the ablation cloud.
Since the ablation process has been shown to be non adiabatic,
the calculated ablation rate has been adapted to match the
experimental penetration. A reasonable agreement with
experiments (see fig.3} have been obtained using a T5 profiles
proportional to l-r'l with the central value measured by SitLi)
FHA system prior to injection and a suprathermal population
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EHAVIDUR OF DENSITY P LES The evolution of the density profile during pellet ablation is
shown in fig. 4 for the same pellet as that of fig.2. As expected from the progressive pellet penetration in tha
plasma. the density profile. nearly list before injection. first peaks at the edge and then at the center.

SHOT 6185 - inverted nuprofitesilfl'i m'i'} At the maximUm peaking the density is
if r . 1 . r - I ' :I l ' I ' I- ' .imnil ‘I _ l ] well fitted by a parabolic profile on top of_ tune ite ; _. a constant pedestal. The density peaking

_ . ————{l.038il . .i. - factor achieved 15 S E.
5i imam? Din th ru ' a ‘t a- or e o owm ens: ~.g : __ oases h “I g r] H g . _y mi~ - ase e to lo attens a am In a4 L a ----- 0.033? p _ _ P . g . {aw- 3 milliseconds. Tins profile evolution has. ..... acres .s -_ '. {31.0339 been sunulated by means ofa l—D code [8]

I~ IIIIIIIII 0113912} modelling transport across the stochastic
a _. y magnetic field with a coefficient-. . ----- 0.039! ' . 2_ z, ; 6131 d ‘j I}: E L: firm

3 .-' i. . . . . . . . . . I g. where aara u the fluctuation level,
at as a as at Klml Lu=fl.5 m is the fluctuation correlation

Fig.4! Iiwerteri density profiles (inverted form the ntaitt‘cnord length and “lb is the ion thermal velocity.
interferometer measurements} during pellet ablation for snot dldi
First profiles is pro-pellet andr last profile corresponds to ablation end. Th: b5“ agreement has been obtained will‘

. SB!B=2+3%. so that esea+4e m2 3*.
which is consistent with a particle confinement time pie 5 ms. ‘
EEFECTS gm EELQEAI. CUMILMGMENT For the limited pellet database available. the only direct
measurement of electron temperature is that oftbe Si{Li} PHA. which generally cannot provide a measurement
immediately after injection, since the photon flux is too low to build—Up a spectrum. Some estimates of Tc post
injection could he obtained by modelling the time behaviour of the emission of.OVII measured by an MLM
monitor [9], which generally indicates a 'l‘,a drop of the order of 70+1t’llll ey'. A similar value {=Ttl eV} is also
found in a few pulses where the number of count of the SirfiLi) system was sufficient to attempt a measurement

post injection. Assuming that the Ta profile is unchanged, the value of the central [39,; should be higher by
Sills-5t} Gil post~injection, This increase is consistent with the empirical RFX scaling of lie-e with density [6]. On

the other hand. the actual Egg increase should be larger by Illa-20%| due to both the flatter Tc profile and the

more peaked my profile in the post-injection phase. The toroidal loop voltage generally increases by 2+3 v.
which is consistent with the expected change of the classical resistivity due to the Te drop. hence the

confinement time. at least for the electron part. is also increased by 530 Eta.
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Corso Stati U'niti. 4 - 3512? Padova (Italy)

Abstract

The RFP setting up phase on the RFX experiment is analysed to try to explain the different behaviour observed as
functifln of the electron density. In particular at high density. the setting-up is characterised by lower plasma
resistivity-u impurity influx and ltD activity whereas. during the following RFP phase. higher densities plasmas
correspond to lower temperatures and higher resistivities. Moreover higher electron density should be associated to
higher values of the Lundqnist number and increased IvIHD activity. A possible interpretation is presented which links
the enhanced impurity influxes in a low density start—up to the influence of stronger production of runaway electrons
caused by large values of the EEC parameter [applied electric tiled i Dreicer field). Increased radiation cooling and
current density profile modification would follow. leading to increased MHD activity and RFP magnetic profiles
farther form the 13t state.
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{it 41555. dashed line} settingmp discharge. Plasma current. eieetran
density. F. El. magnetic mode energy. radiated pawerfram baiameter
measnrement ana‘ Cit and Off impurity emission are plotted vs time
for the initialr 2f} ms of the pulse.

1. Introduction
The setting-op of the Reversed Field

Pinch magnetic field configuration is a
highly turbulent phase during which the
safety factor eta} assumes rational values
critical for resonance of MHD modes and.
hence. strong magnetic activity is
observed. Several different setting-up
techniques can he adopted to reach the RFP
configuration [1,2]. whose effectiveness is
often found to be critically dependent on
the fine tunittg of the magnetic circuits
timing [3]. 0n the other hand the control
of the density also plays a crucial roles
during this phase: very different setting-up
behaviours are obtained, due to different
density control. in pulses with the same
magnetic circuit programming.

In RFK in particular the setting—up in
the 'aided reversal' mode [2] is better when
the density is kept as high as possible by
gas puffing or by high influx of gas from
the vessel first wall. The high of; setting-
_up is accompanied to a lower level of
Mill) activity and to a lower loop voltage.
Conversely. in the low density cases. the
unstable phase can be so bad that the
increase in loop vollege terminates the
discharge preventing the achievement of
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the RFP configuration. A clear marker of the quality of the setting up is the behaviour of the plasma current which
during the unstable phase of before field reversal, shows a decrease which ranges from 13+“) kfit in the best ’. , “assets
more than lUG kit in the worst ones . .

_ - .fi I fie. mm mom 1 1m ~ Im- This behaviour seems to be in contrast Withth
SD n o 331 ”(Al Ellobserved during the RFP'phase, when higher dttnsifits

. plasmas are characterised by lower temperatures and
til}

i
i

sci

i

higher resistivities. Moreover higher densities mflima
should be associated to higher values of the Lundqu'm

it.
i number and, consequently, to an increased Mill)

activity.

2d The paper presents a study of the RFK settingup'
1—; __,4 #L #4 i which analyses the behaviour of the plasma density!

D15“; ‘ 2 2.5+ I 3 l 3.5+ l 4 the amplitude of the MHD modes, the Current drop

' n [x mum-3] during the unstable phase and other quantities
representative of the magnetic field profiles and drum
impurity influxes in order to find an explanation to

“m this apparent paradox.

3t} ..
2. Experimental data analysis

fin To start with, a rough survey of the main
P characteristics of the high and low density settingup

4‘9 _ has first been done by comparing the time evolution
' of several couples of discharges with the 5am:

2ft magnetic circuits programming, but different density
D . control, as shown e.g. in Figl. As already:

til 100 Ell-[l 3th] 400 5th] Gilt] mentioned, the plasma current. I, shows a drop, AL _-
Mflde Energy [.1 111's] that reaches a values of with} his in the low fig case, .

Fig.3 :1! vs energy of magnetic modes at reversal time for_ A radiation peak measured by holometer and a peak in I
high current (infidel fed) discharges.

the magnetic energy of MHD modes are also seen _'
l '25 during the unstable phase and are enhanced in the low 2
[.24 : nc ease. Similar differences between good and peer
1.23 setting-up are found in the spectroscopic ,

measurements of impurity ion emissions [CI] and
llfl . 011), although their time evolution are not always
1-3“ : Well related with those of the total radiation or of the -
'13 plasma current. From the point of view of the

1.19 I magnetic configuration, relatively small effects are
seen: the initial rate of current increase is the same,

1'13 1 1.5 2 2_5 3 3.5 4 which indicates the plasma inductance is the same,‘

. [In [ 31019 111' 3] and the magnetic configuration is also unaffected, at'
Fig.4 Epornmeier vseieeimn density at reversal time. least in terms 0f the pinch parameters '3 ='

cBg(a}>i<B¢a and F=<B¢ taleichszv. Actually

some differences in the BE) trajectory appears during the unstable phase prior to field reversal.

The above behaviours have then been studied statistically on a large database of discharges at low (50D kn) and

medium (SUB as) plasma current, all with 'aided reversal" setting-up [2]. The parameters in the databases were

plasma current I, as, UN parameter {Neline density}, central and edge density from the ntultichord interferometer, G.
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reidfll magnetic shift. energy and position of the wall-locked MHD modes. Each quantity is sampled at the first
to
maximum of P1515

o the most perturbed phase] and at 20 ms (which is a time early enough in the RFP to get good quasi
ma current file. immediately before the most turbulent phase). at the 13¢. reversnl time. tppp. (which

is (11053 I .- . . .

rationsry estimates of all the quanttues still saving some reminiscence of the preaRFP phase). The Favourable
s I I I ' . ,

dept-5mm“ of the start-up phase on densny ts confirmed both in terms of higher masnnum plasma current, lower

1.
:‘l!

I:-
.a

1s
‘gg

aa
g$

pg
4

_-_
....

_.-
...

-:"I
.:'.

-".- magnetic mode energy. lower impurity content and lower radiation.
We Find a good correlation between the current drop. all .nnd density related quantities such as central chord

density. UN parameter and a form factor of the density profile defined as the ratio between the average densities

measuffld by ‘central and external interferometer chords. In Fig.2 is shown that all decreases with an lncreasing average
density: on the other hand M is well correlated also with the energy of the magnetic MHD modes (Fig.3).

To investigate the possible dependence of the Mill) mode energy at but]: on magnetic field profiles. we have

cat-related the value ofEl at tgpp with all: discharges with lower values ofti} at tgpp are indicative of current profiles

closer to the flat. fully relaxed one. as expected from the Bessel Function Model (BFM) [5}. From Figl and Fig.4 it

is indeed possible to see that the RFP is reached earlier and at lower El values under the 'good1 set-up conditions; no

r—relaxatlon phenomena [3] have been observed up to now in RFX.
.f

UVC

3, Discussion
The most obvious effect of a different gas influx from the first wall or from the gas puffing valves should be on

the density both in terms of mean value and profiles. indeed high nc discharges show hollow profiles {with the

maximum in the external region). whereas low on ones have peaked or nearly flat profiles, as shown in Fig.5.

Consequently. differences in electron temperature. Te. values and profiles could be expected. In particular. based
simply on a pressure balance effect. the electron temperature should be lower and more peaked at high density. A

different power deposition and differences in content ( global nf l and in spatial distribution of the impurity ions

might also be expected. All the above factors should induce different current density and magnetic field profiles, thus

providing a link with the observed behaviour of MHD modes.
1G 1—.—.1—,—..—.—1.fi='1—r1fi—.—. 1 'jfi—lj—‘fi‘lfi'l—l‘fil.l\ netr}[1otsm'3]#3961 {l :3n) _ i nE{.)[1019m.3}#395 ‘

B l ‘ \‘ fl’ril l —-~tta'i l i
*‘"‘r=*\- -------------------- ,: ' 11 ----- tt'ttl) _

ElMfi-N‘flll l ..... “11} 5E a

l?“ ....\...‘.\T‘:-..__,_..._.../ l {a """""""" «R l
at: .._gv :. s 4%.”; """"""""""""" :x ‘

l1 ' .' fifi';:"-. ‘t: :i i sic-«e mail
2 r; i — 2 ll”

l . ll 1 is E
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ea -o.s o e s e 4 off 10.2 a +'o.2# e.4

rim) rim}
Fig.5 Density profiles during the setting—up phosefor two pulses with dhfifcrenr density.

As said in the introduction. from the point of view of the T.3 and associated classical resitivity profile. one would
predict the lower ng case to correspond to the more stable situation. On the other hand. no difference in terms of
magnetic quantities is seen to prccur the unstable phase. Hence. a different mechanism linked to lower density and.
presumably, higher Tg must be identified. which could efficiently and quickly lead to an unstable situation.

A possible interpretation may be found observing that when the density is lower. the plasma is less collisional.
allowing a larger production of suprathcrmal electrons. This effect is illustrated inFig. 6 where the values of the
parameter EFEC {electric fieldiDrcieer critical field} and of the runaway fraction generation per collision time have been
estimated for the same discharges of Fig.5 following the formulae valid for an ideal plasma [5] and using for Te
{which is not measured during setting-up) a value derived from the on measurement according tean empirical scaling
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valid for the RFP phase. From Fig. lb it can be seen
that at low my the HIE; increases quickly, exceeding
lfl‘il: during the unstable phase before field reversal.
Moreover. while in the high on case a dense edge
layer may cause a less eflicient diffusion of the
suprathermal electrons towards the wall. in the low ne
case this does not happen. During that phase the large
destabilized MHD modes can cause both the
stochasticiaation of the central region of the plasma1
which helps the diffusion of fast electrons and, by
deforming the external magnetic surfaces, the creation
of zones of localised interaction with the first wall.
All the above mechanisms conjure up in causing a.
stronger localised energy loading on the graphite first
wall and a consequent increased impurity emission.
An experimental evidence of such an effect, besides
the differences in impurity line emissions seen in
Fig.1. is given in Fig? where the sum density of
C‘v" and CV1 ions measured by means of a Schwol}
spectrometer during the start up phase is compared for
several couples of neighbouring discharges with the

...... RH—

'. as new uses ems t[a]

same lield programming but different “B. Fig.5 Estimate-sis of ac tinie beitavionr of tire Whig parameter
, , , and of tire t‘nnawayfraettan generation 1net" collision tune for

The larger Impurity content would be responsible M0 pulses at high (#395!) and tow (g: 3%?) ”a

for enhancing the plasma resistivity. especially in the
external region. due to both higher Zn“ and edge cooling caused by enhanced radiation losses (as confirmed by the

bolometer measurements in Fig. i]. in fact this could compensate for the lower edge electron temperatures otherwise

expected at high density. Faster processes of resistive diffusion+ moreover in a region close to that of magnetic field

reversal. Would then lead the current profile towards not fully relaxed. unstahle magnetic configurations, explaining

the high peak in the m=l magnetic mode energy and the achievement ofthe EFF at later times and higher {E}.
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Total Radiation Ernissivity Distributions in RFX

LMarrelli, P.lv[artin, Wil-

i
Padova Fusion Research Group ‘

(Euratom-Enea—CNR—Universita di Padova) I

Corso Stati Unid 4, Padova. Italy

This paper contains the results of a detailed survey of the total radiation emitted by

hydIDgB“ plasmas in the Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) configuration. The measurements have

hag“ taken with a 3 chords bolomeuic camera [11, housing miniaturiscd metal foil bolometers

[3] and installed on RFX [3], the highest current RFP experiment nowadays in operation

(major radius = 2 m, minor radius = 0.5 or. target plasma current = 2 MA). The steady state

profiles of the total radiation emissivity have been characterised in various operative conditions,

. during all the essential phases of the 1994t’1995 RFX experimental campaign [4], which was

dedicated to the investigation of two different current ranges: one between 0.5 and 0.? MA and

one between 0.8 and 0.95 MA. The plasma density was varied in the range between

Exlfilg and 1.2x103fi m'3.

The 8 chords bolometric camera was installed on a central porthole located at the bottom

of the RFX vacuum vessel; the lines of sight were arranged in a fan-like geometry covering 2H3

of the equatorial diameter. The outputs of the absolutely calibrated sensors are processed by

50 kHz carrier frequency amplifiers with a bandwidth of 1 kHz. The signals have been then

averaged over an interval of 10 ms. The various sources of experimental error are estimated to

give an uncertainty in the measurements of about i10%.
From the experimental values of the brightness f(pi,¢t), emissivity profiles of the form

gtrfi) = gem + g1(r)cos3 have been reconstructed by means of a generalised inversion

algorithm, since the geometrical lay-out of the chords allows to resolve only the m = 0 and

m = 1 (cosinusoidal) poloidal harmonics. For gem and gm)1 linear piecewise functions (see

fig.l) have been chosen. which depend on 4 parameters (the maximum of the cosinusoidal

component glmfl , the maximum of the m = 0 component gem}; , the value at the centre of the

m = (l component gem“: and the radial coordinate ct. of the knee). These parameters are

determined by a least-squares fit to the difference between the experimental Incas moments and

the values analytically computed on the basis of the model. The shape oflithis function was

suggested by preliminary indications that the total radiation in RFX usually comes from the

outer region of the plasma crossuseotion; this hypothesis has then been confirmed by the results

of the fit, as shown in fig.1. where a comparison of the reconstructed profiles with the

experimental brightness measurements is reported.
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The opted technique turns out to be quite effective in reproducing the experimental data
over the all range of RFX plasma horizontal shift. From the computed emissivity g(r,Et)l The

radial position, as, of the total radiation barycentre, defined-as x5 = 3r2 g1(r) drfz jar hair} (If.

can be determined. As shown in fig.2, this quantity proves to be well correlated with the _
plasma shift, not only contributing to reinforce the confidence in the model chosen for the _-'-
inversion algorithm, but also confirming that appreciable outward displacements of the plasma
column and the ensuing enhanced plasma-wall interactions correspond to higher edge radiation,

Irrespective of the detailed shape of the emissivity profiles, the total emitted pnwgr
increases sharply with the plasma density. This fact is evident from fig.3, which is a plot of
PYRAD versus HN, where PM}; is calculated integrating the reconstructed emissivity gtrfi} 1;}n-

the entire volume (in the hypothesis that this quantity does not depend on the toroidat
coordinate) and UN is defined as the total current divided by the linear electron density
{N = £323": r ne(r) (it). In the high density regime {low It'll), the ohmic input power Pghm rises

as well, but the relative importance of the radiative loss channel continues to grow. This
tendency is confirmed in RFX as can be seen in fig.4, where the ratio 7: PRAL'p’POhm is plotted

versus IfN. As Lr’N decreases toward its lower limit (UN e 1.3 10'14 A m for this set of RFX
data), the spread of the values of? becomes wider but on average the fraction of the input
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power which is radiated is larger (up to 40 %).
The dependence of the total emitted radiation on plasma purity has also been confirmed by

bolometric measurements, comparing the 7 ratio for reproducible discharges at various densities
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before and after boronization of the graphite first wall. After wall conditioning, the T values are
lower for similar levels of UN (see fig.5; each point is an ensemble average to better show the
trend) and therefore higher density regimes are accessible.

3.. Qiscussicmaarhnaushreigns
Approaching high density regimes, the total radiation emitted from RFX plasmas

increases decidedly in a barrier~like fashion, as shown in fig.3. It is still an open question
whether this trend of Past). can be associated with a radiation dominated density limit of the type
described in [5]. In fact, as it is evident in fig. theven at the lower L’N values the 7 ratio does
not exceed 0.4. This regime, where the best confinement performances are obtained [4], is not
strictly the one typical of radiation dominated discharges. Indeed it must be kept in mind that
these low levels of the y ratio cannot be ascribed to systematic errors in the measurements,
whose reliability is fairly good, since the bolometers have been calibrated absolutely and PM];
has been calculated, unlike on other RFP machines, on the basis of the measured emissivity
profiles. '

A possible explanation for the obtained results can be related to the presence of strong
local disturbances of the equilibrium magnetic field, normally interpreted as "locked modes”
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[5], which affect the RFX plasmas. These distortions have a typical toroidal extension ranging 1

between 20 and 40 degrees, where strong interactions with the first wall are observed. It is also

worth mentioning that these locked modes have been considered one of the main sources of the

. _ anomalous component of the plasma resistance,‘which adds to the Spitzer- like term and causes _

i- . an increase in the input power required to sustain the discharge. As a result, the Pant) values

' previously discussed, which refer to discharges where the disturbance was not located in front

* . of the bolometric camera and which are calculated under the hypothesis of toroidal symmetry,

2-2:... may constitute an underestimate, since a significant fraction of input power could be locally

radiated in the region where the locked mode is present [7].

A different estimate of y can be obtained by comparing the "toroidally symmetric" Paar) ‘

with the input ohmic power calculated from the helicity balance Pk = UtbjaB d‘v' [8], where

I is the plasma current, ti) the toroidal flux .and 11 the resistivity. In this relation a Spinner-like _

resistivity is assumed, experimental valuefis of n‘f are used and the profiles of J and B are

calculated with the PFM model. P}; is normally interpreted as the power needed to sustain a

I toroidally symmetric RFP configuration, including the contribution of the dynamo, and is the

value with respect to which the anomalous input power, due to locked modes and other local

effects, is calculated as Pan = Pohm - Pk. The ratio '31; = PRAD/Pk versus L’N is reported in figfi,

emphasising how, in the high density regimes, almost all of Pk is lost by radiation {the plot of

figfi includes shots of a reduced set, for which reliable values of nf are available; for this data

set, the values of T aim less than 30 9b). This confirms the robustness of the configuration with

respect to these losses since, even at relatively high levels of radiated power, no evidence of

disruptions, as those associated with the density limit in tokamaks, is observed.
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Studies of the Inn Heating in RF):
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Introduction - This paper summarises the ion temperature measurements recently carried out

on RFX in 600 he. discharges { Huge? (1019) m'3, llillI e To r: 350 eV and E) 31.45) aiming
in particular at the evaluation of the ion pressure, its contribution to the total B - the kinetic to

magnetic pressure ratio - and its anomaly level . in fact the assumption Te=Ti is not met in

Reversed Field Pinches (RFP) and Ti is often found anomalously high in various ohmically
heated experiments [1..10]. Generally Ti results to be sensitive to the pinch parameter E}
=Bg{a)!<Bz}. However, for a given, '3 value, variations in Ti have been associated also to

changes in the wall conditions [5] or in the shell resistivity [9]. Moreover Te and Ti often '
display the tendency to counterbalance, though uncoupled, in such a way that the total [3, for

given current to density ratios, remains fairly constant {5,9}. An attempt to explain such a
varied phenomenology was made in [91 where by means of a dimensional analysis it was
shown that Ta and Ti have an opposite dependence on. the velocity fluctuations.
The study of the ion temperature behaviour in RFX is based on the proton temperature data
collected by means of a 4 m long Time Of Flight (TOP) neutral particle analyser { l l] and on the
impurity ion temperatures measured by a 1.33 Czcmy-Tumer spectrometer equipped with a
2400 gfmm grating. The instruments observed the plasma along a diameter on the equatorial
plane in two different toroidal locations.
Results — The Doppler broadening of several chord integrated lines emitted by various
ionisation states of different impurities have been measured (See Table I).

Tablal In order to recover information on the impurity ion
ion MA) T's (EV) temperature profile a 1—D impurity diffusioncode has first

been used that, assuming a temperature profile of the type
0 VII 1623 175 Tg=T(D)(l-(rfa)4}, by simulating the experimental
£31 £2? 13% emissivities of the oxygen, carbon and boron lines,
B IV 1323 83 reconstructs their radial distribution. Finally, the average of
31“; £3; g?) the impurity ion temperature, weighted on the calculated
C III 229—; 45 emission profiles, has been computed, varying test ion
C1 1931 12 temperature profiles until a good agreement with the

esperirnental data has been found. Since the spectrometer
can typically observe one ionisation state at a time, ensembles of shots with comparable-Er}| and
UN (12 plasma current, N=<Hg}fi32) have been considered. It has been found that a
temperature profile of the type Ti=T(G)(l-(r{a)4) is adequate to fit the spectroscopic
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experimental data within 20 iii. In Table I the impurity temperature data are summarised far the
shots with UN comprised between 4 and 5 10'14 Am and (-31 21.45. In such situation1 the
central ion temperature results to be r": 190 ev. Fig. 1 shows the temperatures of the helium-like states as a function of EN. The temperatures increase with UN but their estimated profile,within the uncertainties of the method. does not change .

200 E'l'l'ITrI-I'ITITITTI-n . 0V” The hydrogen temperatures measured by thg
ten 2. n 0 CV TOP system are shown in fig. 2 versus IIN.

E Q 0! " EN Each triangle corresponds to an ensemhlgtoo .. a at NVI .. v. ~H 3 0. average over raw data, result of adtrect lit ofaE 149 ; £ it neutrals spectrum built by overlapping 40 time;i: 120 __ Q windows of 1.5 us taken in 20 ms during the
100 :— current flatwtop. The error bars show the,

: standard deviation. In order to deconvolve the
30 :' effects of possible opacity of the plasma on the

1 2 3 4 5 fl 3.. 3 escaping neutrals a numher of discharges have
. UN [10 ”'4 A m] been simulated by means ofa Monte Carlo ends

F191 that under a number of assumptions (electron
temperature and density profiles as well as the

neutral density at the edge are input to the code) simulates the emitted neutral spectra.
The simulation has been performed for a400 it Ti_mean [T'F'l'l'l'l'l‘l't'

‘5 Te_mean E number of shots at different HN and the
350 O “HUBER—MEAN H; ensemble averages are shown as open
300 f f i i % f —_ circles in Fig. 2: the central ion

3 250 % i § .3 temperature is statistically higher than
l-- 5 indicated by the "raw" data. In many

2m} 0 O a a -3 discharges, in particular at low UN , the
150 0 ¥ % % % F *5 shape of the neutral spectra is
100 } i } j characterised by the presence of a non

i..tr........r....r..”run“... Maxwellian tail whose origin will be
5 2 10-14 4 10-14 6 10-14 B 10-14 matter of future investigations but that

Fig. 2 IIN [A m] anyway hampers the determination of the
spectrum slope and therefore of the ion
temperature. As to the radial profiles. the

ones deduced by the Monte Carlo code analysis at low b’N agree fairly well with the fourth
power profile recovered by the impurity data, though sometimes a flatter profile. up to the
eighth power, appears more suitable. For comparison, Fig. 2 shows also the electron
temperature measured by the Si(Li) detector . The ion temperatures are typically lower than the
electron ones by a factor 2.13. The data have been used to evaluate the plasma fie. shown in
Fig. 3 as a function of UN. The points may be fitted by a curve proportional to (UN)“U~7.
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Discussion Impurity and hydrogen||11 HI: lll'l 'I.I'II llll II“ 110.15
temperatures are found to be comparable inmi

b

RFX. The temperatures of the various
impurities are a clear function the ion charge5

i.e. of the ionisation potential and therefore of
the impurity radial distribution, that depends
on the electron temperature and on the
transport processes. This confines that the ion
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as expected by the fast energy equipartition
lllliIIII-illllilllliilll I'll

31o"14 51aM v1e'l‘1 any“
Fig.3 ”MAW

rate between ions and impurities, according to
which the latter reach almost instantaneously a
temperature equal to the local ion temperature
in the RFX situation.

The resulting [33 values exceed 10% in the high density regime where the best confinement is

110'”

obtained and decays approximately with IiN'fl-l. Within the relatively narrow IfN range
explorfid and the experimental uncertainties electron and ion temperatures seem to have the same
dependence with UN. We just mention the presence of energetic ion tails especially at high
densities: a careful analysis of the spectra as well of the experimental technique is to be
performed in order to understand the mechanism that originates the fast ions and to evaluate the
contribution of these particles to the energy content.
The ion temperature is only slightly lower than the electron one, in contrast with the fact that in
ohmically heated RFP's only electrons absorb directly energy through Coulomb collisions.
Ions are energetically uncoupled from electrons, due to an energy equipmtition time ( several
ms) long in comparison with the ion energy confinement time, that is of the order of the global
energy confinement time ( 14.5 ms in RFX). To explain this phenomenon of anomalous ion
heating. we compare our experimental findings with two different theoretically derived ion
heating terms. The first was proposed in [12] and is based on viscous ion heating. while the
second one [13] results from the model of a plasma in a stochastic magnetic field.
The time evolution of ion temperature can be written in a simple way as:an “I“ (.t)j = ifc (Tell) ' Ti(t))"":F+Pion l1}

1
where visa is the electron-ion equipartition rate. IE1 is the ion confinement time and Pion is the

input heating power. Following [12]: Pion = A rfl ri {Tn an“?
where A is an arbitrary enhancement factor, tji is the ion-ion collision time. ”tn is the classical
resistivewdiffusion time. b the normalised magnetic fluctuation level and f the so called "dynamo
efficiency". Instead using the results of [13]: ' Pion = — ZeErJi where
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JizDst'd—FHiF *“i
1l2_ -[m] 313; ... E neg. is

1
mi Ti r edrn 3‘2 dr

[3st being the stochastic magnetic diffusivity and El- the ambipolar electric-field. Note that the
total work of this field on the plasma (electrons and ions) is zero. The various gradients are
approximated in our 0-D approach by typical decay lengths. The electron temperature is
assumed to be a given function of time in accordance with experimental measurements. The
result of the integration oq.(l) is given in Fig. 4(a,b) for the two ion heating tel—mg

- We note that the viscous term. considered in the
present simulation 50 times the classical value
(A=5{J). is not able to sustain the ion temperature
at later times. while it gives a non negligible,
contribution initially. The ambipolar term instead
can efficiently heat the ion. The rate is obviously
largely influenced by density and temperature

i? Ln=LT=at2 gradients. The temperature evolution of Fig. 4
gmflm) ..._ is not influenced if the ion temperature is

one not one one Ill evolved in time coupled to an analogous energy
Fig. 4 equation for an impurity species.

Conclusions — Ion temperatures in 600 kA RFX discharges are typically 2l3 of the electron
one. [59 is confirmed to be of the order of 10 fill: at low UN (5 2 l[} '14 Am} and decays
proportionally to (EN) “0-7". The ion heating does not depend on the ion masses: the various
(light) impurities and the hydrogen ions have. approximately the same temperature. Ti is anyway
anomalous . i.e. higher than expected from equipmtition between ions and the ohmicaliy heated
electrons. A simple preliminary GHD approach suggests that an ambipolar electric field in the
plasma could be effective in heating the ions. This mechanism would also qualitatively explain
the apparent balance between Ti and Te mentioned in the introduction. A viscous term could
contribute to the ion heating mainly in the initial phase of the discharge with minor effects
during the sustainment phase.
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SOME FEATURES OF NEUTRON RADIATION AND
D'EUTERON BEAMS GENERATION IN A PLASMA

FOCUS WITH THE FLAT ELECTRODE GEOMETRY

. N.V.Fiiippoy, T.I.Filippoya, MAKaral-tin, V.I.Krauc
INF, RRC “Kurchato'l.F Institute”, 123132, Moscow, Russia

J.R.Brxosito, ].S.Brxosko
Compton RdtD Laboratories, 1500 Hudson St., Heboken, NJ fl'itlfii}, USA

Abstract. When Filippoy-type plasma focus is tired in the “current sheath run-away
mode” (CSRAM) in pure Ar (low pressure gas filling) and with Ta anode insert, signifiu
cant neutron yield'is observed. Experimental tests lead to conclusion that D(d,n)3He
reaction isthe neutron origin. 0* from anode (deuterium occluded Ta) are accelerated
and impinge the limiter above the anode that is covered with Ta (also 13 - occluded)
deposited during preyious discharges.
Introduction. Presented work has been carried in the frame of a broad study program of
the plasma focus (PF) physics and technology. This research is related to low-pressure
discharges, which differ in physical phenomena when compared to the high-pressure
discharges leading to dense plasma focus regime [1, 2]. At the low pressure of the filling
gins, discharges lead to the so-called “current sheath run-away mode” [3}. The contrac-
tion of the current at the electrode axis is not accompanied by compression of the
plasma, and the current sheath slides along the electrode surface at low angles. PF with
Filippoy type electrodes, operating in this regime emits hard X-Rays, HXR [4] as well as
intense, MeV's ion beams of gas and anode material origin [5, 6].
It was found that for anode with a central tantalum (Ta) insert, discharges in pure ar-.
gon (Ar) following these in deuterium (D) are accompanied by the emission of rela-
tiyely strong neutron pulses. The paper presents a set of experiments aiming to extract
the information used in finding the origin of this neutron production phenomenon.
Experiment and Results. Experimental set-up is shown in Fig. l. PFE~m achine used for
this experiment is plasma. focus with Filippoy—typc electrodes operating in the CSRAM
regime, at capacitor bank energy W=50 kl (14 kV, 0.3 Torr of Ar). The experiments in
pure argon were performed after saturation of the discharge chamber elements with
deuterium by means of the deuterium puffing into the preliminarily - evacuated (down
to "rifle-Torr) chamber for a long time. The preparatory series of discharges were also
done in pure deuterium. '
Typical nentron yield (Ar gas filling. only) is Yn e: 3- 10?. Identification of the neutron
source position is based on tests done with: (a) ”silver counter” (Ag-GM) and (b) fast
plastic scintillator (NEIUZ) working in “current mode” as time-«of—flight (ToF) sensor.
Comparison of Agv-GM readings for detector in different axial positions is in
conformity with the assumption that the neutron source is located at the surface of the
limiter which seals the-flat andl'or extended chamber. This test also excludes near-anode.
zone as potential emitter. Test with N'EIOZ was done with detector at L = 2.5 m base
(normal to PFE symmetry axis). Different segments of chamber were shielded with a
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20 cm thick moderator (CHfln attached onto the chamber. For this Partial”
arrangement it was found that the neutron signal is reduced more than by the Order it

magnitude, when NEH];
can not “see” a when
limited by Rs3flcm and e
(Z: - 4cm) 5 Z a Z],
The .fflllOWlilg Hem
production scenario
been verified:
(a) Neutrons are produced-
in [)(d. n)3i-le reaction-
(h) The source of (ii-“ville:
rium is Ta, well know
occludant that can absorb
hydrogen up to hydrogen
tantalum atomic ratio 0f
ca. 0.75 [7]. In fact it Was
observed that till satura-

Fig.1. Experimentciset-up. #i is the anode with To insert (#2); tion of the Tit-anode-
#3 ti #3 are the cathode and chamber white with Al limiter (#5); ' insert and the Ta
#4 is the insulator; #6 is the cylindrical extetwicn on the chamber deposited on tin-11151.3 (by
{closed by At limiter at the end) mounted for some of discharge prgyjoug discharges), [31 15
series; #3’ is the estimated Age-GM Mitt-”Gt! COMPETE? (99539!“ rapidly absorbed in theMutter counter wrapped in thin Ag fort and surrounded by flhfllnfljerI with the rate
{CHZJH moderating medium and covered with Cd), mounted outv exceeding 100 cm3imin {D
side the chamber at distance H from the limiter; #it) is the at STP); 1

transients.stat tastes ”*9” " '3 a mm ..' acceleration is related with
surface processes in the contact zone of a plasma current sheath with the anode. As a
result of explosive anode surface evaporation. the discharge current disconnection by a
vapour interlayer takes place. In strong electric field emerging in this case the accelers.
tion of charged particles occurs, reproducing the current conductivity. In this case, both
the ions of an anode material (Ta [6]) and those of the deuterium absorbed in it are
involved into the acceleration process; ..
(d) Condition for acceleration of relativistic electrons and fast ions occurs at the same '_ .j
instant; i ..
(e) Accelerated I}t ions bombard the limiter (containing Ta with occluded D2) inducing .
D(d, n)3He reaction. .. .
Some results are shown in Fig. 2-4. Traces of ToF experiment (see Fig. 2) reveal twe
pronounce signals. The origin of those signals was defined by setting alternatively
Pb (15 cm) andior (CH1). (20 cm) slabs in front of NEIUZ. Pb shielding eliminated the
first signal (indication of HXR), while (CH2). discarded the second one (indication of
fast neutrons). 13+ ion energy. Ea. has been calculated from the equation for the
measured delay time between maxima of HXR and neutron pulses, AT:

L l LbT=TflH1FmFDl—Tmflfimmz . + —m 1- U C ) ( ) 133-10915? seeming; c 0

Titan

has

J.

_s
_l-
i
g

i
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where: [E11] 2 [Ba] = MeV. [AT] = 51 L and i are the flight paths of neutrons and ions,
[aspectivelm [L] = [i] = cm, _
Eq- } relies on speclai feature of 13021. n)3He reaction Le. energy of neutrons emitted at
900 to the D+ beam direction does not depend on D“ energy,

LG
0.9 i b
0.8't
OJr
0.6it
ear
“.4“ 1

new
6.2m
0.1'
0,9, tee-fit :

mm
FIN-II— 2.5 Mflv

Neutrons

NJ:
I:

Nn
[m

m
]

Fig. 2. Characteristic signni structures from the NEED? readings for different PF - detector
arrangements." to) L = 0.28m, i E 0.22 m; (b) L = 2.5 m, i = 0.22 m: (c) L = 2.5 m,
0.45 g i g {1?} m. For presentation purposes moximo of HXR anti neutron components were
normoiiaeo’ to the some rotates. Time seats is 100 as per division.

Analysis of a broad series of shots (see Fig. 3) retiree] while D‘t effective energy alters in
the range of0.l Me"? 5 Ed 5 0.6 MeV, width of HXR and neutron signals remain close
to their average values. i.e. FW1” = 32 ns and FWiDvif = 4311s. For experiment with
the chamber extension, FWHMu is about 100 ns and decreases gradually (when
extending tube is covered with moderator) to about 45m when only the tube limiter
remains in View of NEIOZ.

HMO 20o
n n ' u m ’15“ L"

E: an a a u Ill-nut! u an II II 10's..” ulfin a

a. '“n u n u D n 'i u 140 E
h- n n a n a a nu" “ i120 H
3% too '* “ . use a
g - irafl :

N *1” 1' “ . 'ififl ‘3
3 ¥‘.u * t. +*1**+**+:+:** +++1+*"‘+:t 0‘ t'... i4!) g

i ll. - i' ' ' .-"'. n .l- " '1 ' l. ' '20 E

10 i U
D 5 it} 15 2t} 25 50, 35 40 4-5 50

CONSECUTIVE SHOT HUHBER _
'3 I=223L=250: ' I=22tL=28: I l=22tL=350:
* 50<I<?3:L3250: ' FWHMHXR) * FWHtlutmnl)

Fig. 3. 19+ ion energy estimated from the time o'iflerenee ofHXR nnoT neutron moximo or measured
by NEIU2 scintt'iiotor (see Eq. i}. The uncertainty of tite estimates is sensed by subjectivity of
moximo definition and is within 20% error bar. Additionoiiy, the FWHM ofs'ignnis are shown.
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Relation between Ea. estimated from the data
time between HXR and neutron puises, and the
neutron yield in axial direction (0”), measured
by Ag-GM counter, Y“, is shown in Fig.4_
These data are compared with two limits of
deuterium target thickness, both in the
maximal occlusion state. The first model
assumes that a layer of Ta (D1 occluded) is 5,3,
thin that ‘0" energy: loses are negligible and Y“
is proportional to the reaction cross-section,
The second model considers thick Ta (D,
occluded) target and requires thick-target—vield
calculations. Y..(Ea) estimate is too steep to fit
the experiment. However, if one assume con-
servation of the total energy of all [3” ions in-
the beam (W = El,l -Y,, = coast) the experimen.
tal data well represented for W .. 3i] .i.

a EKFE Summary. At this early stage of the study the
following observation can be made:
(a) Timing of D+ signal is in conformity to pre— _
viouslv observed Ta and reiativistic electron
signals; (11) Energ}r of 13* ions remains quasi
constant during the signal as FWHMH does not

. depends on i; (c) The light ions (deuterons) as
“ii-Fifi“ {Vim ”GWEN” New” beam Emir“ well as-heavy ions(A1, Ta) lifted from the anode
(WM itnes). during the explosive evaporation are efficiently
accelerated, and what is very important for the further model considerations, alt kind
earn the same energy per nucleon (about 0,241.5 MeV). -

'"' THiH —“ THICK

Fig. 4. Dependence of neutron yieid
measured on tile axis by rig-GM counter
and energy of ions inducing Dt’ti, nJ’He
reaction. The curves represent variants of
thin target (dashed iine) as weii as thick
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SONANT DIOCOTRON INSTABILITY OF A WEJE ELECTRON LAYER IN
MAGNETIC GAPS OF MAGNETOELECTROSTATIC TRAPS

1. Ya. Gordienko, V. D. Yegorenkov

Kharkov State University, Svobody sq. 4, 310077, Kharkov, Ukraine

In magnetic gaps of a magnetoelectrostatic trap (MET) the noncompensated electron
layer consists of travelling and trapped electrons (Gordienko 1. Ya. et a1. (1992)). The space
electron charge in magnetic gaps causes the development of the diocotron instability (DI)
nbgerved in single-slot and multi-slot MET. Levy R. H. (1965) has constructed the DI theory
for the oscillations propagating across the magnetic field. The low frequency long wavelength
DI has been shown to develop if the vacuum gap width exceeds the electron layer halfividth (
the electron layer is located symmetrically between ideally conducting walls), whereas in the
opposite case the electron layer is stable with respect to the excitation of these oscillations.
Gordienko I. Ya. et a1. (1933) have pointed out the importance of travelling electrons in the
development of the instability for the oscillations propagating at an angle to the magnetic field.
Davidson R. C. (1985) has shown that in the domain where the nonresonant instability for
waves propagating across the magnetic field is absent a resonant DI éan develop and he has
constructed the quasilinear theory for the electron layer with one of the edges touching the
conducting wall. ‘

This report gives the growth rate of the resonant low frequency DI for a wide electron
layer symmetrically located with respect to conducting walls (the nonresonant low frequency
long wavelength DI is absent in the parameter region considered). The waves propagating
across the magnetic field as well as oblique to it participate in the instability development.

We will consider the oscillations propagating strictly across the steady magnetic field
(Itz = 0).This case corresponds to the maximum of the DI growth rate and therefore it is the
most interesting one. The electron layer of the halfwidth A consisting of travelling and trapped
electrons occupies the region X] s: x <: x2 and is located symmetrically with respect to the
conducting walls. In this case the dispersion equation for low frequency oscillations
(to «is: to,1 ,mc w lelB/mc) coincides with the dispersion equation obtained in [2]

sh[2k,a(1+ 5)]
-2k,nsh[k,s(2 + 5)]shlk,ns) + sh(2k,a)sh2(k,as)}, (1)

mi, {kfisishplqan + 5)] —

u I. . .. a . I 2 1d2'where k), is the wave vector pl’DJBCtlDll on the drift direction, top = (dne n/rn) ,
q : top/mm 6 = xl/h.

It has been shown that in the long wavelength limit kyd <<: 1 the nonresonant DI
occurs if '
5 3-1 with

(3%:m 2_ 2
’ 1+5 " .U
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We will consider the case of a wide electron layer when 3 Si and the nonresonant DI does
not occur. However, as it has ‘oeen shown in [4], the excitation of a weaker resonant D1 is
possible then. In our case the expression for the growth rate has the form

a '3 an
{i} = TE ism (xsi) Eix=x‘

2 slet-hen ivlxgll |ath(x.)|_
(on—k Ate q)2 —(oH-it 1:1q1* P x P

where n is the density profile, the letter i denotes the dispersion equation root number

T (3)

lfitph(x)|'1s the Fourier component modulus of the electrostatic potential 12,- is the resonance

layer coordinate determined from the equation
m— k vD(x,) =0, (4)

here vD(xL,)= £12 to ”(x -xfl), xfl is the electron layer centre coordinate. It follows from
(4) that
351.2 = an i it x (5)

2(11,11) sh[2k,a(1+ 5)] — 2k,ssh[k,a(2 + 5)]sh(k,a5) + 511(2k,a)shE (1:95)}
a_ (km) sh[sk,a(1+ 5)]

In the long wavelength limit kydt {at 1 for 5 S 1 we have
1 __ 5 1ft. '

x = x -A mm . 651,2. 11 [1 + 6] i )

In the short wavelength limit lazy/.1 )1:- 1 and 3 «is: we obtain

1: x 1 I (T)-s]., 2 I] i 2115,33

The plus and minus signs correspond to different oscillation branches. Thus the resonant iayers
occupy the regions

_ 132
KB +fi[¥] S X51 "5: 32.,

1,01
x1 s: x524_. xflwoG—Ig] .' (8)

For an example, we take the plasma profile in the region x2 — Ah ix *5. x2 (a1, is the
density nonuniformity width) in the form I

11(3) = I11] + flab-[X - [X2 _ “Eb"J]: I (9)

where n“ is the average value of the electron layer density, 11111, is the density nonuniformity
value. We obtain then from (3) that
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2511b
fivblx )

t1} _. it i 51 3h . (2]

l2 Il “wan. swat “flea
(me-113m )2 ( +k he )2ir rq m r Pq

r example, for long wavelength oscillations with k321i; «is: 1 and 6 $1 we get

= o. (10)

Fo
an a 52:0 q

Tn] = W h Wlkyifi" .L’Z P. 3:2 I (11)

Ha the (he) (1+5)
and the applieabilitv oondition of the linear approximation (to so: 7) has the form

2 Em At# a; 99 41:5 u—Rfl. ('12)
1+ 3 nfl db

For oharaoteristie MET parameters B=l .7T, on = 5 - 1011 rim-3 the development time of the

resonant DI oomprises T "t 200 Its whereas for the plasma production” with eleetron injeotion

its 41:115. Therefore the resonant DI has enough time to develop already at the initial stage

and it ean influence the process of plasma accumulation in MET. For the oseillations

propagating oblique to the steady magnetio field for a wide eieetron layer there is possible the

exeitation of the two-stream and slipping instabilities [5].
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Fig. 1. Mutual loeation of the eleetron layer and conducting walls: 1 is

vacuum gap, 2 is the electron. layer, 3 is the conducting well.
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‘ Principles of D-3He fusion.

V.l.i{hvesyak, 11V. Semencv, A.N.Lyakhcv

Moscow Banman State Technical University, ier Engineering institute

I. INTRODUCTION.
Nowadays, the fusion community is facing the problem of reducing

research and development studies. The key is that from the last results one can

see, that “classical” D-T fusion cycle has no real advantages over fission, neither

in fuel capability (lithium resourses are estimated for 20000—301300 years, the

same as pure uranium for fast breeders), nor in radiation safety [l].The only one
way to us is to revise our views, and center ourselves on developing
environmentally safety, non—radioactive fusion, based on a D-3I—Ie fuel with no

neutrons and radioactive nucleuses.

DJE-E~He§a-—>He:+pll+1?.6M:}B (1}

In this work we present our results on kineticfpower balances

investigation for this reaction and formulate physical principles of obtaining the

highest available power efficiency in cycle (I) together with environmentally

safety.

11. MA’t‘HEMATICAL MODEL. _

Early estimations [l] have shown that postive power output from the

magnetized Dill-Ia plasma could be run under the fullfilment of the following

requirements:

TM : TD 2 T”, = fit]...9[l ke‘v’ {2)

pi 2 Erin Qgiri’lll (3)

Pre- ‘92 MWiM-i (4)

Here Pm“ [Wiser-i] is fusion powering. - extra heating power, necessary to obtain

the given TM, value. The fig values must be large enough ( B}; ~ [L4 {1.9 ) to

reduce cyclotrone radiation losses. The last condition reduce our choice of a

confinement system to tandem mirrors and FRCs.
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1: ' we use kinetic equations in form [2,3]:
. , 5 5 .1flcfiéj+fiil+nsu e)
a: 5! N, Eat ,,

where: f, (:2 ,r',t) - distribution fucntion of protons, ot-particles, T, 3He : S, -

5f . .
sourse term, Lfl-losses term. 5: - Fokker-Plank collisional operator,

FF

. . . 5}; . .
desribtng Coulomb scaterrmg and ,3, - Boltsman collisional operator,

3

describing nuclear elastic scaterring. We complete the system of equations with

balance equations: '

tt(l.5a,,T,,)
_ tit

15am
(TEL:-

7; - electron temparature, QM - power transfered from "b" to "a", Q’Mr -

+ ZQF—e _ dflrqHfleflnP a)

radiation losses, t,_,_, - mirror confinement time, 1,, .. radial confinement time.

We consider fuel and electrons as equilirium species with Maxwell

distribution, thus complete the system with particle balance equation and

quasineitrality condition:

a .[fi—u]. s 7
rz't fl “ 1,, r,, a { )

do, ’2 tip, 8
of: _ , *3 d: U

ULRESULTS.

At first we calculated power efficiency with no radial transport (1,, —> oo)

(Fig.1). It is clear that 0,, a... not exceed 1.3 and, so, condition (3) are not

fulfilled. Then we carefullyr studied the influence of radial transport on ,,,

Fand ,u, , under the assumption that 1,, is the same for all plasma species. On

Fig.2 results are presented, where r,,=2[) sec, £33110. F, 39:53". There exists the

optimum value of t,,, delivering maximum of Q”, [2].

But condition {3) is still not completed. The reason is that in the whole ,3;

value_t"usiot_1 products take nearly the half, thus decreasing fuel beta and fusion

power. This allow us to formulate strictly another criteria: D-3He fusion can not

produce enough power without ash pumping [1,2].
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The method has been developed for the selective ions pumping from an

axisymmetric magnetic field [4] based on the using of weak external magnetic

fields, varying in time with drift ftequencies. The pumping process takes place 1n

a selected energy regions different for alpha-particles and p1otons.We have

found out pumping parameters, that allow to obtain very high values for a F,

(Fig-3")- Thev are: pumping region:_30{}u400 iteV, width of region: S-IDU ke‘v’.

pumping time - (LUZ see. This time can be achieved within the magnitude of

perturbation field 1.2% front the main one. Ash pumping strongly, modifies

power balance, with reducing radiation losses, transport of fuel ions into the

loss—cone and extra heating requirements. .

Also the precense of fusion products with non—equilibrium distribution

functions might cause the excitation of kinetic electromagnetic instabilities, thus

leading to increasing losses of heating. This problem also has been studied. It.

. was found out, that both Alfven and Fast waves would be excited. The growth

rates here are in order larger than in .D-T cycle, namely yzfl.025...0. 0351213: (here

:25,- ~deiteriurn gvroi‘requencv). The realistic ways of supression are: (a) reducing

plasma radius; (b) increasing plasma beta. up to flg=ft9i The last we},r is much-
.1'11' + . . I

more attractive, because of the increasing of 1'3 F, with fig.
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Kinetic Stability of DJHe plasma in the central cell of tandem mirror

A.N.Lyakhov, v.1.Khvesyuk

Moscow Bauman State Technical University. Power Engineering Institute

I. MATHEMATICAL MODEL.

Before it was pointed out, that the only one way for controlled fusion to
outperform future fission technolog' {namely fast breeders). is to use D-BHe fuel cycle.

In this reaction there is no radioactive waste: so it is ensirorunentally safety and it does,-

not impose heavy demands to the material‘of the first wall {1]. But the requirements to

the plasma parameters [2} restrict our choice of confinement system to tandem mirrors

and FRCs. The first one is well developed now. ivII-ID stability is obtained and high

plasma parameters have been obtained in last years [3], very close to these on ill-years

before roltamalts. So to formulate necessary condition to D—iHe fusion in tandem

mirror we are to study not only the classical balances [2]. but also the question of

plasma stability in reactor regime with consideration for high ,8values and finite size.

We restrict our attention to electromagnetic microinstabilities. driven in the

tandem mirror central cell [where fusion itself occurs) by the hot fusion products:

alpha-particles and protons. These ashes have non—equilibrium distribution functions in

velocity space. due to the precence of loss-cone and slight influence of plasma potential

on their confmement. We concern lowufi'equency limit @5325, where Q: - deiteriuni

gyrofrequeney. in this limit there are three wave branches - Alfi'en wave. Fast

magnetosonic wave and Hybrid TWave= with [Egret-'- flay.

Mathematical model used is in general the same as in [5}. The differences are:

the inclusion of plasma potential. the taking into account of all components of dielectric

tenzor H in all harmonies. the replacement of analytical expressions for H with Bessel

functions espantion by strictly numerical evaluation. _

The following assumptions have been accepted. The central cell is conceived as

a longless sharp-boundary plasma cylinder of radius .rjfl. surrounded by a conductive

wall at radius r3. Vacuum magnetic field Bar-1.7T. Diamagnetie depression is taken into

accountb’ 3 2 BL. .v-‘l -— ,8. To obtain the growth rate ofa given wave branch one must

at first calculate the radial profiles of an eigenmode with given azimuthal m and radial e



Wavenumbers, and then calculate the growth rate through the coupling coeffisients of

plasma-wave interaction [4]. In eigenmode calculation we consider cold plasma consists

of only fuel ions and electrons. Then the dielectric tenzor of hot plasma was calculated.

with non-equlibriurn distribution functions of fusion products obtained from well-

known solution of Fokker-Plank equation through espantion in Legandre series. The

modification of the loss-cone by plasma potential was also taken into acoount. At least

the growth rate was calculated using the following expression [4]:
F
p 3"? rH“I . 3 as

‘f : [WIFE *K ' 'E 5- J-rdrE .E‘ ' E ”:1

Here superscn'pts .-I and H notes anti-Hermitian and Hermitian parts of

dielectric tenzor It" respectiveljt'i where summation over all plasma species is taken place.

The distribution functions of fuel ions and electrons were assumed Maxwellian.

[L RESULTS,
From the first series of calculations it was obtained. that in the central cell of D-

3He tandem mirror reactor Alfven and Fast wave branches would be unstable. The

most unstable are modes with m=-l (asimuthal mode amber) and n-—tJ (radial mode

number). Typical growth rates are in order greater than in D—T plasma [Fig.1]. So the

operation of such a reactor is under question, because of strong instability. which in

turn will cause losses of fusion products and so reducing of plasma heating by alphas

particles and protons thus increasing requirements to extra heating system.

We tried to fmd how to suppress such instabilities. There are the following

ways:

(a) reduce ash‘s partial beta; (b) reduce 1u'acuutn magnetic field; (c) reduce plasma

radius; (d) increase plasma beta. Our calculations show, that instabilities disappear only

when ash‘s partial beta tends to zero. This is no way, because-we practically artificially

create conditions of pure heating in the same was? as it results from the precense of

unstable waves. Then, we can not reduce magnetic field; because of the properties of

D—SHe reaction [1]. [3'a ( c} and (d) methods are noteworthy. The reducing of plasma

radius causes the suppression of instabilities (Fig.2). Though this leads to sufficient

decreasing of the whole power output, it could be compensate by the increasing of

reactor length. The most appreciable way is to increase plasma beta up to the level of
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. I 095 or more. Here all unstable modes are heavily damped (Fig- 3.4), and power

‘ effiGifinW of- D-SHe reaction does not reduce.

'11 CONCLUSION 2 .

EK’e-‘adti another one criteria to the conception of D—BHe fusion. In order to

avoid the excitation of electromagnetic plasma nzicroitlstabiiities in the tandem mirror

central cell. and respectively anomalous losses of fusion products and so pure plasma

heating. we must either reduce plasma radius or increase plasma beta. To our mind the

135; way is the most acceptable for the future low—radioactive D-3He fusion reactor.
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Characteristics and Mechanisms of Hot Initial Plasma Creation

in the End System of AMBAL—M

T.D. Althmetov, ED. Bender, VJ. Davytlenko, {3.1. Dimov, MEG. Igoshin,
AA. Kabantsev, VB. Reva, EEG. Soltolov, S.Yu. Taskaev

Eudker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia

Experiments on MHD stabilization by high pressure plasma in a conducting shell have been

planned at the end system of the completely axisymmetric ambipolar trap AMBAL—M Ii]. The 139331-

bility exists of creating a hot ion population in the end mirror by neutral beam injection and a hot

electron population by doublesi‘tequency ECR heating [2]. The peribt'ntanee of the proposed experi.

merits demands high electron temperature of the initial plasma to eliminate significant energy transfer

from hot particles to plasma electrons. At the present time the initial plasma. with high electron teln.

perature is obtained. The plasma in the end system has the electron temperature ~50 e‘v', ion tempera.

ture ~200 e‘.’ and density web-1012 cm“3 [3|.

For creation of hot initial plasma, a plasma stream with the developed low-frequency turbu-

lence is used. The paper considers the main mechanisms providing creation of the hot initial plasma,

Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the experiment. The plasma stream is generated by an annular gas,—

diseharge source, placed in the region before ‘the entrance throat. Duration of the discharge currem

Figure 1. Scheme of' initial plasma creation in the end system.

pulse is 1.3 ms. The presence of the transverse electric field is an essential feature of the plasma stream

generated by the source. This electric field is responsible for development of Kelvin-Helmholtz insta~
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bility with a broadband frequency spectrum of electrostatic oscillations which lead to stochastic ani-
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sotropic ion heating. The plasma flowing from the plasma source with the density ~2-10'4 com" and
temperature of 10 e‘v’, is substantially heated downstream.
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The most crucial factor providing hot initial plasma creation in the end systent, is thermal insu-

lation which suppresses ltigh electron thermal conductivity between the mirror and the transporting

region With the purpose to elucidate the reasons of thermal insulation, we measured radial profiles of

mg plasma potential using probes in different cross-sections of the plasma. Fig. 2 shows distribution of

the plasma potential along different force lines of the magnetic field. From the presented distributions

it follows that for the periphery plasma,

thermal insulation is provided by the mini-

mum of the potential located in the en-

trance throat, which is a barrier for cold

electrons from the transporting region. The

minimum of the potential is caused by a

density decrease arising as a result of reflec-

tion of anisotropically heated ions from the

increasing magnetic field in the region of the

entrance throat. However, in the near-axis

plasma,-the' minimum of the potential is

absent in the region of the entrance throat

despite the drop in density.

The reason of thermal insulation at

the near-axis force lines is the presence of

Q V I fil’ fil— *I

too _ cg ' ,
HH- "'<:\4 H—Jr

M, “Hrs-G- —¢.._..-+ /*" 3"~:t‘1‘=.so.-;/
a t

”don-{taJrfl,-
2 ,cr” - _

has - ,r’ W
”JrW,

1

-2fl0 ’- I L - 4;

uses see —1oo fl gem
Figure 2. Longitudinal distributions of plasma poten-
tiai.‘ 1—- on the axis, 2&— on the field line of radius
equal to [15 of the gas-discharge channel radius, 3—
on the field line of the gas-discharge. channel, 4w at
the periphery.

the longitudinal electron current of 1—2 kA, due to the escape of a part of the discharge current along

the magnetic field. irtto the plasma of the end system and because of transverse ion losses in the trans-

porting region. With a magnetic probe made in the form of a small cell located in an insulating boron

nitride shroud, the azimuthal magnetic field has been measured in different cross—sections. Current

density radial profiles determined from these

measurements and mapped along magnetic

field lines to the plane of the plasma gun, are

presented in Fig. 3. in the beginning of the

transporting region the longitudinal current

has an annular structure, then compresses to

the axis, and in the entrance throat the inner

cavity becomes filled. The interpolated our-

the

e lflfl Monti, the measured plasma density
n =5 2.1011 cm'3,

-rent density in entrance. throat is

and therefore, the stream

velocity of the electrons is of order of
v,,- e 3403 cmfs which corresponds to the
energy of 25 'eV. The stream velocity of the
electrons 'in the threat is larger than the

3", cm
Figure 3. Radial profiles of longitudinal electron
current density. Curve 1 corresponds to a: -243 cm,
2 +- a=-168 cm, 3 «-— 2“ +25 cm, and 4 w s= +l68
cm. Black rectangle denotes gas-discharge channel of
the plasma gun
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thermal velocity, and this eliminates heat transfer from the mirror to the transporting regign due to

thermal conductivity. _

With a set of probes we have studied electrostatic oscillations originating in the plasma gr the

end system during operation of the plasma source. These oscillations with a broad SPECtI‘um‘lgfl'd to

stochastic transverse ion heating. Fig. 4 shows the measured power spectrum of oscillations. Due can

see that the spectrum consists of two parts — the low-frequency, below 200 kHz and the high.

$60 $09
0.1 I g r “-394 . I I I —-_-1———-—...__

0.08 -‘ (3,003.. _,

0.05 "a
0.002_ _

0.04 ‘
' 0.001—

0112 .. ‘

0 _l I 0 . | ' ‘- —_._____
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j; kHz f. kHz -

Figure .4. Power spectra of electrostatic oscillations;

frequency one. The source of oscillations in the low-frequency region is Kelvin-Helmholtz instability,
and the peaks on the presented spectrum correspond to separate azimuthal modes. An interesting pg-

culiarity of development of the instability in the plasma of the and system is that the odd azimuthal

modes with m=1, 3, 5 are predominating which amplitudes are an order of magnitude larger than the

amplitudes of the even modes with m=2, .4. The originof oscillations in the high~freouency portion of

the spectrum is related with the noise of current loops in the plasma source. Thedischarge current is

divided into the separate current loops corresponding to separate cathode spots having a finite lifetime. “

Collapse of a separate spot canses an increase of a voltage drop across the other loops, and since a I

portion of the loops are completed through. the plasma of theend system, its potential fluctuates.

Thus, the plasma source is a “white noise” generator in the frequency hand up to etc,- and, although

the power in the high-frequency region of the spectrum is moderate, its presence is important for pro—

viding stochasticity of lteating, because it ensures effective phase mixing. ..

Development of oscillations in the plasma causes enhanced diffusion. An integral diffusion i

coefficient of the plasma in the transportn region determined from the rate of change of the radial

plasma density profile, D as 2-105 cmlfs. Local measurements of the radial flux associated with the

electrostatic transport, based on probe measurements of the azimuthal electric field and density fluc-

tuations, provide the mentioned value of the dii‘fhsion coefficient. At the same time, the presence of

the longitudinal electron current is accompanied by fluctuations of the radial magnetic field with the i

‘amplitude up to 5 Gs and the spectrum correlating with the low-frequency portion of the spectrum of

electrostatic oscillations. Simultaneous local measurements of fluctuations of the radial magnetic field

and density showed that the magnetic transport occurs in the frequency range from 8 to 12 kHz and
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the value of the corresponding dill‘usion coeffrciehtsis Urge 1.5-1'114 c-mz/s.‘ It should be noted that the

“5,3 or the turbulent plasma. stream for creation of the initial plasma in the end system does not cause

wusiderabIe transverse energy lessee. At a power of longitudinal heat losses to the end plasma receiver

0f the semicusp of order [[19 kW, the measured power of transverse losses to. the limiting diaphragm in

the mirror is less than 1 kW.

As the plasma stream flows, populations of trapped ions ahd electrons are- created in the mir-

ran Creation of the populations is provided by the _capture of particles from the streams flowing

through the mirror. Measurements at the end plasma receiver of the semicusp show that an ion current

of .441} A flows through the mirror. Transition from the passing ions into the trapped ones occurs

because of the increase of the pitch-angle as a result of Coulomb scattering and because the transverse

energy rises .during stochastic heating by electrostatic oscillations. Considerations-show that the influ'

cues of these factors is roughly the same and ~39 A must be trapped into the mirror. The estimated

value of the trapping agrees with the amount of losses from the mirror measured from the rate of

plasma decay, which is close to the classical one._ Electrons in the mirror are confined in a potential

well of depth are ~ ETgXe ~ 1130 e‘v’. According to the Pastukhov formulas [4], the losses of the trapped

electrons from the mirror are estimated at ~3llfl A, and the power carried by the electrons is ~35 kW.

Trapping of electrons into the mirror, compensating the losses, _is provided by scattering and decelera—

tion of electrons from the stream flowing along the mirror and can be easily explained by classical

processes. Estimates show that while passing through the mirror, the current-carrying electrons from

the stream scatter through the angle ~93, lose their energy of ~31) eV and as a result of reflection from

the potential barrier of the exit throat, a part of the flowing stream is captured into the mirror. The

power that is transferred to the electrons trapped in the mirror from the hot ion population is about

mil. kW, and the power-transfer to the trapped electrons from the passing electron stream is ~39 kW.

Thus, _the presence of the longitudinal current maintains high electron temperature. As a whole, the

classical behavior of the mirror trapped particle populations, is significant for successful accomplish—

ment of the planned experiments on injection of powerful neutral beams and RF heating.

The work was carried out at the AMBALwM facility with financial support from the Russia

Ministry of Science.
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Introduction
The Extrap-T2 (former OHTE) toroidal reversed—field pinch in Stockholm started operation

in spring -94. it is equipped with a resistive shell, and pulse lengths of up to 13 ms are now
achieved. The main aim is to study pulses with lengths many times longer than the shell field
penetration time. The vacuum vessel wall is covered by carbon tiles and lack limiters. The
major radius is 1.24 m, minor radius is 13.18 m [1, 2].

The still not completely understood high ion energies, and the origin of ion heating in
reversed~field pinches and related confinement schemes (ag. spheromaks} are under investi-
gation both experimentally[3], and theoretically [4, 5]. Yoshida points out [5, 7] that several
heating schemes can give anisotropic ion temperatures {Tell 365 Tie. {anisotropic energy trans-
fer faster than heat isotropisation time scales). This has been investigated in Extrap-T2 by
probing O4+Doppler line broadening perpendicular and tangential to the magnetic field lines.

Another effect seen in many RFP‘s is toroidal and poloidal rotation of the plasma[8, 9],
Toroidal rotation is thought to contribute to stability, especially against wall-locking of MHD
modes. It has been seen in other RFP‘s, for instance at MST, that a continuously increasing
rotation could get interrupted, or even reverse direction, during sudden bursts of MHD activity
during this event. The ion temperature also increased {81.13}! examining the momentum—
balance equation one can see that a not flow [poloidaly’toroidal rotation in a toroidal device]
can be caused by, for instance, ion diamagnetic drift due to density gradients and by a radial
electric field via the E x B force. Viscosity dependence appears in the pressure tensor, which
implies that sheared flow is important. 1velocity fluctuations contribute to the “MHD dynamo"
via the component {tr X E} in the time averaged local Ohm‘s law[8, 9]. The Ml—ID dynamo
is important in RFP‘s because it sustains the reversed field configuration against resistive
diffusion by continuously generating toroidal field. Also the dynamo magnetic fluctuations are
thought to preferentially heat ions.

Experimental
Two ports. one perpendicular, and one tangential to the torus main axis have been used

for measurements of Doppler shifted and broadened spectral lines in the visible and quarts-
UV wavelength region. The toroidal angle between the intercept points of the line—oilsights
(LUS’s) through these ports with the plasma center is 102 degrees (2.2 meters). Fibers guide
light to two high-resolution spectrometers (focal lengths 1.0, 1.5 m, gratings 2400, 1130 tfrnm).
Two spectral line detection systems at the exit slits have been used at two different periods:
Arrays of 8 PM tubes positioned after magnifying cylindrical lenses, or an optical multichannel
analyser (OM31. Time resolution is 15 ,ttE for the PM arrays, and down to 1.2 ms for the OMA.
The PM arrays were used for determining T,- anisotropy androtation change during one and
the same shot. When using the OMA, the fibers from the tangential (1|) and perpendicular (L)
LOS‘s were swapped for every second shot, giving 1",,” and rotation, and T;_J_ for every second
shot. Determination of zero rotation was made from the i LOS. Doppler shifts and widths are
computed by least-square linefitting [for the OMA described in ref. [10]} and. by extracting the
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first. and second moment of the spectral line [11].

Measurements of ion temperature anisotropy
04+Doppler broadening was recorded along the i and [l LOS’s. The emissivity profile of

this species is supposed to be quite flat. The features showed by both channels were large
brundening, corresponding to 100600 eV, in the early phase of the discharge, ie during
the setup of the reversednfield configuration. The lineshape were sometimes non~Gaussian,
reflecting non—Maxwellian velocity distributions or turbulence especially along the l] LOS. This
is known to be a strongly turbulent phase-with extensive magnetic reconnection processes.
During the central several milliseconds long phase of the discharges, Tr stays fairly constant
without any strong fluctuations. The plasma current during this phase was slowly decaying or
constant. Ti is around 40-80 elf. No clear time correlations of Ti!“ and Tm, are seen. However,
an inverse scaling [see below) of T; with the electron density a, is seen, and it, seems not to be
toroidally symmetric. Spectroscopic signals of oxygen and carbon .are very different depending
on toroidal location, which shows strong toroidal variations of impurity influx and/or electron
density. Also, magnetic fluctuation levels and the amplitude of MHD modes change with
toroidal angle[1]. Hence, it is plausible that ion heating, which seems to be related to the
magnetic fluctuation level in RFP’s, is also toroidally asymmetric.

Ion temperature sealings
A trend for T,- vs. UN is seen in fig 1. The data are taken at the plasma current maximum.

The electron density is strongly dependent on wall loading history, and nearly independent of
fill gas pressure. The way to control n, is via baking, helium glow discharges and boroniaation
which allows operations with higher n,,.[1]. There is a clear effect on the ion temperature which
is increased directly after glow discharges which reduces the density for the next two—three
shots. The corresponding scaling for the perpendicular ion temperatures is certainly not as
clear, mainly depending on the toroidal asymmetries of the electron density, making the ratio
I/N toroidally dependent. ’ ,3” is measured at approximately the same toroidal angle as is ac.
Magnetic fluctuations and T,- are normally seen to increase with the pinch parameter E] in
RFP°s[3], but such a scaling has been difficult to obtain on Extrap-T2 because of the limited
variation interval of {-3. The electron temperature T, deduced from Thomson scattering and
VUV line ratios, is normally larger than the 2”,: 60 <: T, < 150 eV during the central parts of
the discharge.

The heliumlike impurity C‘l‘l'which is abundant in a wider and slightly higher T, interval
than 04+, and is expected to be most common in the central parts of the plasma, shows
about the same temperatures as 04+. It must he pointed out that even though O4+and
Cl'l'temperatures seem to be the same, the majority (hydrogen) ion temperature does not need
to be the same. Collisional equilibration time between the hydrogen and carbon/oxygen can
be appreciable compared to the (not yet mea3ui'ed) particle confinement time. The energy
confinement time has been estimated from Thomson scattering to be of the order of 50 as.

Measurements of toroidal rotation
The toroidal rotation of the impurities O‘Hand CH‘has been measured from Doppler shifts

of spectral lines along the tangential direction. When prohing in the tangential and cotangential
direction at the same time (viewing the same plasma volume along two opposite LOS's}, the two
ion temperatures deduced are the same, and velocities are anticorrelated, as expected. From
0“”, a constant rotational velocity of around 5 lrm/s is seen for most shots (in the direction
of the plasma current) and for long shots, the plasma often tends to accelerate to velocities
11p to 30 km/s during 2-3 ms, see fig ‘2. This means that around half of the stored ion energy
can reside in this collective motion. No strong fluid velocity fluctuations are seen, and there is
no clear correlation with magnetic moderotationflocl-zingll]. On MSTlS], fast interrupts (on a
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lili] #5 timescale) of rotation followed by slow acceleration {on particle confinement timescale]
were seen. In the Extrap—TQ case however, the particle confinement time is supposed t0 the
much shorter, but the acceleration timescale is about the same, several milliseconds.

For some discharges, the broadening and shift of two spectral lines from ions with diffeying
ionisation potential have been measured. This can give'information on the velocity shear in the
plasma, if the spatial locations of the emissivity are known. Shear will via the fluid viscosity
give an effect in the momentum balance. The main investigation here has been performed by
probing the 04+line and a neighbouring C1+line at 283E A. The results indicate that in the
beginning of the discharge, the low ionisation stage C1+rotates against the plasma current with
decaying speed during the discharge. 04+, as mentioned above, starts at a low velocity in the
direction of the plasma current, and often accelerates. That is, there seems to be a sheared
rotation of the impurity ions. However, in the most extreme case, the CHions can accelerate 40
kmfs during around 1 ms, see fig 3 [but for this shot O‘Hdoes not move]. Rise of T; correlates
with acceleration, but a velocity shear along a LOS where a the ion line emissivity is flat, can
give rise both to a Doppler shift as well as a broadening additional to the thermal one. This
means that parts of the broadening cannot be interpreted as a temperature. To estimate this
contribution would require radially more localised measurements.

Future plans
Future plans aim to investigate the velocity shear more in detail by probing Doppler shifts

of a larger set of ions with different ionisation potentials. This together with information on
the radial emissivities will give a picture of the impurity ion velocity shear in the Extrap-Tfl
plasma. Also, measurements of Tall and T5,; at both the same and dillerent toroidal angle will
improve the understanding of the ion heating process.
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Investigation of the Fundamental Processes of Plasma
Accumulation, Heating and Confinement in the

Multislit Electromagnetic Traps*

O.A.Lavrent‘ev, V.A.Maslov, S.V.Gennanova, M.G.Noxdrachev, V.P.Oboznyi,
B.A.Shevchuk. ‘

Institute of Plasma Physics National Scientific Center Kharkiv institute of Physics and
Teclmology, 310108, Kharltiv, Ukraine.

111 multislit electromagnetic trap the casing character of plasma confinement is realized;

that is electrons are kept by multipole magnetic field and electrostatic field in magnetic
slit, and ions - by the field of electrons volume charge. Such system of combined

plasma confinement by electrical and magnetic fields has tmique properties, enabling

successfully struggle with plasma instabilities of a various type. Multipole magnetic field of a

sharp~angle geometry with a gradient directed outside and with convex force lines provides

absolute hydrodynamic stability. Large volume of plasma, situating in powerless and
thetmoequilibrium state, provides the kinetic stability of plasma, executing a role of buffer

capacity for attenuation of oscillations, developing in surface plasma layer and magnetic slits

oftrap. Deep magnetic well leads to the fast chaotization of electrons injected to the slit on the

directions of velocities and to the suppression of beam instabilities. Stationary mode of

operation, constructive simplicity and opportunity of obtaining of a high-temperature plasma

without additional sources of heating puts multislit electromagnetic traps in a number of the

most perspective systems for creation economical thermonuclear reactor.

The experiments were conducted on “ Jupiter 2M" device [ l ]. A magnetic field of device

has axlesymmetric shatp~angle structure with seven ring magnetic slit in a central part and

axial holes on the ends. The length of magnetic system between axial holes is 1.3 m, diameter

ofa ring slit . [1.43 m, diameter of axial holes . 0.025 m. Maximum value of magnetic field in

the ring slit BA=9 kgs. The value of magnetic field in axial holes Bag = 2 BA. The space

distribution of magnetic field in the region of plasma confinement is characterized by deep

magnetic well, so that with r s 0.1 m, | z | a: 0.25 m BEEN: 5% take place. All magnetic slits

are closed by the system of electrodes with high negative potential. The plasma in a trap is 3'}

created with the help of injection of electrons through the axial holes. 53
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Unlike the other systems with magnetic plasma confinement in the electromagnetic trap the

width of diffiisional layer is limited by magnetic flow through the anode diaphragm of

magnetic slit which can t be wide because of condition of was confinement in the potential

well of negative volume charge. Really'm electromagnetic traps the width of diffusional layer

is 20-60 Larmor radii of electrons and the question about character of the electron transfer the

meaning of principle for evaluation of perspectives for creation the thermonuclear reactor

based on the electromagnetic trap.

In the report influence of a neutral gas on process of the electron transfer through magnetic

field in multislit electromagnetic trap is considered. Experimental investigation on
l‘Jupiter 2M” proved the high efficiency of plasma creation by electron

injection; absence highfrequency plasma activity and close to classical the

coefficients of transfer. It was found experimentally that plasma accumulation is

accompanied by escaping r 10 13 particles of neutral gas. At first it was
predicted that gas escapes during plasma disintegration in consequence of its

interaction with chamber walls. Later it was determined that gas escaping takes

place at the initial stage of plasma accumulation. Gas fills in internal cavity of

magnetic system with volume 100 1., then through the slit it spreads about
whole volume of vacuum chambers For evaluation of the time dependence of
neutral gas density in plasma we shall find the velocity of ionization of neutral

gas in the trap. From the equation of material balance for ions:

f1(nasTeU) = <GeVe3>na = (dNi/d-t + Ii)/Ni ( 1 )

where: n3 .. neutral gas density; Tefl a temperature of electrons in the central

part of plasma; <ogve> - ionization rate; Ni - total number of ions in the trap; I;

~ the flow of ions, leaving the trap through the magnetic slits.
Equation {1} gives the connection between neutral gas density in plasma and

temperature of electrons, which allows, having know the depends-nee Tacit): to
determine the dependence na(t). However the temperature of electrons was

measured in the trap with the help of Lengmur probe in the limited amount of
points, that why that doesn’t give the complete imagination about the time
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dependence of electron temperature, That is why we shall use the equation gf

transfer of electrons through the magnetic fieldl 2 ]:

_ E _
f2(na1Tefl} _ I let—{1313411L + (pp/ETefl) + I:leilF I'J-ellRZ l 2 l

where: Dea and DE; - diffusion coefficients of electrons on neutral gas and ions;

neg — electron density in the central part of the trap; dip n plasma potential; F —
factor, taking into account the geometry of magnetic field; E - trap radius on

the ring magnetic slit. Substituting to the equations (1) and (2} the

experimentally £3033 dependences eefln) , Ni e Nee) , Ii(t) , 12111} and chpn) We
shall obtain the system of two equation with two unknown values. The results

of its solving are given in the table:

t, {gavefpna’ TE, nalfl'm, nelfl‘”, (pp,

msec l/sec eV s-m73 3111‘3 V

0.5 593 2.37 3.33 0.70 200
1.0 1100 2.32 9.27 0.93 103
15 1327' 239 , 122 L39 103
2.0 2294 3.25 9.53 1.97 212'
2.5 2295 3.54 3.53 2.73 193
3.0 1305 3.77 3.93 3.73 173
3.5 1533 4.07 2.53 4.92 130
"4.0 1275 4.52 1.42 3.31 150
4.5 1173 3.15 0.52 7.97 133
5.0 1435 27.5 0.07 12.3 124
5.1 333 34.3 0.03 13.1 122
5.2 323 39.7 0.02 13.3 123
5.3 493 42.7 0.02 . 13.3 113
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The density of neutral gas, knocked out from the chamber walls, increases,
reaching the maximum 1013 am“3 on the second msec. plasma accumulation.
rI‘hen decrease of density till 5 10”- sm‘3 occurs in consequence of neutral gas
spread about whole vacuum chamber volume. And finally the process of '

“burning doun” occurs till the density 2 101” sin"3 in consequence of ionization
processes. Neutral gas “burning down” is accompanied by sharp increase of

electron temperature.

The evaluations of time dependences of neutral gad density in plasma allow

to express a conclusion about the classical character of plasma accumulation in

the multislit electromagnetic trap “Jupiter 2M”: at the initial stage of plasma

accumulation' when plasma density still low, throwing off the waste electrons is

realised through the channel of classical diffusion on the neutral gas with taking

into account mobility of electrons in electrical field of plasma volume charge. At

the final stage the waste electrons are removed from the trap in consequence of

classical diffusion on the plasma ions.

* The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant N. UA 2000
from International Science Foundation.
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Modeling of Processes of Plasma Accumulation; Heating
and Confinement in the Multislit Electromagnetic Trap*.

0A. Lavrent’ey, VA. Maslov, S.V.Germanoya, B.A. Scheychuk.
Institute of Plasma Physics National Scientific Center Kharkiy Institute of

Physics and Technology; 31m 08; Kharkiy, Ukraine.

Modeling of the plasma accumulation, heating and confinement in multisljt

electromagnetic trap was conducted with the use of equations of material and energetic

balance. fl model of 3-component plasma has been applied. This plasma consist of the fast
electron of injection, thermal electrons and ions. Equations:

de/dt = IEXE — NfeXt‘fe (1]

CiNE /dt -'“= 19/42 + F — Ne/re ( 2 }

dNi/dt =F—Ni/t; (3}

dWe/dt : P; ~ 2;; P3,; (4)
Ciil’l/ri/dt z Pi - 2t: Pa; (5)

describe time dependencies of total quantities of rapid electrons N2; thermal electrons N; ,

thermal ions N1 accumulated in consequence of injection and ionization. Also they

describe time dependencies of total energymaintenance in electrons W515 TENc and ions

WELS TiN, components of plasma. Such description is convenient for traps with large

volume of unmagnetized plasma. were plasma parameters remain space contancy. Features

peculiar to plasma systems in electromagnetic traps are taken into consideration in the

equations. These features are: collisienless transference of energy from electrons to ions by

means of potential well of volume plasma charge; recuperation of energy; influence of

strong electrical field on transfer of electrons through magnetic field; charged particle

diffusion in the space of velocities.

The fist equation from this system realizes a material balance of rapid electrons injected

in the trap. Since their lifetime in the trap is essentially more than time of energy

transference for treating the plasma electrons, ionization and excitement of neutral atoms;

then we shall consider the loss of rapid electron as it energetic “cooling” with the

transition to the group of thermal electrons and:

Uri.3 = 3 2 selling/Jill? (Ding + (alibi )coeyezaf n; { 6 )

where: nE - density of electrons; a.1 - density of neutral gas; (13,5; - potential of electron

acceleration (in energetic units); a - energy of one act ionization, taking into account
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energy losses on excitement, for hydrogen a E 70 ev; «convene — ionization rate by rapid

electrons.

The second equation takes into consideration the material balance of thermal plasma

electrons. At initial period of accumulation, when plasma density is low, the ionization of

neutral gas occurs in the volume and depends on density of already accumulated electrons

and their energy.:The total number of ionization act:

I‘ = {devee-fnaNfe + {neveeTnRNe { T )

where <opvce~T - ionization rate by thermal electrons...

The lifetime of electrons re is defined by crossfield ( in the space of co-

ordinates ) and longitudinal ( in the space of velocities ) electron losses from

the trap, so that:

1/te==l/tali'l/I“£H'+ l/dzbu {8)
The flow of crossfield transfer of electrons in multislit electromagnetic trap with

axialsymmetric geometry of magnetic field have been calculated in the article [ l ] :

Iii were; = [DEBU + eptzrefl) + Dd] Fame1 ' r 9 J
where: [3m and Dd - coefficients of electrons diffusion on neutral gas and plasma; Tag and

can — temperature of electrons and plasma density in the central part of. the trap; F - factor,

. which takes into account the geometry of magnetic field; R n radius of the trap on ring slit.

The longitudinal losses from the-trap are made up of two parts: electrons, leaving the

central part of umnagnetized plasma and electrons, leaving the diffusional layer

surrounding the central part. Both of them leave the trap through magnetic slits getting

over external electrostatic barrier. The difference is that in the first case the adiabatic

invariability of charged particles isn‘texccuted and calculations were being conducted

with taking into account the theory of slit leaving of charged particles Kaye [ 2 ]. in the

second case the adiabatic invariability is executed and Pastukhov [ 3 ] was used.

The value and functional dependence of parallel electrons transfer flow from the volume

of unmagnetizcd plasma depends on plasma density. For low densities the value of flow is

limited by the speed of particles Maxvellization in the plasma volume and:

hie/tine” = 4w272’ cancel/p eatp(-til)EJTrid/Ire;l‘i‘fl'l'i‘w1’“2 ( 10)

where: W - urnnagnetized plasma volume; E13,: - the height of electrostatic barrier,

confining electrons in magnetic slit of the trap (in energetic units).For high plasma

densities the value of flow is limited by the ability to handle of magnetic slits:

am. = 4 a“inspcncrrwsg‘ttexpt—eyriiyeaflt ( n )
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where: M ~ number of magnetic slits; rp - plasma radius; 139 = [SntTE + Toned”: - magnetic,

field on the boundary surface, dividing plasma and vacuum magnetic field.

The flow of longitudinal electrons transfer from diffusional layer:

Fla/172m=[(2n}e4}l.n2EVdexp(-II)J’I”,,¢;,)]I{memTeU3l2[(IIJE+Tfig)HT.,g}ln(4B,t,c+2)}
(12) -

where: Vd-volume of diffusional zone; Bc— magnetic field in the center of diffusional zone.

The third equation takes into account the material balance of ions. ions come to the

trap only in consequence of neutral gas. ionization. Ion losses from' the trap are

accomplished through the magnetic slits by means of getting over the electrostatic barrier

for ions CD; = (1);, a N1) , N13 - drop of volume charge potential in magnetic slit. For low

plasma densities, the same as for electrons, the flow is limited by the speed of particle

Maxvellization in the plasma volume, and: _

Nils; ={4(2n)“gellneflsexpGQJiJ’TmMm;”BTW.“ ( 13 )

where: Tm ‘ ion temperature in the central region of the trap. For high plasma densities l

the flow of longitudinal ion transfer is limited by the ability to handle of magnetic slits and

Nate; : nMaiRvflnmexp(-<I)il) - ( 14)

where: a* - the effective width of slit for ions leaving the trap; vi, u thermal ions velocity

The drop of potential:

ACE) = 2'.rtl~:en.,a2 [ 15 }

is defined by density of uncompensated electron volume charge in magnetic slit, k — takes

into account the profile of electron density in slit and rate of their compensation by ions.

The electron density in magnetic slit:

a; = { 4(Bflr'Bt)“ (Tm/(D1)“: (rp/R) 32:1,; was“? t 16 i .;
is about one order less than electron density in the central part ofthe trap. l

Forth and fifth equation take into account energetic balance on electron and ion

channels. The capacity Pa = 1,303}; is brought into the plasma by electron injection. This

capacity wastes: ionization and excitement ofneutral gas; on heating of electrons and ions;-

on energetic losses, connected with charged particles‘ leaving the trap; on charge

exchange ; on braking and betatron radiation.

Collisions transference of energy from electrons to ions occurs on the slopes of the

accelerated by electrostatic field to the center of potential well. The analysis of ion

trajectories Showed that under the conditions of deep magnetic well ion, started from any
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point of volume,- reaches the center,.-aequiring the energy to (115;) - (DP. Averaging on

plasma volume gives expression for the capacity'ot‘ energy'given to ions:

P1 = I‘ ct (1)}, I

where '11 takes into account profiles of potential and neutral .gas in the trap.

(17)

- The system of equations ( I - 5 ) is calculated by numerical method in "real timescale for

Parameters

' Ring cvsp diameter, 111

Length between end, m

Ring slit magnetic field, kgs

POiilt 1161; magnetic 11616,d
Applied voltage k‘v’ I

Electron'1nj ection current, A

Electron injection energy,kev

Plasma density, sm‘i'

_ Electron temperature, kev

Ion temperature, kev

Plasma volume, 1113

Electron diffiJsion curt-“entfi

Electron lifetime, sec

- eXperimental parameters on “Jopiter 2M".

JupiterZMexp Jupier2Mmod Jupiter2
0.43

- 1.4.

5

10

2.5 '

0.2
2 .

0.3 10'?
0.015
0.03 L
0.05 ,
1.6

2 10"

0.4.3
1.4
5
10
2

0.2
'2

1.0410t1 '
”0.0146

- 10.029"? '
0.05' '

_' 1.39
1.92 10'”

1.3a;l
3.9
25
50

~25

5
25

310'3
2
1

" 0.5
13.2
0.36

JupiterT

2 '3

_ 6.4

40
so

.100
30

100
' 10M

10
10
0

116
1.3

* The research described 111 this publication was made possible 111 part by Grant
N. UA 2200 from the Joint Fund of the Government of Ukraine and International Science
Foundation.
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The plasma neutron source simulations in the GDT experiment.
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Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia
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Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e.V., 01314 Dresden, Germany

I. Introduction
A neutron source based on the gas—dynamic trap concept has been first proposed in [1,2]_

The gasudynamic trap is a high mirror ratio magnetic mirror with a length substantially exceeding
the ion mean free path of scattering into loss cone. To generate neutrons, Sfl-lflfike‘v’ D-T neutral
beams are to be obliquely injected at the midplanc of the device into relatively cold (0.8-1.1kev)
collisional target plasma. For the given plasma parameters, the trapped fast tritons and deuterong
are slowed down much faster than they scattered over pitch angles. Therefore, their angular Spread
keeps rather small during their relaxation in the plasma which results in strong ion density increase
in the vicinity of the turning points located near the mirrors. Correspodingly, the neutron flux is
then peaked in these regions housing the test zones. Recent pre-conceptual design study [3]
provided the following parameters of the source:power consumption-60MW, neutron flux-

2Mm2, tritium consumption—t}. 16kg yearly.

To test basic physical ideas underlying the source operation the studies of plasmastability
and contaiment are being undertaken on the GDT facility. In this paper, the recent experimental
results obtained in the studies of the fast ions produced by neutral beam injection, are presented.
The parameters of the fast ions are compared with those obtained by Monte-Carlo simulations in
order to reveal possible anomalies in their angular scattering or slowing down which might be
caused by instabilities.
2. Experimental Apparatus

The GDT facility is axially symmetrical. it consists of a 7m central cell bounded from each ends by
min-B anchor cells of an expander orfand cusp configuration. Magnetic field at the midplane is
0.22T, mirror ratio is variable in the range 12.5 - 75. initial plasma is produced by'plasma guns

located in the end tanks. In order to heat the gun—produced plasma and to provide energetic ions, six
neutral beams are injected at the midplane at 45” to the axis. Total injected power of 15-16 keV

neutral beams was up to 3.5MW in 1.2ms pulses. The inner walls of the central cell vacuum
chamber were covered by titanium between the shots. That significantly reduced outgassing of the
first wall, accompanied in GDT with access to higher plasma parameters [4}. I I

3. Experimental results '

Fig. I shows the temporal behavior of the fast ion energy content in typical plasma shots. Target

plasma density was varied in the range 4+ 20+lllw’cnf3 whereas sloshing ion density [mean
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energy of 3—6 ke‘v’) reached 5 . 1012c . The central cell electron temperatures approaching 70e‘v’

have been observed. With the Ti—covered first wall, the charge-exchange lifetime of the sloshing

ions approached lOms, so that these losses became negligible in the plasma energy balance.

3.: Longitudinal heat conduction on the end wall

Generally, from measurements of the plasma energy balance no evidence has been found of an '

additional cooling of the central cell plasma due to electron heat conduction onto the end walls. In

separate experiments, near axis segment of the end wall was substituted by a plate which can be
moved along the axis. When heated the plate served to deliver cold electrons iate the plasma. Their

current density was comparable with that of the plasma electrons. Then, it was expected that these

electrons would reduce near wall potential drop allowing therrnal electron freelv striking the wall

that is, perfect thermal contact with the wall would be thus established. The plasma parameters in

the near-axis region in the central cell were measured for different positions of the plate in

expander and for different current densities emitted by the plate. It. was observed that when the
distance between the plate and the mirror exceeded certain value corresponding to the reduction of
the magnetic field 20-40 times, the plasma parameters in the central cell were unchanged. if it was

positioned closer, significant reduction of the temperature occurred, thus indicating the heat
conduction to the plate. Then, it can be concluded that in accordance with the theoretical

consideration [5], the electron heat conductivity is to be suppressed when the magnetic field

reduces towards the end wall approximately by a factor of “fig .

3.2 Characterization of fast ions

Behavior of the neutral beam injected fast ions is the issue of primary concern in the studies of
plasma containment in the GDT, If these ions scatter or loss their energy faster than via Coulomb

collisons it deteriorates parameters of the QDTrbased neutron source. Whenever it occurs, fast ion

density in the peaks diminishes and the ion energies reduce. These result in lower efficiency of
neutron production. To characterize the sloshing ions in GDT, the experimentally measured

parameters of the ions were compared with those obtained by Monte-Carlo simulations. It was

presupposed that the relaxation rates of the fast ions in given plasma backgro are defined by
Coulomb scattering solely. The charge-exchange processes were also included through effective

density of neutrals which was taken from the experimental data and from neutral transport

modelling as well. As it seen from Fig.1, simulated behavior of the sloshing ions energy content

agrees rather well with the experimental observation. However, it is worthwhile to note the local

parameters of fast ions are expected to be more sensitive to presence of nonvolassical mechanisms
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of plasmad‘ast ions interaction. Our previous measurements indicate that angular spread of the fast

ions, averaged over volume, is quite close to that-theoretically calculated {6}. Additionally, we

have measured the local distribution function of the ions by making use of ,,artiticial charge—

exchange target“ method. This involved injection of a diagnostic neutral beam at the center of the

device. Then, the fast ions experince charge~exchange collisions with the beam particles thereby

producing secondary neutrals. It is importantthattheir parameters are essentially identical to those

of fast ions. Spatial resolution of the method is determined by transverse size of the diagnostic

beam which was about 4cm. These measurements were done at the center of the device where the
injection of the main neutral beam was carried out. Therefore, we have been forced to employ the
diagnostic beam with high current density (equivalently, CI.'l’-lr5o’crrr2 at lSkeV energy) in order to

ensure reasonable signal-to«background ratio in the presence of the neutral atoms from the main

1 of neutrals in the plasma. The grids of the diagnostic beamsix injectors that totaling 0.2413 Atom

injector were concave so that to focus the particles at the machine axis at the distance of 1.2m from
the injector outlet. The injector provided lfi—ISA of hydrogen atoms with energy of lskeV in

100 a sec pulses. As an example of the row data, Fig.2. shows signals in the energetic channel of a

charge—exchange analyzer when the diagnostic beam was turned on. The fast ion distribution at the

center of the device measured at an angle of 45“ to the axis is shown on Fig.3 together with the

distribution obtained from the simulations. Note, these data are in reasonable agreementwith

results of calculations taking into account the accuracy of the measurements (115%) Further
' comparision of the the measured energy and angular distributions of the sloshing ions with the

simulations did not provide us with any singificant evidence of anomalies.

4. Conclusions

The plasma parameters'in GDT experiments have been significantly improved with Ti-gettering. In

the regimes with the cusp and cell and mirror ratio of 12.5 confinement is- almost completely
determined by collisional losses through the mirrors as expected. No anomalies in sloshing ions

relaxation in the target plasma have- been observed as yet.
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1 Introduction

The general feature of Open Confinement Systems for Fusion is the direct contact of the confined plasma
with end absorbers. Therefore; the longitudinal energy transport is a critical issue for investigations of
plasma confinement in Open Systems.

The report summarises the results of detailed investigations of the longitudinal particle and energy
transport in the Gas Dynamic Trap (GUT). The experiments for studying transverse energy transport are
now in progress on the GET. The recent results of these experiments are also presented.

The GDT is a magnetic mirror device which has a completely axisymmetric configuration. A two
component plasma is confined in a long solenoidal central cell with mirror plugs at both ends [lI 2]. Plasma
start~up is carried out by injecting a plasma along the field lines from one end. Then the injected target
plasma is heated Up by neutral beam injection which also provides fast ions. '

2 Investigations of the axial confinement.

Under conditions of the experiment, the ion mean free path exceeded the length of the mirror region and
as well as the length of expanders {regions behind the mirrors}. Since the plasma in the central cell ofthe
GDT was a collisional one1 the electron and ion distribution functions were isotropic Maxwellian. At the
same time the regime of the plasma outflow through mirrors was collisionless. Such regimes being rather
common for the GDT have been studied theoretically [3] in detail.

To study. axial confinement of energy and particles in GDT we used the following diagnostics:
1) tripple Langmuir probe to measure the density and electron temperature of the central cell plasma.

The reliability of the tripple probe data has been verified by comparing with Tomson scattering and the
neutral beam attenuation data; ..

2) a movable single probe was used to measure the longitudinal profile of the mean energy of electrons
and the potentials in the expander;

3} an emitting probe for monitoring the potentials in the central cell;
4) a bolometer for detection of energy end-losses in the expander;
5) a gridded collector for measuring the ion~flux density in the expander;
E) a multi-grid electrostatic analyser for studying the ion distribution function over energies near the

end wall in the expander.
The tripple probe. emitting probe, collector and bolorneter were installed in the expander alternately

on the movable support; which allowed different positioning along the expander axis. We monitored the
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plasma density and electron temperature simultaneously on the axis of the central cell. Measurements of
the plasma parameters in the expander were also carried out near the axis.

According to the theoretical predictions based on the model described in [3], the ion flux density at the
mirrorthroat is described by the following expression:

1;, = 1.53 - a . rlTy’2ami,

where n is density, T = T,- = T: is temperature of the plasma in the central cell, or,- is ion mass. Density
of the total energy flux through mirror is calculated as

Q=7-39-er-T.
According to the results of our experiments, the ion flux density was:

a = (1.13i 111.25} . a .,,’T,r2,,,,~,,1

By comparing the experimental values of q,- and (2 we derived the following relation: -

= {8.7 :l: 1.3} - q,- - T,

Note that q,- and (.2 have been measured when the local magnetic field in expander was in the range

of 22 <'. 1'3",“m <1 54, where Em“ a magnetic field in the mirror. The ion distribution function over the

longitudinal energies in the expander using the model proposed in [3] can be written as:

f(c1|l_= fl (%)1KEEKP (-EH—Esfl) (1 “ GXPl—fgli%l) 1 ill

where U is the drop oi'the ambipolar potential between the center and the end wall, R = Bwmm, flu.

is the magnetic field near the expander wall [plasma dump). We determined the mean ion energy at the

end wall in the expander from the measured ion distribution function. The mean ion energy was obtained

to s” = [6.3 :l: {1.1} - T. The ambipolar potential drop between the center and the end wall has been obtained

as the result of comparison of the measured ion distribution function with that predicted by Eq.1. It was

U = (d.fi:l:fi.1) ~ T.

3 Experiments with emitting plasma dump.

Theoretical predictions concerning axial energy confinement in the Gas Dynamic Trap are based on the

assumption that electron emission on the plasma dump is negligible. In the presence of emission the sub—

stitution of the hot electrons from magnetic trap and emitted electrons becomes possible. This phenomena

results in a decrease the ambipolar potential in the trap, and therefore, in auto elevation of the longitudinal

thermal conduction [4].
As it was shoWn'1n [5] ambipolar potential and axial confinement are independent of the electron emission

from plasma absorber under condition it :3 40, where h-— MR: Emu/Bu, is expansion ratio. Under such

conditions the ambipolar potential is predicted to be =1.fi- T... independently of emission.

We carried out a special experiment to verify this hypothesis. It heatable disk (plasma dump) was

installed in expander region of the GDT. Before installation the disk was coated by But}. A movable
support allowed us to change the location of the dump as well as the expansion ratio. We measured the
current density of the electron emission by special electrode installed on dump. Typical value of the current

density of the thermoemission was "11' - 1|] Aficma. By emitting probe, installed in central cell, we monitored

the variations of the ambipolar potential which is caused by electron emission. Fig.1 shows the measured

ambipolar potential vs expander ratio. in case of k .5 4i) the saturation of the measured ambipolar potential
takes place. The saturated value is equal to the ambipolar potential without emission.
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ratio.

4 Behavior of the fast ions. . ' .

Confinement study of the fast ions based on comparison between its measured and simulated parameters. .

Diagnostics to study energy and particle transport for target plasma and fast ions is described in detail in

[6]. The main parameters for such comparison are the following: ' .

1. Neutral Beam [NB] power trapped by target plasma; '

2. total energy content of the fast ions; _;

3. energy and angular distribution functions of the fast ionsI obtained in recent experiments using I

scanning energy analyzer of the fast charge-exchange neutrals and artificial neutral target.
Computer codes, based on classical theory ofbinary Coulomb collisions, was used to simulate the behavior

of fast ions. Input data for simulations were the following: ;

~conliguration of the magnetic field;
—time evolution of the temperature and density radial profiles of target plasma;
—time evolution of N13 parameters. - :

The comparison between measured and calculated energy content of the fast ions shows1 that within .

the accuracy of measurement the experimental and simulated data are identical. The measurements of l
energy and angular distributions of the sloshing ions compared with the simulations also did not give us any 1 l

evidence of anomalies. This permits us to conclude that binary Coulomb collisions determine the behavior of

the fast ions. Microinstabilities which Could cause the additional scattering ofions and anomalous transport

was not observed in the GET experiments. I

5 Confinement of the target plasma. . l

Investigations of the transverse energy transport for, target plasma is based on local analyses of energy

balance. To carry out the analyses computer codes. were used to simulate. the radial profile of electron

drag power in the target plasma. Using the radial distributions of plasma temperature and density the

longitudinal energy losses were calculated. Results of the local considerations were then used in calculations

of the global energy balance of the target plasma. The dependences of energy confinement time on the mirror
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ratio is shown in Fig.2. This energy confinement time is presented in terms of corresponding longitudinal
lifetimes. Axial power loss ammounts to at least 633096 of the total drag power for a mirror ratio in
the range of 12.5-2fl. 3fl¥4fl% of the drag power are passed to transverse losses and possible anomalous

longitudinal heat flux, which might be caused by direct contact of the central cell plasma with cold and
dense flowing plasma near by plasma gun. Separation of the transverse losses and possible anomalous heat
flux is the purpose of futere investigations.

6 Conclusions.

I. Axial confinement of energy and particles have been experimentally studied in detail in regime of colli—
sionless plasma flow through mirror region:

' l. the measured energy dependence of the ions in the expander reasonably agrees with the model of the
collisionless flow [3]; .

2. the energy flux into the expander is carried mostly by the ions, while the electron heat flux is small;
3. the mean energy carried out by an ion is 5.3 :l: [1.1 of the electron temperature inside the trap, and

the total drop of the ambipolar potential is equal to (4.6 i ill] IT;
4. it was shown experimentally that expanding magnetic field behind mirrors reduces thermal conduetion

of electrons. By expansion ratio larger than 40 ambipolar potential and axial energy losses are independent
on electron emission from plasma dump.

11. Experiments to study tranverse energy transport in a two~component plasma are now in progress.

The resent results are the following:
1. binary Coulomb collisions determine the behavior of the fast ions. Microinstabilities which could

cause additional scattering of ions and anomalous transport was not observed in the GET experiments;
2. axial power loss amounts to at least fill—70% of the total heat power of the target plasma for mirror

ratio of 12.5430. Ell-40% pass to transverse losses and possible anomalous longitudinal heat flux, which
could be caused by direct contact of the central cell plasma with cold and dense flowing plasma near by
the plasma gun. Separation of the transverse losses and possible anomalous heat flux is the purpose of the

future studies.-
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The history of development of work on Nuclear Fusion is complete of paradoxes. In
particular, now practically all efforts were concentrated on huge systems (tokarnaks and

stellarators } with small values of [3 = 2-5 %, whereas the traps with B = 1 which are very
interesting in physical and in the applied plans, including in connection with problems Nuclear

Fusion, are really outside of fields of sight. It is explained by the fact that for creation of such
effective traps it is necessary to use magnetic systems, containing conductors, shipped in a
plasma. However this circumstance causes literally mystical fear. At the same time already the

first magnetic trap proposed by A.D.Sahharov [1], traps constructed by S.Yoshikawa and
other {2], as well as general analysis of this problem, made by A.I.Morozov and other [3,4,5],
have shown, that serious problems here are not present.

The transition to traps with B = l essentially reduces size of installation (especially on the

physical stage, when there is no necessity to use neutron protection and protection against y—

radiation), values of the magnetic fields, as well as decides a problem of stability in relation to
hydrodynamic instability and, probably provides transport coefficient to be close to their

classical limit. Following the reference [3], we shall use the terms for traps with conductors

(magnetic coils) shipped in plasma and for such conductors as GALATEYA and MIKSINA
respectively.

In the present paper we describe results of experiments with steady-state quadrupol
toroidal GALATEYA, working in electrodischarge mode of operation [call]. The experiments
were carried out in MIREA and [PP NSC KFTI on, in principal, identical installations.

Schematicaliy the trap is shown in fig. 1, The magnetic field was created by two identical coils.

Diameter of coils is 30 cm, distance between them is 10 cm. Separatrix of magnetic field is

shown in fig] In its center there is an area with zero (or small) magnetic field, surrounded by a

magnetic barrier.
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In the area between ccils was filled an inerthhs
gas {xencn - in MIREA cr argcn - in IPP).

Hct cathcde was inserted in tc regicn withQtl
minimum magnetic field value. Distance
between a cathcde and gas filling pcrt was 5

.
A

l
l-V

—2 cm. The vacuum chamber and screen cf the

magnetic _ ccils was used as ancde. The

experiments were carried cut in vacuum
chambers with gas pressure varied from 4. 10'4

9—) tcrr (with xencn) till 3.10'5 tcrr {fer argcn).
Figure 1. Schematic cf quadrupcl magnetic Switching cn gas discharge between an ancde .
trap: 1) current windings (magnetic ccils); and cathcde in magnetic field, a plasma ring i

2) pipe cf gas filling; 3) cathcde (sc called Plasmida) with average diameter «- i

1.5-2.5 cm (in dependence cn ccnditicns cf
experiments), lccated between ccils in the regicn with minimum value cf magnetic field.

During experiment ancther mcde cf‘ the discharge was fcund, when luminescence plasma

eurrcunded the magnetic ccils. We shall name this discharge as a mode with MANTIYA.
Dynamic cf the charge particles of a fermed plasma are represent as fcllcws. Mere

mcvable electrcns are magnetized and mcve alcng lines cf a magnetic field and magnetic field

lines are eqvipctential. The cathcde was placed in area with minimum magnetic field value,

fermed pctential well in which icns cf a plasma are kept. We shall ncte, that at energy ct” icns
xencn 100 eV in a magnetic field cf an crder 20 De, Larmcr radius is abcut 103 cm, that
essentially mcre than diameter cf PLASIvflDA. It cbvicusly specifies electrcstatic character cf
ccnfinement cf icns.

Measurements cf plasma parameters were carried cut by electrcstatic prcbes and

spectrcsccpic methcds. The regicn cf a superseded magnetic field was measured by magnetic

prcbes. In fig. 2 radial distributicns cf plasma density, electrcn temperature and plasma
potential fer cne mcde cf cperaticn [discharge vcltage 130 V, discharge current 160 mA,

magnetic barrier 20 0e) are shcwn. It fcllcws frcm thesemeasurements that mcde cf

cperaticn with [3 =1 was realized in electrcdischarge trap. It is impcrtant tc ncte, that the
measured vclume cf a superseded magnetic field gccd ccincided with its caiculaticn value on
the base of measured plasma parameters.

When we used argcn as wcrking gas at vcltage 300 ‘v’, current 130 mA and size cf
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Fig. 2. Radial distributions of the plasma

potential (1). plasma density (2) and electron

temperature (3) at Us = 300 V, L. = 180 mA,

H = 40 0e. Working gas is argon.

barrier of magnetic field 40 Go the plasma

PLASMIDA
reached 2.4.10” cm'a, electron temperature
density in the center of

50 e‘v’, plasma potential 140 V. Plasma
parameters in MANTIYA, measured in this
mode of operation has appeared essentially
lower than in PLASMIDA. The maximum
values of density and electron temperature

were in the vicinity of separatrix and
achieved lit9 cm'3 and 10 eV, accordingly.
Plasma potential in MANTIYA was of an

order 4-5 V and practically didn‘t depend

on radius. Close to coils screen the plasma
density did not exceed 101 cm'i', and
electron temperature was less than 1 eV. It

is necessary to note, that the change ofa
kind of a working gas has not resulted in change of qualitative dependencies of main plasma
parameters on radius, magnetic field and discharge voltage.

n.3,,1tlncrn'3 T
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60 100
Magnetic field , Do
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Fig 3. Dependencies of plasma density and

electron temperature on value of the m

field barrier (working gas is xenon).

agnedc

To increase the plasma parameters the
value of a magnetic barrier was increased

up to 140 De. Measurements have shown
that thus the , character of radial

distributions of plasma parameters (density,

electron temperature and plasma potential)
has not been changed. The vaiue of
potential well increased up to 140 V,

of plasma anddependencies density
electron temperature in a center of

PLASMIDA on a magnetic barrier value

for various modes of operations are shown

in fig. 3. One can see that plasma density
and electron temperature are increasing

with the magnetic field value. The saturation of curves T,=f(Ho) can be explained by
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decreasing of region occupied by plasma and decreasing the negative plasma potential which

suppresses the emission of electron current. I

Fer confirmation of results of probes' measurements there were carried out spectroscopic
measurements of radiation from a plasma at value of a magnetic barrier 20 0e in ultraviolet {

2000-4000 A) and visible (4000-6700 A). It was indicated the radiation of both neutrals and

single and double charged ions of xenon. Some of spectrum lines identified are as follows: for
Xe] — it = 6141.40 25.: 5d [3i2]“ (9.96 ev) — 0115142] (11.06 6v), 2. = 6333.9? a; 5d (3.42}fl (9.96
ew—uwuammwyeumua=mmmmmfimm6maoosmaemam
:4 = 2441.60 A: 65" 21:1 (13.39 eV) - 33“ (13.47 W), a = 4340.37 it: 6p 213“ (15.44 ev) - 6d 2a
(13.00 av); for XeIII - it = 3322.00 .0: 6p‘l lo (20.63 av) - 31” (24.30 eV), 11. = 2311.6? 0;
6p 5P (10.20 eV) — ”is 53” (22.61 or), It = 2902.010: 6p 512(1343 6y) — 6d 5’10“ (22.62 ev).

The availability in a spectrum of radiation of single and double ionized atom's of xenon
(with excitation and ionization potential up to 24 eV) testifies that electrons with high energy

are present in plasma.

Concluding, measured parameters of a plasma demonstrated that [3 close to 1 is
achievable in such simplified magnetic trap. Energy confinement time calculated as T5 =

Wplr’Pdic, (here WP] is energy containment in PLASMLDA, Pg. - power of discharge) is not less

than 50-60 us. Taking into account the plasma confinement in MANTIYA, the IE value has to

be increased by several times.
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1. Abstract

Recent DIIIHD experiments with enhanced Scrape-off Layer (SOL) diagnostics permit detailed

characterization of the SOL and divertor plasma under a variety of operating conditions. We

observe two distinct plasma modes; attached and detached divertor plasmas. Detached plasmas

are characterized by plate temperatures of only I to 2 eV. Simulation of detached plasmas using

the UEDGE code indicate that volume recombination and charge exchange playr an important

role in achieving detachment. When the power delivered to the plate is reduced by enhanced

radiation to the point that recycled neutrals can no longer be efficiently ionized, the plate

temperature drops from E 10 eV to 1—2 eV. The low temperature region extends further off the

plate as the power continues to be reduced, and charge exchange processes remove momentum.

reducing the. plasma flow. Volume recombination becomes important at high density,r and low

temperature when the plasma flow time to the plate is comparable to the recombination time.

2. Introduction

The design of a viable means of removing the plasma particle and energy exhaust continues to

be one of the most challenging efforts in the design of the IITER device. Detailed plasma models

which have been validated against extensive experimental data are an important component in

that design effort. Diagnosis of the Scrape-off Layer (SOL) and divertor plasmas in the DIII-D

tokamak has recently been enhanced with new measurements of the plasma density and

temperature in the divertor regionl. and an extension of the measurements of impurityr behavior.

‘ Work supported by U.S.DoE under LLNL contract W—MflS-ENfi-afi and GA contract DE~ACUBHBQERSI 1 I4
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A recent extensive experimental cantpaign has fully characterized the behavior of the SOL and
divertor plasmas under a variety of operating conditions, including operation with additional

Deuterium andfor impurity gas injection to induce divertor plasma detachment. The
interpretation of the data obtained from this experimental campaign is the subject of this report. .

We briefly describe the overall experimental results in Section 3, focusing on the qualitative
behavior we have observed. We describe the application of our 2-D plasma model to the
experimental data, focusing on simulation of detached plasma operation, in Section 4.

3. Experimental Results

Initial experimental results from recent DIIIHD'cxperiments using the enhanced set of SOL

diagnostics have been described previously 2. Additional results are described in papers

presented at this conference (see P. West, R. Woods, and M. Wade). We give a broad overview
of the observed behavior to provide background for understanding the detailed modeling results
discussed in the next section. The experiments were done over a broad range of plasma

operating conditions. We obtained two distinctly different states of the divertor plasma for all
operating conditionsean attached and detached plasma. The attached plasma state is characterized

by high ion currents to the plate, and plate electron temperatures above 10 e‘v’. The detached

state, described in detail earlier 3, is characterized by low plate ion currents, and low electron

temperatures. One of the principal observations made with the new divertor Thomson system in

DlII—D is that the electron temperature of the detached state is only 1 to 2 eV. Such low

temperatures raise the possibility that volume recombination processes mayr play a role in

detennining the physics of the divertor plasma, and hence the power and particle load on the

divertor. Since the physics of the detached plasma is of particular interest in the divertor design

of future devices, we describe our modeling of the detached state in the next section.

4. Results of modeling detached plasmas

We attempt to better understand the physical processes which lead to the detached plasma state

by simulating experimental results with the HEDGE code 4, a 2-D fluid plasma code with

classical parallel physics and anomalous perpendicular transport. We consider a DIII—D

discharge which obtained detachment with deuterium injection and use a simple fixed fraction

model to simulate the effect of impurity radiation. The simulation begins by determining the

anomalous perpendicular transport coefficients consistent with the measured upstream radial

profiles of density and temperature. We obtain the best match for the discharge discussed here

(8?506} with Di e. 0.2 m2 e, x, = g, = one m2 Is. In general, we find the electron thermal
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diffilsivity increases with heating power.

Having used the experimental measurements of the upstream density and temperature to

determine the perpendicular transport

coefficients, we compare the simulated
electron temperature near the divertor with

that measured on the divertor Thomson

system in Figure l. The parameter are is the

distance off the divertor floor at a major
—-U ”GE - radius of 1.94 m. The measurement is

0‘1 .1 I 1 I- I I I I I I I J I lggrm 1

a one :11 me as entirely within the SOL for this particular
a 2 [m] 'discharge, i.e. no data are taken in the private

Figure 1 Variation in the electron temperature flux region. As can be seen m Figure 1' the
temperature measured near the floor is onlyalong a vertical line at R=1.94 m.
1 eV, consistent with the simulation. The

measured temperature remains between 1 and 2 eV until approximately dZ=8 cm. The X—pcint

is only 15 cm off the floor, so the low temperature region is measured to extend over a large

portion of the plasma below the X—point. Although the simulation obtains similar temperatures

at the floor, the spatial extent of the low temperature region-is somewhat smaller than measured.

This discrepancy probably arises from the simple treatment of impurity radiation which is used

for the simulation. The simulation obtains temperatures between 1 and 2 e‘v’ over a much larger

spatial extent on the inner divertor leg because of the higher density and larger radiation

occutring on that region. This discrepancy probably arises from the crude treatment of

impurities. if we included the effect of impurity transport, the steep poloidal temperature gradient-

would force impurities farther from the plate, increasing the radiation power there and extending

the low temperature region.

We examine the simulation in detail to determine the physical processes which are important in

this detached plasma. The dominant processes can be deduced from the data shown in Figure 2.

The upper portion of this figure shows the poloidal variation of the particle source rates due to
volume recombination and ionization along the separatrix on the inner leg. The lower portion of

the figure shows the poloidal variation of the Mach number of the plasma flow, and the ratio of

the time scale for recombination [ l! vmflmb ) to the time constant for flow to the plate. The

ionization rate peaks about 10 out off the plate, corresponding to the location of the region where

the electron temperature drops below that needed for efficient ionization (about 5 eV). Since the
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electron temperature: is in the range of 1 to 2 eV below this ionization front, charge-exchange

reactions dominate over ionization. These

collisions between neutrals and plasma

ions are an effective way of transferring ,__, 2T“, 1111 I ' 1 ' LIQQQQQ """a .. t
momentum from the plasma to the ”E 1 195 i 1‘ _

‘ inn-l : ‘ .

neutrals, and thus to the walls. This 9D : ,
. v 5 1e?- | '-

momentum removal then results in a 5:: E K‘-
E

decrease in the parallel flow velocity, as a .. . . . . . . . . . .“.'.~: .-. “a... _. a . ..
. . Cl 0 '05 0.1 U 15

seen in the lower curve of Figure 2. When 1 ,m
I" :

the flow velocity slows sufficiently to "7‘ {,3 '_ ..~.
S we 3

. . . flperrmt volume recombination to compete J: as g
L}!

1' .- I [u '10

with flow to the plate, the recombination E 0-4 EE‘
Ill :l:

. . = . 1
rate increases, and the plasma ions are E '32 . E

n:
.. D. qJ—I—l—I—I—I—I—I—I—l—I—I—I—I—LI—LI—l—Ll—I—LIJ—Ju‘converted very effectively to neutrals, ‘1 0 mg m ,1,5‘“

rcduciug the ion flow to the plate. the ”mantle "'3'“ inner Plate ['1‘]

shown in Figure 1, the simulated

temperature at the outer strike point has Figure 2 Poloidal variation of plasma

also dropped to only l eV, sufficiently low parameters near the separatrix on the inner leg.
to permit volume recombination.

However, the ionization front is only about 4 cm off the plate, rather than ll) cm for the inner

divertor, and there is little momentum loss from charge exchange. Hence the ion current to the

outer plate remains high, as seen experimentally. The simulated divertor heat load is also much

higher at the outer plate than the inner, consistent with experiment.

5. References
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1. Introduction
In recent years considerable progress in fusion devices has been made e.g. on the

improvement of the energy confinement, on the reduction of the impurity content in the

plasma and on controlling long pulse discharges. There is still a need for improvements in

controlling power and particle exhaust and in tho avoidance of locked modes [1]. For the

power and particle exhaust, a need for a high recycling divortor combined with a radiative

mantle - requiring seed impurities - is foreseen; for avoiding locked modes, the extrapolation

of present dag.r devices to reactor-like devices predicts a maximum error field amplitude as

low as a few times 10'5 of BT field if no plasma rotation is induced [2].

2. Characteristic parameters of the DED-
For TEXTOR-94 a Dynamic Ergodic Divertor (BED) is proposed which addresses those

critical questions. It consists basicallyr of a set of perturbation coils located at the high field

side, which produce a propagating magnetic field pattern. The fundamental physics, which

may be extrapolated to large devices, are the main motivation for the DIED.

The sot-up proposed for TEXTOR-Qri is shown in Fig. 1: The perturbation currents are

brought through four quartets of feeders (four flanges) at the bottom of the machine. Each

feeder is connected to one perturbation coil. Neighbouring coils have a phase difference of -

90" such that the not current of a quartet is zero. The perturbation coils {16) are wound

helically once around the torus in such a way' that they are parallel 'to the field lines at the

q=3 surface (optimized for til-ml = 1). On'top, the perturbation coils are connected to quartet

'star points (similar to electrical motors) and the "common” connector is fed out of the
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machine. The power supplies of the perturbation coils can be operated such that they either

.provide DC~current or Elli-current at frequencies of 50 Ha,1 idle or 10 kHz. The current
amplitude 1s limited to 15 10% for DC, 50 Hz and 1 kHz and to ”.7. 5 1th fo1 10 kHz. For each
of these frequencies different sets of capacitors are used to compensate for the reactive
power. For the proposed setvup, two additional compensation coils (current: +— (1M2)Ip,,,;
45” phasing relative to top coil current) above and below the perturbation coil are needed to
avoid an m = D, n = 0 pertubation of the equilibrium.

In the "standard" mode of operation predominantly the m= 12, n=— 4 mode 1s excited by the
perturbation current. If the AC-current 1s applied, the perturbation pattern is swept with
velocities of 12 rats (50 Hz), 240 rats (1 kHz) and 2400 mls (10 kHz) in the poloidal
direction. At 10 kHz, the inertia of the current feeders is so large, that the currents in each
feeder quartet do not need to be compensated any longer. This allows connecting the
conductors of each quartet in parallel and excite the m=3,n=1 mode in the plasma. In the
"tacuumlI approximation, the low In mode reaches deeper into the plasma than the high In
mode.

The perturbation current is resonant to the magnetic field near the q=3 surface. The degree
'Iof ergodiaation depends significantlyr on the perturbation current amplitude and the plasma
position (distance to perturbation coils). The characteristic Chirikov parameter [3} (island
widtlu'island separation) at full current is about 1 for central plasma positioning and can be ,
increased by shifting the plasma to the high field side. Thus operation either in an island
dominated regime or in an ergodic regime is possible. Figs. 2 a) and 2 b) show examples of
an island dominated magnetic pattern and of an ergodized pattern. A detailed analysis shows
that the ergodization starts with the overlapping of high m mode islands. By moving the
plasma radially it is possible to guide the power and particle exhaust predominentljvr towards
the ALT-II pumplimiter or towards the divertor target plates. Particle removal questions both
in island dominated regimes and in ergodized regimes can be addressed in pump limiter
eitperiments [4].

3. Application of a rotating pertubation field
The local field near the perturbation coils creates a "helical near field divertor" (not to be
confused with a helical island divertor). Insight into the structure is gained from field line
tracing: At full perturbation current about half of. the magnetic field lines entering the near
field area are ”swept" to the walls while the other half is "pushed" into the plasma. For the
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caseof cylindrical symmetry, this is shown in fig. 3. The "loss area" represents the part
where the field lines (and particles) are swept to the divertor target plate in one toroidal pass.

The model also predicts helical stripes where a high power load may be expected (at TORE

SUPRA called laminar zone) [5]. The tbtnumt'c feature of the proposed DEB allows a

smearing of the heat load to those zones. For this sweeping a low rotation frequency is
sufficient; because of technical convenience 50 He has been chosen for this.

There are more reasons for applying a rotating perturbation field. The time scale for the l

recycling cycle of particles near a limiter or at the divertor is about 1 ms. When a frequency l
of 1 kHz is applied for driving the perturbation field, it may be expected that the recycling. 1
process changes and that a "dynamic shielding" may occur. The option of 10 kHz has been
chosen, because the resulting rotation velocity of the perturbation field is of the order of the
diamagnetic drift velocity. A heuristic model, based on data from DIII-D, has been developed

which allows the calculation of the force « resulting from the perturbation field — acting at the

singular surface. At the nominal perturbation amplitude, the relevant toroidalcomponent of
this force exceeds 1 N, which is about the same as the force due to CoHNBI. From
experiments on TEXTOR-94 it is known that this force is sufficient for unlocking modes. In
addition it has been speculated that an imposed (differential) rotation of the plasma enhances

the confinement.

Modelling activities using the EBZ-EIRENE code, RITMrcode and a drift orbit code have
been started. The EBZ-EIRENE code predicts a flattening of the profiles in the edge due to

the ergodization and enhanced removal rate by the pump limiter. The peak power load is

predicted to decrease by a factor of 2 - 4 and the surface erosion by sputtering should also

be reduced. The RITM code has been applied to experimental findings of TORE SUPRA.

It explained how the level of intrinsic carbon impurities is reduced due to enhanced transport

coefficients when the ergodic divertor was applied and that under these conditions, impurities

radiate more effectively. This opens a route for TEXTOR-94 to further optimize the radiative

blanket concept.

References

[1] A.W. Morris, et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 64 (1990) 1254.
[2] RI. La Haye, et al., Phys. Fluids 13 4 (1992) 2093.
[3] EN. Chirikov, Phys. Reports 52 (1929,1265.
[4} S. Takamura, H. Yamada, T. Glenda, Nucl. Fusion 28 (1938) 183.
[5} C. DeMichelis, et al., Nucl. Fusion 35 (1995) 1133.
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Figure I : Schematic View of the DES! coii system for TEXTOR-94. Four coiis of one system
are buntiied to a quartet. Two compensation coiis are added to keep the piasma equiiibrium.
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1. Introduction

In the outer region of plasmas confined in reversed field pinch (RFP) experiments a high energy
tail is commonly observed in the electron distribution function [1]. These superthermal electrons flow
along the magnetic field lines, which in the outer region are nearly poloidal, carrying a substantial
fraction of the edge current density. Their existence in the reversed field pinch experiment RFX has
already been inferred from soft X-rays detected by a Target Emission Probe (TE?) [2] and from the
upldownstream asymmetry in shot-integrated energy flux measurements with calorimetric probes [3}.
The TEP measurements have also shown the presence of a small backflow.

In order to measure the time resolved flux and energy spectrum of supcrthermal electrons an
electrostatic Electron Energy Analyser (EBA), developed at the Electrotechnical Laboratory of
Tsukuba, has been employed in RFX.

2. EEA equipment and experimental setting up
The structure of the EEA is identical to that Used on TPE- IRMZU [4] except for the outermost

molybdenum jacket, which has been replaced with a graphite one to be compatible with the full
graphite first wall of RFX. Because of the thicker jacket, the distance of the entrance hole for the
electrons from the tip of the EEA is one millimeter greater on RFX (8.5 mm) than on TPEdiRMQO
(7.5 mm). On RFX, the jacket has been kept electrically floating, whereas in TPE~iRM20 it was
electrically connected to the vacuum vessel.

1 33 front plate top plate
45} l M 8.5 I repeller jacket

I | ' I t 1-

“I- "41
h

Erik f b"; _ 51%|, ‘5 1n. I ”(g

g —. ({ I] -’ I—F‘ g “I ‘ -l — — WT. d “I - —- H

i . X Ti:- -— viii 1" El1 L , ., a
450 I J: 'nsul tion case 3| 1/ | A collector l a ll- J21.2‘_ shield collector

2732 he .1 . Z“: .

I cross-section A-A . FIQ-l
A schematic cross section of the EEA is shown in fig. 1. The core of the device consists of a front

plate, a repeilcr and a collector. The electron energy distribution is derived measuring the collector
current as a function of the repeller voltage, which is varied in order to discriminate the energy of the
electrons passing through a narrow pinhole in the front plate. The front plate is made of
molybdenum, while the repeller and the collector are made of. a W 65% and Cu 35% alloy. The front
plate has a 2.5 mm at channel with a 0.1 mm o pinhole [€1.05 mm thick) to reduce the current of
supenhermal electrons without distorting their energy distribution. Note that typical Larrnor radii of
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built edge electrons and hydrogen ions in the edge of RFX for 600 ltA discharges are 0.0? mm and 3
mm respectively. The Laplace equation has been numerically solved to simulate the potential profile in
the repeller surroundings. The on-axis potential in the repeller hole {3 mm o) is found to be ~ 95%
of the applied voltage. The collector is kept to a voltage of +'i'0 V (referred to the vacuum vessel, as
all the voltages reported in the following) in order to avoid the loss of secondary electrons. Ne
breakdown is observed up to a repeller potential, Vmp, of -600 V, even though the inner volume of
the EEA is not differentially pumped. The tip of the graphitejacket has been radially inserted up to 19
mm beyond the graphite tiles. The system can be rotated of i180 degrees around its axis to ensure
alignment with the local magnetic field.

A specific linear power supply has been developed in order to apply a variable voltage waveform
to the repeller up to I IN, with a rise and fall time of a few milliseconds. The measured signals are:
the voltage applied to the repeller, the collector current, the floating potential of the graphite outermost
jacket and the front plate voltage. Ground loops have been avoided using isolation amplifiers.

The measuring circuits give a resulting bandwidth of 5 kHz for the floating potential signals, of
10 kHz for the collected current and of 35 kHz for the repellcr voltage. The floating potential signals
have been digitized by a 16 channels lNCAA Model CADF transient recorder at a sampling rate of
10 kHz; the current and the repeller voltage by a 4 channels INCAA Model CADH transient recorder
at a sampling rate of 80 kHz.

3. EEA operation
The repeller voltage VHF, has been linearly swept in 10—20 ms up to -600 14', several times per

discharge. Figure 2 shows an example of Vrgp and 1,301 (collector current) waveforms, along with the
plasma current and the toroidal magnetic field at the wall. It is worth noting that the Icol signal starts
when the toroidal field at the wall changes sign, as a consequence of the EEA becoming aligned with

I the local magnetic field. 1.301 vs. ”Ural,
characteristics measured during each rampsen

1.30 _ Plasma cumm SW 5459 see have been used to obtain information about
[VI {1 l ilk?” the electron distribution function.

Joe : -.4t::t1 Two experimental campaigns were
; l performed, both of them on can let

coo i L; zoo discharges. In the first one the front plate
"390 i was electrically floating. The analysis of the
not) , flit +$Lo ‘42::— tgfim ‘—4:r in data from this campaign showed that, due to .

[mi]: _ ___________ .“ |.—.._'_—)f 1 o the superthermal electron flux, the front plate
5 l Tillflah’ifi'd Ali's] reached a floating potential of ~ -20{) V

I - depending on the insertion depth. Only
4 -40 repulsive voltages lower than the front plate
2 . 3‘60 voltage are useful for the Iml‘vrflp

- characteristic, since for higher ones the 1c
D H . loo Ft ' V as signal becomes 'almost constant. In fact the

time [ms] 9'3 'Debye sheath thickness is comparable to the
_ pinhole diameter, causing the front plate to

act as an effective repeller. Therefore, during the second campaign the front plate was connected to
the vacuum vessel through a 2.3 Q, 50 W resistor. Such a connection led to typical front plate
voltages of -20 V, allowing also the low energy part of the distribution function to be explored.

The front plate heating due to the superthermal electron energy flux has been estimated. The rise in
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temperature of the region around the pinhole during a typical RFX discharge turns out to be much
less than the evaporation temperature of the molybdenum. The inspection of the pinhole after the
experimental campaigns has continued that its diameter was unchanged even after many discharges.

4. Measurements
Applying a time changing voltage to the repeller, lust-Vmp characteristics have been deduced with

the REA exposed to the electron drift side. On the ion drift side the current signal turned out to he too
small to provide reliable characteristics. An example of characteristic obtained on the electron drift
side is shown in fig.3. The characteristic changes slope at Vmp ~ -]50V so that two portions can be
identified. In this context the lower energy portion, which could be distorted by space charge effects,

is not discussed. It is worth noting that if this
portion is fitted by a half-Maxwellian
distribution function, the resulting temperature
is Ter- 50 eV which is at least twice the bulk

l electron temperature expected in this region of
plasma [3}. On the other hand, the higher '

.~ _ energy portion of the characteristic confirms
Th = 327 “V the presence of a superthermal tail. This high

0'1'”' energy tail has been assumed to be a
-3tltl 4250 QUE] -l50 —l0fl -5l] 0 _ . , _ _ _

own [it] Fig.3 distinguishing feature of the electron drift side,
in the hypothesis of negligible backflow.

Following reference [5], the high energy tail has been fitted with a half»Maxwellian distribution. The
result of the fit. also shown in fig.3, gives a temperature Th = 32? eV, much larger than the edge
electron temperature. '

Generally speaking, the temperature Th of the high energy tail turns out to be of the order of the
on-axis bulk electron temperature TU, which in these discharges was 250-350 e‘v’. It is worth noting
that the values found for Th are comparable to those found in TPE-lRl‘vl20 with the same BEA. The
intercept In of the fitting curve with the Icol axis yields the population density an. according to the
equations ' ' '

'siisiichii' ' fir - """"”-.'.','.'
”7' ft=4fi.flwT4.9 ms .- *3t

env 2T

I“: it"‘l’ “h: if
where A is the pinhole area and all perpendicular velocities are assumed to be collected. Such a
procedure assumes the plasma to be at the same potential of the vacuum vessel. which is taken as the
reference potential. Data collected in the past have shown that plasma potential in this region is in the

range 030 V [3], so that1 in consideration of the
Elli} . I. -— | I:

Sh015435 relatively high values of Th, the error introduced
50D ~ Plasma current {kn} - . . . . . _

by this assumption is negligible. The deduced
490 To [eV] . ' values of nh are between 10” and 5-10'3 m'3.
son r a _ The ratio between oh and the line averaged
stilt} electron density cut:- is for most discharges of a

-

_ few percent. -
m9 * Under the assumption made above that the

n . . - . high energy electrons are present only on the
ll 20 41'] fit! EH 1130 123 - . ' .. ‘ ‘ l.. time [ms] Fig.4 electron drift side, the edge current densl y

carried by them has been evaluated as jh = IDIA.
Typical values are in the range 100-500 km’mz, consistent with the estimated current density in the
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RFX edge region, although in some cases values exceeding 1 littlaltr'ni2 are obtained.

The unique possibility of applying many voltage ramps to the repeller'1n a single discharge has led
5111) ,...,.,.,...,...,..._ tothemeasurementofthetimedependenceof

T,13V] 1 i Z the superthermal electron temperature. An
4”” _‘ t i ‘3 example of Th as a function of time is shown
31111 :_ {i}; ‘2 in fig.4, superimposed to the plasma current

: i " i i f waveform and to the onaasis bulk electron
21111 :_ . ' i , —: temperature Tc, as measured with a SiLi
too 3 ",1 .ifii' . f detector. TI, is observed to be comparable to

it". . . .. . . . . . r . . . . . . . . . ..fl- TE]. and the time behaviour can be interpreted
11.114 one 11.113 11.1 11.12 11.14 11.11. 11.13 11.2 as a rise during the slew ramping phase of the

E15, Fig.5 plasma current followed by a decrease during
the current decay, Different behaviours have also been observed.

The data collected about Th have been related to the non-dimensional parameter EIEC, where
E : mum/(211R) is the on-axis inductively applied electric field, while 13,: is the on—axis critical field
for runaway generation as defined in [6], assuming the on—axis density comparable to the line
averaged one. This comparison has been made using data collected over a radial range of 7 mm,
implicitly assuming the changes in Th to be negligible over this range. Figure 5 shows Th as a
function of Effie. Ifthe hypothesis of independence on radial position is confirmed, it may be
concluded that there is a tendency of Th to grow as E11151fl becomes greater. A similar tendency is
observed also for the ratio Tt9. The dependence of T1, on Effie shown in fig.5 and the fact that T}, is
comparable to T13 indicate that superthermal electrons are probably generated in the centre of the
plasma, and then transported to the outer region, possibly flowing along stochastic magnetic field
lines.

5. Conclusions
For the first time the electron distribution function 1n the outer region has been measured on RFX

by means of an electrostatic BEA. The high energy portion of the data collected on the electron drift
side shows the presence of a supertherrnai tail in the electron distribution function. Such tail has been
interpreted assuming a half-Maswellian shape. The EBA power supplies have made it possible to
measure the time evolution of the supertherrnal electron temperature Th. It has been found that Th is
comparable to the on-axis electron temperature and the superthermal current density jl, is in most
cases of the order of the estimated RFP equilibrium current density in the edge region. The
superthermal electron density nh is a few percent of the line average electron density. A correlation
between Th and the 131Ec ratio has been found, in the hypothesis of independence of Th from the
radial coordinate on a "1' mm distance. This correlation, together with the fact that Th a: Try, supports
the idea that superthermal electrons found at the edge are produced in the central plasma. I
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. To enhance the radiated powerfraction at the edge of a tohamah piasma without degrading
the confinement parameters of the hulk, impurity seeding is a ciassicai method. Aithough neon is
one of the most often used impurities, its ability to radiate at the edge without contaminating the
plasma itself is still under discussion. This paper presents a detaiied estimate of the neon radiated
power in the JET Mark 1’ divertor together with an aspect of the Ne behaviour as a function of the
Ne density in the bath using the data provided by a VUV spectrometer viewing the divertor region.

The main diagnostic for this study is an absolutely calibrated double VUV spectrometer
(SPRED) directed to the inner part of the divertor horizontal target (figl). It is equipped with 2
gratings (450 gimm and 2105 gimm) giving a wavelength range of 150A 5 it. E 145013;. The time
resolution is 11 ms - 50 ms per spectrum. To extract the various line intensities of D, He, C and
Ne, a multigaussian fitting code is used in order to deal with the severe blending of most of the Ne
lines. The Ne 11 resonance line (46111) intensity is not estimated because of the blending with a C
[II line in a particularly complex part of the spectrum. The main Ne IX and Ne X lines lie outside
the wavelength range of the detector but they radiate in the bulk rather than in the divertor. For
each of the other ionisation stages the most important lines are measured. To cross-check the results
a bolometer line of sight (BLOS) viewing approximately the same region of the inner target plate is
used. The divertor contribution is estimated by subtracting the signal measured by a line of sight
viewing only the bulk.
ESTIMATE OF THE POWER RADIATED IN THE DIVERTOR: To estimate the power
radiated in the inner strike point region, a low-Ne content, L-mode discharge
(inst:- =4.4><1019m3, fig.2) with a small Ne puff is chosen. The X point position is swept. The
estimate is made from the D I, He 11, CI[ to IV and Ne III to VIII line intensities. One of the
largest uncertainty comes from C IV because the resonance line (1549.5: 2p~2s} lies outside the
wavelength range of the spectrometer. The ratio of 2 other C W lines (312% 3p—2s and 384th 3d-
Zp} is used to determine (with ADAS [1]) a value of T.- and subsequently the resonance line
intensity. As far as Ne is concerned the largest error is due to the lack of information about the Ne
VII triplet configuration. However the maximum contribution of the triplet resonance line to the
radiated power is estimated by ADAS to be 16% of the singlet resonance line. it is observed that
the Ne III to V line intensities are strongly modulated by the sweeping, indicating a peaked

. distribution along the target direction, whereas the Ne VI and VIII intensities are not or weakly
modulated (the Ne VII line used in fig.2d is thought to be blended, thus giving an overestimate of
its intensity and a fake correlation with the sweeping). This is thought to be due to the location of
the higher ionisation stages farther from the divertor target or even above the K point. The
radiated power is more or less evenly distributed between the lower {III to 'v') andthe higher (VI
to VIII) ionisation stages of Ne. This is in agreement with the bolometer measurements showing
that half of the additional radiated power is radiated above the X point. The electron temperatures
measured from the line ratios available give Te(C ill) =6i4eV, TetC W) = 9i4eV, Te(Ne V) =
Iii-4W, 'i‘eiNe VI) = lZifie‘v’. The similarity of the latter two is surprising since only Ne 'v’ is
modulated by the sweeping. It might be due to the weak sensitivity to Tu of the Ne 'v'I line ratio we
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use here (1(2s2p2 2S-gsNItZsZp1 2Page». The total radiated flux (fig.2c) estimated from the SPRED
measurements, and in particular the extra flux after the Ne puff, due almost entirely to Ne (75%)
and deuterium (25%), are in good agreement with the power flux measured by the BLOS. In all
the pulses analysed here, the ratio of the BLOS signal to the radiated power in the X point region
(calculated by an Abel inversion of the bolometer array signals) is constant as a function of time,
due to the fact that the emission comes mainly from the region seen by the BLOS. The agreement
between the SFRED and the BLOS being good, this ratio can be used to convert the flux measured
by the SPRED to a radiated power, keeping in mind that the obtained value is likely to be an
underestimate of the power radiated in the divertor. The same estimate was made for an ELMy H~
mode discharge at lower density (<ne3’ = 3x10” mg), with P(NBI) 2“ iSMW (fig.3). This time
the Ne injection {TSXIUEO atoms) is aimed at maximising the radiation. It results in a saturation of
a number of spectral lines on the double SPRED. These line intensities were estimated using line
ratios during the non~saturated phases of the signals, giving a factor 2 on the global uncertainty of
the power radiated by neon. Only the C III and Ne VII contributions could not be measured
because of the saturation of all the corresponding lines. In this case it is ciear that hoWever large
the error is, the strongest radiator among the neon ions is Ne IV which radiates about 70% of the
total neon radiated power, indicating an ionisation equilibrium very different from the L-mede
case. Another evidence is the Ne VI modulation as a function of the sweeping, indicating that the
Ne VI radiates closer to the target than in the preceding case. Since C III, as in the previous case,
is the strongest radiating carbon ion, these results are in qualitative agreement with the bolometer
array measurements showing that the radiation balance is slightly in favour of the X~point
radiation (60% of the total radiated power). More experiments are needed to compare these results
to the analysis of the bolometer measurements described in [2]. Because of the C111 saturation, it is
not possible to say which species, either C or Ne, is the strongest radiator, but from a comparison
with the BLOS it can be said that the deuterium radiates about Edit-a of the total 3.5MW.

'EFFECT OF A FORCED D2 FLOW ON THE NEON RADIATION: The first pulse shown in
the preceding part is one of a series of L-mode, moderate density (fills-33? = 341.4 x10” m‘i’),
moderate NBI power (3.5MW), X point-swept, divertor Dal-fuelled (2.3-5.5x10“ atomsfs)
discharges. The aim of this series was to study the effect of a forced Di flow on the impurity
radiation. Ne-is puffed as a tracer rather than as a radiator. Both the neon and the deuterium could
be injected either from the top of the machine or directly into the divertor, and all combinations
were performed. For a given electron density, no effect of the D2 or Ne injection location was
observed regarding the maximum radiation, either on the neon radiation or on the other species (C,
O), confirming the results found in [3]. The only difference is the radiation due to the deuterium: it
is stronger when the D2 is injected in the divertor because of the higher deuterium flow necessary to
tnaintain the bulk density.
EFFECT OF INCREASING THE NEON DENSITY 1N L-MODE: A recurrent question aheut
impurity seeding experitnents is whether or not it is possible to entrance the edge radiation without
contaminating the core. From the series described in the last paragraph, two pairs of shots have
been chosen to study the effect of increasing the amount of injected Ne in the plasma at two
different densities {fig.4a, {tieib=0.66xlfl”m'i (solid line), 1.5x10”m'3 (dashed line); fig.4b,
LilUWm'3 (solid line), 3.3:~<ll}”m'3 (dashed line}). The gain in radiated power when increasing the
amount of Ne is considered. However, since the Ne density is different for every shot, we
normalise this gain to the Ne density increase in the bulk (estimated from the Zer measurement):
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W J = gain in radiated power i increase in No density 7 _
_ 1L «mo» Ne III Ne Iv Ne v T Ne vi |l Ne vtn

[Farms m'i 1.6 1.6 1.4 I] saturated H 1.3[l 4.4x10‘im'3- 0.3
At moderate density and for the lower ionisation stages (Ne ill to V) the gain in radiated power is
significantly higher than the increase of injected neon (see table). For the higher ionisation stages,
the gain in radiated power is less favourable, but at least 30% higher than the Ne density increase in
the bulk. The difference in the lower ahd higher ionisation stages indicates a modification of the
ionisation equilibrium, even with this small amount of Ne. The decay times of the Ne signals (4.93
for Ne III-V, 4.45 for Ne VINIII) significantly decrease when doubling the amount of injected Ne.
At higher density, the gain is lower than the increase in the amount of Ne. All the ionisation stages
behave in the same way as far as the gain in radiated power is concerned. This is thought to be due
to the smaller amount of Ne injected. The decay times [Es for Ne ill to V, 3.4a for Ne VI to VIII)
do not depend on the amount of injected Ne.

CONCLUSION: The SPEED has proven to be a useful tool for precise estimates of the radiated
flux and even, with few assumptions, the radiated power in the divertor. However, more work is
needed to ascertain the C IV resonance line intensity due to its strong dependence upon Te. The
measured Ne VII contribution to the radiation seems fairly small (less than 10% in the L—tnode
ease}. Hence if the neon atomic data are revised with more sophisticated calculations, we suggest to
put the emphasis on No [V which is the strongest radiator of the Ne ions in the pulses presented
here. The Ne ionisation equilibrium appears very different in L and H—mode discharges, more
favourable to the edge radiation in H~mode, mainly due to the strong Ne IV radiation. Another Ne—
seeding experiment this Year will allow us to precise the first results presented here, in particular
the relative importance of the various impurities in the radiated power fraction.

In L~mode, for small Ne puffs {compared to the Ne injections aimed at maximising the
radiation), the higher density pulses presented here show that the Ne bulk'density increases faster
than the power radiated at the edge when increasing the amount of injected Ne. At lower density
(corresponding here to larger Ne puffs), there is a change in the ionisation equilibrium, suggesting
that the TI: and n: profiles are modified significantly in the divertor region. This is thought to be due
to the larger amount of neon in the discharge rather than to an effect of the density.

Simulations with an impurity transport code such as DIVIMPM} are necessary to confirm the
assertions made in this paper, in particular in providing a consistent overview of the Te, nt profiles
and of the Ne ionisation equilibrium.
[1] H.P. Summers. ADAS. JET-IR{94) 06 {1994)
[2] [-1.]. Jackal ct al., Eith APE Conference on Plasma Physics, Louisville. USA {i995}
[3} Phi, Harbour et al., 22d EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion. Boumcmouth, UK (1995]
[4] P.C. Stangehy and LI}. Eider, J. Nucl. Mater. 1945-193 {1992) 253.
Fig.1: SPRED iine of sight and BLOS in the diverior region. The extreme X point positions are
indicatedfor #35042.
Fig.2: #35402: a) voiume average density; bl radiated power measured by the boiometer array; e)
radiated flux measured by the BLOS {soiid} and the SPEED (dashed: retail, dotted: D, broad-
dasbed: C, dashed-dotted: Ne); d) Fiux radiated by Ne as measured by the SPEED.
Fig.3: #32767: voiume average density, neutrai beam injection power, Ne atoms injected into the
versei and radiatedflux measured by the SPRED.
Fig.4: Neon radiated flux as fans: =<i.4xi0’9m" (iefr) and Suidim‘i (right). From top to bottom:
Ne iii, 11’, V, V! and 'Viii. '
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Electron temperature in front of the target plates in various
divertor scenarios in ASDEX Upgrade

M. Weinlich, A. lSarlson, R. Chodura, 0.3. Pitcher}, V. Rohde‘, U. ill-fennell and the
ASDEX Upgrade and N31 Teams

Moa‘PlencbInstit-ut fiir Plesmnphysik, EURATOM Association, ill—852748 Gorchinp
l IPP, Bereiclt Berlin 3 CFFTP, Toronto, Canada

1 introduction

The magnitude of the potential drop across the Debye sheath between a plasma and its sure
rounding wall takes on a value proportional to the electron temperature ensuring equal ion
and electron fluxes to the well. Most of the plasma wall interaction processes are determined
by this sheath. In addition most of the atomic and molecular processes including ionisation,
radiation and recombination are also determined by the same temperature. For these reasons
the electron temperature is one key parameter for understanding divertor behavior.

From the logarithmic slope of a I—V-characteristic measured with Langmuir probes a tempera
ture can be derived. The main part of the slope is determined by the electron temperature, but
the ion temperature (mostly taken to be equal to 1”,) must also be known to derive the sound
speed, used to determine the density. The characteristic is usually fitted with an exponential,
which assumes a Maxwellian distribution function. Both limitations are well known and have
been extensively studied in various cases. Additional questions have arisen in recent years
concerning the plasma at the target plates in fusion devices, namely the influence of parallel
resistivity and temperature gradients. We will focus on the last items and discuss their effects
in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamalr.

2 temperature gradients

The effect of temperature gradients has been discussed by several authors [1MB] and can be
summarised as follows: The floating potential at the wall is determined by the electrons which
can overcome the retarding sheath potential (EU or Sit-HT“ hydrogen plasma) . The parallel
heat flow is dominated by the same tail electrons, whose mean free path (assuming 2311' 2 1)
can be estimated by

T3___ 13 -E -—'.‘Am, _ (1.0M: 10. m av ) ".1a {1}

If this characteristic length is small compared with the distance from the midplane (the source
region) a temperature gradient will be established which is tied up with a heat flux to the
target. The parallel sheath condition at the target (q 2: du,c,lc,) and the free streaming
energy limit of the electrons (z D.2u,l,,,l:5T,) result in a typical temperature gradient length
at the target of the same order as the above mean free path length. Probes usually scan only
the high energy tail of the electron distribution function. The temperature derived form the
l-V—characteristic is therefore close to the temperature one gradient length upstream and not
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2U partiaty detached.attached.
on radiation at the plate or] radiation at the plate rurly detached.
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rho_po1 {normalized poloidal flux } rho_po| {normalized poloidaJ flux}

Figure 1: Comparison of electron temperature profiles at the outer target plate derived
from probe data (filled symbols) with CH temperature (dashed lines). The CH temperature
originates from the region of maximum CH emission.

the temperature of the electrons at the Debye sheath edge. This situation can be modeled
selfaconsistently in a 1D~pic code including coulomb collisions {1}: The temperature gradient
and the Debye potential in front of the plate can be clearly reproduced, resulting in a non-
Maxwellian distribution function at the target plate. Trying to match the electron current at
the target [which should vary exponentially with the potential drop across the sheath) with
the local plasma parameters at the sheath edge leads to higher temperatures and locates the
edge about one mean free path upstream.

Using two probe systems, a reciprocating probe upstream and fixed (flush mounted) probes
at the target plate, it can be shown that temperature gradients inside the divertor can only
be measured if the mean free path is small compared to the connection length of the probes.
Secondary electron emission at the plate is determined by the (hot) electrons reaching the
target plate. Sputtering is due to the ions being accelerated across the sheath, whose potential
drop is once again established by the upstream electrons. The ionization of neutrals released
by the walls as well as the radiation from impurity ions in front of the plate are mainly induced
by high energy electrons. So even in the case that a steep temperature gradient may exist
inside the last mean free path of the “upstream" electrons, the derived temperature is the one
describing the physics dominating this region.
The probe temperature can be compared with the temperature derived from line ratios of CH
emission [3}. In a fully attached case (Fig. 1 left) the measured radiation originates from the
target plate close to the strike point and is in good agreement with the probes‘ temperature
at the .separatrix. In a partially detached case (Fig. 1 left} the radiating cone moves with the
temperature maximum away from the strike point, but both temperatures are still in good
agreement. If the divertor plasma is fully detached (Fig. 1 right), the maximum of CH emission
lies somewhat upstream, indicating atemperature gradient towards the target plate. The mean
free paths in the attached and partially detached cases-are close to 0.15m, whereas it drops
in the fully detached case below 1mm. The good agreement of probe and CH temperature in
the first cases show that both temperatures are determined by the-same electron population.
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3 plasma resistivity

The influence of the parallel plasma resistivity can be understood as an additional resistor
being in series with thesheaths resistance. As reported earlier [4] this will flatten the slope of
the measured Lil-characteristic and lead to an overestimated temperature. If single probes are
used, to determine the temperature we expect that the curvature of the characteristic, which

[can not be afi‘ected by the parallel resistivity, allows for a better estimate fitting the whole
characteristic then deriving the temperature from the slope near the floating potential. Using
a double probe model, as we do at ASDEX Upgrade, the size of the return electrode also
influences the fitted temperature. A scan of various normalised resistances shows the fitted
temperature closer to the original one for small current ratios which are frequently observed
with flush mounted probes.
For a simple estimate the parallel resistance R" z 2if£2APpgbea|j,Spit2er) C3111 be fifilfifllfltEd for
a constant temperature along the path, using an averaged cross section of 2Aprobe according
to experimental data. Taking the temperature equal'to that of the electrons which overcome
the sheath the apparent temperature including resistive effects can be related to the mean free,
path length (Eqn. (1)):

Tap-parent = Te {1- + 0-12 Elf/Amfp) . {2)

If there are temperature gradients in the plasma, they will reduce the influence of the resistivity
even further. The resistive effects will therefore be important only if the current flows much
further than several mean free paths along the field lines.

The temperature comparison (Fig. 1) in the foregoing section shows that the resistive effects
are negligible in the attached and partially detached case (i .3 (Slump) e: L“). If the very low
temperature in the detached case would be accounted for as a pure resistive efl'ect, the length of
the current path can be estimated using different input temperatures for the Spitaer resistivity.
If one takes the lei! apparently measured at the target plate, the resistive length would be
below 3cm. As an upper limit for the efl'ect of temperature gradients the same calculation
with the spectroscopically determined temperature of Self (3m upstream along field lines]
yields a maximum length of 1.9m which is still below the connection length. These results
show as well as earlier measurements of return currents at the target plate [5] the existence of
high cross field currents, allowing the probe circuit to be closed near the probe with a short
current path inside the plasma, minimising the total resistance.

4 return currents

To study the effect and the magnitude of cross field currents, we set up a special probe head for
the mid plane manipulator at ASDEX Upgrade (Fig. 2}. It consists of a fixed housing around
a rotable probe array, which is build-of 15 tips of different sizes. This allows for the separation
of angular and size effects on the I-V-characteristic as well as for the detailed observation of
the return current. The probe is inserted in between two ICRH antennas and has therefore
a short connection length (3 m) to the next limiter. The plasma density and temperature
measured with a conventional small probe tip and with the big checkerboard probe head are
similar, indicating only a small disturbance of the plasma. The ratio of the calculated mean
free path length (Eqn. (1)) and the connection length is about 1:20. Operating one small tip
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Figure 2: The checkerboard probe used to measure the return currents from one small active

probe tip (black) on several surrounding tips (grey). The sum ofthe measured'return currents

balances the active current to 59%, the extrapolation to the total probe surface yields 100%.

in the center of the probe head as an active single probe and measuring the return currents on

the neighboring tips allows for the calculation of a current balance extrapolated to the total

surface (Fig. 2). Even in that case of short connection length to the next limiter there are

cross field currents (indicated by Isatlright 2} Lauren) and they flow close enough to the probe,

that the electrical circuit is completely closed by return currents instead of currents to the

limiter (icurrem :5; ll] :5t 2 Lil/ 2).

The existence of strong cross field currents has implications reaching far outside probe the-

ory. Thermoelectric currents in the scrape off layer can, for example, only flow if the cross

field currents and the plasma resistivity directly at the plate are not too high. It has been

experimentally observed, that-they vanish completely after the detachment of one divertor leg.

5 summary

The experimentally derived temperature from the probe diagnostic and from OH radiation is in

good agreement in attached cases. This temperature describes most of the relevant processes
in front of the target plates even if there exist strong temperature gradients across the last

mean free path. The probe temperature in detached cases gives an upper limit to the real

temperature, but is small enough that physical conclusions will not be significantly modified

even if resistivity effects occur. This observation leads immediately to the question of cross

field currents. The existence of strong cross field currents could be directly demonstrated with

a dedicated experiment. The existence and magnitude of currents in the scrape off layer has

to be studied further on in the light of these results.
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Scaling of edge parameters for high confinement, high density
ASDEX Upgrade discharges

' J. Schweinzer, O. Gehre, G. Haas-H. Murmann, I. Neuhauser, H. S'alzmann, W. Sandmann,

W. Schneider, W. Suttrop, M. Weinlich, ASDEX-Upgrade-Team, NBI—Group
Max—Planckdnstitut fiir Pla-smaphysik, EURATOM Association, Ww'BSTtlS Garching

INTRODUCTION _
The purpose of this paper is to describe general dependencies of parameters in the SOL
(S crape-Off-Layer). These dependencies are gained by analysing diagnostic data of various
discharges making use of regression analysis. Used diagnostic tools and some general
considerations-how the data was compiled will be presented first.
Radial profiles ng(r) and Tar) in the SOL (Scrape-Off-Layer) are measured routinely by
means of a lithium beam probe and an ECE radiometer. Radial ranges R-np = -15 to 5 cm
and R-Rscp = -5 to 9 cm are covered by the BCE and lithium beam diagnostics, respectively.
The position of the separatrix Rm, is determined magnetically within an uncertainty of :l: 5
mm. From the radial na(r) profile three edge parameters are derived, the line»averagcd SOL
(Scrape-Off—Layer) density [13,50]", the separatrix density new? and the fall-off—length lug.
The parameter “3501‘ was introduced to gain a direct measure both for the transparency of
the SOL plasma for neutral atoms and for the SOL thickness. Fallvoff-lengths are determined
by fitting an exponential function to .the profiles in a radial range of R"R3fip = -1 to 2 cm. In
addition information about he, and TE, near and inside .np is also gained from a Thomson
scattering system. The neutral gas flux density. tilt] in the divertor is measured by Haas-type
pressure gauges. Ted” and nadi‘“ in the outer divertor was determined by searching for the
respectively highest values in signals of various Langmuir probes mounted on different
locations on the target plate neglecting all spatial information. Total plasma radiation is
measured with bolometers.
Only data of deuterium .singlewnull discharges in quasi~stationary phases are used in this
study. All discharges are fuelled by gas puffing. The ratio 3341l (Fwd = total radiated
power, l=total heating power) was ltept between 0.2 and 0.65 in order to stay outside the
marfe regime. No discharges with additional impurity gas puffing have been included in the
database. A rather uniform occupation in parameter-space spawned by 11.3, Ip, BT. Pm; was
achieved by the choice of the included discharges. Two. data sets for ohmic (OH) and H
mode (H) deuterium discharges are considered: (OH): 11c -= 2 «'- 9 x 1019 m‘3 IF = 0.6 -
1MA,BT 1:1.5 — 2.5 "flags = 3 — 6; (H); n, = 3.5 - 10.0 x1019 m's, 1,," = 0.5 -1.2 MA, B1; =

'1.5_- 3 T, {195 = 3 - 5; All parameters are time~averaged over 10 ms, thus smoothing over -
ELMs of all types. ' ' -
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RESULTS for OHMIC DATASET _
The dependency of neSEP with neutral gas flux density (130 in the divertor has been
investigated [1]. In fig. 1 nasal} and and” is plotted vs. (In) in an double logarithmic scale. A
clear change of the nasal) slope can be seen at {Pa = 6 x 1021 m'2 s1 corresponding to no”?I =
1.4 x 1019 cm'3. For lower neiitl?I values a pure linear relation ncSEP ~ din is found (regression
coefficient R=0.9), whereas for higher values neSEP ~ (13094 results from regression analysis

(R=fi.9). The change in the ne5¢P behaviour seems to be caused by a strong increase of the
divertor density nadi‘i (cf. fig. 1). An estimate {The = l t {ocx nail“); UCX = 5 x. 10'15 cm?)
of the neutral mean free path 1.0 in the divertor plasma leads to values of about 10 em. thus
being in the order of the radial extend of the divertor plasma. Therefore,-the permeability to
recycling particles in the divertor plasma is considerable decreased breaking the linear
relationship between neiitll and (Ira.

are“.

n“

's.
a
In” '

s" is”. .-

“n a to”: 2

e to”.

4 1c”. -

I I - I' I I I I I I I I

4 to“ T to“ to11 _ and1

(11" [m' 2 s' I]

Fig. I : Electron densities new.” and tied” depended on neutral gosflex‘densinr
(150 (cf. text). Only a subsetof data usedfor regression analysis is shown.

Results of regression analysis for dataset OH is summarised in table 1. Decisive parameters
in the fits of the dependent quantities nasal?1 ngSOL. It“ are the neutral flux density ”in the
divertor {In}. the safety factor :95 and the total radiated power Pratt (A high percentage of -
Prad is radiated outside closed flint surfaces.) Inclusion of further independent paratneters
improves scaling only to a rather small extend. The ratio (range: 2 - 4) of line averaged
eentral density as and ties“? is mainly a function of the separatr'in density. Central, edge
density and (130 are strongly coupled in ohmic phases. ' '
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An ordering of 1n by Tamil?I pointing to different regimes for high and low TBSEP values like

in the ease of ASDEX [2] has not been found. However, an almost uniform increase of 91.“

with decreasing 11,5931J is detected over the complete operational range (cf. fig. 2).

C ‘30 Pratt Ptar In [:25 nGSEiP R

near-p 21.?4 0.416 0.13 - — -0.26 - 09?
11.501- 14.037 0.431 0.336 - - 0.326 - 0.9?
in 411.21 0.254 - ' -0.344 0.133 0.645 — 0.92
ngingsep 26.6?5 - 0.3 0.0? ' _ - 0.14 -U.69 0.96

Tobie I .' Fits F = e5 AH 315... and corresponding regression coefi‘icient R for experimental
parameters of dataset 0H. ”t? denotes line averaged density and PM = Phgm-Prad.

I Ir I 1. I J: I I l I I I: 1 I: if] IIItIIIII'IIIIII”“Illuliulltsnllllu

OH 3 3 4 11-111mm: ;

1
[c

m
]

T
‘i'

{si
t}

l I l 'l I I 'F 'I 'F I I I 'l I.’ l I 'r n 1'13] I1I1ITTI II 'II II I IT! 1! 'l 'i I IIIIIIIIIII 1

20 40 so so 1 10 s 1c1E 2 1c” 4 1e“
T we h in: [In' :1]

I I

Fig. 2: SOL densityfaii-ofi'iengtit A, vs. Fig .3: Divertor temperature restit vs.
midpiane separatrix temperature Tait-Pfor midpiane separatrix density n3”? for
ohmic discharges. Honode discharges.

RESULTS for ELM}: H—MODE DATASET
Recently, the invariance of divertor impurity retention on the external gas puff rate has been
demonstrated [3]. In a series of discharges the pumping speed {b},r activating different
number of turbomolecul'ar pumps) was varied while keeping the neutral gas flux {13.3 in the
divertor constant by an appropriate feedback control of the gas puff rate. In this discharges
(IpmlMA, BT=—2.5T, ne=7.4 1019 m'3, (In; - 2. 3 1021 m‘2 s“1,P=5.4 MW) the gas puff rate
was varied by a factor of 3. Within error bars all SOL density parameters were constant, no
influence of the different gas puff rate was detected.
As mentioned earlier all quantities are averaged over 10 ms. All direct measuremenis of
T553? were not Suited for regression fits because of too high scatter. Therefore, an edge
temperature Tgfld measured by Thomson scattering a few cm inside the separatrix was used
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instead. Although the regression fit is not of high quality (cf. table 2), it is interesting to

note, that the power dependence of Tamil is rather close to an exponent of 4:9 what is

expected f1om a conduction limited model for the SOL energy flow [4]. Aconvection

limited model would predict a linear dependence of Te'id with P [4].
The divertor temperature Tad” (range: 5- 40 eV) was found to be independent of P and
increased with decreasing separatrix density ngfifip (cf. fig. 3). In addition the maximal

attainable line averaged density is independent of the total heating power P.
The behaviour of the SOL thickness turned out to be very similar in H and OH mode

(compare table 1 and 2 for regression exponents). No direct dependency on P is found, but
of course Fraud is strongly connected with P (table 2). I

Only poor fits for ngSBP ( = ngfl~5 x (In) “-24, R «a 0.85} could he produced. No strong relation
with other parameters could be recognised. Although ELl'vls cause energy and particle

transport from the main plasma, the SOL seems to he much more disconnected from the core
plasma as compared to the ohmic phases.

C (1)0 Prati P In (195 1' ET HBSBP R

rand 6.844 41.21 - ens 0.164 0.563 * ass
11g5‘3’L 13.459 0.51 11.235 - — 0.4 - 0.95
in .2114? 0.412 11.34 — - 0.355 -0534 11.93
Prat! sass , c.3113 - -1115 0.21 13.95

Tobie 2: Regression fits F = e0 ASBS... onci corresponding regression eoeffieientRfor
experinrenroi poronteters cfdotoset H (P = rotoi neoting power). The stor indicores the fit
for THEE: is with Bi“ instead of (195.

CONCLUSION .
We have shown that parameters derived from SOL density profiles scale rather nicely with
global parameters and with (Do for ohmic and H—mode discharges. These global parameters
have been chosen mainly in order to derive regressions of good quality, but might, however,
represent a fit to a 'hidden1 parameter like e.g. TcfiliP.
A clear transition from low to high recycling divertor operation was found in the relation of

separatrir. density ngSEll with neutral gas flux density (ll-g. I

External gas puff rate has no influence on SOL density profiles as long as (in) stays constant,

thus demonstrating the importance of the latter.
The ELM— averaged SOL thickness (”BSDL) in Honode discharges behaves similar to the
ohmic one. Edge temperatures depend only weakly on the heating power.

REFERENCES
[I] J. Schweinzer et a1. 1995,co11tr. p. to 22nd EPS Conf. on Contr. Fusion 8: Plasma Phys.
[2] K. McCormick et al. J. Nuc. Mat. 196 198, [1992), 264-2’1'0
{3] H. S. Bosch et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 76 (1996), 2499-2502
[4] M. Keilhacker et al. Phys. Scr. T212, (1982), 443—453
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Mutual Influence between the ICRF Antennas
and the Edge Density on ASDEX Upgrade

LM. Noterdaeme, J. Schweinzcr, Ph. Verplanclce,

M. Brambilla, F. Hofrneister, W. Schneider, ICRF Group and ASDEX Upgrade Group

Max-Planck—Institut fiir Plasmaphysik
Euratom Association

D—85748 Garching, Germany

ABSTRACT - Significant changes of the density in the shadow of the antenna limiters can be seen on field
lines connected to an active ICRF antenna. The changes are sudden at turn-on and turn-off of the antenna,
indicating that this is a direct effect due to the RF. For experiments where densities in the shadow of the
antenna limiter were in the 2x 1018 m‘3 range. the density decreases. At lower density values, the effect is less
pronotmced. Under conniilctcly detached H-rnode (CDH) conditions, where the density in the shadow of the
antenna was above 1:: 10 9 m'3, the density increased slightly.

INTRODUCTION
In ASDEX Upgrade. the distance between the separatrix and the vacuum chamber is large (e
35 cm in the equatorial plane}. Two main regions can be identified 2 1) from the separatrix to
the first limiting surface {this is on the low field side1 under most conditions, the antennas) and
2) beyond the antennas. The plasma density between sepnrntrix and antennas plays an
important role in the coupling resistance of the ICRF antennas. We have measured this density
to investigate whether the ICRF affects its own coupling resistance. In the region beyond the
ICRF antennas, plasma is still present. The plasma density there {near and in the antenna)
influences its voltage stand-off. Changes of the density in this region due to the RF can also be
indicative of edge plasmaz'RF and edge plasmafantena interactions.

METHOD .
The edgefSOL density is measured in ASDEX Upgrade using a fast Li beam diagnostic [1].
The radial distance between plasma separatrin and the loo Cyclotron Resonance Frequency
(ICRF) antennas [2] is 3 to 5 cm in the equatorial plane. The Li beam allows a space and time
resolved (0.6 cm, 1 ms) measurement in a range R-Rggp = -5 to +9 cm relative to the separatrir.
position REED. Thus, radial locations up to 6 cm behind the front face of the ICRF antennas are
covered by the Li beam measurement.
The “shadow” of a particular antenna, as obtained by following the contours of that antenna
along field lines, can map (or not) to the location of the Li beam {horizontal axis 30 cm below
the midplane) density measurement, depending on the pitch of the magnetic field lines (the
magnetic field direction and the q value). Different values of the plasma density is the
edge/SOL were obtained by operating at different plasma currents (resulting in different SOL
density gradient length at the separatrix), and different operating conditions (gas puffing, CDH
mode). By activating the antenna, the influence of the RF on the density in the region between
the separatrir. and the antenna and in the region beyond the antenna limiter can be determined.
The iCRF power was in the range of 500 kW to 1 MW per antenna.
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For different combinations of Bi and 1p {Table 1). using the actual magnetic configuration, as
reconstructed from the magnetic measurements, the antennas were mapped along field lines to

shot Br 1]) q antennas mapping to frequencies
nr (EL M) _ Li beam location
8116 -2.5 l 3.9 1,2,4 38 MHz L1}

6167 +2.1 1 3.2 3,4 31) MHz (1,4)
31 .EMHZ (2,3)

6501 ‘11 [1.6 5 1,2,4 id.
6499 -2.5 1 3.9 1,2,4 id.
6492 -’2.1 1 3.2 1,4 id.

6504 -2. 1 1.2 2.5 1 id.
Table l. Conditionsfor the different discharges.

Fig. l. Schematic view of how the antennas man along field lines to
the location of the Li beam measurement (indicated by the small
circle). The antennas in bold are connected. the others not. Antennas
l.2.4 have a Faraday screen (pitch w.r.to B indicated, value 15 ”J.

the location of the Li beam.
Two examples are shown
schematically in Fig] a,b.
Which antennas map to the
location of the Li beam for the
other combinations is shown
in the table.

RESULTS
Fig 2. shows the edger‘SOL
density at the location of the
Li beam for the discharges of
Table 1. The high density
discharge, the low density
discharge and the discharges
in the middle range of
densities behave differently.
The discharges in the middle
range of the densities (ii 616?,
6592, 6499, 6501) have 3 x
1018 m'3 at the antenna, and

1 x 1013 m"3 at 1 cm behind the antenna. The time trace-s for #6167 in Fig. 3 (see the emission
of the Li resonance line at R = 2.0?5 m) show clearly that the density changes suddenly at
turn-on and turn-off of those antennas (3, 4) that map to the location of the Li beam
measurement. The density at 2 cm behind the antenna decreases strongly. The density profiles
(plotted in Fig. 4a for specific times) indicate that the decrease of the plasma density is
essentially in the region
beyond the antenna limiters
and only for those antennas
that are connected to the
location of the Li beam
density measurement along
field lines. All other
parameters are constant. Note
that the difference in reso-
nance position between
antennas 3 (center, + 2 cm)
and zl,{+11 cm} does not play
a role, not the fact that
antenna 4 has a Faradayt
screen and antenna 3 none.
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At - 2.5 T (#6499), the resoname
position for both frequencies are off-
axis (1,4 at +33 cm and 2.3 at +44
cm). The density in the shadow of the
antenna limiter decreases for antenna 1
and 4. and increases for antenna 2.
Those antennas all map to the Li beam
measurement. The density is not
affected, at the location of the measu-
rement. by antenna 3 which does not
map to this location (Fig. 4b). Similar
results are obtained for the other
combinations at the average densities.
The distinct behaviour of antenna 2 for
this series is probably related to a
difference in the electrical connection
of the antenna limiters (see
discussion), rather than to the variation
in resonance position.
At the higher current and lower (.1 value
of # 6504, the steeper density gradient
results in a lower density in the
shadow of the antenna limiter. Under -
this conditions the density still
decreases, but is less affected as
shown in Fig tic. Fig. 3. Time traces of the discharge # 516?.
In the completely detached H-mode
(#3316), the density near the antenna is a factor 10 higher (Fig. 4d) than for the cases above
(and is much higher than one would estimate from a simple exponential decay of the density at
the separatrix}. The effect of the RF is a slight increase of the density in the shadow of the
antenna.

#516?

|.2 1.4 Lfi Is a 2.2 2.4' as 3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.314;)

DISCUSSION _
The effect of the RE on the SOLfedge density profile is essentially restricted to the region
beyond the antenna limiters on field lines connected to an active antenna.
Between separatrix and front of the antenna. the changes are small so that the RF itself does
not change the normal coupling resistance of the antenna (this is in contrast to Lower Hybrid
which produces its own plasma in front of the compler). _
The change of the density in the region beyond the antenna limiters, alongfield lines connected
an active antenna. is a direct indication of edge plasmai’antenna interaction due to the RF. With
the FELICE code. we calculated that the RF fields due to ICRF are not restriced {toroidally nor
poloidally) to field lines connected to the antenna. However. where those field lines intersect
the antenna, sheaths will develop. The density on the field lines can then decrease, either if the
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parallel transport is increased or if the perpendicular transport is decreased. The pareit'el
transport can be increased if heating of the ions increases their sound velocity. The
perpendicular transport in the edge is doe to turbulent diffusion in convective cells which
extend along field lines. Radial electric fields (a consequence of the sheaths) at the-ICRF
limiter can affect these convective cells [3]. The radial electric fields depend on electrical
properties and connections of the antenna limiters. This was different for antenna 2 and could
be the mason for its peculiar behaviour.
Note that what happens on field lines connected to the antenna can partly be seen as a model of
what happens, for an antenna without Faraday screen, to a possible plasma density inside the
antenna. Because of the different connection lengths (shorter in the antenna) and different
strength of the RF fields (stronger inside) a decrease of density outside the antenna is
sufficient to conclude that a decrease will also occur in the antenna. On the other hand, when
no decrease occurs in the shadow, no immediate conclusion is possible for the effect in the
antenna. For medium to low density, the density decreases. This isconsistent with a decrease
of the parasitic loading observed at low. power on other machines, when high power (32» 100
kW) is applied. The inferred reduction of the density'is also favourable for the voltage stand-
off of the antenna. It remains to be investigated to what extent the conditions of much higher
density lead to parasitic loading and reduced voltage standoff.
REFERENCES
[1]]. Schweinzeretal., titisconfetence
[2]! “M Notcrdaeme cta1., Fus. Eng. Des. 24(1994), d5
[3] Eorafl etal., Nucus. [199]), 2333
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The Edge Turbulence in the W7~AS Stellar'ator:
2 d Characterization by Probe Measurements

J. Bleuel, G. Theimer, M. Eudler, L. Giannone, H. Niedermeyer,
ASDEX and WT—AS Teams

Max-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysilr, EURATOM Association, Garching, Germany

Introduction
In the edge region of the WT~AS stellarator spatially and temporally resolved measure-
ments of turbulent electrostatic fluctuations are performed using Langmuir probe arrays.
They are intended to explore the limits of our physical model based on former investiga-
tions of the scrapeaofl: layer of ASDEX [1]. A very high correlation of the ion saturation
current fluctuations H B was observed implying that the interaction between plasma and
target plates must be taken into account. The sheath conditions are added to a 2d fluid
model which includes magnetic curvature, E x B, and diamagnetic drifts. In linear order
its predictions agree with the experiment in a wide range of discharge parameters [1].
Another interesting subject is the investigation of the nonlinear dynamics of the saturated
turbulent state. The latter is characterised by an unpredictable formation and decay of
structures. Observing the evolution of structures should therefore offer insights into the
nonlinear dynamics. Simple global properties, as average velocities, can be determined
from the spatial~temporal correlation function. More detailed information, e. g. concern
ing the question whether typical structures exist, may be obtained by studying individual
structures. Our starting point of a quantitative classification of structures is the decom—
position of fluctuation data in a sum of simple “events” (pulsashaped in space and time)
with individually determined spatial and temporal position, velocity, size, lifetime, and
amplitude. A search for statistically significant deviations from the spatially and tempo-—
rally uniform distribution of the events follows. An analysis of that kind was applied to
spatially 1d plus time dependent data taken from measurements with a poloidal probe
array: In the environment of events with a high magnitude/sine ratio the floating pee
tential exhibits a dipole-like conditional average which is oriented such that in its center
the E x B drift is directed radially outwards. Because the conditional average of the ion
saturation current has a maximum there a very high local particle flux must be associated
with these structures [2].

Of course, without a minimum knowledge about the radial behaviour it would remain
uncertain to what extent the 1d poloidal properties describe the fluctuations. Especially
the possibility of radially moving structures must be considered. New measurements at
WT-AS with a rightnangled probe array consisting of 20 tips in poloidal and B-tips in.
radial direction are addressed to these questions.
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Correlations
Basic space-time characteristics of the fluctuations are contained in the correlation func-
tion

(ads) §(x+d.t+ a)
\/<§2(x, t))<§2(x + d, t + T)>

where x, x+d are the spatial positions of two probes and 5 denotes the fluctuating part of

10(l) = (1)

a random process a := s—I—s as given by the measured quantities (a. g. floating potential).

For the present analysis time intervals with constant discharge conditions and negligible

probe movement were chosen. Thus, a may be regarded as stationary. Estimates of (1)

are based on temporal averaging.

Correlation H B
To study the behavior of the fluctuations along the field lines simultaneous measurements

of the floating potential with a radially movable Langmuir probe array of 19 tips extending

in poloidal direction and a static Langmuir probe at a distant toroidal position were carried

out. Because the poloidal positions of the probes are fixed the rotational transform of the

magnetic field t had to be adjusted such that the field line bundle crossing the fixed probe

passed the accessible poloidalaradial range of the movable probe array. (By numerical field

line tracing it was estimated that this constraint requires a rotational transforms near

t = 0.253 which is somewhat smaller than typical values for WTeAS.) The corresponding 3.

connection length between the 19 tips array and the distant probe is about 6 m. Other

plasma conditions relevant to these measurements are: B 2 1.25 T, gas Hg, line averaged

central density 1 a 1019 m4, ECR heating: 1TB“ kW.

Between the 19 tips array and the distant probe a correlation of 0.92 was found represent-

ing a lower limit for the actual maximum correlation parallel B. It might be even higher, _

if the'field line was not hit precisely. Within the temporal resolution (0.5 as) the peak _ i
of the correlation function with the highest peel: value is centered around 7‘ = ll. Apart
from that the poloidal-temporal correlation function between the 19 tips array and the
distant probe looks very similar to the correlation function obtained from the 19 tips array 3
itself. Correlation lengths, correlation times and propagation velocities are the same. A

comparison of such correlation lengths ll B to the correlations lengths .l. B in the order

of 1 cm suggests an essentially 2-dimensional structure of the fluctuations. Obviously the
physical process responsible for the fast balancing along the field lines has only very little

tendency to spread .L B.

Correlation in the radial—poloidal plane .

Measurements concerning the radial-poloidal structure of the fluctuations are performed

with a right-angled probe array consisting of 20 tips in poloidal and 8 tips in radial direc-

1
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inwards, can be seen. These findings have important consequences for the interpretation

of spatially 1d resolved measurements: Radial velocity components of oblique structures

appear as poloidal motion, if only the poloidal direction is observed which explains the
similarity between the radislstemporal and poloidal—temporal correlation functions. Ve-

locity components perpendicular to the direction of observation lead to apparently smaller

correlation times or lifetimes of individual structures.

It should be noted that figure 1 reflects the situation at one certain radial probe position a

few centimeters outside the confinement region. Radial profiles of parameters associated y

with the poloidal correlation function show the well known velocity shear layer where l
the sign of the poloidal velocity changes and the correlation lengths and times exhibit l

minima. Accordingly at other radial positions different spatially 2d correlation functions
are observed. 1

Conclusion 1

In the edge region of the W?—AS stellarator fluctuations of the floating potential show
a very'_ high correlation along the. field lines over distances in the order of 10m with
zero time delay similar to former results for the ion saturation current in the scrape-off

layer of ASDEX. This confirms the idea that in the shadow of a limiter the turbulence is
essentially a 2—dimensional process under the far-reaching control of the sheath conditions.
A poloidal and radial propagation of the fluctuations seen in the 2d spatial correlation
function sheds light on the limits of spatially 1d resolved measurements.
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Introduction
A common, and widely believed unalterable, feature of the l-I-mode is the formation of a
steep gradient region of the radial electric field E, at the transport barrier of the plasma
edge. Er in turn is connected with the ion pressure gradient We, and the rotation velocity
through the radial force balance equation. Although it is not yet clear what the triggering
mechanism for the L-H transition is, the ion temperature respectively its gradient is seen
to pla}r a crucial role in the feedback loop of the radial force balance. On ASDEX edge ion
temperature profiles have been made accessible with the help of low energy neutral fluxes
in an analysis after shutdown. Therefore these profiles are now available for ASDEX L— and
Ii—mode plasmas.

Experimental
Neutral deuterinm fluxes in the energg.I range 15 to TDD eV/amu were measured with the
LENA diagnostic [1] at ASDEX with a time resolution of 50 to 100 ms. This neutral {OX}
spectrum, which originated mainl}r from the plasma edge, is simulated with the help of the
Monte—Carlo neutral particle code EIRENE, including all available data about the plasma
and the geometr}r near the line of sight. From the fit of the simulated to the experimental
spectrum an edge ion temperature [TJ profile of the main plasma species from the separatris
to about lfl cm inside (in the-case of ASDEX) can be deduced [2]. This method has been
further developed and is now also used on _ASDEX~Upgrade [3].
It is known from spectroscopic measurements on ASDEX and other experiments, that the
edge T.- increases at the L—I'l transition. A look at the LENA CX spectra during a I'l—mode
discharge also shows a significant change of shape in different phases. This can be clear-l},I seen
in the upper picture of Fig. 1.1: starting fromthe ohmic phase over the L~ to the ELM-free
H*-phase the slope of the high energy part increases indicating already a'higher '1}. At the
same time a sharp bend at low energies (100 eV) occurs. The lower picture compares the
corresponding ion and electron temperature (T,) profiles and the T,- profile of a comparable
L—mode discharge, i.e. where no LFI'I transition took place. A significant difference between
L— and l'I—phases is found: in the H—Mode, the absolute “ill-value and the gradient is much
higher than in the LuMode. The temperature in the H-mode increases from around an eV at.
the separatris to more than 400 all within 1-2 cm inside the separatris, which is even much

higher than the electron temperature. The radial range of the steep T,- gradient becomes
clearer in Fig. 1.2, where the gradient at the separatrix and some cm inside. are compared
during the H-mode discharge. From this the transport barrier-can be located in a narrow
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ASDEX L- and H-motle CX spectra
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Fig. 1.1: Low energyneutrai spectra anti| corresponding T,- and T. profiles in L- and H—phases.
if not indicated. the data refer to discharge #33308.

range of 1-2 cm at the separatrix, which is in agreement with similar observations on VT.-
and Er in other machines.

These T; profiles correct earlier interpretations of the L—II transition at ASDEX [=1]. where.
due to the lack of appropriate edge Ti n1easurcrnents.thc main influence on the transition has
been attributed to the edge electron temperature. The T.» profiles in Fig. 1.1 also reveal that
alrcati}r the L—phase prior to the H—transition has a higher edge ’1",- than in a pure L-‘Mode
discharge. This supports the major role of the ion temperature or its gradient in the L-H
transition. '

Discussion _
One possible interpretation of the L—I'I transition follows from the obviously different LENA
T; edge profiles: a. minimal T.- at the edge seems to be a prerequisite of the H-mode. Therefore
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Ion temperature gradient at the separatrix
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we h ave used the '1'} edge profiles as an input parameter of the ion orbit loss model of Shaiug
and Crume [5] This assumes the loss of collisionlcss ions across the separatrix as the triggerJ
which in turn induce thehrarlial electric field. The critical parameter is the ion coilisionalitv
1!...“ which forces the bit transition at values u.”- 553 1. Table 1.1 lists the effective collisionalitv

Z .

off” : or; (H) ., {1.1)

where the impurities are taken into account by a Zeff {6], about one poloidal gvroradius inside
the separatrix for the L-aud H-phases. a typical value of ZEN = swith an impurity charge
of ’i' has been assumed. The phenomenological explanation for the pure L-rnode discharge
is fouuri probably in the double null (DN) configuration {vertical shift a z 1]). which has
a higher power threshold than the single null (SN). it. is clearly seen. that in the L—rnorle
#312503 the high value of pig” m 4 prevents the [1—H transition1 whereas in #33308 the
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discharge ' time [s] mode Pm [M1511] 1'1, [cm“3] 31,339 [eV] 119,,- [cm] 115,!”

#32503 1,413 L 2,5 3 - 11113 13G 1,2 3,3
(DN .1 :1} e111) :l:].,2
#33303 1,117 L 1 13-10” 3110 1,0 0,?
[SN :1 z 1 e111.) i031

1,1? H* 4110. ' 2,1 0,3
" 11:0, 25

1,31?' H 331] 2,0 0,3
. - ~ 10,25

#33301 1,07 1—1 2 3. 1013 510 _ 1,0 0,1
[SN " = 2 cm) - ' 21:1], 05

Table 1.1: itfl'ective coilisionahty 1121' “'and poloidal gyroradius Pea of the ions for difl'ereni _

L— and H-phases. ufif'f and 1113,,- are 'calcuiated 1 cm. inside (,9 _ 3Q c111) the separatrix. The

errors in viii i'oiiow from the :I:SD% uncertainty in electron density at the edge.

12:1” : 0.7 is sufficient for the transition and consequently no change in the l-I—mode is seen.

The long thase in #333111 with regular ELl‘vls has due to the low edge density an even

smaller riff. Therefore the L—H transition with respect to our T,- observations is in good

agreement. with the prediction by the ion orhit loss modell.

Conclusions
With the help of the low energy neutral fluxes it has been possible to obtain T,- edge profiles
in L- and I'isrnode plasmas for the first time in ASDEK, the machine, which first discovered

the 1'I~rnode. High T; with a. large gradient at the separatrix are Found in the l'i~111ode, in

concurrence with T, 111easurements on other experiments. The comparison with the ion orbit

loss model of Shaing is in good agreement, however it offers no direct evidence for this

explanation.
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ABSTRACT .
During Ohmic H—mode discharges in TCV, ELM-induced neutral particle bursts have been
recorded by a Neutral Particle analyzer for several plasma configurations. These bursts
occurred simultaneously with the characteristic Do: pulses. In this paper it is shown that
prompt desorption and recycling of the particles, expelled during an ELM, at the divettor
strike zones can account for the magnitude of the ELM-induced neutral particle fluxes.

INTRDDUCTIQN
Ohmic H-modes with regular Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) have been obtained

in the TCV tokamak (R = 0.83 m, a S {3.25 m, 131‘ $1.5 T) in a variety of configurations [1},
mostly Single-Null and Double—Null discharges in the parameter range Ltfimtet 1.10.3 <1 5
a: 0.1211}: Ip< 503m4><1019<t De s: lflmm'3,Tg({l)r-BUD eV, 200<Ti(0)<:400 eV. Bursts of
charge exchange (EX) neutrals are observed in all five channels of the Neutral Particle
Analyzer {NPA} at TCV during ELMy H-modes. They occur simultaneously with the
characteristic pulses of Do; emission from the edge and divertor regions. During an ELM
the measured neutral flux can exceed the pro-ELM value by up to a factor of 5. The
contribution of noise, photons and ions to the signal during ELMs was found to contribute
to less than 1% of the signal. Other types of (IX neutral fluxes modulated by MHD
activity have been observed at the PBX tokamak {sawteeth} [21, and at ASDEX~
Upgrade, where an ELM induced drop of the CX signal from energetic trapped particles
was measured [3}. '

EXPERIMENT AND OBSERvATIoNS
Fig. l shows the DD; signal, the signai from the low energy NPA channel, the

electron temperature deduced from soft x-ray emission, and the ion temperature of an
ELMy plasma {shot #8001) in SNU configuration (see Fig. 2}. During this shot the NPA
integration time was 1 ms. It is seen that the DD; pulses coincide precisely with those in
the NPA signal. In general, T1 was observed to decrease slightly during the ELMy
periods. The particle and power flux during an ELM was estimated by integrating over
energy the energy-resolved flux recorded by the four low-energy channels (EzfiUU,
800,1200,1650 eV;dE=4[},60,150,200 eV, respectively}, at each time instant. In Fig. 3 the
fluxes averaged over the ELMs in one ELMy period are shown together with the fluxes
normalized to the flux value at the time immediately before the ELM starts. After
correction for the background, integration of the fluxes over time, area and solid angle
gives the total average CX particle and power loss for an ELM. For shot #3001 CE the
particle loss (—4015) and the corresponding energy loss of the order 1-10 I per ELM
represent a few percent of the direct ELM losses, which are about 2 ‘ll: for the small type
III ELMs considered here Ll].
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In contrast to the (3X particle and power fluxes, the ion temperature is observed to remain
unaltered within the experimental accuracy during an ELM. This is to he expected, since
only a minor part of the particle content (up to 5%) is affected by a single ELM .

x 10” shot#8001 flux powerflux
. 30 .5 heq=215H

Ti- 4_ DN=6.0e+16 g,
E t=U.4U-D.3 S $ 5.3.. DW=7.5J

it aN E40ée- e
'I ' 2D ' .
—5 D 5 —5 D 5

norm flux non'n powerflux
3 - 3 -
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- . 2-

1 Da 1

U . I 0 a

—5 O 5 -5 D 5
time [me] time {me}

Fig. 3. Averaged and normaiized particie and power flax during an ELM [if-Ski?! #800};
The DD; signai has been resampied to the NPA time base.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIDN
From Fig. 1 it is. deduced that, since Ti does not change much during ELMs, the

energy spectrum of the neutrals does not change either, which implies that the bursts of
neutrals, like the normal CX background, originate from the main plasma. The enhanced
CX neutral flux is modelled by assuming a transient increase of the neutral density in the
main plasma with an unchanged radial profile. Two possible mechanisms are examined
which may provide the neutral source. In the first one, the arrival of the particle and heat
pulse expelled by the ELM leads to prompt recycling and desorption at the divertor strike
areas. In the second one, recombination of expelled particles in the divertor zone is
responsible for the additional neutral source.

In order to assess the importance of these mechanisms, the energy resolved
neutral particle flux is calculated from the count rate of each of the n NPA channels as

[ll—‘Efiu— Nu '

dc mammal: Ada lm'ir‘ev'lsr"). (1)
where Etn) is the energy of the particles transmitted into the n.-th channel, N“ is the
count rate, otn represents the detection efficiency (~ 10'3), til-1,, is the width of the energy
window and AdQ is the etenduc (1.2‘Kltl“B mzsr). From the examplein Fig. 1 (shot
#8001), it was found that between 0.4 and 0.8 s discharge time an averaged 6X1015
particles were expelled in the energy range 600-1650 eV in one ELM (see Fig.‘ 3), which
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yields a total flux towards the TCV wall of 6><Iltl19 s'1 for an ELM with a duration of 1 ms.
For this type of ELM {type III), the particle exhaust is in the order of 2% of the total
particle inventory in the volume VELM [4]. Starting with the desorption and recycling
model the source can thus be written as

U.02 HEVELmR
5“”: term (5“) ' (2)

Taking “e ~ 102” m'3, VELM ~ 1.6 m3 and the ELM duration TELM ~ 1 ms, this leads to a
source of about 4X10“ R s'1,where R is the recycling coefficient. The source from
recombination at the divertor, may be written as

V 2 's,,,=(e.osa—_M} emvv
'3v -( ) DW (5'1) (3)

leading to a source of about 1015 s‘1 for a divertor volume of vw~.{) 2 m3 and for a
recombination rate in the order of 104‘] s 1.

In order to predict the neutral particle flux which follows from these sources,
attenuation of the cold neutral particle flux between divertor and the plasma centre by
electron impact ionisation, Am, the charge exchange probability in the plasma centre,
Fax, and attenuation of the neutral CK particle flux towards the NPA, by electron impact
ionisation and renewed charge exchange, Am, are included in the estimate. Using
calculated values of A01=0.9, PC}; = 0.1 and Am 2 0.5, the magnitude of the OK neutral
flux observed in the NPA can be accounted for by the desorption source (Eq. 2), with a
recycling coefficient of ~ 1.

CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of ELM-induced neutral particle CX flux bursts measured with an MFA during
ELMy vodes in TCV, allowed us to assume that desorption and recycling of expelled
particles in the divertor zone is the responsible mechanism to provide the neutral particle
source. An additional estimate shows that the effect of recombination alone is insufficient
to explain the magnitude of the observed bursts of CK neutrals. The effect of these CX
flux bursts on the energy balance is small, since the CX losses make out a few percent of
the direct ELM losses.
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Abstract

In this report, we want to describe the ion behavior observed by the toothbrush probe as well as
Katsumata probe and the information on the energy distribution function observed by a single
probe in the tokamak boundary plasma in IFf-ZM. The plasma pmfile has been measured and the
existence of non-Maxwellian energy distribution has been confirmed from the first derivative of
the single probe characterictics near the divertor plate.

1. Introduction

The diagnostics in the boundary plasma is performed by using many methods. Among them,
the diagnostics by using electrostatic probes is very useful compared with indirect diagnostics
such as spectroscopic method since the electrostatic probe can catch many information of plasma
with a good spatial resolution by gathering the direct current from plasma particles. Plasma
diagnostics using electrostatic probes is applied to a large extent in'tokamaks, however, there are
few data on ions. Much remains to be done to study the transport of the boundary plasma to
include also the contribution of the ions. The instantaneous measurement of plasma profile is
useful to study the transport physics and the formation of electric field is open question to solve the
transport physics. ' - -

We will show the detail data on the toothbrush probe [1} as well as Katsumata probe [2] for the
information of ions in SOL plasma. As for the Katsumata probe the direct measurement ofTi :v
To in the scrapevoff layer {SOL} of tolcamak for ohmic heated (OH) lower single null (LSN)
plasma is given and the ion behavior corresponding to the signal of Ho: responsible for the
formation of improved confinement mode in JFPZM [3], where To and Ti are electron and ion
temperature. As for the formation of the electric field we will show an observation of an electron
energy distribution of a plasma on a divertor plate in JET—2M using an electrostatic probe. Since
the divertor was chosen as the counter electrode for the probe measurement the probe current-
voltage characteristics were taken up to the plasma potential. From the inspection of the retarding
part, the electron energy distribution has been fouuds to be non-Maswellian.

2. Ion behavior observed by toothbrush probe and Katsumata' probe

2.1 Ion behavior observed by toothbrush probe

We equipped the fixed asymmetric double probe {named by the divertor ion probe, the probe
'tipradius a: 1.5 mm and the length L m 6, 12 mm ) developed by Amemiya at the divertor plate
and the toothbrush probe, which is a maid-asymmetric probe for the purpose of the instantaneous
mea'surement'of plasma profile, is inserted at the vertical port, which can be scanned in the radial
direction. We can estimate the ion temperature by only detecting the ratio of the ion saturation
current of the asymmetric double probe. Theval'ue of Ti is calculated in Fig. 1 against the ion
saturation current ratio llflz of the asymmetric double probe with the magnetic field B ( = [Bt2
+Bp2]1f2) as a parameter for the toothbrush probe (a2 2 mm and L='6, 12 mm J, where Bt is
toroidal field and BP is poloidal field. The typical model characteristics of theprobe current I
against the probe voltage VP are also shown in the left top of the figure. Since in the 'divertor ion
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probe the value ofIlflg is 1.13 the following data are obtained in the ohmic heated (OI-l) 132
plasma at 12’.t : 1.65 T and the toroidal current It 2 200 last : Ti = 100 eV, Tfl == 40 e‘r' and at = 5 it
1011 cm‘3 at t= 600 msec. The data of the toothbrush probe are obtained for OH plasma at 13t e
L3 T, II = 200 Id“: at t = 600 mace and the raw data of the toothbrush probe are shown in Fig.2, in
which radial distance increases from P1 to P5. These data indicate that the ion saturation current
ratio decreases from P1 to P5', which corresponds the decrease of ion temperature in the radial
direction and the saturation current also decreases along this direction, which corresponds to the
decrease of plasma density in the radial direction. The values of Ip‘lz are from 1.21 to 1.49,
which corresponds to be Ti = 80 - 230 all! from Fig. 1. The obtained profile of SOL plasma is
shown in Fig.3. The obtained Ti is larger than To and the e—folding length of them are almost
same to that obtained by rotating double probe.

2.2 Ion behavior observed by Katsumata probe

The Katsumata probe has been often used in a linear chamber as the case of Ti etc Te
However, many data are reported indicating Ti .1» Te in tokam alt boundary plasma. The Katsumata
probe can determine Ti by setting the electron barrier inside the electrode by using the large
difference of Larmor radius between ion and electrons [2]. In IFTQM, the Katsumata probe is
installed and the barrier height h of the ion collector interrupting the electron orbit can be cancelled
shot by shot without breaking the vacuum condition. When h is reduced from zero to about the ion
Larmor radius the electron current Ie flowing into the ion collector decreases and the ion current Ii
flowing into this collector becomes measurable. We directly observed the fact of Ti r: Te by
Katsumata probe as shown in Fig.4, where the time behaviors of probe voltage V (top)1
Langmuir probe characteristics using the electron barrier as an electrode (middle) re and Ii (down)
are shown. The form of VI] is triangle with son He. As seen in this figure, the current of the
ion collector rise gradually againstiar , whereas the current of the Langmuir characteristics rise
rapidly against VP, which indicates that Ti is larger than To The semi-log plot of the ion current
and Langmuir characteristics well ride on the Maswellian curve and we get To: El e‘v' and Ti: 24
eV for OH plasma in this case.

The time behavior of the ion current of the ion collector in the Katsumata probe are observed
simultaneously to the measurement of Hot as shown in Fig. 5. The channel 7 sees near the
plasma center and the channel 19 does near upper single null (USN) point. The experiment is
performed. at the experiment of divertor bias experiment [3] and the negative bias voltage is applied
to the outer divertor plate against the wall. The expenzm ental result shows that for the negative
divertor bias the particle loss is reduced and this is confirmed by the decrease of these two channel
Ha signals. The signal of the Katsurnata probe well corresponds to this signal which indicates
both ion and electron current decrease by divertor biasing.

3. Electron Energy Distribution Observed by Electrostatic Probe

One of the difficulties in using an electrostatic probe in a tokamak boundary plasma is that the
electron-to-ion saturation current ratio is much less than a square of the ion-to~electron mass ratio.
The situation that the return sheath resistance is much larger than the probe sheath resistance is the
possible explanation, according to Stangeby [4]. We can thus evaluate only an electron
temperature of high—energy tail, from the voltage—current characteristics below a floating potential.
In order to overcome this problem, i.e., lack of information on low-energy electrons, we used an
electrostatic probe on a divertor plate. The divertor plasma flows out through a ring without
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poloidal magnetic field, where a plasma is toroidally connected to a field line, and a cross-section
of the return current against the probe should be large enough to decrease the return current
resistance compared to the probe sheath resistance. In fact, the measurements in JET-2M showed
that the electron-toeion saturation current ratio of the divertor probe was a value expected from the
probe theory, say about 20. Electron energy distribution functions were then taken by
introducing probe current, 1 into a differential circuit with sweep in bias voltage, VP {300 V, 200
Hz). This is because we have the relation of

d r av}, = (:9 n0 Sp ring) to),

where “D is the electron density, e is the electron charge, mg is the electron mass, Sp is the cross-

section of the probe surface and v = {2 e (Vs - pmguz using a space potential, ‘v's. Figure 6
shows the results observed in a period of a typical OH shot of .TF‘Il-EM, specifically, between 520
and 530 msec of the shot #80759 (D; plasma Br = 1.3 T, II = 195 lull). Since the space potential
is about St) V, we see an energy hump exists at about 30 e‘v’ or VP = 20 V and the gradient of the
curve, d/d‘vp vs. V , increases with electron kinetic energy or decreasiug VP, indicating that the
electron distribution is non-Maxwellian with multiwcomponent.

4. Summary

We observe the ion temperature by the fitted asymmetric double probe at the divertor plate to be
Ti: 100 e‘v’ for OH LSN plasma at B=1.65 T and we can get a simultaneous measurement of
plasma profile and the ion temperature ofTi = 30 - 230 eV in OH LSN plasma at 1321.3 T by the
toothbrush probe. We observe the direct measurement indicating Ti :3- Te in tokamalr boundary
plasma by Katsumata probe. The time behavior of the ion current of Katsumata probe well
corresponds to the signal of Ha responsible to the fomr ation of improved confinement mode.

We were able to observe electron energy distributions including low-energy electrons using the
electrostatic probe faced to the diverted plasma. The results show that a bump appeared in an
electron distribution function at a period in a typical 0H shot. We expect that the observation of
non-Maxwelliau electron energy distributions is important to understand plasma—wall interactions,
while we need further investigation before we clarify the mechanisms. The electron distribution
function without magnetic field in hydrogen plasma has been obtained by the second derivative of
the probe current I]: [5]. However, due to the strong anisotropy in velocity space the first
derivative of the probe current is taken here since the tokamak is in the strong magnetic field and
the probe current forms one dimensional electron flow along the magnetic field line.

In future, we want to develop this measurement to the density dependence of ion temperature,
the effect of impurity to check the charge state and the ion temperature measurement during
electron cyclotron heating. It is interested with the ion behavior observed the Katsumata probe
and with the observation of electric field estimated by the electron distribution function during LJH
transition in order to clarify the mechanism of H mode formation. .
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THERHAL RADIATION OF SEHIBGUHDED PLASHA HITH TRANSITIHH LAYER

h.S.Usenko

nagolydhor Institdte for Theoretical Physics, Kiev, Ukraine

Many papers are devoted to investigation of the thermal
radiation of plasma and plasma-like systems of different geometry
(see, for example, {1,21}. However, up to now, Ithe thermal

radiation spectra of bounded systems obtained by conventional
approaches [1,2] were calculated. without regard to the proper
thermal fields of the external medium. At the same time, as is
shown in {3] for the case of semihounded system, the proper
thermal fields of the external medium can significantly affect the
thermal radiation spectra of one—sided flux. In the present paper,
we found the thermal radiation spectra of a plasma half—space into
the external medium in the presence of a homogeneous transition
layer between the plasma and external medium.

General Belaiiena fer the thermal-Radiaiies fieseira sf semi:
pounded Plasma pith a Homogepppps Transition Layer, We consider
a piecewise homogeneous system that consists of two homogeneous
media, namely: a guasinentral plasma half-space (the third medium}
that occupies the region sec and dielectric layer {the second
medium) of'thickness L with the dielectric permittivity a2 which
separates the plasma from the external transparent medium {the
first medium} with the dielectric permittivity 5:1. The first.
{seL}, second' (fl<z<L), and third media are' defined by
temperatures T1, T2, T3, respectively'{the more general case of a
nonisothermal plasma is considered in [4]}. We take into account
the spatial dispersion of-the plasma and use the model of specular
reflection of charged plasma particles from the boundary see.

The spectral energy density of onemsided thermal radiation
flux Ptm,T1,T2,T3) into the external medium through a unit surface
area oriented parallel to the plane e=L can be written as

P(M,T1,T2,T3] = an cosd-I{w,d,T1,T2,T3], (1)
a s'axz

where the thermal radiation intensity Itm,d,T1,T2,T3) in the
unit solid angle dfl = sinfl'dd-dp (a and p .are the polar and
azimuth angles that define the direction of the axis of the solid
angle dfl} is presented as follows:

3

Itw,a.T1.T,.T3) = E: Itu,a,Tn1 + I,{m.T1)-a<e.wJ. ' {21
n = 2
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The quantities I(M,B,T2J and I{w,E,T3) are the thermal radiation
intensity of the second and third media into the external region,
moreover, they are defined by the classical Kirchhoff law

I{W,E,Tn} = InimrTn)'rn{Brm}r In = 2r 3r (3)

and the term In{w,T1}-R{B,w) in relation [2) describes a
contributing: of the- proper thermal radiation to the one-sided
thermal radiation flux from the boundary s=L.

Here, Tn{fi,m) is the absorption coefficient of a plane
IunpolarizEd electromagnetic wave by the layer {for n22} or

744

semibounded plasma {for n=3) that is incident at the angle 9 upon

the piecewise homogeneous system {zsL}; R{B,w} is the energy
reflection coefficient of this wave from the piecewise system, and

2
w E: 1 heI (our) = - {4}d n 4n3c2 hm

enul
is the radiation intensity of a black body with the temperature Tn
in a transparent medium with the dielectric permittivity :1.

The relation for the thermal radiation intensity of one—sided
flux in the form {2} can be regarded as the generalization of the

classical Kirchhoff law to the case of the piecewise homogeneous

system, different temperatures of media of the system, and account

of the proper thermal fields of the external medium.
Note that. the thermal radiation. spectra of a semibounded

plasma without a transition layer were obtained in [5] for the

case of the cold external medium. However, the expressions for the

radiation spectra given in this paper are so complicated that one
fails in presenting them in the form similar to the Kirchhoff law.

With the thermal radiation intensity of the one-sided flux

for the case of semihounded plasma with a homogeneous transition
layer being presented in the form of the generalized Kirchhoff law
(2), we may assume that in a more general case, when the

transition layer between the plasma and external medium is
inhomogeneous and can be simulated by an arbitrary number N of
homogeneous layers determined by temperatures TH and dielectric

permittivities an, the expression for the thermal radiation
intensity I(M,B,T1,T2,...,TN+1,TN+2} has the form similar to (2)

n+2 _ .
I'rwfalTllTEJ'"'rTn+1FTN+2} = Z I{wIBa} + IU(MfT1}'fl(Blw}I (5}

n = 2 '

where the summation in {5] is performed over all media of the
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transition region (n=2,3,...,N+1) and plasma. [n=N+2}; the

quantities I(m,d,Tn) are defined by the classical Kirchhoff law
[3] in which Pure,e} are the absorption coefficients of a plane
unpolarised electromagnetic wave by the n-th medium of the
inhomogeneous system {a<L) and R(B,w} is the energy reflection

coefficient of the wave from the system under consideration.
Homggeneogsly Heated System. For homogeneously heated

radiative system (T2sT3sT), expression (2] is reduced to the form

I(w,B,T1,TJ = Iflfw,Tl-P(B,w} + Inge,T1)-a(e,o), (a)

where P{s,e} = F1[S,o) + T2{8,e} = 1 - flfis,e) is the absorption
coefficient of a plane unpclarited electromagnetic wave by the_
inhomogeneous system at hand. The first term in Eq.[6} corresponds
to the thermal radiation intensity of the piecewise homogeneous
system with the temperature T into the external region.

In the guasiclassical approximation (hmsT,Tl}, relation {5}
can be presented as follows:

TIim.e.Tl.T1 = I,<w.T1*{r{e.w1 + vs}-s<e.w)}. (7)
The temperature of a radiative system is usually much greater

than the temperature of the external medium. However, in spite of
a small value of the ratio TlfT, one cannot neglect the second
term of relation {7) (this term defines a contribution of the
proper 'thermal fields of' the external. medium into- the thermal
radiation intensity of one-sided flux] in the case of a slightly
absorbing medium. moreover, if the condition

TlfT » rte.wnxa<e.wn (a)
is satisfied, then the thermal intensity radiation of one-sided
flux is defined, mainly, by the radiation of the external medium,
i.e., I(w,B,T1,T)sIfl(w,TlJ.

Thus, Eg.(a) is the criterion of the dominant contribution of
thermal radiation of the external medium to the one—sided thermal
radiation flux. Let us estimate the criterion in the simplest case
of semibcunded plasma without. a transition layer between the
plasma and external medium. If the spatial dispersion of plasma is
not take into account, then we obtain the' following simple
criterion for temperatures in the frequency range peiwfiwpeiwpe i
the electron plasma frequency and we is the effective collision
frequency of electrons with neutrals} for the radiation angle a
smaller than the critical angle of total reflection:
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Tl . 1 I"e _“ .T e [coed + oosfi] “PE Jul. [9]

To estimate this criterion, we consider, as an example, the
radiation of the semibounded gaseous plasma with the temperature
Teio4IK into vacuum (s1=1} at room temperature 'r1=aao K. In
this case, criterion (9] holds at ratepaso.oifi. For the typical

value of the ratio vexmpe= 1o-? the plasma radiation along the
normal to the boundary surface (s=a) accounts for only about 6%
of the total thermal radiation intensity of measured one—sided
flux.

In the low-frequency range were, the temperature criterion
is proved. to be *weaker then [9]. Therefore, as the frequency
decreases, the contribution of the plasma radiation to the
'one—sided flux reduces [for the case at hand, it is less than 1%}.

Transparept Egansition Layer. In the case of a transparent
transition layer, F2{E,w} = D {T{B,w} = T1(E,w}] for any width of
the layer. It yields I(s,e,T2} = D and the thermal radiation
intensity Ifm,d,Tl,T2,T3} a I(w,d,T1,T3) is independent of the
temperature of the layer and has the same form as that for the
case of plasma without a transition layer [4]

I{m,B,T1,T3J =' In{w,T3]-P(d,w} + IU(M,T1}'R{E,M). {10)
Thus, the role of the transparent transition layer is only

reduced to a change in absorption properties of the system due to
multiple reflections of electromagnetic waves from the layer
boundaries 2:0 and a=L.

The detailed numerical analysis of frequency and angular
dependencies of the thermal radiation spectrum of semibounded
plasma with the transparent transition layer is given in [4].
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WALL CONDITIONING IN T- 15

INVESTIGATION OF WALL SURFACE STATE .BY WASA II

S.Zvonkov, Glgcnkina, A.Stefanovskij

NFIRRC, Moscow,Russia
A.Herrmann

IPP BB, Berlin, FRG

The carbon is practically the unavoidable plasma impurity in tokomak with graphite

limiters like T-lS. To diminish _a carbon flux into plasma different methods are used such as

boronisation, usage of composites and so on. A decrease of the influx of another light

impurity - oxygen - can be reached by long term backing of vacuum vessel and discharge

cleaning (DC). The temperature of TFlS vacuum chamber walls at backing is not

homogeneous - it can be 200—230“ C in toroidal part of vessel (total area equals T5 m2 ) and

only 40-50” C in far parts of ports {total area of ports equals ”i5 rn2 also}. Therefore

optimization of discharge cleaning procedure is rather impoltant to reduce T—lS plasma

contamination by oxygen. Three types of discharges are used in Tw‘lS for this aim: inductive

discharge in hydrogen (IDCHZ) and glow discharges in hydrogen {GDCHE} and helium

{GDCHe}. These methods are widely used for wall conditioning in other tokomaks and

usually RGA gives some information about wall purity. Because of the big temperature

differences in the T—lS vessel, the RGA spectra didn't represent the condition of the first

wall. The diagnostic station WASA 11 {Wall Analysis with SIMS and Auger) on T45 was

used for in situ measuring of the impurity content on probe surface (PS) exposed to cleaning

and tokomak discharges (TD). Description of this diagnostic was given in [l] and first results

were published in [2,3]. In this work different cylindrical probes made from copper and

stainless steel with a tantalum t‘oil on the lateral surface of probe were used for
measurements. In special experiments with Faraday cylinders it was shown that ion current

densities on analyzed lateral and plasma facing surfaces are equal each other and therefore

processes of deposition and desorption of impurity atoms and molecules are the same on

both surfaces. Measurements with biased and floating probes had shown that chemical

composition of P8 was almost the same in both cases though the desorption of main

impurity _ carbon - is a little lower at floating potential. The usual position of probe in all

experiments was on the minor radius ?6 cm what is larger than inner radius of unmovable

limiters (T0 cm}. Extraction of probe from the discharge chamber into analysis chamber of

WASA ii and measurements of ABS and SIMS on PS were made every-1,5-2 hours in

_ discharge cleaning or after a number ofTD.
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During the DC the content of oxygen on the wall surface is probably the result of the

deposition of oxygen escaping weakly backed and poorly outgasscd parts of the vessel (ports)

and desorption of oxygen from the wall surface due to generation of volatile molecules and

impact sputtering. The same processes have to be observed on the P5. In figl one can see

that more rapid desorption of carbides leads to appearaneeof foil material line in A138 which

afterwards disappears due to deposition of oxygen and iron. Using this figure data one can

calculate initial values of carbon desorption rate ('" 1015 at cm"2 s‘I ) and deposition rate of
oxygen {"’ 6 It}14 at cm‘2 5*1 ), equilibrium concentrations of these impurities at which
deposition and desorption are equal each other (".8 It}15 at cm'2 ) and rather roughly a
characteristic time of deposition—desorption balance (“ 2-3 103 s). Assuming that a total

concentration of impurities on P5 is about of one monolaycr { a short term appearance of

Ta line shows that we have a rather like case} we can use a simple equation for some

impurity concentration neglecting overlapping with other impurities. According to solution of

this equation the characteristic time gives an estimation of an effective cross—section of

desorption process {o ".T-l lfl'licml ).
Practically the same value of desorption cross—section can be obtained using the

initial desorption rate of carbon and a balance condition for oxygen. Then the total

desorption rate of some impurity "m" is oCI where I - current of glow discharge and C —

average concentration of impurity "m" on the wall surface. A pumping speed must be high

enough to remove this flux of impurities at their pressure much lower then a pressure of

working gas.

The highest eqncentration of oxygen on PS (up to 50%) was measured in GDCHE at

low wall temperature [T =40nlfiil” C}. It is seen in fig.2 that it did not practically changed in

almost 40 hours discharge. The partial pressure of water was constant during this time also.

In GDCI'Ic the oxygen content fell down to less than 20% at the same wall temperature.

The change in chemical composition of PS at transition from GDCH2 to GDCHe can be

seen in fig.2 where two last hours of cleaning were performed with helium discharge.

Another example of impurity contents on PS is shown in fig.3. The special feature of this

case is the very high concentration of nitrogen on PS what may be 'due to a nitrogen

contamination of the helium used. it is worth to notice that after this event traces of

nitrogen were observed in AES during the month of intense tokomak operation though part

of nitrogen was released from PS as ammonia in the first following IDCHZ. This means that

during GDC impurity atoms {in this case nitrogen) were implanted in near surface layer of

PS where they had a wide spectrum of binding energy with'surface. Therefore the usage of

GDC at high level of impurities on chamber walls is undesirable. The lowest oxygen content

((10%) was observed in IDCH2 {T =4U-230” C) what can be seen in fig.4. So the
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measurements don't contradict to assumption that contamination of chamber walls by

oxygen is the consequence of port wall cleaning. Glow diacharges penetrate deeper into ports

than inductive one and produce the higher flux of oxygen into toroidal part of‘ chamber

.{GDCH2 higher than GDC‘He}. According to these results one can expect that

contamination of T-lS plasma by oxygen will be lowest in TD after IDCHZ.
In contrast to oxygen the carbon content on PS was almost the same in all three

types of discharges — 40-60% but the state of carbon films was quite different. The tokomak
digfihargns {TD} with low current (”.25 MA) performed after IDCHZ were accompanied by

continuous density increase and disrupted at the density limit (see fig.5). SIMS analysis

showed that after IDCHE a great part of carbon is bonded on PS as methan or its radicals

which could be easily desorbed during TD. Practically the same spectra of secondary ions

were observed in intensively deposited carbon after such TD. A content of methan radicals is

not constant in these spectra and two examples of them with maximal and minimal

population of radicals are shown in fig.6. For both cases (after IDCH2 and after TD} we

could not find any correlation between shape of secondary ions spectrum and a type of a

foregoing discharge. On the contrary the plasma density of TD with much higher current

after GDCI—le and foregoing IDCH2 was well controlled by gas puff and the carbon

deposition on PS alter TD was low (appropriate traces are drown in fig 5}.

Summary. For T-lS it was shown that conditioning of ports walls can be made most

effectively by GDCHZ. When cleaning the rate of impurity desorption is about 5 10'3 at/ion.
Some of impurities are implanted in near surface layer in GD and can be partly released in

IDCHZ. The wall surface is saturated by hydrocarbons after long term IDCHZ. Therefore
the optimal cleaning procedure for T-lS is the following. I

1.Removai of oxygen from ports by GDCHZ.

2.Release of'implanted impurities by IDCHZ.

3.Desorption of hydrocarbons and CO by GDCHe.
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1. Introduction

Molecular species can play an important role in the edge plasma of tokamaks [1]. For

an investigation of the particle balance the contribution of molecular hydrogen to the total

hydrogen flux must be known [2']. The measurement of the emission of light by the

molecules entering into the high temperature plasma permits to measure the flux as in the
case of atoms and ions. However the molecule exhibits a complex spectrum of groups of
bands. each band of which is composed of large numbers of discrete line transition. The

interval between molecular lines are rather small and the lines appear as a continuum ata

low resolution spectrum [3]. ““Iherefote. high resolution spectroscopy must be used to

measure a molecular spectrum. To evaluate H2 molecular flux from the spectrum a
collisionalrradiative model like in [4] must be used. The goal of the investigation is the

determination of the population distributions of the vibrational levels and rotational sublevels

of molecular hydrogen injected into the TEXTOR edge plasma. I

2. Measurement
The H: gas was puffed through a 1mm diameter hole near the top of a graphite test

limiter moved into the plasma from the bottom of the torus. The test limiter was positioned
at the same plasma radius as the toroidal belt limiter ALT—H (rlim=46cm). The emission of
the gas jet, polarized parallel to the toroidal magnetic field. was collected along the chord
in the poloidal direction, tangentially to the test limiter surface. The viewing chord had the
rectangular cross—section about 3mm in radial and 21mm in toroidal direction. The molecular
hydrogen spectra have been measured by a grating spectrometer equipped with a cooled CCD
camera The spectrometer had a spectral resolution of about 0. 2 A in the 11th diffraction
order and a spectral interval of about 100A. The wavelength range of 5900A 6500A was
selected by an appropriate glass and interference fil.ter The spectrometer with the CCD
camera had been calibrated with help of a standard tungsten ribbon lamp. The spectrum
exposure time was equal to the 1—2 s in the flap top of the discharge.
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3. Results
Spectra of the Fulcher-band (transition 3p3IIu-+2s2g+) emission were measured in the

range Gown-6500A during the injection of Hg into the TEXTOR edge plasma, see Fig.1

{wavelength in vacuum). Always five spectra were measured during reproducible discharges.

The lines of the R: Q- andIP-branches of the (0,0), (1,1), (2,2), (3,3), {4,4} bands

of the H2(3p3fluw+2silg+} transition can be observed in the measured spectral range. The Q—

branch lines shown in t'ig.1 were used to evaluate the populations of the rotational sublevels
and the vibrational levels of the Spaflu' electronic state. In order to evaluate the relative level
populations the integral line intensities were Used. As shown in fig.2 the populations of the
rotational sublevels conform to a Boltzmann distribution. The measured rotational

temperature is reduced with increasing vibrational quantum number of the level. The

population distributions evaluated from the R- and P-branches are practically identical with
those evaluated from the Q~branch. The rotational temperatures were used to determine the

populations of the vibrational levels. In contrast to the population of the rotational levels the

population of the vibrational levels do not obey a Boltzmann distribution. As seen in fig.3
there is no effect of a variation of the plasma density and the gas influx on the population of

the vibrational levels. _ h

The line intensities in the Fulcher-band spectrum were redistributed with increasing
of the molecular hydrogen flux. Fig.4 shows that this is due to the rotational temperature

variation. The rotational temperature for vibrational level v=0 rises from 480K to ?50K

when the hydrogen flux increases from 3.9 mbar~dm3ls to 12 mbar-dm3ls. The rotational

temperature also grows with the increase of the line-averaged plasma density from 449i22K

for nflzlfrlfllacm“3 to 544i25K for nfi=3.1'1013cm'3. The spectra have been measured
also without gas injection, but were not very intense. Only few bright lines of the Qubranch

for the (0,0), (1,1) and {2.2) transition could be observed for n¢:3.4-10I3cm'3.'

The spectra measured in TEXTOR exhibit also changes in line profiles. The (10)
lines of the Hzt3p3HU+ZsEg+} transition are essentially broadening (figl). In the same

spectral range the bands of the 3d3E—a2p3l‘l transition could be observed. The 'lT-L'Ol’l'lpfll'lfints

of the Q-branch lines are strongly split. The splitting increases with growing rotational

quantum number (fig.5}.

3. Discurssion
The rotational temperature follows to the translational temperature of the gas under

appropriate conditions [5]. The gas temperature can increase due to a gas expansion (heating
owing to Joule—Tomson effect for hydrogen) and an increased flux of charge-exchange
particles inside of the gas channel. However, the rise of the temperature due to Joule—Tomson
is very small (less 1K) for used pressure drop. Therefor, the obServed increase of the

temperature may be explained by an increased flux of charge-exchange particles during the
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gas blow. The energy of the charge-exchange particles is transfered . to the hydrogen
molecules inside the gas channel. The weak dependence of the temperature versus the plasma

density confirms this assumption. The charge-exchange flux increases with growing plasma
dgnslty when also the plasma temperature is reduced. For this reason, the heat flux to the
surface changes only weaklv with the plasma density.

The populations of the vibrational levels of the SpiilIu state are
1:1.151-0.05:0.960:D.04:0.635in.032:0.242i0.009 for the data shown in fig.3 and
1;1_15i0.31:1.01i0.2'l without gas injection. Almost identical populations were observed
for electron impact excitation from the XIEE+{v=D) state [6]. Therefor, there is not

substantial vibrational excitation of the ground state of H2 molecules under TEXTOR
condition. .

The estimation shows that the Zeeman splitting is the dominant effect for the line
broadening of the vr-Cflmpfltlflnt of the (1(1) line of the 3p3Hu‘42sEgJ’ transition. The upper
and lower state of this transition obeys the Htmd’s case (b) coupling scheme. The splitting
of the Q line is reduced with growing rotational quantum number. Also the arr-component of
the 3d3E+—>2p31'1 Q-branch lines are split due to Zeeman splitting. But the latter splitting
difffil's from the splitting of the 3p3Hu'a2sEg'i lines because the upper and lower electronic
states belong to different coupling cases: 3d3Eg+ ~ Hund’s case (d) and 2p31'lLl — Hund‘s case
{b}. The Zeemansplitting calculated with help of g-factors of the 3d3E+ state from U] is in
agreement with the measured value.

4. Conclusion
- The rotational temperature of the 3p3IIu' state of H1 depends on the molecular hydrogen
flux.
— There is no effect of a variation of the plasma density and the gas influx on the population
of the population of the vibrational levels of this state.
— The observed line profiles is the result of Zeeman splitting in toroidal magnetic feild.
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On application of plasma chemical reaction for particle removal
' by cryopumped divertor of thermonuclear device

(3. G. Lesnyakov

Institute of Plasma Physics,
' National Science Center "Kharkov Institute ofPhysics and Technology", Kharkov,

' Ukraine

I. Introduction
It is becoming evident that power and particle control will play a pivotal role in next

step controlled fiision devices. Now this control includes gas target divertors, impurity-seeded
radiating divertors [l], and cryopuntped divertors [2,3]. Up to now nitrogen seeding was most
frequently used as a recycling impurities to achieve high power radiative divertor operation
[4,5]. However, for progress in developing such techniques it is necessary to replay on the
question of whether low pressure gas target divertor solution exist. The diver-tor geometry
clearly plays a role in it performance.
2. Principle of proposal

It is proposed one more variant of'the divertor operation in what the functions of- the
haffle or the divertor chamber, the gas target at the diver-tor plate for the radiative divertor
operation and cryopumping can be combined in a new quality for active particle removal
during plasma discharge. At the required conditions (optimized divertor geometry, baffle
elements, divertor plate and cryopumping) the plasma chemical reaction between the diverted
plasma of hydrogen isotopes and the filling nitrogen (the gas target) in divertor volume must
be performed to form of the ND3 {NI-I3, NTJ) product that is ggsfly condensed or; the L132
cooled surface surrounding the LI-le cooled surface. Usually, in a eryopump the LN2 cooled
surface (shield) is several times more than the [He cooled surface. Now, the LHe cooled
surface c_ap pp tidy ufised f_o£ selective pumping of the a_sh_ (He exhaustion) - the cryosorption of
helium on argon frost [6]. Additionally, one can used the cryosorption of hydrogen on NH;
layers [7]. I '

The previous studies of the plasma synthesis of ammonia-in the'lowspressure discharges
[8,9] give'us a chance to support the proposal above described.

To discuss such possibility it was carried out the experimental modeling of the plasma
synthesis of ammonia 'in the mirror trap with the steadyustate plasma stream from
duoplasmatron source (the model of the device is similar to a handle-divertor) and with the
LN; cooled surfaces surrounding the plasma stream.
3. Experimental setup

I A schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The device was divided on two
vacuum volumes: V1=D.36 m'3 and V3=l.415 m‘3. The axial magnetic field'of a- mirror trap
(mirror- ratio 1.2) about B=3 kG is produced by two LN; cooled coils (Position 1}: The
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duoplasmatron source (Pos. 3) installed in the V2 volume generates the Ill-1.2 cm diameter
plasma stream that is injected into a nonnuniform magnetic field (see the magnetic field lines,
Pos. 2). The electron density (ng=1017-1019 tn'3) and the electron temperature (Tg=2-4D'eV}
is controlled in the plasma source by the arc current (Id=1-4 A) and the gas flow (ll—“5.5x10'2 -
Eta-1t)“2 torr-lfs). The two volumes are connected by a longitubc (Pos. 4) which has a well—
determined conductivity (Fm=5.325 Us). The length of the tube is 3:02? to. The inside
diameter is 1.5 cm. The plasma, after passing through the long tube inserted in magnetic field,
enters into the V1 volume and interacts with a target plate {Pos 5). The V1 volume is pumped
both with a LN; cooled surface (Pos. ill) and with a diffusion pump (Pos. 13). The pumping of
gases in the V2 volume is fiilftlled both with a LNg cooled surface of the magnetic coils (Pos.
ll) and with a diffusion pump (Pos. l3). Analyses of input gases and the plasma synthesis
products condensed on the cooled surfaces in the device are performed with ROMS-2 mass-
spectrometer (Pos. 12). At the end ofa run the condensate from the V1 volume can be warmed
to room temperature in individual volume with valves (Pos. 10). The working gases are
hydrogen (H2), deuterium (D2) and nitrogen (N2).

The device was designed such that we could determine differences in ammonia
formation when the plasma source is filled gas mixtures (H2+N2, D2+N2) and when the
hydrogen (deuterium) plasma is injected into magnetic field. but the nitrogen is filled in the V1
volume.
4. Results

The recording of gas pressure variations in the volumes is one of the main procedure to
confirm the plasma synthesis of ammonia and deuteroammonia during transport of plasma
along magnetic field. The signals ofionization gages (lies. 3) in two volumes is shown in Fig.
2(a) in case when a gas mixture (Hf-N2) is filled in the plasma source. Dashed curves draw the
pressure variations in the volumes when the arc current in the plasma source is ldfil. A
(ne=3x10” m'3, Tc=15 e‘v', duration of the discharge is td=l3.5 min). Solid curves draw the
pressure variations in the volumes when the arc current in the plasma source is Id=2 A
(ngmlflllztllll3 m'3, Tc=12 eV, duration of the discharge is td=8.? min). The input rate of the
gas mixture is about 5.5l'2 torr-Us. Massepectrum of gases for similar series of experiments
show the formation ofNH3 (Fig. 3}. '

The input of gas mixture in the V2 volume does not produce any variations in the
pressures without discharge in the plasma source. Before discharges, in two volumes are kept
usual deference in the pressures that are determined by the conductivity of the long tube. The
injection of deuterium (hydrogen) plasma in the magnetic trap does not' produce noticeable
variations in the pressures also (see in Fig. 2(b) the parts of curves between t=0.5 min and
t=5.5 min). _ . _

The plasma synthesis of deuteroammonia is performed in discharge that is described in
Fig. 2(h). The curves draw the pressure variations in the volumes when the arc current in the
plasma source is {51:41 A (n,;==~15s10”l m'3). The input rates of DE and N; are about lislll'2
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toroifs. When the nitrogen flow rate is decreased (since 1:15 min) then the composition of the
gas mixture is approached to optimum and the pressure in the V2 volume is decreased sharply.

5, Conclusions
Experimentally it was demonstrated that ammonia and deuteroammonia are mostly1

formed when the LNE cooled surfaces are in the device and when the tests are located apart
from the plasma flow. The deuteroammonia formation is independent of the production
method of the gas mixture. The decrease of neutral gas pressure about two orders of the

magnitude during discharge was measured in the device at the initiating of the plasma synthesis

both ammonia and deuteroammonia.

The deuteroammonia plasma synthesis for the particle removal of plasma flux. in the

gwapumpfid divertor systems can be tested in the large toroidal. controlled fission devices as
JET and LI-LD. .
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Abstract _ _
The new method for 'Uraganwf-iM starting procedure with using of movable limiter, the

head plate of which is made of vacuum hot-pressed boron carbide, is suggested. It is shown
that at negative limiter bias up to -200V during work and pulsed cleaning discharges the boron
spectral signal from plasma increases with the head limiter ion current increase. Also the
relationship between oxygen concentration in plasma and negative bias was observed by
nanying out 1311 and 011 line spectroscopy studies. The estimations of the limiter application
for impurity pumping and solid target boronization shows that the negatively biased movable
B4Cv1imiter can be used to improve pulsed discharge cleaning and boronization in Uragan-3M
torsatron.

1. Introduction

d0]6

EXPERIMENTS WITH EDGE-PLASMA AND A BIASED MOVABLE

Previously [I] the Uragan-SM torsatron movable boron carbide limiter was studied for
solid target boronization possibility and limiter head material erosion behavior in the biased
limiter experiments during plasma work discharges. Also the the effect. of suppression of the
ohmic discharge at-the stages of magnetic field increase and decrease was observed when the I
negative power (E‘s-40V) was transferred to the limiter. Recently the Local Island Divertor
(some Functions of which is similar to pump limiter ) with hot carbon head plate has been !

. proposed as a method drastically shorting the . discharge cleaning time required in wall
conditioning to remove main impurities on the surface of plasma facing components {1]. As the
Uragan-Blvi torsatron (U-BM) design did not provide the baking of the metallic plasma facing
surfaces, water is the main impurity and it needs usually a few weeks to obtain controllable
work discharges. The similar situation can be arised in the Uragan-ZM torsatron [3], the baking .
temperature ofwhich ilU—ISODC. Therefore it was of a great interest to use the above idea
in reference to the U-3l movable B4C-linriter. Here we report the first results of an
experimental study of B4C-limiter use for H20 and 02 pumping during pulsed discharge
cleaning (PDC) in U-3Iv1 ' _ I
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2. Experiment
To‘ perform experiments, a new. version of a movable limiter was designed and

installed in the U—3M vacuum. chamber. It included a 90rnrn-90mm-Smm head plate, which was
made by the method of vacuum hot pressing of boron carbide powder ( B - 73.2%, 021.5% ).
The technology'and equipment for making of B40 bulk tiles intended to protect plasma facing
surfaces and movable (umnovable) limiters was developed in NSC KIPT. The limiter plate
material has the following characteristics: density - 2.46 g/cm3, heat conductivity ~
30 m-K, electrical resistivity ~ 10'2 011mm. Estimation of erosion rateswas made by
material irradiation with the high power pulsed hydrogen plasma flows during 3 us. It gave the
values from 3-1‘3'2 atfion to lflatfion with energy density varying from 5 cm2«'ptilse to
30 Ji’cmzrpulse and the HF energy varying from EDUeV to 2 keV. The specific rate of.

outgassing carried out in a special test after 24-hour heating at ZOflDC in vacuum 4-10'9 Torr

was ~ 10'“ Torr L’scml. This limiter was installed at the U-3M vacuum chamber bottom
bellows inlet in such a way that the limiter plate edge could be located at distances from 22 cm
to 12 cm from the plasma column axis. Possibilities were provided to switch tinfoil” negative or
positive bias pulses with an amplitude of up to 200 V and duration 1-50 ms. 1

hamlng of
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BIB-Hull

. .-'.-'_-' --

.‘r. 1:
.4-
-'r'.'. .‘-_.I
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'I' . .I."'no " ':p, I: . "I

Fig. 1'. Schematic drawing ofrhe experiment

The layout of the experiment is shown on Fig.1. It should be noted that. in this
configuration the U-3M movable limiter fulfills the fimctions of an open pump limiter. There
were two channels for boron and oxygen spectral line intensity measurements to provide boron
observation on the opposite to B4C-plat'e side of the plasma colunm. For massnspectrorometry
of residual gases on omegatron mass-spectrometer was used. Measurements of current -

voltage characteristics, 1311 and OH spectral line intensities , and residual gas mass-
spectrometry in the U-3M vacuum chamber have been made in the PDC with typical

parameters: hydrogen pressure p rel-n10“1 Torr, n3 e Ell-10“12 cm3,' Te 2:10-15 eV, B e
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0.035 T, plasma pulse duration 1:50 ms, pulse frequency f=0.2 Hz, total discharge power W s:

80 kW. '

3. Results and discussion

As it is seen in Fig.2 the highest ion current of the limiter plate in the PDC was only 0.2

A even at the nearest distance r= 12cm ofB4C-plate from the plasma column axis and a bias up

to -90 V. But with a fither negative bias increase the arc regime with currents up to 2-10 A

developed and controllable EH signals from the plasma in two spectroscopyr channels were

observed (Fig.3a)i At the same time the oxygen spectral line intensity decreases (Fig.3d).

curt-W. A
'13.!

‘flj

Fig.2. The limiter current osfuneiion ofihe limiter poieniioi.

And this probably points to H20 and 0; effective trapping by the B4C~plate, because themain

plasma characteristics (eg. the CW line intensity, from which we estimate the plasma

temperature), show no changes in this moment. It should be noted that there was-no such

effect when positive bias up to 200 V was switched on in the limiter.

There may be a few reasons for oxygendccrease in plasma during negatiire bias. One of

them is that the water, which is the main impurity at the start stage ofPDC, can be dissociated

and ionized at the plasma edge, and positive ions ( 0+ , O“) can be trapped by boron carbide
tile. The efliciencj,r of this method of impurity pumping one can be essentially increased by.

using the island configuration and high magnetic fields as indicated in [1]. If it is assumed that
the oxygen saturation concentration in B4C is ~1Ls-1017 cm"2 [4] and the plate area is
~100 cm:2 then the total amount of trapped oriygen could be ~10”. The water content of the
monolayer on the stainless steel protective housing of helical windings is about 3-1019, thus a
few B4C-plates will be sufficient for pumping several adsorbed impurity monolayers.
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The B4C sputtering during negative limiter bias might be the .second reason of oxygen

decrease as the result of boroniaation. Really, if the B4C erosion coefficient is ~2-lfli'2 atiion
[5] and the negative pulsed bias duration is 10 ms then the sputtered particles make up about -
1017 per pulse. We assume that most of sputtered boron deposits on-the plasma facing

surfaces because no boron signs in the U-3M vacuum chamber were observed in mass-

spectrometry measurements. The fi'esh boron layer partially coating the protective housings
efi‘ectively absorbs oxygen and prevents it from coming to the plasma from oxides. Also, it

should be noted that it is necessary about 102” particles to form the monolayer coating on the

plasma facing surfaces of the U-3l’v1 protective housing of helical windings. So, a few days of

PDC regime would be sufficient to produce several boron monolayer coating i.e. for the UnBM
boronization.

The preliminary analysis of the limiter application for impurity pumping and U~3M

boronization-shows that the negatively biased movable B4C— limiter can be used to improve

pulsed discharge cleaning and solid target boronization in the Uragan-3M torsatron. In the
nearest future we are going to measure the-boron distribution along helical windings and the
efficiency of this method in reducing actually the time of the pulsed discharge cleaning
procedure.
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MEASUREMENTS OF DIVERTOR IMPURITY CONCENTRATIONS ON OlII—D*

Rd}. Wood} RE. Islerfir S.L. Allcnj ME. Fensterrnacher,T CJ. Lasnier,'I
A.W. Leonard, and WP. West

General Atomics, P.O. Box 856%, San Diego, California 92186-9734 U.S.A.

luraooucnoa
Una promising method of reducing the target plate heat load is to enhance: the divertor radiation with

deuterium and gaseous impurity injection.l On Dill-D, during discharges with heavy deuterium (13;) gas
injection, we have observed divertor peak heat flux reductions (~3-5x] at the target plate with a corresponding
increase in radiative losses.2 Reconstructed bolometer data show increased radiation in the outboard divertor
gxtfindiflg from the X-point to the outer strikepoint (OSP).3 Furthermore, the electron pressure near the OSP
decreases significantly, but only modest changes are observed farther out in the scrape off layer (SOL); i.e.,

these divertor plasmas arc detached near the separatrix, but remain attached farther out in the SOL and are
referred to as a Partially Detached Divertor (PUD).2

To characterize the constituents of the radiation in a PDD, emissions in the 1130—] HI} A spectral region
are measured with an absolutely calibrated SPRBD‘jr spectrograph. The spectrograph has a vertical view of the
lower divertor along the same line of sight as the eight-channel Divertor Thomson Scattering {DTS} system.5
One channel of the bolometer array has a similar line of sight as the SPEED and provides a line—integrated
measurement of' the total radiated power. The extent of the radiation zones of selected visible lines along the
line of sight of the SPRED are determined from a tnngentiallywiewing TV camera ‘5 with filters. This
diagnostic set enables us to evaluate the power radiated from individual ions and to determine impurity
densities in the divertor region. -

During PDD operations. the divertor plasma was swept so that the field of view of the vertically viewing
diagnostics {R=l.48 m) sampled the divertor region from the X—point to outside the USP. Figure 1 shows a
time trace of discharge parameters with D: puffing and a sweep of the divertor plasma. At 2500 ms D2 gas is
puffed into the vessel at the midplane. andincreases in the core electron density and total-radiated power are
observed. The PDD begins to form at 3100 ms and from visible TV data {not shown) the carbon emissions
shift from the inner scrape off layer near the aoint to a distributed region from the X—point to partially
down the outer leg. The divertor plasma is slowly swept inward from 32% ms to 4300 ms. During the sweep
an abrupt increase in CW emissions occur when the highly radiating aone enters the SPEED linehofvsight
{360D ms). As the divertor plasma is swept inward. CIV emissions decrease while the Ly-p emissions increase
showing that carbon radiation dominates near the X—point and deuterium radiation dominates near the USP.

DETERMINING ION DENSITIES AND TOTAL RADIATED POWER FROM SPECTROSCOPY

At divertor-releyant electron densities (an) and temperatures (TE) on DIII—D, the bulk of the radiated
power comes from the 4UO~1I5IDU 231 spectral region. In principle, the total radiated power can be determined by
summing the absqtc intensities from all significant transitions. However, some of the strong lines of
deuterium [Ly-or, 1216 A) and carbon {C111, ll?5 A and CW,‘ 15513 A) are outside the spectral region of the
divertor SPRED instrument. For deuterium, the measured intensity of the Ly-[fi [1025 23:.) transition is used to

*Work supported by the US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE-ACDB—BQERSI I I4,
W-MUS-ENG-dfi, and DEACUS—QEOREZIIo-s.
iarence Livermore National Laboratory. _
1Oak Ridge National Laboratory. '
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predict the Lyn {1216 A} contribution and to
amefi _ Plasmacurrent 37333 obtain the total deuterium radiated power using

_ 1x1 BE _/ - \ the Johnson and HinnovT results. For carbon it is
_ - -_ . necessary to employ collisional—radiative .'

4X1DE ‘ = modeling to evaluate the total radiated power"!
2x1tlfi Beam ier from measured transitions of ions. The effective

. Radiated Power Te at the site of each ion is first determined from
EX1D13_ "'l ' aspectral line ratio; theemitted power is then

13: Density deduced from the emission of a single line using
fixttl the inferred T53 The effective Te, derived from
1X1n17' line ratios measured along the line of sight of the

" SPEED spectrograph. represents an average Tc
over the radiating volume. This analysis is also

4x1tl15i _ used to provide line—integrated ion densities.

. Elivertt:trt‘_.‘tl‘tlr Over the temperature and density range of
2x1tl15- ' ' ' ' interest (Z—ZD e‘v', 1.0341023), the carbon

,fi' .. ........t I radiation is due principally to emission by CIv
5“” - n' ' at 1550 A; the'total contributions from on and_ lVEl‘tflfDB _ .

_ CIII are small (~20%). Determtnattou of CW
1.7‘W I M. ...t......t. I power loss is complicated by the fact the

_ measured line emission used to predict the total
H. radiation is sensitive to both rig and Te;
'I Outer Strike Point Radius {Ft} transitions with a change in the principal

1-4 'r"FHHI'HF""FI'l't""'|""""'l“"‘_""‘ quantumnumber{.dn;tt}transition)aregenerally
[l 1 HBO Eflflil Gilli-[l tlfl‘llfl 5WDI sensitive to he and TE. Furthermore, the

Timetmsl temperature at which the measured Cl‘v’ lines

F' I T' f I d _ I radiate is slightly higher than for the strong
1g. . 1me traces e se ecte experimenta parameters _ .. -

for a discharge with partially detached divertor and a dn—DItransittons {CIV lfijfl A)‘ A5 a result, lhfl
sweep of the divertor plasma. At 2500 m5 [)2 gns'is effective Te, calculated from the measured line
puffed near the vessel midplane, and increases in the ratiflg is flighfly Blgoatn which results in an
core HE and total radlfllEd power are Olga-“d“ The PUD underestimate of the total CW radiatedpower.
begins to form at 310C! ms and the divertor plasma ts I . I .
slowly swept inward from 3200 ms to 43% ms. During Thus, a “u one-dimensional transport code
the sweep an aept increase in CIV emissions occur (STRAHLQ) film-lg with DTS measured “e and
when the highly radiating zone enters the SPEED lino— . . _ . .
of—sight {3600 ms). As the divertor plasma is swept TE are used to predict the measured lme ratios.

inward, CW emissions decrease while the Ly~B
emissions increase.

The transport coefficients are adjusted until the calculated and measured line ratios are in good agreement.
The total radiative losses are then compared to obtain correction factors for using the measured line ratios
mentioned above. The transport code is used as a tool to predict line-of—sight profiles from the measured
emissions and is not intended to model impurity transport in the divertor. In general, the spectroscopic

determinations of power losses agree well with those from bolometry: during heam heated discharges,
H differences in the two results are less than 25%.3 '

CHARACTERIZATION OF INTRINSIC EMISSIONS

The effective electron temperatures from line ratios are found to vary little during a discharge, which
indicates that a given ion tends to exist over a rather limited temperature range-Using this fact, the vertical
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locations of the carbon ions and the he at these locations are established by correlating the effective electron

temperatures With spatially resolved DTS data. The vertical. location of the radiation zone determined from
inversions of two-dimensional bolometer and visible TV data are in good agreement with {[1055 BStablished

from line radiation measured with the SPEED. For example, in PDD Operation the C111 and CW radiation is

located in a region near the point.
_

A representative two—dimensions} dietribu‘tion of the radiated povter density, and the carbon and

deuterium fractional power during the GSP SWEEP is shown in Fig, 2. When the FBI) forms, the carbon
radiation zone at the Xepoint is in the field of view of the SPRED spectrograph and the bulk of the radiation

comes from CIV. As the USP is swept inward, the radiated power from deuterium increases until it dominates

when the 051] is near the Spectrograph “”3 0f sight. The carbon power fraction from the mOint along the

outer leg of the diverter is ~30% of the total with the balance coming from deuterium Near the OSP the

deuterium power fraction is 60% of the total. These power fractions are similar to those reported on JT-6UU

where carbon has been reported as the major contributor to divertor radiation losses;10 the Plasma-facing
surfaces of both DIlI—D and iT-GUU are constructed with carbon materials,

The carbon ion concentrations during the 05p sweep are also determined. The)“ are obtained from the

line-integrated ion densities by employing the images from the tangentially viewing TV camera equipped with
a ("Jill filter to determine the extent of the radiation zone. During the sweep of the divertor plasma Shfiw" in

Fig. 2, the estimated carbon concentrations range from 1% to 2% of the electron density.

ooncwstoas

Carbon omissions in the 131114) divertnr during partial detachment have been measured, and the deduced

radiatfid power and the tempma] bchflvmr of the impurity emissions from spectroscopy are in good agreement

With bolomcter measurements, Effective ”[ec‘mn iem‘t'NE'rl'atures from line ratios for CW {9—11 eV)‘ and C111

{$8 e‘v’) are consisted With DTS measured electron temperatures to determine the Spatial location of the
carbon radiation zone. During PDD operation, the bulk of the divertor radiation is emitted from CIV near the

Xepoint While deuterium radiation is StreneeSt near the outer Sifikflpoint. The carbon ion concentrations are in
the range of 1%4952 ofthe electron density,
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Fig. 2. {Top} Two—dimensional radiated newer densit;r distribution from reconstructed boiometer data
obtained at 3300 ms during a sweep of the diaerttir plasma. {Bottom} Reconstructed spatiai variation ef
SPRED data showing carhen (circles) and deuterium (Jr's) newer Fraction as a Function of outer strike point
location. The diaertor plasma was swept across the divertor floor such that the axis of the vertically viewing
diagnostics intercept the diacrtor region Frnm the X—noint. then aiong the outer leg to the outer strikepoint.
Near the XHpeint Inest ed” the radiation is emitted i'rom earhnn [Hfiiiitj with the balance i'rnm deuterium; near
the target plate deuterium radiation dominates race).
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MODELING OF Illr‘lF'UFliT‘!‘r SPECTROSCOPY IN THE DIVERTOR AND SOL OF Dill-D USING THE 1D
MULTlFLUlD MODEL NEWT1D*

it. WP. West, T.E. Evans, NH. Brooks, ME. Fenstermacher,'i S. Hirshman,i RE. Isler,l:
I aw. Leonard, (1D. Poltcr,l MR. “v‘lr'adeft DC}. Whytcfi R.D. Woodl

General Atomics, Pf). Bot-t 85608, San Diego, California 921863734 USA.

NEWTID, a one dimensional multililuid model of the scrape-off layer and divertor plasma, has been used

to model the plasma including the distribution of carbon ionisation states in the SOL and divertor of Hiding

Hnmflde 31W“ injected PDWBI' levels In Dill—D. Comparison of the code predictions to the measured divertor

Md scrape-off layer {SOL} plasma dam”? and ternpet‘sture showti titled agreement. Comparison of the

predicted line emissions to the Spectroscopic data “1335313 that Pl13’31callr sputtered carbon from the strike

point is “(it transported ”P the flux tube; El distributed source of carbon a Few centemeters Up the flux tube is
required to achieve reasonable agreement,

' Introduction

A basic understanding of the tokamak divertor, including impurity transport, is required in order to
develop predictive capability for future high power tokamak divertors. However the strong spatial gradients in
the divertor and SOL plasmas make detailed understanding difficult, both theoretically and experimentally.
Benchmarking the complex codes tised to model the divertor plasma against data from present day diverted
tokamaks is key to assuring a detailed understanding of theplasma transport and to providing predictive
capability. To date, 2D modeling codes that include impurities require long run times on even the fastest
workstations, and therefore are not easily used for analysis of experimental results. The relatively simplistic
approach of a ID model has obvious shortcomings, failing to address rigorously radial plasma transport and
the inherently 2D {or even 3D) problem ol’ neutral transport. I-Iovvever the NEWTlD Inuitifluid code handles
impurities implicitly, and converges quickly. Here we have used the 1D modeling of impurity spectroscopy to
yield some insight into the distribution of carbon ions in the divertor. The model provides detailed information
on both the plasma parameters and impurity ionisation state distribution along the flux tube just outside the
seperatrix, where the plasma temperature and density is highest in the divertor. The plasma parameters and
calculated impurity line emissions can be compared directly to DIIl—D data.

The discharges used in this work are a part of recent experiments on Dill—D focusing on characterizing
the divertor and SOL plasma in great detail using divertor and midplane Thomson scattering, fixed and plung-
ing Langmuir probes, bolometry, IR cameras, and visible and ‘v‘UV spectroscopy.' Here, the data from a set
of attached ELIE-“ling I-l—mode discharges at two injected beam power levels, 3.1 MW, and 3.4 MW, are com-
pared to the output of the NEWTID modcl. Matching the poloidai distributions ot‘ plasma electron density
and temperature and the midplane values of electron density and temperature and ion temperature gives confi-
dence that the parallel impurity transport [dominated by flow Friction, ion temperature gradient force, and
pressure gradients) simulated in the code is representative of the transport expected in these plasmas.

The N EWTT D Model

The NEWTlD code is a multifluid model of a single open field line flux tube from the midplane to strike
plate oia diverted tokamak. The model includes the momentum and energy balance between the electron flu id
and the ion fluids; impurity and neutral radiation is treated as a loss term for the electron energy balance.
Particle and momentum balance are treated independently for the primary ion and each impurity ionization
state, however all ion fluids are assumed to be at the same temperature. The code is capable of modeling up to
three impurity species simultaneously; in this work only carbon has been studied. A choice of parallel
transport models is available, either a Braginskii mode!2 or the _Hirshman-Sigmar formulation;l In this study,
only the Hirshman~Sigmar model has been used. The magnetic geometry of the flux tubes are obtained from
the EFlT magnetic equilibrium reconstruction code. .

*Work supported by U.S. Department of Encrgy under Contract Nos. DE-ACU3~89ER51 1 14, L‘lE-ACtJS-QODRZMM,
_nd waacsssoas.
Lawrence Livermorc National Laboratory.
Gait Ridge National Laboratory.
INRSmEncrgie ct Materiau x.
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The primary inputs to the code are: {l} povvor (ion and electron] and particle fluxes from the core plasma
into the flux tube, (2) primary ion recycling coefficent, [3) impurity recycling coefficient {2 zero), (4} a
multiplier fer impurity sputtering temperature dependence (the impurity sputtering rate is adjusted accordln
to the electron temperature at the plate) was kept fixed at 0.0], {5} impurity gas puffing along the flux tube as
described below. Perpendicular transport is included as an ad hoc loss term, and is specified in the input by
transport coefficients and a radial scale length. The midplane end of the flux tube is a stagnation point. At the
strike plate, all ion fluid velocities are assumed equal to the primary ion sonic velocity. The ionization,
recombination, and total radiation rates are obtained from the ADPAK data base.4

Modeling the spectroscopic data is done in a post-processing mode. The impurity ion density and
excitation rate distributions along the flux tube are mapped onto the geometry of the spectrometer viewing
chords on Dill—D and line integrated emissivities are calculated. The excitation rates at the electron densities
and temperatures along the flux tube are obtained from a collisionairradiative model of the CH, C111, and CIV
ions.5 In these discharges the dominant impurity is carbon, being the order of 2% of the electron density. In
the model, the carbon sources, sputtering at the strike plate and neutral injection at selected locations along the
flux tube, are adjusted until reasonable agreement is obtained with the visible and VUV spectroscopic data.

The Experimental Data

The DIII—D tokamak, with an extenisve set of divenor diagnostics and a flexible and dynamic plasma
shape control system, is suited to detailed characterization of the ED structure of the divertor plasma.I
Diagnostic chords of divertor Thomson scattering and visible and VUV spectrometers pass through a central
region of the divertor floor, and the Kapoint and strike points are swept past these chords as a function of time
during the discharge. This sweep also provides a detailed picture ofthe electron density and temperature at the
strike points as they are swept past fixed position domed probes. At the midplane detailed measurements of
the electron density and temperature are obtained with the core Thomson scattering system and ion
temperatures with the Charge Exchange Recombination Spectrscopy (GER) system. All of these data are
mapped onto the flux tube geometry using the EFIT magnetic reconstruction code.

The VUV emissivity data from 100 to [10-0 A is obtained with an absolute] calibrated vertically viewing
SPREI) spectrometer, having a viewing width of 8 cm at the floor of DIII—D. An integration time of SD ms
was used. In all oFthc data shown, the variation due to the ELM’s has been included in the averaging.

Comparison of the Model to the Data

The measured and calculated electron density and temperature as a function of normalized poloidal length
from the strike plate, over the region of the outer divertor leg, is shovrn (Fig. l) for both the high and low
injected power cases. Some of the important discharge characteristics and the model input parameters are in
Table l.

Tablet Plasma Parameters nlj Povrer Low Power
Injected Beam. Total Fladiated, Dvertor Radiated Power {MW} 8.4, 4.2, 2.0 3.1, 1.0, 1.0
lp {MA}, 395 1.4, 4.0 1.4, 4.5
<ne> {m' 1 some19 7.0x1019
Code Inputs: '
Electron Ion Input Power {MW} toe, 2.04 0.25, 1.60
in Particle input {s'l}, Recycling Coefficient 1.1 x refit, near an x1021 ass?
Carbon Sputtering Coefficient {multiplier} 0.003 (0.01 0.002 (0.019]
Neutral Carbon injection Hate [5‘1] 1.2 x 102 ”3.5 x101

To compare the calculated electron densities and temperatures along the outer divertor leg, the Thomson
scattering points are mapped onto (Itinnnn = ill—‘llltli 14153? "ll-in} and Lngm=poloidal length from plate:r
X—point to the strike point length. The data within a Wnorm range of 1.003 to LOU? are bin averaged over
Lnfirm = 0.125. To obtain better statistics data from three repeat discharges have been averaged together.
Langmuir probe data at the strike plate and core Thomson scattering and CER data at the midplane at a
Wanna: LDUS have been chosen for comparison to the model. The error bars shown in the Thomson scattering
data are representative of the scatter in the data over which the averaging was done, and are much larger than
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h Thomson scattering data point.
1 of divertor. and SOL datathe error in eac _

This scatter ts typlca
during ELMing discharges. . .

as can be seen, the modeling code does a

to Q

: 3.4 MW

reasonably good job of matching the data-Notable " Divertor Thoma .

is that the rapid drop in the electron density away
from the, plate predicted by the code, clue to the
recycling neutral source, matches reasonably well

with the Langmuir probe measurements at the plate

and the Thomson scattering points Just above the
mate. Table 2 compares the plasma data at ‘Pnfimg
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LDDS at the midplane with the code predictions. Ion Diuertor Thomeort
temperatures significantly h1gher than the electron fl . . . l . . . Emile. . . . .

temperatures are routinely seen 1n the model and 1n ti ”'5 m 1.5
the data. To match the CER data a distribution of
power flux favoring the ion ghannel was required in

ode Table 1). In the cw power case, it was “1,5 l ' ' ' . ' ' _- - 4 - = ' '
iii: cpossilile to increase the midplane ion tem- “IE 3-: Tfléglggtaflgfliflwer
parature up to the measured value while keeping the a D 5 I s -
total power flux at a reasonable level and maintain- 3 3.1 MW Injected Power H“

in g agreement with the divertor plasma density. “1-“ Shots 353733931 1
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the measured :E‘

line cmissivities to simulated emissivities for both E

the high and low power beam injection cases and r: 9.53 _
for two neutral carbon source models: 1) sputtering 5 ~. '1'
only, dashed line, and 2) sputtering plus carbon 1-3 i "t u. . 14,. .1 H‘ 1.}.

neutral injection along a 5 cm length of the divertor E ' "'"' ---I..1..t... J” --t---:
leg above the strike plate, solid line. The data is 1” [ll-— - - his - . - 1"] - - - -15

plotted as the measured line emissivities versus H ' Lnorm ' ‘

aRggp, the distance between the radial location gf

the outer strike point and the position of the viewing
chord on the divertor floor, and similarly for the
model. The agreement for line emission intensities
of C11, 111 and IV and the spatial distributions of
CW is reasonable. The model indicates that the
dominate source for CH and CHI line emission is
the sputtered carbon. However for CEV, line emis~
sion from carbon that exists well above the strike
plate contributes strongly to the modeled signals,

Fig. 1. Comparison ofthc NEWTID simulations to
the measured plasma electron temperature and
density along the divertor leg from the strike plate
to near the Xepoint. The data are plotted as a
function of the normalized poloidal distance,
defined in the test. The crosses (8.4 MW) and
diamonds (3.1 MW) with error bars are the
Thomson scattering data, as describe in the text.
Langmuir probe data are plotted at m1=ll

resulting in a significant difference between the two
cases with and without neutralcarbon injection.

Table 2 8.4 MW 3.1 MW
"e Te Tt ne Te Ti

mm m'3 all all _ 1t]19 m'3 eiv' e‘v‘
Simulation 1.9 ' BE 233 1.3 4? 180'
Plasma Data 1.?(U.l 5} sets} aaotso) total} 40H} 24dt50)

Discussion

NBWTID code gives remarkably good agreement with the measured divertor plasmaparameters in two
ELMiug H—mode plasmas at two different heating powers using'input parameters consistent with the
operating conditions. The measured electron density and temperature near the strike plate, and their poloidal
gradients, as well as the ion temperature at the midplano, are in good agreement with the simulations.

The measured CH and 0111 spatial distributions are broader than the model predictions, which is not
surprising since the these ionization states should be dominant in the colder. less dense outer regions of the
divertor and SOL which are not modeled. To accurately model these regions requires a BB code. The spatial
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distribution of the Cl‘v' """" [m. . . EIJQIM am 5| 90.4 nmemission predicted by the 411315 shut3as34 mm; _ ++ shetflssrs _code, which is likely to '"
come predominately from
the hot, dEflSB part (if lilE'r 231mg
801. nearest the sepratrix,
matches the data reason-

+
*H'H'Fl'qr 2K1fll5 -

ablyWeil. 3 ......... n...
In bUth till: high and 311915 L I . I Bsiilfi

low power simulations, “"917“,“ CIIIQTJ'nmconsiderable sputtering
- a!“ { shot3s334 - . + 5'1“”531'9

from the divertor strike ++
plate results in very little tsittifi _ .,. 4. 41:1315
carbon transported to the
midpiane. To achieve a
level of CIV line emission
observed in the experiment,
neutral carbon must be
injected into the flux tube
well above the recycling 3x131!
zone. Similar eonoIUsions
were drawn by Matthews
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_ civaunm ' etvsianmshears-ass _ stun - shutsssrs .

et. a1.3 and Krieger et. al.9 2:10”. ' ' 22131-4
using Monte Carlo tecb- 4+++++hniques for modeling carbon
spectroscopy on JET and D a
ASDEX-Upgrade. Stange- '13 '5 D 5 13 15 'an .ti'tFl
by and Eiderml provide an Gallium} septum}
insde th discussio of the . . . . . . ..transgort physicsfl in the Fig. 2. Comparison of the simulated and measured line ennssivnies for CH,
recyling gong that leads to III, and IV VUV lines for the_8.4 MW and 3.1 MW ELMing Hemodes.
[he entrainment gf‘ sput- Crosses are the measured values. The solid (dashed) lines are for the
tered impurities. Near the simulation with (without) neutral carbon injection along a 5 cm poloida]
plate in the strong length of the flux tube just above the strike plate. Both simulation eases
recycling zone, the strong include sputtering.
flow of the primary ion
fluid toward the plate provides a strong frictional push on the impurity ions. If the sputtered neutrals are
ionized before escaping the recycling zone, they are trapped at the plate. However, just above the plate the
frictional force is significantly reduced and the ion temperature gradient force pushes the impurity ions toward
the midplane. Stangeby and Elder refer to processes that lead to such neutrals as “deep injection“ These results
indicate the importance of neutral transport. More complete simulation of carbon in a tokamak plasma will
require a more physically realistic model of neutral carbon (or hydrocarbon) generation.
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CONTROL OF PLASMA EDGE VIA BIASING IN TOKAMAK TF-z

YEP. Budaev
Institute for High Temperatures of the Russian Academy of Sciences,

Scientific Statitar. 720049. IVTAN. Bishkek, Kyrghyzstan. crs

INTRODUCTION

To control confinement in tokamak , the mechanisms that induce turbulent transport in edge should

be identified. There are conceptions [scc. f.e.1 t] that consider the tokamak turbulence to consist of a few

types of turbulences having get different physical nature, frequency and wave number spectra. The types

react differently on dynamic changes of the discharge condition. irnpurity and working gas puff, the

intensity of every type depends on small radius. It was observed on tokamaks the suppression of edge

mmulence causes by setting up a radial electric field at plasma edge [2]. Theaim of this study is to

analyze the experimental data of small-scale tokamak TF-2 edge turbulence with respect to identifying

the types of the edge plasma fluctuations observed and how these types of fluctuations change trough

setting up the biasing in edge plasma.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments were performed with ohmically heated limiter discharges in small-scale tokamak

TF-Z, R=0.23 m. Millet. m , B(rsu)=1T (corresponding to the safety factor q=3.6). 191:6 kn, n..==2-3 10” m"3

Tfiflfl-Dfi keV [3]. A radial electric field was driven by crossufield current from an insulated molybdenum

electrode positioned 1 cm inside to the Last Closed Flux Surface (LCFS) at the outer side of tokarnak

vessel that was earthed and connected with ring limiter. Electrode (normally floating) has get 0.12 cm:

surface perpendicular to the magnetic field. Negative biasing of electrode (-500 b’ with respect to the vessel)

was performed in steady state of tokamal-t discharge. Changes irt edge plasma parameters (ion saturation -

eunent. poloidal electric field. turbulence driven flux) into outerboard Scrape—UffuLayet‘ (SOL) and inside

LCFS were measured making use movable pro‘oe array that allows measure the edge plasma time-averaged

parameters and fluctuations (with bandwidth lefesm kHz) of density n (determined from the probe ion

saturation current 1t floating potentials ‘Pfl- electron temperature '1‘... Two poloidal spaced probes allow

poloidal electric field E, to be estimated from difference in {pg (assuming T. is time invariant}. The poloidal

phase velocity of the fluctuations has been obtained from the phase difference between L,“ signals measured

in the same poloidal section and 4.5 mm apart I '

Fluctuation level nmJn is reduced by scene with the biasing in shear region (fig. lb}.

Fluctuation-induced particle flux Emmy:- is also reduced by ~2 times in the shear region and SOL (fig. 1c}.

Frequency spectra of fluctuation in the shear region and SOL are less broader with biasing (fig.2}. In the
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SOL fluctuations propagate in the ion diamagnetic direction and inside LCFS they propagate as a whole in

the electron one (fig. 1d). The inversion of the poloidal velocity of the fluctuations is observed near LCFS

(shear region}. Setting up the biasing -500 it affected the location of the shear layer and. in turn. the edge

fluctuation characteristics. Poloidal wave numbers change significantly as in SOL also inside LCFS in

biasing phase (fig. 3a.b.c}.

At the SOL in floating phase as a whole two different parts of the dispersion relation can be

distinguished in the two point estimation of the conditional spectrum S{k.w) (fig. 4a) : {1) with frequency

below ~30 kHz the fluctuations propagate in the ion drift direction. correlation length of their fluctuations

is about 15~20 mm (denoted as “i”-mode); (2) turbulence of higher frequency (~100 Idle) propagates in the

electron drift direction with poloidal conelation length ~10 'mm {denoted as “e"—modej. Like this bimodal

structure was observed in different tokamaks and stellarator [45?]. We observed also “i"rmode fluctuations

with ~4 mm conolation length in bandwidth 100-200 kHz. The biasing resulted in broader ‘ e”-mode and

. no significant changes in "i"-modes in the SO]... density is decreased over float phase values by ~20% (fig

1a).

In the shear region near LCFS the mentioned above bimodal structure is also observed in floating

phase with higher intensity of “e"-rnode shifted in the frequency bandwidth 50400 kHz (fig. 4b). The

biasing leads to the dumping o ”i't'rnode with high frequency 200-300 kHz and enhancement of “e”-mode.

Change in lemma is observed in biasing phase. Both in floating and in biasing phase poloidal propagation

velocity of the fluctuations reverses over a layer extended radially ~03 cm (fig. 1d). The scale ~0.3 cm of

shear region was also found on the largenscale tokamalr (PBX-M [8] as in L- also in H—ruodes) indicating

the scale of shear region is not appear to depend on the tokarnalt scale. Fractal dintensionality in the shear

region “IF-2 in biasing phase is decreased from ~7 to >10 indicating the higher disorder of turbulence [3].

Toe higher decorrelation leads to the reduction in the turbulence induced transport in biasing phase.

Inside the LCFS. rta=0.83. “e”-rnodes are mainly present with poloidal correlation length ~4 mm

and ~20 mm The “i”-mode intensity is low in this region in floating phase. this mode is suppressed by the

biasing. Meanwhile small-scale ion modes in the frequency region <30 kHz do not suppress by biasing (fig.

4c. 6). High coherent mode at 150-250 kHz. that was observed in float phase inside LCFS at r!a={l.$3, was

destroyed by biasing (flg. 5.6). This mode has k550.4 cm‘1 indicating that oscillations have poloidal mode

number malt}. it propagates in electron drift direction and its velocity the order of magnitude as local ExB

drift velocity.

In conclusions. in edge of TF~2 the'crucial processes in turbulence multi~modal structure were

observed through the setting up the negative {600 V) biasing experirnentfl'he biasing affects the location

of the shear layer. Inside LCFS the modes. that propagate in to ion diamagnetic drift direction and have
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gale ~2 cm. are suppressed significantly by the biasing. meanwhile small-scale (<U.5 cm)large cenelan'en s

inn modes-d0 not summa-
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Classic-like I-V Characteristics of swept Langmuir probe and

measuring edge plasma electron temperature

LM. Bogomolov

Institute for High Temperatures of Russian Academy of Sciences
Scientific Station in Bishkek. 720049. WTAN. Bishkek. Kyrgyastan. C13.

1. Introduction.
Langmuir probes are widely used in tokamaks to monitor the electron density and the temperature of

edge plasmas. Some methods of Te measurements (for example. tlouble harmonic method l1f].-swept probe
mclhgd [2]...) give rather masonablc results that. at least. do not contradict to other data about edge tem-

perature. However. the traditional interpretation of. Cunent~Voltttge Characteristics {I-V Ch) of probe tip
crating in tokamalt'conditions has a little chance to be correct. Present studying has been aimed to explain

why the probes can give reasonable results about edge plasma parameters at all. The question is related to

the problem at mechanism driving radial electric current that must close the circuit of positively biased

prob-c.
Recent [3.4] and present studies have demonstrated that dynamical l-V Ch are similar to well-known I-

'v' Ch of Langmuir probe in unmagnetieed plasma provided the rate of voltage ramping is high enough and
um trnpedancc of the generator used for biasing is low enough. Like to classical 14" Ch dynamical l-‘vr Ch
observed appears to have explicit electron branch. the ratio of electronvto~ion saturation currents reaches
20+35. meanwhile usual _t|uasysuttionary [-v Ch resulting from slow voltage ramping gives the value of this

ratio less than 10 [5.6]. The comparative analysis of dynamical and quasystationary l—‘v' Ch obtained on TF—

2 tokamalt allows to generaliae the methods of Te detcnnination-lrom I-qh and to remove some doubts
concerning their inaccuracy. Besides that the new method of Te computation has been pmposed.

2. Experiment
Experimental investigation of dynamical I-‘v’ Ch has been held on THE toltamak (R: 23.5 cm; a: 3.5

cm; lit-.- 5 l T; 1111: 6+ 10 RA}. typical densityr and electron temperature of edge plasma being respectively n
a 3+5r 10” cm'3 . To = 10+ 20 e‘v'. Radially moveable Langmuir probe {or mrn tungsten wire. collecting
area 3.. =3mm1) is installed on the outside midplane 0.4 mm away from the limiter ion side. The plate elec-
trode (10X2 mmz) can be located near probe (the distance along magnetic line is about 0mm} or can be
shifted out of plasma. The plate and the wire ionn Pin»Plate Probe system that. according to ['5]. allows to

verify Tc measurements made by single probe. TF-Z tokamak is equipped by the ring poloidal limiter. which

may be electrically connected to the wall of vacuum vessel or be isolated. During experiments the limiter
and the vessel wall have been canhed independently via measuring transformers. the currents flowing to the

limiter and to the wall have been recorded as well as the probe current. The capacitor system forming pow—
erful pulse of unipolar ramping voltage (0+200 V). or bipolar ramping voltage (—150.40 V) is used for bias-

ing. The duration of ramping varies from 20 to 1000 us. Sinusoidal AC generatoris used also to supply thin
probe by 200 kHz AC voltage. the amplitude being 50 ‘v’. The signals have been recorded by conventional
ADC with time~discretiaation 25 as (in the case of last ramping) or 1 us (in the case of slow ramping).

Fig.l represents the plots of dynamical l—‘v’ Ch of probe located in SOL at'the depth rfa=l .05 and out

side SOL at r!a=0.95. The plots are similar. they have intervals of ouasyexponentiai current growth. Unlike
to on asystationary case the point of inflection. where dzlp t2=0. can be localixed. To the right from inflec-
tion point on Iu‘v’ Ch the current continues to growth. This is related to density grovh. i.c. density profile
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modemiration (biasing effect) To the left of this point the probe operates in measuring mode: electron
' temperature may be extracted from any local part of dynamical I-V Ch provided polarization current

effects are taken into account (see below)
Measurements of currents closing the probe current IF. have shown that IE. is devidecl to longitudinal CHI"-

rent IL flowing to poloidal limiter along magnetic lines and radial current 1w flowing to vacuum vessel wan
acro'ss magnetic field, IF. =Iw 4- IL (figlj. The proportion between IL and Its depends on the voltage biased
rather than probe radial position. "the maximum—correlation between 1,, closing via wail current 1w (C(Ipil '
all?) is found to take place at the beginning of positive voltage ramping. when U< 2M0 ‘v‘. The maxi-

mum correlation between IF and limiter current 1., commands to relatively large voltage'biased. U2 5D V.
In terms of correlation Fourier spectra this reads as follows- I}, , 1w cross-correlation reaches its maximum
at higher frequency than' IP'. IL cross-correlation. The response in no compensating fast growth of probe cur-
rent occurs due to polarisation current [312 3 I. Am F,
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3. On the T. determination.

The measuring part of l-V Ch 1s provedto be similar to l ‘v’ Ch of equivalent layout (figS) modeling the

dimifln of voltage biased by aheatlvpresneam drop ml“ “11.13313 on nonlinear Cunlrelhtluillal'lr resistance)
and plasma layer drop driving radial current. In the case of fast voltage ramping the capacitance describing

Wlafilatm“ currents P1335 the main T0131 in the case of slow romping R. is the main. The capacitance C 1s
' related to polarization frequency (DEintroduced 1n [3] as follows

=IflttTtaJ=IsrtTanlpreSw (1)

[15 - ion saturation current . Pt + ion gyroradius. 8.. . probe area). No relation for R. exists. thus we try to

evaluate R. as well as T. from experimental data. Following expressions are valid. when the rate of voltage

ramping is high

T...{eill-mrt2+r.n>t?re+r.r-tr<I+I.)1". (2)
a=rr.n)texr.-tru+a)t .(3)

{index p dcnodng probe current and voltage is omitted). In other case. when the ramping is slow. T. and R.

may be evaluated as follows
={Uirr-U)[1n(t+1rr.)-ir(1+1.)]", r4)

R.=U!I-(T.fl)ln(l+ltlsl. (5}
{Expressions (25} result from consideration of layout shown on fig.3) A nondesirable factor. namely the

small difference between big quantities. stands in above formulas near floating point. But in the limit l-e i]

may become to known expression T. = UK! l or. in the form coinciding with detector effect analysis result

[4] .
r..=(atraU)rrdarduh= U (In - alert. 1.: 1 (ill . era)“ (a)

. The results given by (2451) have been compared with reference measuremea of T. made with the help
i or Pin-Plate system recording sheath drop directly. At any point of I-‘v’ Ch reference T. is determined by the

expression T. = (13...... -U...-. )(I+ 1.)! l. Fig.4 represents Ihe example of T. time dependence determined by

Pin-Plate system. The comparison has pointed to intervals where (2-6) actually give correct results. In the

case of slow voltage ramping the accuracy of [4) is satisfactory at moderate negative probe voltage. Lia-30
+ -10 V. Meanwhile the evaluation of T. by single probe signals T. = (dl .t dU)‘l (I + I.} is proved to corre

spend the measurements by Fialate probe as long as the probe voltage is negative or small positive. Ue 10
‘v'.In the case of fast voltage ramping formula (2) has inaccuracy less than 20 91's. when the probe current is

not small (apart from floating point on LT Ch). But the best accuracy of T. determination is reached by
using formula (6) near floating point of dynamicall-V Ch. Fig 5 shows how the frequency to. determined by
(3) depends on U. The evaluation at. 2.105 lie obtained at U? 20 it corresponds the theory [3]. The en—
hanced value of to. given by (3} at low voltage biased speaks in a favour that L. (the toroidal length of re-
gion around probe where radial eunents flow to the wall) is less significantly than toroidal circumference

3 length.
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Scrape off Layer Plasma Measurements; in Lower Hybrid Heating Experiments on FF —— 2 Tolramak

Budnikov V.N., Checbik 13.0., Dyachenlro V.V., Esipov LA, Its E.R., Lashkul 8.1.,

Lebedev A.D., Podushm'lrova FLA, Sakharcv I.E., Sharah'n S.V., Shcherbiuin GEN, _

Shorikov V.Yu., Stepancv A. Yu.

AF. Icffe Physical-Technical Institute, 194021, St.-Petersburg, Russia.

In the lower hybrid heating experiments on FT—Z tokamak (a = 3 cm, R = 55 cm, RT =

2.2 T, In an 22 - '40 Ml, PLH s1 150kW, f= 920 We) the eflective heating ofions and electrons

associated with the parametric absorption of LH wave, the mechanism of current drive switch

aft“ and the origin of the improved energy confinement mode in the post heating phase have

been studied [1]. This paper concerns the generalization of the scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma

parameter data and their correlation with central plasma behavior in the above mentioned

gxpel‘lmefltfl, particularly duringL - H transition. Plasma parameters have been studied by

visiblc, UV and VUV spectroscopy; Langmuir and magnetic probes; charge exchange analyzer

and bolometer. Besides, the cross-correlation analysis of magnetic probes, microwave reflecto—

mgtry and enhanced- scattering signals, as well as ASTRA transport code have been used.

The transition in the improved confinement has been observed in the FT—Z experiments
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after RF pulse switch oil" [2]. When the RF pulse is turned off, the emission in the I‘Ig line falls

down with an increase in the average density and diamagnetie signal; a sharp decrease in the
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MED activity and slight decrease in the voltage U, are also seen. The energy lifetimn equal to -

0.8 ms in the ohmic regime (1,, = 22 kA), in the post-heating stage (PLH) increases up to 2 ms

and agrees with Kaye-Goldstoue and the DIII-JET scaling. The plasma microturbulent analysis

in the range of frequency 0 - 500 kHz has been carried out by the enhanced scattering
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technique and the reflectometery [3]. The enhanced scattering measurements shown the

oscillation at the outside toms edge, whereas the reflectcmeter inspected the inner side. In both

r cases the maximum fluctuations were observed at the periphery of the plasma. It was found,

that already in LHH pulse the essential suppression of plasma oscillations (up to 50%) was

_ observed. The spatial maximum of such suppression was at a discharge periphery at r = 2? cm..

The low oscillation level of the reflectometer signal remained afier Pry pulse when transition to

improve confined ' mode happened. Taking into account the lifetime particle rise and
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suppressing of the fluctuations, one can suppose that the transport body plasma losses are

reduced already during of the LHH. It was found, that the poloidal rotation shear at the plasma
periphery can be responsible for the appearance ofthe improved confinement regime [1]. In the

recent experiments with the higher plasma current I], = 40 led and PM = 100 kw the abrupt

fall down of Hg line emission has been observed during of HF pulse already. In this case the”
role ofneutral hydrogen influx (From the well) during the HF pulse diminishes.

The small dimensions ofthe tokamalr and the absence of a feedback system maintaining
the plasma equilibrium makes it diflicult to achieve a stable state for more than 10 ms in the
post LH phase. However, in these cases when it was possible, we observed the ELMs that
reveal themselves as outbursts on the Hg line intensity. The Mitoov probes and reflectometer
data for H—rnode transition and ELMs are shovel in Fig. 1. One can see the coherent magnetic

precursor oscillation of fi'equency vpm, ~ (24-32) kHz. Cross-correlation analysis of magnetic

probe signals gives poloidal mode 111 ~ 9 at the resonance magnetic surface :21 ~ 4,5.
Simultaneously with the precursor we observed the growth of the highly turbulent coherent
structure by the rcflectometer at frequency v,“n ~ {44-62) kHz and m = 9.. It was located
mainly near the plasma outside boundary. In the Fig.1 the integral 'reflectometry signals over (0
— 500) kHz are shown. The oscillations at resonance surface q = 4,5 (r = 6 cm) are registered at
the probing o—mode fiequency of fig = 27 GHz. At the experiments on other large tokamairs
the same coherent magnetic precursor (with somewhat higher frequency) was observed and
characterized as III ELMs type [4]. Their exhibition were explained by the resistive ballooning
mode development at the outside plasma toroidal boundary. The energy flux through the
plasma boundary in the ohmic heating case was Pm, - PM ~ (30 - 4fl)ltW, where Pr,“ ~ 4fl%

p“... This value was somewhat lower than the threshold power for a transition to H—mode,
calculated by ASDEX’s scaling [4, 5]: Pg, = uc4-s, 49-3, [MW, rn'i', 101”, ml, T] = 50 kW at

H a = 3 1019 mi. So, one can also suppose, that improved confinement begins during RF pulse
and then remains after the pulse because of a plasma state hysteresis. The plasma can be in H—
state between PWL'H 3* PlhrH' L. For the opposite transition from H to L—mode the threshold
power is smaller due to broadening of the current—density profile and due to slowing of the
hydrogen recycling at the discharge periphery. We have experimental evidence (e.g., the
inductive changes in the loop voltage) supported by the calculations carried out with the
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..ASTRA” code that the current channel is modified during and after the LH pulse [2}.

As was mentioned above, the L - H transition at additional RF heating occurs when the

flux through the plasma sep aratrix achieves the threshold value. Recently the same transition
[at 11 5 22 11A) 1135 been obtained 1n the OH regime only. For this pmpose the plasma was

P

laaflflfl III th

Fig 3 shows, causes the decrease of both Ha line emission and MED activity, while the
e outside of the turns. The pre-controlled plasma shift of that kind (1 cm range) as

average density and ion temperature T.(0) increase. Plasma temperature T, 1. and density 11., 1. in

the outside limiter shadow measured by Langmuire probe at- 1 =3. 5 cm were higher as

comparfld with the cases when plasma cc1e was in the center (I) or was leaned to the'mner side

. (111]. One can notice, that such heating of the outside SOL due to the outside plasma shift

leads to longer (without ELM) plasma stage in H—mode. Fig 3 shows the plasma limiter

shadow parameters for both 011 and Mill regimes. One can see, that the RF power influences

upon SOL plasma parameters differently. In the cases (I) and (III) the outside edge density rise

is considerably higher with respect of the outside (11) plasma deposition. One can suppose that

the limiter shadow density rise depends up on the additional hydrogen ionization in RF

electrical field. Besides the additional RF power losses at ionization in the (I) and (III) cases

the density rise near the grill causes the modification of the real spectrum (NE) of the gn‘ll

launched mode [6]. We have experimental evidence of such processes that are shown in Fig. 3

, and F1g. 4. Fig. 3 shows the central ion temperature rise fer different plasma core position for

PR5: 100 11W. One can see that plasma leaning on the outside wall (where the grill 1s installed)

' causes the highe1'_1on temperature increase. The data for two experiments are shown here. In

1 this case the ion energy lifetime is higher by factor 2 also. In Fig 4 the charge-exchange atom

II energkF spectrum for both cases (I) and (II) are shown. When the plasma core is leaned to

outside wall, besides the increase of the bulk ion temperature to higher value, the supertermal

“tail” region begins from the higher energy values.
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" .I-: l. introduction
On Tore Supra, during lower hybrid {LH} current drive experiments, localized heat l'lux

; deposition is ohserved on plasma facing components such as the guard limiters of the L-H grills

{1] or any object which is magnetically connected to the LH launching waveguides : modular

low-field side limiters, ion cyclotron heating antennas, inner first wall. Similar observations have

“ been made on the divertor plates and limiters ol" Tde'v’ [2}. In particular, by alternating the rt‘ '

t - power of the 2 grills of Tore Supra, it was shown that the heat flux on the tiles of the guard

limiters is related to the local rfelectric field but not to the convective power [3]. The following

model shows that Landau damping on the thermal electrons occurs in the region near the grill.

Results of this model are compared to experimental results.

2. Model

We will consider the trajectory of the guiding center along the field lines, in a ID model.
Electrons are supposed to be driven only by the oscillating electric field and any electrostatic

fields are neglected. in the near-field approximation, waves of amplitude EJ] and phase {.1 excited
by each individual waveguide n do not intert‘er and the particle responds successively to the

discrete values of the electric field when travelling along the array of waveguides. This

if assumption is valid only for a very thin layer {few min} at the antenna aperture In such
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conditions, the equation of motion of an electron traveling from one side ofa wavcgmde to the
. . . . d i n .

opposite side is simply d: =fl E n . sintrai -i- go H } , where E" and (pH are the amplitude and .
in

the phase ofthe electric field excited by the waveguide n. [fonly the fundamental TEL‘Il rnodc 15

considered, E11 and (.1 are constant in front. ofa waveguide and integrating twice the equation sf

motion leads to a set of non-linear equations which can be easily numerically solved to chain the

final speed and the phase of the electron with respect to the wave. Starting from an initial

random phase and a Maxwellian velocity distribution {E=25e'v'}, the final energy distribution is

obtained by a nwvstcp iterative method, where nw is the number of waveguides in a row.

3. Results of computation

Let us consider first the ideal case where the phasingaritilj betweenadjacent waveguides is

constant {dd}=9Udeg.l and the amplitude is the same for the new32 waveguides {ti-e13 and 4.5

l0j Win}. This corresponds to a perfect antenna with no reflection from the plasma. It is

convenient to use the normalized velocity v*=2vl{b [oil’En is the rf frequency and h the

waveguide width}. The velocity distribution function tlvi‘} is the superposition of the initial

distribution {corresponding to the non-accelerated electrons) and a much wlder distribution

function {Figure I}. For the low electric field case, electrons are accelerated up to one e‘v

lv*=fl. | l], but for the high electric field case, the distribution function is even wider and the

final energy can reach 4.2 hey [v*=t’l.3t‘ll. t-‘or the '2 cases, the mean energy of the accelerated

electrons is repectively l2tl and 620 ch“. The latter case can be compared to a plastna~loaded

antenna case ‘. for a Tore Supra shot, for which 3.2 MW was launched with l of the 2 antennas,
the electric field distribution is calculated from the rf measurements achieved at the input of the
antenna and the coupling code SWAN. For one of the waveguide rows, the mean electric lield is

4.5 lU-l‘v'nn {standard deviation 1.] ID" Win} and the mean phasing is 93 deg. {standard deviation

.36 dog}. It can be seen that the velocity distribution is modified with respect to the ideal case :
mean and maximum energies of the accelerated electrons are reduced to, respectively, 435 and

2200 eV {v*=0.221.

The nearvfield approximation is strictly valid only at the antennalplasma interl'acc. Further in the

plasma some smoothing of the electric field occurs. in order to evaluate the effect of the

sharpness of the electric field function on the acceleration process, the discrete values of the

electric field 13., were linearly linked up on a length d.‘ For d eimm, the mean acceleration ofthe

electrons falls off rapidly. Accordingly, the high N content {ZEN IslUUJ, which Is related to

small scale features, decays (Figure 2).
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'3. Experimental results

On Tore Supra. the heat flux on plasma facing components connected to the array of waveguides

was evaluated in a wide range of RF powers (2-5 MW). in these experiments, the 2 LH antennas

were 4 cm from the LCFS and a vertical limiter at the bottom of the vessel was set 2.5cm behind

the LCFS in order to intercept low convected flux from the plasma. For qa=6, both antennas are

connected to this limiter (ion-drift direction, L =15m}. The heat flux on the grill 2 guard limiter

and the vertical limiter was calculated in the semi-infinite wall approximation. For one of the 4

rows ofwaveguides.r the electric field Erf. then the mean energy of the accelerated electrons {Ea

were calculated. Using the BBQ impurity SOL transport code and the CASTEM 2000 finite

element thermal analysis code, a self-consistent computation, including the local sheath

potential. allows to calculate the enhancement of the heat flux FiFth when the fast electrons

distribution is taken into account. Figure 3 shows the experimental flux. sIEJe and FiFth as a

function of the mean electric field fiErf}. The measured heat flux on the vertical limiter. up to

1.5 lVl‘Jlii'inE is lower because the grazing angle (~5 deg.) ot‘the field lines with the surface ol‘tltis

limiter'is smaller than for the guard limiter [IS-45 dog}. I
Effect of plasma and SOL densities on the total power lost by this mechanism has been studied
in details on 'l‘de‘v'. For a given plasma configuration {single-nul diverted plasma, qa=3."~il}. the
plates density was varied between 2 and 6 lU"’m'-‘. In this conil’guration,tvith a tilted distance of
|.5ctn between the antenna and the separatrix. the antenna is connected to specific divertor
plates. A good correlation is found between the edge density and the total losses on the

_ 785
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connected plates [Figure 4). This correlation is weaker when considering the plasma line average,

density. On Tore Supra, totai losses have been measured by thennographic and calorimetrie

measurements ‘. when the plasma density ranges between [.5 and 3.5 “Wm". losses are in the

l-2 ”xi: range. No edge density measurements were available for these shots but her similar

plasma conditions, density in the 0.5- l .0 ll)”‘m'3 range have been measured.l

T 12
6 Calculated A 0 a
5 lOHEHkBV) culated :33 Td V
4 heat Flux {FKFt t) g 8 e ‘ "

3 I / I E; 6 I
'2 3 4 a. I:l - fluted E a l

heat Flux [MWr’inZ 2 - Evil}
0 U ' iii-"i Tore Supra

3 4 5
2 <Erf‘e (cm) U 5l 2 3 4

Ne (10**181n—3)

frigate 3. Measured nentflto: and caricatures! it'i'gnre 4. effect refine density or the antenna

neceferoi'irm one" nemflto: on the total ion-drift side ins-ses-

4. Conclusion

Acceleration of thermal electronsloccurs in the near field ot'LH antennas up to a new iteV. This

acceleration arises from small scale variation of the electric field or, equivalently. high No"

content of the launched Spectrum. a semi—analytical model shows that the acceleration vanishes
when no power with N 3:23 15 available. These accelerated electrons provide a heat flux on

connected components : for typical electric field strength (4 mi Wm), the normal heat flux in the

flux tube is estimated to be 4. M‘v‘v’nn2 from therrnographic measurements. Self consistent
calculations lead to slightly lower fluxes {Ft'Ftlt}. The fraction ol" power coupled to the

thermal electrons increases with the electronic density at the antennna aperture and losses below
3% are measured when this density is lower than I |O”‘m"‘.
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Introduction : Power and particle exhaust is a leitmotiv in fusion research. Both are

addressed by the ergodic divertor (ED) configuration of Tore Supra (TS). The ED increases the
perpendifium heat flow by ergodising the edge magnetic field. The ergodised zone, with its

characteristic n = 6, m = 18 structure, occupies about 20% of the small plasma radius (a =
'IScm); It matches the ionisation region of the main impurities C and 0, Le. the highest line

emitting ionisation states, CV1 or OVIII, are alreadyr in the confined plasma, whereas low

ionisation states are either in the stochastic zone (e.g. CW) or in the laminar region (LR), which

corresponds to the SOL. A first set of neutraliser plates was of a closed configuration, i.e., the
neutralised particles are reflected into a pump duct. Presently, a new type of neutraliser plates,

which can be qualified as "open" {i.e. the active surface faces the plasma), are installed within

the divertor modules. In this paper the recycling properties of Carbon are measured via visible
spectroscopy, and the END Monte Carlo code "BBQ" [1] is used for the simulation of local ion

fluxes within the LR. A H) impurity transport code (CNET) is used for the stochastic zone and

the main plasma . I
Experiment : The plasma parameters are : R = 2.385 m, a = 0.?8 m, B e 3.5 T, gas 2 D2, IF,
= 1.58 MA, 13’1c w 2 W, edges“ 2 2.75 1-019 mg, no ED: {Zappa = 1.65, with ED: {nf‘}
= 1.3, with ED and ICRH: {Zeffl'fi' = 1.45 (see fig. a, b, c). Because of the use of a horizontal,

external limiter slightly ahead of the divertor modules, this configuration is qualified as

”mixed". The incoming fluxes are monitored by a number of in vessel (in situ) fibers looking at
l the new “open" actively cooled neutraliser plate (proto n°4J (CH brilliance see fig.d), the nearby
if: horizontal limiter {n”5) which Protrudes about 25 mm above the divertor armour (Rdiv : 3.13

m}, the inner carbon wall (on i), a vertical limiter (n°2) and a free plasma surface (n‘t3) close to
the verticallimiter. Andther in situ fiber looks at a "closed” neutraliser plate. The bakable 'in
situ' fibers, connected to normal fibers through a vacuum feed—through, are linked to three
Czerny-Turner spectrometers with CCD cameras. There are one open and 29 closed
neutral‘isers. The open neutraliser consists of four 134C coated 30 cm long bars which are
separated by three 10 mm wide pumping slots. A fixed Langmuir probe. flush to the active
surface, is located within a pumping slot and measures a.: and TE, at n’a :' 1.03. A reciprocating
Langmuir probe at the top of the plasma chamber shows typically flat rig and Ta profiles when
the ED is activated. The absolute brilliance of CH {65?3 A) for three typical shots IJ'no ED, II)
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with ED and 111) ED plus 2W additional ICRH—heating between 5 and 9 s are analysed. Thee;
brilliances (b), which are mean values at the specified locations, are converted in the usual way
via the SIXB factor (ionisations per photon} into ion fluxes I‘pm = 411: h (SIXB) [1,2]. Table I

summarises these data for Carbon.

Results and Discussion : The impurity content is monitored with a measurement of visible

bremsstrahlung, soft X-ray emission and visible spectroscopy [3]. Under the assumption of
Carbon being the main impurity, these measurements yield consistent values of Zflff,

Furthermore, it is observed that the CVI Lytt emission drops by a factor of two during the ED

resonance, due to the ED induced change of edge Te profile.

Simulations of the ED shots in accordance with the input values (Zeff, total radiated power, soft

X-rays and VUV—spectrometry), require a flat Te, profile between rfa = 1 and 0.35. For these

medium density discharges, the neutral deuterium density is low, so that CX reactions are

neglected in the simulations. The major part of the total radiated power originates from (Li-like)
CW ions. Comparing the shots without and with ED, the total radiated power remains constant
whereas the nf diminishes from 1.5 to 1.3. This is explained by the ED induced flat Te, profile
and the concomitant increased transport at the-plasma edge, which produce the same total
Carbon radiation for a lower impurity content. For the heated case, only ?0% of the measured
radiated power can be justified by the simulation. The bolometer is probably perturbed by the
presence of a RFwantenna in its field of view.

Table I t CH fluxes [partfs]

Viewingline inner wall vert. lirri proto normal hor.lim.
n°l n°2 n°4 neutr r1°5

no ED 1.6 10*? 1.2 1019 6.210IT 1.41013 1.6 1021’}
2 = 1.9620 3.4% ' 6.3% 0.3% 0.2% 34%
ED 6.3 1013 3.01019 3.2 1017 1.1 1019 1.4 1020
)1 ..—. 1.9620 3% 16% 0.5% 6.5% 24%
EDHCH 7.3 1013 1. 10211 1.2 1019 3.6 1:019 6.3 1020
z a 3.4.3n 1% 12% 2% 10% 75%

The measured mean fluxes have been multiplied by the actual emitting surfaces (Surf). The total
Carbon source ()3) is then divided by the plasma surface (75 mg) in order to compare this mean
flux to the corresponding value necessary as a boundary condition in the 1-D simulation to
match the central Carbon content. (i.e., the nf value} given by the simulation :

I. no ED measured 2.5 1013 simulation 5 1013 {putn‘tt'rn2 3]
II. ED measured 2.5 1013 simulation 5 1013 {partlmz s]
III.ED+ICRH measured 1.1 1019 simulation 7 1018 [partlm2 s]

The measured values are within-a factor of two in agreement with the simulation.
It is noticeable that in' this rruiaed' configuration, i.e.' limiter plus ED, the major recycling
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. still the limiter. Another striking fact is that recycling on the new prototype neutraliser
SUI-falls 1; Dflflflt compared to the old one. In fact, with all neutralisers of the new type the

15 qmllc 1 fictiflfl would amount to about 30% in this configuration.

riggigdelling i A preliminary evaluation of impurity generation and plasma penetration has
. :fin undertakfln for the conditions of these experiments. The three cases have been simulated

with the MASTQQ CASTEM-EGUD and BBQ codes. The MASTOC corle [4] calculates the

magnetic field structure near the neutraliser plates. CASTEMQDOU [5] is used to calculate the

resulting generation of impurities from physical and chemical sputtering sources (either CD or

{:94}. For the graphite surfaces of the old (closed) neutralisers this depends on the surface

[Empgfaturfl distribution. BBQ [6] follows the subsequent impurity evolution in the SOL as the

produced (Iii| or CD4 ioniseldissociate to spectroscopically observable stages.

The main purpose of the modelling study is to compare impurity generation and penetration

precesses for the closed and prototype neutraliser geometries, under assumed identical plasma

conditions. For this preliminary study a “typical1 MASTOC neutraliser plate field distribution is

used for the prototype geometry. Incident plasma conditions for the series are taken from the
fixgd Langmuir probe at the prototype neutraliser and these values are used for both geometry

cases.
- Impurity generation and penetration t Beth chemical and physical sputtering increase by

a factor of 4-5 for the closed neutraliser plates during ED activation. For the open neutraliser the

calculation yields only an increase of 2-3. However, calculating the total particle flux from the

1340 surface (which would result in negligible C chemical sputtering) of the open neutraliser

leads to an unrealisticly low estimate compared to the measurements. Indeed, the neutraliser is

likely to he covered by Carbon deposits from the neighbouring graphite armour. A striking

difference between the open and closed neutraliser is found in the penetration probability of
released Carbon. Only 25% of the particles generated by physical sputtering at the closed
neutraliser, because of its closed structure, penetrate into the confined plasma, whereas 90%
penetration is found for the open one. Due to the increased surface temperature of the closed

neutraliser plates, enhanced chemical sputtering is observed during ED activation; the
penetration probability, however, is reduced from 9 to 2%. '
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Figure captions : Time traces of three discharges I) no ED, [1) ED, HI) ED and ICR-heating
a) ohmic heating power (Pghm -), radiated power measured by bolometry (PM; -.), ICE-heating
Pflwfir (Paar ...) '
1)) «nine: mean 1rolume densit}r measured by interferometer
c) (Z‘gfp mean effective charge number measured by bremsstrahlung _
d) brilliance of CH 6580 3 measured by an iii-vessel Fiber looking at the prototype neutraliser.l
Almough the brilliance decreases during ED activation, it yields higher C11 particle fluxes due to:
the change in the SIXB factor with TB. I
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1"” suflflce Cyclotron Waves 1“ Edge Plasma at the Fusion Devices

Girlie V.0.. Pavlenko 1.1L, Sporov All.

Kharkjv State University. Svobody sir-.4. Kharkiv. 3100?? Ukraine.

e-mail: azarenltovflipemkharkovma

The paper presents the results of theoretical investigations of the new type of

surface waves propagating on the harmonics of ion cyclotron frequencyr {SSW}.

We consider two possible orientations of external madnetlc field relatively

interface of metal chamber. Under the considered conditions. the SCW can

propagate across magnetic field along metal wall with (or without} dielectric

coating. The problem is solved using Wasov-Boltzman kinetic equation for the

description of plasma particles and Maxwell equations for the SCW field. The

SCW dispersion equation is obtained by Fourier analysis method using linear

boundary conditions for the wave field and supposition that spatial plasma

dispersion is weak along the direction of external magnetic field. We suppose

that rionperturbed distribution function of plasma particles is Maswellian one

and particles reflection from the plasma interface is simulated by diffuse and

mirror models. Plasma nonunifonnity is simulated by a collection of an uniform

plasma layers with different values of particle concentration.

Simple analytical expressions for the SEW eigenfrequency are obtained in the

case of uniform plasma. In the case of nonuniform plasma the SCW frequency

spectrum is examined numerically. Increments of the SCW parametric excitation

are found in the case of small amplitude pump wave.

Let consider a semi-bounded nonuniform plasma occupying the halfgspace

X a El and bounded at the plane X = 0 by a dielectric layer with dielectric
coefficient ad and: thickness ai which in his turn is bounded by metal wall at

the plane is .—. —ad. The fit, is directed along Y—axis. Plasma nonuniformity is
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simulated by a transient plasma layer with density value it, [it is placed behreen

planes X = 0 and X = a.) and semibounded plasma with density value 11;. :- “i (it

is placed in a region 11’ a of}. We consider the SCW field in the Term

EH '3: f(x)axp(ik1y~iet). here a) and it? are frequency and wave numhel. I.

respectively. We obtain the dispersion equation for the, arbitraryIr number of

cyclotron harmonic [because of it's cumbersome form we don't cite it here}, but

we represent the results of the SCW dispersion equation investigation only in

the case of second ion cyclotron harmonic because of it importance for practical

applications. Simple analytical solutions of the dispersion equation can be

obtained only in the case of uniform plasma for the longwave limit

[or ‘39s.- e hm(lrjpfi,)2).here ph- is -Larmor radius of ions. aim is cyclotron

frequency of ions. Numarical analysis shows that in the case of nonuniform

plasma with dielectrics] coating dispersion equation has five solutions. One of

them (with the higher frequency for the fixed value of wave number] may be

defined as the main SCW mode. which propagate along dielectric-metal

interface and depends mainly by conditions on it. The rest four are the

additional modes which appear due to the considered model of the plasma

inhomogeneity. So increasing of the transient plasma levers number should lead

to the expansion of the SCW frequency spectrum. The skin depth of the 30%!

field in to the plasma. in our geometry. is approximately equal to their

wavelength. The existence of dielectric lever strongly change the dispersion

characteristics of wave guide system. Unlike the case of plasma~rnetal structure

the SCW in the considered waveguide can propagate in the both directions

across external magnetic field along plasma-metal interface. The frequencies of

the SEW. which propagate in the mutually opposite directions with equal

wavelength values. are different. We must emphasise that SCW slightly depends

upon variation of dielectric parameters. Essentialeifect on the SC‘W dispersion

is exerted by the magnetic field lilo value. It is normal one [it means that phase

and group velocities of the SCW have identical direction} for a small 30 value.
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- {when there is inequality fl = {if-a13- so- 1' takes place. Increasing of the '30 value

:5... leads to the SCW dispersion exchanging. Under the condition. when inequality
Iii-53:18 at is valid. the SCW dispersion becomes an anomal one {the SCW phase and
erg: {rout} velociflES have mutual opposite directions).The parametrical instability of

Bf .I :2 SCW under the influence of the electrical pump wave Eu sin(eot) is studied

It? as was We use nonlinear boundaryr condition for tangential magnetic field.

.11 I taking into account nonlinear surface electric current. on the plasma interface.
31.: In the framework of the uniform. small amplitude pump were we obtained the
e 1 expressions for the SCW parametric instability increments. In the case of the

It SCW on the second ion cyclotron harmonic the increment value is:

n '_ 1m(m)s=we3s(ka9n)z‘
u L In the region of divertor plasma the external steady magnetic field is directed

: perpendicularly to the plasma interface and the SCW dispersion is essentially

J depended on dielectric coating of a reactor wall characteristics. Let consider

I " semibounded nonuniform plasma occupying the half~ space 3 >0 and restricted

I _: ' at the plane 3 :0 by a dielectric slab with dielectric constant as. and thickness

1 0d1 an ideally conducting metal is situated in the region reruns. B}. is directed

. a . along 2- axis. We consider the SCW field in the form EH ecf(s}-cxp(ik1x-iax).

here is is Wave number. The obtained dispersion equation describes the SCW

propagating on arbitrary number of cyclotron harmonic. Plasma inhomogeneity

is modeled by a set of several plasma layers with different densities. Simple

analytical solution of the dispersion equation can be obtained only in the case

of uniform plasma. For the SCW on the second ion cyclotron harmonic

l:v-wc-—(.i71.c;u,.s)2 in the limit of long wavelengths (#1p o: l) and he(k,ps.)_3 in the

limit of short wavelengths (kins >31). Under considered conditions the SCW

frequency is not depend on the direction of their propagation. Due to the used

plasma nonuniformity model the SCW spectrum consists of some modes. One of
them exists in the metalv dielectric- uniform plasma structure. Shape of the
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dispersion curves is determined mainly by the properties of the dielectric slab.
Increasing of the ad [ad and decreasing of the ,3!- parameters lead to the Hath“.1

of the "SCW dispersion curves to the resonance line m:2mm. It means strong

dissipation of the SCW energy. rI'he SCW skin depth is greater than ”lair

wavelength. In the frame Work. of the uniform. small amplitudepump wave We

obtained the expressions for the SCW parametric instability increments:

Im<w>-=-=Ei"(sp..f for (an... e'1) and sweetheart for (en..- >>1)- In a.
case of a plasma layer with transverse dimension up the limits) value is

proportional to of: .

The knowledge about SCW properties can be useful for the analysis of

experimental data concerned plasma edge heating. At present there are some

experimental data (see e.g.[1,2]} which testify that the surface modes are the

most possible cause of the plasma edge heating and it contamination by

admixture ions during all regimes of ion cyclotron resonance treating {ICR}

which is often. used for additional heating. It is observed in the ICRexperiments

that significant fraction of the input power is dissipated in the plasma edge.

This effect is still not well understood because there are very little data available

concerning the wave fields in the plasma edge.

Summarizing the data. presented here one can state, that

- the SCW can be parametrically excited in thermonuclear devices.

.. the existence of dielectric layer strongly change the SCW dispersion.

- plasma noirnrnii‘onnit‘yr expands the frequency spectrum of the SCW,

enhances the S’CW damping.

[l] Ballico M..I., Cross R.C‘.. Fusion Engineering and Design 19'? [1990} 12

[2] Weison H. et. al. 22vnd Europ. Phys. Soc. Conf. on Control. Fus. and Pi.

Phys... Abstr. of Invited and Contrib. Papers, UK, July. 1995. p.312
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e element modelling of TdeV edge plasma and beyondiai .' Fill—it
J R Marchflnda M. Sin-lard, C. Boucher, J. Gunn, J. Mailloux, B. Stansfield and TdeV team.

1" 52 Centre Canadien de Fusion Magnetique'
" - 1804 boul. Lionel Boulet, Varennes Qc BX 151 Canada

a ,- f 1:; Supported by AECL, Hydro-Quebec, and the Institut National de la Recherche Scientifique

1, Introduction . . .
s ._." _, Results from finite element modelling of TdeV edge and divertor plasma are presented,

2‘ with particular emphasis on geometry and electric fields. Much of the recent experimental
a 5.4. . mealtime on Tde‘v’ was conccmed'nsth edge physics. This is the case, for example, with biasing

expedmefllsi and experiments in winch the parallel plasma velocity‘has been measured. in this, it
is recognized that electnc fields and the resulting drifts play a critical role: Yet, most numericalt. models presently available do not account for electric fields and particle drift effects in the edge.

l 2 Moreover, because most of these models are based on a finite volume discretisation of the
l I transport equations on a structured quasi-orthogonal mesh, they present some intrinsic and,

l sometimes: very serious difficulties when modelling domains with multiple connectivity andfor. complicated boundaries. lior these reasons, we have developed a new computer model for the
edge 131351113, based on a finite element discretisation of the transport equations on an unstructured
m‘angular mesh. This approach allows a straightforward representation of simulation domains, of
min-31y complexity. Our model also accounts for particle drifts associated with the presence of
electric fields in the edge; an effect essential in modelling certain measurements such as the plasma

-: . flow in the direction parallel to the magnetic field, and the reverse flow observed in the divertor
i '_ region in the vicinity of the separatrix.

2. Model description
Transport is described with standard macroscopic (fluid) conservation equations for

particles, parallel ion momentum, electron and ion energy, and electric charge. These equations
can be found in a number of references and are not repeated here for brevity. Their general form
can be found, for example in Refs. [1, 2]. The main difference with previous analyses is the
inclusion here ofthe EXB drift velocity in all transport equations. For example, the ion continuity
equation reads

an. _. 4..mgr-1+?{I‘mb +limni ~Dm{l—bb)-Vni] =n,(o:nfl —Rn.l)

where I‘m is the ion parallel flux, 1) is a unit vector in the direction parallel to the magnetic field,
D", is the anomalous particle diffusivity, tie is the electron density, or and R are the ionisation and
recombination coefficients for neutrals and ions respectively. In general, v0,- should be the sum of
both the EXB and the diamagnetic drift velocities. In this study, we limit our attention to the EXB
drift velocity only. The electric field used in the calculation is obtained selfccnsistently, as
suggested in [3], by solving for V-J=0, where J is expressed in terms of the local gradients in (b,
p, and "I; . For simplicity, recycling and neutral transport is also described in the fluid
approximation. Specifically, a diffusion. equation is solved for both the neutral density and thermal
energy: - _ -
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dnfl -
73t— -v'(Dc“c) = “d ' “one +Rtni)

3. ap 3 3 3a"?! “v'mcDTc-Wo +'2'Dncvna) :Epimine +xnc) _§po(“one + Kni)

where p, is the ion pressure, D g, and DE are diffiasion coefficients for the neutral density and
thermal energy respectively, and X is the coefficient of charge exchange. In this approximation,
only atomic neutrals are considered. The particle and energy fluxes at any given boundary are
calculated by assuming a Maxwellian distribution fiinction f'or neutrals. Exchange of energy
between neutrals and ions (the r.h.s. in the last equation) is also accounted for in the ion energy
equation. In the ion parallel momentum equation, however, neutrals are assumed to have 2.3m
momentum. In all transport equations, diffusion coefficients are limited so as to prevent flow
velocities from exceeding the thermal velocities tirncs a flux limiter (all limiters are set to 0.2). Thg
ion parallel viscosity is also limited so as to prevent the ion stress from exceeding the ion pressure
times 0.2. Standard sheath boundary conditions are imposed at the divertor plates, for the plasma
flow velocity, and the electrostatic potential. 100% recycling is assumed at all material boundaries,
(divertor plates, limiters and baffles), where atomic neutrals are assumed to be generated at a
temperature of 3eV. For simplicity, all flow is assumed to be ambipolar.

3. Simulation results
Simulations have been made for two configurations of TdeV illustrated in Fig. I.

.5 'I'I'I‘I'I'I‘t'I'T'I‘T'I'l'I‘- ,5

(a) E

.‘l ‘
. 4

Ella

M . 3

a ($9,?

\i‘w’o“Knit!!! _ _ .. t 2'."I-.'|?". “1 Fiji, . ¢_.¥’1-;:_;'-_=,;_r

':'I'.""3 if
I?

E _ 373-" 1
' . 5 . a . t a ' .

R [ In] H [ ml
Figure 1. Simulation domains for the TdeVQS (a) and Tde'v’QG (b) configurations.

The first configuration corresponds to Tc, for which measurements of edge radial electric fields
and parallel flow velocities are available. The other configuration, TdeVS‘Id, is for the new upgrade,
scheduled for operation in August. In both geometries, the "normal” field configuration
corresponds to a toroidal magnetic field coming out of the page and a clockwise poloidal field in
the central region (corresponding to an ohmic current into the page). In the calculations, the sign
ofthe parallel velocities refers to the direction of the local magnetic field. Thus, tor example in the
normal configuration, a parallel flow velocity directed toward the outer plate has a negative sign.
The plasma parameters considered here are those of a low density (line average density between
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2 an For the Tde‘v' configuration, the efl'ect of toroidal field reversal is considered for the

allel flow velocity. For reference, a simulation is also made while ignoring Ex}; drifts, A

Jameson of the parallel flow velocities calculated along two vertical positions is shown in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Parallel velocity profiles across a horizontal cut in the outer SOL, in the
midplane (a): and in the deflector region at z=0.35m above the midplane (b). The
solid line (D) is obtained without EKB drifts. Dashed curves (1) and (-1)
correspond to anormal and to an inverted toroidal magnetic field respectively. The
position of the separatrix corresponds to i=0.

In the midplane, the parallel velocity is small when EKB drifis are neglected. It is strongly
negative for the normal toroidal field, and positive for a reversed BT. In the outer divertor, the
picture is more complex. The parallel velocity is mostly negative (toward the plate) when EXB
is ignored. For a normal ET it is negative outside the separatrix and it changes sign inside the
separatrix. For a reversed ET, the parallel velocity doesn’t change sign. It is always negative,
toward the plate. These results are in good agreement with Mach probe measurements of the
parallel flow velocity in Tde'v' [4}. The profiles described above for the parallel velocities can be
explained by the facts that 1) the electrostatic potential is nearly proportional to the local electron
temperature in the SOL, and 2) whether EXB drifts are included or not, the net poloidal flux (the
summation of the projections in the poloidal plane of the of the parallel and EXB fluxes) does not
change significantly. For example, in the outer midplane, the EKB drift is downward for a normal
ET. This implies a compensation by a negative (upward) value of the parallel flux. In the inner
private region, the EXB drift is toward the. plate. In order to maintain approximately the same
poloidal flow there, the parallel particle flow must be positive; i.e.; away from the plate.

Simulations have also been made for the TdeV96 geometry shown in Fig. lb. In this case,
the simulation domain includes the usual SOL as well as a region which extends beyond the baffles
and nearest limiters. The inclusion of these structures is important because it allows simulations
which are much less sensitive to the boundary conditions imposed on the outer flux surfaces.
Indeed, in a machine with a narrow divertor throat, significant plasma density and fluxes may
remain on the outer flux surfaces entering the divertor region. The efi‘ect of the baffles and limiters
just beyond these surfaces could, in principle, be taken into account by some judicious boundary
condition. A proper analysis, however, requires that they be taken into account in detail. The
inclusions of such structures in the simulation domain is achieved in a natural way with the present
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discretisation on an unstuctured triangular mesh. Their inclusion in a structured quadrilateral mesh
can be made in principle, but at the cost of a greatly increased complexity. An example result is
given in Fig. 3, which shows the plasma density and electron temperature across the SOL at am,
poloidai location. The cut across which these profiles are calculated is located approximately 5cm
to the right of the outer baffle in Fig. 1b. Both profiles show a double structure. In the
“conventional“ SOL; that is, the region which extend from the separatrix to the last flux surfaga
which does not intersect a baflle or a limiter, there is a relatively rapid decay. In the outer raglan!
the decay is slower.

4. Summary and conclusion
The edge and divertor plasma of 'I‘deV and

TdeV96 have been modelled with a finite element
code in which transport equations are discretised on
an unstructured triangular mesh. This approach
offers some important advantages compared to
more familiar models, which rely on a finite volume
discretisation on structured quasi-«orthogonal
quadrilateral meshes. The principal advantage is the
ability to readily represent computational domains
of arbitraryr shapes and connectivity. The model also
accounts for EKB drifts; an eit‘ect which has long
eluded development efforts with conventional
approaches. This model has been used to calculate
parallel flow velocities in Tde‘v’ under various
magnetic field configurations. The net poloidal flow
is found to be relatively insensitive to these drifts. In
practice, a good approximation of that flux can be
obtained while neglecting EKB drifts altogether. In
order to calculate the correct parallel velocity,
however, it is essential to account for drifts; as the
parallel velocity adjusts itself so as to nearly
compensate any EXB drifi. Drills are also
responsible for the parallel flow reversal in the
private region, near the divertor plate towards
which Err-B is pointing. The strong velocity shear
which results could impact microinstabilities in that
region.
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“conventional" SOL.
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copifl observation of plasma facing structures in a fusion device allows the estimation

leased particle flux. 1n ASDEX Upgrade the visible emission of CH at £558 nm was

used for a quantitative determination of the carbon influx from the outer divertor .

Spectros
of the 1'3
previously
target [iii
For a hDIflOgeneous plasma (constant Te) the particle influx is given by

S I
XE

Pzda'

where S and X are ionisation and excitation rate coelficients, B is the branching ratio and I

is the measured intensity (in photons/m“2sr‘1s'l). In general, the quantity S/X is a strong
function of the electron temperature typical for divertor plasmas (below EDeV) and has to be

known to evaluate the fluxes [2]. Moreover, if there are temperature gradients in the divertor

the above equation only holds for an average but unknown temperature T3”.

In [1] the plasma parameters determined by an in-vessel probe in the outer divertor at fixed

__ position were used for the evaluation of the flux. Here, we apply a line ratio method for an

15 .i ' estimation of the electron temperature at the position of the radiating species and discuss the

e i - limitations of the method due to temperature gradients.
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2 Carbon emission in the divertor

a scanning spectrometer for the VUV and visible range was used for spectroscopic studies of the
divertor radiation [3]. Its schematic arrangement on ASDEX Upgrade is shown in Fig. 1. Because
the targets are observed nearly in normal direction the measured intensity is proportional to the
particle flux.
Carbon line emission profiles are given in Fig.2. For Oil the emission of the resonance line
at 135.5 nm is compared to the visible line at 658.3nm (ohmic discharge with ion grad B drift
toward the X—point). CHI emission at 465 nm and 9762? nm is also shown for a neutral beam
heated discharge. The emission profiles of. both species in the visible differ from the VUV
emission. Typically, the line ratio furs/Imp is much greater in the outer divertor which can only
be explained by an inwout temperature asymmetry. In the inner divertor the temperature must
be so low that the high lying initial level of the visible line is not as efficiently populated as the
lower lying level of the VUV line. For an evaluation of the particle flux this asymmetry must
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Figure 1: Schematic arrangement of the Figure 2: Carbon emission in an lohmic (CH) and
scanning spectrometer for the VUV and neutral beam heated discharge (CHI) in the visible
visible range used for divertor studies. and VUV spectral range. Emission of the VUV resu.
Carbon emission will be plotted over the nance lines is nearly symmetric whereas the emission
deflection angle. in the visible dominates in the outer divertor.

be taken into account. Without knowledge of the temperature one can only say that the visible
emission profile is a better representation of the relative carbon influx than that in the VUV.
In Fig.3 the |CII and CW emission in an ohmic discharge is shown. At 2.13s the gas valve was
closed leading to a reduction of the plasma flux to the targets. The divertor density decreases1
followed by an increase of the temperature. in the outer divertor both intensities decrease as
expected. In the inner one, however, the CH emission decreases whereas the CW emission rises.
Here the temperature dependence of the ratio SIX is essential for a correct interpretation.

3 Electron temperatures determined by the line ratio method
The line ratio method was already applied to determine the electron temperature in the divertor
of the DIlIuD tokamalr [4]. The chosen carbon lines at distant wavelengths in the VUV, however,
require an absolute calibration of the spectrometer. We use instead closely neighbouring lines
of 011 at Sili’nm (quartet system] and 85.8nm (doublet system) which can be quantitatively
analysed without a calibration. The line ratio was calculated with a collisional-radiative model
[5]. In this model all metastable levels of carbon were taken into account. The temperature
dependence shown in Fig. cl results mainly from the energy separation of 5.3 e‘vr of the metastable
and ground term of CH which are the initial states to populate the upper levels of the transis
tions at 80.? nm and 85.8 nm, respectively. Temperatures determined in this way characterise
the region where CII emission is maximal along the line of sight (Tamra).
The investigation of the ohmic discharge described above showed clearly the assumed asymme-

try. A value ofT = hell” in the inner divertor and 12 eV in the outer divertor is found. After
closure of the gas valve this asymmetry is reduced. Now the inner divertor temperature rises to
Qe‘v' which is the reason for the observed increase of the '{L‘I‘hr signal (see Fig.3).
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with subsequent detachment in the inner diverter is also found in other

. - tokamekfi (Elli-D, ALCATOR CrMDd) and can he explained by a preferentialenergy

divert? the outer part of the sol [6]. Symmetry returns when both divertors (inner and outer)
' input “1t d as an example we consider a neutral beam heated discharge (#7?43) with two

. are EBtafllleie'aus At a densitr of 5 ~ 1019 m‘3 We find Ta = 5 eV and Tan = lfleV. When the
.-. ' density P Enoreased up to 8 . 1019 m"3 the outer diverter detaches too and T.,.,,,,-3 is get; in both

I aSIW IS 011 radiates nev.r in a greater distance from the plates.

dwertmfil trically detached diverter was found in the Elli-modeling with the BZ-Eirene

A lower temperature

an
;

.11
.

.' SUCh [LII asymme , . , - f - h_: de Fig-5 shows the isolines of the electron temperature in steps o lei! together eat the
' co]. has of the total 011 emission for a 3.5MW neutral beam heated discharge. In the inner

gilltol' CH emission peaks at 4eV and in the outer at SeV which is near to the temperatures
1 -

E line ratio method.
. .; found by the

-. _ 4 Carbon flux ratios

E I We Consider the symmetrical emission profiles in the VUV. When taking into account the term
E } eraturfi dependence of 8/): we arrive at a flux ratio (inside - outside) in the detached phase of
E. .1 113430 and after closing the valve of 1 : 1 for the ohmic discharge discussed above. Visible emission

E ' SIEDWS an asymmetrical influx alreadyl directly. A quantitative evaluation with the proper ratio

i-'.
-'-

'-

of 3/32 results in the same ratio as above.
. .

With the strong temperature gradient and the low temperatures in the inner diverter a prob-

. lem arises. If the ionization length is comparable to the temperature gradient length we hare

E T,” “a Temo- A higher value of the temperature value results in a greater S fK and therefore

reduces the flux asymmetry. A quantitative evaluation is then impossible without modeling

the temperature gradient. The flu): asymmetry, hflWEVEr. remains in any case. One can state
that the electron temperature has a great influence on the carbon erosion indicating the role of

physical sputtering.

5 Summary

Electron temperatures in the divertor have been estimated using the line ratio method. Asym-
metries were found with temperatures as [onr as 5eV in the inner diverter resulting in an asym~ -
metrical carbon influx from the target plates. B2 ~ Eirene modeling of the divertor confirms the
temperatures found as well as the observed inside - outside asymmetry.
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Figure 3: IComparison of the CH and CIV emis— Figure 4: CH line ratio of 80.7 nm (quare
sion in two phases of the standard discharge: tet system) and 85.8nm (doublet system)
solid line — before closure, and dashed line - af— as a function of the electron temperature.
ter closure of the gas 1traltre. Note the opposite The energy of the initial levels is 20.6 and
behaviour of CH and CIV emission in the inner 14.4 elf, respectively.
diverter.
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Figure 5: Typical asymmetrical diverter detachment obtained from B2 Eirene code calculations
for 3.5s input power and n... e 4-1019rnr3. In the inner diverter (left) the CH radiation enne
(broken contour lines) is well separated from the plates. The maximum appears at ci-eV (full
lines). In the enter diverter (right) this zone is attached to the plate. Higher temperature regions
where the ill.3 contours are less inclined with respect to the lines of sight of the spectrometer
contribute preferentially to the measured intensity [8 eV).
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32 .. Eirene Simulations for a Deuterium Plasma at PSI-1

H. Kastelewica. D. Reiterfi‘). R. Schneider. D. Coster. H. Meyer
Max-Planck—Insn'mt filr Plasmaphysik. EURATOM Association. Germany

(it) Ippr Porschungssennum lfilich GmbH. EURATOM Association. Germany

1. Introduction

PSIFI is a linear. axisymmflflifl device (Fig.1) which generates a plasma column of about
1.31“ langth and 5 to 10 cm diameter by means ofa high current are confined by an axial
magnetic field (0.05 :3”. 3/?" S 0-1}. It is primarily designed to study outstanding problems of
plasmansurface interactions at high ion flux densities relevant for fusion devices. The plasma.
column {outside of the anode) is axially limited by a target plate (carbon) and radially bound
by diaphragma (carbon) for differential pumping (10“2 5-; p/Pn g 1) or by Wells {gmggs

steel) of different radii (ill 3 r/cm g 20). Plasma density and temperature are in the ranges
1911 5 n./mn"3 s to“. T. g eV .r' 1 .r.

Neutralizer Plate Main Chamber {Diagnostics} Difliclearial Anode {Cu} Cathode {Lolita}
. Pumping Stage 1H1 Beam Diagnostics

at aI

5- ~32 ~:- ...... -.:"-.- .- - .. %_

a... E e u-I Hffil’v‘t ‘ f .

c. _-.::-ra:_ .'>" I l . _
A _ T' .I A‘ fix.- I_-" 'Illfifimlfl

l i m 'I . - ll11" .I
can: :1 iPump on an m t “mg I I.

Magnetic Coils i Durban's-s tonnes; {j 51‘ r“ Shielding
l , Magnetic Coils Heater (Graphite)

| Flat .- Thoma-on Scenermg I
Langmuir Probe

Neutralizer-l T 1 l ”Dd

P'leta Mldplflflfi e
Eli:

1~é——— ModelledPlnsrnc Region. ———§-l

Fig. l: Plasmagenerator PSI-l {experimental arrangement)

2. Model System

The plasma is numerically modelled in the region between the anode exit and the target
plate limiting axially the column using the coupled package of the BE 21) hydrodynamic plasma
code and the Eirene 3D neutral Monte+Carlo~code I 2.3 l“. Eireue provides a correct kinetic
description of the neutrals recycling from the surfaces or streaming in from the anode (partially
ionized plasma) and the gas pumping: the essential interaction processes with the surfaces and
the plasma are taken into account.

The 132 c'alculational grid is defined by the magnetic flux surfaces. The ion motion in the
axial direction {parallel to the field lines} is described by hydrodynamic equations and in the
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radial direction (orthogonal to field lines) by an anomalous diffusion with a diffusion coefficient
in the range 13; m (0.1 + Drug/s. For the radial heat conductivities say/rig.- = lmE/s and the;
viscosity priming 2 {3.13m2 / s are assumed. Boundary conditions must be specified for the ten
density. the ion and electron temperatures (or the corresponding particle and energy fluxes) and
the ion velocity parallel to field lines.

The boundary conditions at the anode exit defined by the are are the driving parameters
of the model. Up to now. they have not been derived yet from experiments {or theoretical
simulations of the arc) and. therefore. will be considered as adjustable parameters. In order to
simulate a particular experiment in PSI—1 they must iteratively be calculated by comparing code
results with measured profiles in the diagnostic plane (midplane).
For the boundary conditions at the wall side of the grid a decay length of 1cm for all plasrna
profiles is assumed and at the target plate and the outer anode surface Bohrn conditions are used.

We calculate steady states for a deuterium plasma. In steady state. the “extemal” 13" ion
{and D atom) source at the anode exit is balanced by the loss of deuterium neutrals through
the two pumps; the energy influx front the anode equals the energy deposited onto the different
surfaces by electron and ion thermal conduction and convection and by the neutrals.

3. Results

Plasma state

In the present model. the essential parameters controlling the plasma are the boundary
conditions (radial plasma profiles) at the anode exit. Calculations have been done assuming
radially constant profiles for the plasma density. temperature and axial velocity to study the
general properties of the systemas well as hollow rte. T... profiles which are more appropriate
to simulate the actual experimental situation in PSI-l where. at present. concenuic ring-shaped
structures are used for both the anode and cathode. .

Figsla) and 2b) show the radial density and temperature profiles in the midplane for various
(radially constant) anode temperatures T... T.- but the same density at. = 5 - 1913m"3 {“soft” E12
boundary condition) and Mach number M = {1.1 of the parallel velocity assunting Mo different
radial diffusion coefficients D; = lmflfs and D.- = 0.2m3/s.

I5 . . . . 1 35 . . . . . r
. ... T ‘1 EEVITIIEEV - _

__ a) Eteetren density * . g 13} Electron temperature .3
i: ' smut: - . —H— o.-1.am'a ma
‘ ' 1'." W - “" Dr-flflm'ls maidens.-

l_U - ...._. Uri-.0111!!! a" m: _ lfl _, _

- - - - Dl-{llm‘l's .'a“ _.
.E - a -
‘5 . I“) T.-12¥vl_$fhgfl: .

“" ' T - ".I' r .- i- E _
II? Us _ 1.1!“q | 3-H _. 5 Ti-n'vlTl-aflv _

. 'r T v ' ‘ T.—sav.T.-sav -
I- I.“ 1 F F '

. n 'U' I... g it

I: Instr-Efflul 4 “Hip: ".“5‘WII. Mir-0.1 '
i 'i . 4-" HI III- * I . _ J _

MI . . _ - r J ...... I . . . I ..... D . _. .. l ............ . ,

c on one a ot a. one one one o asHE flit-D one 41.02 11.30
Distance born the ltd: |rrt] Difilunco from the ”till: [ml

Fig. 2: Radial plasma profiles (midplane) for various anode parameters and diffusion coefficients

The sensifive dependence of the plasma density on the anode temperature TE shows that
plasma recycling basically determines the plasma state.. The are provides an energy source
and an initial particle influx from the anode exit, but obviously. the plasma column is actually
produced afterwards by the interaction with the neutral background. Better confinement and.
as a consequence. enhanced plasma recycling is also the reason for the strong increase of the
plasma density with decreasing radial diffusion coefficient Di.
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t) radial temperature profile prescribed at the anode exit is hardly changed along

olunlfl because of the high parallel heat conductivity. It is remarkably modified only in
the ‘13” Sheree)“cling regimfi where a slight hollow profile is formed due to enhanced ionization

.._:.-.-. izmg near the axis of the column.

:73 Because of the long mean free path of the neutrals (m 0.5m} under the typical conditions
i:- f 1331.1, practically the whole plasma is involved in the recycling process. Figs.3 show the

r? 3 nsity contour plot and some axial profiles for the low temperature case {Tfl = T.- = 851’ at the

afieee exit, fit = 1m3/5)_ The Elm‘flfl density has axial mantras which do not coincide with
the places of maximum plasma compression due to the inhomogeneous magnetic field. This
is a conSErql-JEHCB of the strong recycling zones (plasma sources) which arise in these regions.

although they 31'a away from the main central sources at the target plate and the outer anode
surface. The ionization and electron energy loss rates per cm column length (radially integrated

rates. Fig.3h) are maximum in the regions of greatest plasma radius. This also causes a steep
axial T; drop near the diaphragm.

Local recycling at the target plate, however. increases nonlinearly with T: and would (laminate.

for boundary anode temperatures above as 1263?. In this case an additional density maximum

develops in front of the target plate.

-. . The {Elfin-5‘3“
li-
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' Axial Profiles sec)
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Figs. 3:
a) Electron density

contour plot
h) Axial plasma

profiles
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Neutrals
The deuterium atomic and molecular densities and temperatures are obtained from the Eirene

code which takes into account the essential surface processes (reflection. absorption and re—
emission of molecules) as well as the collision processes with the plasma (dissociation, ionization.
charge exchange, elastic collisions).
The D; density has clear maxima in front of the target plate and near the walls where the
molecules are produced with wall temperature by thermal re-emission. D atoms originate from
surface reflection of ions or atoms or from the dissociation of molecules {Franck-Condon atoms)
and posses a much higher mean energy {about EeV). Their mean free path (as 0.5m) is larger
than the radial dimension of the plasma (5 + 13cm), so they experience many wall reflections
and tend to form an aimmt uniform neutral background in the axial direction.
In the radial direction one obtaines complementary density profiles for D and D; (Figs.4al which
show that the radial dependence is caused by D sources and D1 sinks. reapectively. which arise
from the dissociation of molecules. Similar profiles are found esperhnentally (Fig.4h).
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a) Calculated density profiles (seaplane) for 31. = r.- = so»

at the anode exit and D.- = lmE/s
1:) Density profile of H atoms derived from Ha diagnostics __ -:

The various diagnostics in PSI-1 yield hollow density and temperature profiles due to the '- 2
special configuration of the cathode-anode system which cannot be modelled satisfactorily with '1
radially constant anode boundary conditions. Fig.5h shows a set of anode rte, TE profiles (dashed '.. :
curves} chosen to fit the measured profiles in the midplane (Figs.5a). T; = 3e?r is assumed, ;
Good agreement can be achieved for the Te profile which is transformed from the anode to the, 'I .-
midplane almost without distortion because of the high parallel heat conductivity.

The density profile , however, is large smoothed out. For B; = 0.21112/3 assumed in this '-
case a good fit can he obtained
for the plasma region inside
the geometric projection [along
field lines) of the anode exit
(although for an extremely hol-
low profile at the anode). but in
the outer region the density de-
creases too fast (compared with
the experimental results) and a
higher value for D; would be
required. (.0; = ling/S yields
already.r a monotoneouslsr de-
creasing profile in the mid-
plane.) This discrepancy needs
still to be clarified (variable
D.- , check of the experimental
data for larger radii).
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Characterization of the Power Deposition
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1. Introductinll
Handling the high energy flux passing through the plasma boundary into the scrape-off—layer

(501,) of a tokamalc is an important problem for reactor-size fusion devices. Especially the

maximum heat flux onto the target plates of a divertor tokamalt has to be kept below a critical
value. which depends on the divertor material. The investigation of the energy transport in the

. SOL and the control of the dissipated energy is a main topic in the working schedule of ASDEX

. Upgrade,_ In this paper we present a scaling of characteristic parameters of the heat flux profile

.l ' with 301. and plasma parameters. In addition to the scaling, which represents the pragmatic way

_. to derive predictive formulae, we compare a 1D model for energy transport in the SOL with a

i .' specially conducted experiment, keeping the experimental conditions as defined as possible.
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l I- z, Diagnostics

I The parameters of the core plasma and the 501. as well as the heat load to the target plates

are routinely measured at ASDEX Upgrade by different diagnostics. In this paper we use the

has averaged Blfifltl'fifl dBflSiti-h fie. measured by a DCN interferometer, the electron density at the

separatrix, 113,531,, from the deconvolution of the interferometer signal, the electron temperature,

Tgtgp, from Thomson scattering, the neutral gas flux, M, from ionization gauges, the safety

factor at 95% of the normalized poloidal magnetic flux, (195, from function parametrization, and

the heat load from thermography [1].

3. Experiments

The data used for the scaling are time averaged between 2.3 and 2.3 s, a time interval in

which the discharge is normally stable and the heating power is constant. Only plasma shots with

a complete set of data were selected. The discharges are routinely characterized by an offuline

regime identification procedure discriminating the following regimes: ohmic, low confinement

(L), high confinement (H), high radiative L-regime, and completely detached lit—regime [2]. The

last two regimes, however, were not considered for the scaling described below because the

investigation of single shots has shown that for these regimes the target load is very small [3],
which makes a peak characterization difficult. _

,3. The variation of discharge parameters was as follows: (195 = (sales).
a _ a, a (3...1o)><1019mr3. Pap = (cares) MW, PH: (8.4x1021...1.5x 1013) cm"2s_1.

For the comparison of the 1—D energy transport model with the experiment, data from a
current ramp down experiment starting at 1.2 MA were used.

4. Results and Discussion

Scaling of profile parameters

Heat load profiles, routinely measured by thermography, are characterized by the total power,
Prlfitv- the height of the peak, gm“, and the power decay length, AP, in the scrape off layer. for each
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target plate separately. Considering that the radial decay of the heat flux follows an exponential Ilaw close to the maximum, but shows a broader shoulder further away, only the region near the '- '
peak is used to fit a decay length (Fig. 1).
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Fig. l: Heat flux profile across the outer target
plate. The characteristic parameters are indicated.

Only global plasma and SOL parameters
are used to find a sealing of characteristic pa-
rameters of the heat flux profile. At first,

the maximum heat flux and the power decay
length were fitted against the power fifltving
into the SOL, Pup, the safety factor, r195, the
line averaged density, m, and the neutral par-
ticle flux in the outer divertor, PM. The contri.
button of the plasma current and the magnetic
field strength is included via the safety fafllqr
only. This scaling shows that both the decay
length and the maximum heat flux are only
weekly dependent on the neutral particle flux,
Furthermore, because only low radiating sag-
narios are considered, the power to the target
plate varies linearly with the power crossing
the separatrix. For these reasons, in the seal-
ing presented below, the maximum heat flux
and the power decay length were fitted against
a reduced parameter set (PPM, {195, do).

The SAS® system for statistical data analysis was used to derive the scaling [4].
Using a simple power law ansatz we obtained the following scalings of the maximum heat

flux and the decay length, respectively:

smas{Wm“2) -_-_~ 3337 x 103Pfl.5:l:o.os
pirate

deform) = fifth x 113-3 Passions
pirate

The indicated errors denote one standard deviation. Figs. 2 and 3 show the observed versus
predicted values for these two scalings.
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The above scaling may be interpreted qualitatively in the following manner: Both the
_, . irnum heat flux and the decay length increase with the square root of the total power, so that

mfl?‘ rodtlfil- which is proportional to the peak area, is nearly linear to the total power. The linea}: r} . $332M density affects the maximum heat. flux, whereas the decay length. behavior is influenced
n3 ._ by the Safety factor. An increase of the has averaged density tends to increase the separatrixhe 3. . den-sit? too and causes a decrease of the temperature [5].. As a result, the parallel heat flux to them _- plalfis is 1minced because electron heat conduction dominates. The safety‘factor is proportional7r. , to the mmmutton length between midplane and target plate. An increasing connection length
. .- 1.63535 mg time for perpendicular transport, resulting in a larger decay length. Additionally,1c'-.. - .
3r 5. 3n: mcraaSG of {195 reduces the target load at a given parallel heat flux due to the decreasing
1y z; ' pitch anglfi- _ . .
g. _ Despite the fact that the scatter of the data is high (the residuals are lower than :05) theh; l . qualitative“ conclusions of the scaling are stable with respect to modifications of the data set. In

a detail. however, the exponents may vary slightly. Therefor it proves difficult to compare the
results with analytical models. The fact that the scatter of the fit is larger than the experimental
errors, indicates that not all relevant parameters are included in the scaling. Because the data were
drawn'from shots distributed over an extended experimental campaign, hidden parameters might
be parameters depending on the first wall conditioning such as for instance the impurity flux.

Divertor detachment: experiment and modeling

In order to keep the experimental conditions as defined as possible, a discharge with a cun'ent
ramp down from 1.2 MA to about 600 1th with a constant input power of 3.5 MW and a controlled
line average density was performed. The variation of the current affects mainly three parameters:
the connection length, the temperature and the density at the separatrix. In the following, a 1-—D
single fluid model for the heat transport parallel to the field through the SOL as proposed by
P. J, Harbour [6] is used to correlate the measured target load with plasma parameters at the
separntl‘ll-l. The model allows non-ambipolar boundary conditions at the target plates resulting in
an electrical current in the SOL. This current may he one of the reasons for the asymmetric target

1 - load found experimentally ['l]. In the model. the connection lengths between the midplane and
each target are allowed to be unequal. Radiation, ionization and charge exchange are ignored.
The target load is described in terms of the Knudsen number, defined as Kn = BET-f, where Aw,

;; , is the mean free path for electron-electron collisions in the midplane, and Lu,“ the connection
l length between the midplane and the outer target. Note, that the shorter of the two connection

lengths is used to define Kn. The model predicts a decreasing target load with inverse Knudsen
number, either on account of increasing electron-electron collisions or by increasing connection
lengths. see Fig. 4. A strong decrease of the target load is expected if the mean free path of
the electrons is only a fraction of the connection length, Kn < ill. To calculate the Knudsen
number from experimental data we used the relations
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resulting in the following expression for the Knudsen number:
2En m as x mingle—4w . (5)
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Fig. 4: Parallel heat flux to the outer and inner
plate as a function of the inVerse Knudsen

number according to a 1—D model [6].
Fig. 5: Parallel heat flux to the outer and inner

plate as a function of the inverse Knudsen
number derived from experimental data.

The parallel heat flux was calculated from the measured maximum heat flux at the target ; -_
plate. using the field line pitch derived from the ASDEX Upgrade function parametrization. The __ .
power crossing the separatrin: is nearly constant in this experiment. Fig. 5 shows the variatign : '
of the parallel heat flux versus the inverse Knudsen number. The inner plate starts to detach at ;
an inverse Knudsen number of about 4. the outer plate at about 13. The connection length from '-
the rnidplane to the inner plate is more than 3 time as long than that to the outer one. Hence one .- _
would expect that the inner target starts to detach first. as it is actually found in the experiments. '. '
The ratio of the Knudsen numbers at the beginning of detaclunent is 3.25 and reflects the ratio I '
of the connection lengths, ”at; m 3.4. i

In principle this is predicted by the model . but has to be corrected using the ratio of the _
associated midplane temperatuues. Experimentally this correction factor was found to be close =
to one. whereas the model predicts a larger factor. '

5. Summary
The maximum heat flux and the decay length were scaled with the total power. the electron '

density. and the safety factor. Both parameters increase with power. An increase of the electron '
density mainly reduces the manhnum heat load. On the other hand. the decay length becomes -
larger with increasing safety factor.

The simple If) fluid model is able to describe the beginning of the divertor detachment
separately for the inner and outer divertor in tonne of midplane parameters and the connection
length. The model cannot cover the detached case properly because radiation is not included.
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e~off layer behavior in ASDEX Upgrade ohmic L-mode*a .; SCI 13 denslty scan

V. Rohde, A. Herrmann, M.Laux, D.Hildebrandt,
E '- B, Napiontek, M. Weinlich and ASDEX-Upgrade—Team

Mdfi-‘Plflflfllfirlflstltut fiir Plasmaphysilt, EURATOM Asa,
Garching and Berlin, Germany |

1 Introduction
1

i-'E I The transport of particles and energy along the scrapesoff layer (SOL) into the divertor . =
Ett-E __ and the influence of the divertor conditions on the edge region of the tokamalr are crucial l
heE. issues for the physical understanding of the interaction of SOL and divertor, which in
D“: turn is a key problem for the design and operation of ITER. Here we present profiles of I
at plaqmfl. parameters in the divertor and at the midplane, respectively, for three regimes of ‘

THU ' .
“ii-E divertor operation.

it "l
in 2 Diagnostics

heE Radial profiles of electron density or, electron temperature TE, streaming velocity, and
SEE plafimfl potential are routinely observed using the fast reciprocating Langmuir probe

E . (MLP) carried by the manipulator in the outer midplane of ASDEX-Upgrade. The char—
aeteristics obtained have been analysed using a nonlinear fit to an asymmetric double
probe characteristic [3]. The divertor plasma conditions are measured by the divertor

”1 -E probe system and the power deposited to the plates by thermography.
in E; '.

3 Profiles
it E .

1,, Comparing upstream and divertor temperatures [TEE/TE") and upstream with divertor
pressure (pitP/p‘ii“ : (a? e Tfluf)/(nji” e TEEN» different regimes of divertor operation can
be characterised. According to LaBombard [l] we classify the following regimes: high-

-_E : recycling [TEE/TEE“ :2 2), lowerecycling (flip/TEE” <: 1.2) and detached (pup/pd” 3a 5).
I A typical ohmic discharge [ #T?3T, “bi = 0.8MA, B; = —2.lT) with a slow density

r1 ramp (21] a 1019 m“3 . . .5.4 a: 1019 m“3 in 2 s) was used to study those different regimes
I including the onset of detachment in ASDEX~UpgradefTo compare radial profiles origi-

nating from different poloidal locations we map onto the magnetic flux coordinate ,0.
Radial profiles of TE, n.3 and the derived pressure p taken at the outer midplane are

shown in Fig. 1 for three diifereut densities during the ramp. Unfortunately, most of the
fixed Langmuir probes in the divertor plates are located in the private flux region, so
that only plasma. parameters close to the power deposition maximum slightly outside the
strilre point are available [full symbols in Fig. l).
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Using the saturation current Q“ and T. from the MLP the profile of the power load
to the probe in the midplane P = m e (*y'l"lg + WE) is constructed, where *y = 7 is the
transmission factor and W, 2 13.5 eV the hydrogen ionisation energy. To compare this
lead with the power flux density measured by thermography we scale the flux density by
a factor of 3 (Fig. 2).

2 a 1
1D (I a 10 10 C

a “4% a, = as loiimf‘ s n, = as iciim‘i a n, = 4.? names3dub .
:5 I.“ tif; 1" ff:
a; 1 l film ""; 2 MR :3 9 “fine a
H to ME Ii D E"! 31:1 SE n

1 a? 5 1 I 5 1 [fin an

In ' 1e an 1:: n D
3 ch 5

E 5 no. t E
E: 111 *5 W 13 n D.)

has; a. is if. a spfia 1s a an
5 :- £% a an a -' a a if s a
a o a 2

1s” 0a, 9 2 1|]2 °h N a is1 he”
as s N 1015 s: 5 mm as s 4}

$5. 2 m E» 2 * a Q. & 3 #¢ %§

‘3' ml 9 QM 9* 1e1 NM ‘1‘ 1:]1 t °
5 $.52. 5 r. o
s s a
o n :1El1” 1.0 1.02 1 a: 1s 1s ins 1.94 1 in Lee 1.34

l9 l9 P

Figure 1: Radial profiles of Ta (squares), as (circles), and pressure (diamonds) at the midplane.
The three regimes are marked as a, h and c. Mapped data of the divertor probes are indicated
by full symbols.

At low densities we find high T, and a very steep radial gradient of T, near the sep—
aratrix. The radial T, profile shows two distinct regions with different decay lengths.
Comparing with the divertor probes we find almost the same temperature and, therefore,
we identify this regime as low recycling. But in contrast to LaBombard [l] we also
find an unexpectedly large parallel density gradient, causing a pressure difference. On
the other hand the SOL—plasma is only weakly collisonal connected to the divertor plate
(Am, z: Li's1015(nr"2eo'3)Tf(eV]fnc(re—3) = fire), so that Ami/La es 5. Consequently, the
radial profiles of the power flux density in the midplane and the diyertor are equal (Fig. 2
a).

At medium densities (Fig. 1b) the steep “1",, gradient near the separatrix yanishes. The
pressure drops from the midplane to the divertor by a factor of two as expected. The
temperature decreases in the parallel direction by a factor of 2.5 and, therefore, this state
of the divertor plasma is called the high recycling regime. Comparing probes with
plate thermography (Fig. 2 h) we find similar profiles close to the separatrix, but a wider
midplane profile at larger distances, although the radially integrated power is nearly the
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Figure 2: Power flux density profiles from the Langmuir probe at midplane (diamondSl and

data measured by thermography to the midplane mapped { so]id line).

same.
At hi h densities very low and flat T, profiles were measured in the midplane. IGloss '

to the. separatrix the density rises and shows a steep gradient. Thermography detects
much less power at the divertor plates. We find a parallel T, drop by a factor of 5 and

assure loss by a factor of 10. Therefore we identify this to be the detached regime.pr
15 5 E]

,a 4
*E‘ a b c

its high
“a I?“ 2

=1 5 El '1’ m/
F" El 1 “I" low _

{} recychng

{l2 3 5 6 2 3 5 fi4
n,, / 1019 m3

4

a, new m3
Figure 3: Temperature and pressure losses towards the divertor plasma. Possible criteria for
the different divertor regimes are indicated by dashed lines.

The detachment is independently monitored by a divertor spectrometer and found to
set on at n, m 4.3 s lillilirn.‘3 (indicated in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 by a dashed line). This
observation is in close agreement with the classification above.

If we restrict ourselfs to parallel heat conduction only {2], neglecting radiative losses,
we can estimate the electron heat conductivity so using a? m §[q,pL,)/(TE;3 — THE].
Fig. 4 a shows the derived a? normalized to the theoretical value an r: 4.05 s 10405} —~
8* JEW/(ZEH loft) with Z,” : 2 and loft the coulomb loarithm. Until the onset of
detachment rel,“ is constantly 8 times the theoretical value for heat conduction (an error of
2G ill: for T, may explain this decrepancy). With the onset of detachment the ratio rises to
3G because of additional power losses, essentially indicating that the simple model brakes
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Figure 4: Ratio of Electron Figure 5: Decay lengths near
heat conductivity rag/H... the separatrix (T... squares, nE

circles).

The decay lengths of T... and n... show different dependences on central density close the
separatrix compared to 20 mm inside the SOL. Further out we find a linear rise according
to A“: = (—8. + 10. e nfillfllgm4lmm. and the decay length of TL. is 20% bigger than
the one for n... Near the separatrix a more complicated behavior is observed (Fig. 5).
The decay length for TB rises with central density and for low density plasmas AT: it is
smaller than Am. The decay length of n... shows a maximum for medium dense plasmas
and reaches again low values for high central density.

4 Summary

Using temperature and pressure gradients we can identify low and high recycling as well
as detached regimes of divertor operation. The identified onset of detachment is in close
agreement with spectroscopic observations. The decay lengths near the separatrix show
a complicated behavior as a function of the bulk density.
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1. Introduction

The flow pattern in the exhaust channel of a pump limiter is a critical issue for density and
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impurity control, because it determines the removal of the hydrogen isotopes and helium ash,

I as well as the removal of seed impurities as proposed for edge radiation cooling. In order to

f i get an extended understanding of the transport of intrinsic gases (DZJ-Iz) and seed impurities

, (5g, No, He) after the collection and neutralization of the ions, either on divertor plates or

on a limiter, the removal efficiency has been studied independently from the transport in the

,i I plasma confine region and compared with theoretical calculations.

- 2. Experimental investigation

it I The Alt-II toroidal belt limiter at TEXTOR-94 is used to investigate the particle exhaust. The

E I experiment discribed here uses the same experimental set~up as in [1], therefore it will be

=__: I discribed only briefly (figure 1). Particles of a selected test gas are injected into the throat of

a; the Alt-II pump limiter close to the neutralizer plate. Both the amount of injected gas (CD) and

their density in the plenum. (upl) are measured (resolved for the considered gas species). For

; ' the removal of this teat gas a'removal efficiency aim = Saff-npli’tl) is defined, with Sen:

- being the effective pumping speed of the different species. stem contains not only the

"standard" vacuum removal efficiency swam but also the influence of the background plasma

due to ionization (and subsequent sticking to field lines), due to viscous forces (due to a

streaming background plasma), due to thermal forces, and due to pressure gradient forces in

the scoop. The removal efficiency.r is the ratio of the number of pumped particles to the one

_ of injected particles. The density of the test particles in the throat depends on the plasma

f background condition {nlhfl‘lh}. Since the time constant of the particle removal in the throat

is relatively short (it —- WSEff ~ 100 ms) the flow of the test gas ([32, He, Ne) is kept constant

- at changing plasma parameters. The electron-density inside the throat variesbetvveen 5-1011
cm'3 and hit]12 cm'3 and the electron temperature between 8 and 13 eV. Figure 2 shows the
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experimental results for the removal efficiency 8*e versus the electron density in the thrfial '
Without background plasma the measured removal efficiency as agrees with the Value
obtained from vacuum conductance consideration. For helium {filled squares)
aim clearly exceeds the value of the plasma free case at low densities. Values from a
previous experiment [1] (open squares) are included, where the removal efficiency decree;ES
for increasing density. For neon (filled diamonds) aim is somewhat lower than for He and
for deuterium (stars) aim is increasing to about 0.6. The results for deuterium agree Within
the error (about 20 fair for these measurements) with previous measurements done at the ALT‘
II limiter [2]. The experiment reflects the influence of the plasma parameters as it can be
described by an analytical model of the transport [3] taking a hydrodynamic approximation,

3. Discussion
The removal efficiency 3mm of deuterium, helium, and neon relative to the throat electron
density for different throat electron temperatures has been calculated with the analytical
model. The removal efficiency, eremzl- Inthflith (where Jim is the influx of ions from the
SOL into the limiter throat and Jim is outflow of neutrals into the SOL) is determined by the
neutral transport in the limiter throat. We assume that diffuse collisions of neutrals with the
side walls lead to randomization of their velocities and as a result the motion alongside the
throat is diffusion like. The effective diffusivity DH is estimated as vnfi, where vn is the
thermal velocity of particles and 5 is the throat width. The dependence of arm on D“,
pumping speed Seff’ throat length Lrh and the width L0 of the plenum opening in the direction
perpendicular to the magnetic field is expressed as follows:
r:remescflc-L,hf(SBff-Lm+§i -Dl1 6-1.0). Here the factor Ci=txfshot (with or. being the ratio
between Lth and the ionization length li=(Dnr‘kiin,h)%) describes the increase of the removal
efficiency with ionization of neutrals in the throat.

Figure 3 shows the results for the removal efficiency of deuterium. With increasing electron
density and increasing electron temperature the removal efficiency increases, which has been
found in the experiment as well. Taking a reduction factor of 1.5 as in [l] for the electron
temperature into account, T,h has to be taken between 5 and 8 eV . Thus the resulting
removal efficiency cram increases to about 0.6 qualitatively in agreement with the
experiment. The calculations for helium and neon agree also qualitatively with the
measurement. However, if we assume that the plasma temperature changes with use in such
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a way that the heat flux into the throat, being proportional to “thT1nm= remains unchanged I
the removal efficiency should decrease with increasing electron density as shown ill _

. figure 3. At high electron densities the approximation of the model used here hammer, :
invalid. In figure 4 the removal efficiencies of D2, He, and Ne for constant heat flux Tfllfltive f
to the throat electron density are shown. The result emphasizes the relative behaviour of mg '
different gases. However, at the different experimental points the heat flux was not constant
as assumed and therefore the calculated data do not agree qualitatively with the measured I.
ones. For helium at higher electron densities (open squares) the results of the calculations, I
predict - in agreement with the measurements - a decrease of the removal efficiency with I
increasing density. It should be noted, that for similar conditions the removal efficiency for .
neon is about 50 ill: higher than for helium. This may explain results in [4] where it was
found, that the effective particle confinement time “ftp : Tpleml-emm (with em] being the,
collection efficiency) is tnuoh lower for neon as for helium.

0.9" .\

E"
r? 0.5' //"_\‘\\l *‘H-am;

Eng} deuterium a

E
{155‘ aha-a. —

a. heliuma

U5 . I . I - L I I "TH—H"

i} 1 ' 2 3 I'+
throat electron density [‘lflu unn'a]

Fig. 4: Calculation of the depence of the removal efi‘iciency on the plasma density in the
throat under the assumption of a constant heat flier proportional to am
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J. RaPP:

-- 1. Introduction _
Highrz materials as tungsten are intended to be used as a divertor material in future fusion
reactors due to their low sputtering rates and high melting points. One of the questions
is whether the use of high-Z materials is compatible with the concept of a cold radiative

I

boundary. To investigate the local release and transport behaviour of the impurities, Mo
and W test limiters were used in auxiliary heated discharges under different radiation sce-
narios with neon seeding. In order to extend the description of the general accumulation
behaviour. given already by Fussmann [1], ohmic discharges with several impurities were

investigated in more detail.

2. Experimental set—up
“a the limiter tokamak Tomes-94 (a. a 1T5cm, o '= 46cm. determined by the toroidal
belt limiter ALT—II) we used W and Mo test limiters usually placed at r = 45cm. Addi-

' tionally we performed gas puff experiments with Xe and some laser ablation experiments
with W and Mo. its main diagnostics for the core plasma a 26'nchannel bolometr},r system, a
9-channel HCN-interferometer/polarimeter and a ll~channel ECE~system were used. With
VUVespectroscopy we obtained measurements of Ne VIII (TTnm), Mo XXVII (56.9nm),
Xe XXVI (17.4mm) and W (quasbcontinuum, 5nm). The impurity source information we
determined from Mo I [390.3nm, 414.3nm) and W I (400.8nm).

3. Ohmic discharges .
In ohmic discharges (IF. : 350kr'l) accumulation of Mo and W above a critical density
of 1T, m 2.5 w— 3.0 - mums—3 [2,3] was obserVed already, which led to instabilities with
periodically repeat (fig.l). The concentration profiles of W, derived from bolometric mea-
surements by using the data of Post [4] for coronal equilibrium, showed prior to the internal
disruption peaked profiles with central values of 1.6 - 10*"1 (fig.3), which remain almost un-
changed after the internal disruption. Similar to the experimentswith high-Z limiters we
observed accumulation in gas puff experiments with xenon [fig.2). To investigate the ac-
cumulation scenario in more detail, q-profiles (fig.4) are evaluated before and during the

I
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accumulation as well as before and after the internal disruption. In general the SEE-Ear"
can be explained in the following way: 1_

Phase 1: The sawtooth amplitude decreases and TAG) is reduced up to the point, Whig ..
qfl exceeds 1. 'f'

Phase 2: The central iconcentration of the high-Z impurity increases on a “Mob fast,-

time scale, TAU] is further reduced and Zcfflfl) increases. The measured qrofile @2234,
shows a reversed shear in the central region, consistent with the observations on 2‘40) 'I
Zaffm)‘ ' .

Phase 3: The current displacement, due to the strong cooling of the plasma came,
drives a ”Ht/n = 2/1 MHD instability, which leads to an internal disruption. Aftert
internal disruption the T,-profile recoVers slightly while keeping qg :2: 1 (tr—“24%).
Already in other tokamalrs it was observed, that the reversed magnetic shear can lead in,
improved confinement [5]. A transport barrier is developed, so that the transport “Otffii
cients in the region of negative magnetic shear are reduced to neoclassical values. '11,},
might be the reason for the good central confinement even after the disruption, which Was
already observed in the W-test limiter experiments, and furthermore enhances the acou,
mulation procedure in phase 2.

and

4. Auxiliary heated discharges '
In additionally heated plasmas (Pass: = 1.6MW, IF = 350kA,fi"; = 2.5 ~ lfllaci'n“3), With-
the test limiter at r 2 45cm absorbing 5% of the convective energy, for radiation level,
7,3,: = Prfld/Phgnt 12> 0.65 accumulation of tungsten tool: place. Again we observed quite
similar phenomena as in ohmicallyr heated plasmas (fig.5):

Phase 1: With Napufi‘ing the sawtooth amplitude of T, decreases while the density
profile peaks and impurity concentration in the center is increasing slowly.

Phase 2: The central concentration of the high~Z impurity increases dramatically, TAD]
is further reduced and finally reaches a stationary condition with central Vii-concentrations
of m 10—3.
Under the same discharge conditions no accumulation of neither Mo nor Xe was found,
although 7,, is increasing with higher density and higher 7mg. In addition in a few exper-
iments laser ablation of W and Mo were performed. Only W was found to accumulate
(Phat :: 1.6MW, fi"; = 4.0 - 1013cm'3, “fwd = 0.?5). Polarimetric measurements confirmed
recently in laser ablation experiments with W the development of a reversed magnetic shear
during the accumulation. For the test limiter experiments in figs? and 8 a comparison
of the intensities of the local W I and Me I line radiation with the corresponding central,
line brightness shows the influence of the radiation level Trust on the impurity confinementl
The source varies only Weak with rymd, while the central values of W and Mo are clearly}
increasing. In contrast to the results in the laser ablation experiments with the W test
limiter for firms = 0.75 and fi‘; = 4.0 . lflmcm‘a no accumulation occurred. This is mostly
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a reduced impurity SDUFCE- Tat" I: 45cm) drops from 45eV to 32eV and the line
W I decreases absolutely by a factor of 2.5 and the ratio of the fluxes W 1/11., by

rity transport
gate the transport behaviour during the accumulation period in more detail the

inward pinch velocity is determined from measured T, and a, profiles. The col-
ncy of Mo, Xe and W is larger than their bounce frequency, thus they are in the
while the baCkEmflJ-‘td iflflfi are in the BP—Iegime. In figfi the normalized pinch

,égctt, (calculated from a/ (313's...) : l/n. -3n,-/3r — 1/2211. . (an/as, n, = n“ T, .. 11,) 1,
shflWfl for several times with respect to fig.5. During phase 1 sawteething and temperature
screening is still present, while the impurity concentration is increasing slowly. In phase
2 with en ;-.. 1 sawteething disappears, and no temperature screening is present anymore

5'0 that the neoclassical inward flow gives rise to the central impurity concentration. Thsi
of the plasma center then further decreases TAU) and consequently increases v,

To investi

lieion frets-w
pgeregime,

cooling
again.

5, Summary .
We found a general explanation of the accumulation behaviour, which can be divided in 3
phagfis: A sawtoothing period with temperature screening and q.) <1 1; a non-sawteething
period with a dramatic accumulation of impurities in the center which leads to a reversed
magnetic shear and improved confinement; and a period (for ohmic discharges) where
the current displacement drives an MHDuinstability, which leads to a internal disriuptien
The accumulation behaviour in ohmic discharges for Mo, Xe and W is quite similar. Iri

NBLheated discharges with radiation cooling an increasing confinement with increasing
radiation level and density was observed. But accumulation just occurred with W and
7”,: > 0.65 for test limiter experiments with 'fi: = 3,5 _ 3,0 . mums-s, Accumulation in

test limiter experiments can be avoided by increasing the density. This is due to synergetic
effects: 1.) lower T, at the edge and consequently lower sputtering yield, 2.) less low-Z im-
purities (neon) .and consequently lower sputtering yield, 3.) less impurity—impurity driven
fluxes, which result in a smaller inward pinch velocity. '

7. References
[1] G. Fussmann et al., J. Nucl. Mater., 162-164 (1939)
[2] V. Philipps et al., Nuclear Fusion, 34 (1994)
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A Predictive Study of the JET Mark [I Gas Boa Divertor

R Shnorrhrt. G Cflrr'r'gflflt G Rnofford, J Spence, A Throat. G Vloses

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, 0X14 SEEP.H United Kingdom

. [NmRODUCTION
,._, . rincipfll aim of divertcr studies at JET 15 to develop and verify solutions that are relevant

' _ :LPITER pflwer exhaust and particle control. The Mark 1] GB divertcr was designed

eciticallv to test the ITER Gas Box concept, and 1s due to begin operation in mid 1993’.. - s _
1 1313 Mark it GB divertor incorporates a flexible design which allows several configurations to -,

is tested These include horizontal and veltical. targets, and an optional septum of as yet-b .

' -' Imecified conductance ID neutrals. A thi1d possible variant is one which uses a broad, opaque !11l -- septum to for In a double slut divertor. .

The EDGEEDWIMBLTS [l] modelling reported in this paper was undertaken to compare the

vririous configurations from an overall performance standpoint.

' The perpendicular transport model used is DfiO. 5 m2,1's vh-r--—.T 5 nus, 3g-— x, : 1 11125,; ,

constant in space, Whlfih has been shown to give reasonable simulations of attached L-mode
3 JET plasmas. The Monte Carlo package contains a detailed model of the d1vertor volume, and

ingludgs pumping and bv-pass leakage.

EFFECT OF SEPTUM ON a RECYCLAHLE IMPURITY _
:22! __ We consider first the case of a deuterium plasma seeded with nitrogen, assumed to be fully |

I 'reepcling. The results are obtained for an equilibrium configuration (Ip=£_l.5htlA), with vertical
'. targets. Fig. 1 shows parts of the computational mesh adopted, with details of the divertor

region. In the model, the vessel and the divertor are made of carbon, while the sub-di-vertor
region is made of iron. Sputtering of wall material is inhibited for the runs with nitrogen. We

I have performed scans of the density at the separatrix midnplane, I15, and impurity radiated:5.
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gas puffing. The pumping efiiciencyof the cryopumps is taken to be 20% for both deuterium
and nitrogen. The conductance of the divertor wall to neutrals has been estimated-by Monte
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Carlo calculations [2]. Neutrals entering the lay-pass leaks are .rc-injected at the bottom of the
main chamber, while the pumped deuterium is fed back into the SOL from the top of the
vessel Ions diffusing outside the computational mesh toward the vessel are assumed to be
transported along field lines and recycled near the divertor shoulders. Boundary conditions at
the edge of the computational domain toward the walls are ‘iP'LT:0 and deca},r length of l,,=2. 5-
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en1 For temperature and density, respectively.
Table l shows relevant parameters for comparing the effects ofthe presence and shape of the
septum for separatrix density n,=2><lt}”n1'i, input power P;=P,.=5 MW uniformly-into the
edge and Impurity radiated power PafifiW
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None of the three configurations seems to have a clear advantage over the others. The small
differences listed in Table I tend to disappear or even change direction at lower density such as
n,=l><10”’ m"3 or at lower radiation power. Note that the distribution ot'the radiated power, as
expressed by the fraction Pr,._t,,.,t, does not mirror the impurity densitv distribution (N‘mmtm)
because ot‘the limited temperature range where radiation is eFfective.

Table l. n5=2x10wm‘i’, P;=P,=5W, Prad=t3W, recycling Nitrogen
Symmetry indicators (SOL averages)

Septum pup Twp Pout Tau-n Pin m
(Pa) {e9} {Pa} {e9} (Pa) {eVl

none 292.8 40.5 371.3 5.9 12.5 1.0““

opaque 291.2 40.1 35.2 5.7 115.6 T
deep v 2911 40.? "m 4.4 39.3 27““

Particle and power balance ———-
Septum NIHIINIM S‘mdszist Pans/u 3mm: 1‘1l i Folipump roam:

(v...) (as) % (so!) (0/1.) (10%“) (total
none 66.1 12.1 22.3 1.3 0.92 4.0 16
opaque 6?.2 9.? 1?.3 1.7 0.36 4.0 E
deep V 7’41 6.] 1?.0 1.3 1.19 4.0 l5.4

EFFECT OF SEPTUM ON THE INTRINSIC IMPURJTY CARBON
In this case, carbon is produced by sputtering. The dominant process is chemical sputtering, for
which we have used the mode] of Ref. [3]. Fig. 2 shows 2,5 along the separatrix for the three
cases of septum out, septum in, deep V, for n,=2)< l till'i’ltn'3 and Pi=P,=5MW.
The dit‘t‘erence in 2,”, due to additional material sputtered from the carbon structure in the
private region, influences the approach to detachment, as illustrated in Table 131. While the mid—
plane temperature is nearly the same for the three configurations {about 40 eV}, the carbon
concentration NJN; increases from 3.7% to 3.3% to 19%, and radiation from 6 MW to 3 MW
to 9 MW. In the deep ‘v’ case, the plasma is fiully detached. Note that even though the content
ot'C is much higher, the radiated power is not much higher, again a consequence of the narrow
range ot‘ temperatures efihctive for radiation. A fully detached plasma may not be useful since
the SOL becomes ntore and more transparent to neutrals.

Table 2. Approach to detachment induced by carbon, n,=2i<1019m"-', Pi=Pu=SMW

SEP [1-] "1 filargel PcJargct Purse P I Le: Prad 151;;l
(1013 s") {MW} (MW) (MM (MW) (as)

none 3.1 2.4 0.3 0.3 6.3 3.?
opaque 1.? 0.3 0.3 0.5 3.0 3.3
deep V 0.9 0.4 0.2 0.4 3.3 19.4



. - = . . these results depend drasticatiy on the model assumed for chemical sputtering, which

is. waver. Iar ra uncertainties. We have assessed the effect of reducing chemical sputtering by
tilsisflbjem tiantjr. In particular, for the sake of comparison with nitrogen, we have reduced the

yield for carbon to 5?% of that given in Ref.[3} so as to radiate 6 W. While most
' -. ' Iy differ, there is a difference in the level of impurities necessary to radiate the

' _ parfliiied owe? (NJNE equals 0.36% with N and 3.6% with C), and the density distribution is
_ refléffi‘efefli (N“mtfl‘l"ts. equals 67% with N and 33% with C). This is due, at least in part, to

a ' ills . .
“Kni- if": .- _ the tIr,3,fl;jt't.~.r radiation efficiency ofN as a function of temperature.

. i" a constant

I I sputtering
ters bare

The carbon sputtered from the main chamber is not the main cause of SOL contamination.
H 95-..t the sputtering is artificially switched off everywhere except in the divertor, in the.case of

'i' ' ' n0 septum PM decreases from 6.3 MW to 5.9 MW, the impurity concentration from 3.7% to

..-.-:---3'3% and the maximum cfZar from 2 10 1+3»

ytERTlCAL vs. HGRIZONTAL TARGETS
" I Another geometrical configuration being considered is that with horizontal targets (Fig. 3), for

which again the septum makes little difference. It is found however that the horizontal

"'mnfiguration tends to enter less easily into the regime of detachment than the vertical one, by

requiring a larger amount of seeded impurity to radiate (1.3% vs. 0.36% for n,=2:s-:1t2|lg and
p,,,,=6MW with opaque septum}, since the recycling of D neutrals from the vertical targets

toward the separatrix tends to produce a wider region where radiation is effective. As a

consequence, the larger amount of seeded nitrogen required in the horizontal target

I . configuration produces Zur "—* 2.0 at the outer mid-plane at the separatrix, whereas 2.. 1- =1 .‘i’ inI.I.
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'- ' the vertical one.

-' The vertical configuration has also the obvious advantage of a wider spreading of the heat lead

over the target plates. This is especially important at high power. Fig. 4 compares the heat
loading along the outer target for n..=?.:~<1t3r”"m'3 and Prtd=3 MW. We note that the ratio ofpeak
heat loads between the horizontal and vertical targets is worse than that expected from the
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consideration of the change in wetted target surface alone.

:25 . CONCLUSIONS _
i _ For given n. and PM, the presence or the shape of the septum does not influence appreciably
Ti most hydrogenic plasmaparameters. For a. recycling impurity introduced to increase radiation,
-: ' the septum details likewise have little effect on impurity content. The shape ofthe septum does
’3. affect, however, the content of an intrinsic impurity such as carbon, affecting the approach to
7" detachment and core contamination. Little difference is t‘oundhetween carbon and nitrogen for
it fixed PM , except for the fact that more C than N is required to radiate the same amount.

There is not enough I) flow, resulting from pumping and leakage, for impurity entrainment in
the divertor, the low level ofC retention, in particular, being mainly due to transport and not to
the sputtering from the vessel wall outside the divertor. These conclusions hold for both
vertical and horizontal targets, but in addition the horizontal targets have to sustain a much
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higher peak heat lead. In any case. “'3 cnluticns have been fmmd With Simmtflne In
detachment, high radiated power fraction and retention cfimpurities for Mark 11 GB in YET ' '-
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TICAL PROPERTIES OF TURBULENT TRANSPORT AND
ATIONS IN TOKAMAK AND STELLARATOR DEVICES

w *- MA Pedrflfiflr C. Hidalgo. B. van Milligen. E. Stinchez, R. Balbin, I. Garcia—Cortes
Asociacio’n EnrdromeCiemat. 28040 Madrid, Spain

H. Nieder'meyer, L. Giannone
JPP Association. Garching, Germany

. III-NTRODUCTION

-. - 'l‘o g0 deepfir into our understanding of plasma edge turbulence and into the mechanisms
. "'flnderlylng anomalous transport, it is important to measure not only the fluctuation-induced

pert but also the statistical properties of the'tim'e resolved turbulent flux [1].

.%i:mtisticfll properties of plasma fluctuations and turbulertce transport have bem investigated

' gliding plasma bulk side and in the scrape off layer (SOL) side of the velocity shear layer of

- .iiiikiirnak {TI-I} and stellarator devices (THU). Comparative studies between the radial

Earl-elation of turbulent fluxes and fluctuations are under way in the TJ-IU torsatron.

' EXPERIMENTAL SET up
' Measurements of fluctuations and turbulent flux have been carried out in the ohmically

heated TJeI tokamalt (11:03 or, anal m, ng=(l-3)x1019 m-3, Btwl T. Ipeso M) [2] and in
"the electron cyclotron resonance heating TLIU torsatron (£21, mats, PECRH=200 kw,

' s'E-Cnflearn GHz, 4:=U.23, swans m.e"wo.1 m,iig==0.5x1019 111‘3, atwoer T) [3] by means
iof Langmuir probes. One tip of the Langmuir probe array is used to measure ion saturation

current {15) and two tips, aligned perpendicular to the magnetic field and poloidally separated

"awz mm. are used to deduce the poloidal electric field (E3=[¢(61)H<D(Bz)}fd) from the

measured floating potential (ED). Fluctuations in the poloidal electric field have been deduced

from the floating potential fluctuation measurements and electron density fluctuations are given

_ by fig=Tst

To determine the radial scale length of fluctuations and turbulent fluxes, we have designed a
specific experimental set up. Two arrays of Langmuir probes l — _2 cm radially separated were
used to obtain simultaneous measurements of fluctuations and turbulent transport at two radial

positions. Probes were oriented with respect to the magnetic field direction in such a way that
shadows between them were avoided (Fig. 1). '

The influence of electron temperature fluctuations in the computation of the particle
transport due to fluctuations has been investigated in the WT-AS stellarator. The fast sweeping
Langmuir probe method has been used to determine the fluctuating spectra of theelectron
temperature fluctuations and their correlation with electron density fluctuations [4].
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PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF THE TURBULENT FLUX :
The statistical properties of the radial turbulent particle flux T = fignBt {where fig and'fifl* ..:

are the fluctuating density and poloidal electric field respectively) have been studied neglecting?i
the electron temperature fluctuations effects 1n '-[‘J I and Ti 11] both to the plasma edge (mas)
and 1n the scrape off layer (rs-a3) regions where as is the radial location of the velocity shear
layer [3,5] The shear layer location has been used as a reference point. The normalized
turbulent radial flux results predominantly positive that'1s on average the flux 1s outwards

'i
.' I

and
bursty. The local probability distribution function (PDF) of fluctuations and turbulent flux has
been calculated The local turbulent flux PDF results not symmetric. This asymmetry giVflfifl‘;
measure of the ave1age flux out compared to the maximum instantaneous fluxes. The local flux: ‘
PDF presents a systematic variation as a function of the radial location (Fig. 2). Its non i
Gaussian character'1s clearly seen: there exist large amplitude transport bursts that account for a
significant part of the total flux. The PDF of the fluctuations both density and electrostatic
potential have Gaussian character at the p]asma edge. However the PDF of the'mo saturation: .
current fluctuations deviates from Gaussian 1n the SOL region .-

'1
E'-

—- — - ria = 1.1“]?
= 11H}
= [1.95
a 0.92

----- ria
"Hum,
u...— “in

I

I

l-

I-

Fig. 2.- Flex FDF computed at different Fig. 3.“ Comparison efflax FDF in the edge
radiai positions in iii-i afili~i and TJ—iU.
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. To 5t“{15’ changes in the statistical properties of the turbulent transport, related to global

haraeteristics of the plasma (Le. heating, current, electric field...). the local flux PDF for TJ-I
e
and TJ-IU plas .

vet}: similar in both devices.

' III the W'i-AS stellarator the phase between density and electron temperature fluctuations'is

mas have been compared (Fig. 3). The structure of the local flux PDF appears

,3 to zero in the SOL and as a consequence the resulting turbulent flux is strikingly similar to

e calculated under the assumption Terr. =0 [6]. These results suggest that, although Terr.

gnificant [7], the turbulent fluxes could be computed neglecting their effects.
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RADIAL SCALE LENGTH OF FLUCTUATIONS AND FLUXES _

In order to compare the values of the characteristic radial scale length of turbulenifluxeg ”nu
fluctuations, we have simultaneously measured the levels of fluctuations (IS and (It), and the -.
turbulent fluxes have been computed, at two different radial locations (duel - 2 cm) in mg Tl. '
IU plasma boundary region. The obtained radial profiles of these magnitudes are shown in Fig
4 together with the radial cross-correlation calculated for fluctuating signals and turbine.“
transport. Figure shows the correlation at different radial probes locations (marked by arm“
in the profile). The value of the radial coherence associated with fluctuations and flukes '-
changes radially and increases going in towards in the plasma. Furthermore, for rncasuremgmS
taken at or = 1 cm, the radial coherence length associated with fluctuations is higher than the '_
one associated with the turbulent flux. For probes located in the bulk side of the shear layer: the I'
radial coherence, computed using wavelet analysis techniques [8], is intermittent, achieving .
occasionally values much higher than the time average value.

CONCLUSIONS .
The statistical properties of fluctuations and turbulent transport change when moving

radially from the scrape offside to the bulk side of the velocity shear layer. The local flux PD}? :
shows the bursty character of flux and presents a systematic change as a function of the radial :-
location.

There is a strong similarity between the statistical properties of the turbulent fluxes in
different devices (Tl—I, Tl—IU), The comparison between these two devices suggests that the
statistical properties of turbulent fluxes are not determined by plasma parameters like plasma
current, magnetic shear, plasma density or magnetic field, and therefore, supports the universal 3'
character of plasma turbulence in magnetic confinement devices. This result emphasizes the
importance of comparative studies between the structure of plasma turbulence in tolcamak and
stellarator plasmas to critically test edge turbulence models. _

The value of radial coherence length associated with fluctuations and turbulent transport is §
strongly intermittent. For measurements taken at or = 1 cm in the plasma edge region of the T]-
IU torsatron, the radial coherence length associated with the turbulent flux proves to be not
larger than the one associated with fluctuations, These comparative studies could provide a '—
good criterion to distinguish between different mechanisms proposed to explain fast changes in I
transport [ 1 l.

[1] EA. Carrcras, C. Hidalgo, E. Stinehex at al. Phys. Plasmas (in press)
[2] I. Garcia-Cortés, MA. Pedrosa, C. Hidalgo ct al. Phys. Fluids R 4,406? (1992)
[3} E. Ascast'bar, C. Alcjaldre, .l. Alonso et al. Proceedings ofthe ljllt lAErt Confi on Plasma Physics ontl

Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, in Seville (September .3994}. 1, T49, IAEA Vienna {1995).
[4] L, Giannone, R. B'albln, H. Niedermcyer ct al. Phys. Plasmas I, 3614 {1994)
[5] MA. Pedrosa, MA. Ochando, Jolt. Jimenez et al. Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 38, 365 {1996)
[6] R. Balbln, L, lCiannone, C. Hidalgo, H. Niedermeyer, Proceedings ofthe lllth lnternollonol Conference on

Stellorotors, EURCIEMAT 3U, 93 {1995) .
['l] C. Hidalgo Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 3?, A53, (1995)
[SJ B.P|i. van Milligen, C. Hidalgo, E. Sanchez Phys. Rev. Lett. T4, 395 (1995)
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WGED—PAHTIULE DMSI‘I‘Y PRDFIIE HEAR m HAIL IN
THE PHEHQGE 01? STRONG ELEGTRIG FIELDS

LHogal', LZagoroony
Bogoiyuoov Institute for Theoretical

' Physics. 252MB Kiet'iUltr-aine
mtroductlfll‘l "
The electric potentials in bounced plasmas are describes by

the. Poisson equation and the relevant equations for particle nia—
_.tr.1nation functions it should he noted that one to the presence oi“ '

plasma boundaries the kinetic equations contain appreciably, eel:—
pasting potentials which can not he disreganieo

The analytic solution. oi’ the nonlinear Boltzmann—Poisson equa—
lanes for a pieces can he obtained only in the linear approximation.
But the linear approach is mvalio for the case of Gentile—layer type
_Btructures with the potential discontinuity of the other of pan
@1013 thermal energy. Such structures can appear under- the action

or strong electric intrinsic or external iielos For instastesir 11—-

near solution cannot he applied for the description oi’ nasty plas—
mas With highly charged impurities.

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate particle
density profiles near the plasma houndaw by solving nmnerical'.L:-.r
the sell—consistent Poisson—Boltznarm equations“

'2. Basic eqmttione .
Let us coneicler a plasma half—space m0 exposed to the esters '

nal electric field, The equation for seliwconsistent potential is

here) '= not 2 _egffimtJ (1)
' . o . .
where ea and fa are the charge and destrihut ion iunct ion Ion partic—
le's or species o satisitring he following equation

e '6m+t_-—iee(m6_—:}e.m..rmmfl. 2{ or on ma f“ - t J
Here I311 is the Baleshu—Lenard collision term}, In is the collision
integral associates. with the plasma boundary [1,221. Stationary solo"
tion OI E3 (2} 13 '

mo acre; 3"- UUmJ r
fumiwdefla fights: a 3! t”

where on is the particle (tensity for a e- c: and. Up (F‘J is the it?"

83']
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called selimacting potential produced by the plasma boundary . .
associated with t-he deformation oi the test charge Debye Epherenalt”
the boundary. This potential is described by the expression_[3]

2Eda
U (a) =1 2—”<m e), We a) = (tan! rl— more a J. is

where m3(h.a ) and moffi. F“) are the unite test charge potentialin
bounded and unbounded systems. respectvely. In the case under fine
aeration Eq. (3) yields Rm

e2_g I? m(RJ”3—23 2 + kg
2 2 * '

o + Rs

are.) = [£2 + a: —2ss]x[v£3 4- tag + as].
Here s is the deelectric permittivity oi the medium occupying tn“

hali—spsse 3(0. kg: Est-cage xr. am "mi/r . r .— eE/er is 4.1..

<5}

min.

minimum distance between the particle and its image reapproachmmu .
At large distance the plasma is neutral and.ior the seli~cm1_l

sistent potential we have m(z)lz hfi m = O.

In what follow we consider two cases:

[fl/dz‘z=0 = "g-EI or $00) 2

where E is the external electric Iield strength.

3. Solving the nonlinear equation snd.numerica1 analysis. .-
The nonlinear set of Eqs (1} .(3)— {5) can be solved by diiimm:'

numerical methods. In our studies we have used the Newton metmn.
the method oi small parameter and integral equation method.

Numerical results obtained on the basis of these methoda.a¥
in good quantative agreement. The obtained solutions show the mm
siderable dependence of particle density proieles on the plasmatmt
position. dielectric properties of outer medium and the extenn_
electric iield strength.

Let us consider. ior example. potential and. particle densit
distributions in the case of three component plasma consisting t3
electrons. single charged (sting = —1) ions and highly charged.msi

particles (edfeE = inc) at a = m (Figs.1.2). The figures show hm_
dependences oi the potential (in arbitrary units) mffi) = eat/T mm
relative density deviatious Irom unperturbed value yh(§) = (nu(E)*_

{i32
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J/fiu on the dimeneionleee distance 5 = RD3. Fig.1 ie related to
En[3:19 values of dcpJ/dé[§_0= (1'50 equal to: I -— (pf—O. 1; 2 .. (pf—O. 5;

. $3 5 -1 and 4 _ co = “2 respectively. The curves on Fig. 2 are

136d “E0 {P equl 110'? " ¢g""1;2 " $0”‘2; 3 — $0:-——;‘“5 4-$5=-10.

Sela an encgeeee or the external IieldDetrength._leade to nonlinear

mow ation" of the dietributione. in importeut Ieatdre or these

"Eatuibutione is that ion profiles difrer from the homogenioue
dflati only ior distances oi the order oi fee Debye lengthee. but

ifivzmogeniety oi electron deneity is considerable on much longer

Eggtgnce he regard the duet. particle profiles the preeence oi

ehrmg external feeld leade to the existence oi the region in wluoh
dust particles are practically abeent. With eafiea encreeeee the
hflundary or euoh regi.on becomes more eteep.

The work ie supported by the Ukrainicen State Committee on

Science Technology and Industrial Policy and INTAS Program

(project 94w29593-
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Unstable Plasma—Surface Interaction as Edge Turbulence Driving Mechanism

1 V.Vizgalov, G.S.Kirnev, V.A.Kurnaev, D.V.Sarichev, V.G.Telkovgky

M0330}? Stare Engineering Physics insulates Moscow I £5409, Russia

strflct . + I ' '. All In the previous experiments [1] It was shown that both the surface composition and the

" IstrUBtl-lr’: generated during interaction ”f plasma facing Cflmpflncflts (PFC) with incoming

' I plasma flows play the principal role in dynamics of edge Debyelayers. In particular, stable thin
. dialefliric was with enhanced emission of secondary electrons can appear on the surface

contacting with hydrogen plasmas in presence ofminor quantities of impurities. An unstable

plasma-surface electric interaction is considered as one of possible mechanisms driving noun

'fi'mbipolar target currents and edge turbulence.

Introduction ;
According to common approach, the anomalous transport in edge plasma-s of fusion i

devices is determined by the turbulence. Although numerous turbulence driving mechanisms

based on difierent types of instabilities have been proposed, the overall edge plasma'behavior is

not fully understood. One-of the key features influencing turbulence in the scrapewoff layer

{SOL} is the presence of opened magnetic field lines striking the material surface (limiter or

divertor PFC). It is significant that in SOL plasma-surface electrical interaction is, in general,

locally non—ambipolar due to different reasons: toroidal drift,_ spatially unhomogeneous energy

distributions of charged particles, externally forced target plate biasing, etc.

I Under certain conditions PFC surface electron-emissivity can also significantly influence

the-formation of sheath potential drop and nonuambipolar currents pattern. Secondary emission

can be extremely large, provided SOL plasma flow has a hot electron component and the

contact surface obtains enhanced electron—electron emissivity, for instance, as a result of

. dielectric layer formation. Simultaneous existence of PFC zones with different emissivity leads

I in appearance of transverse electron temperature and potential gradients accompanying with
formation of current loops. In previous imitation experiments with the use of an electron
beam-plasma discharge-(B1313) it has been shown that under such test conditions collector plate
obtains a non-linear Nashaped current-voltage characteristic (CVC) and plasma-sumace

potential drop in the sheath sets unstable with autogeneration of high-«frequency
electromagnetic oscillations [l]. The most pronounced instability ofthe sheath potential drop is
observed in hydrogen plasmas in the presence of small admixtures of oxygen for materials i
wliichlform oxides with enhanced emissivity of secondary electrons (W, Be, A], Mg). The
behavior of thin dielectric oxide layers on the surface of PFC materials (as in case of Be} has
been modeled using samples made of aluminum alloy. The main emphasis in present
experiments has been made on the study of the mentioned above instability asga possible
driving mechanism influencing both the spatial pattern of non-ambipolar currents and their ;
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Experimental results.
L~ig.l shows schematic diagram of the target device. It involves two water Cooled and .

electrically insulated target plates for modeling of inductance of transverse to magnetic fifiltli
currents according to non-ambipolar plasma-surface interaction processes described in the ;_
introduction. The end plate (5) interacts with central cylinder column of plasma beam in ;
conditions similar to these for nearest to separatrix PFC zones. These zones are exposed to lie .
most severe thermal and radiation loads and are supposed to have low secondary electron. '
electron emission coefficient (owl in maximum} corresponding to pure bulk material. The -
periphery plate (4) has a central orifice and interacts only with outer ring layer of plasma item I
Its at value can large (5—10 in maximum). The grounded diaphragm (2) limits-the transvergc
flow dimensions and provides electrical contact of the periphery zone with vessel Walla
Distribution of plasma flow between target plates can be varied according to dimensions of the
apertures andfor by varying of the current in the correction coil (3). The plates are changeable .
for varying of test PFC materials. In particular, the target can work with a single plate. ..

Orreepfate collector. Typical experimental CVCs for aluminum and graphite in
hydrogen plasma with admixture of 02 and Ar (for modeling of chemical efTects and physical
sputtering on PFC surthce) are presented in fig.’2. They have a good qualitative agreement with
calculated ones. High frequency autooscillations develop in collector circuit with LC contour
for bias voltages corresponding to the negative resistance range of N—formed C‘v’tl _
Autooscillations with amplitude of hundreds volts and frequency of up to ZOOM-la are
observed. I I .‘

It is worthy of note that during the slow varying of A] or W collector bias in Ari-0
plasmas one can observe Fast transitions between two states of the surface emissivity I I
corresponding to appearing or removal of the oxide scales as a competition between their '
growth and sputtering. These transitions have a hysteresis character. As a typical example.
fig.2 shows the current~voltage characteristics of aluminum and graphite collectors in
Hg-I'ArJrOg working gas mixture. The. curve. 1 corresponds to the ion saturation curreni onto
graphite collector plate and is similar to the ion branch ofa conventional probe characteristic.
Curve 2 represents the CVC for aluminum plate. The similar CVC behavior is observed for a
wide range of working gas pressure 5-10'5+10'3Torr. In pure hydrogen plasma with the oxygen
impurity up to 1% the hysteresis isn’t observed (presumably due to low sputtering ett‘ect).

When the collector bias working point is varied along the Nwshaperl CVC. the
fluctuation level in plasma varies too. Typical potential fluctuations for Al collector plate are
shown in fig.3. Collector bias appropriate to CVC portion with an abrupt current increase
(figfl, point B) stabilizes the plate potential and its fluctuatioh level is minimal {fig.3b). In the
vicinity of floating potential (fig.2, point A) the level of fluctuations has an increase (fig3a)
according to the inflection of real CVC {caused by the change of oxide layer charging sign).
The largest potential fluctuation amplitude is found to appear in negative biasing interval ~
iOUV - -3 00V (fig.2, point C), where positive feedback mechanism responsible for fluctuation
boost is most effective {fig.3c). Experimentally observed radial contraction and broadening of
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.. BPD Chafing] with the change of operating bias {time-averaged in oscillation regime) are
. d with the Change of fluctuations level.

rfllflt;w.pzars collector. The appearance of surface currents between PFC zones with

_- t Emigsi‘dit)’ states has been modeled by means oftwo-plate target device: or prionF low

EEEZE; graphite central plate and Al peripheral plate. They are closed to one other through an
arm

___a:ugeter and _ . _
' When plates are under a common floating potential, the-first plate operates as a source

teetromflfi‘r’fl force and tlte second one - as a nonnlinear load, the plasma flow closing the

their potential bias can be externally varied from negative to positive values.

._ n ambipfllar currents due to its longitudinal and transverse conductivity. It must be
1' no - - I 11.:

.- 'ntioned that induced self—correlated 1x13 forces and electric fieldshave an amplttymg effect
'_' '_-_:'me

of fluetuations and transverse drift. Moreover, a low etnissive inner plate,
. . a co1,“,e 0f electron lonettc energy to collector regime, transmits an electric5-- . ' tips-retina 35

l -."I_pfiwflr 3,10“n

-' I abilities in reemltted electron flows, so enhancing transverse energy transport. Providing

issive plate with N—shaped CVC corresponds to the negative resistance

he current loop to high emissive periphery zones with generation of beam—plasma

I'i'I-j-IDBI
II ' working point of em

I I {[figz point D, where absolute values Ufbmh Plate currents are equal}, additional amplifying of

Pmsma potential fluctuations and autogeneration of new modes take place (figdld). As it is

sgan From the oscillograms, in this case the collector plate potential fluctuations are lound to‘be

' égcitgd more strongly compared with the one-plate aluminum collector scheme.

' ' I Slimmer?»
I ' f I Films with enhanced emission can appear and disappear on the surface of some PFC

:, _'.'-gfider rather specific conditions as a result of dynamic equilibrium between self-correlated

__ .','-"p,rocesses of film synthesis and erosion. When zones with distinct electron emissive properties

_ simultaneously exist on the PFC surface, emissivity driven effects sufficiently influence plasma

_-ll_ow turbulence and radial transport.

I I The discussed emissivity effects need additional investigations for a case of oblique

.1-

.g'lncidence of magnetic field lines to the target surface. Preliminary estimations for realistic edge

;- conditions (in accordance with models developed in [2,3]) show that effective suppression of
secondary electrons emission emerges only for grazing angles lower than IUD—15“.

l. Vizgalov IV et al., 22 Cent“. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Phys, Bornemouth, 1995, v.III,

p.285.
2. S.Miaoshlta et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 220-222 (1995) 433.

. 3_lgithanov U.L.et al., In collected volume “Summaries of science and technology” (plasma
._ physics), Moscow, 1990, v.l 1, pp.60—63.
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Fig.1! . Srhcmr; of Na: map—plate (JGHECHN seca‘aa. I - Fig.2. Carrem-vaaage characrermim. p=2"‘m1 Tm
pfas‘ma jam-n 2 - graandea' diaphragm. j’ - carraaa'aa car}. H2 + admixture af Ar and 0;. I — graphite- {Warm '.'_

' i
4 -per1‘phrzry ahaaim‘am pram, 5 — cerara! grapaae plate. 2a,2.’:r ~ AI—aalfecfpr.

__

J C (1

Fig.3. Usaiflagraam afraa aaHaarar paraariaa’. Ahaaiafam aah’acrar: a - flaaa’rtg paraaa'ai, b , U‘.‘.;=—.?fl V. r: . Um; ;.
I {If} V: a{aaa'ar‘ara—grapra'ra carafe-afar: ar - flaming paramiai
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.-,NvE5TlgaTION OF THE EROSION COEFFICtENTs on nonon CARBIDE AND

. TUNGSTEN IRRADIATED av THE HIGH rowan PLASMA STREAMS

V-V.Chebotarev, LE.Garkusha, G.P. Glazunov, 0.E Kazakov, V. G.Kctenlro, D G. Solvakov,

'_- _:.. . V. I.Tereshin, N T.Derepovskij, N. S Poltavtsev

. Institute of Pinsmo Physics of the Noiionni Science Center

”Kharkov Institute ofPhysics & Technoiogy”, 310i08 Kharkov. Ukraine

I mtroductinn

At the stage of current disruption in tokamak powerful thermal flows influence on a
i-éurface of elements, inverted to plasma. Under their influence serious damages of materials,

_ i‘first of all, connected with a thermal erosion and melting of a surface occur. Thus the pollution

"pi .' ._.' iglf plasma and level of losses through radiation essentially differs depending on kind of erosion

I I - element‘s material [1»3].

As a result of numerous experiments, carried out on various thermonuclear

installations, beryllium and materials with low Z on basis of carbon considered as the most

" probablfl materials for divertor plates. Besides, tungsten, which has recordly low ion erosion,

is also considered as a possible material for divertor plates [4}.

Numerous researches of materials, which contain carbon, have shown, that the

I chemical erosion of a graphite can be reduced by addition of boron in it. It is not less

important that the boron — carbon cover much better connects an oxygen, which becomes more

ofien a main source of radiating losses from a plasma in use of graphite protection.

_f ‘ . . The investigations of influence of the plasma flows on erosion coefficient of a boron

. carbide and tungsten carried out in this work.

- 2. Experimental Installations

_ Boron carbide samples treated on a pulsed. plasma accelerator “Prosvet”. The

accelerator represents a coaxial system of electrodes, with diameters 3 cm and 14 cm
.. - accordingly, which separated by figured isolator. Electrodes length is 70 cm. The pulsed

clectrodynamic valve, ensuring filling of the working gas, locates inside central electrode. The

working gas (hydrogen) fills through three cross cracks, located on distance of 20 cm from the
end of electrode . The power supply of the accelerator comes from the capacitor banks with
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1‘!capacity of 1 11 uF. A maximum working voltage achieved 24 k‘v’. Vacuum chamber is 120 cm

in length and 100 cm in diameter. The accelerator generated plasma streams with density n a
it]Ml cm ”3, average proton energy up to 2 keV and pulse duration 3+5 ns.'Specihe Plasma
power density achieved 10 cm2. i"

The experiments with a tungsten carried out on the hill-block quasistationaty plagmfl
accelerator QSPA Kit-50. The design of the accelerator is in detail described in [5}, The j
accelerator represents two-stage system with magnetic screening of solid-state Elflfllrcde
components and cold ion supplying from the anode side to provide ion current carrying in the _
main discharge. At the first stage ionization and preliminary acceleration of plasma, bEcfiming
then in the second (coaxial) stage, carried out. The limiting values of capacity banks, feeding .
the discharge in the main accelerating channel are as follows: U; = 25 RV, C = T200 nF, W: :
2,2 MI (Uc achieved up to now is 15 kV). The maximum parameters of plasma streams are as
follows: plasma density (3 - T) x 10"3 cm'a, proton energy 0.9 keV, quasistationary phage .
duration 0.15 ms (with pulse duration 300 us). Average specific power of the plasma stream,
generated by accelerator was P e 16 cm2.

3. Ettperimental Results
The boron carbide samples were 90x90x8 mm head plates, which were made by

method of vacuum hot pressing of boron carbide powder (B - 78.2% , C - 21.5%). These
samples used as limiter plate material in torsatron “URAGANJM” device and had Following
characteristics: density 2.46 gfcma, heat conductivity 30 Windi, electrical resistivity 10'2 Oh -
m. The dependence of boron carbide erosion coefficient on average energy of incident
particles in energy range E = use keV shown in Fig. 1. One can see from presented data that
at energy of incident particles E = 0.3 keV the erosion coefficient is at the level S = 6 x 10'2
atomfion. Further on, with increase E the erosion coefficient grows and reaches value S = 15
atomficn at the energy E = 2 keV. The obtained values of erosion coefficient are sufficiently
exceed the physical sputtering coefficients both of" boron and carbon by ions of a hydrogen.
Apparently, it is caused with radiation-stimulated sublimation of boron carbide, which takes
place at the temperature of surface T a 1600” K [6}.

The specific outgasing rate carried out on the special test after 24- hours heating at
200°C in vacuum 4x109 Tor was ~ 10'” Tor - lfs ' cmz.

_ Following step of researches have become experiments with tungsten samples, at which 3
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mulated sublimation is absent. Irradiation of tungsten samples carried out by
".Iadlatmn Sti

Unis-E: [13 REV

a streams with density of particles 11 = 2 x 1016 cm'a, average energy of incident

and energy flux density in the near axis region in the plasma stream pw as l

n; g Tungstgn samples had surface 3x3 cm: and thickness 1.5 mm.
HF!“ ' . .The experiments have shown, that the quantuy of eroded tnatenal decreased from

w: a in pulse and after 7’ working discharges mass defect fallen down to the minimum level
5911115
:.-"_I'o__f'

- z: :_ “gives
an order lil'2 g (see Fig. 2) The valuation of average value of tungsten erosion coefficient

the value S = 6 xlfl‘1 atomfion, that also essentially higher of the physical sputtering

. ”i 'cgeffigiant of tungsten by protons (S = 4 x 10'4 atom fion ) [9}.
.. X43? analysis of surface of the irradiated samples has shown some reduction of

"iiispaeing of a crystal lattice of tungsten. It has appeared equal a = 3,1527 33,, while for initial 1

":fipnirfadiated surface lattice spacing as = 3,1653 it. Such reduction of spacing of a crystal i

" {attics can bi? explained bl“ OCGufrence of stretching stress of the 1-st kind or macrotensions, '

accompanied plastic deformation of a material. There existing of the macrotensions is

confirmed by the cracks on the tungsten surface that appear after sample irradiation. The latter

may be the reason of sufficient increasing the tungsten erosion for the account separation of

" large layers of a material. Besides on initial, nonirradiated samples primary orientation of

crystals in perpendicular direction registered, which amplifies after plasma irradiation.

It follows from these experiments that under interaction of the powerful plasma

' in ' - streams with the boron carbide and tungsten samples the erosion of samples surfaces does not

determine by the process of physical sputtering.
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ant Amplification in the SPHEX Spheromak operated as

Curr - . . .a Helicity Injected Tight Aspect Ratio Tokarnak

S-lGEEI P.K.Browning, G.Cunningham, R.C.Dnck, K.J.Gihson, J.Hugill,

J.C.Sandeman, M.G.Rusbridge, S.Woodrufi'

Physics Department, UMIST, -P.O.Box 38, Manchester, MES-fl IQD, UK.

._ _. Prgyigusly we have reported [1] the results of modifying the gun injected spheromak

SPHL‘K [g] at UMIST to include an insulated current carrying rod along the geometric

_' Ilia-Kg of the device (fig.l) demonstrating that a coaxial helicity- source can form and sustain
31313n in an externally generated toroidal field. Here we present the effect of an

. hinprfll'ed red and rod circuit design which allows a maximum rod current of 200 ha,
_- _3-Ihfouf times greater than previously attained and with a time constant longer than the

In' 1 m5 plasma duration. The resulting aspect ratio is 1.07. The addition of the rod

us to experimentally investigate the efi'ectiveness of relaxation [3] and direct
permits
carrelll‘ helicity injection as the exclusive means (Le. no externally applied loop voltage)

01' sustaining plasma current in a tokamak—lihe configuration.

Current density profiles and current amplification _

Figure 2 shows contours of the current amplification (Im/IgW) for fixed gun current
. - Igun N 50 kg in my”, and Lad space, where #29,,“ is the solenoid flux from the magnetised

Marshall gun and In“; is the rod current. The total circulating toroidal current 37m. was

_ estimated by forming a weighted sum (do, = EBPfl,.dl/nfl) of the poloidal flux density

determined from a set of field coils on a single line-of longitude located on the rod. itself

{and on the flux conserver, coil positions are marked with an X in fig. 1; :5! is the coil
gsgparation. Clearly the current amplification increases with increasing rod current, and

toroidal currents of up to 450 lot are observed. We now need to ask how much of this

' increase occurs in the closed llux, where the current is indirectly driven, and how much

I on the open flux which is coupled to the gun and driven directly by it.
In figure 3 we compare the radial profile in the equatorial plane of the current density

" parallel to the local magnetic field measured by an insertable Rogowsld loop [4] for
L0,; = 0, 1,99,," = 3 m (this is the normal spheromak case) and for Iran; 2 83 ha,

' 1pm”, = 6 mW-b, in both cases 19”,, N 60 lot. In the outer closed flux region, the current

density increases by up to 50 % out to 20 cm and beyond 31]- cm, whereas it decreases,

also by about 50 %, near the magnetic axis. Thus the profile becomes increasingly
hollow. It is not straightforward to calculate the change in the total current on the
closed flux from the data, but it is clear that any. increase is small, and is certainly not in

proportion to the current amplification. The three fold increase in the current density for

roll) cm is primarily due to compression .of the open flux by the toroidal field from the

rod, confirmed'hy measurements of the floating-potential showing that the radius of the

2 - - 343
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region of high ave1age potential associated with the open flux [2] shrinks from m ]3 cm W -'1,
m 1|] cm, with increasing rod current __

Although the current remains largely unafiected, the rod field does have a Stren .'

effect on the helical open flux tube (OFT) described in [5]. Evidence from field mils
located on the rod show that the pitch of the OFT reduces with increasing rod some,“ :2:

consequently it passes through the line of longitude defined above more than once Since 3:.
we assume the current carried by the OFT 15 of the same order of magnitude as the gull ‘3
current this raises the current amplification 1n proportion to the wind up of the OFT I
thus almost all of the increase in current is associated with the open flux. '.

The hollow current profile {fig.3) characteristic of the spheromak [41 persists as the -
external toroidal field is increased, and is different from the peaked current profile 11m, '.
mally expected for a to‘kamak. Finally because the current density on the closed flux ._
is unaffected by the action of the rod, whereas the magnetic field density increasesI a
strongly hollow ,o. = ,r11].]~13/i:3’2 profile (fig.4) develops which barely spans the sphem .
mah eigenvalue (tic m 11.1 m‘l]. In the apheromak, (fwd == 0), p. must span to [m -
significant fiux amplification to occur {6], but the additional toroidal field of the red 5.
weakens this resonance condition and broadens it, so that significant fiux amplification '
can occur even at lower values of n. I

Poloidal flux. amplification

Figure 5 shows the contours of edge polcidal flux density measured at the flux con. 1
server wall in the equatorial plane; To aid interpretation we divide this figure in to four
distinct regions. Region 1 where no poloidal field is detected, is defined by the ejection ‘-
limit from the Marshall gun and is goverened by a simple force balance at the gun muzzle
['2]. In region 2, the plasma behaviour closely resembles that of the spheromak, with a 1
well defined n=l mode [1} characteristic of the spheromak. As we pass through regionfl
towards region 4 the 11:1 mode becomes less coherent, until finally in region 4 the edge
poloidal field approaches zero even though plasma. is ejected from the gun. Since the _
n=1 mode is a direct consequence of the rotation of the OFT through the surrounding
plasma, it seems likely therefore in regions 3 and 4 where the mode is less coherent that
the helical distortion of the OFT is also less distinct.

The implication of these changes is that the current drive also becomes less effective
as we pass from region 2 to 4', until finally it fails altogether and provides further evidence
that. the n=1 mode is essential for the current drive process in SPHEX. It appears that
even in region 2 the current drive may be less effective: the best overall measurement of 1‘
the extent of relaxation obtainable from our data is the poloidal flux amplification ratio
defined by

2.111- magnetieneis

ljjyu“ pcometricn’sis

This quantity shown in fig. 6 clearly decreases with increasing rod current, note here
11519,", is increased in proportion to {my to follow the position of peak poloidai field defined

by the dashed line in fig. 5. This fall in As from 4.5 characteristic of the spheromalr
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,. t 3 may be due to a decreasing effectiveness of the dynamo: in [7’] we show

‘39:“ 'dylflamo field [parallel to the local mean magnetic field) Ed" =4 v x b “:s *B/B

”iatsd “'1c
one sufficient + . ,, . '

' we see 5b/B fall from 'i' % 1n the spheromak to 4 xi: with I,,,d=83 M and
IfillI5 m- Thus, we might expect the value of Ed“ to fall, although this has not yet

th broadband turbulence (i.e. with the nml mode and harmonics removed)

to drive current at the magnetic axis. Consistent with a reduction

, measured. . . '
F’nalll’ if We compare the contours of current amplification and edge polordal flux

. i 1.. it? we see that they do not coincide, in particular the optimum values, shown as

35t lines, are very different. The current profile must therefore vary in different regions
the gym- m, parameter space. We can examine this by considering the individual

'ntributions of the edge poloidal flux density used to calculate the toroidal current

The solid symbols show the contributions for a position of strong current
_ fifiificatifln' but which also lies on the border of region 4 in fig. 5. A large poloidal

x density exists in the region of the rod, coils 6—11, but the flux density everywhere

he has fallen. Although the current amplification is high, this is clearly an undesirable

was“ perntion because ‘there is little if any poloidal flux amplification. The open' ‘me of o
51 show the corresponding distribution for optimum edge poloidal flux where a fully

flawloped spheromak does form. fwd = 83 ML in both cases.

ffionclusions

We show in the presence of an externally generated toroidal field that DO helicity

,injectiou can form and sustain a plasma with it barely spanning the spheromak eigenvalue
Zips The Igun-nut amplification ratio rises to N "r’ as the external toroidal field is increased

land circulating toroidal currents oforder 450 e are observed for the first time in SPHEX.

" . The observed hollow ru. profiles, the fall in poloidal flux amplification and the. relative
ills-fluctuation level all suggest that relaxation becomes less effective as the external toroidal

Elle-id is increased, and there is evidence that the Ml—ID dynamo fails altogether 311 certain
.. .,L'.,',If.3l,§11nes of operation. Compared with recent MHD simulations [8], however, 0111‘ 1135111“

....':"l_'-':Islrow much stronger current drive at optimum lbw”: values even With high rod current; this
I: may in part be due to kinetic effects which we believe play an important part in the actual

I' "-'I,;.cnrrent drive process {9]. The SPHEX 19130t 15 fund‘fd by EPSRC; the insmufltifln 0fI "Eli-”tire central conductor was funded by UKAEA Fusion.
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[5} TLCDuck st of 21“ EPS Conf. on ContFus. and PlasPhys. (1994]
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[7'] AAI-Kharky et nl Pliysflev.Lett., 70, 1814, (1993)
{3] .Castvnlec et ul Plas.P]rys., 3, 1333, (139(3)

fig; {9] M.G.Rusbridge st of submitted to Plasma Physics and Controlled Fhsion
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NANT AND NONRESONANT ELECTRON over.OTnON HEATING AT

p380 DENSITIES ABOVE THE PLASMA CUT OFF BY O x-B-MODE
CONVERSION xT wr-as.

H.P. Laqua, V. Erckmann, H. J. HartfuB, WT-AS Team

Mavlnnck-lnstirnrfiir P'lasmnphysilt, EURATOM Ass.
065748 Stitching, FRG,

ECRH-Group

Instt'tttrftir Pinsmnforschnng, Univ. Stuttgart, D-F0569 Stuttgart, FRO

3 I Institntftir Meli- nnd Rflgflz’mgflflc-‘mmr Univ. Knrlrnlte. 03612-3 Karlsrtthe, FRG
jji . The 0X43 mode conversiOn process was proposed in 193% {1] as a possibility to overcome the

_. 55.- .I' densili’ limit for electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH). Here 0 X, and B represent the
" ' {fling}: extraordinary and electron Bernstein mode. The essential part Of this scheme is the

. maversion of the O-wave launched by an antenna from the low field side into an X--wave at the

. Q walla cut off layer. This mode conversion requires an 0--wave oblique launch near an Optimal

_ angle
As shown in Fig. 1 the transverse refractive indices N; of the 0-wave and X--wave are

managed at the optimal launch angle with a corresponding longitudinal (parallel Bu) index

: N3 9p; =«d( 170’ + 1} “I’ll“ Y: (”cam-i (Cd is the wave frequency, arm is the electron cyclotron

iratluencv} without passing a region of evanescence {NI 2all). For non-Optimal launch an
evanescent region always exists near the cut-Off- surface. The geometrical size of this evanescent

'- region. depends on the den sitv scale length Lenglfé‘ngfcix). and a considerable fraction of the

energy flux can be transmitted through this region, if L becomes small. The power transmission
' function TfNyNzl is [2]

.. T(N}h Nr)— CKP{“T€ QLEE (I +F)(Nz,opt '- N3)2 + Nil}

where N}. and N; are the poloidal and longitudinal components of the vacuum refractive index

and iv; the wave number. This angular dependence (Nz- dependence ) was used in the
- experiments to identify the 0-X--conversion process. Aftet the O—X conversion the X««wave

' propagates then back to the upper hybrid resonance (UH-R) layer where the refractive .index of the
' 'XLtvave is connected to that of the electron Bernstein waves (EBW) as shown in Fig. 1 and a I

complete conversion into EBW's may take place. The EBW's propagate then towards the plasma
Centre where they are absorbed near the electron cyclotron resonance layer or in the nonresonant
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case by collisional multiple pass dam ping
In our calculations additionally. we take into account that'in a real plasma the conversion layer is '
not a smooth surface but'is due to density fluctuations tough and wavy. This introduces a beam
divergence much higher than the intrinsic one and can reduce the O-X-conversion considerably.
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With a statistic description of the poloidal cut-off surface roughness {toroidal fluctuations We
neglected), the probability density function of the poloidal component N}: (similar to a pfllfiid l.

El :bearn divergence)

N212r :9
Max B p (r— NB’Zo':

could be calculated as a function of the fluctuation amplitude standard deviation trx=LfiEm£ (Eels, .is the relative fluctuation amplitude) and the poloidal correlation length Fly. The modified pflwfl :transmission function d (O-X conversion efficiency) is then dn)=iTrNyNz)pyi‘In Fig. 2 the modified transmission is calculated as a function of the parameter kg L for five .different relative density fluctuation amplitudes. In all calculations the poloidal correlation “mathwas assumed to be 2 cm. It can be clearly seen that a significant heating efficiency is obtained 5only at a very small density scale length or a very low fluctuation amplitude. The flexibility 0fW7~AS allows to investigate both extreme cases, i.e. target plasmas with #6315 510 and With a _relative density fluctuation amplitude of more than 20 9% or peaked density profiles (kg L =50} .with a very low relative fluctuation amplitude of less than 2%. For both cases, high conversinnefficiencies were experinrentally measured and ELK-B mode conversion for plasma heating couldbe clearly shown for the first tinre.

.3. __3__..J’_... _ 2p[NJ,)-— x 1 ivy) 2

Two Tl] GHz beams were launched into a neutral beam (NBl) sustained target plasma at resonant{1.25 T) and nonresonant (1.75 T, 2.0 T) magnetic fields. The launch angle of the incident 0'.mode polarised wave was varied at fixed heating power (220 kW). An example of thatnonresonant case is shown in Fig. 3. The increase of the total stored plasma energy (from thediamagnctic signal) depends strongly on the launch angle, which-is typical for the O-X-conversion process, and fits well to the calculation. Here the power transmission function wasnormalised to the maximum energy increase. The central density was 1.5 10 20 m'3, which ismore than twice the cut-off density, the central-electron temperature was 500 eV. Heating at theplasma edge could be excluded since at the nonresonant magnetic field of 1.75'I‘ no electroncyclotron resonance exist inside the plasma . Due to technical limitation of the maximum launchangle, only the left part of the reduced transmission function could be proved experimentally.In the X-B-conversion process near the UHR parametric instabilities are expected, whichgenerate decay waves with frequencies of the incident pump wave a: plus and minus theharmonics of the lower hybrid frequency dig); and the lower hybrid (LH) wave itself. With theelectron cyclotron emission (EOE) receiver a spectrrrm of the decay waves with maxima atold-no.1“; was measured for a resonant magnetic field of 1.25 T and is shown in Fig. 4. Note,that the pump wave is suppressed and the EOE—spectrum is clearly nontherrnal since the densitywas twice the 70 GHz cut~off density. The low frequency Ll-I-wave itself could be detected witha broad band loop antenna. A high degree of correlation between the high frequency decay wavesand LH-wave was measured.
EBW's experience a cut-off layer (N -—}U) at the upper hybrid resonance (UHR) surface (seeFig. 1), which in the nonresonant or higher harmonic [as-11 field totally encloses the innerplasma. The radiation is then trapped inside the plasma like in a hohlraum. The EBW is either

6’43
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at the UHR surface in the case of an oblique angle of incidence or is back converted to
‘vfl which is converted again to the EBWat its next contact with the UHR. The only way

It escape out of the Plasma is the small angular window for OaX- and X-O-

- . n respectively. in the absence of an electron cyclotron resonance in the plasma the

'1' ' 10 a: be absorbed due to finite plasma conductivity after some reflections at the UI-IR-

:JEIrZSGHflHi heating was clearly observed at magnetic fields up to 2.0 T, A: the maximum

lasma energy content increased by about 1.5 it] compared to a similar discharge with
imam: 25.53 Fig- 5-). Two T0 GHZ beams in O—mode polarisation (110 kW power each) were

3:: with an angle of 40° with respect to the perpendicular launch into a N81 (800 kW)

iatned target plasma with a central density of 1.6 10 20 m'3 and a central temperature of 560

- More than 80% of the heating power was found in the plasma if the power scaling of the

' nement (13-3-5) was taken into account. Thus O—X-B-heating turned out to be very

fl. III-digtiflfl €3-

L'Lfifiihfiacing calculation were performed with newly developed code in order to get a more

i dEtflllfid insight into the O-X-B-scheme. Density, temperature and magnetic field profiles similar

5 " talk“ of a typical neutral beam sustained WT~AS plasma were used for model calculations for a

___I ._-Dt}gtght plasma cylinder. We use the nonrelativistlc hot dielectric tensor with a correction for
. -'_'3D1et=tm“ ion collisions given by Stilt [3] and an isotropic electron temperature. The ray trajectory

in the x—a-plane is shown in Fig. 6 . The beam is launched from the low field side (LFS) and

'.'prj_gpagates through the cut-off.- where it is converted into Xsmode. Then it moves back to the

[MR-layer. where the X-B-conversion takes place. The EBW’s are absorbed near the cyclotron

resonance at the plasma centre. A small fraction of the beam power is lost at the UHR due to

finite plasma conductivity. The power deposition zone for resonant heating strongly depends on

the magnetic field and the electron temperature, but central power deposition seems possible. In

calculations for the nonresonant case more than 40% of the beam power is absorbed due to finite

plasma conductivity after six passes through the plasma.

In conclusion: efficient O-X-E heating with 70 Gila electron cyclotron waves was clearly

demonstrated for the first time for resonant and nonresonant fields at WT-AS. Both, the angular

dependence of the ELK-conversion and the parametric instability which is typical for X-B-

conversion could be experimentally verified. Density fluctuations at the O-X-conversion layer

play a significant role in the O~X-B~process and need to be taken into account. '
With a newly developed three dimensional ray-tracing code for EBW's and improved

measurement techniques of the power deposition profiles further investigations of the O~X-B-

heating are envisaged to explore the potential of resonant and nonresonant O-X-B-heating for
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EXTENSION or THE axv EQUATIONS or GEOME’I‘RIC
OPTICS To INCLUDE DIFFRACTION EFFECTS

PnG. Pecters

Max Planck Institut fiir Plasinaphysik, Euratom—IPP Association
Boltsmannstrasse 2 85?48 Garching, Germany

The propagation of waves for which the wave length is small compared to the
length scale over which the medium changes is usually treated within geometric op-
tics. In this formalism the wave beam is represented by a number of rays which are

I independently traced through the medium. In the case of a focussed beam the rays
can cross. The geometric optics approximation then leads to caustics, where the elec~
tric field amplitude is infinite. In the region where a caustic is formed the geometric
optics approximation breaks down. For a correct description of the wave propagation,
diffraction eEects must then be taken into account.

In the literature several methods to include diffraction effects in the description of
wave propagation in a magnetized plasma are given. A generalisation of the method of
S. Choudary and LB. Felsen [1,2] was developped by E. Maesucato [3]. This method
uses a complex eikonal function, where the imaginary part describes the electric field
profile of the beam. This method will be investigated in detail in this paper.

COMPLEX EIKONAL METHOD
In the eikonal method the electric field E is written in the form

E = e{x)Eg(x)exp(iS[x)), [1)

where S’ is the eikonal function. Normally, this function is taken to be real and,
consequently, the wave vector and frequency, defined by k E 53/31:, a: E —53/3t, are
real. The functions Educ) and e(x) give the amplitude and polarization of the wave.
If the length scale over which'the plasma parameters change is much larger than the
wave length these functions change only slightly over a wave length. In the dispersion
relation, which is derived through the substitution of Eq. (1) in the wave equation
the terms which contain derivatives of these functions with respect to position can
be neglected in comparison with the terms which contain derivatives of the eikonal
function .9. After deviding by Eg(x), the wave equation and the dispersion relation
do not contain any information on the profile of the wave amplitude. Because the ray
equations of geometric optics are derived from the dispersion relation, no profile effects
are retained in this description. - '

The method that uses a complex eiltonal function intends to include effects of the
profile in the description of the wave propagation. For this purpose an imaginary part
of the function 3 is introduced Im(3[x)) = -—~ ln(Eg(x)). The complex eilconal function
leads to a complex wave vector. The imaginary part 1:; E dIm[S]/dx contains the
profile information. The medium in which the wave propagates is assumed to be in
steady state. The wave source is assumed to have constant frequency and strength.
These assumptions make that the wave frequency in the medium is real and constant.

The same derivation that gave the ray equations of geometric optics can now
be repeated. A dispersion relation is obtained which depends on the electric field
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profile. From this dispersion relation ray equations. which include diffraction effects.
are obtained. .

Below the equations will be expanded in a small parameter to obtain a tractable
set of equations. To be able to expand various quanitities in the same dimensionless
small parameter (5. the velocity of light c and a frequencyr tug close to the wave frequency
will be used to make all length and time scales dimensionless.

Three difie1*ent length scales are discerned. the wave length A. the width. w of the
beam. and the length scale L over which the plasma parameters change. It is assumed
that these length scales can be ordened in the following way

Ltw:}t~5"2:5"1:1. (2)
where :5 is a small parameter.

Because of the ordening (2) the imaginairv part of the wave vector k.- which
describes the electric field profile. is of the order 5 compared with the real part It...
Consistency' with tea m 5"}. where leg is the waste of the beam. demands that the
Ioeam ibcussing is moderate. It turns out that the gradient dkr/dx. which is related to
the curvature of the phase front. must he taken of the order 52 or smaller to satisfyr this
demand. The imaginary part of the wave vector In. its gradient dk./dx. and dkr/dx
are allowed to vary over the width of the beam. i.e. d"lc./dx” : Own“) with n 23 0.
and drlkr/dx" = GET“) with at 3 l.

DISPERSION RELATION
It will be shown below that the leading order description of diffraction. effects requires
an expansion of the dispersion relation up to and including second order terms in the
small quantityr 5 : ltd/IRA. It is clear that all terms of the order (52 in the dispersion
relation can generate effects of the same order. The usual derivation of this relation
assumes a homogeneous plasma and a constant wave vector. This assumption can no
longer be made if the dispersion relation is to he derived including all terms of the order
62. because a consistent ordening of terms requires that both dkr/dx and dkf/dx are
of the order 62.

A method to derive the dispersion relation including all second order terms in the
small parameter 5 is given in Ref. [4]. The final result can he written in the general
form

at...
aa*w = wfik. x) + iFflflwdk. x). k.x) (3)

where at :2 wg(k.x) is the usual dispersion relation of the homogeneous medium with
constant wave vector. This wave vector. however. now is complex and the dispersion
relation must be evaluated as wg(k.. + ik;.x). The tensor -Ffl§ is. like tug. of the order
6:”. Therefore. the second term of the right hand side of Eq. (3] is a correction of the
order 63 to the usual dispersion relation.

THE RAY EQUATIONS
The dispersion relation can be written in the form a: 2 refit. x. BIC/fix). The ray equa-
tions are derived from the demand that the dispersion relation is satisfied for all posi-
tions

dk as ' (121:+ —-~m _ =
xallcfdxdx 6(8k/5X) kmdxg

dwmaw
dx T3}:

do:

as wax - 5E, fl. (4)
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The ray equations can be derived from this equation by taking the real and imaginary
part, taking the ray to propagate in the dimctifln

4—3“ 2 v = seeii ) (5)
x,dl-r,r’dxdr 3k

and expanding the equations in the small parameter 6 2 [lri|/|k,.[. The final result can
be written in the form [4]

dfl_ 3e .
d'r ” 5km. (5,1)

t l 1

die 3w. 32w die,- dgk-_.-3;:£L m n ._._‘.1 h,- e_‘"_,.u_..il?. ._ Fr midi.
dr as?” + 'Tfihrdfihrfl, deg, i ‘W clearing, (:35)

62 631 53 . 53

{1km .. . it“ (32.21,. t: diam,- dirt” dam-1.,
ts _ *1’Yet,-,,etfl. “sense, etc. "1*” r1m,,d:r,, , (5c)

53 53 d3 53

where
Lur- : Wfl(kr, X)

Fr = F(wfl(kftx)ik1"1x)

are real functions which do not depend on the imaginary part of the wave vector. To
derive Eqs. {6) the dispersion relation [3) had to be expanded up to second order in
the small quantity 5.

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (6a), and the first term on the right
hand side of Eq. (6b), are the terms of geometric optics. The ether terms in these
equations are at least one order in magnitude smaller.. The direction of propagation
of a ray is equal to that of" geometric optics. The diffraction effects appear indirectly
through a modification of the real part of the wave vector which is driven by the electric
field profile through kg, dki/dx, and dglq/dxdx. If the width of the beam decreases
the gradient of the electric field profile increases and the second and third terms on
the right hand side of Eq. (6b) become larger, causing more bending of the rays away
from each other. The rays will, therefore, never cross and no caustics will he formed.
RELATION TE? 0THER WORK _
Using the complex eiltonal method Maseueato [3] dorived a set of ray equations which
include diffraction. It can be shown that his equations differ from the ratr equations
(Eqs. (6)) in this paper through the terms containing the tensor 3?”. This tensor entered
our equations through the correction on the dispersion relation that contains the gra-
dients of the wave vector. In Ref. [3] it was assumed that the Altar-Appleton-Hartree
dispersion relation is satisfied.

The statement that all terms oi" the order 52 have to be retained in the dispersion
relation would he too strong. In principle, one could treat the effects of the'gradient
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of the wave vector in the transport of amplitude equation. This solution, however,
is unnatural because effects of the same order are then treated in a different way,
It also goes against the philosophy of the complex eikonal method, where the beam
profile effects are introduced through the dispersion relation to derive ragr equations
that properly describe the diffraction effects. If the transport of amplitude equation
has to be considered separately one can just as well treat all diffraction effects in this
equation.

It must he noted, however, that Ref. [3], applies the formalism to the treatment
of a Gaussian beam. An example of the electric field of such a beam would be

2 s 2 2a: +3; +3; -iwt], l?)E-—s3- —te 'sfu m(z) EXP *- w2(z] 1 3+1 213(2)

where the beam is assumed to propagate along the zwaxis, w(s) is the width of the
beam and R(s) is the radius of curvature. Both is and 1/R are assumed to vary on the
long length scale L =: 5—2. It can be verified that in this case dflc,g/dx2 : (ME), and
rifles/d3»:2 1: C)(54). Therefore, all terms including the tensor if“,- can be neglected in
Eqs. [6). In the set of Eqs. (6] then the function wr(kr,x] appears, and it is equivalent
to that of Massucato.

In the case of a Gaussian beam the beam can be described entirely,r with a few
parameters (width and radius of curvature of the phase front). In this case a reduced
set of equations can be derived that gives the evolution of these parameters. Such a
set is discussed in Refs. [4—6].
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an extension of the ray equations of geometric optics to include diffraction
effects for a wave beam propagating in a dispersive anisotropic medium is derived. The
results of this paper extend the previous results to more general beams, and shed. light
on the conditions under which the assumptions made in previous work break down.
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1. Introduction

The detailed study of the transition from the LH current drive to the fast ion generation
has been carried out in recent years on the FT—Z tokamak it]. The parametric decay at low '
plasma density at mg as 2‘01,l is conceded to be reasonable for the transition ( Here: tag' is
the frequency of the injected pump wave and flitLH[U) is the lower-hybrid frequency evaluated
at the plasma centre ). The small—scale fluctuations behaviour during this transition has been
studied with the collective CUE-laser scattering. The concern experimental data are presented
in this paper. The CUE-laser scattering has been previously employed to investigate the short-
wave fluctuations at the pump wave frequency [2] and at the ion gyrofrequency .[3] presumably
excited through the parametric mechanism. However, the study of the low frequency
turbulence has not been attempted.

2. Experimentat Setup

The FT-Z tokamak OH discharge in hydrogen ( R = 55 cm, a = S cm, I up to 43 kA ,
B = 24 hits.) has been preceded the RF switch on [1]. The plasma parameters acne = (1.3-4)
1013 cm‘3, Ta = 500-600 eV, T1- = 1'30 eV have been got at this moment. The RF power
launched from the low magnetic field side with two-waveguide grill was from 20 to 140 kW at
a fi‘equency 920 MHz. The pulse duration was nearly 4 ms.

The incident CUE-laser beam is directed along vertical chord of minor cross-section of
the torus. The beam could be positioned at value x of‘ 0, i3, i5, +6 cm ( here a = R - R0,
where R0 is the major radius of the device ). For our case of near-forward scattering the laser
beam couples only to fluctuation wavevectors Ki oriented nearly perpendicular to the incident
beam. The diagnostic setup is able to gauge simultaneously the radiation scattered from
fluctuations at four different Ki—values in the range from S to 40 cm"1 and in the frequency
band up to 2 hfl-Iz. An optical mixing homodyne techniques was used for the detection. For
super small scattering angles the length of scattering volume along the incident beam was
about minor cross-section diameter. Thus the scattered signal power spectrum P5(Ki,re) can be
conveniently regarded as an integral of local power spectrum of fluctuations along the laser
beam direction.
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3. Experimental Results. _

The specific feature of the FT-2 tokamak experiment consists of the fact that the
plasma density increase accompanying RF pulse makes it possible to observe the transition
from the current drive to the fast ion generation in a singie tokamak shot [1}. The typical traces
of plasma parameters for such a discharge are shown in Fig i. The waveforms for two different
KL-values represent the scattered power averaged in a frequency band 0.06-1 MHz and are

plotted in the same arbitrary units to be compared between. One can see that the loop voltage
drop associated with the current drive remains nearly fixed until the CX—flux is starting up. The

12 .Hl=21.2‘nm" ac tip-21.2 cm"
H ............... .i........ 20 .. l

4 1c _
5

El", 3 .. é, a KL=32.2lcm"
LL“ 2 mm 4 . r

1 _. 2
c c .
. {w 3.5

I...»

:t D 1.2

n eH: E . - Han—‘— —h'""'—-i-..____

% if 1.o . "WK in“ ”Iu l.
5 g“ c.s =

29 31 33 35 3? V as 31 as as at
Time (m s) Time {ms}

FigJ. Time evointion of the scattering power P; and plasma parameters for the aifirerent tine averaged
density tcnenjmypreeeaea RF pnise; X = ‘3 em. IF, = 30 icn.

drastic increase of the micrcturbulence has been observed just after the current drive switching
off. The fluctuations behave in quite a different manner for the higher level of density
( see Fig 1 ). For such a discharge the LH current is not driven The CX—flux is starting from

the beginning of the RF pulse. While the F5 value increase is
not significant.

The observed turbulence was discovered to be excited H " ' " A

1.. itonly in the narrow range of plasma densities (@3011
preceding the RF pulse. This plasma density interval is

131
35

f
P5

on

correlated with the conditions when the current drive switch

oi? and fast ion generation are observed simultaneously
during a RF pulse. The fluctuation intensity increment APE
over the 0H level of P5 as afiinction of the initial density

(“$339011 are shown in Fig 2. It worth noticing that the i 1 H 2:1 3
.- . . e {in In. 1

experiments on the tokamaits of quite different geometry Fig 2. The may; incrittnentofthe

show the ion temperature increase [4] and the ion m’14-'ti‘*3'-"i”ii'it‘m‘r’t‘t‘"‘V‘i'ii‘i‘ii‘tiiI":"ir.ei"ioiri.r-
Difi’erent symoois correspond to

gyrofrequency short wave excitation [3] in the same narrow dwarfm am'wii
density range to satisfy the condition to” =3 ZmLHm).
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The ratio .dtPS/PS as a function of injected RF power is shown in Fig 3. The RF power
threshold of nearly 20 kW is evidently seen for the case of low initial density («sneak-m . At
higher densities the threshold is not observed at all. A slight increase of fluctuations in these
conditions may be merely accounted for plasma density increasing during RF pulse. The
multichannel scattering detection has let to discover that shorter wave fluctuations are of

Hig 3. The reiotive increment ofihe scatteringpower [rep-Eug-
injecteo' RFpower. .Sbiid syinbois correspond to
{eggs-jwfififli-icnr-i, open .. {enen}OH=;_g.mr3cm-3

greater rate increase as compared to the larger scale ones ( see Fig-'4 ) .
The frequency integrated scattering power waveforms were found to be similar under _

the different incident laser beam x—positions. This refers equally to the different dependencies
presented in Figs 2,4. However the frequency spectra are essentially dependent on; the incident
beam location. fits the elongated scattering region is moved towards the plasma periphery, the
scattering intensity is increased while the te-spectra are shifted to [cater frequency range. As an
example two frequency spectra are shown in Fig 5 for the both central and peripheral
scattering volume positions. One has to keep in mind that the orientation of K—vector relative
to the plasma poloidal veiocity V3 has to be changed under the incident beam displacement.
Therefore the expected Doppler frequency shift K-Vg of scattering signal has to decrease as
the laserflbeatn chord is moved towards the plasma edge. This effect may be a reason of the
observed ctr-spectrum displacement to lower frequency range. It is particularly remarkable that
an unusually sharp frequency spectra are discovered for the interval of 0 <1 | x J <2 S cm. The
peak nature of spectra remained quite appreciable even after the ensemble average. Thus. the
frequency peaks are accounted for the scattering from ”quasicoherent" small-scale modes.
These modes are to be associated with high frequency "quasicoherent" bursts which are
evidently seen in output signals of detectors. These spectra are sampled in Fig 6 for "x = 73 cm.
Under the symmetrical probing ( x = + 3 cm ) the spectra are found to be the same shaped
accept the broadband background intensity. '
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4. Conclusion

The short-wave iow-fiequency turbulence with a “quasicoherent” mode is drastically
increased just afier LH current drive switch off. The increasing of electron density turbulence
is strongly correlated with RF wave slewing down and ion generation appearance and exhibits
the existence of RF power threshold. The intensive slowed down RF waye may be an .-
immediate cause of fluctuation excitation or else indirect reason of drift turbulence l
enhancement through the evolution of plasma parameter radial profiles. However the fact that
the small-scale fluctuations is increased faster then larger size ones is not characteristic of drift
instability in tokamak. The most plausible process reasonable for this excitation is the pump
wave decay into lower-hybrid and drift type wastes [ 3 ]. It is possible as well that the RF wave
is scattered from low-fiequency fluctuations near plasma periphery [ 4 ], then RF wave is
slowed down under the intensity increase. The non—linear interaction between this wave and
interior plasma may cause a short -waye fluctuation enhancement.
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Parametric decay spectra with frequencyf: 13— u-fis (where fin. is the pumping wave frequency,

u-fi; is the ion cyclotron harmonic frequency) have been observed practically in all LH heating ex«

periments in t'ekamalrs. The meat popular explanation was that there was a peripheral decay of

pumping wave into a secondary LH wave {cold or warm) and into low frequency oscillations (ion cy-

clotron (1C) wave or IE quasi-mode) [1+5]. But some anthers supposed that the process was essentially

unfavorable for plasma treating because RF power dissipation at the periphery of the discharge [4—6],

others believed that the decay was only an accompanying process, unimportant fer ion heating [Ir—3].

Authors of the report would like to discuss an alternative point of view of the role of the above-

mentioned decay in RF power transportation into the plasma. Main experimental evidences have bean

observed by the enhanced scattering diagnostics {7]. The high frequency extraordinary wave. which

has an accessible upper hybrid resonance {LIHR} surface, is used in this case. The back scattered crave

gives local information about short wave length plasma oscillations in the vicinity of its UH reso-

IlflflCE.

Experiments

Experiments have been carried out on the FT~2 Tokamak (R = 55 cm, a z 3 cm}. Ohmic plasma

parameters were as follows: 31 a (Lesson, 1,. a sees, a,“ = (cs—mac” cm at, Tire) a sceev,
Trill) 2 mt] eV. LH wave was excited by the magnetron generator with operating frequency 92H MHz

and the output power up to 30D kW. RF power is coupled into plasma by a two~waveguide grill placed

at the low magnetic field side. Calculated N" spectra lies within N“ = 2—3. The enhanced scattering

and CK diagnostics were located in a tokamak cross—section displaced by one-quarter front the grill

along the tents. Probing UH wave GE; = 59 GI-lz, Pm = l W} was emitted into the plasma from the high

magnetic field side by a horn. Back scattered wave was received by the smne hero. The location of the

UHR surface was calculated using local value of 31o} and heir). During RF pulse these parameters

changed within some limits which provided scanning the HER-surface along the major radius R.

Spectrum of the scattered oscillations (Fig. 1) included not only the-pumping wave frequency fi. =

92D Mlle, but also the peaks shifted from fa by an ion cyclotron frequency )1.- and its 2nd and 3rd har-

monics, wherefir = 3t] lvfl-Iz corresponded to a local ion cyclotron frequency at the low field side of the

torus on the radius r = ’i—it cm. There were no other peaks in the frequency range 450—1 2t Ml-Iz.
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Fig.2 represents the spatial distributions of: the electron density Hail“); the power of scattered ra-

diation Pair) summarized over all satellites; 1 keV CK flux fer two values of central mm).

It should be noted that P, radial profiles were measured in the equatorial plane, while the CX
flux distribution was scsrmed vertically from the plasma center to the torus top. It was demonstrated

that the oscillations at the shifted frequencies are localized at the radius r = (5*?) cm. The localization

did not change while the local density varied by (0.6—1.6)-lt)” cm“. In these cases the fast ion gene

eration was observed from the central part of the plasma column.

Discussion

According to the back scattering condition 2k = q {where k and q are wave numbers of incident

wave and measured oscillations respectively} maximum scattering wavelength for the probing wave at

a frequency 59 Gila (A; == 5 min} is equal 2.5 mm. Transverse] refractive index My of the whistlers

excited by the grill far from the LH resonance is estimated as M; filming)“, where am is the

critical density (forfl]: 920MHz a”; 101“ cm‘a). It means that in our density range {at M a 2.5}

N; = dG—ltlfl, Lo. ,1; = {54.3) mm. That is why the scattering on the pumping nave frequency fa must

not be registered. Probably the broad, low amplihide peak at the frequency 1;; observed in the experi--

ments is associated with some secondary processes such as pumping have scattering on small-scale

plasma oscillations. Further, if the satellites are produced by the parametric decay they can have

higher Ni, :- hip as the decay threshold for high NE daughter waves decreases. In our case, increase of

hi, by two times is enough to investigate the satellites by the back scattering diagnostics. As higher Ml

correspond to higher Ni this process results in a more intensive amplimde of the scattered signal.

It was discovered that all satellites in this tokamak cross-section had the similar spatial location

including the pump wave peak. It means that all registered oscillations had the same NE speetrrun,

All ‘a it]. At the grill cross-section similar frequency peaks were observed by RF probes located near

grill at the plasma surface at r = (”l—3) cm. Though we could not observe low frequency daughter

waves with rig/2., for the lack of suitable equipment it is possible to suppose that parametric decay L F»

L ’ + It“? took place in our experiments. Here L and L’ are LH pump and daughter waves, It? are the ion

cyclotron harmonics eaves. Schematically the wave behavior is represented by Fig.3. Evidently the

decay occurs at the plasma periphery near the grill and then the daughter wave L’ goes away from the

decay region and propagates along the toms and inside the plasma. As a result, in the next tohamak

cross-section it is found at the radii r = (5~?)cm. As it was mentioned abmre, the parallel refractive

index of LH daughter nave is higher than that of the pumping nave, All!) > hip. That is why its con-

version region is located at a loner density sum = tummy u 4%,} < 111303.), namely, they can be ab-

sorbed by ions clue to the classical stochastic mechanism before they reach cum).

In our case {for M = 2.5 and T40) = 5th) eV) nmfiffi) is equal to 4-lD‘3cm‘a. For the maximal
Mp3, = 9 the lowest calculated nm is 2.3- 1D13 cm"? Observed from the plasma center ion tail generation
occurs at saw): 1.8a10'3cm’3 5 sum. The coincidence of the calculated and observed "Lao takes

place. The threshold of the parametric decay was not investigated in detail, but it had a low input
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power level, PH, :2 (23-33) kw. Because the threshold depends strongly on the electron temperature

the simultaneous LH and EC heating experiment is planned.

3am

Experimentally observed, parametricall}r excited wave with frequency (fl; — mini) is able to propa-

gate from the periphery to a dense plasma and to be absorbed by ions in the vicinity of its local LI-l

resonance.
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Introduction; The PBX-M experiment [1] is equipped with both a flexible Lower
Hybrid (LH) wave launching system and a unique diagnostic set for the measurement of the

spatial distribution of the supertheimai electrons, which can be used to monitor the wave power

deposition profile. This ' has made possible an extensive experimental and theoretical

investigation of the LH wave damping in various physical regimes. The Ll-l experiments have

been perionned with either indented or circular plasma configurations. Typical parameters
were: plasma current Ip I: 180 kit, density 113:1 to 3x10” tit—3, and RF potver up to 800 kW at

4.6 Gide, delivered to the plasma through two fullyrphased arrays of 32 waveguides each [’3].
Partly because of the limited power available, steady state current drive was never achieved.
Therefore, the loop voltage drop was used to determine the current drive (CD) efficiency ,
corrected for changes in current, resistivity.i and internal inductance, by means of 'a fitting
method explained in the following section. The phase dependence of the damping has aiso
been investigated. Some apparent anomalies have been encountered and explained by means of

extensive computer modeling, performed by coupling a ray tracing code with a relativistic
Fokker-Planck code. I

Experimental results. Figure 1 shows the relative loop voltage drop [svrpvuhvvuh]
versus the RF power normalized to line averaged density, current and major radius of the
plasma PiaR. ‘v’flh is the loop voltage in the purely ohmic piasmaand Vrf is the residual loop
voltage after application of RF power. The curve ”rolls over” rather than increasing linearly
with {Pinifll}, bacause oi' the diminishing effect of the electric field as more current is driven by
the RF and less by the OH system. The value of (PinIpRJI'l = Tlo at which the curve crosses
the line ~23 VNtl defines the efficiency of current drive at V1009 =0. in order to calculate the
current drive efficiency 11,, at Vim], = O, we follow the approach of Karney-Fisch [3] by
plotting PeiiPahS vs a = ci{nuahsvmtim), where Pg : Vloopl‘gzz vlmpcevlmpwohflp is the RF
power converted into electromagnetic energy, Pubs = opinjmgd is the fraction of RF power
abSorbed by the electrons, and hum, = [5a is the value of flil absorbed by the electrons, which
is usualljg.i hpshifted {due to toroidal effects [4]) relative to the injected value-um. in this set of
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equations, the parameters or and ii are varied in order to have the experimental points fall
between the curves for PglPahg vs. a corresponding to Zen: 2. and Zen‘ 2 5, obtained from the

polynomial approximation given by Kamey-Fisch to match the experimental value Zen: 3,
Once or. and [5 are determined, the efficiency at V1.30}, = O can then be calculated, since Tie a;

odfldnun)? Clearly, various combinations of o. and [it will fit the data between the Fisch~
Kainey curves, but the ratio flffiz is rather constant and 11.3 is well determined. For very low
values of a, we obtain an nigh, which is too low to be explained. On the other hand, values of

or close to I would imply an nigh, which is far too high. The choice of (1:65 produces a value

for [3: in the case of total upshift of the spectrum to nearly nuah, = 7, which is what is calculated

with the ray tracing code. The results are shown in Fig. 2, where 11:: is plotted versus the
injected value of title for circular and indented configurations. For ring a 3.1. the efficiency

decreases as nun is increased as expected [5]. For values ring 5.: 2.1, the efficiency decreases

with decreasing nun. This is a surprising result since it is well known that faster phase velocity

waves are more efficient in driving currents. The explanation can be seen in Fig. 3, where
the value of nigh, is plotted vs nno. For fine a 2.1, the upshift is modest and fairly constant,
while for 11”,, :s 2.1, the waves need a large upshift before damping. This points to two
different damping regimes.

We have made extensive use of a 2-D Hard X-ray pinhole camera [6] to study the radial

profile of the LH power deposition. In PB X—M, there are two perplexing results which counter
the notion that a large spectral gap makes the damping of the LH waves independent of the
original nun. The location of the damping and the velocity of the fast electrons generated were

observed to directly related to the value of nug. Figure 4 shows the location where the

maximum of the fast electron tail is formed, obtained from inverting the hard X-ray emission
[7], as a function of n||U.The continuous line, obtained from ray tracing, is the locus of the

maximum penetration of the wave in its first pass across the plasma. That the hard X-ray
emission follows the first pass of the wave is a surprise, since at this location the value of n”

has changed very little from the launched value. Given that the typical temperature of the plasma
is :: lke‘v’, the wave is far too fast for damping. Instead, the damping is expected close to rl'a =
0.5, where the value of n” is allowed to reach a maximum (nu e 7). The second anomaly

concerns the effective temperature of the photon spectrum, deduced from the 21) hard X—ray
camera measurements. As shown in fig. 5a, the photon temperature is approximately inversely
proportional to nun, for ring a 2.1.2: this is what is normally expected since faster waves interact

with faster electrons. Below 11”.;J 2: 3.2 the situation is inverted and the photon temperature

decreases for higher phase velocity.

Discussion. A mechanism is proposed which can explain how first pass damping is
possible in situations with a large spectral gap. As the waves propagate in the plasma, they
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- must upshift in order to damp. As an electron tail is formed, enhanced by the electric field of the

transformer. less upshil‘t is needed for dumping. Ultimately, even the incoming wave {with a

practically unchanged nu} can deposit some of its power into the tail. At equilibrium, the tail is
maintained by a spectrum broader than the launched one: the value of the upshift is then
intended as a fweighted average’ upshift of the various absorbed n“. This scenario applies to

the spectra centered at flllo a 2. For values of use 5 2, the incoming wave with n“ a mic is

confined by accessibility to the outer portion of the plasma. For these faster waves, the spectral

gap is too wide to be bridged, and only upshifted values of n“ are damped. The waves with

lower n” have the following characteristics: 1) efficiency is lower than for fine a 2.1; 2)

damping location is not correlated to accessibility, but to upshift, which is largely independent
of the original nag; 3) the photon ternperature decreases as the phase velocity increases. If the
photon temperature is plotted versus the absorbed val ue'of n”, an almost monotonic function is

obtai ncd (see figure 5b). The plausibility of this scenario has been confirmed by extensive 3-D

Fokker—Planck simulations, including rayntracing, to be presented elsewhere. An important

role' in this picture is played by radial diffusion. Fast electron diffusion coefficients of the order
of 1 . 2 mzls have been estimated in similar PBX-M discharges ['7]. It is possible to show that
this level of diffusion is sufficient for flattening the fast electron profile in the region r a: all,

which could explain the observed hard X—ray profiles. . I
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Fig 1 Relative loop voltage drop [-(Vrr-Vg'hjl‘v’gh vs. RF power, normalized to average density
fie, major radius R, plasma current I . The gop scale is the inverse of the bottom one.
full dots = LH in bean plasma configuration; circles = LI—I in circular plasma All the data .
for nmnjgctgd : 2.1 The values at qVnhzl {V1133} are obtained from figure 4.

Fig 2. Current drive efficiency {InRiPJ at Vimp:0 vs. injected value of n“. full dots = LP] in
bean plasma configuration circles = LH in circular plasma. '

Fig 3 n” absorbed vs. n“ injected for the data of figure 4.

Fig 4 Radial location of the maximum of the HXR intensity, versus I1||ifl‘g¢{gd. The line is the
maximum accessibility of the wave at the first gass from LSC code. 'i’lasma conditions are:
IpzlSO kA, average density = 2.2x1013 cm' . 1321.? T, Pm: e263 kW, bean plasma
configuration.

Fig 5 Photon temperature vs. Illlt} {a} and vs. nuabg (b) for the same shots of Fig. 2.
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Efl'ect of the radial drift of trapped suprathermal
electrons on the ECRH power deposition profile

M. Rome, U. Gasparino, HJ. Hartfoil, H. Maailberg, N. Marushchenlro l

Mas-Planck lnstitnt liir Plasmaphysilr
E URATOM Association, 9853748 Garching, Germany

t Institute of Plasma Physics, NSC-lt’hPTl. lildltld Kharkov, Ukraine

Introduction.
The ECRH power deposition in low density, high temperature plasmas has been analyzed
at WT-hS for different heating scenarios (fundamental O—mode and second harmonic K-
mode} and ditlerent magnetic configurations. These are characterised by a ditterent also
of the toroidal ripple on the magnetic axis in the toroidal position of power launching (see
Fig. 1}, allowing to study the influence of [toroidally] trapped particles. The analysis has
been limited to the case of perpendicular, on—asis heating.
The deposition profile has been estimated from the analysis of the electron heat transport
in ECRH power modulation experiments, with the time dependent electron tempt-natures
l'rom ECE measurements. Peaked deposition profiles are usually obtained for both heating
scenarios from a. 3D Hamiltonian ray-tracing code based on the assumption oiMaswellian
electron distribution function (single pass absorption). The heat transport analysis pre-
dicts the same peaked absorption profiles, but additionally a much broader contribution
is present, whose width and relative integral contribution with respect to the “thermal“
peaked part depends on the particular heating scenario and magnetic configuration.
The ellect of the magnetic configuration on the electron distribution function in the dif-
l'erent. heating scenarios being considered, has been clearly demonstrated by means of a
non-linear 2D bounce—averaged Folekenlfilanclt (FF) code, valid for the simplified magnetic
field geometry close to the magnetic axis of WT—AS [i].
In a heuristic approach, the broadening of the thermal power deposition profile is expect-ed
to be related to the radial transport (determined by the Vii-drift) of the locally trapped
suprathermal electrons generated by the l'tCRH. The particles drift vertically in the local
magnetic ripple, becoming passing particles by pitch angle scattering, and theref'm‘e con—
tributing to the energy flux in the outer plasma region without direct ECRH deposition,
through thermalieation on the flux surfaces.

Fig. 1. lliegnelic field strength _ I ' ,rx '
on-oisfs. normalized to the reso- ' '
nenl field at the ECRH lonnch- ,5
ingr position. verses the toroidal ‘ I”. J.
angle urilhin one field period for
r,, m 0.345. The solid line refers
to the “standard" configuration of .' ; 3 _
Mil-e13, the dashed and the dol- . . L

53
3-“

3;!

lerl lines correspond to the “min~ , _ i
- . - n n, _‘ , n .' ' .minis. l3“ and the rnosamnrn B .s. - _,_,._...,.._,c__.,E¢'i“ .___,_.-
launching sconerios, respectively. ” 2" - w“: ‘5” deg

Results of the power deposition analysis.
In Fig. 2a, the results of the power deposition analysis for scenarios at Be: 2.5 T
in the “standard‘1 configuration of Vail-AS are summarized. The power deposition is
clearly broadened for the lower densities both lor fundamental Osmodc (TU (sills) and For
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Fig. 2. Power deposition profiles from ECRH power 111ed1111111o11 erper1'111ents versus the
efiech'oe 1111111131: :51: 131) s: 2.5 T. The soh'd 111111 the dashed 11111111 refer to the fundernentei
O~111o11e heat-111p (1'0 G113). for 11E 2 2+ 11119 111"3 111111 11... .~_~ 1019 111*, respech'oely. The
dotted 111111 11113 desh~dotted tines are the corresponding 1‘es1111s foi the second 11111111o111'c
X~111o11e 11111111119 {1115’ G .1). b: 80 :- 11. 5‘35 T. 11111111.. 2 2 1019111"3.i"11e so1111' 1111c 1efers
to the “sta11'11'ord’ configuration, 1111: 11113111311 111111 the dotted. 11111111 to 111e"111111111111111 8' 111111
1.111: '11111-1111'111111 B" 1111111c111'1r1g scenmios, 1espec11eeh.

second harmonicK~1h1nor {140 GHz) launching. These findings support the picture of
significant heat transport by suprathermal ripple trapped electrons since both the level of
the suprathermal tail decreases and the collisional detrapping increases with density. The
formation of the suprathermal tail in the ripple trapped electron distribution is expected
to he more pronounced for X-rnode launching [2}. leading to a stronger broadening of the
"'effective" power deposition profile. For the O~mode scenarios however the iowe1 singel
pass absorption and the efiect of wall reflections may lead also to an enhanced broadening
of the [Jewel deposition profile.
l'he effect oi dilect heating of ripppeletrapped electrons becomes more clear horn Fig. Eb
which shows the results of a scan of the toroidal ripple at B1] 2 1. 211 T with second
1111111101111. X mode launching in the. “standard" case with TB GHZ launching, the depo-
sition is broadened compared to the 141] G112 discharges of Fig. 2a. and this eli'ect ma}.1
he attributed to the stronger ?B~dril't of the trapped electrons. In the ”maximum .8"
scenario. the deposition profile derived from the heat wave analysis is fairly close to the
ray-tracing results. and the broadening of the deposition is of minor importance. For
the “minimum B" scenario. a. stronger broadening is found. All results on the power
deposition are consistent with the heuristic model given above.

Convective Fokker-Planck model.
In order to simulate the broadening of the thermal power deposition profile. a simple
FF model has been used, which describes the radial VB-drift of the toroidallgi1 trapped
suprathermal electrons generated h},1 the ECRH. in a first approach. collisional or collision~
less detrapping can he treated as a. loss term, i.e.. the detrapped electrons are assumed to
thermalize on the flux surfaces. Taking further trapping of these detrapped particles into
account leads to a kind of diffusive modelling (with inward and outward VB-drifts). Ne—
glecting this effect gives a convective model and the ECRl-l driven deviation ofthe trapped
particle distribution from the Maxwellian defines the initial value for this convective PP
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model. Both an analytical model and the solution of a time-dependent bounce-averaged
FP code [i] are used for the initial distribution function. The drift of the supratherma]
trapped electrons generated by the ECRH is described by means of the FP Equation

a ti 11'” ra (no). a. - 53:; 2.; 0 no a: anon. + can). (1}
where f: represents the bounce-averaged distribution function of the trapped particles,
v the drift velocity due to the gradient of the magnetic. field, and the angular brackets
denote the bounce—averaging procedure, at“. first; gt ”(defilnl/ gills/ll“), 5 bfilfli-E the
coordinate along the magnetic field lines. -
Stationary conditions are assumed. The presence of a radial electric field is omitted, so
that the drift of the toroidally trapped electrons is mainly in the vertical direction 3.
The model is valid in the bulk part of the plasma axis, where the radial electric field
35 negligible. The collision operator is linearised by assuming a Maxwellian background.
This assumption is quite reasonable outside of the ECl‘ll-l deposition zone. The linearized
collision operator, 0“”, is written as the sum of a dill'usive term in a1 E meg/ETA: =1 )
{or energy), and a diffusive term in A E ”(Jig/1.121%) [ec magnetic moment)

' finals) 8 _ _ Tgla) 5‘ first)r __ . . _ t 1-“Ctfllfel _ \/'l—L" 6w {lglilwzl fill-”ell fe + TAU) VAT-law VET“; Is a

i __ __ TF(LU:) + Z3” til 1* All 3f;
Ck(fe) F" gut-Eta) tu3fl2 E)"; (‘1. {3 bill A 6A 1

respectively, with ,fils) E BlSl/Ba Lads) 1* nx/‘Ee‘l nels)log A/rnllfl’l-TTW) is the (local)
collision frequency, with log it the Coulomb logarithm. in3 2 pint/217143), and

r) _ - ,'

T)(1Ug) = firth/1T2) _. fiv/“Tsflpl’wzl : filmsl fl '3l) "" fig—3%
Eq. (1) is solved with difference schemes in u: a.a A {implicit difference formalism in s).
The boundary condition fall). = dis) = D is used, where the function A343) :: Honda),
represents the width of the trapped particle region, for dillerent vertical positions s, l3,”
being the maximum value of the normalised magnetic lield strength ,3. The derivative
of the distribution finictiou at the loss cone boundary, Elli/("MM = Arc), measures the
collisional loss of the trapped electrons, while the collisionless detrapping is determined
by the rate of changing of the function hale).
This model is well suited to describe the effect on the “broadening” of the EURH power
deposition profile of the loss cone size (i.e., the impact of the clilleront magnetic field
configurations), the magnetic lield strength (pop 0: 1/3), and the electron density, which
enters via the initial value problem as well as via the loss rate due to collisional detrapping
(the collisional slowing-clown is of minor importance).

Simulations of WT-AS scenarios.
In the computations for WT-dti scenarios, the losswconc. width A“, has been assumed
constant. Fig. 3a shows the power, normalized tothe initial absorbed power, which is
deposited at outer radii, in dependence of various parameters. The results are relevant
to the “standard” configuration (A): a: 0.9T). The behavior can be simply explained by
the dependence of the ratio between the drill; time, Ty, and the collision time, Tr,- 2 ifuc,
with respect to the magnetic field strength and the plasma parameters

TD/TE or inflg/‘Tflfliafifl, . ' -- (2)

having neglected the variations with s of temperature and density, and the weak depen-
dence of the Coulomb logarithm on the electron density. The broadening of the power
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Fig. 3.- Fraction of the absorbed power deposited at the outer radii. a: "Standard”
configuration. The solid fine is the result-for Bu = 1.25 T, and :a6 = 1019 art—3, the
dashed line for BB =4- 2.5 T and in; = 1019 fit-3 and the dotted line for Ba ='2.5. T and
n5 :2 2 . 1t]19 nit—‘3. 1): Eu = 1.25 T and n, = 101 m“3. The solid and the dashed lines are
the results for the “standard” configuration and the ”minimum B” scenario, respectively.

deposition turns out to belarger in the case of low density and high temperature, and
for decreasing magnetic field strength. Moreover, from Eq. (2) it results that the power
deposition profile has a very strong dependence on the energy localization of the ini-
tial suprathermal trapped particles distribution function. The higher the velocity, where
the EC resonance regirin is localized, the bigger is the efi'ect of broadening of the power
deposition profile.
In Fig. 3b the results for the power deposition in the case of the “standard" configuration
(Ah, H 0.9?) and the “minimum B” launching (A5,, m 0.90), are compared. Observe that
for increasing loss cone width, the power is deposited on a broader radial range, and
the particles could even be lost at the plasma boundary, before being thermalieed. In
the opposite limit of a narrow loss cone, the particles are detrapped by the pitch~angie
scattering in a very short time, and in our model contribute to the power deposition
only in a narrow region close to the axis. The theoretical predictions of this simplified
model for the broadening of the power deposition profile, in particular its dependence on
the plasma parameters and the magnetic field strength, are therefore consistent with the
experimental findings.
In the case of decreasing Aids), as it is the case, e.g., for the L2-stellarator, the detrapping
effect of the pitchuangle scattering is weakened, so that the vertically drifting electrons
remain trapped for a longer time [3]. As a consequence, less power is deposited than in
the case of constant loss cone width. Depending on the rate of decreasing of A16 and on
their energy, a significant fraction of the electrons may be lost at the plasma boundary. In
this situation, it becomes important to take into account the presence of a radial electric

' field. Qualitatively, it can be observed that the effect of the electric potential is to deviate
' the trajectories of the particles inside the plasma, therefore increasing their confinement.
Most of the absorbed power is released in any case in the central region of the plasma,
with the deposition profile width being determined essentially by the initial loss cone size,
and the velocity distribution. ‘
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Abstract

The variation of the global confinement time is found to depend on the radius of localized
ECRH power deposition. Measurements of the risetime of electron temperature from ECE give
broader profiles as the calculated ECRH deposition profiles. This is explained by diffusion
within the time interval which is necessary for the measurement. Experiments with modulated
ECRH for heat pulse propagation studies are described in a separate paper I]! .

l. The ECRH system
At ASDEX~Upgrade we are presently installing an ECRH system with a total power of

ii MW (reap. 2.8 MW) for a pulse length of 2 sec (rcsp. 1 sec). generated by 4 gyrotrons. The
system is expected to be ready in spring 199?. The frequencyt is 140 GI-Iz, the working mode is
the second harmonic sumode.

Two gyrotrons at a time are fed from one common power supply via one series
modulator tube. This modulator is used for switching on anti off the high voltage both for
modulation (up to 1 kHz) and for safety reasons. Faster power modulation with a frequency up
to 30 kHz is possible when the high voltage is reduced only by about 30%, which is sufficient
to stop the oscillation in the gyrotron. but maintains the boam current.

The power is transmitted via four transmission lines partly quasioptical, and partly via a
I-IE-ll waveguides tilt. The quasioptical part consists of beam correcting mirrors. polarization
mirrors, elliptical anti plane mirrors. and a mirror directional coupler within the beam matching
box right after the gyrotron output. The waveguide part includes a mode coupling section to '
provide the necessary.t broad power density profile for transmission through the boron nitride
torus window, and a tnitre bend directional coupler just before the torus input. Both directional
couplers give a clear signal free of interferences which can be calibrated for measuring the
transmitted power. The launching is at the midplane from the low field side. Steerable mirrors
(graphite with copper and gold coating) allow to vary the direction of the beam both poloidall}.r
(i' 35") and toroidally (2|: 25°) as necessary for localized on or off axis power deposition and
current drive. The beam is focused such that without plasma the beam waist with w, r: 21.2
mm is located at half minor radius on the high field side. .

In a first step _we started experiments using another 140 GHa gyrotron with {1.5 W!
0.5 sec of which 0.4 MW arrive at the torus input. The losses are due to power contained in
higher order modes of the gyrotron output (estimated to 15%). which is not transmitted. and to
ohmic losses in the mirrors and mitre bends (estimated to 7%). The adjustment of the mirror
transmission line is without problems. However, the coupling of the quasioptical beam to the
HE~11 mode in the waveguide torned out to be very sensitive to the quality of the Gaussian
beam. Slight imperfections. like a rest of astigmatism. leads to excitation of additional
waveguide modes, which, although containing only a small fraction of the power, can modify
the power flow in the waveguides due to interferences and thus also the power density profile at
the waveguide output and in the torus window. Improvement requires an accurate knowledge
of the beam parameters.
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2. ECRH heating in an ohmic plasma

Application of ECRH into ohmically heated plasmas leads to electron heating, and as a
consequence to a drop in the loop voltage. HOWever, this depends on the location of power
deposition. In figs.la and 1b we compare two shots where the power deposition was inside
{rpm-c038), respectively outside (rpflfitifli), of the sawtooth inversion radius (rpfllzflfl).

In the first case the loop voltage Limp decreases very slowly, and at the end of the 0.5
sec pulse, the global confinement time TE, determined from the energy content Wmaa divided by
the total power Pm, reaches the same value as during the preceding ohmic phase. Thus TE
seems not to be degraded with the increased total power input.

In the second case the loop voltage decreases faster, and the global confinement time at
the end of the pulse reaches a constant value which is less than that in the ohmic phase, scaling
as TE‘GhK‘TEIEErh e (PmJPDhID'S, i.e. it shows the usual confinement degradation with power. The
electron temperature increase in the central region (z: T0 eV) is in this case less than in the first
case {= 300 ev). The internal inductance and the sawtooth frequency remain constant, whereas
they increase in the case of the central power deposition (ii 2 1.22 to 1.26}. SUCh an increase of
15 indicates better confinement Bf.

We conclude that the influence of additional electron heating on confinement depends
also on the localization of the power depositon.

3. Power deposition profile

The system is designed to achieve very localized power deposition. Calculations including
diffraction effects f4! show that we should get different power. deposition profiles in the two
cases of off axis heating as shown in fig. 2. In the case where the resonance magnetic field is
off axis and the rf-beam arrives there perpendicular to the flux surface, the deposition profile is
determined by the imaginary part of the wavevector. This leads to a very narrow profile with a
full half width of = 8 mm. On the other hand, if the ray is about tangent to the flux surface at
the resonance, the deposition profile is determined mainly by the beam cross section, leading to
a profile with full half width of z 30 mm. In order to get an estimate of the experimental power
deposition profile, we determine the rate of change of the electron temperature dTer'dt at the
switch on of the rfapower. Fig. 3 shows examples of ECE signals from different radii. The rise
of T9, occurs instantaneously with the switch on, or delayed, depending on the radial position.
In f1gs. 4 and 5 we plot dTp‘dt at the time where we observe an increase of TE together with the
delay At. We consider only those data points without measurable delay to represent a maximum
estimated width of the deposition profile {dotted line}. These profiles are, however, wider than
the ones calculated for these particular shots, which are also shown in the figures as dashed
lines. The difference in radial position between calculated and measured maximum may be due
to calibration errors, and is not further discussed here. The measurements were taken at the low
field side of the torus, while the power was deposited at the high field side (fig. 4) or in the
upper part of the plasma (fig. 5) as shown in fig. 2.

The broader dTE/dtuproflles can be understood by considering the one dimensional
linearized heat diffusion equation. Assuming a Gaussian power deposition profile exp(-x2!x,,1},
a step function for the time dependence and a constant electron heat diffusivity x, we can
calculate the temperature response as 15!:

first) = const. A J eap(~(xlxfl)2§2)ffizd§ equ.(1)
{truer ”1

Here the quantity A = xgzfltlx) represents a characteristic time for diffusion. Numerical
evaluation of equ.£l) shows that the heated zone widens by a factor of 2 within 10 characteristic
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times. Taking forx a value of 1 mgfsec. we obtain A e 4 usec in the case at, = 4 mm, and A :

56 trace for Kg: 15 mm. In ASDEX Upgrade it takes about 1 pace for a 1 169’ electron to run
once around the torus. For deposition at ria=0.5 the poloidal circumference of the flux surface

15, #25 m and with a rf-beani diameter of 50 mm it takes about 50 trace to heat all the flux

surfacfi- Furthermore, to determine dTgr‘dt with sufficient reliability we need =50?) ttsec be» A

During this time considerable diffusion hasroccured. For the narrow profile in fig. 4 this
corresponds to =12O A which leads, evaluating equ.(1), to a broadening by a factor of =55,

and thus comes close to the measured width. Similarly, for the broader profile of fig. 5 the full
flux surface is heated within one characteristic time, and the tune for measurement corresponds
to £10 A. In this case diffusion widens the heated zone to about two times the power deposition
width, again similar to what we measure. _ ‘ _
We conclude that the cx’dt-profiles cannot be simply taken as the power deposition profiles
calculated from the wave absorption. Diffusion during the time which is necessary for the
measurement of dTe/dt must be taken into account.
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1. Introduction
In recent lower hybrid (Lil) current drive experiments, generation of carbon impurities in

the grill region has been observed [1]. A possible explanation for the impurity production
is the sputtering caused by the fast particles generated by the LE wave.

in this report, the absorption of LH waves and the generation of fast particles near
the waveguide months is investigated with particle-inmell (PIC) simulations. A model of
a lower hybrid (Ll-l) grill is included in the two-dimensional electrostatic PIC simulation

code XPDPZ [2] and used for this purpose. The effect of extra spikes with high in.” in the
LE spectrum on the production of fast electrons is studied in the edge plasma. The grill

parameters in the simulation are chosen so that extra spikes with high values of n” '2 E

and n.“ 1: 18 appear. The time evolution and acceleration of particles near the grill mouth

is investigated by novel test particle diagnostics.

2. Particle-in-Cell Model for an LH Grill
The two dimensional electrostatic particle-imoell code KFDPZ [2] has been ussad for sim—
ulating the Lil waves launched by an LH giill. The calculations are performed in a
two-dimensional 51:11,: slab geometry; in velocity space the code is three-dimensional. The
boundary conditions are periodic in the toroidal y direction and bounded in the radial
:1: direction. The Li—l grill is located close to the a" = D boundary, and the density is
increasing linearly in the positive :1: direction. . The grill mouth is along the periodic y
axis, and the wave is launched from the antenna in the radial :1: direction. The magnetic
field is in the y direction, and the electrostatic field lies in the my plane. The length of
the simulation box in the toroidal direction is L,, :2 8. 4 cm and in the radial direction
Lt 2: 2. 3 cn1.Thc1eforc, only small part of an LHy giill can be simulated.

The waveguides oi an LH grill are modelled as external cha1ges oscillating on elec-
trodes [3]. The external charge density describing the antenna is

sin ruin-nix ,fornfci'i —L +15, «:1 n+1£

a”... I neuritis _ :c,.,.,) i {l [ 11 lb) ' for e < 1i: Lty— L 1,1 ( ) (1)

where pmg is the-amplitude of the antenna,- n. = {1,1, 2, . . . , N— 1, where N is the number
of the waveguides, and (id) is the phase difi'erence between the adjacent waveguides. The
width of the simulated grill section is LA, and the width of a single waveguide ist. in the
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simulations presented below, the parameters LA : 4.2 cm, N = 12 and Ad; 2 —1rf2 have
been used.

In order to reduce noise typical of FIG codes, the signal oscillating with the grill fre-
quency 111 was picked from the wave potential by using so-cailed interferometer techniques
[3]. The interferogram of the potential is here defined as

111,,(s, 1,3,1?) 2 3/: sinlwrmmlyrrl d1". (2}?
I: E'HTE

In addition to noise, PIC codes have also another diiiicuity: there are only few pain
tdicles in the tail of the Maxwellian distribution. This problem can be circumvented by
using so-called test particles which contribute neither to the charge density nor to the
wave potential. The test particles only move in the electrostatic field formed by the bulk
electrons and ions.

In the simulations discussed below, the density at the plasma edge is item!“ = 3 x
1015m“3, and the linear density gradient is $11. = 1.5 x 102nm“. At the high-density
boundary of the plasma, a pepulation of particles with an exponential density,r profile is

1
.

added in order to avoid the reflection of the wave. The temperature is homogeneous with
T = 108 eV and the magnetic field is Bu 2 2.78 T. The frequency of the antenna is
3.7 GHZ. Mass ratio of nu/rn, = 101] is assumed.

3. Fast Particle Generation
In Fig. 1, a contour plot is shown of the interferogtam of the wave potential, Eq. (2 ).
The section of a grill with twelve waveguides is located in the lower right corne1 at
ram 2 [1.083 cm. The propagation cone of the LH wave can be seen clearly, and it
is bending slightly near the high density edge of the plasma. The test particles whose
behaviour is analysed below are initiallj,r evenly distributed close to the‘grill, between
:1: z 0.6 cm and .1: = [1.8 cm.

The Fourier sine transform of the grill, Eq. (1}, is shown in Fig. 2. The parameters of
the model grill have been chosen so that we obtain two spikes with high parallel refractive
index in the Spectrum: one at n“ = —5.8 and another one at n” = 18. The spectrum
changes rapidly as the wave penetrates into the plasma because of linear absorption and
various non-linear mechanisms. sheath,r in the region of the test particles, the spectrum
has become much wider as can be seen in Fig. 3.

There are at least two reasons for the widening of the spectrum. First, in this case the
power launched by the grill is I = 76 MW/‘m2 which is rather high compared to typical
values in present day experiments and may excite various non-linear processes. Second,
the number of the modes in the spectrum is rather small because the-mode spacing is
determined by the length of the simulation box: 1111a,, - 2rr/L,,. Since the length of our
simulation box 1s much smaller than the round trip alound the torus, i. e., L1, << Bali, the
mode spacing is much larger than in a tokamak.

The spike of the LH spectrum at 11"— 18 has its phase velocitv in the positive 1,1
diiection, and it couples with the bulk electrons having velocities 11,, 2 +1.8 :1: 10"r ill/s
The formation of a plateau in the velocity distribution of the bulk elect1ons can be seen
clearlyr in Fig. 4. Fast electrons with velocities of 113,. z 2.5 x 107' .m/s are generated close
to the grill month.
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The modes generated by the high parallel refractive index spike at a” E 6 in the
grill spectrum (see Fig. 2) have their phase velocities in the negative ,1; direction. Their

interaction with the plasma was investigated by following test electrons that were initially

evenlyI distributed hetween s: = 0.6 cm and :c = 0.8 cm. Initially, their parallel velocities

were evenly distributed around vy = ~2 X 1E}Tr m/sfl, and the perpendicular velocities were

thermal.
The time evolution of the test electrons in y -— 11,, phase space is illustrated at two

different times in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6(a), the initial loading of the test electrons can still
be seen, as well as the early effect of the wave on them. The rapid acceleration of the
particles in the parallel direction caused by the large-amplitude wave can be seen clearly ,
in Fig. 6(b). The test electrons are accelerated even up to parallel velocities of o,, 2 till In/s l
in a short time of 5 ns. Their total and parallel average energy increase by 30 % as can 1

be seen in Fig. 5. '

4. Summary and Discussion
Generation of fast electrons near the mouth of a lower hybrid grill has been investigated
by particle-inhcell simulations when the LH spectrum contains spikes with very high values
of n“. A rapid generation of fast electrons is seen in the simulations when the LH wave is
absorbed near the grill mouth. '

The present model for the LH grill contains, however, several limitations, and there—
fore one should be cautious in interpreting the results. The noise inl'un'ent in PIG codes
forces us to use highuamplitude waves in the sinuilatiens, which may give risete some !
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non-linear processes that are not present in real experiments. Another difficulty is the
small size of the simulation region which makes the spacing of the Fourier modes launched
by the grill larger than in read experiments. Therefore, forter refinements of the mode]
are needed to resolve the connection between the fast particles produced by the LH waves
and the experimentally observed impurity production near the grill.
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1, Introduction
Two applications of ICRF produced plasmas are studied on TEXTOR—94, with a viewlto

reactor scale fusion devices, like ITER.
The first one is non-inductive preionisation and low loop voltage start~up. Such a

scenario will be required for ITER, where the inductive electric field at start will be limited. to
values of Ida-0.3 Wm because of the limited current variations allowed by superconducting coils.
To perform reliably tokamalt. start-up at low loop voltage, non-inductive preionisation, target

_ plasma production and preheating are necessary.
The second one is wall conditioning. The presence of permanent magnetic fields

produced by superconducting coils is not compatible with the application of standard glow
discharge for cleaning andfcr conditioning between discharges. A novel conditioning technique
is therefore needed. , .

An alternative to plasma production by electron cyclotron heating is the use of
radiofrequency power in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) developed earlier for
stellarators [l] and proposed also for tokamaks [2]. Plasma production using ICRF power
applied to conventional double-loop antennas has been successfully achieved in TEXTOR-94
[3-4] and TORE SUPRA [5]. '

In the present paper, we report the further study of ICRF plasma production in
TEXTOR-94 and the first successful results on the applicability of RF plasma for tokarnak start-
up and wall conditioning purposes. '
2. Experimental conditions

RF discharges in TEXTOR—SlciL (major radius 1.?5 to, minor radius 0.46 to) have now
been performed in 4He; instead of Hg and D2 [3]. High recycling gas was used to improve the
reproducibility of plasma production in the presence of tokamak stray andfor correction poloidal
fields in the case of start~up assisted by ICRF and to study the efficiency of ICRF wall cleaning.
A mixture of helium and of a minority of reactive gas {silaue) was also used to study the
siliconisation efficiency in I'CRF plasmas. RF power was applied using the existing ICRH
system. This comprises two double-loop unshielded {Al} and shielded (A2) antennas [6].
Higher total power levels {PRFe3SU-TOO kW at generators) have been coupled with antenna-
plasma coupling efficiency amKRlrRfiefifl‘l’o. (Here Rel is the antenna-plasma loading
resistance, Re is the antenna impedance in vacuum). The first experiments on ICRF assisted
start-up and wall conditioning were performed at the normal magnetic field'valu'e Brrz224 T in
the regime of standard 2nd harmonic ICRH scenario (f=32.5 MHZ).
3. Characteristics of ICRF (m22cogfle) plasmas produced in TEXTOR-94
3.1 Helium RF pla'rima production

The first experiments have been performed in pure toroidal magnetic field-operation
{Ulmpt}. To find the range in By, where RF plasma production would be possible and
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reliable, the first series of RF discharges was performed in multiwpulse regime, while BT was
ramped down in time (Fig.1 a). Both antennas were excited simultaneously (Al and A2 in to
phase) with time overlapped RF pulses. Helium plasma with central line averaged density fiefl
e(l.2-l.7)x1013 cm'3 was easily produced in a wide range of BT (0.36 + 2.24 T) at a gas
pressure of 1.5x10"3 mbar starting with 250 kW of RF generator power. "fire last two pulses of
RF discharge were performed with the unshielded antenna only. The figure demonstrates clearly
the potential of ICRF plasma production for a large variety of He cyclotron harmonics (203%: g
to d IZmCHB) without retuning the RF generator frequency. The lower and upper limits of BT
operation were not found so far. The typical central line averaged density (Egg: = 5x10“:1 +
lfim cnr3) was proportional to base gas pressure and RF power (Fig.2). The electron
temperature (deduced from spectroscopic and electric probe measurements) was in the range 10
+ 40 av, increasing in the low gas pressure case. The line averaged density profile, deduced
from signals of the 9-channel HCN—interferometer, was broadened to the low field side {antenna
locations) and peaked mainly in the centre (Fig.3).

A bright vertical radiating layer in the vicinity of the 2nd harmonic He cyclotron
resonance was observed by a CCD camera looking tangentially at the plasma in the antenna A2
area (Fig.4). With BT ramping down, the vertical column following the 2nd cyclotron harmonic
layer was clearly seen to shift toward the inboard side of the tokamak vessel. The brightness of
the layer was proportional to gas pressure. In this frequency range, the slow wave is strongly
evanescent and-the power is expected to be mostly collisionally dissipated in the ion Bernstein
wave (IBW). Coupling with IBW may take place directly at the antenna or at the 2nd cyclotron
harmonic layer, where the evanescent PW can convert to IBW. The observed phenomena may be
attributed to increased energy dissipation near the 2nd cyclotron harmonic layer.

The presence of poloidal stray fields (even being compensated) strongly influenced
antenna coupling and RF plasma stabiIity. Their presence resulted in a lower density of the
plasma produced during the ICRF preionisation. phase {before applying loop voltage, tell) as
compared with the case of pure toroidal magnetic field operation. The typical density of RF target
plasma was fig) = {0.2 - Iii.8)x1[ll2 cnr3, Par 5 500 kW at generators and the pressure pg =
(2 - 5)x10'5 mbar.
3.2 Multi-ion species RF plasma production _

Two different types of behaviour of RF discharges in He - silane gas mixtures have been
observed depending on the kind of silane and its concentration. In the case of normal silane
(Sills), ICRF discharge was only possible with small (£10 tits) concentrations of reactive gas.
The central line averaged electron density did not exceed the value of It}!12 cm*'3 because of
strong disturbance of antenna-plasma coupling and high RF power reflection with SiH4
concentration rise.

Using deuterated silane (SiDa), ICRF discharges in gas mixture with higher
concentration of silane (50% ) have been realised for the first time (Fig. lb). RF multision species
plasma with density neg == (l+2)xlfil2 cm‘3 was reliably produced in a wide range of By {1.0 -:—
2.25 T, 2mm: 5 to SS theme) . No limitation in SiD4 concentration in He was observed so far.
4. First results on ICRF assisted tokamak start-up (BT=2.24 T, Ulgnpsttl) _

ICRF assisted start~up at the conventional loop voltage operation (~12 V) gives a
significant reduction in the volt-second consumption: ~10% in the plasma and current start~up
phase and up to 20% during plasma buildup and current ramp-up. ICRF preionisation also leads
to a reduction of the radiated power by 40% during current rampuup and flat-top phases.

Successful ICRF assisted low voltage start-up has been demonstrated for the first time on
TEXTOR. PlaSma current ramping up to 400 Ht during ~ 0.25 s was achieved at Uiugp = 5V.
Two features can be noticed: the presence of target ICRF plasma one = 0.8xltil2 cm'3, t e
43.02 s) before the plasma current start and of a low current plateau (dtzflJS s) before the
current romping. Low voltage start-up was only possible with assistance of ICRF power. The
vertical stray field (compensated) was of the order of lBol eta-40 G and the gas pressure (2 -
5)):10‘5 mbar.
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First testing of [CRF wall conditioning (BT=2.24 T, Ulmp=0)
51 Wall cleaning by ICE]? discharge

' A progressive reduction of residual gas pressure was observed when successive RF
discharges were performed after intentional initial loading of the first wall with an H-glow.
Measurements with the quadrupole mass spectrometer confirmed that more than 90% 0f mg

pressure rise after each RF discharge Was due to hydrogen. The total amount of gas desorbed

during the five RF discharges is estimated to be about 6.5x102fl molecules. This corresponds to
H; mgflolaytfl' of the hole inner wall area of about 35 no2 [4].
5 g ICRF assisted thin film deposition _

I A good balance between the amount of Si disappearing from the gas phase during ICRF
discharges in a gas mixture and that measured by postmortem surface analysis of wall samples
was found. In the case of <10% SiH4 concentration in He, about 1.2:»:1015 Si atomsicmE were
found in the wall sample inserted near theshielded antenna {A2} and Hall)“ Si atomsi’cm2 in
the sample placed midway between the antennas. For a total exposure time ~17 s. the deposition

rate of the order of 1 monolayerhnin was achieved which is comparable to the Si deposition
efficiency in a standard DC glow discharge [4].
6. Conclusions
. He—plasma with density up to iigg = 3am]2 crn‘3 and temperature TB re it) + 40 eV is reliably
produced in a wide range of ET e035 - 2.24 T without retuning the RF generator frequencies
(f:32.5 MHZ).
. Multi—ion species RF plasma can be produced in a gas mixture of He with reactive gases of
different concentration: deuterated silane (SiDa) - up to 50% (upper limit not reached so far);
nonnal silane (SiHa) ~ <10% (higher concentration disturbs antenna coupling).
, A bright vertical radiating layer is observed at the 2nd He cyclotron harmonic moving across
the plasma when ET changes.

- The presence of tokamak stray fields causes deleterious effects on antenna coupling and RF
plasma stability.
_ 102099}: reduction in the voltusecond consumption in normal start-up operation (Utmp a 12V)
has been achieved with assistance of ICRF power.
.. ICRF assisted low voltage {Umep = .‘i V) current start~up has succeeded for the first time in a
tokamalt. Further experiments needed to improve the reproducibility and avoid delayed current
ramping.
- A new ICRF conditioning. technique has been successfully tested for the first time in a
tokamak. Further study of the potential of lCRF discharges for purposes of gas desorption from
the walls and thin film deposition is still needed.
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ELECTRON AND ION TEMPERATURE RESPONSE TO LOCALIZED ECRH
,yr 140 one, 0.5 MW, FUNDAMENTAL RESONANCE, IN THE FTU

TOKAMAK -

S Cirant. A.Bruschi, G.Granucci, S.l~lowak, A._Simonetto, .C.Sozzi, Istituro dz" Frisian def
Pit-15mg, EURATOMIENEAICNB Assomatton, Milena, ITAeY _
G Bracco, P.Buratti, 0.Tt1dtsco, VZanza, Centre Rteerche Energia, Associazfang

EilRATOMlENEA sulfa Fustcne, CRE Frcscnn, (11°65, 00044 Frasentr', ITALY

1, Introduction

The fast ONIOFF switching capability of the gyrotron tubes, and the high gainof the antenna

launching the waves in the millimeter wavelength range, both allow precise localization in time

and space of the electron heating in ECRH experiments in high magnetic field confinement

devices. On the FTU tokamak [1], plasma heating at 140 GHz, 400 kW, was performed at 15

ms pulse length, preceding a full~scale ECRH experiment at 1.6 MW, 0.5 s. .

Most attention was paid to the plasma thermal response, that was analyzed to infer the

effective power deposition profile [2], and accurately compared with transport calculations in

order to achieve further information on FTU thermal transport. Due to the limited pulse length,
which is short compared to the confinement time of the ohmic plasma (in the range 284—50 ms),

the analysis is limited to the transient phase following an abrupt change of heating conditions. In

the case of central heating of sawvteeth free discharges, it was observed [3] that the thermal

response during ECRI-l can be described with a value of the electron heat diffusivity grew-0.4

mills in the central region of the plasma. The present analysis indicates that this value is
compatible with the value found during the ohmic phase, taking into account the large error bar
due to the important role of the radiation in the plasma center. This result can be stressed as the
ECRH produces a large increase of the local power density (20 times) and of the electron
temperature gradient (10 times}. The analysis is now also extended to off-axis ECW absorption,
which provides both inward and outward thermal power flows, and to sawvtoothing discharges.

The trasport calculations have been performed by means of a general transport code that

solves the plasma energy diffusion equations averaged over the magnetic surfaces provided by

the equilibrium reconstruction, based on the magnetic measurements.

2. Electron thermal energy increase

The discontinuity of thetime derivative of the electron-energy'density after ECRl-I switching
ON (or OFF} allows the estimate of'the effective local valtie'of the additional heating power
density profile [21 (Fig.1,2), needed by the transport code-used for modelling the electron and

ion temperature response. By considering both ON and OFF transitions, the evolution of the

power deposition profile can be monitored, Fig. .l .i -
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At times later in the ECRH pulse, the experimental data have been compared with the
predictions of the code..The xc profile obtained in the ohmic phase was used outside the central

region, where it is undetermined, due to sawtooth or radiation effects. The Tefint) is well
reproduced, both in the case of central and off-aais ECRH, Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively1
assuming a central ye, value 5; 0.5 mzr‘s.

The same considerations hold for ECRH on discharges with saw-teeth, Fig.5.

3. Ion power balance analysis during ECRH

During on-axis ECRH a measurable increase of the neutron yield from D~D reactions is
observed [4] at peak electron densities above It)?” m‘3, corresponding to an ion temperature
increase up to 0.2 ke‘v. The absolute increase of the neutron yield is reproduced by the
simulation code using an anomaly enhancement factor of the Chang-Hinton ion thermal
diffusivity in the range 1 to 2, Fl g. 6 and Fig. 7, similarly to what has been previously obtained
in the analysis of the ohmic plasma in stationary conditions [5]. The analysis of the time
behaviour of the neutron yield in the transient phase during the ECRI-I permits in principle to
discriminate between an anomaly factor applied to the ion thermal diffusivity or to the electron-
ion energy transfer Qua, as shown in Fig. 7 where the time behaviours corresponding to the two
different assumptions are reported. Even if in the case of Fig. ’i‘ a better description is obtained
by a decrease of the QB, term, no general conclusion can be drawn for the moment, due to the
limited number of examined cases. to the uncertainty of the value of the central electron density
and to the assumption of a constant Zen“ with time. However, a clear discrimination between Xi

and Qet effects will be possible when experiments with much longer pulse lengths and more

power will be available.

4. Conclusions

The electron temperature in the transient phase of a preliminary series of ECRH shots on FTU
can be described by a diffusive transport model, with ya in the range of values typical for ohmic

discharges.
The enhanced neutron yield during ECRH at high density is consistent with the ion temperature
increase obtained by the code under the assumption x; = (1+2) xgncgcrgsgicg].

.1) S.Cirant et al.,Proc. 9th Joint Workshop on Electron Ciclotron Emission and Electron
Cyclotron Resonance Heating, John Lohr Editor, 1995

2) G. Granucci et al., Proc. 22nd EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma
Physics, B.E. Keen, P. E. Stott, J.Winter Editors, 1995, v. l9C, part1, p. 361

3} G. Bracco et al. Proc. 22nd EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics,
B .E Keen, P. E Stott, J. Winter Editors, 1995, v. 19C, part III, p. [121

4) S. Cirant et at. Pine of 15th international Conference on Plasma Physic and Controlled
Nuclear Fusioit Research, Sevilie (Spain), Oct 1994,1AEAICNK6WG P- 6

5) F. Alladio et al., Proc. of 15th international Conference on Plasma Physic and Controlled
Nuclear Fission Research, Seville (Spain), Oct. 1994, lAEAKCN/fitlfA2f4~P-3
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Numerical simulation of the coupling properties of advanced
' ' . Lower Hybrid waves launchers

S. Eerie, Ph. Bill-cl:

Département de Recherche stir la Fusion Contrfilée
Association EURATUM—CEA

131% St Paul to: Durance {France}

I. Introduction

dfl hybrid mag 15' an efficient tool to drive one part
of the current in neat grade tokamak [l] in. such a

way to improve confinement by profile ctattroi. Due to
the size of next machines, the amount of power writ he
beaveen fit] and tilt} MW..Tc simplify antenna design1

. the study of the coupling to the ._etew grace 51:“

oversizcd waveguides. arrays' such as activerpaegwg
. waveguide array [21 must bcdonc. Espflciafly since

many modes can propagate, it is Important to know the
-' cross coupling coefiicient between propagatmg medeg

in the case mainly of poloidai electron . density
inhomogeneities. . . . _

[in different present machines, coupling
rueasurctnents have been [lane and :cgmpfimd to

theoretical values using SWAN code {3]. On 'I'ekgmgk
tie Varenncs [4], to reach a good agreement helm

the owe, it has been necessary to suppose a vacuum
gap at the plasma antenna interlacg 21.11.15: can he

explained by protruding “mill-“'5, .bll" llflfltlct‘cmotive

' rectangular waveguide which is not taken into account
in SWAN. This leads necessarily to coupling
coefficient change since the characteristic impedance
of the modes are difierent [5]. ' ' .

On existingmachine also, antennae-are made of'
many poioidal rows of toroidal rectangular waveguide
arrays. That leads necessarily to the existence of a
poloidal wave number its or ,index as. This could be
taken into account as input in a ray tracing code.

All these reasons has-led to the necessity to write
.anotltcr code called 'A'LiJHA {Advanced LDwer
Ily’orid Antenna] to. compute the coupling to the slow
wave from oversizcdjwav'eguidcs arrays.

it. Theory ..

The theory Used stems from thg one first-.developed-hy
M. Bramhllla [t5]. _ licrc, the finite size of the
waveguide has been considered.- To satisfyr at the
plasma antenna interface the condition of electric field

' parallel to the magnetic field [coupling to the. slow
wave), TH," and Tlviml, modes are. taken into account
since thesmail size of the waveguide is considered to
be less than half wavelength. Taking as coordinate r:
the toroidal are. y the poloidal' one and x theradiai
one, the total electromagnetic field in the antenna at

" the plasma'autenna interface is given by the relation :

force, but it can also be due to the finite size of the _

' u
as (an I} = 2 air) Ell {z} Ea is. r, 2)

inl

and :

a
listens) = Z €1EY}Bi(ziHyi(X~l’rZ:-l

i=l

where can and lli{z) are equal to l on the waveguide i,
and to l} everywhere else. N is the number of
waveguide.

a - '
"1 _- h. I'l...‘ . 1’

Eaflxr 3’12} :2 Elastic“ e ”air" -:- Bg" will?)
llfi V=li| m ’

airline) Zia“ '

retrace =- 2: flats ease — Bite case}
he veal} __

airline} «Elli
E2; and HF,- are the electric and magnetic field in

the waveguidei :
with ': " . ' -
- ~Alh“ and Bilge-the complex amplitude-of forward
and backward wave of TE {h index) or Tlvl to index)
modewithindexv=lm,n). . .
— efiifi and 112:3 eigenfunction.
- Elli“ and Yl'g“ characteristic impedance and
adminaacc. .
- kit: the waveguide wave number.

The electromagnetic fields '- inside the plasma are
given hythe Fourier integral :

l a: ., k gleam” “Ht“dk till;titans) =

distaste E5133 Hilts, .kitellh’ittrtttctckyak,
. rt fit

The magnetic and electric field inside the plasma
are linked by the plasma admittance tensor 1?" [‘i] :

ITIE1cf1'kz]: $p{k§l 1:s fi(kyskz)

As a first step only the coupling to the slow wave
has been considered, the previous relation is simplified

. ass. ,

as?
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fly {Ry :- k1}: " YD Ysikn} fifl'iy tkz)

where the plasma admittance is depending on the
electron density n.= at the mouth. on the cutott electron
density are and the electron density gradient “iinE

Ii?!altos} [ at] arenot.) = — -- —»At (‘10) the (RTE—1):”

with: n2=££
it

and :

_-,.3 2 to gflvii
nfl=nfl(n1):cm ("a-‘1) (Xomliifiof

n . kenXo==m5 and do"—*'—‘“5'
on “C

is. is the vacuum wave number and m, is Airy
function, Al' its derivative and ‘1’“ the vacuum
admittance.

The continuity of the tangential component of the
magnetic and electric fields using the ortitenermality
properties of eigen Emotion leads to :

......._ H on

E 'JYls' {Ally H Blv} Eli. 5“" = E: Z Z v3:vv'
t=h.e i=l tfiejt vol]

n? (at. + Bi.)
where Yllu'w is the coupling coellicient between
waveguidei and i’ with mode of index v and v' and
type l1,c.

. l w .
YEMEN" = — "33:33 1‘!an GL- GE'LJ * d k}- d k:

' Inn in m _. a
la: flew—2"““h—2"[l -(-l) e H‘s]

k3: *(mttia)
.._.;_s__.___2 B-jtrgxill _.(,_I)" criticisi]

It: “'(ttttt'bt

. , hi 3 In
With : ilv [1.112; +1113?) = EnIEn '3‘

a; t=h and: 1-23 if: tvc

sm=l if' nt=ti,2 il'not

v = (mm)

— sign » is for index i, and + is for index i‘.
- h.- and z; are the size and the position of waveguide
i in the a direction.
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The integral is done using a contour into-gm
method. From these relations the plasma scattertng
matrix is deduced.

The radiated spectrum is given by the Poytm'rlg
vector.

3. Numerical results

3. i. Comparison to SWAN code
First the plasma scattering matrix 5 given by the

two codes has been compared on some cases. The
main dlfierence depends on the plasma parameters and
is a factor 1.5 ou the amplitude ol~ the diagonal lEI‘Ing
at 3.? Gila for nt -~ 1d” cm'3 and vs. —- Iii” Elli—4. For
the other terms the change is generally less than to 'ie.
The phase of the different terms are in agreement fet-
the 2codes. The difference leads to a variation of
reflection coefficient for a given plasma parameters,
An example is given on Fig. l. The size of the
waveguide and the mode index has also an influence
on the S parameters as expected.

The radiated spectrum-for one case is given by the
Eeodes en Fig.2 with no significant change. The
computation of the radiated power seems to smoem
the previous difference.

3.2. Radiating speerrnm ofntttennoe with mniiiieyer
ofrosoidei teevegoide many

ALOHA code allows to consider many poloidal
rows of“ toroidal waveguide array with different
condition of feeding of the different arrays and also

'with dif‘tbrcnt plasma parameters For each layers. For
example Fig. 3 shows the radiated specs-um of an
antenna made of 3 poloidal arrays l'cd differently: (i,
at?!) for the first, {i , n} for the second and (i, nil] for
the third. The spectrum is plotted versus at; in.) and no
(:13). The value at which the peaks occurs in the to.
direction are depending on mailer (a+e} with a the
poleidal size of waveguide and e the thickness bettveet

. layers.

3.3. influence ifpoioidei inhomogeneities no
coupling between difl‘imvti propagating modes.

When the plasma electron density is homogeneous
in the poleidai direction. the cross coopiing bettvcen
odd attd even modes in poloidaliy oversize-d 1watvcguidc
is null. In other case problems occur. To simulate the
effect of these inhomogeneities in front of an oversized
waveguide. the poleidal density variation which has
been taken as : nutjy) = up} + ‘i’o my has been
discretiacd in m steps for each propagating TEE.” mode
with a density for each step
nlfl} =3 ng. + Ft, n,jai(2 tn} {jeflnn'j}. The waveguide
is divided in fictions in m waveguides with different
plasma parameters for each one.

First results of computation done for one oversizcd
waveguide of size 231?] mnt x 13.2 mm at a Precincnc
ol' 3.? {ll-ix gives for a plasma with “4;“: 4 ll] lent"
and Tun: u it!” cm“i fin: == 2.6 ll)m cm‘ cross
coupling which are less than 5 'le. It is observed in this



5.: that the-cross coupling bebveen odd and even
ca -
modes is no more null.

4 "icfi' results an activoipassivie waveguide antenna

This work is a continuation of masterly begunin [2]

'1 SWAN code. Herc multnuncttons made of

giantess with a zero degrees phase shift are used

in feed the active passive waveguide iii-min In this

computation made 31 5 C'Hfflt finish btjuncuons are

considered. The toroidal penodltuty is 11.25 turn with

wall of mm thickness. the depth state paSstve
waveguide is 15 into. The btjuhctton are supposed to

be fed independently. The variation or Ifeedmg P1133

from 430 to 18th degrees allows to realize smegma

spectrum for heating Pumfififl and asymmetric one for

current drive with a good dirccdvtty on a large scale of

electron density (Fifi- 43- The fifluplms i5 EDGE! and the

13'0"“1T . .
cutotl’ dcnsttli (Fig. 5}" _ 1 _

The maximum amplitude of the electric field is

generally less than 1.8 times the incident electric field

one {Flg. d). To conspare with Tote Supra

multifunction, when the input reflection cggfitcimt at

the input is 5 as the maximum electric field amplitude

is 2.2 times the incident one. That means that in spite

of a less active radiating surface (around 2 times less.)

the injected power by acdve passive array can reach ‘ifl

to Bil it of the classical antenna using tnultijungugflg

5. Conclusion

A new code {called ALOHA} has. been mitten and
gives first results. it takes into account finite size and
all. propagating and some evanescent modes. At a first
step only the coupling to the slow wave is considered.
The whole admittance tensor is to he considered in the
Future. ' '

it allows also to study many poloidal waveguides --
array with rlifl'ereut Feeding conditions and plasma
parameters. Leading to the knowledge of the 2D
radiated spectrum in no and as which can be an input
for ray tracing code.

First studies of coupling between propagating
modes due to poloidal inhomogeneities in front of an
oversized waveguide shows that this problem doesn‘t
scents to be too important. Further studies will he done
to coni‘u-rn. '

New computations - have been done on active
passive array fed by multijtmctiou showing very high
Flexibility and good coupling properties with an
increase of the electric field which is less than in all
active waveguide'array. ' '

Acknowledgment : We would like to thank D.
Moreno For very fruitful discussions.
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Institute for eneleer Reeeereh_oi hhr.eoedioi Sfli.

proepeet henhi 47, Kiewnae, Ukraine.

In this report on the base of the Klimontowiohe81iin
approach we develop the hieetio_theorw er iluetuetione in the
spatially inhomegeneoue magnetoeotiwe plasma in the preeenee oi
en.HF pump were field

5/15) : gimme
with freqneeey' he near the lower hybrid frequency

w)” e we; [u wet/e3) 1’3
We here oelenleted.the effectiwe 'ebeorption length and

found its dependence on the deneity gradient, pleeme temperate?
re, frequency and emelitnde on the hump wewei

'In eneh.p1eeme we inweetigete the turbulent heating of

magnetized.inhomegeneoue pleeme by lower hybrid radiation when

the peremetrie decay of pump were into lower hybrid and eieet~
roe drift wewee odours It]:

his: 5 Hr "t Mew (1)

where the frequency wee- lies in the lower hybrid frequency

region 3 Egg 1 deg
Hex,:£j\)&;{ {51+ WE @93- g»)

end the frequency gem is governed by £23:

.. Ii “‘21” ‘-

MR, :1 Egg (7-1- "H :éflltnt'i(i 'i‘ %)j ' (E)

In.iormnle {2) éeeeeliuflEz/flweile ie the electron drift drew
quenoyi Note thet we take into eoneideretion e finite Lermor

redine effect. _ . :
decoding to {2.) we e we; ....eeie meene that the ih'L'eH

reotion between the were and the electrode ie deetehilieieg.
We find thet the lone will cause dampingF hut ion damping rate
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ueuelly he email. Since such unitereal instability for a long
time coneidered to be unavoidable in a finite aloe plasma.

We note however that the ion Landau damping term will
become important in a short device where fe has to take
rather large valuee. Mereover. in a device with magnetic cheer

fie can take small values only locally.
The efficiency of the pump were energy aoecrption we can

characterize by the length:

5% __.__. 3,3}. Eat/MM {33

where Q§~ ie the group velocity of the .pump wave,
t§,~"eeC¢/ee€ and %/ la the eeneity of electroe

magnetic fiela energy abeorbee.by the plaama {31:
man"

“Of“ ldyggétgnw_ ' 9

W [(WB.J to?“ % ffl’fl‘

Here (infirg Raf” is the spectral oeneity of the electro~
etatlo field turbulent fluctuations in the region above inatem
emit};r threshold.

to a result we have:

.. a. _W _
6355* d Sta-1:3 (Ea)(é}%€)3fi; 2%“ Mm: (ELCJE (4)

It is known {43 that the resonance parametric decay (1) occurs
if tale.2alfl ace for typical plasma it}:”rffiri . We
can chooee the radiation with frequency ada”“.3aaa oeneity
era-mg}.r 5‘0 um:— /r.:a and. characteristic parameter for
lower hybric.weree ate/flute “'f9

It follows from (4) that for the hot plasma wi.th thermoe
nuclear paracetere to = M0 1:5,n ’7; Haley , Ema 61
the effective abeorption length. fag“ "”Qgfif i.e. is of
same scale as plasma dimeneion that secures effective aleeipau
tion or the HF pump power.
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Modelling of Electrcnulon Parametric Turbulence for ion Bernstein Waves
it‘ll. Blahanshy, v.v. Iirmnchenhel , G. Kaihesitant!er2 a KN. Stepanov

Institute of‘Plasma Physics National Science Center Kharkov Institute of Physics and
Technologv,310108, Kharkov, Ukraine;

1 Technical Universit;r Graz, Austria? Austrian Research tCenter Seibersdorf

Introduction .
Our investigations [1] of the nonlinear stage of the parametric instability of plasma with

two ion species under the strong alternating electric field { the relative velocity of the different

species particles 11 == Ilia; ~~ fiB|}}Vtri ) have shown that very fast turbulent heating of ions

leads to the quick fall down of the ratio tt/‘v’T-l as the turbulence approaches the stationaryF
level at tt/vTi ~ 2. At this stage the turbulent heating of" ions practicalityr ceases. However, in

the region 11/ v-n 551 the electron~ion instabilities [2] can be found essential. They are excited
by the resonant electrons moving along the magnetic field with the velocity equal to the phase
velocity of the heat wave formed by the unstable oscillations and the pumping wave. The
litequencies and the growth rates ofthese oscillations are order of ion cyclotron frequency and
characteristic transverse] wave length is less or order of ion Larmor radius. These oscillations
are ion cyclotron Bernstein modes modified by the oscillatory motion of electrons and ions in
the electric field of the pumping wave.

The nonlinear theory of such parametric instability has been developed in the papers
[3,4] for the weak pumping wave {Liaisivfi}. In this case the oscillation level is equal to

Wain/“T "’ (11/“or - (I)

I of electrons and transversal temperatureThe growth rate of the longitudinal temperature TB!

Til of ions is determined by the expression ( T EHM i531" )

dT/dt : r1m(tt/v-ni4 «cg , ( quell. creel) . (2)

The factor 11¢ should be obtained from the results of numerical simulation. The nonlinear
broadening of cyclotron resonances becomes strong for turbulence level (1}. This estimate can

not be obtained on the ground of the weak turbulence theory even at 11¢:e The level of

electron-ion cyclotron oscillations in the presence of the parametric instability, the temperature
growth rate due to turbulent heating and the role of this turbulence in the plasma phenomena
for problems ofRF plasma heating can be determined by means of numerical simulation.
Formulation of the problem of electronuion parametric instabilities simulation

The considered instabilitiv is basically threemdimensional. Although for electron-ion

parametric instabilities considered below the longitudinal electric field is small (Enrvkntp sis:
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El H1;1}?) it plays a fundamental role 1n the excitation of unstable oscillations. To simplify this

problem W
x in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field and on coordinate .3 along the magnetic field

direction. Such simulation provides the pattern of two-dimensional turhulence which close to

the pattern of a dune-dimensional one {5]. Namely, the temperature growth rate due to the

turbulent heating, evolution of the distribution fimctions over velocities and turbulence level

are found to he chose to ones obtained in the two-dimensional turbulence simulation. For

electrons motion is considered to be strongly magnetized. Electrons move only along the

e suppose the unstable oscillations field E(x, 3) to depend only on one coordinate

magnetic field under the action of Edam). These assumptions ”simplify the problem

significantly for numerical simulation.

The results of numerical simulation and discussion

For numerical simulation the ZDBV macroparticle Vinsov code has been used [6]. The

calculations were carried out for the electron-ion plasma with mass relation me/mi==0.01.

Such choice of this relation reduces the time of the calculations as compared to a realistic one.

The electric field of the unstable oscillations is supposed to be potential and periodic. Initial

electron and ion temperatures are supposed to be equal. The ratio (a;fin; =0.0625 is small

enough and therefore the electrons are magnetized. The influence ct" their transversal motion

on the dispersion is negligible. The pumping field frequency is chosen somewhat above the ion

cyclotron frequency ragtime? This range of frequencies corresponds to the ion cyclotron

waves. When pumping field is absent and the frequency to is close enough to nmci the ion
cyclotron clamping cl.‘ these waves occurs. The damping factor increases rapidly when to tends

to mod. In the presence of the pumping field the current velocity u chosen for numerical

simulation changes the waves dispersion significantly. We consider the case “My,“ when this

modification is the most essential. Then the frequencies themselves change by the value

Ato~0.lcom and the parametric instability arises as a result of the competition between ion

'WE /nfl,Tfl I a) u/vTi =05 WE funTu b) u/vTi '=0.7
owl can i ‘

near ' are l

nos _ c.12 -

one ME ‘

one over »
r"‘""""“ ' __.

coon 25"“: 5‘50 ‘ T57: ‘jon D'Dflc . can see me tone

repel {spat

Fig, 1. Time dependence of the electric field energy.F densitE.
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cyclotron damping and the Cherenkov excitation of the waves by electrons and it has the
growth rate order of O. lwci.

r r L 1 _ I 2Fig. 1 shows the tune dependence ofthe electric field energy densityr WE = 2E1; /31t
it

related to the initial thermal energy density of" electrons (ions) noTo for the two values of

11/v11. One can see that even at 11/v11 =U.'i' the ratio WE /110T0 remains small. The energy

WE is quickly falling down when the ratio u/vrfi (t) decreases due to heating of ions. At the
end of the considered time period the WE value varies with time slowly almost approaching
the quasistationaty level.

For the cases considered the behavior of the energy density Wm“) well corresponds
to the theoretical estimate (I) obtained for the “/VTt <<l. For the maximum growth rate

mode [ltpmfla kl ll/tofl~l, ze= te/Jikllvh ~1) the neat estimate follows from (I)

s . . *2Wfift}/na"l}(t)==(u/vfi{t))(ufi/aflilHKfl/Tc{t}(1+1fmfiizfi)}+kzpfi(ofii/ofl] , (3)
where W(z) is the Kramp function. Formula (3) gives the values WE fnflTfl =0.03 and 0.07
for u/vTi=O.5 and 0.? respectively~ They are close to quasistationary state values of

WE/fl QT; .

T/Tgfl a) T/Tfle b)
2.0 . SHE

15 l 4.0

l 4 ll]
LC!

i 2.13

0.5 t LE]

on a J 4 I , e I e -Q o n
U 200 #DO 509 80D ”3l

to t. [)6

Fig. 2. Time dependence ot‘the temperatures of particles. The curves l,2,3,4,5,6 corresponds :
1,3- theoretical formula (4) for electrons and ions respectively; 2 - longitudinal temperature of

electrons; 4,5 - transverse] temperatures of ions; 6 - longitudinal temperature of ions.
a) Ill/VT: "JO-.5; 1}) U/VTi #0.?

At the nonlinear stage the turbulence is accompanied by fast electron and ion heating.
From (2) we derive the time dependence of the temperature

Tate/"e = [1+ 2511411,! relies,- rim . (4)
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The formula (4) well approximates the temperature growth rate obtained by modelling (see

Fig. 23 b). The factor 115, values obtained in numerical simulation are the following: newt,

”an. 5 at 1tTi :0. 5 and 1],,=2,__'I‘[i= i at tt/vTi =0. 3'. One can see in the all considered cases

that
growth of the transversal temperatures of tons. Note that the both transversal temperatures of

the growth of the longitudinal temperature of electrons is somewhat greater than the

ions are close to each other The growth of the longitudinal temperature of Ions is negligible

The important feature is that the temperature of electrons grows all the time while the growth

of ion temperature ceases after approaching some maximum value. Probably this is caused by

switch off ofthe nonlinear stochastic mechanism of interaction of ions and waves.

Conclusions

The modelling of nonlinear stage of the electron-'ion parametric turbulence of plasma

consisting of electrons and ions has shown that in the case of moderate pumping fields

(u/VTi 531) the ion cyclotron oscillations ( ion Bernstein modes ) are parametrically excited.

These modes are mortified due to the oscillations of the relative velocity of electrons and ions

caused by the pumping wave and the parametric instability arising. The unstable oscillations

considered strongly interact with electrons moving along the magnetic field if the Cherenkov

resonance condition is met which leads to the waves excitation. In the other hand, waves

interact with ions under the cyclotron resonance condition that leads to turbulent heating of

ions and saturation of the oscillations level because of nonlinear broadening of the resonances.

It was shown that the nonlinear estimate of turbulence level and temperature growth rate for .

the turbulent heating obtained earlier [3,4] for the weak pumping fields (ufi'fivTi) holds well

also in the case of the "moderate" pumping fields (u~vT,). The efi‘ect of cessation of the

turbulent heating of ions is found when the ion temperature approaches some critical value.

Authors are gratefiJl to Dr. S. [{asilov and Prof. V. Yegorenlrov for discussions. The

present work was partially supported by International Atomic Energy Agency ( Contract No.

"21 lefRZIRB) and International Science Sores Education Program( Grant No. SPU042063).
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Splitting the Eigen Frequencies of Fast Magnetosonic anti Alfvcn Waves
with Bumpy Magnetic Field

1.0. Girka, VJ. Lorraine and KN. Stepanov.
Kliarltiv State University, 310077, Kharkiv, Ukraine.

The report is devoted to studying the effect of external steady magnetic field fin
ripple on dispersion properties of magnetohydrodynarnic (MED) waves. Plasma pressure is
supposed to be small as compared to that of the magnetic field. Electron inertia can be
neglected for fast magnetosonic (FMS) and Alfven branches of MED waves in this case. In
the laboratory [1] cylindrical plasma is ofien placed in a bumpy magnetic field,
E, = Hm a, + flax «E2 (in cylindrical coordinates),

an; = 130 {1+ 5f?)805(&bz)] , sor = age/ignore) , (1)
here |e| cc 1, s’ e (fa/dc, in, r: 2a/L, L is atrial period of fig. inhomogeneity (I) of Ba
results iisually [2] in a weak shift are of the arr-to waves eigen frequency to,
to = rotJ + on}, where are ~ 5.2 erg. Both the eigen frequency roe determined in the aeroth
approximation (a a 0) anti the shift use are even flirtatious of axial wave number leg for
nonresonant perturbations (the aerial wave period is not close to tire doubled ripple
period), refi'irz) = refl(~lcz) and ewfirz) = Lambda). It is shown here, than the splitting of
eigen frequency, caused by resonant permeation,

we: a is , {2)
is determined as follows,

at = can i. (in). (3)
The resonant shift 5c;- is 5a; m euro.

In accordance with the symmetry of the problem ( see (1}) we find the solution of
Maxwell equations for the axial component of MED wave magnetic field 3; taking into
account the small quantities of the first order in the following t'on'n:

3; [(er . e we - ail-ere + (as - at we- ewre) +
are . age W + er}. age -e”3l"t"“]-exp{i -(m- a— or n] ., (4)

here in is azimuthal wave number, Cfifilj are integration constants. Solution to?” of
Maxwell equations for B; in the aerotlt approximation is supposed to be known for a given
plasma profile. Amplitudes of satellite harmonics are small as compared with that of the
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fimdamenifll harmonic 1C5? wifiil~|sq§fl . flint, everywhere except the region of the

fwrdarncntal Alfren resonance (AR), within which

are = N3. (5)
and except the regions of satellite AR (BAR), within which

at” Anew, (6)
here N: = c - Ira/co and Nb ..—. e-kb/rn. We derive below the explicit expressions for the
frequency shill fire in the case when these resonances do not take place in plasma using the
perturbation theory for degenerated spectra.

Expressions for other components ct“ Mll‘Dwave fields are analogous to (4). There
expressions roast satisfy the following boundary conditions. First, these fields must be finite

inside the metallic chamber of radius r = E). Second, azimuthal component of eiectric field

and longitudinal component of magnetic field, 33 = if?" fin WEE], must be continuous
while crossing the critter magnetic surface.

=o-(i+ ea -ccs(2kzz)) , a; =—o"3-Tr-s-dr. (7)
c

Third1 the aziniutlial component of MED wave electric field must vanish at the metallic wall,
I n it. .. .

Functions cliff are obtained using the permeation theory. Coefficients Ci,“ are
determined applying the boundary.»r conditions to satellite harmonics.

Coefficients Cf“ do not arise for plasma with a uniform density. Otherwise one
constraint more is involved. it consists in the following. Energy of the electromagnetic field
calculated using the expression (4) must be equal with accuracy up to srnall terms of the first
order to first calculated in the scrolls approximation.

Applying the boundary conditions to the tintdarnentai iramtonics results in the
following dispersion relation which is similar to a secular equation in the conventional
perturbation theory,

oimz s .0012 a o , (it)
Here Du (tea) = 0 is the MIL-FD were dispersion equation in a straight magnetic field a e. G
The MED wave eigcn frequency is obtained from (8') in the form {3). The frequency shift
fire, caused by the weak inhomogeneity of .35, is equal to

~1embmlet‘l/éw) . ' ' (9}japan. .

It means that Mil-ID waves with axial period (2} exist in plasma cylinder with bumpy magnetic
field (1} in the form of two standing waves, Cf,” == if)“; , with close frequencies (3). Crests
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(or nodal points) of the standing wave with the higher (or lower) frequency are situated just in
the middle of the coils of the longitudinal magnetic field. This fact is explained as follows.
Bigen Frequencies of WSW and AW increase with the external magnetic field growing, and
the standing wave with the crests (or nodal points) in the middle of the coils exists in those
areas where the magnetic field is higher (or lower).

Beat waves arise as a result of superposition of these standing waves. Measurements
of the frequency, has, of these heat waves can be used for diagnostics of plasma density or the
magnetic field. In tokamalrs with eight coils of the toroidal magnetic field (in JET, for
example) these heat waves have the axial wave number k, : 4/R, here R is the large radius
of a tokarnak.

Simple analytical expressions are obtained for the shift are of eigen frequency in the
case of Milli) oscillations in the thin plasma cylinder with the uniform density separated from
the metallic chamber by a narrow (|m|- (b —~+ a} «re a) 1Ir'acuum layer. For short wavelength
(sf, ea {flaw

019:0.)mm) (1l—(ImI'w—ayki/(n-Kz)», (Ill)

5o): Smyrna-E?){Kl/kir-c-o'ki/(tl-mfl-{2-Iml+1))]r - (11)
here mii’me-Bfl/(mi-c), it}, =m~mp,-/(ctor£?’) is the Alfien wave number,
s2 = lrz?‘ ~ (ire/e]2 is the vacuum wave number squared, kl is the transverse wave number,

~ new/eels”)mil-(1w). was/lat we}, (12)
cf; are components of the cold collisionless plasma permeability tensor. For PMSW with
lei an a2

wls c milil/alfl) ,(a/(lml-(h—nfi a": mg? , (:3)

—s‘(h)-fl lulewr—IK-l-L' .fi.flL“-m4(s—a) Z'lmlt“ lml'“ ell) O
In formulas (1 l) and {14) the ripple parameter s is assumed to be uniform, a{r j = s(b).
Such asstunption is true if a, s cc l.

(14)

If a thin {a -e «re 1, try-e «re 1) plasma cylinder is separated from the metal
chamber by the wide (a: . b >2» I) vacuum layer, than effect of Ba inhomogeneity is

important in the narrow layer Err at {2 air, )4 near the magietic coils. In this case the shift
fire is exponentially small. For example, for AW

mnemiml(1 -i:(ilk/(2 1(2))),- (15)
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fifigz-edb) “lentil-2 “It:I' a?" 6))‘W‘T-mfl - (16)

Splitting the eigen frequencies ofPMS and AW with arbitrary axial wavelength occurs

also in a current -carrying plasma cylinder (see, for example [3,4]). FMSW frequency shill

caused by a longitudinal current is of the following order, "

~2'wljl'ks‘m Baal”)
2

(:12?) age Bo
, (mem- {.17).

This effect is negligibly weak as compared with that considered in the present report for the

waves with axial period 212 if _

.finggmefifi _
Bo 4 mt - N,

As far as axially syrnrnetricm (in e 0) FMSW is concerned, splitting their spectnnn in current

(13)

marrying plasma with uniform profiles of density and temperature is weak effect of the order

which is higher than (aw/Bo)”. Splitting the eigen frequencies of wow and aw with

wave axial period 2L. caused by E, inhomogeneity, on the contrary, takes place for

axially symmetrical waves as well. '
It was shown in [5] that SARs (6) can exist along with the fundamental Alfyen

resonance in cylindrical plasma placed in a bumpy magnetic field. In these SARs small

satellite harmonics grow and are converted into small scale kinetic Alfven waves. The value

of RF power absorbed in BAR regions is proportional in the nonresonant case to the product
of s2 and the plasma density value in the SAR. For both satellite harmonics of the waves
with 1:2 = n/L SARs have the same location in the region where plasma density is 9 times

greater than in the fimdamental Alfven resonance. That is why plasma heating in SAR can be
important in this case.

The authors thank Prof. ll’egoretzilioir MD. for helpful discussions. The report is
supported by International Atomic Energy Agency, contact No 3931.010 and Science and
Technology Center in Ukraine.
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QUASILOCAL CHERENKOV ABSORPTION OF MHD WAVES BY
ELECTRONS IN A TOKAMAK

A.I.Pyatak*, S.V.Kasilov, K.N.Stepanov
*Kharkov Etate Automobile 33 Road Technical University

National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology",
Akademicheskaya str. 1, 316108, Kharkov, Ukraine

1. Electron Cherenlcov absorption may be used as one of hasic
mechanisms for the absorption of fast magnetosonic [FMSW] and Alfven (AW)
waves for plasma heating and current drive in small {3 toroidal traps. The
damping of these waves has been found in a uniform plasma immersed in a
uniform magnetic field in Ref. {1](see also (2]) and for large scale tokamaks
(ma/vA .253.» 1) in Ref. [3}. This damping includes Landau damping being due to
the longitudinal wave electric field E“ together with TTMP (magnetic Landau
damping) caused by the longitudinal wave magnetic .field gradient action on a
resonant particle (guiding centre) as well as the damping described hy "oblique“
electron components of the antihermit'ian part of the dielectric permeability
tensor sij = of} + is? This damping is described by complicated expressions for
sf? containing the sums over bounce-resonances of terms being the integrals
over particle energy and poloidal angle 3 with elliptical functions entering the
integrands {3]. Therefore the assessment of the damping may he impeded.

This report is devoted to studying the electron Cherenkov damping {3]
for the short wavelength MHD waves for which the following condition is met

where k“ is the longitudinal wavenumber, q is the tokamak safety factor, B is
the large radius. Condition {1} is met practically always for MHD waves applied
for plasma heating. In this case one is lucky to obtain simple expressions for at?
including the contributions from circulating and trapped electrons separately
and to perform the analysis of MED wave damping for various conditions.

' 2. Expressions for :33“ contain the time integrals in the range
[-—:o,{l) whose integrands are proportional to eap[i(l){t)], where

T

("13(1) = Iknv”('c")dt' — (at. (2}
o

The electron velocity along the trajectory is equal to

vultl = iaZKE .. 1 __ cos3(t), v, = JEEP + Mae — UT. {3)
where s, ==r/R,E={1/2)mev2 is the particle energy, a: is the trapping
parameter, 3(1) is the poloidal angle current value on the trajectory
determined from the equation ClS/d-t : vH(t)./qH. The
initial value 3 3 M0) is the poloidal angle value at the observation point.

When the condition (1) is met, the time interval of efficient wave-particle .
interaction is small so that the velocity v“(t) of resonant electrons may be
simply changed for its value at the observation point v'||(9).{'1‘his substitution

z.- H.- g;
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L“firmsponds to the local approximation.) The v”(t) deviation from v"(3)

happens to be small. Indeed, at small I

v”(t) = vH(3) + (1/2) sin Bmfit (CUE. = vfi/qR}. {4.)

The electronwwave interaction time 1531: is estimated from the condition

|{p(1)l r l (at (n == kllv|i(3)). In this case the deviation 3(t) — 3 is small

as = {3(a) - 3] ~ saga»: ~ 1/ .fknqaain ale: 1. (5)
The second factor securing the applicability of such an approach is strong

dephasing between the particle anti the wave due to Coulomb conditions

leadin to the diffusional velocity spread
____.._.._-n—-—2

Amiga-v”) L: vflvfit, where vc is the electron—ion Coulomb collision

it
.-

fraqueney. The resulting phase SpreadAQ = kill gelldg .. kllvll 1/1, 12/2.
0

The time the electron requires to pass the distance order of gift

tit ~ qRXv” “ lfeoh due to the rotational transform may fall into a resonance

region to -— kllvll' rI‘he phase change during this time will amount to

kv
fifipu—“J ills. ~33..- LE, (3)

me we we me
we is the bounce frequency. If the condition Ad) re 1 is met that is almost

always the case for toltamalts with RF heating. then one can regard the
separate passages through the resonant zone as : ituv“ to be statistically

independent and, consequently, one can neglect the contributions from

preceding passages the last one 'encepte'd . Thus we have
a
kmpmhhseefiewkwflsfl.mmwmgtMSEmaMyyemsae5% me

expression .
a l l t

Eii =31; +5ijr}r (7)
the superscripts (c) and (tr) denoting the contributions of circulating and

trapped electrons, respectively. The quantities Egan} are

- 2
(cl W ”pen2 = —---~——<IJ( ).
33 J; lcfinE g

s
m is mpem -

E = “fl 1#q)(g II
33 2 lifi'v%fl[ _ )1

' k m2 {1} 1!
it} it} 1 .J. pa 2 71:

3 :8. :_...*.._..T._.._._..._..........__.". ex a. +_....1._._..|i)q) ’
as as 2 {“2 kfivi m Fail P( G ) g [ ( 1} .

. 2 _ '
{c} {a} 1 kimpem 2 JE‘: .

a :2 s. : —-.— -—-~— me}: "E; +mc1)( ), (8]
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Note that in this approximation the sum ('i') exactly equals the
antihermitian part of of; for a plasma in the uniform magnetic field. at
m/kHvT“ <3: 1. It is natural, because in the local approximation during the
interaction event a) a1 12a the particle is moving along a straight line and the

change of vH(t) due to the magnetic field nonuniformity is neglected. The
splitting of sf; into the sum (7) permits to determine the contributions made by
trapped and circulating electrons into the MHD wave damping under the
condition (1}.

The wave damping coefficient is equal to
Im N 2 Im Nit] --i- ImNW}(kr =2 iii 27»? k3}, where
I (u)
.flgnm— 2: [4cos2 8N4 —— 2(11+ cos (2)8 N3] 2.

' 2H
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The refractive index Nike/2:1 is determined from the equation
(cosg 6N2 — sIMNE ._ 2.1) == nicest}: kit/k

2 2
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1"Te me
If g 2-3: 1 then the MHD wave damping is determined solely.r by strongiy

circulating particles, the contribution of trapped electrons being exponentially
small. If g r 1 then trapped and circulating particles contribute equally to the
damping coefficient to the order of magnitude. With g (<1 trapped electrons
make the principal contribution to the damping.

For co 2: tociand k“ - k '2 {lo/VA the opacity barrier usually happens to be
broad and MHD waves don't penetrate into the plasma core and such waves
are absorbed by circulating electrons. Therefore below we treat the case
to << to...i separately. In this case the AW and FMSW refractive indices,
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respectively, N2 = 31/0082 8, N2 = alfl‘he damping (9) equals for AW and
FMSW, respectively, to

(ho NW} - ME. {10)fer-F“ “- s ’N flag) coast}
[3) H2 '

mN a E *1LELFH : [Esafiiii + 12%533 ”' 23333;](251353) ' (11)as

When XE, = (co/kn'vTe,(2atlsin 3])(knqflyfli 1, then only very slow

trapPE'd particles participate in the Cherenltov resonance. These particles make
the dominant contribution to the damping at the trajectory sections near the
turning points. Taking into account that also in this case the wave—particle

interaction time is small, one can apply expression {4) for v“(’t). {One may-cal]

such an approximation a quasilocal one.) Then for at; one obtains
2 3mam qR 2“ as - ”d2: :12 .11' = ..._.. H: R 1:: _ fl . H 1 10. l .1 )

£33 Jfiavfieatki e {ilsin 31 i314 expi x2 i [(2. )e 1 ha}

where o. z (a/4}sgn sin 3,W(s) = expiezz)[1 + 3-: ? exp(t2)dt].
“3 o

For KG 5 1 the contribution to the damping of particles from the turning

point region fllqR 3-3: 1 times exceeds that from all other trajectory sections

far from the turning point. In this case, the spreaded function proportional to

W[(x—'1)efl] occupies the place of 5 a) witHvH . Only for 2:” >51 when the

sections with air-31 make the dominant contribution to the integral (13.) one can
substitute the function W in (13J by its asymptotic value for large arguments, in
this case [1331 coincides with {8}. '

For very low frequencies, x3 (311, the values inf-s11 contribute to the
integral over x. In this case expression (13} increases compared with (9):

' 2 2 aa H J; oipeiisfl R
533““?’2( FE!

VTE kiiqR

The AW damping increases by 1/):0 >31 compared with (10). The FMSW
damping also increases by this factor compared. with [11}.

The work has been performed in part with the support from the
International Science Foundation (grant U32200).
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‘ Suprathermal Ion Generation at Fundamental Minority Cyclotron
Resonance Heating

S.V.Kasilov, N4B.MarUshchenko, A.I.Pyatalr, K.N.Stepanov
institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center ” Kharkov Institute of Physics and

Technology”, AlrademiCheskaya 1, 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

1. Introduction. 'The generation of high energy tails of minority distribution func-
tion is a common feature of fast wave lCRF minority heating. E.g. the presence of fast
3Hc ions with energy we Me‘s? is for a long time reported by JET [I].

Usually the minority distribution function is modelled with the help of bounce - aw
eraged kinetic equation with quasilinear diffusion operator derived by Stir: [2] within the
local approach, which is modified by the account of toroidal trapping. The main assump~
tion of such local theory is that different quasiplane waves or toroidal harmonics of the RF
electromagnetic field ~ expfirnd—l—ilfl, with 13 and i: being the poloidal and toroidal angles
resp., contribute to quasilinear diffusion tensor independently. This assumption permits
to obtain the correct expressions for quasilinear diffusion tensor almost everywhere in the
phase space if the variation of the wave electromagnetic field with a poloidal angle 19 is well
described in the cyclotron resonance zone {CR3} by one poloidal harmonic with given us
[3]. Such a situation takes place if the minority density nu, is sufliciently lessthan critical
density nay = nehefynmfro, where he” :: men {to}, (elm/qRuTallfl). Here he, to, it“, app,
5;, q and R are plasma density, wave frequency, parallel wavenumber, average velocity of
minority ions, toroidicity and tokainalr major radius respectively. Usually such a critical
density is order of 1%.

The more typical for the experiments heating scenario is that with supercritical mi-
nority density no, is n”. in this case the wave polarization is strongly affected by the
resonant .tninority particles, so that within CR3 the left hand side polarised component
of the wave electric field El, which is responsible for the heating, is small and varies
rapidly. For the case of weak wave absorption after one wave pass through CHE, the
nonlocal integral problem of finding E+ in the CRZ was solved in Refit], where the ex—
pressions for 194' through slowly varying in the CREE quantity EJ/(w .._ aim) E All" were
obtained. Here EJ‘ is the solution to Maxwell equations with cold dielectric permittiw
ity tensor. rllhe corresponding nonlocal expressions for quasilinear diffusion tensor were
obtained in llellii], where the particles were assumed to be strongly passing, and the
account of toroidal trapping was included to the nonlocal quasilinear theory in Refliil.
In this paper the results of numerical modelling of minority distribution function for the
nonlocal quasilinear diffusion model are presented.

2. Calculation Model. The calculations were performed with 2D bounceaveraged
FokkeruPIanck code [6], modified here for tokamah geometry. For the Coulomb collision
operator the distribution of the background particles was assumed Maxwellian. The
bounce averaged quasilinear diffusion tensor in variables oi, n“ being perpendicular and
parallel velocity components in the minority cyclotron resonance point cache”) 2 a:
has the only nonzero contravariant component which corresponds to the diffusion over
perpendicular velocity. For the cases of subcritical and supercritical minority density this
component is given respectively by -

2area E+ ell
Dy==——l-—il——— again”, (1)
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and i I s ' *1 . - _#- Eegngt‘fi IA+I of? ] cilia!" f(o1,oi'] . n )3) n. . {2)
"on . - ' . _ - . . , , a v .

filmfleiw l1!“ Ts “ll “" it’ll “‘ in . _ _ cr_ -
Hero mm, 60, THE}. and n.flr .are minority cyclotron frequency, charge. mass and density-re— '
Sportively1 r5 is-a. bounce time difined 'as particle return time to the minimum Bpoint.
Expressions l'llfll'id [2) correspond to the case of Efii and 11+ in the form of one toroidal
harmonic in the CREE vicinity. For the Waves with broad spectrum over toroidal wavenurn-
her i the diffusion coefficients (1} and (2) preserve the same form up to redefinition of
constant in front (see their general form. in Ref.[5]). The components of diffusion tensor for
actually used in the code variables 1: and X being particle velocity module and pitch angle
in magnetic field minimum point. follow fromcorrespondent covariant tensor transform.
The square—root singularity in Eqs. (1) and (2) for trappcdparticles '-with the turning '
points in the CR3 vicinity was removed by change of ion-l to loft] as (off + exp(-—efi/i5))m,

where 6 {<2 at“. This change simulates the saturation ofdiffusion tensor. at u“ «a U, which
has for such particles the expression through Airy function [7]. However this small group
of particles is of minor importance for the result. The above change at the same time
allows to use the same analytical formula for all lrinds of trapped particles. It provides
the exponential smallness of diffusion tensor for trapped particles which do not reach the
Cflfllvfisfll . .. . . - . - .- .

The diffusion coefficient (2) is theintegral functional of the minority distribution
function due-to such a dependence of self~consistent wave electric field. The remarkable
property of this coefficient is that it is increasing with parallel velocity as ofi for passing
particles from the tail [3], thus providing much stronger diffusion of these particles than
predicted by subcritical minority model (1}. _ -

3. Modelling results; The modelling was performed for 3He minority cyclotron
resonance heating in tokamak with the following parameters: major radius R ;= 300 cm,
toroidal magnetic field B r: 30 t0, plasma density He 2 101’.1 cm‘E, plasma temperature
T; = To 3 7 feel”, toroidicity e; 2:: 0.1. surface averaged absorbed RF~power density
{ p 2>= ill) W/cmfl, minority concentration “on/m m 5%. The cyclotron resonance line
in“, 2 a: was chosen to pass through the magnetic axis. Assuming is“ N 0.03 cor-l, for the
critical minority density we get rim/n... ~ 1%, i.e. minority is strongly supercriticai. At
the same time the wave absorption after one pass through the CHE, which is characterised
by the CRZ opticnlthickness ' k2 2 . .

v, 1 . . _ '

q-effiibéfias. _- ' (3)
. 0'

where .121 is characteristic perpendicular wavenumber of the fast magnetosonic wave (see
ag. Help}, is small, 7‘ ~ 0.1 < 1. Therefore the 'nonlocal supercritical minority heating
model described-by RF diffusion coefficient (2) is justified in the considered case. For the
comparison we performed also the calculation for the same parameters set with subcritical
minority model described by Eq. (1), which being however inapplicable to the considered
case. is sometimes used for such a modelling. _ '

In. Figure 1 the contours of minority distribution function in the plane (chain) are
shown. Here n; = o sinx, o“ m o cosy are the perpendicular and parallel velocity compo-
nents in the magnetic field minimum point respectively. Fig.1a corresponds to subcritical
minority model. The contours there tend to so-called "rabbit ears” picture (see R.ef.[7]).
The characteristic feature of this model is that most strongly heated particles are trapped
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ones with turning points close to CR3. The contours in Fig.1'o correspond to supercritical
minority model. The tails there are developing now in the region with higher parallel
velocities. For intermediate energies this takes place mainly in the region of passing para
ticles. The generation of the tails is more effective for supercritical minority model (both
calculations correspond to the same RF power and minority densities). This is better seen
from Figures 2, 3, and 4 where the distribution function is given as a function of. energy
for fixed value of pitch angle ,1»: = ll“, 90'” and '34-“ respectively (the last value corresponds '
to trappednpassing boundary). This distribution has for supercritical minority model the
distinct ”two-temperature” structure, which is usually obtained at the modelling of second
harmonic cyclotron resonance heating. The high energy. tail has a higher energy contents
for supercritical minority model, that is seen from Fig.5 where normalized to one particle
energy contents 8 in the particles with energy below E is shown as a function of E (5(oo)
corresponds to average minority energy).

4. Conclusions.

o The self-consistent noniocal quasilinear diffusion model predicts strong generation
of highnenergy particles at supercritical minority ion cyclotron heating.

The modelling performed for JET-like parameters [1] provides the explanation of
hleV~energy particles generation at relatively low RF power density .levels.

The modelling for FLT-like ICRF minority heating parameters has also been perp
formed and showed the generation of particles with energy order of hundred keV.
The detailed comparison was however impossible because of the absence in the lit-
erature of all necessary data belonging to the same experiment.

The property of snpercritical heating to heat mainly the passing particles shows
that the efficiency of ICRF minority heating in stellarators may be higher than it
was thought earlier, because the cone energy losses should be suppressed.
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Fig, 1. Contours of 3He minority ion ditn'bution function computed for suberitioai (a) and
supercriticai (b) minority models. Solid and dashed rays correspond to trapped-passing
boundary and "maximum heating“ line respectively.
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FAST WAVE HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE iN TOHMQK PLASMAS
WITH NEGATWE EENTRAL SHEAFFF

{3.1L Forest, CC. Petty, KW. Baity,i Kid. Harrell, 5.3. cleGrussie, A.W. Hyatt,
R.I. Pinsker, M. Pursuant M. Metatarsal" n. Prater, aw. Rice,“ and EJ. Strait

General Atomics, PD. Bot-t 35603, San Diego, California 92i36-QTE4, USA.

Fast waves provide an excellent tool for heating electrons and driving current in the central
region of tot-carnal: plasmas. In this paper, we report the use of centrally peaked electron treating and
current drive to study transport in plasmas with negative central shear [NEE]. Tokatnak plasmas
with NCS offer tlte potential of reduced energv transport and improved MHD stability properties, but
will require nonvinductive current drive to maintain the required current profiles. Fast waves,
combined with neutral beam injection, provide the capability to change the central current density
evolution and independentljvr vary l"E and Tr for transport studies in these plasmas. Electron heating
also reduces the collisional heat exchange between electrons and ions and reduces the power
deposition from neutral beams into electrons, thus improving the certainty in the'estimate of the
electron heating. The first part of this paper analyzes electron and ion heat transport in the L—mode
phase of NCS plasmas as the current profile resistivelg evolves. The second part of the paper
discusses the changes that occur in electron as well as ion energy transport in this phase of improved
core confinement associated with NCS.

Current drive and heating in L—mode plasmas with NCS

NCS formation. Plasmas with NCS are formed on DIILD hy heating 'tlie'electrons with neutral
hears injection during the current ramp-up phase of the dischargedtii Operating at low density leads
to high electron terrtperattt‘re and 'a long resistive diffusion time, freezing in a hollow current profile.
Figure l shows time histories for a [.6 MA discharge with 3.5 MW of neutral beam power injected
during the current ramp. In this shot counter fast wave current drive (FWCD) was applied starting at
it} see. The electron temperature inn'nediately increasesfrom 3. to 5.5 c as tlte i’ast waves heat the
electrons. There is also a small density.t rise associated with the rf. At the beginning of the rf
injection, om,“ e 2.4 and on e 3.tl as measured by motional Stark effect spectroscopy.

Current profile modification. Counter currettt drive in the central region of the plasma enhances
and maintains the shear reversal during the current profile relaxation. For comparison, qmin and
q“ - gm" from a similar discharge with no current drive are also shown in Fig. l. The current density
is evolving towards a more peaked profile in both of these discharges as observed in the decreasing
value of grain. The difference between the time behaviors of em,“ indicates centrally peaked counter
current drive slows the rate at which the current profile peaks, while on current drive accelerates this
process. The difference between the time behaviors of gum ~+ (is: a quantity.F related to the degree of

*Work copperted by the [1.3. Department of Energy under Contracts DEHACDB—EQERSII 14, DEuACflfi-Qtiflflflflclée, and
Wu'ldltli-ENG-titi. ' ' '

'iOak Ridge National Laboratory, Dal: Ridge. Tennessee. USA.
1'hliassachttsetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts. USA.
”Lawrence Livcrmore National Laboratory, Livermore. California, 11.5 (A.
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Fig. 1. Time histories for a L—mode NUS
plasma with fast wave heating and counter
current drive. do and do -— ‘Imtn are also
shown for a shot with similar parameters _
but on current drive.
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Fig. 2. Profiles at 1.3 scc (dashed) and
[.95 sec {solid} for the shot in Figure 1.
The curves are spline fits to the data for
TE. Ti, and density. The n profiles are
determined with an equilibrium recon-
structicn code and data from MSE. :(E
and 31 are calculated from power balance
using the transport code DNETWD.
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central shear reversal, shows counter current drive maintains

the negative shear for a longer duration than co.
q dependence of thermal transport. The scaling of

global confinement with plasma current and internal
inductance3 implies that the local thermal transport is
related to the poloidal field. Empirical TE, To density,
mmflfimyhfifldmmmmmMfiMsh,maHJ
and 1.95 see. Surprisingly, even thottgh there is a large
variation in qrnin! from 1.8 to Lil, 3-5,, drops by less than
15% over this time. Outside the NCS region. jg, actually
increases by 50%. This can be inferred from the profiles of
Te or Tti Techanges very little, while the slope of Ti
flattens for U.3s:p<ll.3. The increase in it", over this
region is largely due to an improvement at the plasma edge.
The increase in T. and the corresponding drop in min the
NOS region would appear to be correlated with the dropping
q value, allowing the plasma to take on hot ion mode
characteristics. The variation of transport at the. location of
qmin is interesting since the magnetic shear at this point is
constant in time and equal to zero. This weak dependence
of transport on (3 over much of the plasma cross section
challenges previous explanations of the current scaling of
transport. _ '

Transport in N03 plasmas with improved core
confinement and fast wave heating

Frequently, a reduction in the core transport is observed
in the M25 configuration. A clear reduction in 2’: to
neoclassical levels has been reported in neutral beam heated
DIIIHD plasmasfls5 as well as reduction of particle
diffusivity for some NCS discharges. A small reduction in
zewas also inferred from DIlL—D NCS discharges, but the
uncertainty in the extent of the reduction was large because
the direct heating of the electrons with neutral beams was
small and significant uncertainty remained in the detera
mination of the ion—electron heat transfer. Use of fast wave
heating improves the certainty with which the electron
treating is known. '

Improved core confinement is found in 1.6 MA Dill—D plasmas when 5 MW of neutral beam
injection is applied during the current ramp with low density (r: 1.5x10‘3cm'3}, and an additional
2.5 MW is applied after flattop. The transition to improved core confinement occurs about 100 msec
after the additional neutral beam power is applied and detected most easily in the central density, as
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as “B1 illustrated in Fig. 3. Coupling significant rf power to
gm these mode plasmas has been difficult; Hemode

transitions, triggered by additional rf heating, cause
a rapid changes in antenna leading which interfere with

E t the transmitter operation. Nonetheless, 1.2 MW of if
a power has been applied to this discharge starting before

the additional neutral beam (shown in Fig. 3) and lasting
‘i’Es mipm} . through the transition to improved core confinement.
a; 2 This power level was sufficient to cause strong heating
2 e “”9”“! and peaking of the electron temperature inside the shear

“JAE reversal region. Figure 4 shows the kinetic profiles at
Fig. 3‘ Time histories tor a NUS plasma with 1.55 and 1.?5 see, before and after the transition.
fast wave heating and improved core confine The fast wave power in the central region is the
meat starting at 1.55 sec.

1.0 1.2

balance, but other terms are also important for
—-«-1.T!is__1_55 a 31551 accurately evaluating the change in 239- The transport

5a“ mum 1W" analysis indicates that part of the apparent peaking is a
i “v Tl _ result of the change in convective energyr loss associated

".i ~ with the improved particle confinement after the
“NE - transition. The change in the time derivative of the elec—
T”. . tron energy density and the increased ion-electron heat

I; From exchange are also important for evaluating the electron
_ thermal transport. Figure5 shows 35c. 33, and gmgm
zm/ before and after the transition, with these effects props

erly accounted for. )5; drops by an order of magnitude
4—| to nee—classical levels, while 1’2 and zmmdecrease by

a ' 50%, both remaining well above neoclassical levels.
The physical mechanism causing ion thermal transport

Flti- 4' mlli‘d‘ lit-lime “550mm “ml all“ apparently causes some electron loss mechanism for
{lififl mace) the transition in Fig. 3. these channels.

_ Role of q-n in the NCS transition. The phenome-
nology of the core transport barrier formation might be explained by various aspects of micro-
turbulanee theory.First. the negative magnetic shear allows stabilization of both macroscopic MHD
modes {s.g., sawteeth) and small scale MHD modes (e.g., ballooning modes) in the plasma core.
Then, according to one hypothesis, the microturbulenee is stabilized by sheared E K ii flow. As the
pressure and plasma rotation in the plasma core build up, the radial electric field Er. also increases.
if sufficient ii: >6. E shear develops, the rotational shear can stabilize microturhulence and a transport
bifurcation can developfiv'i One criterion for the bifurcation is that the linear growth rate of the drift
waves be offset by a shearing rate ac (pfqflaz’dpfllirmfipfl‘l This shearing rate is most effective
with low pm“ and large momentum input. Another hypothesis suggests that the increased Shafranov
shift associated with high-fl? in the central region of the plasma can lead to 'drift reversal of the
trapped particles in that region, thereby stabilizing drift waves which are responsible for particle and
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ten heat transport. The Shafranov shift of the central flux surfaces
increases with gm; thus, this model would predict that the
transiti.on'would have a lower power threshold at high gm, a
different prediction than for rotational shear stabilization. Furv
thermore, this would be a potential mechanism 'for cases without
momentum input such as balanced neutral beam injection.

NOS transitions at low NB! power, strong 13‘ heating and low
grain“ Spontaneous transitions to-improved core confinement have
been observed at lower neutral beam power using 2.2 MW of
counter fast wave current, drive and heating during the current
flattop. Figure 6 shows time histories for the neutral beam power,
rf power, and plasma current, and the central electron and ion
temperature. At a time 1.95 see, the TL, and Ti both increase, TE.
increasing from 6 to 8 keV. Prior to and during-the improved
phase, the discharge has NCS, but with qmin just above 1. When
9min drops below 1 at 2.2 see, the enhanced confinement mode is
lost with the onset of sawteeth. TE, Ti, and electron density all
show reduced transport in the region of shear reversal. As above,
the power balance analysis indicates that 3", drops by less than
50%. The long delayr between the turn on of the rf power and the
transition in core confinement implies that the at profile is
imporlant for the transition; the low value of qmin makes the

1ns,_.:_i_.t__
[,n as 11.4 as

P

Fig. 5+ It: Zen and lomr before
and after the transition In Flg. 3.

Neutral Beam Power 1
g l rfPewer - transition easier, thus implicating rotational shear stabilization as

i 1 the mechanism for reduced transport.
fl
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Efficient ICRF heating of D"-H+ plasma containing small boron
admixture on TullM tokatnak.

Kevan LA, Monakhov 1A., Petrov Yu.V., Mirnov S.V.

Troizsk Institute ofInnovative and Ihermounclear Investigations (IWNITI),
142092. Transit, Russia

Possibilities of ion heating by ICRF methods, based on fast waves (FW) excitation

from the low magnetic field side (LFS) at frequencies m¢D<m<mcH in D—H plasma are

believed to be questionable due to the effects of FW conversion to ion Bernstein waves (13W)
in the vicinity of ion-ion hybrid resonance. According to traditional approach (cut-off —
resonance pair) FW—IBW conversion coefficient in this case should be small, moreover, IBW
if excited should be, doomed quickly by electrons. In this paper we try to demonstrate that
efficient central ion heating by LFS FW excitation in conditions of ion—ion hybrid resonance is
still possible.

Basement of such statement is the following: recent theoretical analysis of FW-IBW
conversion taking into account high magnetic field side {HFS) FW cut—off (cut-off-resonance-
cut—off triplet treatment) has shown that 100% conversion can take place for certain values of
wavenurnbers K. of FW excited from LFS [1,2]. I.e. experimental conditions are possible

when internal plasma resonator formed by triplet outvofi's can be excited during LFS FW
excitation with efficient energy transfer to IBW in conversion region. On' the other hand, [BW
can be efficiently clamped by email fraction of third ion species if their cyclotron layer is

located in the vicinity of the conversion region; subsequent energy transfer of this accelerated
resonant admixture to major ions can cause their efficient central heating. Such method of ion
heating was suggested in [3,4] for I-IFS excitation and second cyclotron harmonic of heavy
Fe+23 (A=56) or Ne+mr (A=22) admixture in H—D plasma. We consider the lightweight, totally

stripped ions of boron or beryllium to be more suitable for examined scenario. These elements
enter into composition of the first wall coatings of majority of modern tokamal-zs, and ions of
If!+5 (A=1l) or Be+4 (A=9) will inevitably present in central plasma. According to our estimates

their quantity being small is not critical for IBW damping. Experiments on T-l 1M give some

evidence that discussed method may be quite promising. Ion heating with efficiency up to

T19=ATD(0)* 3.34043w =156V'cm'3fKW was registered during ICRF. heating of [3-H
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33mg in conditions of L-H—like mode transition. (Rafapwjmiolgm, Bg='l.15T,pl

[Fe-1001413». fies’i'ltllicm‘i, Teg(0H)e400eV,_Tgn(0H)e150eV, mammal-30.15). Fast waves

_ {allim were injected from the low field side of the tokamalc by poloidai loop antenna.

The attained efficiency is '4—5- times higher than typical values for hydrogen minority ICRF

heating regimes, which were observed earlier on a variety of toltamalts including T—l 1M [5]

_{Fl3- 1), High efficiency results were obtained 'on T—llM after- the vacuum chamber wall

boronization and coating of the main limiter and antenna Faraday screen with boron-

containing films. Under these conditions the presence of a small boron admixture in [ll-H+

plasma can lead toa strong IBW cyclotron damping at the layer of the second harmonic

cyclotron resonance of fiilly ionized boron {Z=5, A=11, ionization potential 340eV)

with subsequent efficient energy transfer to the bulk ion component. Important role in this case

plays the choice of the optimum hydrogen content, which makes it possible to locate FW-

JBW conversion layer in the vicinity of 3+5 i2nd harmonic layer (X tar—6cm) and to

avoid LBW electron damping. i _

Fig.2 shows the calculated dependence of conversion layer position (a) and fraction of

113W power, absorbed by plasma species (b), on relative hydrogen eonient. Because a fiill—

wave modeling in conditions of ion-ion hybrid resonance is formidable task, the results of

Fig.2(b) were calculated using 3D ray tracing code [6] for 15 IBW rays (KfilfRosl stag}

excited in tokamak midplane. Such calculations underestimate power absorption by hydrogen

and deuterium at low oping due to their direct cyclotron interaction with PW, nevertheless it is

clear that at 1114/1132: 10% the power'input to-Bii ions‘can exceed significantly the power input

to other plasma species. Numerical simulations predicted also very sharp profile of ' power

absorbed by boron in vicinity of re=2mcg+s . The iractien of IBW power,iabsorb_ed by 13+5

appeared to be almost independent on boron concentration for. flp+s/ne={l.3.+3%, it rises with

electron concentration and inversely proportional to F4. Thermalizaticn characteristics of

accelerated ions were also examined numerically-according to Stix theory [3'] for T—l IM

conditions. The shape of stationary distribution function of minority ions, formed under

simultaneous action of RF-fields and Coulomb collisions, depends on parameter E=<p>lpu ,

where rip?) is RF power absorbed by resonant ions per unit volume (averaged over magnetic

sud‘ace) and p0=3nianfinZEBdlnAmB (11,Z,m refer to" resonant ions): 'In" stationary

conditions, all the power gained by minority ions is delivered to bulk ions and electrons, so that
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in? = p, + pg where p; - power density delivered from resonant ions to buih ions, pB - to

electrons. Note that 3; is independent on miner ions concentration , because both ripe and 13,, '

are proportional to it. Fig. 3(a) shows energy distribution fiinctions for various types of

resonant minority ions: PHI-1e” (A=3) and Bi5 (A——11) calculated according to {7], assuming
fundamental harmonic heating and pitchnangle isotropy. The huge .“tail” on H- - distribution

1Function grows because of pretens’ bad drag en background ions which takes place at low 2

and high RF power density levels. For such the distribution. the main part of resonant ions

energy is delivered to electrons, rather than to background ions. Fig.3(h) shows that there is a

maxinnnnvalue E for each type of resonant ions, before which (Ed?) almost all the power

gained by resonant ions is delivered to background ions (sipitmpj) , and after which (EFF-3*) large

fraction of tip? goes to eiectrens (undesirable region). According to our analytical

consideration the value oft“ is proportional to 2%.”, so it is clear that using 3+5 is much

more preferable for heating major iens than using H‘ or Hefi. It should be noted that Fig.3 is

valid tier fundamental minority F‘W heating, rather than the 2nd harmonic IBW heating as in T-

11M case. However, it is known that IBW heating does not cause strong resonant ions “tail"

formation even at high cyclotron harmonics. So one should expect that in scenarios similar to

that in T-l {M the resonant minor ions would deliver their energy mainly to background ions

even at higher values of E than it follows from Fig.3 .' I

l Thus, cyclotron acceleration of small fraction of totally stripped boron (beryllium) ions

by IBW, converted from PW in the vicinity of iennien hybrid resonance looks quite promising

method of central ien heating even for low magnetic field side FW excitation.
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Eifect of a Nonuniform 1r'tadial Electric Field
on Sheared Toroidal Rotation and Bootstrap Current

Andrey Aliabantsev
Budlrer institute of Nuclear Physics

Lavrentyev avenue 11, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia

Introduction I

Non-inductive current generation has important applications to future tolramalr reactors
lil1e steady state operation and current density profile control. Recent results [1—3] point to
the beneficial effects of negative magnetic shear on plasma confinement in tokamalrs. The
enhanced reversed shear [El-t8) mode can be achieved only with a hollow current density
profile which, in steady state operation, must be maintained by an external method

-of non—inductive current drive. The offiaxis current maximum can be affected by the
non-inductive bootstrap current generated by the pressure gradient. Bootstrap current
is regarded as a serious candidate for non-inductively driving a significant fraction of
the total current. lligh bootstrap fraction discharges have already been achieved and
analysed in several tokamalrs, including .lTnfitl [fl], TFTR [5] and Dill—D [6]. in this
context, bootstrap current density profile distortion by any mechanism is essential for
understanding EllS experiments and ultimately for implementing current profile control.

This paper presents a new current drive mechanism generated by a significant shear
in toroidal rotation driven by nonsunilorm radial electric field. The physical origin of the
mechanism lies in the difference of the mean toroidal drift velocities [Er/I33) between the
trapped electrons and ions due to the effect of the ion finite banana width coupled to
the plasma pressure gradient (BF/5r) and electric field inhomogeneity (19E, /dr).TThese
result 1n a current along the magnetic field line, analogous to the neoclassical bootstrap
current due to pressure gradient only. rThe high E, and pressure gradients would generate
a strong off—axis bootstrap current and sustain the hollow current density profile.

Recent experiments and theories show that both the radial electric field and the
toroidal rotation play an important role in‘ the L/H mode transition and have a dom~
inant influence on the improvement of plasma confinement. In eXperimcnts it has been
observed that the strong toroidal rotation is well correlated with the plasma confine—
ment. These effects were attributed to the creation of edge radial electric field E. and
associated plasma potential shift much larger in magnitude than (Tr/e). Stabilization of
turbulence by the sheared E >1 B'flow associated with the strong rotational velocity shear
may also play a role in creating the anomalous perpendicular viscosity, which is dominant
in dictating the toroidal 1otation in tolramalrs.

The published theories of the bootstrap cu1 rent neglect the radial electric field inhoa
mogeneity encountered by the 1on along its banana orbit. The negligence 1n the impact
of this inhomogeneity on the ion toroidal drift velocity (F fBg) is valid if the F,— gradi-
ent scale length (LEE 1 ‘3? lab? ['1] of the E—«shear layer over which the velocity shear
occurs is large compared with the width of the ma banana orbit, 13.1, _= qp; 11‘1”. Here 1;
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the safety factor, ,0; the ion Larrnor radius and e = o/R the inverse aspect ratio. if L5 is
comparable with ion banana width £11,, the shear of the radial electric field-will strongly,r
modify the-teroidal rotation velocity and cannot be neglected. Since the ion banana width
greatly exceeds the electron banana width the impact of the E, shear on the electron
toroidal rotation velocity is therefore reduced This change 1n relative velocity of electron
and ions in their toroidal flow seems to be sufficient to produce a significant bootstrap
current variation in a E—shear layer.

Equations

Charged particles in-a magnetized toroidal plasma are forced to exPerience a high—frequency
.radial excmsion due to their Larmor and banana orbits As a consequence in the presence
of a pressure gradient the bootstrap current )5, arises that scales as ['1’]

.5112 a}; .
31: ~ *3??? . . . (:1)

To evaluate the effect of the "non-uniform profile E..(r) on bootstrap currentdistortion
ina ET—shear layer we apply a simple model integrating the radial electric field along
the ion banana orbits. Consider the magnetic surface at radial position (1'0 32> 2111,).
in the presence'of plasrna‘densitv and radial electric field gradients the instantaneous
toroidal rotation profile differs from the guiding center profile. The effect is preportional
to the radial excursion squared, so it is negligible for electrons with. respect to ions. As a
consequence1 the electrons feel the bare field E..(rg) and so their toroidal iiow component,
connected with the Er X B9 drift, is needrg) = nflfrnr(rfl)/E,;. The same component of
the ion toroidal flow on this magnetic surface, averaged over a banana orbit1 is given-by

(“Wash=3mho§%?hl+a-e347Mn-esua1 [ - n)

Here or is the geometric factor of order unityr depending on the bauana'orbit configuration
and it is assumed that the second- or higher-order derivatives of HG') and E ( ) are
relatively small. A large shear of the E. would also imply on appreciable squeezing of
banana or,bits but 1n the present paper these details will not be included for simplicity.
Thus in the present model we have a difference 111 the net toroidal flow velocities between
the electrons and trapped 10113

Hence, the additional current component ejbn'correcting the neoclassical bootstrap
current 3'11, mayr be written in the following useful form using the Eqs.(l],(2).

.5111: -1. -' :11 I ~3- - —-— - 1*... i .. (a)
Herero isthe charge of-ions, ForlaEr/Br < D) the ions drift in tlledirection of the
bootstrap current (co-direction) in the Er >< B11 drifting frame of the electrons. -

Relevant parameter range experimental data
it can. be seen from_.Eq.(3) that in the case of strong fall at the edge radial electric
field where T is lelatively small and the T- gradient scale length .- :—_T,-/(3T /r31) and
consequentlyl the thickness L13 of E—shear layer become comparable to the 1on poloidal
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gyroradius (banana width), the current term 5i corresponding to the sheared toroidal
rotation can be comparable with jby at a radius where the Edi") gradient is largest. By
comparison with Eq.(3), we see that this specific condition is equivalent to assuming the
thin layer LE (on the order of the ion poloidal gyroradius) of the strong radial electric
field Er: fl _

eErfltt - E": .-... T;- (‘1)

A 1hey issue of this model is how one can obtain the strongly sheared toroidal rotation
in tokamak plasmas. A physical mechanism for the onset of thin layer of strong radial
electric field in torus plasma assumes that the radial electric field and its structure are
produced not by the momentum input but by a radial current associated to ion orbit losses.
This current is balanced by a neutralizing current, whose expression is not universally
accepted in literature, and which may be due collisions with neutrals [8] or to plateau
neoclassical contributions [9], or to ion-don viscosity [10]. The ion orbit loss current
and the neutralising current are depend on the electric field amplitude. Above a critical
electric field EM : tariffs the effective radial conductivity drops abruptly, so a thin layer
of high radial electric field and an associated non—uniform E x B drift velocity profile
is formed at the plasma. These effects were attributed to the creation of edge radial
electric field Er and associated plasma potential shift much larger in magnitude than
(”fl/e). Nevertheless, it is still uncertain the question of how the radial electric field is
determined in the quasi‘steady state of non+ambipolar fluxes-in axysimmetric systems.
However, it is clear that the plasma can have a negative potential and that the sheared
toroidal rotation due to this occurs without any direct momentum input but to the radial
electric field induced by loss of ions. A detailed discussion of this process, as well as the
other processes determining toroidal rotation, is beyond the scope of the present paper.

A relevant example of the strongly non—uniform radial profiles of the Er and the sheared
toroidal rotation velocity were observed in experiments with perpendicular neutral beam
injection in JIPP Til—U [11}. The plasma rotation profile was hollow and was significantly
different from that observed on plasmas heated with tangential neutral beams. The
direction and the radial structure of the toroidal rotation velocity cannot be explained by
the momentum input of NBI. Our estimations of value of (rifts/jig) for these experiments
show that it reaches 0.2 —1- 0.5 at a radius r m (2/3le, that help to quantify the effects of
non-uniform toroidal rotation on the plasma behavior.

The anomalous axial current behavior suggesting the influence of the current, driven by
the sheared axial Er x .83 drift has also been observed in open trap AMBAL—M experiment
{12]. At the steady state the axial current over a wide central plasma region is many times
as much as initially eitused from plasma source seed current [not yet published].

Besides this direct influence of sheared toroidal rotation on bootstrap current in the
shear layer, under some circumstances it may be as the case of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabil-
ity, which will provide the anomalous velocity of radial diffusion [13] and thus will affect
on bootstrap current value due to the fact that the bootstrap current is related to the
radial velocity of diffusion as 3'5, ~ ,.,d,~,r,n.

An important component of the considered current drive mechanism is the source of a
thin shear layer (LE ~ 61;.) of a nonuniform radial electric field. There are presently two
plausible mechanism which have the strong influence on the radial electric field distribu-
tion and so they have the potential to provide a spatially tunable current source. Some
recent experiments [11] show that both the neutral beam injection and the ICRF pulse
can create a sufficient radial electric shear. There is some degree of control of rotation
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PI‘OfilES primarily through Neutral beam heating, However, the detailed snail-leis of these
processes, as well as the ether processes determining toroidal rotation, is beyond the scope

of the present report. '

Summary

Thus, it might be important to take the effect of nonruniform radial electric field on

bootstrap current into account for comparing With theory the results of shear reversal ex-

periment With high 9991359913 current fraction. The non-inductive current component pro—
.partional to radial electric field gradient becomes large in case of {Mr/aflafi N (Ti/E).

Electron root (ea/a :9 fl) and i0” To“ (3459/3? <1 0) correspond to the reduction and
enhancement 0f the bDDtStra‘p current, respectively. The high E.- and pressure gradients
can to generate a strong off-axis bootstrap current and to sustain the hollow current
density profile. -

Finally, a series of experiments on NB and ICRtriven strong sheared toroidal rota—
tion plasmas were performed on JIPP TII-U [11] and DlII-D [6] tokamalrs. Results are

still 13'3n analyzed and Will be reported elsewhere, but Preliminary analysis indicates
that significant distortion of the neoclassical bootstrap current was achieved.
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LOCALISED GLOBAL EIGENMODES AND MODE CONVERSION ZONES IN
ICRF

V.E.Moiseenko* and E.Tennfors
The Royal Institute of Technology, 3-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

*Pernianent affiliation: IPP NSC Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology, 3 lfll DE Kharkov, Ukraine

As- is well known, the Alfven wave forms a continuum spectrum in a tokamak plasma. It
has gaps in which specific global modes -Toroidicity Induced Alfven Eigenmodes '(TAE) —
have been found [1). The-Alfvén continuum has the extension to ICRF. It is studied for some
limiting cases in [24]. Like the Alfvén continuum, it has gaps and extremum points in the
vicinity of which localized global eigemnodes can be found [4]. In the present report, the
study of the ICRF continuum and localized eigenmodes is presented.

To describe local resonances {continuum spectrum) and localized eigenmodes, the near -

magnetic surface approach [4] can be used. We assume infinite conductivity along magnetic
field lines: fig fist-in = on [E is a dielectric tensor) and that the ion Larmor radius is small.
Both local resonances and TAB-like modes are characterisedby sharp spatial dependence of

1 the electric field components in the radial direction. In this approximation, Maxwell‘s
equations can be reduced to the following form:

(ii—:5; + G - H. = C, _ ' (I)

m2 B2 . . ' .with G =EE—Eflg-QZSLR1, a"L = E”, ttfiexp(ffit9')vEr, fl =nq, n 1s the toroldal Fourier

mode number and q is the toicamak safety factor. In the Eq.(l), the poloidal inhomogeneity,
which originates from the curvilinear toroidal geometry, is neglected because the
inhomogeneity of El. is more strong in ICRF.

The general solution of equation (I) is
u=uC+Al-u1+flflrtt1, _ (2)

where ac is the specific solution, driven by the rightnhand part of the equation (2), it, and n2 _
are linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous equation. Coefficients A, and A2 can i
be defined after applying of the periodic boundary conditions for E,..

a, ={d',_, a, war: amp, A mac-a} waged/D, where o: a, a, “a; «5,; (3)
d. = cam—lad) - Milli,” — expfirrfi] - “rises”:

d; = exp(—-ift‘fl) - (Ia/dell,” — eupfinfi) 1 avg/ad
For most fusion devices the conditionIIGl >> I is realised in the major part of the plasma

i=1, 2, C (4)
dums‘

column. Therefore, the WKB approximation is valid there. In the region where it is less
accurate or breaks, we use parabolic cylinder functions (we assume that there are no
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cyclotron rosonanoos on tho magnotlc surfaco undor consideration) In this approximation tho
expressions (3) can ho writton in tho following form: .

D: 41'--Icos{f‘)-~ T -,cos(21'rflfl . . {5)

.5“t (iFJ-V +i-Toxp(iI")*-ox (can: )4;
A1n=21 p . "2 [.. D . p )8] 2'1, . .(5)

whoro T—_. I? d1? V1. 2 Inn, 20991? 11': «HG (tho sign should ho choson so that roal part
RcGht}

of tho o'xprcssion undcr tho root is positivo); S and T aro tho rofloction and transmission
coofficiontsS '= (k1 — l)/(lc2 +1) T = Etc/(k2 +1) I; “ fi+ 6.1119011) _. oxp(c); if Ro G-33- U-

c-= _nG/«JZ20” in tho point of G minimum; if thoro 1s a rogion on tho magnotic surfaco

whcro RoGr-cU c: I?" dd. 13“ should ho dfitl‘t’fld from tho oquation: RoGI
5'1

19:11“, :0-

Bocauso wo do not writo tho complicatod oxprossions for tho two-linoarly indopondont
solutions1 it most ho spocifiod horo that 111 doscribos tho transmission and rofloction of tho
wavo launchod in tho positivo 1F} diroction. .whilo 112 .. in tho nogativo.

To study local rosonancos or localisod oigonmodos, tho first to look for is points whoro
dotorminant D is closo to corn. If D20 and dill/drill. thoro is a local rosonanco
(continuum wavo) at this point. If I _

D=O; dfl/drzfl, {7)

thoro aro two possibilitios: splitting of local rosonancos or localizod cigcnmodo.
Rosuming tho analysis of formulas (5) and (6), it is nocossary to montion that 1“ and B arc

phasos. Thoyappoar in tho onprossions only as argumonts of circular functions. Unliko thorn
T controls tho amplitudc of tho functions. Thoroforo, concoming T hohaviour. thoro aro tho
throo following casos. I _

Tho first caso is TE 1. This caso implics that 5.1 > 0 on tho magnotic surfaco and WKB
approximation is accurato. From formulas (2), (5) and (ti) wo havo

14n 11.11"2
2-sin(mB + 172) 2 sinUnS 172}

This moans that modos 111 and 111 aro uncouplod. Evory modo has its own donominator and,

(3)

thoroforo, its own local rosonancos and local oigonmodos. Zoros of donominators givo tho
samo local nosonanco conditions as for tho Alfvon rosonancc:

m+nq=iflfiqfl - ' .. {9). C .. .
For localisod oigonmodos it is nocossaiy to moot tho additional condition montionod abovo

(soo Eq.(?)) I 1
d(rr,8iT/2)/dr=0. - (10)
Tho Eqs. (9) and (10) togothor dotormino a pair of o1gonualuos to and r fomniug a discrcto

spoctrum. It to ovidont that thoy havo a solution r20. It corrosponds to thc global rosonanco of
tho fast Alfuon wavo + GAE- tho Global Alfuén Eigonmodo [5] 1n ICRF.
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If Te 1 , the first that should he mentioned is the appearance of gaps in the continuous
spectrum. The condition for the appearance of gaps follows from 13:21.5) . _

|cos(F)[:=~ T. - (1 i)
If this condition is met the determinant D never turns to zero for any toroidal mode number a.
From the RF heating‘point of view (fixed frequency) Eq.{il) determines the “forbidden"
zones in the plasma column.

One can expect new phenomena when a local resonance in the WKB case (T20, becomes
a forbidden zone for Ti 1. This is the case when coed“) r: cos(2n¢fi) *- ii. This condition
means that the resonances for u, and H2 modes are very close to each other (see the Eq.(8)).

The physical nature of the effects in the forbidden zone can be understood as coupling of
these two modes because of reflections from the region where the WKB approximation is not
valid.

The mentioned conditions can be written in another more conventional form
if

i EL:r-csco: . flora E atoll __ trig); a E —'(m. + ml), (12)
C—rr

where in, and in2 are coupled poloidal mode numbers. These conditions are similar to those
for the TAB mode in the Aliven range of frequencies [1]. Note that the conditions (12) mean

nothing more that enhanced coupling. The result becomes clear from the analysis of the
expression (5) for the determinant.

“L5 “ T . 2 resonances - 'I-5 l , TLE region

(a) (1))
Fig.1 The radial behaviour of the terms which the equation (5) comprises for the two cases: {a}--

(EFF/arr: 3(2mfl)/&r - the splitting resonance case; (by-317a“: amflflflar — TLE ease.

Forbidden zones are indicated by shaded marksalong the r-a-xis.

Fig.1 displays the behaviour of the two terms this expression. If their curves intersect each
other, there is a pole in E,, i.e. a local resonance. If the curves come close without
intersection, this can be interpreted as localised mode. There are two cases in respect to the
ratio of radial derivative of cosine phases F and 2:53 in the resonant point. It is evident from
Fig.1, that if elf/«9r Dr 3(2rtfi)/ar the mode coupling leads to splitting of local resonances. In
other words, the local resonances are moved from the forbidden zone to the left and to the
right. In the opposite case, 3178“: 8(2rrfi)/dr, the two coincident resonances, which
existed in the case of T=l, dissapear. The determinant D does not turn to zero but have a
close to zero extremum near the resonant point, which means a local increase of the
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electromagnetic field. It can be interpreted as a TLE -— TAE-iilre eigenmode [4]. When the
transmission coefficient T is close .to unity the field disuibution in this mode is the following:

a: a: (he + Vial/D. _ (13)
It is very specific that the numerator of this formula does not contain diagonal terms
(campare with formula (8)), but onlyr transverse ones. So, each mode is driven mainly by the
coupled one. It is necessary to mention, that in theframework of the present consideration the
relation between V, and V2, which depends on boundary conditions cannot be resolved.
Therefore, the relative amplitude of the two modes which TLE consists in remains undefined
here. ' ' .

Note that the transmission coefficient T and, therefore, the coopling power, does not
depend on the poloidal numbers of coupled modes. So, and this is the difference between
TAE and TLE, the coupling of modes with very different m1 and in1 becomes possible.

The third case which we consider is i" r: 0. This is a case of deep {in WEB sense) El «a 0
zone. The pair of solutions it, and a, has the Wronskian proportional to T. This means that
they are degenerate and we have a singlemode case. This is the eigenmode of the Eq.(l)
which is trapped in the region 5r H]. It is little sensitive to the external periodic boundary
conditions because the reflections from the si «s 0 zone are more important.

The asymptote of the transmission coefficient is
Ts:exp(—a). ' (14)

With this expression for T the continuum condition 020 is the similar to that “studied in
papers {2-4}. In the zero order expansion over T we have for this eigenmode

[ifl -— exp(—2irrfl)-sin{l") ~ V2]-[sin(1")* a, M exp(2itt,3) « a2]
2vcos(1")

Note that near the determinant acres the ratio between a, and a2 is fixed, which is

n=i .- (15}

characteristic for the one-mode case. Thus, nothing like TAE can be expected here.
However, the conditions (7’) can be met together for this case. This is because 1" usually

has one maximum over 1'. This means that the localised eigenmode can exist. In {4] it was
called OHE {Original Hybrid Eigenmode). In the polarisation and radial dependence of
electric field, this eigenmode is similar to the fast Alfvt‘m wave global eigenmode considered
above for the case Tel. The main difference is that while the second one is a travelling wave
atong the magnetic field line, the OHE is a standing wave. The dispersion of these waves are

-_ alsodifferent. I - I
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V..E Moiseenko V.V. Plyusnin AI. Lyssoivan“ ED. Volkov N..I Nazarov
S.V. Kasilov, AHP Litvinov.

Institute for Plasma Physics National Science Center ”Kharkov Institute ofPhysics and
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INTRODUCTION. Recent plasma RF production and heating experiments {1] with
three—halfutunt (THT) antenna [2] showed that it could he effectivelyr used only for plasma
heating and density ramp-up. However, it requires the additional source ot‘low density plasma
(regattxlflll cm‘3). Such a scenario with two different sources of RF power for one purpose
looks complicated. To avoid this disadvantage and to enable the reliable production and
heating of dense (n322x1013cm'3) plasma in the range of frequencies tom” the crankshaft
antenna has been proposed and optimized for the URAGAN—SM (LT-3M) torsatron [3]. This
antenna is a combination of THT and 4 frame antennae [3] resulting in a curved, like-a
crankshaft, form of the central strap of antenna. RF current in the central strap has a double
value and opposite phase with respect to the currents in the side straps. As it was shown in [3]
the addition of crankshaft modulation to the central strap of antenna leads to strong increase of _
the RF power-coupled to plasma at the low density stage and enables the nearly constant rate
of plasma build-up process. From the other hand, the efficiency of tltis'antenna at the stages of
dense plasma production and heating is very close to the THT antenna's. The increase of the
crankshaft antenna efficiency at the plasma break-down stage is a result of excitation of slow
modes with high azimuthal wave numbers.

The optimization of crankshaft antenna to the conditions of the U-3M experiments has .
been performed by 1-D-R'F code [3']. Fig.1 shows the schematic view of crankshaft type
antenna which has been manufactured, installed and tested during plasma production
experiments in the U—3M torsatron. _ ' _

This paper presents the first'experimental reenlts on plasma production-by crankshaft '
antenna in the U-3M torsat'ron. Using the optimization technique [3} similar to used for U»-3M
and for the TEXTOR tokamalc [4] a crankshalt antenna version is proposed for ICRF assisted
plasma start--up in the ASDEX—UPGRADE tokamalc. .

ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST EXPERIMENTS ON PLASMA PRODUCTIGN
WITH THE CRANKSHAFT ANTENNA IN THE URAGAN—SM TORSATRON. The
URAGAN-EIM device is an i =3, m=9 tersatron with major radius RF] m, average plasma
radius a=12 cm and range of magnetic field values 130 =- 0.1-1.1 T. A characteristic feature of.
device is that its magnetic system (helical winding and 4 coils of vertical magnetic field)
together with the supporting ccnstmcticn islenclosed into a large-vacuum tank for ensuring the _ '
open helical divertor operation {5]. The cr'anksl1aft'antenna with optimal sizes [1—3] (lg-=24 cm
and IQ =40 cm) has been installed at the average minor radius 117-16 cm from the low field side.
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The antenna is covered by thin layer ofTiN in order to reduce metal impurities release from its
surfaces into the plasma. The plasma production scenario in the range of frequencies 03*:m has
been realized at the heating frequencyf- 3. 3 hfl-Ix and confining magnetic field range of U. 6 T
_Bo""0 3 T The experiments have been carried out with the steady~state neutral hydrogen
puffing into vacuum chamber.

Fig.2 present-s one of the typical shots in the first experimental session with the
crankshaft antenna. The temporal evolution of plasma density and RF cun ent in the crankshaft

. antenna are shown. The plasma with density about of 1013 cm'3 was successfiilly produced by
crankshaft antenna without any additional pre--ionization. Fig. 3 presents the results of
crankshaft antenna testing when the confining magnetic field and neutral gas pressure values

. haw been varied.
. The dynamics of plasma buildrup at the stages of breakdown and neutral gas burn out

observed in experiments has been analysed using 0-D transport code {6,7}. By means of this
code the nature of plasma density limitation in the experiments was studied. The termination of
the growth of plasma density (even its decay) during the RF pulse (Fig.2) is illustrating the
typical situation for the first shots which are characterized by the strong light impurity release
from poorly conditioned inner metallic surfaces of U~3M [8]. In this case, the concentration of
light impurities was too. high, and the RF input power was not sufficient to overcome the
impurity radiation losses barrier. Note that inthese experiments the RF power input has been
limited by arcing in the antenna circuit, so that total RF voltage on the antenna could not be
higher than 15 his“ (1“n 200 kW). The influence of the impurities on the dynamics of plasma
build—up was modeled by introduction of additional losses from the impurity with the same
radiation capability to hydrogen atom. The comparison of experimental time trace of plasma
density to the computed by Owl} code one showed the qualitative agreement between them
(Fig.4). For 25% of radiating impurity saturates of plasma density at the level of 1013 car3 for
RF power input 200 kW while the same density without impurities is obtained at 3C! aw. The
accomplishment of plasma production experiments in a good conditioned device with increased
(11p to 500-600 kW) RF power and comparison of their results with numerical simulation
remain to be done.

STUDIES OF THE RF ASSISTED PLASW STARTnUP IN THE ASDEX—
UPGRADE TGKAMAK. To analyse the plasma RF build up scenario in the range of
frequencies entirety; by the double-loop antenna installed in the-ASDEmUpgrade tokamak [9}
and with proposed crankshaft one, we use a numerical modeling which combines self--
consistently luD RF and 0-D transport codes [3,63]. The geometry of crankshaft antenna with
optimized. siae of crankshaft modulation of the central strap (dS=4 cm) [3] has been adapted to
the sizes of ASDEX Upgrade doublevloop antenna box [9}. Note, that the chosen crankshaft
antenna sizes (If-d 8 cm and l¢=90 cm) are very close to those which provide the most
effective wave excitation in plasma column [2].

In lull) RF code the plasma dielectric tensor taking into account collisional energy
dissipation as well as electron Landau damping is used. Ion gyroradius has been assumed to be
zero. The model describes correctly the excitation, propagation and mutual conversion of slow
and fast waves, while kinetic ion—cyclotron wave (IBW) is neglected. Here, the antenna is
modeled by divergencedi'ee external currents. Therefore, the electrostatic mechanism of wave
excitation is disabled.
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The 1-D code predicts a much better coupling for the crankshafl antenna as compared
to the double—loop one (Fig.5) making the crankshaft antenna more favorable for plasma start
up. However, the plasma production ability of double-loop antenna can be increased by
changing of angle between the antenna currents and steady magnetic field from 90 degrees
{4]. The computations indicate a strong sensitivity of the RF power coupling to variation of
this angle. It can be explained by increase of slow waves excitation efficiency in low density
plasma. Such antenna tilt could. be realized by its rotation or by applying of the vertical
magnetic field (395104-100 Gs).

The 0-D simulations of the plasma start up have been carried out taking into account
the RF power coupling efficiency as a fimction of density (Fig.5) for fixed density of the
neutral hydrogen in the vacuum chamber of ASDEX-Upgrade. The scenarios of plasma RF
start up in the ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak with different RF power values have been analyzed
for double-loop and crankshaft antennae (Fig.6a,b). It was assumed that only a fraction of
total RF power was coupled to the plasma, with the other part being dissipated ohmically in
antenna. Small increase of double-loop antenna tilt leads to significant reduction of necessary
RF power for reliable realization of plasma start up (from 300 kW for 0.5 degree of the
antenna tilt to the 500 kW for 1 degree, see Fig.6a). However, the RF power value, even in

the case of 500 kW input, remains high enough with the long duration of the neutral gas burn
out stage. The scenario of plasma production with the crankshaft antenna takes significantly
less time and needs much less RF power fol a reliable start up as well (Fig. 6b). Here, 200 aw
ofRF power should be considered as a threshold value for the chosen antenna, magnetic field
configuration and density of hydrogen in vacuum chamber.

The above results show the possibility of initial plasma production (nE up to (2-
4)xl(ll2 cm"3 ) and electron pro—heating which should facilitate the fiirther Ohmic discharge
[’l'] m the ASDEX—Upgrade tokamalt.

CONCLUSIONS. The results obtained can be summarized as fol.lows
l) I‘he first tests of the crankshaft antenna in the URAGAN-3M torsatr on showed the

possibility to produce plasma with density up to ill-13 cm'3 in the range of frequencies theistic,
without any pro-ionization assistance in a wide range of parameters.

2) The experimental results are in qualitative agreement with the numerical modeling.

3) Two scenarios of the initial plasma RF production in the range of frequencies tsetse;
were considered for the ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak.
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Abstract
A simple, fast model is presented for the minority ion bootstrap current in the presence
of ion cyclotron heating in tokamaks. The bipolar trapped ion diamagnetic current
appears to dominate over other minority current generation mechanisms in a significant
parameter range. The current profile, the dependence on wave intensity, and the increase
of the current generation efficiency with electron temperature and with the second power
of the inverse major radius are well reproduced by fully toroidal Monte Carlo simulations.

1. Introduction
Shaping the plasma current profile in a tolramah is considered an important tool in enter-
ing the second stable regime for short—wavelength ballooning instabilities, stabilisation of
sawtooth instabilities, and for improving the energy confinement in the plasma core by
stabilising microinstabilities. Only a small auxiliary perturbation in the current density
may be required to shape the current profile properly.

The Doppler resonance condition a: -- ntt .2 Falls?” for a wave of frequency to implies that the
particles resonate with the wave of given parallel wave number It” with opposite parallel
velocity 11“ on opposite sides of the resonance for inhomogeneous magnetic field. Recently,
much attention has been devoted to the diamagnetic source current of heated ions around
the ion cyclotron resonance [1,2,3] which accompanies and can even dominate the current
from the Doppler condition. This well-localised current of bipolar profile is excited even
with symmetric it“ spectrum, thus requiring no directivity in the antenna system.

Models for the RF—induced diamagne'tio current have been recently developed for the
ICRFeheated minority ions [2] and for alpha particles heated by lower hybrid waves [at],
in which the reduced-order Fokker—Planck equation is solved in the small bounce time
limit with respect to the collisional or RF time scale in a thin-orbit approximation. In
the present work, the ICRF model is further developed to facilitate detailed comparisons
of the current density profile with the results of toroidal 3D Monte Carlo guiding-center
simulations. The model is presented in Section II, and the comparison with the toroidal
simulation is given in Section III. The results are summarised in Section IV. I

2. Bootstrap Current by ICRF Heating
Starting from the steady- state drift equation [5] within a thin orbit approximation in
an axisymmetric tolramalr with circular cross section, and approximating pL/L at: 1 and
”fig/Ta <31 1, where in; is the poloidal Larmor radius of the fast ions, L is the gradient scale
length for the plasma and wave parameters, 113 is the bounce time of the ion banana
orbits, and r,"1 is the inverse slowing~dow11 time of the ions by the electron drag, one can
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derive a flux-surface averaged capression for the bootstrap current 33 of the fast particles
(see refs [6 T 2 4] for related expressions)

sf? 1m AA ' (1)
where m is the particle mass. is 2 1+ecos 6', c 2 r/R 1s the Inverse aspect ratio at plasma
radius 1', R is the major radius of the tolramak, Hg is the poloidal magnetic field and
A 3 hog/o3 with vi and o denoting the perpendicular and total velocity. Only trapped
ions are taken into account in Eq. 1. The collisional and RF operators are assumed
independent of the sign of the parallel velocity on. .

While most ICRF heated ions become trapped with )5—“- 1 + scos 6m, where 3m is the
Paloidal angle of the crossing of the radius r with the cyclotron resonance layer the
anisotropic effects to ft. are here modelled by adopting an angle dependent distribution
function where A re uniformly distributed between I: and 1 — s, which takes into account
all trapped particles. After averaging over 49, the bootstrap current becomes

_ m ff [(1+ cos Elaii/ltldd s“ 3fn(r,o)fl 4m i. _H..__ W 1 d .3's £333 Krill + ms flllfl‘flilddfi 6? av v . (2)
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fn(r,o) is obtained from a flux-surface and pitch averaged equation [8] as

fflfigo) : ffl(r,fl)exp [m j: dvn—fl'v U:é:égi(gif}glflo3l ‘ (3)

and normalized as fa“ dooidoffirm) = n(r).with n(r) denoting the minority ion density.
l: "ii-”(Trill and fine) are the Coulomb diffusion coefficients [8], and D10(T5'LP) is the pitch

symmetrieed ion cyclotron diffusion operator [91.115 should be noted that the present
: solution is a variant of the expression of Tagnchi [2], where fa was described as a delta

function of A at 1 + s cos 9“}. .

in the presence offinite orbit effects by toroidicity, the expression (3) may give too peaked
distributions in radius when the RF diffusion coefficient DH: is calculated {tom the local
values of the diffusion coefficient. In order to. compare the present analytical model with
toroidal simulation results, we replace Biol)?

Dick) : Pc(1*)/3mn(r), I b (4) .

where PA?) is the density of collisional power transfer from the fast ions to the bull:
particles obtained from the simulation. With this replacement, the finite orbit broad-
ening effects can be incorporated into the model without the need to describe. the orbit
trajectories analytically. I

3. Comparison with Toroidal Simulations
in the calculations the profile oithe wave intensity 1s assumed to behave as e 3 Hi” where
e is a vertical coordinate along the cyclotron resonance from the equatorial plarie and
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s is a given exponential length. The resonance position is determined from the DoppleI
condition for a particle of parallel velocity on, for preassumed magnetic background, and
for a wave with a given wave vector. As reference parameters, the reactor-scale values
R I T.75 m, a = 2.8 m, B 2 5.2 T, I = 15 MA, Tn,- = 20 he‘v',n,, :Dfii X 1020 m‘3 with
equal deuterium and tritium concentrations, and a hydrogen minority concentration fig 2
2 X 1015 m“3 are assumed. Here, B is the toroidal magnetic field on the axis, I is the total
plasma current, and T,- is the ion temperature for each ion species. The plasma density
and temperature are assumed to have radial dependencies n, T : 119, TU x [1 -r-r2/a2)““-“T
with ca, : or: = 9.5. Circular plasma cross section with a parabolic current profile is
adopted. In the reference case, the wave parameters are 13+ : SUUD lWm, [En/EH 2 l],
is", z 30 m“, is“ E U, and s = -1 m. Here, E.,- and E- are the left-handed and right—
handed electric field components of the wave, respectively. The cyclotron resonance layer
to : Q intersects the equatorial plane at rm : 0.3 m on the outboard side of the axis. The
case with is” = D is considered to eliminate other current sources except the diamagnetic
one.

Fig. 1 shows the current density of the hydrogen ions obtained from the Monte Carlo
simulation for the reference case with varying is“. It is observed that the finite is“ broadens
the bipolar diamagnetic current density profile by the wave-induced drift [3] and by
the broadened resonance regime. The total integrated current is found to increase for
increasing is”. However, only small changes in the maxima nor rninima of the current
density around the cyclotron resonance are found in the present parameter range, thus
indicating that the diamagnetic bipolar current density seen for is” 2 U dominates the
shape and magnitude of the current profile also for is“ 375 I]. Analytical estimates of
the current profiles, calculated by recording the collisionally transferred power density
from the heated ions to the bulk and substituting this in Eq. (4), are also given. A
good agreement in both magnitude and profile is found. The analytical model slightly
underestimates the current density outside the cyclotron resonance, whichis caused by
the bootstrap current contribution by thermal minority ions not included in the present
analytical model. The found agreement in Fig. 1 demonstrates the rough validity of the
approximations made for the present parameters.

2+flE-5 1 I I 1 ' I I . 2.,flE5 l I 1 I '- I I I EJJES I
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Fig. I: The minority ion current density profile obtainedfrorn. the .Monie Carlo simulation
for in, : U, and for is” 2 $5 in“1 with outboard resonance position. The analytical result
is shown for comparison.
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4, summary _
A model for the minority ion bootstrap current in the presence of ion cyclotron heating

esented for tokamaks making possible the fast estimate of the current with reduced-
order Fokker—Planck solution of the ion distribution. The model should be further im-

. proved by a more rigorous treatment of the pitch dependence of the distribution function.
! Thfl bipolar trapped ion diamagnetic current attractive for current profile modification

appears to dominate over other minority current generation mechanisms in a significant

is pr

parameter range. The current profile, the dependence on wave intensity, and the increase
0f the current generation efficiency with electron temperature and with the second power

of the inverse major radius are well reproduced by fully toroidal Monte Carlo simulations.
The current generation power efficiency is optimised for small aspect ratio, small major
radius, high electron temperature, and for low wave field.

The RF current opposes the plasma current inside the IC resonance and enhances it at
outer radii. No directivity of the waves is needed to produce the bipolar diamagnetic

current profile. However, by inclusion of finite In“, it is possible to enhance or suppress
the RF modification of the plasma current, depending on the sign of asymmetry of the

k“ spectrum.

The present analytical model does not take into account the effect of the resonance

position in R to current generation, which is demonstrated in the toroidal Monte Carlo

simulations. The bootstrap current obtained here should also be corrected to account for

the electron back current opposing the minority current. This factor may vary between,

say, 0.25 and 0.75 around the mid-radius of a reactor depending on the elfective charge
of the plasma and the charge number of the minority ions. in the simulations, the ICRF

wave diffusion operator has been assumed fixed with Gaussian profiles. The inclusion of
realistic operator forms based on a spectrum of waves obtained by wave codes with full
absorption models (including both electron and ion damping) is important.
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ECCD Experiments in RT?

aw. Polmatt', a. Westerhof J. Lek F.A Karelse, o.G. 'Kruyt, AAM. Clemens.
F C. Schttller and the RTP team

FDM-[nstituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuiaen‘, Association Euratom~FOM
RO. Box 120?. 3430 BENieuwegcin, The Netherlands.

Ahmad
Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (BCCD) experiments on the Rijnhuiaen tokamalt RT? '

have been performed utilizing 60 GHz waves launched from the high field side of the torus. The
ECCD efficiency as a function of the position of the cold resonance layer has been measured
and compared with Fokker-Planck simulations. The experimental results are consistent with
these simulations.

1112mm
ECCD is accomplished by preferentially heating electrons moving in one toroidal direction.

Their reduced collissionality results in a toroidal current.
In the present R’l‘P experiments the total toroidal plasma current. 11,. was kept constant by a

feedback circuit. In fact. Ip can be assented to be the sum of four components: the inductive
current drive, a current due to bootstrap effects, ECCD, and an inductively driven extra current
due to an additional conductivity created by ECRH via energetic electrons. Thus Iv == [mm +
lbw + Inccn + {e The established ECCD is not large enough to drive all of Ip. The loop
voltage is only reduced below its Ohmic value (Fig. l} and the driven current must be obtained
indirectly. The voltage reduction results from both ECCD and the lowered global plasma
resistance. The latter is due to the thermal Tc increase plus the enhancing extra contribution by
the synergetically ECH created conductivity. The four contributions to IE, do not have the same
current density distribution. The bootstrap current flows chi-axis in the pressure-gradient region
while the other components are centered about the plasma axis but can have strongly different
profile widths. Until now, the exact experimental profiles can not be known directly and one has
to rely on calculations or indirect methods.

This paper aims to identify the IECCD dependency on the location of the resonance layer and
on the toroidal launch angle.

Espefimenmup
The RT? tokamalt (R0 ... 0.72 m, an,“ m 0.165 m, B; S 2.5 T, horoniaed SS first wall) is

equipped with two 60 Gila. 200 kW, 109 ms gyrotrons1 and a single ilO Gila. 200 ms, SUD
kW gyrotron. One of the 60 Gllz gyrotrons is connected by a wave guide transmission line to

the high field side of the tokamalt to achieve ECCD in the-down shifted resonance scheme. The
waves are obliquely launched from a flat steerable mirror. located halfway the equatorial plane
and the top. The launch angles ranged from —30° to +30“ off-perpendicular. The power was
directed towards the magnetic axis. The polarisation of the waves is linear. The injected power
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couples for 80% or more to the X-mode. For the. experiments reported here. this system has -

been operated at a power level ofahout 130 kW and pulse lengths of up to 100 ms; In some

discharges the'seeond.6t} GHa gyrotron. injecting O-modc perpendicularly from the 1ow_field

side, was used to get higher temperatures of the target plasma. The working gas was hydrogen.

The density was feedback controlled. The EC driven current is derived from a comparison of the

residual loop voltages for co» and counter-drive discharges. If one relies on- the assumption that

by reversing the toroidal direction of the EC wave injection only IECCD.changes sign and that the

other components remain the same for co- and counter drive then the RF driven current is

simply the total plasma current multiplied by half the fractional change'1n loop voltage:Inconv-

[wcng — V30) ! (Venn: + Vcafl (1P - 1mm)! where tIand represent the loop voltages during

counter- and co—drive, respectively. This expression has been used here; further, Ibmt is taken.

zero. The approach is accepted in ECCD research. Knowledge of the-current density profiies

through polarimetrsr should provide results of a more local quality.

Standard diagnostics, a Iii-channel. interferometer, 20— channelECE, a highuresolution

multi-position Thomson Scattering system and other multivchannel diagnostics are available at

RTP. Very recently a poiarimeter has been implemented on the 19-charmcl interferometer.

Ex crime t results

First results on ECCD in RTP have been reported 1n [1]: driven current fractions were

found up to 20%. Since then the parameter range studied has been expanded but the ECCD

efficiency itself could not bepushed up further. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2.

Most experiments weredone with 11] ... {SO kA,_and one} as. (1.0 .. 1.-3)x101_9 m'3; ET was

varied between 2.1 and 2.5 T. The standard toroidal launch directions were +30° and -30"“ off-

perpendicular. The diffuse'Doppler~shifted absorption soneis. to the high field sideof the cold

resonance position. which is at 2.14 T for 5.0. GHa radiation. Hence the driven current depends

on ET. Linear theory predicts the scaling Iggcp ~ Tefn.a with temperature and density; Fokken

Planck simulations suggest for the parameter regime of the experiment an even stronger

influence of the density: IECCD-er Taipei-5 (see the next section). The temperature effect is clearly

demonstrated in Fig. 2. The maximum driven current {.11 112A) was obtained at _BT 12.33 T for

T,: e 3 he? (obtained with 2 gvrotrons)1 and {nets-w 1.0x1019 m'3. This is consistent with the

largest possible resonance downshift at the plasma centre while still retaining efficient central

heating. For one gyrotron the maximum temperature reached is lower (“1} =: 1.5 keV) and the

Igccg shows a maximum (s: 6 kA) at Be around 2.30 T. For a further increased magnetic field

(2.46 T)the off~axis heating leads to a lower central temperature than in the Ohmic heating

phase; this resembles ZX-rnode offvaxis heatingresults with the 110 GHa gyrotron [_3}.

Current drive reselts at the non-s—tandard injection angles +23n and _+l l“ and with plasma

currents Ips-.340 and 80 led are not distinguishable from the others. while modeling for the

steeper +11” injection case predicts an Igccn maximum for BT around 2.25 T {see Fig. 3)..

Experimental data so far are qualitatively 1n agreement with predictions (see figs. 2 and 3}.

However. ECCD 1s sensitive to the density. which should be low to get a measurable rf current
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drive. At the more perpendicular injection, as well as for 80 M plasmas, the density increases in
an uncontrolled way with about 20%. This makes a quantitative comparison difficult.

Current density profiles from poiarimetry should show the current drive straight~forwardly,
in contrast with the indirect loop voltage method. The preliminary results support the expected
dependencies qualitatively and look promising. However, the low density and the modest
amount of IECCD result in a Faraday rotation around 1°, which is not high enough above the
experimental error bars to draw clear conclusions at this moment.

Ihmmmehmah
Detailed Fokker—Planck code simulations have been performed for the experimental parameters
covered by the experiments (i.e. T40) a. 1.5 - 3.0 keV. Infill) w 1.? H 2.4 1019 m"3. Bum =
lit) ~ 2.40 T, toroidal injection angle ti} == 11° a 30“). The results are given in figure 3.

The scaling of the EC driven current with density and temperature is approximately ~ Te f n.: 1‘5.
However, the temperature scaling may be complicated by a dependence on the magnetic field on
axis, Ems. Further, Iacco is a strong function of both 133i and the injection angle: for an
injection angle of 30° and with "Fr-(0) m15 ke‘v’ a maximum is obtained around Bags =- 230 T.
At higher Te the maximum shifts to higher values of 13m, but for Bama- 2.35 T these will no
longer be consistent with sufficient central power deposition required to achieve such
temperatures. Therefore these conditions are experimentally inaccessible in RTP. Decreasing the
injection angle leads to lower efficiencies and a small shift of the maximum towards lower
magnetic fields: for <13 =u l1“ a relatively sharp maximum is obtained at Ems m 2.25 T.

In the absence of radial transport. the FokkeruPlanck calculations predict the generation of
large local energetic electron populations. In many cases, these nonthermal electrons may locally
even account for an equal or even much higher energy density than the thermal plasma. When
radial transport is included in the calculations. the highly localized nonutherrnal electrons are
redistributed. such that globally the contribution of nonrthermal electrons is almost the same.
The total EC driven current is found to drop by at most 20% as a consequence of radial
diffusion. This effect of radial transport on the local nontherm-al electrons has important
consequences for comparisons with various other plasma diagnostics [2].

These calculations are roughly consistent with the experimentally derived EC driven currents
of Fig. 2, in particular the Bands dependence. Though, the experiments have not yet been able to
confirm the drop in efficiency for the smaller injection angles.
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Fig. 1
V1 ' time—traces of 5 discharges in a row
ovflaid: 1 Ohmic, 2 co- and 2 counter
current drive cases.
ip . 60 Mt, Pmfl ~— 130 kW, injection $30“,
«cue:- .. 1.0x1019m'3.
Oscillations are due to the chopper regulated
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Fig. 2
Experimental IEccn an a function of ET. for
30" off—perpendicular injection
Full points: 2 gyrctrona
a) Inccn
b) normalized with a scaling factor n1-5IT

Fig. 3
Simulated Inccn as a function of Ems. for
1 1°. 23°,and 30° off-perpendicular injection.
Plasma parameters: Teal) n 1.5 'c. 1113(0) =
1.7x1019 m'3. EC power: 135 kW X—mode.
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Propagation of a Wane Beam through Cyclotron Resonance

E. Westerhof

FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica ‘Rijnliuisen1
Association EURATOM~FOM

Postbus 120T, 3430 BE Ni'euwegein — Nederlaud

1. Introduction __
Wave propagation in regions of resonant absorption is a long standing problem [1}, and
waves at cyclotron (harmonic) resonance are no exception. The applicability near reson
nance of standard dielectric expressions for wave energy density and flux is questionable.
and directly related to this is the problem of ray-tracing in dissipative media. After all.
rays are supposed to represent trajectories of wave energy. Although methods have
been proposed for raywtracing in dissipative media (see e.g. [2]), their applicability to
cyclotron resonance remains to be proven.

2. O-~rnode Quasi-Perpendicular Propagation
The problems for the O-mode in case of propagation close to perpendicular with respect
to the equilibrium magnetic field 1s well illustrated by the (weakly relativistic} quasiu
perpendicula1 approximation of the 0 mode dispersion Lelation

? 2 1 1 “’2 I. i r FDzlw/w "fill 1+§F7KEEJ§ =0 {1)
C

valid for 191’“! :3 s1 / c << 1. All symbols have their usual 1.11ea1-1ing1 eE -_——= . fifTflf-me‘ and
3, .. ‘ _ fi' _ . . . . .1. 1'”Eli 'N”) denotes the so called Shkarofsky functlon of half mtegoi index 191 and dlEUIIlLlll'.

mc( 2/11}2 (1 —a1)C/w)[3 4]. The cor1esponding dielectiic wave ene1 gy fluxes are [a]

clfi‘I2 1 111.12 2c|EM“32k! 3 . .
Fl: _Ni er (1+ fiflmjflfl: FII:NHN 16s in seed i‘fl—F‘lfl)’ (2}

Note the convention used in this paper of a prime denoting,r the real part. Both contain
a ‘sloshing’ contribution due to the resonant term in the dispersion relation. Especially.
the parallel sloshing flux can be large, of order (cZ/tlffl‘i” (ME/LL13), and has an oscillatory
behaviour near the resonance. The question remains whether the dielectric energy fluxes
provide a good description of a wave trajectory.

Also ray- tracing according to the method of Friedland and Bernstein [2] is not.
without problems. They propose to use instead of the full complex dispersion relation
the approximate dispersion relation with real roots

‘i E (BDD*/3w) : D I (3)
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where D" is the complex conjugate-of the exact dispersion relation. When one applies
this approximation to the dispersion relation (1), a bi~quadratic equation for Ni is

obtained, where one of the roots approximates the O—mode dispersion However, when
(u,PAH)”,:1 Serf/c, the approximation can be shown to become very poor close to the

resonance. This'1s a consequence of the derivative of the resonant terms in the dispersion

relation. Approximation (3) appears to be useful only 1n a restricted parameter range

3, Propagation in a Plane Slab: a numerical approach

The question of the trajectory of a wave beam near cyclotron resonance thus remains

op'cll- To simplify the problem, we consider wave propagation in a plasma slab, which is

inhomogeneous only in the :cvdirection and in which the magnetic field is directed along

3 varying as B(:c) : B(U)/(1 + 11/12}. A. beam with frequency a: is injected from the
low field side at :1: = o with it'll-spectrum: .

1311,1111 1113(41” ékfllg/flnhl +2111"-1311111)) (1)

where (is = sintI gives the initial direction of propagation, 11h determines the Gaussian

half width of the initial beam power profile as 13.1: = 15/ink“, and R is the curvature of

the initial phase front (negative for a focussed beam). Since the equilibrium is indepen-

dent of s, it” is a conserved quantity. Thus, using the “WEB approximation the beam

profile at any :1: is obtained straightforwardly as

I where the complex (CL is to be determined from the local dispersion relation [ti]. An
approximate evaluation of the beam trajectory (analogous to the derivation of the group
velocity) results in an equation for ‘group trajectory“ of the beam maximum :max{'T')

(dew/11:1) s: 4111/11“). (6)

The validity of this result, has been studied by numerical calculations on the basis of
Eqs (4) and (5). The results of cache calculation are presented in Figs 1 to 3. The
parameters are T,E = 1 heV, 1113/1112 3 03?, and injection direction of 2.3“, such that
N“ m 11,/c. The spectral width is varied from 111: = .01?5, .035, to .07, corresponding
to beam divergences of 1“, 2'“, and 4“, respectively. Results as presented in Figs 1 to 3
are independent of the particular choice for o. and R. In the following, distances will be
normalized to c/Ls = A/21r. _ -

Figure 1 gives the U-mode solution for the. real part of $3.1. from the (exact) weakly
relativistic dispersion relation as a function of it" and :1: (here represented in terms of
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tel/WC). The structure of the surface traced out by k1 as a. function of N“ and tel/WC
together with Eq. {6) explains the behaviour of the beam trajectory as depicted in
Fig. 2. However, the full warm plasma effects are realized only in case of the smallest
beam divergence. When the spectral width of the beam is larger, flN” 2f, tit/c, the warm
plasma efiects on the wings of the beam differ significantly from those at the beam centre,
and beam diffraction effects tend to suppress the warm plasma effects. Wave absorption
is seen to hardly affect the beam trajectory. The angle of propagation, arctan(df:/dar).
of the wave beam, is given in Fig. 3 for the case of file = .0175. It is compared with
propagation angles according to the dielectric fluxes [from the full dispersion relation)
and to Eq. (6). Clearly, the'dielectric energy fluxes do not properly approximate the
direction of propagation; In contrast, the group trajectory (ii) is consistent with the
numerical results (provided the beam divergence is sufficiently small).

A second example with o = 21K)2 and R = 104 for perj'rendicular propagation and
beam width .fl * x .06 (Le. 3.4 degrees) is shown in Fig. 4, giving contours of power
levels at each a: normalized to the local maximum, in order to correct for absorption.
Just at resonance the beam experiences subsequently strong defocussing and focussing.

Most. of these effects are accompanied by significant absorption. A notable excep-
tion here is the change in ray trajectory on the low field side of the resonance, where
absorption is still absent but the proximity of the resonance nevertl'reless affects the tra-
jectory strongly. In more general geometry, this could lead to changes in the position
of power deposition or even to beam reflection before reaching the respiration. Such an
effect was noted in Ref. ['3’] from ray—tracing of second harmonic K—mode in TCV.

4. Conclusion
Neither the approximate dispersion relation proposed in Ref. [2], nor the standard

dielectric expressions for the wave energy fluxes forms a sufficient basis for the calcula
tion of beam trajectories near cyclotron resonance. The observations presented above.
in particular, the negligible effect of absorption on the trajectory of the beam maximum.
suggests the use for ray tracing of the following dispersion relation

.0 = r2 — We, ran) —- rpm, a) e u. ' (r)

where fright) is the real part of the solution of the exact warm plasma dispersion
relation and knfl‘) is the appropriate projection of the wave vector on the magnetic
field. Absorption then immediately follows from the imagil'lary part of ft_,_ obtained from
the exact dispersion relation. As noted above, diffraction effects may reduce the warm
plasma effects significantly, requiring extension of standard-rayutracing as in Ref. [8].

Acknowledgement This work was performed under the EuratomeFCIM Association
agreement with financial support from NWO and Euratom.
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1. Introduction

The knowledge of the two~dimensiona1 (20) fast electron dynamics in momentum Space
during Lower Hybrid (LH) current drive experiments is of great importance in view to control
accurately the non—inductive current density profile in the plasma and to achieve a significant
enhancement of tokamak performances in a steady-state- regime. Moreover, in combined
scenarios with Fast Wave Electron Heating (FWEH), 2D effects on the non—thermal electron
population are expected to be large, according to theoretical predictions. The fast electron
dynamics is analysed in detail from the suprathennal bremsstrahlung emission, which provides
aquite direct insight of the non~therrnal electron distribution function in both configuration and
momentum spaces. Quantitative simulations of experimental results obtained on TORE SUPRA
are carried out for various plasma conditions based on toroidal ray-tracing combined with self-
consistent 2D relativistic Fokker-Planck calculations. As the studied photon energy range lies
mainly in the region above the plateau of quasilinear diffusion, a careful attention is paid to the
fast electron dynamics in momentum space whose accurate description must take into account
of the full two-dimensional nature of pitch+angle scattering.

2. Modeling of LI-l experiments

Recent experiments have been carried 1'“ a"? 1* _____ “WED (a) 3
out on the TORESUPRA tokantak'in view to as _ a ‘9 .. wont-13 f 7'
control in a stationary manner the current " : til ’5 gig-Rf]? '75
density profile flowing in the plasma lll. ' s53:
Such a goal has been achieved by launching. wig
LH waves in poor accessibility conditions, so , , 5 '* “J
that much of the power is expected to be ‘3
absorbed 'offsasis. in this case, the absorption M-2
due to Landau damping is weak, because of a t _..11-
the moderate electron temperature in the ” fimmaflmd,1Ufl-iurrflcg'3 1
plasma region where the wave packet to‘= 1
propagates. As a consequence, the wave
makes many passes in the discharge and
undergoes numerous reflections between cut"
off and caustics before the initial n , spectrum
is upshifted to“sufficiently large values for an .
efficient damping .on bulk electrons to take “PE t he 5 “a, A“ ,

{assistant} , i“ 1place, 1.6: m, = iD/slTJkel’lThou'gh the to“
current drive efficiency ts rather low in such U ”l“ M] 3““. . . . . _ hvikc'v')conditions, it turns out that this multipass
restate has lead routinely t0 nationals Fig. 1. Power deposition profile (amass)
reversed magnetic shear in the plasma core,
when the LH power is large enough to drive the full current. A critical issue in such scenarios is
the accurate detemtination of the power deposition profile, in connection .with the possible
existence ofa transport barrier in the plasma layer where the magnetic shear becomes negative.
Indeed, it has been observed experimentally a significant rise of the electron tempem‘tnrc in the
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can: of the plasma, few seconds after the onset of the Ll-l power, which may be ascribed to a

transition towards a new plasma state with enhanced global confinement. Because of the non-
lingfif dependence of the LH power deposition profile with the, current density profile, an
accurate assessmept of a core transport barrier is based on quantitative comparisons between
thgflffitiflfli predictions and experimental observanons. Such an approach has been considered in
detail using the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission m the hard suray (HXR) energy range,
whiflh allows a qutte direct estimate of the localisation of the fast electrons interacting resonantly
with the LH wave, both in configuration and momentum spaces. As simulations of the
gramsstralung emission requires a careful description of the perpendicular electron dynamics, it
has been detern‘nned by a standard method based on the use of a toroidal ray-tracing combined
with a 2D relativistic Fokker-Planck module {2,3}. In the calculations, the quasi-linear diffusion
coefficient is determined self-consistently with the power deposition profile from the wave
absoofition by averaging dftp,,,pl)f3p# over the perpendicular direction. Fokker~Planck
calculations are carried out using the relativistic Beliaev~Budker collision operator, including the
first Eggndreharmonic reaction term, which plays an important role for an accurate
determination of the shape of the fast electron tail [4]. . . 'As shown in Fig.1, the predicted LH power deposition profile is clearly off-axis and in
fair agmgmgm with Abel inverted HXR measurements between 50 and lllll ke‘v’. Plasma

conditions - #14385, IF, = “.4 MA, 3, : 2T, T,fl : 3.5 keV, n c” = 3.ll><10“9 m3 - correspond
to a strong multipass regime for which the plasma core is inaccessible to the initial wave packet.
In this case, it is possible to give a statistical description of the wave dynamics, a
complementary approach to the standard ray-tracingtechnique [5]. The main advantage of this
method is that mechanisms involved in producing of wave diffusion (W13) in the phase space
need not to .be specified, and results of the LH modeling become robust and insensitive to
various assumptions (magnetic equilibrium, scattering effects, antenna extension and
position...}. A very good agreement between the two descriptions of the LH wave dynamics is
found, as shown in Fig}, even if a one-dimensional FokketvPlanck solver has been used for
the wave diffusion approach. It is interesting to note that the safety factor profile deduced from
time evolution ofvarious magnetic measurements is non monotonic, taking into account of the
bootstrap fraction, as observed experimentally from polarimetry measurements (Fig.1). The
fact that both the minimum q-value and the LH power deposition take place in the same plasma
region gives confidence to the consistency of the whole analysis. This conclusionis. reinforced
by the vow good quantitative agreement found between the experimental HXR energy
spectrum, and numerical predictions using self—consistent rayutracing and 2D Fokker—Planck
calculations (Fig.1). Not only the slope of the HXR spectrum (given by the photon temperature
Tph {6}}, but also the absolute level of the signal over a wide photon energy range are
reproduced. Calculations of TF1, have also been carried out for various TORB SUPRA plasma

[m I , conditions, and compared to experimental
dis: ' estimates detemuned in the same energy

8G a " l4'l1~7><l'-'l‘“'rnij Tin. HIP-.Clnrrd window 75-1??? keV. In Fig.2, calculated
a - 1 0 {III I It ‘

D‘. c,/ 2.33 o. o .n and measured 1 ,, for three different.... ‘l‘tlm 'i -l 2 F” . .a- _ 1 2; {2,1} la n ‘- chords A, B, C [a], are teported as a
g fig, t“2,3 5 function of the accessibility paratneter

.t: -__ 1 2
1-5" 50H a, o “3 “that =1+(ru,,,./Qm) where top, and $1,,

ielmdtc‘i g ‘ .. are respectively the electron plasma
as - {1.3-3} frequency and the electron gyrofrequency.
3,, fi A very good agreement is observed, and

g | ti I in particular the decrease of T i, when up“,
1.5 an 2.5 an increases, i.e. when E, is reduced, is well

,, ___," .Iiiifl,,_,_,__,__ ...,, reproduced. Such a dependence may be
“Good Access.” “Pfltlt‘ACceggihiiity” espltuned by the fact that at lower

, ,- 1 magnetic fields, less energetic electrons
Fig. 2. Photon temperature [or various LH wave urfl ggflfilemted by mg LH waygs, Igading

flCCESSibiHiY conditions. to a degradation of the current drive
efficiency, and lower T,“ values.
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3.Fast electron dynamics above the plateau region

As shown .in the previous section, it is possible to account for most characteristics of
full current drive discharges sustained by means of LH waves with selfuconsistent ray-tracing +
21) relativistic FokkermPlanck calculations. in particular, a good quantitative description of thfi
nonnthermal bremsstrahlung emission is possible for a broad set of plasma conditions, even if
the dominant contribution to the HXR emission arises from fast electrons whose energy is well
beyond the quasilinear plateau {Fig.3}. In this case, an accurate description of the perpendicular
dynamics in momentum space is critical. in order to simplify the 2D analysis in momentum
space, the 21] distribution function is represented by its two moments

Eighty] = eJJpipflmljdpl and light”): Raj-n p1f(pfl.,pi)dpy with respect to the
perpendicular direction, and by the perpendicular temperature defined by the ratio
Tip”) : 133/2 Ft}, which is a measure of the broadening of the distribution function in pi as a
result of the combined effects of collisional slowing—down, pitch—angle scattering and quasi-
linear diffusion. The suprathennal distribution function fip,,,p,l may be then approximated by

Fe P 2
fiPrrtP.t.)'-“' ( H) 3" "- pi 'ZflTtipni zTiipa)

As espected from theoretical
‘ ‘ {a} ' ' predictions 1?,81, 'l‘i is nearly constant over

514:]- ___ numerical rcsonancclniune-rics the plateau region as a function of p”, because
the average escape time is roughly given by
the slowing-down time settle. In the region
above the plateau, a non monotonic
dependence of “I“i with Pa is observed
numerically, as shown in Fig.4, which first
corresponds _to an increase and is then
followed by a strong decrease as far as pH
becomes larger. The dependence of T1 as a

an _m o m 2r]. 3“ function of pflhas been investigated by solving
the lsangevin equations which give the

. - .Itelnianulytl'cal

fill

size

p” no trajectory of a test electron in momentum
' - t - . .

1n'is\\p,,=a‘ . {by 1_ space. in the case of no electric field, the
- q“ I it""sw Langevin approach becomes particularly

fiat-1“; firm—ax: , :4 simple and analytical solution‘snmay be
53‘ : ~ _ m E obtained, from the knowledge of initial values

to“? . on given boundaries. Above the plateau
* - . - ' -, ”II a region, it is straightforward to calculate that in
' . the nonrrelativistic limit, the relationship

-:ttt between an initial point of the trajectory
h _ ....1 r '. .«filth? defined by {pmpml and (Pippy) to given by

T\‘ - 2 a a Fir E 2
4r . I I I in iIJ It} pit]: [pfiffli—pJ‘) .2 _ plain} Whfirfi A: 15 the:

a too see race Prat
Pi ion charge. If ftpihpl} is a Maswellian

Fig. 3. (a) Contour plot of the 213} electron dis-. . . . function of at the u: er bounda of the
trtbutton function, (b) slope analysts. pi i 13 Wplateau region, it can be shown that the

i
1 ""5

' r n" p '1 " . I .," "

perpendicular temperature above the plateau lips) = T.L(p,l,ru) —% rs .a decreasing function
' an
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of Pi” adependcncc which is in disagreement with numerical computations {Fig.4}. In the limit
. of TJ. ._~,. so, which corresponds to strong pitchuangle scattering. T1 = T; since iso—f'contours

in momentum phase space are circles in this case. Theincrease of Ti can function of Pr; above
tho plateau region is deeply related to the local slope of the distribution function in the
Pgrpgndicular direction. From the. definition _ of a. local perpendicular temperature

-1
1 o'ln f ,' . _ . -

Tii’clllatpi) _= ~E[$] , the non-Maswelhan natureof the electron distribution

function as a function of p.L may be clearly observed, as reported in Fig.3 for two different

values of 1)”. if 'l‘lfclpyitil) is roughly approximated by a linear function of pi in the domain

where it increases with pi, then it can be shown that the strong increase Of T; above ml: plateau

region as a function of p1,! observed numerically may be well reproduced (Fig.4). Similar results
may be obtained by a numerical integration of the Langevtn equations, from the upper lmundary
of the plateau. In particular, 1304' .

contours are well. described (Piggy, as mu

well as the p”. dependence of T_L _. 'r, .

(Fig.4). The I'iS-E Elf Ti may be Sfl‘mfl:.=|55:fltl Li- _

explained by several mechanisms. It and .3 l, _ 5;;
arises likely from the much easier fills-w; .'
momentum transfer between the LH "T;

. _ "a at _
wave and htgh pl electrons because of... ‘m- as
their low collisionality as compared to nu,,,,,,,,,,,, -
ElfiCU‘DnS With low parpgndiufllflr ' 2'“ “ sclnianalytical from Di" in ...

scmianalytic al from 'i‘ . h"
energy. Finally, the saturation of Ti _f I " . I I J 1
with pyyis analysed as a spurious effect a . .5 to 15 2c ' as an 35
which is a result of the finite size of the _ a
mesh over which the 2D Fokker—Planck ' ' 1., '
equation is solved. Indeed, its position Fig. 4. Perpendicular. temperature Ti as a function of
is an increasing function of the upper p4,. in the insert, calculations for different va~
limit of the momentum grid from 35' to lues of the upper limit of the momentum grid.
55 as shown in Fig.4. and therefore is -
not an intrinsic chi-tracteristic of the fast electron dynamics tit-high energy. it is worth to note
that this numerical error arises mainly because of the relatiyistic corrections at high energy.
Indeed, the condition of no flux at- the external boundary of the mesh is no more fulfilled

(Fig.4), leading to a spurious loss term in the calculations and a rapid decrease of Ti with p,,.
As a consequence, it tums out that even if the mesh over which the Fokker-Planck equation is
solved extends up to p = 30, the electron distribution function has the correct shape for p a: 20 -
25 only. Therefore, a detailed study of the distribution function at high energy requires a very
large momentum domain, for accurate calculations. ' " ' -
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at

The waveguide grill antenna, routinely used in the lower hybrid (Ll-I) current drive
experiments, was also proposed for coupling the ion Bernstein waves (FEW) to tokarnalr
plasmas [1]. This type of antenna has been first employed in the IBW plasma heating
experiment on FTU [2]. With 1.5 MW of rf power at a frequency of 433 MHz, and a toroidal
magnetic field of about 3 Tesla, this experiment, which is starting now, operates with the 4m
ion cyclotron harmonic of a hydrogen plasma near the plasma centre. The scheme of the FEW
plasma coupling is shown in Fig. l, in a slab plasma geometry with x, y, a, corresponding to
the radial, poloidal and toroidal directions, respectively. The trend of the wavevector component
perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic field is shown against the radial abscissa in the scrape—off
plasma region, near the slow wave antenna. The electron plasma waves with parallel refractive
index 11;; 2 up“ (typically is rum, a 2, for standard tokamak plasma parameters), mode-converts
into the lowest~temperature ion Bernstein mode, near the lower hybrid frequency [3]. The 113W
propagates in the plasma centre and is absorbed on the plasma particle near the ion cyclotron
harmonic. This scheme is similar to the original lower hybrid launching prepcsed by Stix [4],
with the difference that the operating frequencyF is lower, occurring in the range of the ion
cyclotron frequency.
In order to estimate the antenna--plasma coupling, the wave equations must be solved for
determining the surface plasma impedance. The wave equation problem allows analytical

i .
kg: P? Fl+lon BETNETEIH Electron plasma

+wave region l wave region I
i _. “‘“551-— Fig. 1. Scheme of the IBW coupling

IT *1 3, 5 [3“, following the linear wave dispersion
1,}: 5 Pi 1 antenna relation. it}; 13 the wavcvector component

i perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic
10-] __ mm ‘1 field. pi is the ion Larmor radius. Slah

temperature “11‘: Be plasma geometry with it. y, “I. the radial,
gradients 5'. F} "1' / poloidal and toroidal directions

pl respectively. The F'I‘U hydrogen plasma
‘2 h “Mu...“ 4" ' arecensidered: major radius R z 0.93 m,

10 =0, “" Hmfl=ltept minor radius' a = 0.33 In, parallel
3,; int, 1 L“ h ,1: refractive inti'cit n1: 5, toroidal magnetic

49¢ l-a—Scrape off plasma *1 [551d 1. field 8 T, operating Frequency fp=433
a hit-Is0.30 0.30 l
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solution only in the range mother; 5 2 of the ion cyclotron harmonic frequency [5].. For the high

ham-ionic range: market} 2: 4, kpam cat 2: 1, relevant for the [3W experiment on FTU, a full-

wapg model and a numerical solution of the wave equations should be considered (met, {on are
the ion cyclotron and the operating frequency, kpgrp is the wavevector component perpendicular

to the toroidal magnetic field and poi is the ion Larmor radius). In the present paper, we show

the antenna~coupling results obtained by the numerical solution of the surface plasma
impedance, by considering the plasma parameters relevant for the IBWwFTU experiment. The
present fullrwave analysis of the surface plasma impedance has been carried out by the SEMAL
code [6], which solves the integro—differential equations for the wave electric field in the

waeevector space, for any value of magma and kpgrppgi, and for any assented profile of plasma

dgusitv, temperature and magnetic field, in the antenna coupling region. The surface plasma
impedance Zp(ny,nz), given for each partial wave of the Fourier spectrum by : '

Esperpmvtnx) :: £1101v Bperplnyafla}: Eperp = Eyfi. '1“ Egg, Emil-p 3 Bali}; - Byfij’,

200 - can be evaluated at any antenna position in the
scrape-off plasma, also near the EPWHIBW
mode-conversion layer, without losing

precision of the solution (up :2 kyl'cmtp u; r:

3,..- ltzfctog, are the components of the wave
refractive index in the poloidal and toroidal

I‘.» r. 'n I!” 4 _ I

QUE] "' ,. new Rfimfimr} directions). The E333}, component, of the
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Fig. 2. Plasma surface impedance vs. the local density
of the scrape-off plasma at the antenna month, with
the parallel refractive index as parameter. Same plasma
parameters as in Fig. I.

surface plasma impedance is shown in Fig. 2,
versus the local plasma density. The FTU
scrape-off plasma parameters have been
assumed, and some 111 values in the range

corresponding to the maximum emitted rf
power by the waveguide antenna for U—rt
phasing, are considered. This impedance
component is relevant for the wave electric
field. polarisation of the fundamental TEm
waveguide mode. The waveguide antenna
coupling has been determined by evaluating
the reflection coefficients of each waveguide,

due to the reflected fundamental T1301 and all the evanescent higher modes, for a given
transmission coefficient of the fundamental TEm incident mode (see Fig. 3). In the analysis of
the vacuum fields in the waveguides, we have taken into account the waveguide finite extension
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in the poloidal (y) direction, due to the low
operating frequency of the 113W
experiment, so- that the field wavelengths
are comparable to the antenna dimensions.
The calculated total reflected rf power
versus the local plasma density at the
antenna mouth, expected fer standard
positions of the antenna in the scrape—off
layer, is _ shown in Fig. 4. The two
waveguide antenna of the FTU experiment,
with dimensions IY=D.4 m, 1320.03 m, is
considered. Two relative phasing between
the waveguides, 0° and 130”, have been
considered. We observe that very high
reflection of the rf power for the 0“ phasing
is capccted, and a good antenna coupling is
possible with 130”. All these results are
obtained by calculating at any position the

Fig. 3. Sketch of the antenna-plasma interface. plasma surface impedancfl matrix, in tho

wavenumbcr range: essaysos, eenzsloo, in order to obtain a sufficient wave field
reconstruction by the Fourier spectrum.
Recent I'BW heating experiments of tokamak plasmas showed that a good antenna coupling was
not sufficient for having the coupling and the propagation of the HEW in the plasma interior. No
plasma heating was observed during the IBW experiment on DIH-D, despite of an optimum
antenna coupling Parametric instabilities observed from the scrape-off plasma were invoked as
responsible of the poor wave penetration into the plasma interior [7]. 'A possibility of reducing
the parametric instability intensity was found by operating at high local plasma density near the
antenna, during the [3W heating experiment on PBX-M [8]. This result was in agreement with
a model of convective losses-of the parametric instability due to the plasma inhomogeneity {9].
Following that model, the rf power threshold ofthe parametric instability expected in the [BW
experiment on FTU has been calculated, and the result is shown in Fig. 4. The rf induced insta—

no G

ET: ‘Illll I I I liFIIII T I I‘llf'ri'l‘ll-

IF: _.“I'
“:3 fit] .- till}: 0 {If _

. E _ _____,. P Fig. 4. Calculated reflection coefficient of the r? power
it 4U "- fr- ”HF. _ of the IBW waveguide antenna vs. the plasma density at

mpg 213 : “if, ”Ll-l = (’30 : the antenna mouth, for waveguide phasing dozfl, .

g :---"'"' _ Mun. The scrapevoil' plasma parameters as In Fig. 1

{a U I 1 I II: I I I I I IIII I I I I I I II are considered. The antenna consists of N22 waveguides

3,2 It)” “313 low of height h=4tl cm. transverse dimension h=3._o cm,
Plasma densitirr (”1'3} ' I separated by cm thick metallic wail, d=fl.2 cm. I -
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bilitv, which occurs in the scrapeeoff
plasma near the antenna, can be strongly
reduced by operating at high local plasma
densities at the antenna-plasma interface,

—31}

l C": 1::

so as DIES (on); lflcap’mpyil, where a

marginal antenna coupling (~40%) is
expected. We can conclude that the LBW
antenna coupling to a tokarnak plasma is
mainly dependent on the local plasma
density at the antenna mouth, for a given
operating frequency. For low local
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Plasma density {tn-1)
plasma densities, so as out locateeoxt,

pi 5 RF power threshold of the parametric instabilityF _ '
{egotinuous line) and RF power reflection coefficient WE" have found a 300d waveguide antenw
(dotted line} vs. the local plasma density at the antenna as coupling, with a rf power reflection
Hmmh- 3m“ Plasma Parflm‘m as ”‘ fig 1 coefficient .less than 20%. In this

_ condition, corresponding to a distance
of many wavelengths between the antenna and the IBW mode conversion layer, a similar result
can be recovered by the Brambilla's lower hybrid grill code. Moreover a marginal coupling of

31) 40% reflected rf power is found,b}1 assuming higher local plasma densities, so as 0. 3 ton é

{HLH 106,111 1}. "1 mg.T11ese conditions should be useful for operating with a low activity of the
parametric instabilities, which can affect the wave propagation beyond the scrape off plasma.
Moreover, by operating with the antenna located beyond the [13W mode conversion layer, so as
film tomb.'3’ top, a very high power reflection is expected, which shows that the direct coupling

of the ion Bernstein wave to the plasma, without launching the buffer electron plasma wave,
cannot be obtained
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Bounce Averaged Fokker-Planck Code
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For the modelling of low density ECRH discharges a full kinetic description is needed,
The basic equation describing the electron distribution function, f,,, is the gyro-averaged
Fokker—Hench (FF) equation in a 5-dimensional phase space with the quasi—linear diffusion
term. So far, a fully self-consistent solution of this problem is clearly outside the bounds
of numerical possibilities.

Fit sufficiently low collision frequencies, the phase space dimension can be reduced by
bounce- averaging of the kinetic equation. The bounce—averaging procedure is based on the
existence of a very fast time scale, relevant to the quasi recurrent motion of the particles
along the field lines. In a locally periodic magnetic field a particle can be reflected (trapped
particles), or it can suffer a periodic variation of its parallel velocity, without changing the
direction of its motion {passing particles). The bounce-averaging procedure is explicitly
defined, for an arbitrary function A, as <: A L‘s-{,5 if} girl (ls/u”, where r E girls/u” is
the “bounce time". The integrals are defined over a complete bounce orbit for trapped
particles {i.e., from one turning point to the other, and back), and over a complete period
of the magnetic field for passing particles.

For a general magnetic field configuration the bouncevaveraging has to he performed
numerically for every particle population (trapper! and passing), and trapping/detrapping
mechanisms have to be formulated by suitable boundary conditions. In the axisynn‘netric
(tolramalr) case, only one population of trapped particles exists. Moreover, the conser-
vation of the toroidal momentum allows a further reduction of the dimensionality of the
problem, and the Fl3 equation can be solved in a 3-dimensional phase space of invariants
(energy, magnetic moment, and toroidal momentum) [1.] A general stellarator magnetic
field configuration is characterised, on the contrary, by the existence of local [helical and
toroidal] mirrors, and there is no rigorous tvay to define the different. trapped particle
populations. '

Limiting the analysis to the treatment of central (on~axis) ECRH, a hounce~averaged
FF model can be introduced, which is well suited to treat the specific magnetic config-
uration ell'ects of WT-AS close to the axis, where the toroidal mirror term dominates in
the Fourier expansion of 5’. Here the radial and poloidal variations of B are disregarded.
The problem is finally formulated as a time—dependent 2D Fokker-Planck equation, for
the different populations of trapped particles and passing particles. rI'he FF equation is
written as '

a i . . .
"gig 3": Gifts) :3”: “i“ ‘5 Still is) 3’b ’l' "'5 Sdclfiol 3‘5 'l‘ “‘3 Siesalfin) be ill

,f'jfl represents the bounce~averaged electron distribution function, which has to be con‘
sidered as a function of time and two invariants of motion. The index i = :l:, n. labels the
different particle populations: passing particles, with positive (+) or negative (a) parallel
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velocity, and tl‘f—IrI-"rP‘Ed particles [Tl = 1, - . . , N,, with N, the number of toroidal ripples be-
ing considel-ed). C 2 En, (2:5.e represents the Fokker-Planck collision term, where the sum
,5 performed over the particle'specles cr (electrons and ions) existing in the plasma, 3,;
is the quasi‘linea'r diffusion operator describing the absorption of the EC waves in local

apProfi-tli: 1 El ' 3'

3,; I Efifimettfi‘ _ (2)
with QLJ. the dominant component of the quasi-linear diffusion tensor, 5d,, o: End/flu“ is
a term representing the effect of a dc electric field, and Sign is a general sourCe and loss
term allowing for particle and energy conservation in order to obtain stationary conditions,
and, in general, for modelling of the anomalous electron energy transport. This kind of
modelling conserves the essential features of both the-quasi-linear diffusion driven by the
ECltfl absorption and the effect of the power loss term in velocity space.

A numerical code has been developed to solve Eq. (1) taking into account the simplified
magnetic field geometry close to the axis of WT-AS. The code allows to consider an
arbitrary number of toroidally trapped particle populations (in the case of WT—AS, N, =
5). Several particle populations are physically distinguished: two populations of passing
particles, particles being trapped in the toroidal mirror where the ECRH is launched, and
particles being trapped in the other toroidal mirrors. The boundary condition hetWeen
the trapped populations and the'comrnon populations of passing particles is given by the
continuity of the distribution function and the conservation of the total particle flux.

The numerical solution of Eq. (1) is found by means of a conservative alternating
direction implicit scheme [2}. The Coulomb coefficients and the parameters of the source
and loss terms are recalculated at each time step. Polar coordinates aroused in velocity
space. Note that these. are the most natural coordinates for the collision term, while the
RF and the electric field terms are represented more naturally in cylindrical coordinates.
As a consequence, convergence problems could appear for situations with very strong RF
heating, localised in velocity space close to the boundary between passing and trapped
particles. The code has been bench-marked with the FPPAC code [3], where a homoge-
neous magnetic field is used, by reducing the size of the trapped particle region in velocity
space. Full agreement has been obtained. '

The time-dependent solution allows the simulation of quite different situations, e.g.,
. the iteration of the heating and power losses with respect to a fixed temperature, defined,

e.g., by the slope of distribution function in the limit or —i U. .
In the collision operator, the ion distribution functions are assumed to be Maxwellian

.with constant temperatures, while the non-linear electronneleotron part, C”, includes the
first two Legendre harmonic terms in p, allowing for conservationlof total momentum and
energy. Note that a nonlinear treatment of the collision term is mandatory in order to
describe the energy flux in phase space. The non negativeness of the distribution function
is also assured. _

Note, that using of the local quasilinear operator as base for obtaining the bounce
averaged one, which was formulated and studied in [4] with taken into account nonlocal
effects, can be done when the width of the RF beam is is small enough, i.e. if the change
of the phase of wave-particle interaction due to the magnetic field inhomogeuity is small
during crossing RF beam by particle, M1 N NfcttB/[peftil <51, where 45:, (9,, R are the
toroidal n-iodulation, electron gyroradius and big radius of device, respectively.

The specification of the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient requires, in general, the lsnowlw
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edge of amplitude and spectrum of the local RF fields. These are determined by the prop-
agation characteristics of the waves involved. In particular, the amplitude of a component
of the wave spectrum at a given point depends on the amount of damping it experiences
while propagating through the plasma. This, in turn, is a complicated function of the
electron. distribution function along the path of the wave. Thus, in general, the determi-
nation of the electron distribution function and the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient must
be made simultaneously. The most common approach is to use Maxwellian absorption
rates calculated for a uniform magnetic field. Following this approach, the quasi-linear
diffusion coefficient has been computed by means of a 30 Hamiltonian ray~tracing code.
In particular, only the QLJ. component of the diffusion tensor, has been taken into ac-
count, the acceleration due to the EC waves being mainly in the perpendicular velocity
direction. The diffusion coefficient is averaged on a small magnetic flux tube around the
axis. This is equivalent to describe the effect of the heating by means of an “effective“
quasi-linear diffusion coefficient independent of the radial and poloidal coordinates. The
toroidal dependence [a Gaussian profile is assumed) of the injected beam is retained for
the bounce-averaging. This simplified approach is justified for focused EC beams.

In the lonr density ECRH discharges, radiative losses as well as collisional electron-
ion power transfer are fairly small, and the radial electron energy transport plays the
dominant role. In general, the so called anomalous transport, Le, a mechanism being not
understood, has to be formulated as a power sink in phase space for the Fokker-Planck.
modelling, in order to attain stationary conditions. The resultant distribution function
depends sensitively on the form of this power loss term. Quite different loss models can
be tested, e.g. a convective term, defined only in the trapped particle region, for the
simulation of fast losses of energetic trapped electrons due to the radial drift [5], a loss
model at low I); simulating the parallel power losses in case ofstrong magnetic turbulence,
or a simple isotropic loss term, proportional to {of— s: n2 >)f,.g.

The code allows to study the deviation of the stationary electron distribution function
from the Maxwellian for the different populations in many different physical situations,
e.g., in terms of the field ripple, the heating power density, the heating scenario (funda-
mental O-mode and second harmonic X-mode), and the electron density [5].

Here we report only two examples of applications of the 'code. Perpendicular ECRH at
the second harmonic X-mode with a minimum of B at the launching position, leads to very
high power densities for the electrons being trapped in the local mirror at the launching
plane. The formation of a strong tail is found by the FP simulations for this population
of electrons. Fig. 1 shows the bounce—averaged electron distribution function far}, as a
function of the parallel and perpendicular velocities computed in the toroidal position
of minimum B. Note that a deviation from the initial Maxwellian distribution, though
much smaller, can he observed in the other toroidal ripples, due to the collisional energy
transfer. The distribution of passing particles remains close to the initial Maxwellian
distribution.

The code allows also to study scenarios with oblique RF injections, and therefore to
estimate the EC driven current. In the example shown in Fig. 2, the most part of the
input power is absorbed by barely passing particles, with a definite sign of the parallel
velocity. The trapping as a consequence of their acceleration in the perpendicular velocity,
determines a loss of momentum of this population of passing particles, and the toroidal
induced current turns out to be in the direction opposite to that of launching [6]. A
similar scenario has been experimentally studied, as reported in Ref. [T]
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Fig.1. 211d harmonic xrmode, 1: . .minimum B" scenario: isoline plots of the bounce-

avel aged electron d1str1bution function with trapped electron population withm the ECRH
launching plane (right) and for the other field periods (left). Parameters are following
11.: .- 1 — 10131211114, Tc 2 1.5lreV. Pub, = 1{ll=l/’/cn'1.3 (corresponds to 4UUkW of total inputed
RF power}. . '
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F1g 3‘ Case of oblique launching of RF beam for ’lminimum-B“ scenaiio (r1ght and
left are the same as above]. 'Dotted line is the resonant line on axis at minimum B
point. Parameters are following 11.1 = 1.5- 101301114. Ta = 1.551002 Pm = NIP/0111.3.J
N“ Fm 0.1851. cfl/w = 3.996. Note. that due to effect of trapping of some part of passing
electrons the resultant current ((011) 41.012090.) has the opposite to sign of NH. The
local coeffinent of quasilinear RF diffusion is given from 3D 1'113' tracing modelling
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1:1ntroduction
Measurements performed on Tde‘v’. { B =1.5-1.9T. R a .36m, a = .25m,

I], = 140-200 RA]. have been used to deduce properties of the suprathernral electron
distribution generated during Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) [1]. Such measurements
are important because correct modelling of LHCD supraflrermal electrons is necessary for
the design of future advanced tokatnaks that are proposing to use LHCD to maintain the
reverse magnetic shear required for enhanced confinement operation.

Three diagnostics sensitive to the presence of LHCD suprathermal electrons are
used; the electron cyclotron transmission (ECT) diagnostic[2]. a hard eav camera and
a filtered soft Ken}; tomographic array. Data from these 3 diagnostics are presented below
along with comparisons to Fokker Planck simulations.

ZrECT Measurements
The ECI‘ diagnostic measures t},( nl ) which is the asymmeuic part of the parallel

electron momentum distribution; f,,{ 1p”: ) = ftp”) — ftp”). Measurements have been made
along two chords. at n’a = 0 and rta - V: . Fig. 1 shows the results of the off-axis channel
for shot 2?654, [1,1 = 142m, nm=2.0><10”rn", NM: 3.0, Vwe .OSVolts . T“: 2.2 keV.
q“ n 0.8,P,1r = 680- kW]. The distribution is
flat which is more representative of a RF
"quasilinear plateau" than that of a mm . .. “iii .E‘iqriim. ..
runaway tail. Also. the end of the plateau E 5
is at least 95 ke‘v’ which is well beyond mm} + w i
E,,=30 keV which corresponds to the {mew W¢¢¢‘¢* ‘

III
IE

H
} iiinjected Nmzi Since vm=nsv for this

shot. the effect of electric field cannot
explain this extended tail. ‘ _

The value of Hg. associated with a Hosws' -------- - - - -------
D 20 4D EDresonant energy of 95 hell is 1.9 . This :a

Figure 1 EC! signal for 27654

D Hflflfl

‘Snpported by the Canadian Government. Hydrovgnébec and INRS'
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can be related to the values of. he}, allowed by the requirement of non evanescent wave

propagation. Requiring N; 2 Oin the infinite, magnetized. cold plasma dispersion relation
pg Na + P2 Nf + Pg-— 0 one finds that there exists a lower bound on Np. The ECT signal

sensitivity increases with density so one would expect that the maximum contribution to

the off axis signal would come around the horizontal midplane. Fig.2 plots the lower

bound on Ngr for the z = 0 horizontal midplane. From the graph. the lower bound on M,

for rfa =93 is 2.3 which corresponds to a

resonantenergy E,, = 43 ke‘v". This implies ”WshotKiEli'BSI-t

that all lower hybrid waves that are \\\\t oatmowedb

resonant with electrons with parallel \ \\‘p \

energies greater than 43 keV would be 2.55 N“: N“ a. x

evanescent and hence not allowed to exist; 1 WEVE
in contrast to the ECT data. mane-scant

There are various hypothesises to L5— _

explain this fact. l{flue hypothesis is that 1.o . . . . . . . . . . ..... :

although the ECT signal implies that there " 'u ””5 Egg ”'5 "D
are 100 keV electrons present at Fig.2 Conversion Boundary and

(ere z) = we. o). these high energy lower propagation boundary-
' electrons _ could be produced by lower

hybrid waves resonant at some place else on the same or neighbouring flux surface. For
example, the position ' r'r/a, z) = (-VI, 0) is on the same flux surface as the position

(etc, a} = (1X1, 0). From Fig.2 we see that for nth = Jxfi, the conversion boundary is at

Np = 1.85 . This corresponds to a resonant energy of E” = 96 ke‘v' which is consistent
with what is measured by the ECT signal.

In Fig.2. at, e 1.35 at we = 4/2, is outside-of what is marked as the allowed
propagation region. All lower hybrid rays are expected to be confined in this region which
is bounded by lent) cute-offs and caustics[3]. If the 100 ital.l electrons are accelerated from

such waves. it would imply that the rays tunnel through the propagation boundary.
Evidence of waves outside the propagation boundaries has also been seen on PBX—MN].

The distribution measured by the ECT signal in Fig.1 occurred during a 3 msec
time window centred around 660 msec. Often, the distribution changes dramatically from
one 3 msec scan to the next. This indicates that the distribution is not as steady state as
is usually assumed. These changes in the distribution are not correlated with either the loop
voltage or the bremsstrahlung X-ray emission from the plasma measured by the X-ray
diagnostics mentioned later. One candidate to explain this behaviour is the anomalous
doppler instability. In this, a distribution which is very asymmetric in the parallel direction.
symmetrizes itself in the parallel direction by pitch angle scattering.

3: Hard X—ray Camera
The hard X-ray camera consists of 4 (id-Te detectors viewing the plasma along

perpendicular impact parameters of tin-6.42.48 ems. The results of. shot 27654 are shown
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below in fig.3. The X—ray emission energy spectrum is centrally peaked and decays
exponentially with energy. The heavy line is for impact parameter “12cm which
corresponds to ri'a ~ Vii which is. the same as
the off axis channel of the EC’I‘. The fact
that this channel shows photons with
energy at least to Eidke'v' is consistent

with the high energy electrons seen by the
ECI‘ off axis channel. The exponential
decay constants, referred to as the photon
temperatures. range from 13 to 16 ke'lr'. Lin

e
Er

ni
ee

ivi
ty

ti: Filtered X-ray Tomographic Array :1 I L to grim I ‘ Isle. L ion
This diagnostic consists of a linear Fig.3 X—-ray Cain'ieramairenergymspectrum for

array of silicon photodiodes that view the William Paramemm 0f 0 "’5 '12 13 em
plasma thmugh 1.5 an“ of argon gas_ In Em units are phlotonsi‘secikewGFicmE]

contrast to the X-ray camera above that measures an energy spectrum up to 100 keV, the
filtered array’s detectors are only sensitive to radiation between 9 and 15 ke‘v'. Fig.4 shows

data for shot 2?321 which is typical.
[ IpzlSl-‘t. P,F?D{ikw, N” = 2.5,
at: 1.6x10‘9m'3]. The diamonds are the {1.50

can _ .' H/No diffusionK?

experimental line integrated Xarayt E * .
inteusities. Note that i si nificaiit M‘ -- - ‘. , mm 5 g - E “'5“ Withdifiusion
emission all the way up to 13 .cm, U - //

u- o u- I ”'2” a Iconsistent with the signal from the Ximy % ° . Exp. Data
camera. The other two curves are the m ”-1“ J/

_ r: ' sresults of Fokker-Plank simulations that j coo . . . . . . . . . The-— r .....
o a it:- is so 25

will he discussed in the next section. Im act parameter (cm.
Fig.4 X—rey ine iitegrated emissivity

s: Foltker Planck (Fr) Simulations
Simulations from a circular flux surface toroidal ray-tracing code[5] consistently

coupled to a fast 2D FP soiver[6], predicted power deposition inonly a narrow radial range
of 0.1 .5 ria s 0.3 . Consequently. zero signals are predicted for the EC'T off axis channel
and both the May camera and filtered array for irnpact parameters rl'a 2 V2. This is in
contradiction to all three diagnostics. This disagreement is partly due to the fact that this
code does not include radialdiffusion. Furthermore. the code predicts that the BOP signal
should drop off rapidly for energies above the injected Np The simulation does predict a
photon temperature of 19 iteV for the bremsstrahlung emission[7] for impact parameters
E 6 cm compared to experimental values 13-15 lceV measured by the Xuray camera.

Recently, simulations have been made that use the power deposition profile outputs
of the li’zD ACCOMEB} code as inputs. to a fast 21") FF solvedS] that includes radial

diffusion. The results of this simulation are-plotted in Fig.4. for no radial-diffusionand for
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a diffusion EDGffiCiont of U 11v”! vmmmifsec, assuming the diffusion is due to magnetic
turbolenoem. In general the distributions predict the signal measured by the filtered array

fairly “”311 near the WIMP 0f the plasma but underestimates the emission for impact
parameters greater than mid radius.

There is no doubt that radial diffusion plays an important role in Tde‘v’ based on

measurements of suprathermal edge losses. However, when simulations are run with a

diffusion coefficient large enough to reproduce the edge losses. the resulting hot pflpulflflfln

radial profile still does not give enough suprathermals to match the measured X—ray

emissivities at large radii as in Fig.4. This suggests that the experimental power deposition
profile is'hroader than what the codes are predicting. If, in fact. the level of magnetic

fluctuations is high enough to affect radial transport significantly. it has been shown that
the same fluctuations (with possible contribution from densityr fluctuations) can brflfldgn

the power deposition profile because of their effect on lower hybrid wave propagafinnflg}

Collisionless diffusion of accelerated particles across field lines is another mechanism that;
should be considered[11]. .

5. Conclusions
The ECT diagnostic has shown that there exists a plateau in the distribution

function that extends well beyond the resonance energy of thelinjected N” and this is
consistent with the hremsstrahlung energy spectrum of the X-ray camera. A hypothesis was
presented that indicates that the concept of propagation boundaries might not be right.
Perhaps one or more of the assumptions used in the calculation is at fault.

The Fokker-Planck simulations predict power deposition in only a narrow radial
range of 0.1 5 tin 5 0.3. Consequently, radial diffusion is required to place suprathermal
electrons beyond rfa 2 to. which is in line with all three diagnostics sensitive to the
suprathennal electrons. Furthermore, there is evidence that the power deposition profile is
broader than that predicted by the coupled ray tracing-PP simulations.
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EFFICIENT IMPURITY EETHAGTIUN WITH HUDERATE POWER OFF—AXIS ICRF
HEATING IN A RIPPLED TDKAMAK

Harohenko v.3.

Institute for Nuclear Research. Kiev. Ukraine

Central impurity accumulation can be very detrimental to
iusion plasmas and raises doubt about the use or the H~mode in a
reactor [1]. So there is a long—standing interest in the
possibilities to reverse the normal inward flux oi impurities in
tokamak plasmas. The possibility of using directed neutral—beam
injection.(HEI} has been extensively discussed in the literature
[3.3]. Here an alternative method is proposed. which is based on
the strong enhancement of convective ripple transport of
resonating ions in the presence of moderate power oiiwaxis IGRF
heating. The mechanism oi this enhancement could be described as
iollows.

Let the resonant surface mmI [here m is applied
frequency. w is impurity cyclotron froqusncr] be located inEl
the domain. where ripple wells occupy plasma crossvsecticn
vertically (Fig.1). Then impurity ions on those magnetic
suriaces. which intersect resonant chord. accumulate on the
banana orbits shown in Fig.1. Such banana particles will
eventually become trapped into the ripple well. In the absence
of IGHF a particle. wich is locally trapped in region 1. drifts
vertically until it escapes from the local well on the same
magnetic suriace where it has been trappedi The situation
changes considerably in the presence of ICRF. Then the drifting
impurity ion remains in resonance when bouncing in the local
well. Thus it accelerates vertically* and. moves down to the
bottom of the ripple well. The condition that a locally trapped
particle will not escape irom the ripple well until it leases
the plasma could be written in the form

.1,(11d VJJH < (ml/oi)” . m
where fid=éz(u2+ui}/3mfirfl is the toroidal drift velocity. .13
is the phase volume confined by the ripple well separatriw.
J1=§ ”id: is the longitudional adiabatic invariant oi the
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imaallv trapped Particle. and (dJI/dtJRF represents damping cf
J due tc ICEF heating in the local well. For typical parameters

an IGRF electric field amplitude cf save V/cm is auificient tc
satisfy {1}-

The calculated impurity cutflux is given by

T faint :
TE? a E E£_:_i_.a3_ {an

2 mRPaa
where n . ml are impurity density and mass respectively. 90 is

polaidal angle at which the given magnetic surface
' H TXZrea‘ T*—{Db/l) . Db is the

banana bounce—averaged RF diffusicn. cceiiicient in velocity
interfiects rescnant chard R=R

Space [a]. vudEhUE, wad is the rate cf trapping intc the lccal

well [5]. Fer typical parameters cf the edge tckamak plasma and

RF~1DGRW Eq.[3) gives TgFafojfiflm"2380_I.

Fer cemeariscn. with abcut EGUMW NB cc—injectica in. Hm: FLT

taaamak. an impurity outrlux cf PEBINfO’Ecm”Essc" was obtained
with elcee values of edge plasma parameters [6].

total input pcwer P
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Fig.1 Guioing center orbits of resonant impurity showe. in
poloidal progeotion. The hatched regions 1,2 correspond to
{fideJJe >6, where trapping or banana particles into the
local welle 1e possible.
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1. Introduction

An interesting problem related to pellet injection is the transient plasma response
to the pellet perturbation. Two types ofprecooling phenomena have been reported on
several tokamaksfl a 6]. In first, the temperature inside a particular magnetic'surface
drops suddenly when a pellet arrives at it. The second shows a cold front propagating
faster than the pellet itself. So far the effects 'of pellet injection on the destruction of
magnetic surfaces and a relation to these phenomena have not yet been reported. In
this paper, fast response of EOE to pellet injection is described from the point of view
ofnone-local. electron enhanced transport triggered by the local perturbation. Partic-
ularly, we study {1) how the plasmoid propagates around the torus from the injection
port until a new equilibrium state is established, and (2) how the pellet perturbs the

" electron temperature profile in this short time—seals (s: a: 1:3; }._ We "will discuss the
strong magnetic bursts during the ablation phase.

2. Experimental Arrangement and Diagnostics

The particle content and velocity of the pellet are N6 x llll9 particles and m alflflmfs, _
respectively. The pellet 1s injected on the horizontal plane from the outboard side of
the torus along the longer axis (QBDcm) of the elliptic plasma. The position of the pel-

Ilet is deduced by the time trace of HDE emissions from the cloud, which are measured
both at the opposite {inboard side) port along-the pellet path and at the next inboard
port with a sight line crossing the pellet path 'I he electron density is measured with a

- "‘1’ ch FIR interferometer at the opposite torus port (se~1see and therefore the densi-
ty rise due to pellet injection'1s usually delayed by at least 250i150 as. a soft Km ray
tomegraphy'1s taken at NEW-47° between the pellet and FIR ports. Four arrays with
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20 ch detectors{X-ray energy: 0.2w30 keV) view a plasmoid vertically A 48 ch EOE
system is used to measure the time delaj,r at which the electron temperature starts to
decay. The cyclotron emission is detected along the vertical direction along which the
magnetic field strength is decreased. This system is located close to the pellet
porttetbmgfi"). The magnetic bursts are measured with 120 pickHup coils at several
locations around the torus. All these data are recorded at every 3 as. A target plasma 13
initiated at B: 1.9T by 2nd harmonic ECRH£f=106GHzl with 350 kW, and then NB!
with BMW is performed. Three injection timings are chosen during ECRH and NBI,
and after ECRH is turnedwoff (post—ECRH).

3. Toroidal Propagation of the Plasmoid

'I‘ypicallg.r dips are observed on Ha emission from the oloudE‘Tl. In order to identify the
local position of the travelling pellet, we compare the dip position with some rational
surfacesdq2 1 and q=2f3). The result for the (:1: 1 surface is shown in Fig. 1. Based on
this knowledge, the toroidal propagation of the high density plasmoid is investigated.

E 30 400
L!.5 2.3 300 511 0 9
3:20.£15 200

a.E M10!“)
.10 E

a:4-! O
'1 s E

N
400

-200

P
e

n
e

tr
a

ti
o

n
de

a

— to ‘ l = ‘ - 3 0045 so 55 so as 7o ?5 so as
shot number

Fig. 1 ‘ ' 4 0 0
Penetration depths(triangles) and . ‘200 '1 00 0 1 DO 200
dip positions(circles) are plotted for F132 H (mm)
ECRH and N31 plasmas. Vertical Time sliced X— ray emissivity contours
axis indicates the distance from the at the peak are plotted. Field line in}.
center of the chamher. In this config-~ jectory is also shown by dots. The cen—
uratlon the magnetic axis is slightly ter 01" the chamber is 13:0 and 3:0,
shifted inside.

A density pulse preceding the gradual density rise is observed on the most inner view-
ing FIR chord [8]. From the comparison with the field line tracing, this pulse agrees
well with the trajectoryr ifthe high densit}r plasmoid starts around the region between
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(FBI?) and q: 1, and propagates along the filed lines. This assumption is qualitatively

Supported by soft X—ralr tomography. Figure 2 shows the trajectory of the field lines

Starting from 11331" the {F 1 surface to near the axis along the pellet path. A Li pellet is

injected in this case. Five contours around the peak of the emissivity at several times

are also Shown for 0.5 ms. Agreement between them is fairly good. Thus it is consid-
ered that the high density plasmoid propagates along the field lines, when a pellet is

ablated at least for r g ra(q= 1)_

4. Cold—Front and Non—[meal Response

It is found that there are two types of EOE response. One shows a very short delay
time(~100 psl independent ofthe plasma radius. The other is the case that the delay

time increases with decreasing radius, as shown in Fig.3. Here t=0 is defined as the

time at which the pellet arrives at the plasma edge. We call the former "non—local"

response, and the latter "cold—front” response. In Fig.3 three EOE signals are taken
inside the q=1 surface.

(and 15 Figure 4 shows the delay time as a
function of frequency(radins), which

H51 0 are obtained in EORH and postm
2 1015 cm“2 ECRH plasmas. In case of “nonmlou

(a) Di (b) Dipl i

n1 cal” response, the EOE signals near
0 the axis start to decay when the pellet

penetrates just w 4cm "from the edge.5
(gig-F}; MM: “fix.” The radial propagation velocity is

0 . 2.5 kmfs. On the other hand, the

I
m

”coldwfront” also propagates with a
(a.u..) 5 . . . .
EOE I velocity of 500 ms, which is slightly

0wk faster than the pellet velocity. The

{an} 5 possibility of the interference with

EOE 1‘" I the EOE signals by a high density

WAXwplasmoid is carefully checked.
D .

—U.2 t(ms) 0.8 —D.2' t(ms) {1.8 From the field line tracing the EOE
Fig.3 Two types of EOE response {a} "cold—from ", viewing chord is far from the trajec-
and (b) ” non filocal”. Ha, line density, EOE signals 1301.), of the plasmoid, and on the basis
{err-Ngflcmfiflcmfi cm,respectively] are plotted f th 1; 'dal t' s re
for two {a} post—EORH and (lo) NB! plasmas, D B firm propaga 1011 med 11 '

ment (§3), we consider that EOE is
not interfered with the plasmoid. We note that the ”coldmfront” type is frequently
observed in ” post— ECRH” plasmas. In EORH and NBI plasmas, however, the
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”non~local” type is usually obtained, although the ablation behavior( at least 133, ' :-:
netration depth) is quite different, as shown in Fig.1. It is lei't to the future whether
the heating source itself and related effects lead to the ”non—local” response, or not.

3. Discussion

Regarding the pellet generated mag.
netic perturbations, we would like to
mention that only during the able.
tion phase(~0.5 Ins) strongmagnetic - '
hursts are observed. Several modes;
[poloidal mode number mm led) are
excited in the frequency range from
Et to 33kHz. The amplitude
reaches up to I GaussEQ]. As shown

so “so so so 100 no 1211 in Fig.1. dips are faund an the H11

690 - ' I I 1 I I I I I 'I I I I 'I r I I I I I I I I 'I ..

500

fl and : _ . . a....... ............... ,3
s E - .E 309 . . . $1 ......l .....a
H ifi€fi3n_ :as : :
BE, 20% iii-I: ......i....._
:1: : -

103 .. 1;,............... ..J
I _. _. _ isms:

fl .. I I 1 I I I I I r I I I ? I I I 1 I -

Mg; freq(GI—izl trace and the widths of the dips are
. Delay time versus the ECE frequencflthe well correlated with these- bursts in-
axis corresponds to IUTGHZ and the edge
67 GI-Is, respectively) Circles and
squares are taken in ”post-ECRH” and
during ECRH plasmas.

tensities. In this sense, the islands, if
the width is associated with is-
lands[10], are transiently created by
pellet injection itself.

Thus it is suggested that island — formation precedes the local pellet position. Then a
relation between the mode surface position and penetration depth is investigated.
For example, bursts with m=2 are excited when the penetration position is far from
the q = 2 surface, which is expected to be associated with the mode. This indicates that
the core magnetic surfaces are perturbed even when the pellet stays at the edge.
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- Universite Henri Poincare, Nancy I, B? 23 9, 54506 Vandceuvre Cedex (France) _ .
*soratoire de Physique des Plasmas - Laboratorium voor Plasmafysica, Association

"Euratom-Etat Beige" — Associatie "Euratom-Belgische Staat",
Ecole Royals Mlitaire ~Koninldijke Militaire School 1040 Brussels (Belgium)

1.The Slab Coupling Model and Implementation of the ICANT code

The ICANT code solves the antenna radiation problem using a finite boundary element
technique combined with a spectral solution of the interior problemU]. The slab
approximation is used and periodicity in y and 2 directions is introduced to account for
toroidal geometry. The boundary conditions between the plasma and the vacuum can be easily
related to the spectral surface impedance matrix[l] é. That is to say, the Fourier components

of the fields at x=~v are related by the expression (Ey,EZ)= w§.(Bz,By). We assume for
simplicity that the plasma is modelled by a density step with a surface impedance matrix
resulting from the magnetosonic wave dispersion relation, kil = u(1 - 113), u = e1 - n23,
p = min, where 51 and E; are the rot and xy components of the dielectric tensor.

its: ,3?

r ANTEfifiL
:‘ :—"-'" Z :_- . nun-active elentmt

dented-untrue
““i‘l the continuity "'

.._... passive element
continuum: line ,. -- "

— r Wmm
dame; tin:
z cuppa-lent

Fig l: Geometryr of the system antennawplasma (a) and a finite element representation of the current Us).

We choose a finite element representation of the current J=E c; T,- where the finite current
element Ti automatically ensures the current continuity (see gray lines on Fig.1b). The
current profile is built self consistently by imposing the vanishing of the tangential electric
field on the antenna surface asthe conditions L; dELTi dx =0. From the set of cj which

determines the current on the antenna we can obtain the needed parameters to characterise the
antenna (radiated power, impedance, electric field,. . .).

The new version of ICANT can now solve cases with fully. metallic conductors, i.e.
with isotropic conductivity on the surface. To have realistic results, the finite element
representation has to he properlg,r chosen. Also more complicated antenna shape like
“trombone-type” antennas, with an x-dependence of the current Ix, will be investigated with
the present version of ICANT.
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2.011 the determination of the current profiles on a ”trombone-like" antenna.

In the conventional models, the question of how to choose the current distribution on
the different parts of the trombone is always problematic. Consider for instance the simple
case of Fig. 2a. On that antenna part with a return conductor, two TEM coaxial modes exist
that need to be appropriately combined. The self~consistent solution has been analysed for
different geometrical parameters of the antenna. This simple case illustrates the deviation from
a cosine on each part of the antenna that results from selfconsistencv. However ICANT code
can describe the effects of particular relevance to antennae like that used in JET or ASDEX-
Upgrade.

In the following parts, we have chosen the fixed parameters: RC: 4 or major radius1
r9: 2 m minor radius, B1: 6 T toroidal magnetic field for the Tokamak characteristics. For the
strap antenna in front of the screen or plasma, we take wp= l2 In strap length, wz= 0.2 m
strap wide and d1: 0.1 m the distance between wall and strap. Here, the back strap between
the main strap and the wall has the same wide and its length flakes different values. The
current profiles (Fig. Ebro) are given versus the distance between the main and back straps
when this type of antenna radiates in vacuum. It is easy to see that the current profile on the
strap departs from the usual assumption (cosine variation) even for small values of fend
d2=.5d1 (Fig. 2b).
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012 all ale-ea tulle '1.4~r‘
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Fig 2. Trombone like antenna: description of the antenna {a}, Evolution of the current profile i}; versus curviline
coordinate r {b} , Jy versus back strap position to] and Jy[s] current profile on the antenna with plasma.

In vacuum, the B values change drastically with the position of the back part of the trombone

antenna and the current profile on the main strap is strongly distorted in the region located
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a the connection to the wall. In the presence of a plasma, the current profile on the strap

is no longer a cosine as shown on Fig.2d. Furthermore the B value evaluated in vacuum would
lead to inconsistent results if it were used in the plasma case.

3_ Effects of the position of the screen above or below the strap.

We assume during this part of the work that the screen blades have anisotropic conductivity

that is correct if the blades are small enough. This assumption will be discussed in the next
paragraph As shown e1 sewhere[ 1], in the case of a single antenna facing a metallic wall, there
are resonances of the selfconsistent propagation constant 1'}. These spurious resonances occur

at- each zero of ky2+kzll£02 and are related to the existence of a current Ix perpendicular to the
wall. In the presence of plasma, these resonances still exist but the}.r do not contribute
significantly to the radiated power and give only small discontinuities of B when the density is

greater than 5. 1013 [11-3.

c___ . m . _ .
ll 4. or without plaSma 3 0 without screen I I (b)

x With plasma E: x with screen " o
3' -— theory 2_ x i

i x x
2» .

X1L ' x _ .
1 . x K =c.sr5m i x'

. str p w 1 54mm
{it}: i—cics ' e efcs o.1S ii“? 18 is selector) 21

Fig 3 : a} ll versus screen position 5, b) radiated power versus plasma density

The system was first tested in vacuum, for a screen made of contiguous blades. It was
found that both when the screen is above the central conductor and when it is located between
the central conductor and the back wall, the self-consistent B values (see Fig 3a) agree well
with the classical formulae in the plane capacitor limits: (i) screen between strap and wall
timid—is and (ii) screen above strap BEN) (d+s)is. For a finite screen with a plasma in front of
the antenna the evolution [3 versus the position 5 of the screen is similar but the values are
smaller because the screen transparency is now 0.5. The radiated power for a given density
and with small values of 14a depends only weakly on the screen position. The radiated
power versus density exihibits a peak as a single antenna[l] but the radiated power is smaller.
This peak does not exist when the impedance matrix is deduced from an inhomogenous
plasma model.

4. Magnetic shielding effects.

The most basic effect of the so-called magnetic shielding is to distribute the current on
the central conductor, as opposed to the conventional model where the current on the strap is
assumed unidirectional. Examples of such current distributions, that prevent field lines to
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cross the strap, are shown Fig. 4. Similar current leep distributions exist en individual screen
blades that exclude the magnetic field frem the cendncter area.

SCFBBII

(a) (b)strap
1

Fig; 4 Current vecterfield en the plate screen and the antenna fer anisetrepic (a) and isotropic (h) conductivity.

The currents induced en the screen result from twe effects. One can be asseciated to the
electric shielding ef the strap (as seen fer an anisetrepic case on Fig. 4e), and the ether,
associated with magnetic shielding, causes the eccurence ef‘ currentleeps (as shewn en Figh).
The fact that the current I}, on the central part of the screen is in the eppesite directien ef the
current en the strap is characteristics ef the magnetic shielding. In erder te clearly demenstrate
the existence of magnetic shielding effects, the next step is te compute the magnetic field
generated by the antenna with a screen.
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1 Introduction

The full Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LI‘ICD) system in JET was brought into operation

in the 199495 experimental campaign. The maximum LH power coupled to divertor plasmas

reached ?.3MW, using 3.2MW generated power. In profile control experiments 13s long LH

pulses were applied, delivering a maximum energy of GSMJ to the plasma. Full current drive

and sawtooth suppression have been obtained up to EMA and. analysis suggests that

overdriving of the current is taking place in low density discharges with high LH power. For

[Pb-EMA the fast electron profile and LH driven current profile, as deduced from Past Electron

Bremsstrahluug (FEB) measurements, are peaked at approximately mid radius, as is suitable

for current profile control. High power LHCD before the Neutral Beam heating phase has

been used to study the effect of profile control on Hot-Ion l-I-modes.

2 Current Drive Efficiency

Full current drive with LHCD alone has been achieved in X-point configuration in the

range lp=0.?-3.0MA and ii,=0.?~2.0><10wm'3. Fig. la shows the theoretical current drive

efficiency, calculated for the experimental conditions by a ray~tracing + Fokker-Planck code

(LHCD code}, against volume averaged electron temperature (T,). No DC electric field 'cffcct

was taken into account in these calculations. Fig. lb showsthe experimental current drive

efficiency for discharges where full replacement of the plasma current was obtained, i.e. with

zero resistive surface loop voltage. The variation in c- wassmall and has not been taken into

account in the graphs. For line averaged density fiueljxlfllgmfi the experimental and

theoretical efficiency are in. agreement. The efficiency reaches nCD=o.'25-o.3oxloiflm‘zarw, a

value which is in accordance with the requirements for advanced tokamalt scenarios in ITER.

The calculated efficiency (Fig. la} saturates above {TQeLSke‘v’ and for ii, €1.1xllflwm'3 the
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efficiency drops slightly. An explanation for this behaviour is a shift of the absorption
towards lower energy electrons, to n” upshifts, once a saturated plateau in the electron
distribution function has been formed. The experimental efficiency (Fig. lb) deduced from

measurements of the surface loop voltage decreases with temperature for (Te)rl.5ke‘v' and

he €1.1x10'9m'3. In addition, the hard X-ray emission from the fast electrons appears lower
than expected, especially at high Li-l power (PLHrSMW). A plausible eXplanation for the
observed result is the local overdriving of the current in discharges with excessive LH power,

A negative DC electric field, which counteracts the LH wave field, is then induced in the

plasma region at approximately mid radius where the Ll-l power is deposited.
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Experimental n”, forfeit current drive shots. V,,,,,,,<li (Kraut j(pjwaualysisj and V,,,,,P=fl.

The radial profile of the parallel electric field has been calculated, applying the technique
by Forest et a1. [1]. The method utilises the radial current profile, j(p), determined by
magnetic measurements, including Faraday rotation, and EFIT equilibrium reconstruction.

The parallel electric field profile can be obtained by evaluating the time derivative of the
poloidal flux. Fig. 2a shows the loop voltage profile for a ZMA discharge with
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fiE=D.Tr-<lfllgrn'3 and PL..,=5.SMW. A reversed loop voltage is obtained in the region

mew-chi) and in the region outside 1y=ll5 the loop voltage is ~—0.15V, which suggests that

the current is being overdriven. There is a discrepancy between the evaluated loop voltage at

LIFE .0, which is almost —0.2‘v', and the measured surface loop voltage, which remains close to

zero. A possible reason is that the measured surface loop voltage is not representative of the

value at the plasma surface itself, but at a point further outside the plasma.

The loop voltage profile shown in' Fig. 2a was used as input for a simulation of the

discharge with the ray-tracing + ED Fokker—Planck code. The hot conductivity term reached a

maximum of 1.6xogpm, at tpr=0.6 and the resulting current was 2.3MA. For comparison,

when limpet} was used in the calculation the driven current amounted to >5MA, see Fig. 2b.

The output of the code was then used to calculate the expected FEB emission and to compare

it with the measured emission. A reasonable agreement between experimental and calculated

line averaged brightness was obtained when the current profile corresponding to 2.3MA and

l«f[c,,:,pr-’~l} was used. This analysis suggests that the current is being overdriven, but an accurate

calculation is difficult in these conditions and there are still discrepancies between. measured

and calculated current drive efficiency in some discharges.

3 Profile Control Experiments

Full suppression of sawteeth has been achieved with IJHCD up to 3MA in conditions

close to full cu'n'ent drive (Fig. 3). At low density, a peaked electron temperature profile and

high central electron temperature (Ten above Ske‘v'} have been obtained. This high

temperature phase is characterised by very low MHD activity.

LHCD has been used to modify the current profile before the formation of Hot-Ion H-

modes in order to raise qt, above unity and to suppress sawtecth during the high power NBI or

NBIHCRH phase. In a first campaign the ELM-free period was reduced when preceding LH

profile control was used, probably due to the decrease in edge shear and triangularity

associated with the broadening of the current profile. In a second campaign the plasma

configuration was modified to keep a higher edge shear, with the result that the length of the

ELMrfree period was similar both with an without LH profile control. Fig. 4 shows the result

of the second caperiment. The sawteeth were suppressed during the NBI phase and in some

cases there was a softening of the MHD activity, which prevented the decrease of the neutron

yield. The ELM which terminated the high performance phase was delayed.
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Full current drive with LHCD alone has been obtained up to BMA, resulting in current
drive efficiency nCDr-UES-OJDXlDzuin'lAfW. Analysis suggests that overdriving of the

current is taking place in low density discharges (finellmJ) with high LH power

(PLH‘PSMW), but there are still discrepancies between experimental and calculated current
drive efficiency in some discharges.

Sawtooth-suppmssion and strong peaking of the electron temperature profile have been
obtained up to SMA in low density discharges. Promising results have been achieved with [H I

profile control before Hot-Ion H-modes and forthcoming LHCD experiments will aim at
improving MHD stability and confinement of Hot-Ion Humodes and at studying shear
optimised scenarios.

Acknowledgement - The authors thank Drs C. Petty and W. Zwingmann for help in the
analysis of the loop voltage profiles.
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Abstract
The various time scales of current generation by electron cyclotron waves are qualitatively
investigated for the localised off-aids current drive needed for profile control and plasma

stabilisation in tolcamaks. These are compared with the source frequency tuning rate
offered by the present technology. The competition of bootstrap current perturbation
created by localised EGRH heating with the conventional electron cyclotron current drive
mechanism is also addressed.

1. Introduction
Shaping the plasma current profile in a tokamak is considered an important tool in en-
tering the second stable regime for short—wavelength ballooning instabilities, stabilisation
of sawtooth instabilities, and for improving the energy confinement in the plasma core
by stabilising microinstabilities. For ECRH control, frequency tuning of the source may
be needed to locate the electron cyclotron resonance in proper position. This may be
needed even in real time for feedback. To investigate the limits of such frequency tuning
for moving the current generation region, the current rise and decay times have to be
evaluated and to be compared with the tuning rate. In the same content, the role of
difiusion broadening of the current profile and its rate have to be assessed. Such an anal-
ysis requires solutions of the electron kinetic equations in the tokamalc configuration in
response to the fast moving cyclotron resonance region, which work is in progress. In the
present work, we report on the results of a parameter study to construct a satisfactory
model for a more complete analysis.

Parameter study .
The quasilinear diffusion coefficient D for the electron interaction with the microwave is
evaluated from [1]

__r_ fl 2 m ,gezs‘rs K
D— IETK m )( W ) lfi, lareld/v“! - (1)

where E” is the parallel wave field component with respect to the magnetic field, If
is the resonance integral, 1* is the average time between successive passes through the
RF, 9 is the poloidal angle, 9,." indicates the angle at which the resonance condition
or — flu(r,o,9) __ lens" is satisfied at radius r, y =: rsinflnn L is the radius of'the rui-
crowave beam, e,m denote the electron charge and mass, 1:; and s" are the electron
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perpendicular and parallel velocity with respect to the magnetic field, respectively, 3; d3
denotes the integral over one complete bounce in the particle orbits, and one has defined
W2 zsin'lcr/L‘l + ( 53/211“)? Here, ordinary wave mode propagation is assumed having
fundamental cyclotron resonance with the electrons, to is the wave angular frequency, 51 is
the relativistically corrected cyclotron frequency, k“ and in are the parallel and perpfln.
dicular wavenumber components, respectively, it} = (flay/QRZXIu—hfl'oi/Zflcvll), Q, is the
cyclotron frequency at ti = rr/B, R is the major radius, and q is the safety factor, or is the,
Wave propagation angle with respect to the magnetic field. The above diffusion coefficient,
is limited by relativistic heating out,'giving the maximum D : (czfilcnoH/Lwoilz/(QTQ,
where rile“ is the spread in the parallel wavenumber spectrum, and 1'1 : TBwRq/L.

In the present model the wave power absorption density pm: is determined from

c a ,,
pflp‘ 2/; diamawaflflds, (2)

with the distribution function f{r,o) obtained from the isotropized Fokker-Planck equa.
tion

iii _ 1 e 2‘53: fl _
{914‘ F 3:551:13 g 3t coll! H (3)

where [Sf/335),,” denotes the electron-electron collision operator, "o is the total electron
velocity, and D = [1/2)f3,(1 — #3d is the pitch angle averaged diffusion coefficient
with p: : ell/r).

For quantitative calculations, reactor-scale parameters R = 7.75 m, a z 2.8 m, B, 2
[3.2 T, I = 15 MA, centre density to, z {1.34 X 102" m“3, and centre temperature
T. = 20 he? with profiles (1— [r/elzw‘f‘ are adopted. The cyclotron resonance [in the low
velocity limit) is taken at r = {1.8 In, and the beam radius is L = 0.1 m. For reference,
fifty 2 MW beams are considered with almost perpendicular propagation Us“ : 200 In"1
with 53:“ :- fiU m‘l). Fig. 1a shows the profile of the absorption density which is well
localized near the resonance. The diffusion coefficient fit is depicted as a function of ve—
locity in Fig. lb at the radius of maodmum absorption density. rThe distribution function
remains here nearly Maxwellian with slowly increasing temperature. This is the conse~
quence of relatively weak diffusion coefficient with respect to the energy diffusion term in
the collision operator in the present case. For the present parameters with nearly perpenr
dicular propagation, the current generation might be encpected to be small as based on the
mechanism of reduced collisionality described in Ref. [2]. For more oblique propagation,
the efficiency has been expected to improve to find j[A/m2]/pRF[W/m3] Fe 1. As the
magnitude of the diffusion coefficient would not change much with changing propagation
angle, characteristic time scale of current generation might stay in the range of a few
milliseconds characteristic to the collisional time scale. I

Bootstrap current .
The local heating of the fast particles can create a local perturbation of the bootstrap
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current which has a. bidirectional form, as has been found for ICRF and LH heated fast
£0115 [3] Here, in our. reference case no significant fast tail formation is found, but because
gf the localised heating of thermal electrons similar bidirectional perturbation can arise.
BY including the thermal diffusion operator [1/r)[3/5r)rx¢3TE/3r we have solved from
Etiv (3] the evolution of the electron temperature profile with the given power source
and have evaluated the corresponding perturbation in the bootstrap current profile. The
temperature and bootstrap current profiles for different times are depicted in. Figs. 2a and
2b for x a: l mi/s. It can be seen that the ensuing bootstrap current perturbation can
331911111; to a significant level of the created current around the resonance, but its growth
might be somewhat slower than the one ensuing from the asymmetry in it”. It should
be emphasised that this well-localised bootstrap current of bipolar profile is excited even
with symmetric ls” spectrum, thus requiring no directivity in the antenna system, and that
if, is not degraded by the trapped particle effect but is even enhanced by it. The prnfile
and magnitude of this current are strongly affected by the magnitude of the thermal
conductivity. It is interesting to note that for some recently observed reversed. shear
canfigurations where the thermal diitusion rate has been decreased to the neoclassical
level, the local heating and the ensuing bootstrap current perturbation as presented
here would be strongly enhanced (in the absence of any deteriorating mechanisms) with
possible beneficial efiects for sustaining the reversed shear configuration.

Gyrotron tuning rate
It has been demonstrated that the frequency of a highupower gyrotron can be changed
even in microseconds by changing the operating voltage. Fast changes from about
145 (His to 135 GHa in steps about 2.7 GHZ by changing the accelerating voltage from
80 to 125 hi? and the modulation voltage can be realized for gyrotrons with coaxial rods.
The time scale for variation of the magnetic field even by 2%, resulting in the frequency
change by the same amount, would be much longer and of the order of 0.1 s which for
some applications is too slow. From the above analysis, the current generation time would
be of the order of milliseconds. Obviously, the fast frequency tuning in a much shorter
time scale might help to profile the ensuing current profile by sweeping the resonance
position appropriately for each application. '

Summary
Gy'rotrons with fast tuning in frequency can be used for fine tuning of the absorption point
in electron cyclotron heating and current drive, enabling their efficiency optimization.
The tuning in the range discussed above would be particularly attractive in the MED
mode stabilisation and profile control. However, care has to be taken to account for the
finite rise time of the driven current, and, interestingly, for the accompanying bootstrap
current perturbation which is tied to the local heating and thermal diffusivity. It has
been demonstrated that this current which ensues without any wave directivity may be
comparable to the current created by the asymmetry in wave spectrum.
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Geiesiie,-Kyie—22, 2.52650, Ukraine
e-rnail: voitenko®mao.glulc.apc.org

1. Introduction

We study anomalous resistivity and turbulent heating of a low-16 magnetoplasma with
electric field En H Bu (here 13 a: 1 is the plasma/magnetic field pressure ratio and Ba
is the background magnetic field). Quasi-steady ED and current density, jg, should
be related by Ohm’s law with an anomalous resistivity, the nature and magnitude of
which in many cases are uncertain today. The problem of anomalous heating mech-
anierflfi is of particular importance for both laboratory and space plasmas, because it
is that which allows - or doesn’t allow - fast energy release in the plasma with rare
collisions. It is believed that the fast energy release onset occurs as soon as current
density exceeds a threshold, determined by the turn-on condition for the favourable
instability, producing turbulent limitation of the field-aligned currents. Ion-cyclotron,
ion-acoustic, and lower-hybrid—drift instabilities have been widelly discussed (see, e.g.,
Huba 1985).

Here the kinetic theory of the Eu-driven instability of the kinetic Alfvén waves
(KAW) as developed and consequent anomalous transport mechanism 1n low—f3 electro-
magnetoplasma is discussed. Also, a possible role of a new mechanism for the KAWs
excitation by external electric field Eu due to the AMEefiect is proposed and analytical
expressions for the terms describing both SME and AME effects in E‘s-driven HAW
instability are derived (Voitenko 1995).

2. Perturbed Distribution Function

We search for the linear response of the one-particle distribution function on the plane
waves with electromagnetic wave potentials (d;(r,t),rlz_(r,t))= ((11.4%)): exp(ikr~1'1nt),
$3.]. Why, kl LBQ H B,

Let us start with the Boltsman kinetic equation for one-particle distribution func-
tion F. To the guiding center variables (t; r,,; E; VB; 3) it reads as

EF EF ~ 81“ -5‘F
..._._.. " _ __ __ = C F

where C‘Ui') is integral Landau, accounting for the pair Coulomb collisions (see, e.g.,
Akhiezer et al.], and fry, 1/; and t? are determined by equations of particle motion
inthe electromagnetic fields, including self-consistent wave electromagnetic fields and
external electric, ED, and magnetic, Bu, fields Here and below where we drop the
plasma component index all expressions are applicable for any component.

It 1s convenient to. present one-particle distribution function F as a _sum of slowly
varyingunder the actions of pair Coulomb and wave-particle collisions (quasilinear)
part F1], fast linear response on the wave fields fL, and fast nonlinear response ft“.
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Substituting for F 2 Fa -+— f“ + fill}; and ordering (1) with respect to electrorriagnet'1E
disturbances, one can obtain equations for fL and fNL. Using for f; expansion

ft“ = gE: f,, exp (wiflCfi' u )0) enp(-iwt + ticrg), {2]

where x is angle between nae-tie and ki, after some algebra we obtain the equation f0,
f" as

. enm SEE

is — a a at; a an av;
Only term —uf is talcen into account for 0%f) The solution f3 for the case of Eu :1]

+a=n m

is:

a.-..__a Jn 2.3:." 55159.. int 15. 3a
fi‘m rnw+iu~tzi4§u+n£2 (tow itcZ)5i’; +nfl(c if; +[q5 cAz)VI5$’Ij

W
where Jn m J” (tLVi/fl) is the Bessel function.

For the wavelengths obeying sEn/itz s: Tngifitfl, We obtain solution of (5) as

tail, l 533__ __ ._..___... E

f" M (1 m a; —- in - tat; -- nil Elfin“. (5)

In the case of E3 = E}, .u = [J and Maxwellian distribution function, expression (5)
reproduces that obtained by Sharma £2: rI‘ripathi (1988). Expression (2) with (5) and
(a) for f” jg gives plasma linear response on the shear (magnetically noncompressihle)
EM waves with B; as 0.

The same expansion as [2) we use for nonlinear response fNL:

I“ = :32 fliers (”first n so) wetsuit + sar,). (6)
is n

Substituting (6) and (2) into second—order (1) and solving it with respect to series
amplitude, fa”: one obtains

.2are: is J
f" enigmtf, "lit-FnQ/k, Z alk1“k2)é(fl"J“ E) 3-:

MM
. . . . "' I}; "‘ Eu -

exe(-Ixe+ 321113 +15%“ ([311 K k2]:(¢1- g-AIZ) + E(k1 a kflAu) x

as shes}, -- v, - as, a9(1),?2
,h(,,,swa s%flVfiVL)Ewl%+HU%J

~ V; ~ 35‘s_%A.fln ?

«where terms describing influence of Ba on three-wave interaction are included through
1%,, and onl}r dominant terms, discibing tlireemwave interaction, are kept. The abow:
estpressions provide full kinetic description of the KAW weak turbulence generation by
external electric field (see Voitenko 1996);
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3. Anomalous Transport Produced by KAWs

In the low—,8 plasma the threshold of SME KAW instability, Emr/Em 5 0.1, is-weil
below that of the ion-acoustic, Egg/Em. Fe 0.8, and ion»cyclotron, Eggs/E13,. as 6.3,
instabilities discussed before

Thus, in this section we discuss anomalous. transport produced by SME HAW tut-
bulence. In mane cases (see Beiikov, Kolesnichenko 3.1 Plotnik 1982) one can suppose
scattering (target) particles in C“: to be Maxwellian and to take the averaged ’slow part“
of Boltzman equation [1) i11ihe_tbrm Fa = fM(l*fL)f(lé), where fM is Maxwellian dis-
tribution. Keeping terms m 11?s and integrating (1) over Vi, we obtain Fokker-Plank
diffusion equation for one-dimensional function fig

3; cE‘EEi—f a a. @111 " "
61-. av zevl)(Vef+;Hli %I) as ,' (Q

where quasilinear and floulomb diffusion coefficients are:

1111:2111, “13113101515111; - _ (9)
ofl=eut . ' "'am

Here Ag = 151012) exp[—~s.a“) and electron collision term with '
11,. = (11' --1) 21111114 Lg/(nfiVfl') 1s derived from the Landau integral with Maxwellian
scattering centers.

The first moment of equation () for electron component is Ohio’s law:

411" El '1 41w _ 41112 , " " '- ..
—2- 5; = + _ffii.?z ”i“ am}: (11)
11.1,"; . _ __ {alpi- , Mp1:

with anomalous e»wave collision frequency

3ft, Mateo, _ ' . (12)
Here DQL includes the normalised energy of KAWs spectrum determined by nonlinear
three-wave interaction of KAWs (Voitenko 1996) The saturation of RAW turbulence
may be also caused by quasilinear relaXation of the unstable distribution function. Since

KAWs- longitudinal phase velocities usually occupy a little part in the electron velocity

space, V} <2 V}, 1: V3, with VA '1' V1, V; c: Veg, we can restrict ourselves by studying
only resonant electrons suggesting the other electrons to be Maxwellian Integral of
equation ()_ from the point outside (but close to) resonant region, V— V1 1... 0, where
0‘35 m D and 1“,, as f“ U“ 1s Maswellian distribution) to the point inside V:- lei),
gives us the relation between turbulence level and slop of distribution function there:

(DQL 4“,. )afe 1.; 3f?

_ . flirt 3E 31”; new.
Combining-this relation and (12), we finally obtain anomalous collision frequency in
the approximation of strong turbulent diHusion:_

.1; m(Vii - Vii):
E?_H I I’i‘iIII‘HP‘Te Hm-

new as dDQLaE

(13)

(14)
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Ftom the above expression one can see that for sub-Dreiser electric fields eswave m1,
lision frequency due to SME~effect is less than thermal collision frequency, “1.11. a,
Eu/ED, 1.151, and cannot provide enough collisions to maintain current system in marginal!
stable 1egime j; 2 55,1. At the same time, with growing Flu/Em SME RAW instability '
may provide sufficient friction force due to it"s action only on the resonant electrons,
and the electric field much greater than the Dreicer field may be achieved owing 1,,
the corrugation developed 1n f,,(V), producing a f1i_ction force distributed over all Else
trons, preventing their escape In. short electrons accelerated by En with velocitisS
greater than those decelerated by the original instability, begin to form separate group
with a secondary positive slope'1n fefl’ ), resulting'1n a secondary instability (and cm.
respondent friction force) development and so on. For every individual hump with
thermal spread 3,, I STE/p and density 11,, = 11/39 (p is number of humps) we have
asselerating/decelerating,r force balance '

1.1/11: 311,“ ' ' ' (15)

where 12,, m (4111141113,, / [mEVflMLQmF/S: is efiective ‘thermal’ collision frequency; cf
hump with number 1.1.

The number of humps, pm 2 [1.4.1130 + 1 Fe 8, provides-near-marginal current limita-
tion for electric fields up to

sir/E13,. =1 (1 .. 2.5111 11mm, :1- 102. {11)

The problem of escaping electrons at the tail of distribution function may by a}.
leviated with the development of AME KAW instability, which has negative feedback
influence on the 1111 electrons, asselerated by Eu. '

The instability of kinetic Alfven waves may be operative for the cases of fast energy
release in discharges and current sheets in the tokamaks, spheromaks, and in the solar
and earth’s magnetospheres.
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Abstract
The conditions for driving plasma rotation by the effect of ponderomotive forces are
evaluated analyzing diiierent mechanisms that may he produced by some types of high
power .radiofrequency waves commonly used for heating and current drive in toroidal
devices. Particular attention is paid to lower hybrid waves, as they are the ones that
have been observed to produce plasma rotation. A. comparison is made with the resonant
mechanism which can also drive plasma rotation from the oscillating; wave fields. The
results are then discussed in relation to the possible production of an L—H transition.

Introduction.
v When high—power radiofrequency (RF) waves are injected into a toroidal plasma,
the nonlinear pondcromotive (PM) forces become important and are able to influence
the plasma dynamics. This forces are the result of time-averaging the momentum e-
quation over the fast oscillation timescale, and are completely nonlinear in nature,

thereby manifesting; themselves prominently in high amplitude electromagnetic waves.
PM forces are of primary importance in dealing with the interaction of high intensity
lasers with a plasma, such as in the case of inertial confinement research with lasers.
in magnetic confinement, the present requirements for RF heating and current drive in
large devices already have an RF power high enough. to talce the nonlinear eil’ects into
account. Having powers of a few tens of MW, the efl’ect of PM forces on the plasma
dynamics should he-important. On the other hand, there is'experimental evidence that
RF waves, in particular lower—hybrid waves, can influence the dynamics of a toroidal
plasma as a whole, by producing bulk rotation [1}. rThis rotation may well be driven
by nonlinear forces by giving momentum to the plasma ions in a preferential direction.
Plasma rotation is also of major relevance in the transition from the L to the H mode,
where it is now clear that a poloidal rotation near the plasma edge is intimately linked
to the establishment of the H mode. In that respect HF waves may be used to induce
an L—H transition, and that can be accomplished in two ways: by a resonant mechanism
[2] and by the non~resonant ponderomotive force, which is the one considered here.

The idea of driving rotation by a PM force has been already analysed by a number
of authors [3—5]. They have considered the basic expression of the PM force obtained
originally by Klima [E], which essentially consists of a ponderomotive potential and an
induced magnetization. There is also a time dependent contribution which is usually
neglected for the time scales normally involved, although it should be pointed out that
in L—H transition, the variation of the electric field amplitude may be fast enough to make
the time dependent term important. Now, the way this ponderomotive force can drive
rotation varies in the diiiierent models proposed. In one mechanism. the drift velocity
due to the radial component of the PM force is. mainly directed in the poloidal direction
and is able to move the ions in this direction [3] Other mechanism. considers the migular
{ toroidal or poloidal) component of the PM force and relies on a radial convection of
plasma which is gaining momentum from the PM force, to produce a sheared plasma
rotation [at]. In those two models, the PM force is balanced by non-dissipative terms in
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the momentum equation‘, in the first case it is the Lorentz force, while in the second
the convective term is considered. It is expected, however, that viscosity should play an t
important role in determining the rotation, since it is precisely this effect which prevents
the plasma to rotate poloidally as a whole in standard neoclassical theory. Tsypin et al.
[5} have included this dissipative term in computing the rotation produced by Alvis];
waves, using a viscosity of the Burnett type.

' We are here interested in studying a. model that includes the different nonlinear
efiiects, since it is quite likely that all of thorn are of similar order. First the dynamics,
is studied without the viscous effects, just to evaluate the feasibility this mode] and the
relative contribution of the various terms. In this non—dissipative model we can also
compare with the results obtained previously in {2] with a resonant momentum transfer
to the plasma ions, since that was also the case considered there. Then we discuss the
effect of a viscous term in a qualitative way. We note that such a scenario may cause
the edge poloiclai rotation necessary for inducing a transition to the H mode.

Model analysis.
Using a multifluid description of the plasma, the averaged momentum balance

equation for particles of species j in steady state may be w1itten as [5],

1eji'1._-1'vr"‘§?w : %Tt3“v’j X B "" V ' P1“ +34 “i“ F;,., (1)

where Pj is the stress teaser for japarticles, F}, is the ponderomotive force, 11,,- the
averaged. friction forces and all other variables have their usual meaning. No steady
electrostatic field is assumed. The ponderomotive force has difi‘erent representations
depending; on the waj,r it is derived including; a possible time dependence. Igno1ing this
possibility, the PM force of-an electromagnetic field oscillating at frequency to can be
written as,

1 _ _ ' ' 41¢i

at

where if“, is the current of j-particles induced by the spectral component of the electric
field Ej. We will rather use a more convenient expression in terms of the dielectric
tensor 13”,. which makes it easier to introduce the special kind of waves being considered.
This is given as the addition of a. PM potential term and an induced magnetization,

F3}, 2 ——r1jV'iJ + B K [V X M), (3)

with
l as},2 Hr. _..,, r . - m- ‘ (9*(b Ifiiin,(5 k C ”a E" . 1—5116 an ”E

Let us for the moment neglect the terms P,- and R,- in Eq.(1). When only the right
hand side term is taken to balance the PM force one has the case considered in [4] and
{T}; a convective momentum transfer to the plasma edge. If the first term on the right
hand side is assumed to balance the PM force, then the situation is. the one considered in
[3} and. [8}. We take the three terms together. From the radial and poloidal components
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of Eq,(1) in cylindrical coordinates we can obtain two conpledequations for Ujr and via,
which, "for axisynnnetrie configurations, take the form,

r . 1 . . 1'.

w “3- at. £3.13... _ . 929;; 1.1.3.5; aUJ-if ‘ti‘ 4age l—atg +u~ --—+. (J_

-.. .- as. - . an a as - ,.
B: J" - “31‘ __..._____ .m—w, (a)

mini 8r 5" 31‘? r

where hi3): _: t/mj-c. Let us assume now that the amplitude of the wave is onlyr
dependent on the radial coordinate, varying, as it penetrates the plasma. In that case
Far :2 [1, audit we also assume poloidal symmetry (which is not necessary always true),
the equations can he decoupled ohm-lining,1r the velocities,

1 s
h 's “‘ WWWBjfl. h ._ 23nd,, ~— 23 -— m2 r2 X (5)"l 2 i 3" rain,- ‘Fitj 5" 2 ' 1

which corresponds to a rigid rotation together with a radial flux due to the PM force,
since without it there are no real solutions for hjr. On the other hand, if vi,- == 8 Eq.(¢l)
gives a quadratic equation for 113's which has two solutions, that for £73,, <1: mjnjwfijr,
correspond to the rigid rotation hjg :2 —eig,'r and to the smaller velocity solution given
in [3],

,, .fl ,3 #1“. “LEE ._ "ii... Kidd: I [ii-”(w + WE”) “ELIE? (7)
J Maj in; air injflj Cir . lfiarnJ-rr.jw3j(nr2 ~- not”)? ctr

where the last expression corresponds to lower hihrid waves having a dielectric constant
_ 2 2 I '+ I I :l I ‘ I ‘1s — 1 — Wis/(w — p.353) with a?” the plasma frequency. In the oppomte hnnt, If”, 25;:-

inj'r'ijaiijji', the dependence on the wave power gets weaker, scaling as,

- J B z If? {2 if?

m,- dr mini. dr ctr

When there is a poloidal component of the PM force, Eq.(5) can produce a poloidal
rotation by a direct drive balanced by the convective force [4,?}, for which. a radial
velocity is needed. If L1,.- is lcnown then the poloidal rotation is given by,

l a: *he -- ——~e~—— spare —- ""1"“: (9]Injfi-jr'fljr 2

which again represents a superposition of the rigid rotation due to the magnetic force
and a term that depend on the actual iorrn ed the poloidal PM force. At this point
we compare these results with those obtained in [2] from a resonant mechanism for

:; momentum transfer. it was found that, the rotation induced by a single wave had
f, a scaling with the wave power W, that was weaker as the power increased. For low
' powers there was a linear sealing ’Uj‘g w W, which then turns to Ujh ~ WV”3 and finally

to the w ‘Wlffi for the largest energies. For these large powers the PM force becomes
important and the scaling; for this mechanism aiso weakens as the power rises,_as one
can see from Eqs.(T) and (8), going from the linear scaling; to ”his w WIFE.
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Finally, we can briefly mention the effect viscosity,r would have on our results by
including in Eq.(1) the term P5 = we;i. In this case, viscosityr can be the balanciu
term for the PM force without the need of the other terms, which was the situation
considered in [5]. This scenario is also obtained when air =2 0 in Eq.{5), and the,
resulting expression for via will also be proportional to the power as in Eq.(9). The
general case is not tractable in an anaivtical way. '

Conclusions. -
The analysis of. the different possibilities for driving a poloidal rotation in a plasma,

hy effect of the ponderornotive force of an injected high frequency wave, shows that.
various combinations of PM force components with the plasma. dynamics ma},r produce
such a rotation. It is found that the resulting rotation is less sensitive to the wave energy
as this energy increases, but the weakening is not as prominent as the one found for
resonant wave absorption. It is important to mention the relevance this way of rotating
a plasma could have on the confinement, since by externally injecting RF waves it would i
be possible to induce an LwH transition. it is not necessary to increase the RF power
too much since its effect on the rotation gets weaker.
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